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Save The Yosemite
FRANCES ANN JOHNSON
As the lovely woodland within the realm of the Old Man of Ihe Mountains was
saved for New Hampsliire and the Nation, so California's privakly owned forest
land within tin- Imrders of yrand Yosemite I'l'.rk nuist he sa\ed from the lunihermen.
The folliiwin,n poem, winner of first prize in 1929 Yosemite I'oetry Contest,
written hy our own I*"rances Ann Jjhnson of Littleton, should he a eliallenge t'j us
all to do our utmost in helping to save Yosemite.
Save the Yosemite ! Sovereign Yosemite !
Temple primeval, where gigantic trees
Stand ill imperial, infinite majesty,
])ringing vain, trivial man to his knees!
Save the Yosemite! Trf)ul)le(l Yosemite!
Fearing the selfish dominion of man ;
Pleading the patriarch friends of eternity
Bartered for gold in a money-stained plan.
Save the Yosemite! Living Yosemite!
Deep-throated pipes of God's Organ of Prayer.
Chant devo'it sanctus in shadow-veiled syiii])h(iny,
Is ihe/f Recessional echoing tliere?
Save tlie Yosemite! Lovely Yosemite!
lloly Cathedral, Cyclopian, vast!
Valley of Titans, colossal their dignity,
.Solemn, imposing, ])roud Kings of the Past.
Save the Yosemite ! Fight for Yo.semite !
it shall he done—if the Nation decrees.
Veteran Monarchs, you've earned iiiiiiiortalil\ !
(), we must save you, Yosemite trees!
Governor Charles W. Tor.EY
New Hampshire JVezvs Review
The dawning of 1929
EXECUTIVE saw the Granite State
with a new chief execu-
tive and executive council. Charles
William Tobey, a Progressive Republi-
can, made his inaugural address Janu-
ar\- 3 in which he advocated forward-
looking measures.
The $8,000,000 bond issue for the con-
struction of permanent highways, which
has since passed the House of Represen-
tatives by an overwhelming majority, is
an administrative measure.
The attitude of the new governor on
the matter of most vital importance to
the state, hydro-electric power, its de-
velopment and sale, was marked in his
inaugural by an apparent disposition to
be amenable to counsel and to hear all
sides of the question.
The new governor is forty-nine years
of age, is married, has two sons and two
daughters, and makes his home in Man-
chester where he established business
headquarters in 1916. He is familiar
with the state government, having served
two terms in the Legislature House of
Representatives, one in the Senate and
as a member of the Constitutional Con-
vention of 1918-1920. He has been
speaker of the House and president of
the Senate and during his latter term
(jf office was acting governor during ab-
sences of Governor John (i. Winant.
He maintains a residence in Temple.
The council is four to one Republican.
The lone Democrat is Cyprien J. Belan-
ger of Manchester. The Republican
members are Dr. William H. Leith of
Lancaster, Harry Merrill of Exeter.
Harry D. Hopkins of Keene and Harry
L. Holmes of Henniker.
New Hampshire's
LECilSLATlVE Legislature, the lar-
gest legislative body in
the country, convened in biennial session
at the beginning of the year and elected
its officers. George A. Foster of Con-
cord, Republican, w'as chosen speaker of
the House of Representatives and
Harold K. Davison of Woodsville presi-
dent of the Senate. Harrie M. Young
was re-elected clerk of the House, a post
he has held many years.
Some of the major questions before
the 1929 session are taxation, the l)ond
issue to construct permanent highways,
lit|uor legislation, power projects, besides
the usual grist of less important mea-
sures.
The new Secretary of State is Enoch
13. Fuller of Manchester.
Total valuation of prop-
TAXATION erty in New Hampshire in
1928 was $618,849,939. an
increase in a year of $6,383,559. accord-
ing to the report of the state tax com-
mission.
These figures include property assess-
ed b}- selectmen and local assessors, and
that in unincorporated places on which
assessment is made by the commission.
The amount of taxes last year on this
property was $17,944,011.47, or $296.-
509.94 more than 1927. The average
tax rate is $2.81.
The report of the Interim Tax Com-
mission, appointed by Gov. Huntley X.
Spaulding to study taxation problems
and bring in a report to the 1929 Legis-
lature, has caused a great deal of interest
and is the basis for many of the bills in-
troduced to remedy existing inequalities
in the distribution of the tax burden.
[3]
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Milan A. Dickinson of Swanzey was
cliairman of this commission and the
other meml)ers were Roljert B. Hamb-
lett, Nashua; Ivoy D. Hunter, Clare-
mont ; John W. Pearson, Concord ;
lames P. Richardson, Hanover; Sidney
F. Stevens, Somersworth (since de-
ceased;) Joseph O. Tremblay, Manches-
ter; Laurence F. Whittemore, Pem-
broke; and George H. Duncan of Jaf-
frey, clerk of the commission.
(/)ne of the most vital recommenda-
tions of this commission concerns the
tax on standing timber. The recommen-
dation reads :
"Taxation of standing timber in many
cases is almost confiscatory and we
therefore recommend the exemption of
standing timber upon the execution of
a contract whereby the owner agrees to
pay the fee at the time the timber is
cut.
Other important recommendations in-
clude a tax on all personal income not
now taxed by the tax on the income from
interest and dividends ; a franchise tax
on electric utilities and special equali-
zation fund.
At a cost of $25,000 the
EDUCATION Legislature voted an in-
vestigation of the State
Normal Schools and University of New
Hampshire to ascertain if there is du-
plication in the matter of teacher train-
mg courses.
New Hampshire has more than L5,000
illiterates, if the figures are correct of
Mrs. Cora Wilson Stewart of Washing-
ton, D. C, director of naticjnal illiteracy
crusade. Mrs. Stewart appeared before
a large gathering of the New Hampshire
Farm Bureau, in Concord, and advocated
a school at which there would be no age
limits or rigid hours for grown-ups who
need education.
Tuition at the College of Agriculture
at the University of New Hampshire
will ])e cut $75 for both in-state and out
of state students. This cut will affect
the two-year students only and a reduc-
tion from $150 to $75 for in-state stu-
dents and from $250 to $175 for out of
state students will be made under the
new rule.
An epidemic which has
INFLUENZA been variously diagnos-
ed as old fashioned
grippe, severe colds and a modified form
(jf influenza has run riot in the state for
several weeks. Probably the last named
disease fits the malady more nearly than
any other diagnosis.
The town of Wentworth was so badl)
hit that an appeal was made to the State
Board of Health for aid. As there is
no resident physician in the little town
two state nurses were sent there to take
care of the sick people. They consulted
Plymouth physicians by telephone re-
garding their patients.
The House and Senate have
LIOUOR been in the throes of a battle
over liquor bills during the
month. A measure sponsored by the
New Hampshire Anti-Saloon League
which would make the purchaser equally
culpable with the buyer started the ball
rolling in the House. The Senate pass-
ed a bill of its own l)ased on the as-
sumption that a man's house is his cas-
tle. The fight is still going strong with
a poor prospect of passing legislation
strengthening the liquor laws.
Fifteen women grace the leg-
WOMEN islative halls this session,
most of whom are new at
the game. They have received good
committee berths and one, Mrs. Maude
Ferguson of Bristol, a seasoned legisla-
tor, was given a place on the judiciary
committee, the first time a woman has
PHILLIPS ACADEMY 5
occupied a position on this committee in cision handed down last year by the
the lii story of the state. Supreme Court of the state.
A bill has passed I)oth branches of the A total of 122 women are now serving
Legislature making women eligible for as postmasters in the state, according to
appoinlixi' othce in the state. This priv- a report given out by First Assistant
ilege was (li'nied tliem through a de- Postmaster General Jolm II. r.artlrU.
Phillips Academy at Exeter
CHARLES NFVERS HULMKS
O Exeter, fair Exeter,
Unchanged by time art thou,
The same we knew in boyhood days,
The same thou standest now ;
Though youth and years have passed away,
Though far from thee we roam,
You welcome us when we return,
Like mother to our home.
O Exeter, fair Exeter,
Upon thy lawns so green,
Where I'hillips planned antl iVbbotl wrought.
Another race is seen ;
We know them not, O Exeter,
These youths of later days,
T)Ut they, as we, beneath thy care.
Shall learn to chant thy praise.
T) Exeter, fair Exeter,
(Jnce more we hear thy bell,
Once more we see each shadow fall
Where years ago it fell.
We breathe the same pure atmosphere
We breathed in days of old.
When life was new and thought was free.
And hopes were bright as gol 1.
<' ) Exeter, fair Exeter,
Cndimmed, forever shine,
And God who watches over all.
Watch over thee and thine;
Though classmates die and customs change.
Traditions fade away,
May thy fair light, O Exeter,




HAMPSHIRE'S tax struc- pose the development of new sources of
ture, the inequitable operation revenue and offers no adequate pro-
of which has been a fruitful vision for relieving propertv now (3ver-
theme for our statesmen during several taxed of any material part of the load
decades, seems fated to struggle along being carried. It is a manifestation of
as it is for awhile longer. The high the old conservatism that has been a
hopes fondly indulged that the Recess New Hampshire characteristic always.
Tax Commission proposed by the 1927 The emphasis that has been placed upon
Legislature and appointed by Governor the revenue producing measures, that is
Huntley N. Spaulding would work out the utility franchise tax and the general
a solution to the problem that has stump- income tax, has been gradually creating
ed many able and worthy men before a feeling that the actual purpose of the
them are slowly vaporing away. Men bills is to find more money, not with the
who are practiced in sensing the drift of object of lightening the tax burden on
the legislative mind are becoming satis- general property, but to increase public
lied that the commission's entire legisla- expenditures.
five program, embracing a dozen or Whether or not this feeling is well
thereabouts of bills, is heading for the founded is not the province of this ar-
scrap heap. tide, which is intended to point out the
No similar commission was ever more situation that seems to have developed
carefully selected and none ever set about in the Legislature regarding the tax
a task seemingly better qualified for the measures drafted by the Recess Tax
job in hand than this same commission. Commission. One feature of the rev-
Nor did any body of men charged with enue producing bills which has made the
an important piece of work ever attend conservative legislators hesitant about
to their duties more assiduously. Their them is the belief that their passage will
report has received the praise of Cover- mean the establishment of a tax depart-
nor Spaulding who appointed them and ment of large proportions with a tremen-
of Governor Tobey to whom the recom- dously increased state payroll. This
mendations were made, as a comprehen- feeling is deep-set and unless some sub
sive document displaying knowledge of stantial evidence is produced that it i:.
the subject considered and deserving of erroneous the bills are certain to meet
the thoughtful attention of the people of with little enthusiasm when they come
the State. from the committee.
What, then, is the explanation of the The report of the Recess Commission
dubiety as to acceptance of the program which considered the desirability of
for improvement of a generally admitted abolishing, or consolidating, some of th.'
bad state of affairs? The criticism most state departments has had something to
generally voiced by legislators inclined do with the prevailing diffidence about
to discuss the various tax bills before creating a new army of otffce holders,
them is a belief that the legislation that This commission, declaring the difficulty
has been proposed has for its chief \m\-- attending getting rid of a state depart
[6]
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nK'nt once it is established, contented
itst'lt' witli sui^gestino^ the ahoHslimcni
of one minor ofificial (h'awin^ oiu' of tiic
smallest of state salaries; then i)ro|)ose(l
thf creation of a new depai'tnient wliich
would add to tlie salary list several times
the amount that would be cut otY ])y tlie
remoxal oi the one little fellow. And,
at that, the new department that was
proposed undoubted!}" would l)e a good
thing for the State.
Rut, as not infrequently happens, the
casual confession that it is much easier
to create an official position than it is to
get rid of one, and that, in any event,
the only safe time to think of abolishing
a department is when the head of it dies,
or resigns, made a stronger mipression
on the legislators than the meritorious
proposal of a new department. Whether
rightly or wrongly there is a feeling,
([uite general, that a seritnis effort to
consolidate the business of some of the
state departments, with an eye solely-
turned on the needs of the state would
bring about some desirable changes in
the official ensemble. All these things
are being bruited around the legislative
halls and are having a tendency to give
pause to the Representatives and Sena-
tors in their contemplation of bills which
will create new places on the payroll.
Getting back to the tax legislation pro-
gram, in addition to the uncertainty
about creating a raft of new state em-
ployees, another weakness is the interre-
lation of the numerous bills. There
seems a necessity of passing all of them,
if one is passed. One of the reasons
why amendments to the state constitu-
tion have been turned down so consist-
ently has been the insistence of conven-
tion delegates to submit a large number
of proposals for changes in the consti-
tution. Such a variety of proposals were
made that it was next to impossible to
concentrate.' on ;in\- of one them, however
important it might be, and although
more or less i)retentious so-called cam-
paigns of education have been attempted,
contiicting views of the voters on tlie
different amendments proposed, have
usuall} resulted in a general disposition
to vote "No" on everything. That is the
state of mind the members of the Legis-
lature appear to be in regarding the ex-
tensive tax program.
Perhaps the chief criticism of the
Recess Tax Commission was the timidit}'
in relation to the gasoline tax. This is
a moot question. There is a radical dif-
ference of opinion on it so far as open
expressions from those actively agitating
highw'ay improvements on a large scale
are concerned. One school of thought,
apparently in the ascendant among the
legislative leaders, has elected to S(jft
pedal it, on the theory that it is unpop-
ular and if it was generally understood
a gas tax increase must be had to pay for
the larger scale of highway construction
in contemplation, the good roads pro-
gram would fall by the wayside. But
those who have given the subject care-
ful consideration are convinced that
Governor Spaulding is right in his con-
tention that the gas tax increase can be
delayed, l)ut not evaded in the long run.
if any extensive road building is to be
done. There was disappointment in the
Recess Tax Commission's failure to deal
with this question in the same construc-
tive and comprehensive manner as the
other tax matters were discussed in the
report.
Another obstacle the recess commis-
sion's program is encountering is th,'
I)retty generally det'ined belief that thi-
income tax has been [proposed to pro-
\ide money for highway construction
that otherwise would be raised by an in-
crease in the gasoline tax. No proposed
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tax increase evokes popular acclaim
from those who are to he called upon to
pay it ; nor is there any wave of enthu-
siasm from a class of tax-payers when
they helieve they are heing discriminated
against to relieve another class, who
should pay the tax under an equitable
arrangement. In spite of a quite com-
mon assumption to the contrary, there
are still a number of persons in New
Hampshire who do not own automobiles,
even though on the basis of comparative
incomes they might afford a car. There
is some resentment among the latter over
the proposal to tax their income in order
to avoid a gas tax increase to be paid by
those who are using the hard surfaced
highways, and who are the ones demand-
ing the good roads.
Moreover, motorists who have given
til ought ful consideration to the proposed
income tax are wondering what boots it
to them to save a little on their gasoline
tax and pay a lot of income tax. There
was a notion that the income tax would
be attractive to the farmers of the state,
who might entertain a theory that it was
a practicable method to get at the pay
envelopes of city workers, and that the
farmers would not be bothered with it.
r.ut the memories of tlie older farmers
liark back to that period when there was
a great to-do about getting at the city
fellows l)y jacking up the poll tax. Old
timers in the Legislature recall how
some of the meml)ers from the rural
sections, fretful over the onerous taxes
assessed against their tangible property
and the apparent immunity of the person
who owned no real estate, were wont to
declaim with gusto about the delightful
prospect of a five or ten dollar poll tax.
In the course of time there came a five
dollar poll tax, levied to pay the state
bonus awarded the World War veterans.
There was no insistent demand for its
continuance when the bonus bonds were
paid, for it proved to be just some more
added to what the farmers had been pay-
ing right along and it bore as heavily
on them as it did on city people having
small incomes. Hence they are skeptical
about the claims that the income tax
will merely catch the city workers, with-
out being any drag on their own bank-
roll. A favorable point about the gaso-
line tax is the certain knowledge that the
amount paid by the motorist is govern-
ed entirely l)y tlie number of gallons of
gas burned up on the highways. And
the income tax keeps clicking merri]\
along whether one is keping his money
freely circulating, or is practicing habits
of thrifty saving.
The foregoing is a sample of the line
of talk being heard around the Legisla-
ture, which forces the conclusion thai
another ambitious attempt to bring about
needed changes in the taxing system has
gone awry. Improving existing condi-
tions is a slow process, and in view of
the present capacity of the public intel-
ligence to absorb things, more rapid pr<j-
gress is likely to l)e made by going at
the problems in piecemeal fashion than
I)y attempting any far-reaching shake-up.
Also, the niillenium will l)e more ad-
vantageously approached when the lead-
ers tackle their ])roblems courageously





a l)(jy wln) used to live in
llie same street as I when I was a
1)(>\-. We used to call him little
Lord Fauntlercjy. His father was dead
and he used to live with two maiden
aunts. He was never allowed to play
with other boys in the street and he
always wore a velvet suit just like the
f)riginal Lord Fauntleroy. Perhaps his
mother and aunts thought that he was a
sec<jnd edition of that paragon of all the
virtues of boyhood.
When my friends and I used to come
home from the woods and moors where
we had been having a fine time making
fires or damming streams and doing all
the things that boys delight to do he
would be watching for our return and
would look at us over the front or the
back gate and there was a world of
Icjinging in his eyes.
He was robbed of all the natural joys
of childhood because his elders had a
ready-made ideal that they thought he
ought to fit. They never saw him as he
reall)' was and ought to have been; they
saw onl\- the little idol of their dreams.
And as he grew up he had to fit into
their pattern, not into one of his own.
He was fitted to be a clerk in a l)ank,
so they thought. That was a nice gen-
ti'el kind of occupation wliere he would
always be able to l(jok like a gentleman
and never mix with dirty and vulgar
working men.
He always seemed to me to be a man
in disguise; at rare and fitful moments
did (jne perceive traces of the man thai
he really might have been. There were
whole areas of life that he ought to
have explored, dozens of peo[)le with
whom he ought to have rubbed shoul-
ders. He could discover through them
the kind of man he was, his likings, his
predilections and his preferences and so
in the end find liis own niche in life and
fill it man full) by being himself.
He never married. His mother and
aunts lived to be very old and they took
excellent care that no designing female
should ensnare their precious l)o\-. it is
said that he took the reins into his own
hands once and started to work in some
line of engineering that covered him
with grime and grease, but evidently his
mother and his aunts were too strcjng for
him for he was not long (jut of the ])ank.
Some parents do a great deal of harm
by forcing their children to conform to
some narrow ideal of life and character.
They never realize that God does w(A
make children to fit into the ideals and
aims of parents. A philosopher has said
that God breaks the mould immediately
He has formed a man. That is true.
Each person liorn into the w(jrld comes
out of a mould entirel}- his or her own;
nobody else could tit into it; nobody
else could be the kind of person that
other is. The proverb says: "Train up
a child in the way that he should go and
when he is old he will not depart from
it." Too many parents mistake the
meaning of tliat i)rover]) and tliink that
they ought to train u[) a child in the way
that tlicy think tliat lie should go. lUU
it is his own way that he should go, and
his own wa_\' that lie should be en-
couraged to iind out for himself. The
art of teaching and of ti'aining the child,
it seems to me, is to provide materials
and facilities for the child fo find and
be himself.
To be oneself is a wonderful thing;
[9]
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to be oneself wholly and completely is
to embark upon the most glorious ad-
venture that life can offer. To be
oneself is to gather to one's back aU the
forces of the universe for to be oneself
one tits in perfectly with tlie universe of
which one is a part.
It was asserted not many years ago
tliat men could never liy through the air.
i*)Ut there was a way by which men could
tly if they could hnd it. In order to
laid it they had to discover how to fit
their machines to the laws of the uni-
verse. No heavier-than-air machine
would ever fiy unless it was designed to
work with the laws of dynamics and
use those laws so that the air lifted the
machine instead of allowing it to crash
to the ground a broken wreck.
Sq it is, figuratively speaking, when
we try to fly to our ideals and be our-
selves at our highest and our best. We
have first of all to inform ourselves of
the spiritual laws of dynamics and use
them in the building of our own charac-
ter. We have to develop a technique
of living that fits dur particular person-
ality. "There is one way for thee", says
the poet, "but one. Inform thyself of
it
; pursue it."
How then shall we discover the kind
of man or the kind of woman that we
really are? First of all, are we cherish-
ing any illusions about ourselves ? Are
we really doing the work or being the
kind of person that we ought to be? If
our parents did not set us at the wrong
task in life it is possible that we may
have set ourselves at it. Even the great-
est persons have had their illusions about
themselves in this way. It is said that
Napoleon thought more about himself as
a musician than he did of himself as a
general. The Kaiser fancied himself as
a sculptor. Louis the Sixteenth of
France thought himself a very clever
locksmitli and misspent the greater part
of his time in the smithy when he might
have been stemming the tide of blooch'
revolution that was rising over the fair
land of France.
We may be attracted to some art or
profession and waste a good deal of time
at it when our real talents lie in another
direction altogether. We may waste
our time singing when we ought to be
studying mathematics, or make the night
hideous with the discords of our saxo-
phone when we ought to be asleep pre-
paring our l)ody for the more efficient
performing of our day's work.
Or again, we may have the very
proper notion that we ought to be this or
that but at the same time think that we
are so good and clever at it that we don't
have to spend all the time in preparation
that other mortals have to do. There
is no profession that I know of, no trade
or craft that is oX any worth, that does
not demand hard and steady study.
Very often the unthinking person will
see the ease with whicli some great artist
or craftsman performs his particular
work and remark, "How easy. I think
I'll do that. I'll be a singer or a painter
or a writer." Such a person never stops
to think of the long, long years of gruel-
ling hard work that has gone into the
production of that easy skill or facility
of expression. Sometimes we have t(j
be very severe with ourselves and learn
to be our own severest critics before we
can even start to become ourselves at
our highest and our best.
Then again we lose power by the
many masks that we wear. The word
"person" comes from the Latin "per-
sona" which means a mask. And some-
times the persona or mask that we wear
shows a very diiTerent being from the
real person. The social mask is so often
assumed and people lose power by as-
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suming a post' that is in accordance witli
tlic style or the conventions of tlu- time
even when tliey know in tlieir lieart of
hearts that they despise that particular
convention. Time and time again, our
neurologists tell us men and women
break down under the strain of tr\ing
U) li\e according to social con\entions
that they really despise. Ikit they as-
sume the persona or mask because their
particular set or clique assumes that kind
of pose.
Professional people sometimes do this
and lose a great deal of their native
worth and power in consequence. A
minister tells a story that will illustrate
my i)oint. He went back to a former
parish in Maine and visited a friend of
his who was a member of his old church.
"Well", he asked the old lady, "how
do you like the new minister?" "Oh,"
she replied, "I don't care very much for
him." "Why? How's that?" he asked.
"He's too sanctimonious," she said.
"I'm like Maud Royden, 1 hate religious
people. I like folks to be natural."
The nnnister she spoke of might have
been a very tine fellow had he been him-
self. But he chose to hide himself under
a false ministerial pose which repelled
more people than it attracted. One of
the reasons that people feel uncomfort-
al)le and self-conscious in the presence
of a minister is because of this pose.
When Maud Royden .said that she hated
religious people she meant just this tyi)e
of person, the person that w^ars the per-
sona or mask of religion and is cen-
sorious and pharasaical in consequence.
The real minister or religious person
does not need to pose in order to show
his religion. If he is reall\- religious and
has dedicated his life to goodwill and
service then i)e(jple feel it as soon a>
the}- come into his presence and are up-
lifted and strengthened b\- the contact.
But the i)erson who poses or assumes a
part for the sake of effect loses power
and pre\ent> the result for which thev
are striving.
just think of one of these "religious"
persons and then think of such a person
as Abraham Lincoln and see the differ-
ence. If ever a man "was himself" sure-
ly Abraham Lincoln was. He dared to
be himself and express himself. As a
matter of fact he made no profession of
religion at all and yet no one could come
into his presence without feeling that
here was a really religious man. Lincoln
dared so much to be himself that people
thought him queer and eccentric and vet
he would have lost a great deal of his
power had he tried to hide himself under
some conventional pose.
Many people fail to become them-
selves because of some cjuality that they
suppress. They may have some ambi-
tion that would not harmonize with their
family or social grou]). Sometimes a
wife, out of love for her husband, tries
to be the kind of person that he wishes
her to be and not herself at all. There
is always trouble of some kind when this
happens. The troul)le may not be ap-
parent and the wife may never complain
but the fact that she is trying to make
herself other than she really is is being
registered all the same. The suppres-
sion that she has to exercise wrecks her
Ileal th in some wav or other.
In (jiie of (ieorge Lliots novels there
is the story of Catherine Purse who for
long years was married to a man to
whom she could ne\er re\eal herself
simply because she had not the gift of
expression. Uut at last, b\- sheer ac-
cident, he discovers her as she really is
and In- is amazed.
It is mar\ellous liow a person ma\- be
born anew into his or her real self by
a word or a simple deed oi love or rec-
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ognition. We ought to be very careful
that in our walk through life we do not
completely suppress some other person
for our own satisfaction. It is being
done continually. Mothers sometimes
do it wnth their sons or daughters. It
may be that the parent is old and alone
in the world and leans heavily upon the
son or daughter. I knew a case where
a man's real self was totally suppressed
because he felt that he had to satisfy
I he needs of his mother and her likes and
prejudices. He never had a chance to
be himself; he had to appear the man
he was not in order to please his mother.
You will remember that Jesus was
faced with this situation. His parents
wanted him to stay at home and be the
orthodox Jew that they knew but he
wanted to be something entirely differ-
ent. He felt that he had a great work to
(hj in life and when he had to choose
between being himself and pleasing his
parents he had to insist upon himself
even thcaigh it hurt and wounded his
parents very much.
This self of ours is the most precious
thing in the world ; it is infinitely
precious to us; it is infinitely pre-
cious to the rest of the world. There
are, of course, times when we have to
suppress and deny ourselves but in doing
that we have to be very sure that we are
not robbing ourselves entirely of the
right td be ourselves. There comes a
time when we must unlock the tender
enfolding arms and insist that the dear
one stand more alone. We ought to do
this if tlie demands upon our time or
our energy or our emotions are such
that we are left no time to ])l- ourselves.
We ought to do it for a two fold reason ;
first of all it is very right and proper
that we should have the time and the
energy to be ourselves within certain
reasonable limits; secondly, the persons
that are making the demands arc not
being fair to themselves. They, too, were
made, not to lean upon and crush another
all their life, but to stand alone as far
as it is possible and fulfill their own ob-
ligations. There are many exceptions to
this rule, of course, and each must judge
for himself but in the main it would be
better if we insisted upon ourselves and
our God-given rights.
I have said that the most precious
thing in life is the free and full expres-
sion of the human personality. Just
think for a moment of the persons wh(j
have done most for the world, the men
and the women \\h() have their names
written in letters of gold on the pages of
history. Without one exception they are
the men and women who have dared to
be themselves and tO' insist upon giving
what they had to give to the world in
their own way. Henry Ford is a great
man because he has dared to be liimself
and to insist upon his own way of doing
things. Colonel Lindbergh is a great
man and beloved of the people for the
same* reason. He has dared to be him-
self and dared to remain himself in spite
of all the adulation and temptation to
be otherwise that has been thrown in his
way. Jesus says: Tf thine eye be single
then thy whole body shall be full of
light." We all like to see single-eyed
and single-hearted people, men and
women who are giving expression to the
light and the power of God in the wa}'
that is their own. We all like to meet
men and women wIkjsc personalities ex-
ude strength and magnetism because
they are daring to be themselves at their
highest and their best.
It is the elusive magic of personality,
in all walks of life, that makes men and
women stand out and become a force in
the world. And personality in its es-
sence is being oneself at one's highest
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and one's best. Emerson sa\s: "Who
has more soul than I masters n\v though
\]v >hoiil(l not raise a linger."
It is said tliat Wah Whitman, upon
one occasion, went out with a U. S. of-
ficial to one of tlie Indian reservations.
Tlie official had a superior pose that he
alwa) s adopted when in contact with the
Indians. The result was that they also
put up a barrier and all harmonious
reIationslii[) was impossible. But when
{hv\ came in contact with Walt Whit-
man how diif'erent was the response.
They felt that he was one of them and
tliat all barriers were down between
them. Walt was just his natural self; -he
did not have to speak to show them the
kind of man he was.
1 have often wondered at the immense
power of Spurgeon, the great English
preacher. He had a huge following all
over Great Britain and the colonies and
his sermons were read and pondered
over in almost every village and hamlet
in the Empire. And yet the magic of the
man did not lie in the written word.
Some of the sermons—the greater part
(jf them—were ratlier poor when read in
cold print. One had to hear tlie man and
come in contact with his living presence
to understand his power. Here again
was a man who had dared to be liimself.
The rest of the Baptists looked a.skance
at him and. in the beginning, tried to
drive him Irom tlie dentnuinalion. S(j
it was with Beecher. Jlis methods were
original and unconventional and shocked
many people at first but he also was
great because he dared to be himself.
Personality is the greatest power in
the world just because God is expressing
Himself through persons and whosoever
has most of God has most of power.
Whosoever dares to be himself becomes
a direct channel for the living expression
of the Life Force. To be oneself means
to develop a power of attention and
mastery that is truly wonderful. Tliis
comes about through being able to throw
oneself, as it were, with all one's con-
centrated powers on the doing of the
thing that expresses oneself.
There is power trying to fiovv through
everyone but very often it meets with
all kinds of obstructions. The result is
tliat most people seem to get only forty
of fifty per cent efficiency when tlie\
ought to be getting eight\- or ninety. In
order to get this power one lias to dare to
be oneself, dare to tr\- out tliis and llial
until one has found one's right niche in
life, dare to a])i)ear human and natural




The sound of wlieels on a cold, cold morn.
As they squeak along on tlie snow.
Is a sound titat thrilled the heart of a child
And not so long ago!
It's not a sound of by-gone years,
B)Ut one that she still can hear.
For a few wheels still squeak by on the snow
In the w intriest part of the year.
Mrs. AIary I). D.ws
Saving New Hampshire Babies
ONE
of the most worth while re-
quests for funds that have come
before the appropriations com-
mittee of the New Hampshire 1929
Legislature is that which comes from the
State Board of Health asking for
$21,000 to continue the work of the
Division of Maternity, Infancy, and
Child Hygiene, which was created by an
act of the Legislature of January, 1921.
The object of the division was the
promotion of maternal, infant and child
hygiene. The work was to be carried
on in cooperation with tlie Children's
Bureau. Department of Labor, under
the provisions of the Sheppard-Towner
Act, which provided federal aid to the
amount of $12,988.31 annually. The
state of New Hampshire met the federal
appropriation with $7,988.31, giving a
total of $20,976.62 annually for the
work of this division.
Under an act of the LTnited States
Congress the federal funds under the
Sheppard-Towner bill cease June 30,
1929. Unless the New Hampshire Legis-
lature sees fit to provide the funds to
carry on the work, one of the most vitally
important welfare movements in this
.state will cease to function.
Under the efificient direction of Mrs.
Mary D. Davis of Manchester, who has
succeeded Miss Elene Crough as direct-
or (jf this division. New Hampshire has
gained an enviable place in the country
in regard to its infant mortality rate.
The special charge of the division was
to be the expectant mother, the infant
and the preschool child. The types of
work to be carried on were prenatal, in-
fant welfare, child welfare, health edu-
cation along every phase of child life
and preparation for parenthood.
In a recent report from the Depart-
ment of Labor, New Hampshire is listed
as one of the nine states that has lowered
its infant mortality since the establish-
ment of this division.
Mrs. Davis, in her last annual report,
gives a clear idea of what is being ac-
complished in this state through the
division.
Mrs. Davis" report of the activities
of the Division of Maternity, Infancy
and Child Hygiene. July 1, 1927-June
30, 1928.
The program of the Division of
Maternity, Infancy and Child Hygiene
of the State Board of Health varied this
year to the extent that we rearranged our
districts and are now giving to every
section of the state an all year round
nursing service. The special charge of
the division is the expectant mother, the
infant and the preschool child. The types




Health Education Along Every Phase
of Child Life
Preparation for Parenthood
More universal and intensive prenatal
work has been carried on, more educa-
tional work through our hygiene and
matcrnit}' and infancy class, with a con-
tinuation and expansion of our diph-
theria immunization for the preschool
child.
There is no question in the public
mind regarding the value of the mater-
nity and infancy work. This has been
proven conclusively by the splendid sup-
port of every women's organization in
the state, and by the great majority of
citizens, men and women. The physi-
[15]
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cians of the state have given of their
time and effort freely. A splendid letter
was recently issued to the medical pro-
fession of the state by the president of
the New Hampshire Medical Society, in
which he says :
"As president of the New Hampshire
Medical Society, I wish to call your at-
tention to tlie very important effort
wliich is being made to reduce the
maternity and infant mortality of the
state. Much good work has already been
accomplished through our State Board of
Health in helping to educate the public
concerning prenatal and maternal care."
We have given and received coopera-
tion from every other health agencv in
the state, official and non-official.
Nursing Service
Tlie nursing staff consists of five full-
time nurses. Each nurse carries approx-
imately two counties. Our nursing
service is undoubtedly the most import-
ant of our activities. It is a well known
fact that the success or failure of any
public healtli program depends upon the
personalit}' and knowledge of the nurses
emi)loyed to carry on the work. Our
nurses are mature women of fine train-
ing and experience. The majority have
had special training at Maternity Center
Association, New York City.
Prenatal
( )ur prenatal program is planned with
the view of giving to every expectant
mother in New Hampshire the oppor-
lunity of knowing the value of prenatal
care, good obstetrics and good postnatal
care. Any program of economy that does
not take into consideration the conserva-
lion of maternal life is not fundamentrd-
1y sound. The home is the foundation of
society and the motlier is the heart of
the home. We cannot afford to lose our
New Hampshire mothers.
To our home visiting and educational
work has tliis year been added a very
fine series of prenatal letters which are
available on application to the office.
That we are getting results is shown in
the following table showing the mortality
rates for the past 6 years.
Maternal Mortality Rates






1927 5.56  
Infant Welfare
In our work with tlie expectant
mother, we stress the value to herself
and to her baby of breast feeding. There
are between' eight and nine thousand
babies born in New Hampshire each
year, and in a recent survey made of in-
fant feeding we obtained the following
figures on breast feeding:
R'reast fed at birth 57%.
P)reast fed at one month 43.5%.
r.reast fed at three months 24.8%.
Rreast fed at six months 15.1%.
Pediatricians tell us that witli only
five per cent of mothers is nursing a
physical impossibility. Why are not more
of our babies breast fed? A breast fed
baby has a much better chance of living
during the first few weeks and months
of life than a bottle fed one.
We contact the home of all new 1ial)ies
through letters, books, diet slips, pamph-
lets on child training, child management,
protection against communicable dis-
eases, etc., from the time the birth cer-
tificate is received until the child enters
school. The reduction in our infant
mortality clearly shows that our educa-












Through our infant and preschool
health conferences, we try to teach the
value of frequent examinations for phy-
sical defects and disease. Properly
planned and carried out, the conference
cannot fail to arouse the interest of tlie
parents and the citizens in general in
community health work.
Health is life's most precious posses-
sion, and the value of good health, es-
pecially child health and the prevention
of disease, is a subject of increasing in-
terest and thought to the great majority
of people.
The examinations at our conferences
are carried on by the local physicians.
We are fortunate in having two health
specialists, and many other physicians in-
tensely interested in child health confer-
ence work. Every year a great deal of
corrective work is done following th'^
conferences—this by private physicians,
clinics and hopsitals.
Toxin-antitoxin Clinics
Our campaign of diphtheria immun-
ization has been continued in 13 new
towns during the past year with approx-
imately 2,500 children protected against
diphtheria. This work has been carried
on by the State Epidemiologist, and in
many towns by the local physicians.
Our proceeding is to give the immun-
izing treatment, followed within one
year by the Schick tests. The demand
for this type of service has been almost
more than we could care for. Under the
supervision of the State Board of Health,
the work has been organized and carried
on by local health authorities and
physicians.
Class Work
Our class work, or group education,
has been carried on with three distinct
groups. Our course in maternity and in-
fant hygiene consisting of six lessons is
given to groups of women in the various
communities, in order that they may be
informed and be in a postiion to give
helpful and correct advice and assistance
when called upon.
Our class work with girls in the high
schools is carried on at the request and
with the cooperation of the home eco-
nomic teachers. We are now covering
the principal high schools of the state
with our personal hygiene, maternity and
infancy courses. These classes are given
in school hours, and the pupils receive
credits for them as with the o^her
studies. It is one of the best received
studies in tlie school curriculum. Papers
are corrected bv the nurse sfivine the
course.
It is the general opinion of parents and
educators that a somewhat similar course
sliould 1)e prepared for boys. Parent-
hood is the oldest vocation in the world
It is surely the most universal, one of
the most important. Why have we hesi-
tated about training our boys and girls
for it ?
Our little mothers' classes include
girls from 10 to 16. These are well at-
tended. The classes are usually followed
bv an examination and graduation exer--
cises. with every child receiving a button
admitting her to the Little Mothers'
Organization of New Hampshire, and a
blue ribbon for those receiving the high-
est marks.
We hope to extend this class work.
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kn()\vin,<^ well that it is only through edu-
catiqii that we may hope to continue to
brin<r about a continued reduction in our
mortality rates.
Visual Education
During the year several new pieces
of educational literature have been added
to our mailing library.
Home-Making in New Hampshire—
this is distributed through our town
clerks with the marriage license. In this
way we are able to reach the young pro-
spective parents. Formerly w^e have had
no way of reaching the new" mothers and
home-makers of our state.
Our new prenatal letters—if the moth-
er's name, address and month of preg-
nancy is sent to the office, a timely,
friendly letter is sent each month until
the baby's birth. These letters are in-
tended to complement the work of the
physician.
Posture—simple exercises and instruc-
tions regarding the value of good posture
starting with the baby and colitinuing
through the preschool age wdien good
posture habits should be established.
Diet and time cards—a general idea of
the proper diet for the baby and young
cliild, together with something on train-
ing. Character formation begins a birth,
and it is just as much the duty of par-
ents to care for the mental development
of the child as for the physical.
Tlie child from 2-6—covering the pre-
school period with advice on posture,
diet, training, play, rest, physical exam-
ination, character training and develop-
ment and prevention of disease.
Publications—a list of our pamphlets
and publications that may be obtained on
request.
Exhibit.s—our exhibit material has
been universally used. Our prenatal ex-
hibit, layette. Chase doll, posters, min-
iature house, travel over the state to
institutes, health meetings, fairs. The
teachers in our home economic classes
much apprecaite this service.
Eooks—our cooperation with the
National Health Library has enabled us
to place several new books in our circu-
lating library.
Permanent Health Committees
It is not hard to realize how impossible
it would be to carry on our great volume
of work without help. In almost every
town of the state we have organized
community health committees composed
of the men and w'omen of the township
interested in child health. These are per-
manent committees and are trained to aid
the nurse and stand ready to help with
conferences, classes, immunization clin-
ics, corrective follow-up work, or anv
health program in their town.
Cooperation
Too much cannot be said in praise of
the splendid cooperation received from
the state organizations.
'
The Women's Federation work with
us and for us. In the majorit}- of our
towns the club women sponsor our health
activities.
The Parent - Teachers Association
gives splendid assistance. This coming
year they are planning to assist in every
way with our preschool work, and are
organizing with us for self-directed study
groups on every phase of child care.
The New Hampshire Tuberculosis
Association nurses and the Maternity
and Infancy nurses work together as-
sisting each otlier at conferences and
clinics.
The Countv Farm r)Ureau tli rough
their agents assist with food exhibits
and talks on nutrition.
Local officials, city and town, have
furnished office room for our nurses,
buildings for our clinics and confer-
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ences and traiisj)()rtati()n for our cliildrni
to and from these conferences. One
group of town fatliers appropriates $100
each year for our follow-up corrective
work.
The public health nurses of the state
have rendered splendid services and giv-
en wonderful assistance in conferences,
clinics and follow-up work. In some
towns the Red Cross nurse has assumed
the entire burden of the follow-up work
with excellent results.
Splendid assistance is also received
from the official and non-official social
service agencies.
The establishment of the Division of
AL'iternity. Infancy and Child Hygiene
m New Hampshire has accomplished
some of the things it set out to do. The
people of New Hampshire are alive to
the duty we owe to our present and
future generations. We have developed
a high state of civilization and we ex-
pect these children to carrv on, and to
l)e able to do this we must give them
every opportunity, but the greatest is
mental and physical health. The right to
be well born, an equal chance for life,
building up health and character in the
early years is surely the most essential
thing. Education, and progress are vital,
but they avail little if a child has not
health—physical, mental, moral and
spiritual.
Following is the statistical report :
Total number of home visits 11,871
Total number of prenatal cases
under supervision
Total number of infants under
supervision
Total number of preschool chil-
dren under supervision
Total number of inspections to
maternity homes
Total numl)cr of visits to baliv
boarding homes
Total number of conferences held
Total number of children ex-
amined
Total number of children havinsr
defects corrected
Total numl)er of defects under
treatment
Class Work
Number of classes for voun?
girls
Number of classes for commun-
ity groups













Nightfall ON the Moorlands in Late November
IllT.I)Ri-7ril I,. M.I.ISON
I he twilight falls, and dusk spreads o'ei' llic moorlands:
Now shadows somber fall on sea and sand;
r.leak breezes scourge the waves to seething anger
And swish the searing sedges of the strand.
The pale new moon appears and climbs the heavens
Where, crescent sha])ed, she spreads her silver\- light
h\ill, clear and cold on all that lies beneath her.
Day's given o'er the care of Earth to .\ight.
Statue of Abraham Lincoln on Lawn of High School at AIanchester





once came to Manchester and
delivered a political address
just prior to the canvass for the nomi-
nation for President in 1860. He spoke
from the platform in old Smyth's Hall,
now known as the Park Theatre, on the
evening of March 1, 1860. Those who
had the privilege of being present state
that it was the most inspiring occasion
they ever attended.
On the day before the evening upon
which he was to speak the city was
plastered with great yellow posters
announcing: "Tonight Abraham Lincoln
will speak in Smyth's Hall." The night
was a very bad one, a heavy storm pre-
vailing, but notwithstanding this fact
the hall was packed tol the doors and
many were obliged to stand throughout.
The platform, which was then on the
west side of the hall, was filled with in-
vited guests and Baldwin's Cornet band
gave a most delightful and harmonious
concert before and after the speaking,
a feature which was much enjoyed.
The notice which had been given was
extremely short as it was not known
whether he could be brought here to
speak or not, he being on a tour of the
east and speaking in Concord just pre-
vious to coming here. The meeting was
characterized by the most earnest
attention to the remarks of the eloquent
speaker, interrupted occasionally by
tremendous applause. His personal
appearance was not at all prepossessing,
being so tall and angular and his long
arms hanging loosely by his sides. All
this was soon forgotten, however, when
he began toi speak.
It is claimed, and it is doubtless true,
that his visit to this city marked the first
time his name was presented at a public
gathering as the next president of the
United States. He was introduced by
the president of the Republican club,
the late ex-Gov. Frederick Smyth, who
in the course of his remarks referred to
Lincoln as the man who would be the
next president of the United States.
This fact was later fretdy commented
upon as being a remarkable prophecy.
Most of the well known men in the
city were present, among them being
George W. O. Tebbetts, the former
druggist. Major S. S. Piper, William G.
Garmon and Captain David Perkins.
The front of the hall on the outside was
draped with a large flag, which is still in
the possession of Mrs. Marion C. Smyth,
widow of Hon. Frederick Smyth. Mr.
Lincoln stopped while here at the Old
City Hotel, then kept by D. T. Norris
and his well known signature, "A.
Lincoln" may be seen on the register of
the old hotel, which is preserved at the
Manchester city library.
Most of those who listened to him
received the impression of an old
fashioned, straightforward, honest, kind-
l}' man, and dne firm in his convictions.
He reasoned in a calm, unostentatious
way, and spoke largely on the abolition
of slavery. Once he finished his speech
but the crowd clamored noisily for him
to continue, and he resumed, speaking
from one and oine-half to two hours.
There was a magnetism about him,
[21]
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something irresistible in his logic, that
was confined to him alone. It was said
at the time, that this element of personal
magnetism which Lincoln possessed in
such a marked degree, was a matter of
study on the part of several eminent
professors who came to Manchester to
listen to him and followed him about
from place to place, trying to learn the
secret of his power over an audience.
In the course of his speech he made
the remark that "he had never seen a
disunionist from principle." At this
the Rev. Mr. Foss stood up and said,
"vSir, you behold one." Lincoln made
some remark and then went on with
his speech. He made some declarations
and then looking at Foss said, "What
does my disunion friend think of that?"
Foss replied, and this going on for some
time, many of the audience began to get
uneasy. The late Hon. George C. Gil-
more was in the audience and he told a
friend if Foss interrupted the speaker
again he would shut him up. Sure
enough, a minute later, Foss again
began to interrupt Lincoln. Mr. Gil-
more then shouted, "He's crazy." Im-
mediately there was a great commotion
but Foss was prevented from speaking
again.
At the close of the speech, three times
three cheers were given for Lincoln and
three for the Republicans of New
Hampshire and then the meeting dis-
solved.
After the close of the meeting an
informal reception was held and many
went forward to meet the speaker. A
number of his friends accompanied him
to his hotel and it is related that among
those who did so was one John Sullivan
Wiggin, a somewhat eccentric character,
who in his day was a famous liatter.
This Mr. Wiggin broke in upon the
conversation very abruptly In- saying,
"Mr. Lincoln, after you are elected
President, I want you to appoint me
postmaster of Manchester." "You
sliall have the appointment," laughingly
responded Lincoln, Init Wiggin never
held him to his agreement.
It was during his visit to New Hamp-
shire that Lincoln received his first im-
petus from the east as a presidential
candidate. At the national convention
at Chicago, which nominated him. New
Hampshire was the only New England
state to give him a majority of her
delegates from start to finish. It is
said that she was the only New England
state that gave him a majority vote at
any time during the balloting. On the
first ballot seven of the ten votes to
which this state was entitled went to
Lincoln and on the second and third
ballots he received nine out of the ten
and was nominated on the third ballot.
New Hampshire was for Abraham Lin-
coln and the old Granite State did much
to bring about his nomination, as this
state was located in the belt of states
which were claimed to be solidly for
Seward.
The next day after delivering his
speech in this city, he visited the Amos-
keag Mills and called upon Hon. E. A.
Straw, the agent at that time. As Mr.
Lincoln wished to visit the mills, Mr.
Straw sent for a young machinist then
in the employ of the Amoskeag to act as
guide. This young man was the late
Edwin P. Richardson. He tells the story
in his own words as follows :
"Thinking I was simply wanted to
make some repairs about the machiner)-,
I did not take the trouble to change m\-
clqthes, or even to wash my begrimed
face and hands. Judge, then, of my
surprise, upon entering the private office,
of seeing an extremely tall and rugged
man standing before me, the very speak-
er I had listened to the evening before
with so much interest. Mr. Straw in-
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truduced him io nic, but when Mr.
Lincoln held out one of his great hands
t(j clasj) mine I sliiank back saying in
a tone tliat 1 know could not have been
entirely free from tremor :
"My hands are hardh' ht to take yours
Mr. Lincoln so—"
"
'Young man, the hand of honest
toil is never too grimy for A])e Lincoln
to clasp.'
"Y(j|u may rest assured that it was a
good, long, hearty grip that he gave me,
until I felt my hand ache under the
pressure of his mighty grasp.
"
'Ed,' said Mr. Straw, 'you will show
Mr. Lincoln over the mills and explain
an3thing he may wish to know about
them.'
"Again I hesitated, stammering:
'I shall be only too glad to do so, if Mr.
Lincoln will but wait until I can wash
up and change my clothes.'
"Fixing thdse large, mournful eyes
upon me, the future President said in a
tone that was not to be misunderstood,
'Young man, go just as you are.'
"The memory of the two hours that
followed will never be forgotten I))- me.
Mr. Lincoln seemed very much surprised
and pleased at the work we were doing,
and I found him an enjoyable com-
panion."
Manchester, in keeping with the rest
of the North, oljserved the funeral of the
beloved President, Abraham Lincoln.
Smyth's block, where he spoke w'hen
here, was decorated in a appropriate
manner. The American Hag, draped in
black, hung from every window of tlie
structure. Two large festoons of black
and white were tastefully arranged
around the entire building. The armory
of the Amoskeag Veterans in the
Museum liuilding was draped in mourn-
ing. The Manchester House was finely
dressed in flags draped in black. A
very large number of the stores and
offices in the city were draped in a ver\-
elaborate and jjecoming manner. On
the exterior of the private residences of
most of the citizens some token of grief
was exhibited.
On the day of the funeral, at 11
o'clock, the Ik'IIs began to toll and min-
ute guns were tired. At this signal, ever\-
store and office in the city was closed
and in a short time the streets were
deserted and a mournful stillness pre-
vailed. The most of the churches were
open for religious services and large
audiences were in attendance. Tlu'
Hanover street church was draped in a
very elaborate and tasty manner. Upon
the wall near the pulpit was hung a ver\
large oval tablet draped in mfjurning
with the follow'ing motto, "The crown
is fallen from our head. Abraham Lin-
coln, 16th President of the United States
Born February 12, 1809. Died April 15,
1865."
Impressive religious exercises were
conducted Ijy the pastor. Rev. Mr.
Wallace, who gave a short biographical
sketch of Mr. Lincoln's life. He was
followed by other speakers including
Hon. Charles R. Morrison, Rev. J. M.
Ruckley of Detroit, Mich., and Hon.
Daniel Clark. The Franklin street
church was taste full \- decorated in
mourning and was well tilled. The
pastor. Rev. Mr. Feun spoke there.
Almost all the other churches also lu-Kl
services in memory of the fallen liero.
The famous sculptor, John k(jgers,
who commenced his nuxleling in clay
\vhen he was a time keeper on the
Amoskeag Corporation at Manchester
was the artist w^ho designed the statute
of Abraham Lincoln which stands in the
corridor of the Hallsville Scliool at
Manchester and tlie one which adorns
the lawn at the Manchester High school.
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Mr. Rogers presented this statue,
molded in plaster, in the year 1885 and it
was originally placed in the City Library
building but later removed to the cor-
ridors of the High school. By this re-
moval and from other causes it sustained
serious damage and it seemed only a
question of time when from accident or
other causes it would be ruined and
destroyed.
It has been pronounced by eminent
judges to be the finest and most truly
characteristic representatioli of Abra-
ham Lincoln in existence. Realizing
these facts the members of Louis Bell
Post, G. A. R., determined if possible
to preserve in a permanent manner its
future existence. At the meeting of the
Post held April 13, 1909, Edwin P.
Richardson, a member of the Post,
called their attention to the condition of
the plaster statue and proposed that the
Pdst should take immediate steps for
its preservation by erecting a monument
of bronze, which should be a replica of
the plaster model, supported upon a ped-
estal of stone.
The idea met with unanimous ap-
proval and a committee of three, con-
sisting of E. P. Richardson, S. S. Piper
and Henry Lewis were appointed to
canvass the city and ascertain the sen-
timent of the citizens regarding the
feasibility of the project. At the next
meeting of the Post on April 28, this
committee reported very favorably and
stated that the project had been en-
thusiastically received with many as-
surances of substantial aid from promi-
nent citizens. This report was accepted
and the committee discharged.
At once on motion a committee con-
sisting of E. P. Richardson, S. S. Piper
and Henry Lewis were appointed to
act as a permanent committee to carry
on the undertaking. The committee
was organized by the choice of E. P.
Richardson as chairman, S. S. Piper as
treasurer and Henry Lewis as secretary.
The committee established their head-
quarters immediately in the Sons of
Veterans rotoms at G. A. R. hall and
began the preliminary arrangements for
the work.
The first move was to secure per-
mission from the city government for
the use of the plaster model from which
the casting in bronze was to be made.
This request was at once granted.
Various designs were then considered,
this being no easy task, until the choice
o|f the design adopted was made. The
matter of expense then became the next
consideration and it appeared to be
necessary to raise about $6000 or $7000,
to carry the plan through to completion.
Many plans were discussed and sug-
gestions made in regard to raising this
amount of money, the Post, itself, not
being able to finance the project.
Finally, after much thought had been
given to the various plans, it was de-
cided to adopt the manner of raising
funds which was used by the Bunker
Hill Monument Association about the
year 1820. This was by presenting a
certificate of membership to all contrib-
utors of one dollar or over tO' the fund.
In adopting this plan it became neces-
sary to prepare a suitable design for a
certificate. After passing on many de-
signs submitted, one was finally adopted
and it was worked out by Frank P'rench,
the local artist, who took special charge
of this feature. It then appeared de-
sirable to) organize an auxiliary associa-
tion to aid in the required work. A call
being sent out to those interested in the
cause, a preliminary meeting was held
on May 19, at G. A. R. hall and a tem-
porary organization was eft'ected. Char-
les L. Richardson was chosen temporary
president and Walter M. Parker, Her-
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man F. Straw and some twenty other
prominent citizens as vice-presidents.
On August 5, a permanent organiza-
tion was effected and a constitution and
by-laws adopted. The officers above
mentioned were elected as officers of the
permanent bod}" antl Henry Lewis was
elected secretary. S. S. Piper, treasurer
and an executive committee of six com-
prising E. P. Richardson, S. S. Piper,
Henry Lewis, Gen. Henry A. Farring-
lon, James W. Hill and J. Adam Graf
was also elected.
The question of location of the pro-
posed statue was next taken up, many
places being suggested, the choice tinall\'
falling upon the lawn of the high school
as being peculiarly adapted for the
monument. It being necessary to secure
permissi(jn from the city government to
place the monument there, the request
was made and it was at once granted.
The canvass for funds was pushed
most vigorously throughout the whole
city, no outside aid however being ac-
cepted, it being thought best to confine
the honor to Manchester alone. The
contributors included persons of all
political parties and showed fully the
esteem with which their patriotic oft'er-
ings were made to erect a monument
representing their honor and their love
for our beloved president, Abraham
Lincoln. Feeling that the city should
also contribute to the cause, the city
government was petitioned for an ap-
propriation of $2500 towards the ex-
penses of the work and on Feb. 1, 1910
such a sum was unanimously appropri-
ated by them for the purpose of furnish-
ing the stone wdrk and its setting. A
record of all contributors was kept in the
books of the association and each and
every one received a certificate of mem-
bership.
The financial aspect appeared so fa-
voral)le by Jan. 1, 1910 that contracts
were awarded to the Gorham Manu-
facturing Cd., of Providence, R. I., for
the bronze and tcj the R. P. Stevens Co.
of this city for the stone work, all to be
finished and in place for dedication on
Memorial Day, May 31, 1910. These
contracts were successfully carried out
at a cost of $4680.21, a balance being
returned to the city from the money ap-
propriated of $336.23. The total amount
contributed from the citizens of the
city was $2716.25 from which sum
$2516.44 was expended, leaving a bal-
ance in the hands of the treasurer of
$199.81.
The monument was dedicated by the
New Hampshire Department of the G.
A. R., Commander Albert D. Scovell
and staff performing the ceremonies.
All nationalities joined in a monster
Memorial Day parade preceding the
dedication, the line of march ending at
the high school. The following was the




Mayor Eugene E. Reed
Invocation Rev. A. Francis Walsh
Kellar's American National Hymn
High School Chorus
Poem "The American of His Century"
John Foster, Esq.
L'n\eiling of the Statue
Mrs. E. Ih-yant and Guard of Honor
from Mary J. r.uuclier Tent, D.
of V.
Statement of Lincoln Memorial Asso-
ciation and Transfer of vStatue to
Louis r.ell Post, No. 3, G. A. R.
Charles L. Richardson
Response





Albert D. Scovell, Dept. Commander
and Staff
Delivery of Statue to City
Committee from Louis Bell Post and
Lincoln Memorial Association
Response Mayor Eugene E. Reed
Oration Sherman E. I'urroughs, Esq.
Five Minute Speeches and Correspond-
ence
My Old Kentucky Home
German Singing Societies
Address to the Memory of the Unknown
Dead Rev. George E. Hathaway
America
High School Chorus and Audience
Benediction Rev. George E. Hathawa\'
The Guard of Honor which assisted
Mrs. E. M. Bryant in unveiling the
statue comprised the following members
of Mary J. P.uncher Tent, Daughters
of Veterans, Mrs. Minnie A. Piper,
Mrs. Flora Kendall Edmond, Mrs.
Elizabeth Healey, Mrs. Louise S. John-
son, Mrs. E. M. Bryant also 1)eing a
member. The officers of the New^
Hampshire Department of the Grand
Army of the Republic which performed
the ceremonies of dedication were
Albert D. Scovell, Department Com-
mander; Past Commander Frank W.
Wilson, Acting Senior Vice Commander,
William A. Beckford, Junior Vice
Commander; Henry E. Conant, S. V. C.
Acting Chaplain and Frank Battles, A.
A. G., and Acting Officer of the Day.
The bronze statue stands upon a stone
pedestal of moderate height and can be
described as follows: "A full front like-
ness of President Lincoln, seated in an
armchair. His left leg crossing and
supported upon the right one. His left
hand holds a supposed war map hanging
over the arme of his chair and which he
is evidentl}- studying; in his right hand
is held a pair of compasses.
The pedestal has four bronze tablets
set into the stone. The inscription upon
the south face reads as follows :
"Erected LTnder the Auspices
of
Louis Bell Post, No. 3, G. A. R.
With the Aid of the
Lincoln Memorial Association
And Others of Manchester, N. H.
A. D. 1910."
Upon the east face tlie inscription is :
"With Charity For AH."





Was Presented V>y Him
' To The City of
Manchester, N. H.
A. D. 1895."
Upon the west face it reads :
"With Malice Towards None."
The plaster cast was afterwards car-
ried to the Hallsville school and set up
in the corridor of that building where
it is now located.
New Hampshire Men and Matters
Recollections of a Busy Life
HENRY H. METCALF
J was l)()ni SS years aij^o in Newport,
"tlic SunsliiiK- Town", in a small cottage
now "(jne to (k'ca\-, in llic extreme
northwestern portion cjf the town, near
the C(n"ner where Newport, Claremont,
Cornish and Croydon meet, on the verge
of Corbin's or lilue Mountain Park,
which encloses mv father's ancestral
home in the latter town, as well as a
goodly pcjrtion oi the farms once occu-
pied hy Croydon's hardy yeomanry,
whose descendants are now settled
throughout the land.
One of the most vivid recollections
of my childhood, in Newport, is of at-
tending a service, with m\- father, in the
Congregational church when the Rev.
John Woods was the pastor. I recall the
old-fashioned pews and the high pulpit,
and more particularly the gray-haired
and solemn-visaged occupant of the lat-
ter, and the mournful tones in which he
urgetl his hearers to "flee from the wrath
t(j come." That old church—the first
that 1 ever entered—was, and still re-
mains, in exterior appearance, one of the
finest specimens of church architecture
in New England. It has l)een more than
once remodeled, so far as its interior
arrangements are concerned, the last
time quite recently and at an expense of
mort- than $30,(X]0, and is, today, not
onl\ one of the most stately, but one of
the most attractive houses of worship in
New England.
My residence in Newport, however,
was brief, m_\- family remo\ing in llie
s[)ring of 1846 to a farm in the eastern
portion of the town of L'nily. T well
remember the removal. It was early in
April, }-et the roads were dry and dusty,
and the farmers along the \va\- were
busil)- at work on the land. What gave
me special satisfaction was the fact that
a brook ran acr(jss the farm, passing
under the road a short distance below
the house. A bro(jk was something new
to me, and 1 took delight in strolling
along its banks and watching its tum-
bling waters. It was in this brook that I
caught my first trout, and, allhough I
never became much of a lisherman, it
was with a good deal of satisfaction that
I landed this hrst prize.
I had been sent to school in Newport
one summer and winter, but 1 remember
little of my experience there, except
that the names of the teachers for the
two terms were Carcjline Flail and bdlen
Putnam. The latter was the daughter
of John Putnam of Croydon, and a
sister of George F. Putnam, whom man\
years later 1 knew well as a lawyer in
Warren and Haverhill, a Democratic
leader in the state House of Represen-
tatives, and chairman of the Democratic
state committee. He was a brilliant,
able and ambitious man, was chairman
of the New Hampshire Delegation in the
Democratic National Convention at .*^1.
Louis, which n(jminated Tilden and
Hendricks. He aspired to a nomination
for Congress from the old Third District
which was captured b}- Colonel Henry
O. Kent of Lancaster, who had recently-
come o\er lo the Democrats, and :~oon
after his failure in this direction he
abandoned the state and removed to
[27]
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Kansas City, where he engaged in real
estate and banking business, but died
after a few years.
My first term of school in Unity, hi
the summer of 1846, was taught by a
young lady of the district named Ex-
perience R. Grossman, a liright and ac-
complished young woman, who subse-
quently became the wife of Matthew-
Harvey of Newport, who was one of the
publishers of the Argus and Spectator.
His partner was Henry G. Garleton.
Both were leading Democrats of the
town and held various offices. They
published the paper for nearly forty
years. Both were practical printers, and
an interesting feature of their work was
found in the fact that they "took turns"
in the editorial and mechanical depart-
ments each week. One week Garleton
would edit the paper and Harvey would
set the type. The next week the pro-
cedure would be reversed; but when
Harvey did the editorial the Democrats
got the most satisfaction from the paper,
since he was the more aggressive in his
attacks upon the opposition. He was a
native of the town of Sutton, a member
of the distinguished family which pro-
duced Jonathan and Matthew Harvey,
both of whom were members of Con-
gress and the latter of whom was Gov-
ernor of the state and Judge of the Dis-
trict Gourt. Augusta Harvey Worthen,
of Lynn, Mass. a noted writer and au-
thor of the History of Sutton, was a sis-
ter of this Matthew Harvey of Newport.
Speaking of the town of Sutton, birth-
place of the Harveys, it may be said that
they were not the only natives of the
town who attained distinction. Here was
the birthplace of General John Eaton,
noted soldier and educator, who was the
first United States Gommissioner of Ed-
ucation. Here, too, were born the Pills-
burys, John G. and George A., the for-
mer of whom established the great
flouring mills in Minneapolis, and be-
came Governor of the state, and the lat-
ter of whom was associated with him,
after some years in Concord where he
was a successful business man and
Mayor of the city, later establishing the
Margaret Pillsbury Hospital as a me-
morial to his wife. Sutton was also the
birthplace of John H. Pearson of Con-
cord, noted wholesale merchant and flour
manufacturer, who built the mill at
Penacook now operated by Stratton &
Co. and later engaged in railroading,
much to the aggravation of the old Bos-
ton & Maine management, and greatly to
the increase of business in the courts.
Here, too, was the birthplace of the
woman who did more for the cause of
education than any other woman in tht-
country, Lydia Fowler Wadleigh, who
started the New York High School for
girls, was its first principal, paid for the
diplomas of the first graduating class
from her own pocket, and later founded
the New York Normal College for
Women, which has now become the
greatest teacher's college in the world.
The town of Unity is not remarkable
for any important part it has played in
the history of the state or nation, though
it is said to have been the camping place
over one night of General John Stark's
Bennington Expedition. It has furnish-
ed no men who have distinguished
themselves in our national life, though
one of its sons, Jefferson T. Thurber, be-
came Speaker of the Michigan House
of Representatives, and one of his sons
was for a time private secretary of
President Grover Cleveland. It has a
strong soil and once had many good
farms. At the time of my residence the
leading citizens and most successful
farmers were Harvey Huntoon, who
lived in the east part of the town, in the
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same district in which was my liomc, and
whose son Ora M., subsequently a
prominent citizen of Contoocook. was
my rival in school ; and Col. Ezra J.
Glidden, who lived near the center of
the town. I'oth were prominent in tlie
Democratic part}', and rival leaders
tlierein. Iluntoon liad l>een slieriif of
the county, and Glidden was active '"n
the New Hampshire Agricultural Society
of which lie became president.
The adjoininj^' farm to that of my
father, on tlie east, was occupied by a
family named Wright. It had been set-
tled b\- a Revolutionary soldier of that
name who was living at the time of our
arrival there, and died sometime after,
having reached the age of 90 years. I
remember having seen him on his death-
bed, and the sight made a sad impression
on my mind. His son, who was then in
possession of the farm, had a large
family of Ijoys and one girl. A son
named Charles, about my age, became
mv special playmate. The mother had
been a Cornish girl, of the family named
Thrasher, a prominent family of the
town at tliat time, and I well remember
the visits to the Wright home of an
uncle of hers, John Thrasher, a tall,
striking-looking individual, but whose
life had been rendered a failure l)y
habits of dissipation acquired in \-outh.
He was said to have been a classmate in
college of John C. Calhoun, and fully the
equal of that distinguished statesman in
point of intellectual ability. He had
studied law but never cut any figure in
practice.
This Wright family, it may be said, is
still held in the family, and has been the
home of six generations, and the scene
of many family reunions. It is one of
few places in the state that have been
held continually, from settlement, in the
same family. The present proprietor.
Homer Wright, is an active Granger,
and has been Master of Sunapee Mount-
ain (irange at Mill Village in Goshen,
the nearest village to East Unity, men-
tion of which recalls the fact that when
I was seven years of age I purchased m\-
first si)elling book at this place, at the
store of Virgil Chase, who was a promi-
nent man in town, and in t1ie county in
fact, as he had served as high sheriff
and held other important of^ces at the
hands of the Democratic party.
The farm which my father had bought
was formerly owned by Ovid Chase, a
brother of the Virgil Chase T have men-
tioned, and when purchased was subject
to a mortgage to George B. Upham of
Claremont, wdiich my father assumed
and was to pay oiT at the rate of $100
,-' A'ear, with interest. I well remember
accompanying mv father at one time to
make one of those payments. We were
received by Mr. Upham in a plainly fur-
nished room, heated by a box stove, and
which had a yellow painted floor. Mr.
Upham was a lawyer, and a money lend-
er, and was said to hold mortgages upon
scores of farms and other property
tliroughout the county. He liad at one
time been i)rominent in politics, and bad
served as Speaker oi the state House of
Representatives and also as a member
of Congress. When he died his estate
was inventoried at more than $400,000
the largest then kntnvn in the state.
This was before the d-^ys of big fortunes
and heavy incomes. It will be remem-
bered that John Jacob Astor, who was
])v far the ricliest man in the country
and who died not far from the same
time, left an estate valued at $23,000,000,
which was regarded as an enormous for-
tune, but would be a mere trifle com-
pared with the present annual income of
Henry Ford or John D. Rockefeller, and
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would be regarded as insignificant by
Andrew W. Mellon.
Reference to Claremont reminds me
of another visit which we made to the
town when I was a boy of eight or nine
years of age. I accompanied my father
on a visit to the Sullivan County Fair,
then held in that town. What I remem-
ber distinctly about the fair, aside from
the sweet cider and gingerbread on sale
and the crowds of people, was the great
show of oxen on exhi])ition, said to in-
clude 320 yoke in all, a team of 80 yoke
coming down from the town of Croydon,
under the supervision of Moses Hum-
phrey who was then a leading citizen of
the town, engaged in the manufacture of
mackerel kits, l)ut who subseciuently re-
moved to Concord where he built the
horse railroad, became Mayor of the
city and was for a long period of years
President of the State Board of Agricul-
ture.
I attended both the summer and win-
ter terms of the district school during
the six years while we resided in East
Unity. The school was a large one,
with some fifty scholars in the summer
term and about eighty in the winter, in-
cluding many large l)oys and girls, some
of the former grown men six feet in
height. Today, there are not as many
people all told living in the entire dis-
trict, which is one of the largest in the
state territorially. One of the larger
girls was Mary Sanborn, daughter of
Tappan vSanborn, the East Unity post-
master. I recall often going to his home
where the postoffice was kept, for the
week's mail, which usually consisted of a
copy of the .iryiis and Spectator and
the Boston Cultivator, with, very rarely
a letter. This Mary Sanborn was an ac-
complished musician. She had a piano
which was the first one I ever saw or
heard, and she occasionally invited me in
to hear her play, when I called for the
mail. She sometimes sang at the Sunday
evening services, held occasional!}' in the
school house, by the Methodist minister
from Newport. I never saw her, after
our removal from Unity, until many
years later, when I went up from Con-
cord to address an equal suft'rage meet-
ing arranged by Dr. Amanda Kempton,
who was the leader of the sufl:'rage move-
ment in town. She was in attendance,
and I was her guest over night. She had
married one John Eall, who had studied
law and practiced to some extent in
Newport, but also managed the old San-
born farm in East Unity, which she had
inherited from her father. Right here I
may say that during our last winter in
Unity I attended, with my father, the
dedication of the Methodist church in
Newport, Prof. King, of the Newbury
Vermont Seminary, delivering the dedi-
cator}' sermon.
In the spring of 1852 my father, find-
ing it necessary either to build a new
house or purchase another farm, decided,
unwisely as I think, to pursue the latter
course. He accordingly sold the Unity
farm, (which now l)y the way is owned
and occupied by one Wallace W. Hall,
a Grand Army veteran) to one Francis
J. Newton and bought a small farm in
the town of Lempster, situated a short
distance from the Marlow road, in near
the base of Silver Mountain and ad-
jacent to the farm of Benajah A. Miner.
It contained about fifty acres, half in
woodland, with a small amount of pas-
turage, some sandy tillage land and a
little muck swamp. The greatest asset
to tlie place, as it seemed to me, was a
cold spring near the house, from which
bubbled the finest water I ever drank ;
but as "man cannot live by bread alone"
neither can he subsist entirely on water,
as my father learned in the course of
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a few }ears. The farm was slTorlly sup-
l)l(,'nK'nk'(l !)}• the purcliasc of a 2()-acre
})astui"e, situated shortly above, on the
mountain side. We moved to Lempster
about the hrst of April, and my first
recollection, in connection with the re-
mo\al, is that, on the day after, there
was a heavy fall of snow, to the depth
of not less than foot. As I have said,
the farm was situated at the base of
Silver Ab^untain (so-called in recent
years) which is the southernmost acliv-
ity of the Sunapee range, and, although
not of formidable height, seemed to me
a wonderful mountain, and my first
great ambition was to make its ascent.
On a fine day in June I set out upon an
expedition to the mountain top, accom-
panied by my sister and brother, both
younger than myself, who had insisted
upon going with me, and charged 1)}' my
mother to be sure and not get lost, and
to go no farther than the summit. The
climb which would be regarded as a slight
aft'air to a grown person, included the
crossing of only four large pastures
after our own farm was left behind. It
was ([uite a task, especially on account
of the smaller children, but was accom-
plished in due season, witli several stops
on the way to view the broadening land-
scape, which filled us with increasing
delight.
The wonderful view greeting us upon
our arrival at the summit, was indeed
awe-inspiring. Far awa}- to the west
was the long range of the Green Moun-
tains, with Ascutney looming up in the
northerl}- foreground, and a wide stretch
of field and forest between. Sand Pond,
now bxho Lake, spread its charming sur-
face to the southeast, l)e}on(l which rose
the Stoddard Hills. To the east were
tlie Washingtcm lakes, surrounded by
forests, and beyond the Francestown
mountains, while the great mass of Love-
well loomed up in the near northeast,
and the long mountain range to the
north, culminating in Mount Sunapee,
filled the e}e in that direction. It was
indeed a wonderful siglit for f)ne who
had never beffjre stcjod ui)on such a look-
out. Since then I have climbed other
mountains and seen far more extended
landscapes. I have looked down from
Monadnock upon the broad panorama
spread out in southwestern New Hamp-
shire and central Massachusetts, with
the fift}' lakes and numerous mountain
ranges brought to view ; I have stood
upon Croydon or Blue Mountain, in the
midst of the great park for which it was
named, and gazed down upcni bt'autifui
Newfound Lake from the summit of
Cardigan ; I have climbed Kearsarge
more than once, and enio\e(l the com-
prehensive view of central New Hamp-
shire which that splendid outlook af-
fords
;
I have been on Moosilauke many
times, where by common consent the
most extensive scenic view in all New
England is to be had ; I have stood upon
Lafayette and Washington and lieheld all
the mountain grandeur and liroad ex-
panse of view presented therefrom; I
have looked down upon Winnipesaukee
from r>elknap, and the lower Alerrimack
valley from the Uncanoonucs, but never
have I been so impressed with the l)eau-
tiful and grand in nature, as on that June
day in 1852, in the little town of Lemp-
ster.
And in this connection ma\- 1 digress
to sav that no man in Xew 1 lampshire is
more delighted t(j know tlial the ( Iranite
State is becoming more and more tlv
mecca of the summer tourists and the
pleasure seekers looking for recreation
amidst the beauties of nature, more
abounding here than anywhere else in
the land. It is a satisfaction to know-
that the state in which we live is attrac-
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tive to the people of other states, and
tliat they dehj^ht to travel up and down
amidst its mountains and lakes, and
through its enchanting valleys. We hope
to see the great highways, leading
around these lakes and up to, and
through, these mountains, made better
and safer and more satisfactory to the
tourist ; l)ut we do not wish to see the
state become a mere pleasure ground and
recreation resort for outsiders. We do
not wish to see the rural regions, the
"back towns", so to speak, neglected and
abandoned. We desire to see a prosper-
ous farming population, maintaining a
place in the midst, and that cannot be,
unless there is greater consideration by
the "powers that be" for their rights and
needs and their general welfare.
"Good roads" are as essential for the
country people as for the pleasure seek-
ers from the great cities of other
states, more so we believe. Not concrete
or cement highways, of course, as those
would be impracticable, but good, well
kept gravel roads, kept open and pass-
able, winter as well as summer Without
these life in the country is scarcely en-
durable, and will not continue long as
the situation now is. In the early days
much land was cleared that should have
been left to forest, but there are tens of
thousands of acres in the state, already
abandoned, and tens of thousands more
that soon will be unless living conditions
are made more satisfactory, that are sus-
ceptible of profitable cultivation under
favorable conditions. I would like to see
the pleasant hillsides and the beautiful
valleys in the rural regions of New
Hampshire occupied by the homes of an
intelligent and prosperous yeomanry, as
in the days of yore, with fields of waving
grain and ripening corn, and thriving
flocks and herds, but I, or those coming
after me in the years of the future, will
see this to less and less extent as the
years go by; and as time passes it will
no longer 1)e said of the state that in
New Hampshire the chief crop is MEN,
notwithstanding the permanence of the
great sign hung out by the Almighty in
Franconia Notch, preserved for the de-
lectation of the tourists by the aid of the
New Hampshire women; for it is in the
country towns and on the farms of the
state that the men and women are rear-
ed who accomplish most in all the fields
of human eiTort, and if our farms are
abandoned our people will deteriorate
as a whole and we shall cease to contrib-
ute to the progress and prosperity of the
nation.
We lived in the town of Lempster five
years. I worked on the farm in the sum-
mer season when the district school was
not in session, for the first three years,
anil continually after that, but attended
school each winter. The teacher for the
first winter was a man of marked ability,
and thoroughly devoted to his work. I
remember him more distinctly than any
• other district school teacher whose in-
struction I came under, and he exercised
a stronger influence upon my mind and
character than any other. His name was
Nathan Morse, Jr. He was a native and
resident of the town of Stoddard. He
was fitting himself for college, and had
been attending Tubbs Union Academy
in Washington for the purpose. He was
a Democrat in politics and Universalist
in religion, and although such matters
were not supposed to be discussed in
school, he dropped occasional remarks
that led me to think along those lines and
to fix my convictions. I did not see him
again for years, except on the occasion
of a brief visit that he paid the school ni
the following summer, because of an at-
tachment he had for the teacher. He
entered Amherst College in the follow-
I
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ing autumn, graduating four years later,
after which he slu(He(l incdiciiK' and lo-
cated in practice in Salem, Mass., where
he became successful in his profession
and active in politics, and was long chair-
man of the Democratic city committee.
Many }ears after his settlement in
Salem, where he was the head of the
Pilgrim Fathers organization which was
holding a gathering in Concord, and I
was editor of the People and Patriot in
that city, he called on me at my office
and we recalled the days of old when
he was the teacher and I was being-
taught some things which I found he had
forgotten.
I have no vivid recollection of any
oilier teacher of the school during my at-
tendance, though 1 remember well that
the teacher for the second winter was
one George S. Thompson, a resident of
the town, who later settled in the town
i)f Claremont, where he was a respected
citizen and a member of the Universalist
Church. I remember him particularly
because he endeavored to impress upon
my mind the fact that I ought to go to
ciillege.
As I have said, my father's farm in
Lempster adjoined that of Benajah A.
Miner. "Uncle Ames" he was usually
called. He was a man of strong mind
and athletic body, and could do the work
of two orchnary men without difficulty.
He was a Republican of the Free Soil
variety in politics, and an ardent Univer-
salist in religion. He had no influence
upon me in the former direction Init not
a little in the latter. He had one son and
four (laughters. The son had become a
noted Universalist minister, the Rev. Al-
onzo A. Miner, D. D., and was pastor of
a Boston church at the time when we
moved to Lempster. He was a man of
remarkable ability, and though not him-
self a college graduate was for twelve
years President of Tufts College, though
at the same time holding his pastorate.
He was regarded as the ablest Protestant
minister in Boston and was chosen by
the body of the clergy in that city to
publicly defend the Christian religion at
the time when Agnosticism was most
rampant and Robert G. Ingersoll, then in
the zenith of his career, was assailing
Christiantiy in a most aggressive man-
ner.
His oldest daughter, Amanda, was the
wife of William B. Parker, a prominent
citizen of the town and district, one of
whose sons was Sylvester A. Parker,who
later became a Universalist preacher and
was long settled at Bethel, Vt. Right
here it may be said that Lempster was
noted as the town which had produced
more Lhiiversalist ministers than any
other in the country. The second daugh-
ter, Emma Eliza, married William
Spaulding, an intelligent farmer who re-
sided in the district, and who had one
son, William Waldemar, who ultimately
graduated at Tufts College, taught
school several years, subsequently be-
came a successful shoe manufacturer in
Haverhill, Mass., and is now, and has
long been. President of the Haverhill
Savings Bank and a Trustee of Tufts
College.
The third daughter, Rachel, was the
wife of one Edwin Tenney then living
in the district who soon removed to Wis-
consin, while the fourth and youngest
was Fanny, who had married a man
named Booth, and they were living with
her father and mother. Mr. and Mrs.
Spaulding and Mr. and Mrs. Booth were
all good singers, and constituted the
choir in tlie little Universalist church at
East Lempster which I began to attend
during the third year of our residence
in Lempster, upon invitation of Uncle
Ames Miner. During the first year of
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our residence there I had attended the
Congregational church at Lempster
Street, which was the church of my
father's preference. In the second year
I had attended a Methodist church at
East Lempster which was my mother's
preferred church, but I had come to
views of my own in accord with neither
and went my own way.
The UniversaHst church was not
strong financially, but the people were
earnestly devoted to the cause, and they
could pay for a preacher for only one-
fourth of the time, but they maintained
services every Sunday, one or another
of the members occupying the pulpit and
reading a selected sermon on each occa-
sion when the minister himself was ab-
sent. Prominent among the lay readers
were Hiram and Hosea W. Parker, Lu-
cius A. Spencer and Duren S. Honey.
This Duren Honey was a bachelor farm-
er, whose sister, Eliza, was his house-
keeper. He was a well educated man
and a fine speaker, and served for a time
as superintendent of schools for the
town. He and his sister together saved
quite an amount of money and on their
decease left $20,000 to the New Hamp-
shire UniversaHst state convention—a
substantial demonstration of their devo-
tion to the cause. The regular preacher
during the first year of my attendance
was Rev. Nathan R. Wright, father of
Col. Carroll D. Wright, the noted statis-
tician, who, by the way, was the first
pastor of the UniversaHst church in Con-
cord. In the second year the preacher
was Rev. Lemuel Willis, one of the
strongest of the old time preachers. He
was the grandfather of Arthur L. Willis,
the first motor vehicle commissioner of
New Hampshire. During the third year
of my attendance, which was my last
year in Lempster, the preacher was Rev.
Joseph Barber of Alstead, a sound and
solid, though not especially elocjuent ex-
ponent of the UniversaHst faith.
In the fall of 1856 I was enabled to
attend a term of select school taught
by Miss Dency Hurd, an accom-
plished and successful teacher of the
town, in order to do which I walked
three miles every day, each way, which
I cheerfully did for the sake of the ad-
vantage afforded. It was a prosperous
term so far as my studies were concern-
ed, although it was in the midst of an
exciting political campaign, in whicli I
first became deeply interested in politics.
This was the famous Buchanan and
Fremont campaign in 1856, when the
Republican party made its first entry
into the national field. Every afternoon,
at the close of the school exercises, sev-
eral of the students, myself included,
used to gather on the outside steps of
the house and engage in political discus-
sion, the debate generally becoming quite
heated. I presume I had as much to say
as any of the scholars, but I remember
most distinctly two who took opposite
sides, George E. Dame, who championed
the Republican cause, and Louise Hun-
toon, who was equally vigorous in the
defense of the Democracy. It is a some-
what curious fact that, years afterward.
Miss Huntoon became Mrs. Dame and
Mr. Dame became a strong Democrat.
He was later for many years clerk of
the Superior Court for Sullivan County.
I have said that Lempster was noted
for having produced more UniversaHst
ministers than any other town in the
country. Prominent among these, next
to Dr. Miner, was Dr. Willard Spauld-
ing, a brother of the William Spaulding
whom I have heretofore mentioned. Dr.
Spaulding preached in different places
in Massachusetts, but was sometimes
heard in New Hampshire, and not al-
ways at religious meetings.
I
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The (iiily occasion on wliicli I heard
him was at llic (k'(hcalic)n of ihc new
lown house which had heen l)uilt at East
Lempster, after a lon^' contest, tliat vil-
lage l)eing really near the geographical
center of the town, and the old l)uilding
at tlie Street becoming unsuitable and
the location inconvenient for the town at
large. The dedication was a great occa-
sion for the town and the services were
largely attended, the house 1)eing crowd-
ed to its capacity. The oration by Dr.
Spaulding was the most eloquent and in-
spiring affair of its kind that I had ever
heard up to that time, and I remember
([uite clearly the thrill w'hich it gave me.
It was not alone the production of
Universalists, or other ministers (and
there were several of other denomina-
tions that went out from the town) that
Lempster was noted for. Many able
men in other lines of service had their
birthplace here. Hosea W. Parker of
Claremont, lawyer. Congressman and
pul)licist was born here, as well as
Homer T. Fuller, 1). D., prominent edu-
cator, President of Worcester Institute
of Technology, and later of Drury Col-
lege, Missouri. ]\Iany prominent phy-
sicians were Lempster born, among them
Dr. A. P. Richardson of Walpole, Dr.
Yorick Hurd of Ipswich, Mass., Dr. Carl
A. Allen of Holyoke, and Dr. Abram W.
Mitchell, still in practice in Epping, and
former president of the New Hampshire
Medical Society. And here, too, were
born two of the most noted dentists in
New England, Dr. Levi C. Taylor of
Springfield, Mass., and Dr. Charles A.
Brackett of Newport, R. I., the latter for
fifty years a professor in the Harvard
dental school, and who left a large for-
tune for its benefit.
Another Lempster boy of note was
Bertand T. Wheeler, a civil engineer,
who died recently, after long service as
chief engineer of the Maine Central
Railroad, and still another was Arthur
Butler, a well-known engineer in Chi-
cago, son of Dr. J. N. Butler, for fifty




As one who bore a mint of pain
You turned xourself to Man;
Craving one word of sympathy
A scale of woes you ran.
Strong }()Ulh that was, long years ago,
Where is the image now ?
There was no strife with outer foe;
Yours was an inner vow.
Too weak to meet life face to face
You la_\' dow-n with a will,
Content with a few conclusive sighs.
You knew that life would kill !
Amos T. heavitt of Hampton
Sponsor for the New Name "New Hampshire"
"BT T IS peculiarly fitting that the new
I name, New Hampshire, for the old
state magazine, The Granite
Monthly, should have been first sug-
gested by Mr. Amos T. Leavitt of
Hampton. Hampton is one of the oldest
towns in the state and the Leavitt fam-
ily progenitors were numbered among
the earliest settlers of New Hampshire.
And the Granite Monthly is the old-
est state magazine in the country.
It was in 1638 that the Rev. Stephen
Bachiler with a small group of followers
sailed up the Hampton river in a shallop
and made the first settlement in the his-
toric town which has given Hampton
Beach to New England and the nation
as a shore playground which is unsur-
passed. In the following vear the
Leavitt family came to Hampton and it
has been represented there ever since.
Amos T. Leavitt was born in the*
Leavitt Homestead at the North Beach.
Hampton on July 23, 1869. It mav
truthfully be said that he was of "good
old New England stock" for his pater-
nal ancestors came to Hampton the year
after it was first settled and on the
maternal side. the Godfreys, his
mother's family, became residents of
Hampton in 1649. He was educated in
the public schools of the town of his
birth and graduated from Hampton
Academy in 1887.
While still in the grammar schools,
at the age of twelve, voung Leavitt
cau<?ht a turtle of the black snapping
variety on the shell of which were the
initials "Z. B." which stood for Zachias
Brown with the date 1854 and the in-
itials "T- W. D." which had been carved
in the turtle's shell by J. Warren Dow
and he also carved the date— 1866. To
this queer record, young Leavitt added
his own initials and the date 1881, and
turned the turtle loose, little thinking
that nearly half a century afterwards
he would be called upon to pose with
"Winnicummett", as the turtle was call-
ed, before a cjueer machine which re-
corded both sight and sound and to re-
late the episode of the capture and
recapture of this ancient creature. But
more of that later.
In October 1897 Mr. Leavitt entered
the employ of Silas Pierce & Company,
wholesale grocers of Boston. In 1900 he
became a managing director of this well-
known firm and continued as such for a
cjuarter of a century when ill health
forced his retirement in 1925. Since
that time Mr. Leavitt has been taking
things easy and enjoying life to the ut-
most. He spends the winters at Alta-
monte Springs, Florida and the balance
of the year he lives at his attractive
bungalow near the North Beach in
Hampton where he takes real pleasure
in entertaining a host of friends.
While in business Mr. Leavitt's fa-
vorite diversion was fishing and the
folks up around Lake Waukewan in
Meredith all remember the reputation
which Mr. Leavitt achieved as a bass
fisherman. In those days he spent every
day possible on this beautiful little lake
in central New Hampshire. Nowadays
he has taken up golf and his ability in
this direction almost equals his fame as
a fisherman for he has won the annual
Altamonte Springs Golf Tournament for
a number of years and is down there
[36]
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now getting in shape for another champ-
ionship.
Last summer "W'innicummett", the
turtle, was captured by Phillip Blake,
who immediately turned the ancient crea-
ture over to Mr. Leavitt, who is con-
sidered I)y the townspeople of Hampton
1() be its owner. It was the first time
it lias been captured since 1905 and the
third time that it has been "dated" b}'
the Hampton man.
The Fox Movietone people heard of
llie fame of "Winnicummett" and sent
a representative up to Hampton to get
pictures and a talking record of the tur-
tle and its owner. Mr. Leavitt is
naturally of a retiring disposition and
he consented to pose and tell the story
only with the understanding that his
face should not show in the picture.
This was agreed to by the operator, but
the camera slipped into proper focus and
recorded not only the picture of Mr.
Leavitt and "Winnicummett" but also
the story of how he captured the crea-
ture as a boy in 1881.
Mr. Leavitt's wife died some time
ago and he has one son, Amos T.
Leavitt, Jr., who is a junior at Bow-
doin College. Mr. Leavitt is a trustee
of Hampton Academy and a director of
the Hampton Cooperative Bank. He is
a member of the Masonic fraternity.
When a representative of the Granite
Monthly called to present Mr. Leavitt
with a check for twenty-five dollars, the
prize for suggesting the most appropri-
ate name for the state magazine, he was
not at home. In fact he was due to
arrive that day in Altamonte Springs,
Florida, for his winter vacation.
But the magazine representative did
find Mr. Frank Leavitt, the genial presi-
dent of the Hampton and Hampton
Beach Chamber of Commerce and
brother of the subject of this sketch. It
was from Mr. Frank Leavitt that we
learned a few of the facts in connection
with the life of his brother. In view of
the man's modesty as evidenced by his
experience with the Fox Movietone
people it is fortunate that Mr. Amos T.
Leavitt was in Florida, else the state
magazine would probably have been un-
able to present any facts relative to the
New Hampshire citizen to whom it is






In a low voice like the echo of the sea.
"Yes," she answered
In the voice that flowers have lost.
"Will you come with me
Down the world-path where the heart leads?"
"No," she answered
In the voice of the singing stars.
Would he have longed so greatly for her
If she had answered—yes?
Miraculousy Wonderful^ Strange and True
(A True Story from the Early History of Cornish, N. H.)
LILLIAN HILDRETH
WHAT
would be your reaction to
be referred to always as Won-
derful or on the other hand as
Strange? I asked myself this question
in all seriousness when I tirst heard
these queer names.
About one hundred and fifteen years
ago, not far from what is now Orchard
Kiln, perhaps a mile over the hill, lived
a family named Whitney. To them were
born four babies and they gave them the
names of Miraculous, Wonderful,
Strange, and True.
To give birth to four children was in
itself a thing to be long talked of, but
a person bearing a name like any one of
these would never be forgotten. The
little children seemed too heavily bur-
dened to go on through a long life, and
one by one they died in childhood and
were buried in a little cemetery on this,
hillside farm.
When next I visit my old home in the
Cornish Colony, I shall make a pilgrim-
age in search of the graves. The ac-
count of their birth and burial, I found
auKjng old diaries and papers handed on
to me from my ancestors. The facts
were stated concisely, but meagerly ; and
I wonder if anyone else has among old
papers a more detailed account of these
children.
They must have been healthy indeed
to have lived through babyhood with the
absence of so much that tends to de-
crease infant mortality. Today we mar-
vel when triplets live through infancy
and we have incubators and ways of
feeding unknown in those days.
I was talking with a very old lady
about these quadruplets and she gave
her theory much in this manner :
"Four children at once are a lot. But
a mother in those days was just as much
a mother as they are now and a lot more
resourceful. Why, I l)et they were
wrapped up in clean, soft, carded wool
and laid on a syrup can filled with hot
water, and a little feather pillow on it
to make it soft and a nice woolly blanket
over baby, can, and the whole business,
to keep 'em warm. And as for feeding—
young, weak things used t(j be fed by
dipping a clean linen rag in warm milk
and putting it in their mouths.
"You say it must a took a long
while. Of course it did. But mothers in
those days had time to feed their babies.
They weren't gallivanting off to parties
all the time. I'll admit there were a heap
of things they didn't know, but they
were faithful and resourceful; and if
their babies died, it wasn't from lack of
care of the l)est kind they knew how to
give."
That set me thinking,—"the best kind
they knew how to give"— . Isn't that
what we are doing today and won't our
ways seem as inefficient to those who
live three or four generations from now ?
Then those names,—we would think
it was a wonderful event to give birth
to four babies at once, a miracle they
were spared to us, and strange that God
should send so many little babies to a
modest farm home, and then we would
look at them and say, "But it is true."
Now, probably, this little mother so
[38]
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far away on this Iiill farm thought all and go down to the orchard and tell
this and much more as she went to the Strange and True to come to dinner."
door of the tiny house and called, "Come, And I like to think she added, "Thank
Miraculous, take Wonderful by the hand God they are mine."
New England Bells
HELEN BLANCHE FOSTER
'Tis Sunday morn, in Portsmouth town,
Old Portsmouth by the sea ;
And from her many church spires.
The bells ring joyfully :
Ring out their invitation,
So clear, and sweet, and strong;
"Come ! worship in His temple.
Come, all ye people, come!"
Their iron tongues in unison.
Fling bravely to the air.
The message of the waiting church,
Calling her sons to prayer:
They break the Sabbath stillness.
With their eloquent appeal ;
"Come ! render thanks unto Him
And in His presence kneel !"
O dear New England cliurcli bells.
We love thy tuneful scnuid ;
O, dear New England churches.
We love thy hallowed ground :
And when in far-oiT lands.
Our feet are called to roam
;
A temple in our hearts, we'll keep
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Editorial
I
rX^HE 1925 session of the New
Hampshire Legislature authorized
the appointment of a committee
to study the taxation problems of the
state. This committee reported to Gov-
ernor Spaulding who appeared to ap-
prove of the findings and passed them on
to the incoming administration. The re-
port is supported by several bills intro-
duced in the House of Representatives
and now a subject of controversy. To
start the ball rolling rightly, and to
furnish a tempting bait which the
agricultural districts were expected to
snap at voraciously, the committee pro-
posed doing away with tax on growing
timber. Thus the farmer vote would be
won over at the outset. Then the com-
mittee proposed to tax the incomes of
individuals and corporations along much
the same lines as the plan of the Federal
incoiTie tax law. Following this line of
thought it might happen that the agri-
cultural districts, who profess to have
very little net income, would quickly
jump at the opportunity to levy a tax up-
on the net incomes of their city cousins
and uncles and aunts. Whether this
line of reasoning occurred to members of
the recess tax committee is unknown,
but whether or no, it appears that the
bills framed with so much care are not
meeting with any great degree of popu-
larity in the agricultural districts where
it was assumed that they would find con-
siderable support. Should the bills be
enacted into law it would create in the
office of the Tax Commission, the largest
B urea u in the state—an expensive
Iiureau. Examine one of the bills and
this fact is not apparent. Individually
the bills are innocent enough, but col-
lectively they spell expense with a capital
"E." It seems, too, that any line of
reasoning which puts farmers in a class
having no net income, or very little, is
erroneous. Farmers have their ups and
downs but to infer that they do not have
taxable incomes is to betray a knowledge
of the fact that the farmer is not to be
fooled into believing that he will escape
not only a tax on his trees but payment
of income taxes as well. It was only a
short while ago that this tax commis-
sion had to fight to keep itself from be-
ing abolished. Here now it pops up with
a scheme to make itself not only a
nuisance but a Bureau with a large staff
of clerks and field agents. Just another
expense, just another scheme to secure
more money to spend. That tlie legisla-




What can be done to dispose of bill-
boards? Lovers of New Hampshire
scenery are perplexed. It matters not
what move is made to drive the unsightly
signs from the roadsides, their numbers
grow with surprising rapidity. Some one
has said that legislation driving out the
billboards cannot be enacted because of
the reason that so many legislators are
benefited by the moneys paid for the use
of the land on which the signs are
erected. Some day a legislature will be
convened which will place New Hamp-
shire interests and value of unobstructed
landscapes above the love of individual
gain.
* * * *
Speaking of billboard advertising.
How truthful some of it really is. Take,
for instance, the cigarette advertising.
One of the manufacturers claim that the
smoker of his brand would "walk a mile"
for that particular cigarette. Quite true,
if not quite exact. The cigarette smoker,
the confirmed cigarette smoker, will walk
a mile for a cigarette, not necessarily any
particular brand. He walks a mile for
his cigarette for exactly the same reason
as the drug addict walks a mile for his
cocaine. "Ask dad—he knows."
•^ "^ <P ^
Government reports emanating from
Washington show that New Hampshire
had the lowest death rate in 1928 from
Tuberculosis in all of the New England
States. This is an accomplishment of
which the state may be proud. It is an
accomplishment that must be gratifying
to the New Hampshire Tuberculosis As-
sociation and its hard working, efficient,
sacrificing executive Secretary, Dr.
Robert B. Kerr. In view of all the work
that is being done to eradicate tubercu-
losis it is strange that on the same day
in the legislature an appropriation asked
for tuberculosis work was cut from
$25,000 to $10,000, and a quarter of a
million dollars voted for new buildings
at the State Hospital. It is right to pro-
vide for the unfortunates at the State
Hcjspital
—also that we stamp out Tuber-
culosis.
* * * *
Mr. Deschenes of the Manchester
Finance Committee threw a bombshell
into the Queen City official group before
he departed these shores on a trip to
European climes. Mr. Deschenes claimed
that the city budget could be reduced
$300,000 but did not follow up his claim
with any constructive program. Later
it developed that he had an idea that the
salaries of the school teachers, fire de-
partment, etc., could be reduced to a sum
sufficient to enable the saving he had
mentioned. He also, it appears, enter-
tained the opinion that Chief Healy, of
the police department, had passed beyond
the stage of usefulness. Queer thing
about critics of Manchester afl:airs. Al-
ways it is quite noticeable that the critic
attacks the Amoskeag Mills and Chief
Healy. Manchester people have become
so accustomed to these attacks that they
cease to be interesting. It is the way of
the small critic to attack something big,
therefore it is not at all strange that
Chief Healy who is rated as one of the
most efficient police heads in the United
States is coupled with the Amoskeag
Mills, the largest manufacturing estab-
lishment of its kind in the world, in the
minds of these same small critics. Mr.
Deschenes, himself a good business man,
could expend his time to better advantage
in devising a plan to consolidate certain
works of the departments and save the
city of Manchester considerable overhead
expense, but even then he could not point
out a saving to the amount he claims.
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HERBERT B. MOULTON
Herbert B. Moulton, born in Lyman,
N. H., July 5, 1846; died in Lisbon,
December 26, 1928.
He was the son of James and
Betsy Bigelow (Titus) Moulton, and a
descendant of Thomas Moulton who
came from England in 1637 and settled
in Newbury, Mass. He was educated
only in the district school, and was rear-
ed to hard labor on the farm. When he
was 17 years of age his father was killed
by a falling tree, leaving a widow with
eight children ; but young Moulton stood
loyally by his mother in carrying on the
farm work and keeping the home, of
which in later years he became the own-
er. He commenced business on his own
account while living on the home farm,
as a cattle broker, and during his entire
life took much interest in cattle and in
farming generally ; but became active
and prominent in important business en-
terprises.
Upon the reorganization of the Park-
er and Young Company of Lisbon, after
its plant had been burned in 1891, he
became a director and was subsequently
elected treasurer and general manager
of the company which conducted one
of the most important business enter-
prises in northern New Hampshire. At
the time of his death he was president
of the Company, which owned extensive
properties in different parts of the
county, including the great plant for-
merly owned by J. E. Henry and Sons,
at Lincoln. He was also president of
the Lisbon Manufacturing Co., and of
the Lisbon Savings Bank and Trust
Company, of which he was an incorpo-
rator. He had resided in Lisbon in the
later years of his life, had built a tine
hotel and conducted many lines of busi-
ness, and gave many generous benefac-
tions. He left the liulk of his large for-
tune in trust for the towns of Lisbon
and Lyman.
He was a Democrat in politics, and
while living in Lyman served one term
as a member of the House of Repre-
sentatives, and later two terms from Lis-
bon. In 1872 he was chosen a member
of the Executive Council, serving under
Gov. John B. Smith. He was active and
prominent in the Masonic order.
Mr. Moulton married tirst, Caroline
L. Foster of Littleton, who died in 1922.
A year later he married Nell T. Lang
of Bath who survives, as do two
brothers, Albert G. of Littleton, and
Harvey of Long Beach, California.
MARY GRACE CALDWELL
Mary Grace Caldwell, born in Con-
cord, May 6, 1867; died in Wellesley,
Mass., December 12, 1928.
She was the daughter of Henry and
Mary \^. (Brown) Caldwell, and was
educated in the Concord high school and
Wellesley College, graduating from th^-
latter in 1895. She taught Latin for a
time in the Concord high school, and
later in Plainsfield, N. J., after which
she was associated with the teaching
staff" at the celebrated Dana Hall school
in Wellesley, remaining through life,
where she was held in the highest es-
teem and commanded the affectionate
regard of all connected with the institu-
tion.
She is survived by her mother who
resides in Wellesley, and by an uncle,
Edmond H. B)rown of Penacook, where
was her home in youth and where she
retained her membership in the First
[42]
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Baptist clnirch. She was treasurer of
ihc Wellesley Teachers' club and a mem-
her of iIk' Angora Societ}- of Wellesley
C"() liege.
EVA BEEDE ODELL
Eva Beetle Odell. born in Meredith,
November 28, 1852 ; died in Sandown,
December 13, 1928.
She was the daughter of John \V. and
Caroline Frances (Fogg) Beede and was
educated in the JNleredith schools, Tilton
Seminar}- and Wellesley College. She
spent many years in teaching in Tilton
Seminar}-. Montpelier and Poultney, Vt.
Academies, Rent's Hill, Me, and the
Centenary Collegiate Institute at Hack-
ettstown, N. J. She had travelled ex-
tensively in this C(nmtr}- and Europe,
and lectured much upon her travels, and
was the autli(jr of two cliarming little
volumes of folk-lore and a volume of
]joems. She was a member of the New
Hampshire's Daughters Society of Bos-
Ion, and a frequent writer for news-
papers and magazines.
On November 21, 19U6, she married
Ivev. Willis P. Odell of Sandown a
jirominent Methodist clerg}-man (now
chaplain of the House of Representa-
tives) wh(j survives.
JABEZ H. STEVENS
Jabez Howes Stevens, born in New-
market, July 26, 1857; died in Durliam,
December 22, 1928.
He was the son of Nathaniel and
l^li/.alielh T. (York) Stevens, and was
educated in the Durham public schools,
h'ranklin Academy, Dover, and l'.r}ant
and Stratton's Commercial College,
Manchester. He was engaged in the hay
trade iov some time in Durliam, ])ut for
many years past had been a traveling
salesman for the International Harvester
Co., of America.
He was a Republican and active in
politics in town and county affairs. He
had been tax collector, selectman (chair-
man of the board) Representative in
1895, deputy sheriff, and for two terms,
from 1898, Commissioner f(n- Strafford
County. He was a member of the
Masons, Odd Fellows, Elks and Patrons
of Husbandry. He married, first, Ada
J. Drew of Strafford, N. H., Feb. 10,
1879. She died October 24, 1903. On
November 2, 1904, he married Mar-
guerite M. G. Thompson oi Portland,
Me., by whom he is survived, with one
daughter b}- his first wife, Mrs. Walter
J. Dunlap of Portland. Me.
FRANK H. BROWN
Frank 11. Brcjwn, born in Claremont,
Feb. 2, 1854; died there December 21,
1928.
He was the s<jn of Oscar J. and
Lavinia (Porter) Brown and was edu-
cated at the Stevens High school in
Claremont, Dartmouth college and Bos-
ton University School of Law, gradu-
ating from the latter in 1876, in which
year he was admitted to the ])ar in botli
Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
After some time in Concord, he settled
in practice in his native town and there
continued. He was organizer and coun-
sel for the Claremont Railway and
Lighting Company, and counsel for \a-
rious corporations, lie was a Repul)li-
can in politics and served as moderator,
member of the higli scliool committee;
member of the House of Representatives
in 1901, 1903 and 1905, and was solici-
tor for Sullivan count}- from 1899 to
1907 and from 1909 to 1913.
He married. October 9, 1887, Susan
Farwell Patten of Claremont, by whom
he is survived, with one daughter. Mrs.
Harmon Newell of Claremont.
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MRS. MARY C. WOODS
Mrs. Mary C, widow of the late Hon.
Edward Woods of Bath and daughter
of the late John L. Carleton, also an
eminent lawyer of Bath, died on Decem-
ber 12, having just passed her 85th
birthday.
Her death removed the eldest repre-
sentative of four of the leading families
of Bath, Goodall, Hutchins, Carleton
and Woods. She had passed most of
her life with her late husband in the old
homestead of her father-in-law, the late
Chief Justice Andrew L. Woods. Her
mother was a daughter of Ira Goodall,
and a sister of the late Mrs. Julia Car-
penter, wife of Chief Justice Alonzo P.
Carpenter. She had resided of late in
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Amos
N. Blandin, Sr., and had been in appar-
ently good health up to within a short
time of her decease. Her funeral
brought together a notable group of her
kindred, the bearers including Thomas
Smith Woods, her eldest son, treasurer
of the Bingham Mining Co., of Boston,
Representative Amos N. Blandin, Sr.,
her son-in-law, Amos N. Blandin, Jr.,
of Concord, a grandson. Justice George
Hutchins Bingham, a nephew, presiding
judge of the United States Circuit court
of appeals of Manchester, and Paul
Glover, treasurer of the Indian Stream
Corporation, a grandson-in-law.
ABIAL ABBOTT
Abial Abbott, born in West Concord,
October 17, 1843, died there in the home
of his daughter, Mrs. Robert Henry,
December 21, 1928.
He was the son of Simeon and Mary
(Farnum) Abbott, and a descendant, on
both sides, of leading families among tht;
first settlers of Concord. He was a
Civil War veteran, having served in the
Fifth N. H. Heavy Artillery, and was
the last surviving member of W. J.
Davis Post, G. A. R. of West Concord.
He was one of the oldest firemen in New
England, having enrolled as a member of
Cataract Engine Co., of West Concord,
sixty-eight years ago, of which company
he had been captain. He was a Mason
and a member of the West Concord
Congregational church. Aside from his
daughter and five grandchildren, he
leaves a sister, Miss Rebecca C. Abbott,
and a brother, Andrew C. Abbott.
JOHN G. M. GLESSNER
John G. M. Glessner, born in Chicago,
III, October 2, 1871 ; died in Concord,
N. H. January 10, 1929.
He was the son of John and Frances
(Macbeth) Glessner, and was educated
in the Chicago schools and at Harvard
University. He came as a child with his
parents to New Hampshire as a sum-
mer visitor, and was later associated
with his father, who established an es-
tate known at "The Rocks", and where
he himself had his home for more than
20 years past. He entered into the busi-
ness life of the community, and engaged
actively in politics as a Republican, rep-
resenting the town of Bethlehem several
terms in the State Legislature, first in
1913 and last in 1927. In 1915 he was
appointed a member of the Board of
Trustees of State Institutions, and
served as Secretary of the Board.
He was a trustee of the Littleton Sav-
ings Bank. He was also a member of
the Passaconaway and Wonolancet
clubs of Concord and the St. Botolph
club of Ijoston.
Burial was at Bethlehem, where the
funeral was held on Monday, January
14, the services l)eing conducted by
Bishop John T. Dallas of the Episcopal
church. Burial was in the village ceme-
tery.
He is survived by his wife, who was
formerly Miss Alice Hamblin, and at
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one time Republican National Committee
woman for New Hampsliire ; three
daughters, Elizabeth, Frances and Emily,
and one son, John G. Glessner.
CHARLES W. GARLAND
Charles W. Garland, born in Rye, N.
H., April 6, 1843; died in Madera,
California, December 12, 1928.
He was the son of John C. and Eliza-
beth (Speed) Garland, and in early
youth went to Atchinson, Kansas where
he engaged in the printing trade, but
soon went to Salt Lake and later to
California. Upon the outbreak of the
Civil War he enlisted with the First
Oregon Cavalr\' and served through the
war. Subsequently he went to Colo-
rado, and later to Texas, where at Jeffer-
son he established the Jeffcrsoiiiaii
newspaper, served in various county of-
fices and became a major in the militia.
He studied law, was admited to the bar,
and became assistant district attorney.
Subsequently he practiced law and pub-
lished a newspaper in Arkansas City,
Arkansas, where he was also judge of
probate. He removed to Oklahoma
when the state was opened to settlement,
where he served in various official capa-
cities
;
l)ut removed to Madera, Cali-
fornia, a few years ago.
He is survived by a widow, a daugh-
ter, a grandson and great-grandson.
JAMES O. GERRY
James O. Gerry, born in Stewartson.
January 9, 1845 ; died in Madison, Jan-
uary 17, 1929.
He was the son of George W. and
Mary (Mooney) Gerry and removed to
Madison in early life, where he was ed-
ucated in the public schools. He was a
farmer, merchant and lumberman, a
Democrat in politics, and long one of the
leaders of the party in Carroll county.
He served in various town offices, in
the House of Representatives—the last
time in 1927—as deputy sheriff and
register of deeds, and in the State Sen-
ate in 1911. He is survived by a
widow, with whom he celebrated their
52nd wedding anniversary, March 20,
1928, and by three sons, Edwin J., Bert-
will P. and Leon O. Gerry, the latter
being deputy N. H. bank commissioner.
MARY G. THORNE
A-Iary G. Thorne, born in Tremont,
111., April 8, 1852 ; died in Concord, N.
H., January 19, 1929.
She was the daughter of Nathaniel
G. and Lesia Jane (Lovejoy) Nichols;
was educated at Normal University,
Bloomington, 111., and married Deacon
John C. Thorne, July 8, 1873, since which
time her home has been in Concord, and
she has been most active and prominent
in religious, charitable and civic life. She
was an active member of the First Con-
gregational church ; was for some years
president of its Woman's Board of For-
eign Missions, and organized its Young
Peoples Missionary Society, as well as
its Y. M. C. A. Auxiliary and aided
largely in raising funds for the Concord,
Y. M. C. A. building. She was for
many years president of the Ladies
Social Circle of the churcli
;
was presi-
dent of the Concord Female Charitable
Society from 1902 to 1905, president of
the Concord Women's Club, from 1915
to 1917, and a life member and trustee
of the New Hampshire Memorial Hos-
pital for Women and Children. She was
largely instrumental in the organiza-
tion of the Concord Chapter of the Am-
erican Red Cross, and of the Concord
Friendly club. She represented the Con-
cord Woman's club at the Thirteenth
Biennial Convention, in New York and
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was a member of the Forestry Com.-
mittee of the N. H. Federation. She
was a meml)er of the N. H. Historical
Society, the conference of Charities and
Correction, the Society for the Protec-
tion of N. H. Forests, the District Nurs-
ing Association, the W. C. T. U., and
the charity organization now the Family
Welfare Society.
She had been in ill health for some
time past. She is survived by her hus-
band, Deacon John C. Thorne, and an




Did you ever look in the„heart of a rose
In the later part of June?
Did you ever look at that same little flower
When the frost has come too soon?
Did you ever stop to think of its life,
And how it strains toward the light?
And when at last it reaches its prime
It's struck by a cruel wintry blight.
Its life is the same as that of a man,
In the early life
—the bloom—
And then the frost like evil that comes
And hurries him on to his doom.
Rut the man has his God and the love centered 'round,
While the rose has nothing and falls to the ground.
Firelight Reveries in Old New England
HARRY ELMORE KURD
There is something about a fire running out its tongue,
Like an angry adder hissing in a smutty cave,
That brings the dear dead days that were to mind again
When North Storm, wrapped in his white cloak, came down the road
And pressed his thin blue nose against the frosted pane,
His chapped cheeks puffing out in noisy gusts of breath
Jjut without power to cool the love within the house.
There is something about the drowsy voice of lazy flames
Like old contented cats who reach the purring point,
Or like the whirring songs of busy spinning wheels
Treadled swiftly to the mother-melody
That tucked the world's hope in his trundle-bed,
A tune that lingered like a tempting sweet
L^pon the lips of one who worked with joyful heart.
There is something glad about up-leaping yellow flames,
Commingled with the violet shades of early dusk,
That calls to mind the homespun tasks of men,
Tile hours when farmers strain warm cans of creamy milk
And lower them into the icy depths of wells,
Then swing the barn door bar together with a whang.
W'liile stanchioned cattle shake their chains like galley slaves.
There is something about the moon on leafless lilac tops
Beyond the magic circle of a ruddy hearth
That makes me wish to drag a stifif old ladder-I)ack
L^p to the flames, while someone reads the worn, brown Book
And talks to God about life's little family things
Before the last sconced candle's light is snuffed




Professor of Agritiilliiral Economics, University of Nc7v Ihniitslnre
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HAMPSHIRE is a small
state in many ways. Geograph-
ical!) it lacks five places of be-
ing the smallest in the Union. From the
agricultural standpoint only a compara-
tively small proportion of its land is in
farms with a smaller percentage, still, of
the farm land susceptible to tillage. Its
twenty thousand farms are indeed a small
number out of nearly six and one half
million in the United States ; or even in
comparison to ten times as many in
states like New York and Iowa.
From such a situation there arise dif-
ficulties in the administration of an agri-
cultural college. Like churches in com-
munities of too small potential congre-
gations, roads through territory of too
few taxpayers, and doctors whose pa-
tients would have to be all sick all of the
time to aft'ord them a reasonable excuse
for claiming a livelihood, the agricultural
college may sufifer in serving a state of
few farms because a normal contribu-
tion of students may be a smaller num-
ber than seems desirable from the insti-
tutional standpoint. And yet the farmer
does more than his share in contributing
to public expenses, and lives under con-
ditions where the pleasures and satisfac-
tions to be derived from a changed civi-
lization may accrue less timely if at all.
Electric current would relieve the farm
home of much drudgery in caring for
poorer kinds of light while eliminating
some of the inefficiency in lighting and
use of eyes, and in the barn would pro-
vide not only less hazardous lighting but
power for small machines, so effective in
doing monotonous jobs which are pecu-
liar to the farm business. And yet the
farmer is seriously handicapped in get-
ting the use of this servant. The city
man provides fixtures to get the use of
current l)ut the public is content so far
to let the farmer buy a whole long line
back to the nearest village or city. Some
day we shall have more public spirit.
Much progress has been made during
recent years in equalization of expenses
in education so that a reasonable elemen-
tary education is not prohibitory or its
source practically unavailable to the ru-
ral boy and girl. Surely we must guard
against further handicaps to our rural
population, already subject to little dan-
ger from over-inspiration, by making
sure that those who wish may secure an
adequate college training at our State
University.
The adjustment of organizations to
meet decreasing registrations is not pe-
culiar to New Hampshire or to other
small institutions although the disadvan-
tages may disproportionally outweigh
the advantages in a small college as com-
pared to a large one. The personnel of
our State Agricultural Colleges has us-
ually devoted a part of its time to re-
search and service work in the Experi-
ment Station and this has made possible
the maintenance of more specialists on
the teaching staff than might otherwise
have been feasible for a given sized stu-
dent body.
But supposing we actually need more
agricultural students in our university in
order to maintain an efficient and econ-
omic organization. What can or should
be done about it? Certainly we must be
guided by two fundamental principles :
(1) The institution exists for students;
[49]
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not students for the institution. We
must not use the argument, nor let it
cloud our thought, that the institution
needs a student regardless of his best in-
terests. (2) So long as we have a
single student at the Agricultural Col-
lege, he has a right not only to sit in the
presence of a reasonably well trained
group of instructors but to receive from
them the best they have to offer. If we
cannot offer better or cheaper training,
and preferably both, than the student can
get elsewhere; then we must fail in our
function.
Theoretically a small institution may
give the best of direction to students in
its close and personal contacts between
the one who tries to give and the one who
should receive, but there are some dan-
gers. Too many and too varied courses
may detract from the inspiration of the
teacher. Reckoning by cost per unit of
service we may be influenced to curtail
unduly the expenditure for personnel.
Preparation for teaching five students
may take as much time and possibly l)e
more irksome than for fifty.
Again in comparison with some fun-
damental subjects, agriculture is dynamic—
subject to change, and changing. The
one who teaches must also be a student.
We sometimes introduce the science of
agriculture as young and the art as old.
Whether we differentiate clearly between
art and science at all times is not so clear
as the fact that some phases, at least, of
agricultural development are extremely
remote in origin. Farm animals were
domesticated before the advent of his-
torical records, excepting perchance the
turkey, indicating that experience in ani-
mal husbandry is far from novel with tht
human race. But recent developments in
machinery, production methods, trans-
portation, communication, etc., have
evolved changes in agricultural activit}'
scarcely less than revolutionary. As
farmers, we are all in the midst of this
maelstrom. For example, our own na-
tion in something like a century has
changed from nearly all farmers to the
liberating of two thirds of our people to
perfect and finish, to tend and serve,
while one third produces more from the
soil, seemingly, than is warranted by de-
mand. All of which means that a teach-
er, even in the most elementary agricul-
tural subjects, must be keenly and con-
sciously up to date.
With additional funds for research,
especially the Purnell, some institutions
have attempted to meet the exigencies
of the situation by allowing a man to
teach only a few courses for a fraction
of the year and devote the remainder of
his time to research along similar lines.
First hand contacts in this way with
practical problems in the field must con-
tribute much to the teacher's stock in
trade for directing student endeavors,
and possibly some crystallization of ideas
and lessening of monotony may accrue
to the research man from occasional
discussions with students. Insofar as
an attempt is made to divide the year
rather than the term beween research
and teaching it seems logical to hope for
some success along this line in bringing
better and more varied personnel to the
agricultural teaching staff than might
otherwise be justified.
It is of interest to compare our own
registration figures with those of some
other similar institutions in the country.
In the first place Table I indicates that
the decrease in registration experienced
in New Hampshire is not an isolated
case. The registration of all four-year
agricultural students in the country at
similar institutions had decreased follow-
ing the depression which started in 1920
until it had lost one-fourth its
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number by 1925-26. Our registration
nearly doubled from 1914-15 to 1919-20
and then fell ofif only 5% in 1925-26.
However, the New Hampshire registra-
tion has fallen this year to 75% of the
1919-20 number while the United States
figure is not yet available. Without try-
per K0) farm people and over five times
as many in proportion to its farm prop-
erty. It is not surprising that the
United
States suffers in comparisons, for states
like New York, Pennsylvania, even Iowa,
as well as North Dakota and California,
and Florida, some of which, if not all, we
TABLE I
Registration ok Four-Year Agricultural Students
United States
New Hanipshire
ing to analyze these figures too critically
it is significant to note that our declining
number of students is not an isolated or
peculiar case. Between 1914-15 and
1924-25 New York State College at Cor-
nell reduced its quota of agricultural stu-
dents by just about one half.
Furthermore, the registration at New
Hampshire in proportion to farm popu-
lation and farm property when compared
with other states does not indicate anv
serious trouble with either the University
or with the people's desire for agricul-
tural training. As compared to the
whole United States, New Hampshire
has over three times as many students
1914-15
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life even, for every farm boy. My
strongest statement in this respect w^ould
be to urge that everything possible be
done to take away all stigma of shame
or inferiority from one who might have
a special aptitude or desire to farm and
who otherwise through false pride, or
shame, or lack of faith in his job might
spend a lifetime elsewhere of less ser-
vice to his fellowmen and of less satis-
faction to himself.
Why don't farm boys take the agri-
cultural course ? At least, why
ergy to better advantage than in trying
to improve it. Would you risk it, if you
had a boy ?
Education doesn't seem to change
economic conditions. We have just pro-
duced too many potatoes the third year
in succession ; and the acreage in pota-
toes is a comparatively easy thing to con-
trol. The beef tide of over and under
production not only continues to ebb and
flow with consistent regularity, but every
time it gets high in price it gets higher
than it ever was before and every time
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sons from over 200% to less lliaii UXV/f
of the pre-war price, their offers for land
would have been less active and the
155% level of land prices in 1925 would
have been a less painful result.
So, when farming is prosperous, stu-
dents take the agricultural course. A
depression period reflects much on col-
lege registrations, partly because educa-
tion for farming is deemed hardly worth
while and quite as much because farm
money is scarce for such purposes. And
when beef cattle are so plenty that the
business is a poor one because of low
prices, the farmers do not invest energy
or money in the beef business. Then, of
course, beef gets high, and because no
one is prepared to put much on the mar-
ket it gets higher. About this time city
people and the newspapers and magazines
begin to take a sudden interest in agricul-
ture—at hrst critical, then solicitous.
"What's the matter with American farm-
ers?"' 'Tf the farmers can't control the
situation, let's legislate in their behalf."
For the majority of our people are es-
pecially interested in over-production ;
the railroads, because they get so much
per unit for transporting big crops ; the
consumer, because things can be bought
cheaply; the middleman, and especiall\-
the retailer, because when the product is
plenty and low in price, each takes a
larger margin of profit per unit sold.
"We never miss the water 'till the well
runs dry" and the well begins to run dry
in agriculture when the conditions are
such that they favor the farmer. Then
prices, instead of being ruinously low for
the producer, start going up and consum-
ers take account of the fact that they are
dependent on farm products and begin to
wonder what can be done to help rural
conditions. This is just the time when
consumers should worry least ; for every
farmer knows how to produce more
crojjs, and stimulated by high prices will
bend every effort tcj spoil his market by
over-production.
Agriculture is a pretty important busi-
ness. The farmer feeds the world. How
trite ! Up to a century ago the world
liad a population, as nearly as could be
determined, of 850,000,000 people.
Malthus had published his essay which
attempted to explain an apparently ap-
proaching food shortage by stating that
peoples tend to increase in geometric
ratio, 2-4-8-16 etc., while the food supply
increases onl}- in arithmetic ratio, 2-4-6-
8, etc. This met with severe criticism
because kingdoms, either on earth or in
heaven, depended for their success pre-
sumably on numbers, either to fight for
or to inherit. Since then the world has
become smaller in many ways which need
not be enumerated here, but not in popu-
lation. Our calendar is nearly 2,00(J
years old ; we have a little recorded his-
tory that goes back some 10,000 years ;
and we liave geologists who tell us about
"ice ages", one some 52,000 years ago,
a second one 100,000 years previous, still
further back some 250,000 years another
one, and others too. Somewhere back in
"geological time" there seems to have
been unearthed the jawbone of a man.
which leads to the conclusion that the
only thing we know concerning the time
when man first stood up on his hind legs
to reach for food is that it was a long
time ago. It is significant to realize that
down through the ages up to about the
\ear 1800 his oft'spring had increased and
niu]ti|)]ied to something less than eight
times the numl)er of people in the United
States t(jday and that in the short space
of one hundred years later the number
had been practically doubled. The ex-
planation lies perchance in such charac-
teristics of civilization as medicine, san-
itation, and food supply.
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Our "Middle West'" has made the
most phenomenal contribution to the
larder that the world has ever experi-
enced. We knew there was a middle west
more than one hundred years ago but
had not learned to use it. We had no
machinery to develop it on a large
scale. We had no railroads. Some
armchair philosopher had made cer-
tain statements about the iron plow
that were disconcerting. We were fear-
ful lest it might "poison" the soil. And
similar folklore indicated that a prairie
country could be developed at best into
nothing but pasture or hay land
—
it could
never be induced to support a high type
of cash crop farming. After struggling
with agriculture among the hills and val-
leys of the Atlantic seaboard until we
had literally burned, girdled and hewn
enough of the forest into subjection to
afford a sight of the level, treeless plains
to the west, we could not trust our own
sense of sight. Even appearances must
be deceitful. And as late as 1862 when
the Homestead x\ct was passed by Con-
gress our greatest concern as a nation
was to get people on this land as dwellers
there. Land was advertised and given
away; the only restriction being that the
recipient should try to live on it.
But a people can learn and change
much in a hundred years. Our attitude
toward the Middle West has changed.
We have used it, developed it, even to the
extent of building cities there. We have
built many cities, and rebuilt them, until
only about one-third of our people are
directly concerned with agricultural pro-
duction. A little handful of the world's
producers do we represent and yet what
a contribution is ours. Of all the agri-
cultural laborers in the world the United
States comprises only about four per
cent, one-twentieth. Its contribution ? Not
less than 70 per cent of all the corn
produced in the world annually, 60 per
cent of the cotton, 50 per cent of the to-
bacco, 25 per cent of the oats, and hay,
20 per cent of the wheat and flax and so
on. Only in rye and rice does its produc-
tion of 2 or 3 per cent fall below its pro-
portion of workers. We also produce
about 23 per cent of the hogs in the
world and the increase alone in cattle
in the United States for twenty-five
years following 1867 was equal to all the
cattle today in the United Kingdom,
France, Italy, Australia and Canada
combined.
We live in a wonderful country. Ag-
riculture, even, is a phenomenal business
here. Like many another development
of civilization it is complicated too, and
takes all the brains "out doors" to keep
it in any kind of adjustment for the good
of mankind. With the advent of the
20th century we have revived our dis-
cussion of the Malthusian doctrine.
We have discussed Alaska and the trop-
ics as possible areas for exploitation.
Rut if we as eaters are catching up with
ourselves as producers, how can we have
depression periods in agriculture and
everybody lay it to over-production?
China could not understand it, never yet
having had enough to eat. There would
be difficulty in convincing the govern-
ment of India that a country can suffer
from over-production in these times. All
the food, clothing, shelter, and other
comforts, as well as pleasures, that the
average Indian shares in a year can be
bought in America with United States
money for about seventeen dollars.
There are doubtless many farmers in
New Hampshire who seldom, if ever, get
their labor incomes out of the red, but to
find one who lives on seventeen dollars
a year is quite another problem. If our
agriculture suffers it is in comparison
with other businesses in this country, not
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with living conditions in other countries.
We have difficuUy in beHeving that half
the world goes to bed hungry every
night.
Rut we had a world war which upset
even the "best laid plans o' mice and
men." There were depression periods
following the Napoleonic wars in Eng-
land, the war of 1812 and the Civil war
in America. The onl}- peculiarity of the
present situation following the Armistice
of 1918 is its intensity and seriousness.
The general trend is almost identical
witli that resulting from the Civil war.
One time and another more countries
have been afifected and price discrepan-
cies have been more distorted, due large-
1}-,
in agriculture at least, to the results
of advancing civilization, the concentra-
tion of population in cities, the longer
hauls of bulky food products, the in-
creased costs of transportation. Let us
look at the price levels in Fig. 1. It
does not take a skilled statistician to
interpret the fact that if prices were
reasonably normal before the war they
were not only profoundly affected during
the war but in the decline since have de-
veloped serious discrepancies in relation-
ships. Of course farm prices w^ent up
rapidly and had a tendency to lead all
other groups of prices so that farmers
got a temporary advantage in this way,
largely due to a lag in wages. When
the government pegged the price of
wheat as a war measure it recognized
the danger of soaring farm prices for the
consumer, but in seasons since when corn
in Iowa has averaged less than its cost
for at least a couple of years there has
been no sufificient excuse for government
aid to the producers. In 1925 retail
prices recovered considerably, indicating
some adjustment in supply and demand,
presumably a decrease in visible supplies,
and have held up until at the present
time they are practically equal to the
cost of living index at about 170. This
suggests that supply and demand func-
tioning to register a retail price are fair-
ly well adjusted ; that the consumer in
response to the present supply is willing
to take food at about the same price he
pays for other costs of living. This ad-
justment has taken place largely through
the farmer's efforts in slowly but surely
curtailing production and through a
gradual increase in population. It will
continue in the same direction. The farm
er receives, at any given time, the retail
price less the cost of processing, hand-
ling, and transporting. Due to the
high cost of transportation, the farm
price of food products is only about 50%
above pre-war, while taxes, wages, ma-
chinery and otiier things the farmer
buys are higher. A poor crop year,
which occasionally results from drought
or other natural conditions might bring
this adjustment immediately. Under any
conditions it will doubtless eventually go
too far. Then we shall have very high
prices for retail food, a greater measure
of prosperity for the farmers and much
concern among the majority of people as
to what can be done to acquaint our
farmers with better methods of produc-
tion. About the only justification for a
McNary-Haugen bill or other emergency
farm relief would seem to be in prevent-
ing a natural corrective from going too
far. Any general aid to insure farming
pgainst depression periods, rather than
cure them after they have happened,
should be w^elcomed at any time in the
should be welcomed at any time in the in-
terests of consumers as well as producers.
In the light of all this, very briefly,
what about our attitude toward agricul-
tural education? Does it pay?
All education pays and for the farm-
ers as well as for others. Education pays
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new country, both social and financial,
init they wane into insignificance in com-
parison with all the hardships a larger
group of people will endure, the sacri-
fices they will undertake, and the oppor-
tunities the}' will forego to preserve thi-
Considering the capital involved, the
most usual situation in regard to labor
incomes, and the extreme possibilities
both for minus and, for plus labor in-
comes, where, under normal conditions,
had you rather exercise your grey mat-
TABLE V
New York 1-"arms ox which Cost Accounts were kei-t for the Year 1919
Numlicr of Farms
Average Capital
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Farm boys are most interested in ag-
riculture: (a) When they have been
brought up on good farms; (b) When
agriculture is enjoying at least reason-
able prosperity in comparison with other
business. Surveys in large colleges have
indicated that the lure of other callings
is much less seductive when the home
farm has been ample in size, well equip-
ped, and reasonably well managed. Al-
most as surely as we come out of a de-
pression period and want some trained
men to carry on the agricultural work of
the world, we can not find them. They
have not been trained during the adverse
conditions. Like the beef cattle, when
we want them most and are willing to
pay good prices, they are decidedly be-
low par in numbers. The little farm boy
in Sunday School objected to the super-
intendent's discussion of the omnipo-
tence of God by remarking that even He
could not make a two-year-old colt in a
minute. And four-year college grad-
uates to fill a given demand, are not
made in a minute either.
In concluding this article, I desire to
offer, if possible, a few constructive sug-
gestions for the good of that group of
young people known as farm boys and
girls, the group from which leaders will
be picked in the near future not only for
rural communities but for city organi-
zations as well. History is replete with
evidence that they may have the best of
endowment both mentally and physically.
In the city, neither gymnasium nor man-
ual training can foster physical fitness or
develop manual dexterity equal to farm
life at its best. Things are not artificial
on the farm, they are real. The boy is
father of the man
; he shares responsi-
bilities and does part of a man's work
from the time he is big enough to walk
from house to barn. Is there anything
that could please him more than to do
the things his father does? Should it
be possible to find any better environ-
ment socially or otherwise in which to
give a youngster training? But these
words are addressed particularly to the
guardians of this group—the ambitious
farmers and the agricultural college
graduates who have already taken their
places in the ranks of leadership.
Let's put our young people straight.
Some potential college material has been
brought up under the leadership of dis-
couraged parents and on poor farms. In
a rapidly changing environment it could
hardly be otherwise. The condition can
be a fact and the statement cast no re-
flections. Such boys and girls need to
be brought out in the light to recognize
their disadvantages, to realize the pos-
sibilities of other farms and other re-
gions. Much of this idea the extension
club work is attempting. There are
other enterprises besides farming for
which farm experience and an agricul-
tural college training are demanded. Fer-
tilizer, farm machinery, and grain com-
panies all need agriculturally trained
men. Cooperative associations and chain
stores need such personnel. Even the
banks employ agricultural advisors and
clerks, and this practice will increase.
Not every farm boy should be a farmer
or even take an agricultural course, al-
though certainly a very large percentage
of our future farmers should be recruit-
ed from this class, and should be edu-
cated, but my plea is for freedom of
choice which can only come from dis-
pelling unwarranted prejudice and the
fostering of a proper mental attitude for
the weighing of real values.
Communities of college graduates are
coming to alleviate a lot of undesirable
conditions in rural life. Not half a hun-
dred families are necessary to start this
leaven, say two or three. Once it is
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started it will accumulate like a snowball
and its advantages will redound econom-
ically and socially to all concerned in
better roads, schools, churches, and im-
proved conditions of marketing. The
most withering blighting influence comes
to that young man who all alone tries to
lead a decadent community out of its
lethargy. His only social reward for suc-
cess is a grunt from his next door neigh-
bor
;
his sympathy in misfortune, 'T told
yO'U so!" Few there are who do not suc-
cumb to its effects. How different in
the case of a few trained men who vie
with one another to get their crops plant-
ed first, or in larger acreages, and to get
more milk from fewer cows. "Watch us
grow" would be a good slogan. Some of
these communities are well under way.
We have over two hundred of our own
graduates from the 4-year and 2-year
courses now on farms in this state. There
is room for more. And they are coming.
The next thing is a little community
spirit ; what the psychologist calls class
consciousness, possibly. Aren't there
things in the country you appreciate?
Almost beyond price? Hunt them out
and develop them in your mind or else-
where until your brother who lives in the
city turns green with envy. Why not
cooperate in planting a few flowers by
the door rock? Couldn't you locate a
spruce tree in that barren waste known
as your door yard? Get one out back of
the barn. It will suit the conditions
better than one you might buy for
twenty-five dollars and is much surer to
live and thrive. In fact I am not advo-
cating the employment of a landscape
gardener, who mixes more money than
he does dirt. That is not the type of
project I am recommending. It is your
own conception and plan that makes it
worth while. You may develop a rural
landscape artist in your communityi We
need many. The other kind that often
practice in the country remind me of
Rastus and the play. When asked if he
remembered the title of the wonderful
show, he replied: "I shore does, I done
read it on de curtain, 'Asbestos' !" Too
many expensive rural landscape designs
spell "artificial". Raymond Huse ex-
presses my idea pretty well in his "Con-
fessions of a Wayside Wanderer".
* * * "These fine lawns within ihe city,
Barbered by a sharp machine,
Stitif and stately like a carpet,
I like them because they're green.
* * *
"Stately parks by benefactors
All endowed and primly fixed,
Where some careful landscape-
gardener
All the season's wealth has mixed,
"And arranged in plans artistic,
Have their place in life, I know,
For where else could starched nurse
maidens,
And policemen have to go?
"But as for nie, the woods primeval.
With their reverent twilight hush,
Where no fussy man with hatchet
Has cleaned out the underbrush,
"And dry twigs crack beneath you
As you make your way alonp-
And the partridge drums defiant,
And you hear the wild thrush song!" * * *
If there is going to be a tree on the
lawn, c[uite likely you have some idea of
where you wish it placed. There, it will
be your tree and its location an expres-
sion of your individuality. You can get
cheap and satisfactory advice also from
your wife or your neighbors. In the
latter case somebody else might get the
planting habit also as well as a neigh-
borly interest in yours. And don't for-
get the children. You and they might
read some books or bulletins on the sub-
ject. Fine!
And the children. If we are to have
a permanent agriculture, or public insti-
tutions, or a civilization even that will
last, we must build not for today or to-
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morrow, hut for the future. Do you ex-
pect to liave to use main force, a Wind-
fold or handcuffs to get your children off
the farm if they never do anything ex-
cept turn the grindstone and clean out
the stable ? Give them some interests ;
advisory, financial, or otherwise. I have
memories of participating in indignation
meetings myself, after hours, out back
of the barn, in which the concensus of
opinion was that if the grindstone work
did not let up a little pretty soon there
would be less boy help in the neighbor-
hofxl some morning than was expected.
Another boy in that group was given a
pair of calves which he watched over,
cared for, and trained. Some years later
they were sold as oxen without his per-
mission and with no commission even to
salve his sorrow. He is not farming
either.
We chase the "Almighty Dollar"
pretty hard. Economists tell us this
pre.sent society in which we live is what
is known as competitive, individual in-
itiative for private gain, etc. Money
does seem to be the central interest of
life and then finally "we bargain for the
graves we lie in." But one of the trag-
edies of life is that of a person who
reaches independence of fortune and has
forgotten how to enjoy it, or who never
arrives because he fails to recognize
such a state. How many things of in-
estimable value to children the farm af-
fords without expense! How meager
the attention so often accorded them !
There is truth in the idea that sunsets
would be more beautiful if we had ro
pay for them. My children are not con-
fined to a city street by any means, but
they lack many things that were avail-
able where I was born.
Think of the frog pond, the artificial
result of removing hundreds of loads of
muck to apply to the land in a less en-
lightened past generation. There in the
mud and among the lily pads, I learned
to swim. To be sure service medals are
wanting, the English Channel has not
Ijeen attempted, but my ability to pen
these lines is evidence enough that I al-
ways got ashore when the raft broke in
two. And there 1 learned to skate.
Again not in fancy lines and curves, or
even backwards except by mistake.
There was a pine grove where an over-
busy mother occasionally took time to ac-
company a very small group of children
on a picnic. Only one more out of many
reminiscent spots can be enumerated
here : the cupola on the barn. There
most grown people and some children
dared not go. The stairs had no risers
and in some places no railing. The Flat-
iron Building or the Woolworth Building
are much better appointed but they lack
something in thrill for me today that
only memory can supply. Would you
care to state after careful consideration
that similar reminiscences do not flood
your mind, or that they are the least ap-
pealing of your farm home memories?
No one should appreciate better than
the humblest economist that a farmer
cannot live on the view. An empty stom-
ach usually distorts the perspective. But
these things do have their place in
life. Having reached the stage of some
assurance of a reasonable livelihood, a
few people are needed who will take
some pride in their farms for the devel-
opment of one of the best assets to ru-
ral life. If the city has some advantages
over the country, the country may have
many over the city; at least for a class-
conscious, country-minded group. The
stimulation of the concept and the de-
velopment of its background would do
much to prevent any tendency to undue
depletion of our rural communities and
to alleviate the social unrest of many an
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ambitious rural boy and girl. For at alone. Perhaps another token of unrest
some time in any man's life there must is the failure of city life to make possible
come the realization that one does not at any price some of these satisfactions
live life at its best and fullest by bread peculiar to the country.
Monadnock in M^inter
HARRIET ^[. MILLS
I see thee from my window,
Snow-capped, mountain dear!
In thy solitude of whiteness
Guarding Earth, with Heaven so near.
Sleeping underneath your snowy mantle.
Oh ! so white, so pure, so still !
So near thou art to Heaven's altar,
Aught but whiteness, could thou know.
Sleep on ! Grand old mountain !
Loved by all the world around,
'Till Winter's sun dispel your dreaming
And fairest Spring-time bids you—Come !
Awake !




two most vital concerns of the
American people in the fifty
years before the Civil War were
the i^aininy of more land until we reach-
ed the Pacific, and determining the sta-
tus of slavery in the terriory thus ac-
(|uired.
Slavery had already been fastened
upon the South through a combination of
inrtuences. The use of the cotton gin
and the rise of manufacturing in New
England following the War of 1812
made it necessary for the South to seek
an ever-increasing area suitable for the
growing of the downy plant.
Consequently, with every attempt to
prepare any portion of our new posses-
sions for admission into the Union as a
state, the controversy always arose as
to whether it should be organized with
or without slavery. As time went on,
the strife occasioned by this question be-
came increasingly bitter, until by the
middle of the century the situation was
becoming desperate. In this period
around 1850, we find the names of Dan-
iel Webster, Lewis Cass, John P. Hale,
Horace Greeley, Franklin Pierce, and
others, conspicuous in the attempts to
solve the problems that faced our nation.
It is not always conceded that the
earliest years in the lives of prominent
men are those of greatest influence. Yet
in the writings and sayings of those who
are involved in this period, there appears
to be no doubt that the impressions gain-
ed by each one in the formative years,
remained throughout his career to in-
fluence his actions.
Who can doubt, when he reads the
words of Lewis Cass, uttered when he
was seveny-nine years of age, that his
boyhood in New Hampshire had laid the
foundation of his intense love of the
Union and the Constitution ? Said he :u
fames A. Garfield^ when secesssion was
threatening: "You remember, young
man, that the Constitution did not take
effect until nine states had ratified it.
My native state was the ninth * * * *
when, at last New Hampshire ratified the
Constitution, it was a day of great re-
joicing. My mother held me, a little boy
of six years, in her arms at a window,
and pointed to the bonfires that were
blazing in the streets of Exeter, and
told me that the people were celebrating
the adoption of the Constitution. So I
saw the Constitution born, and I fear I
may see it die."
It does not seem probable that in a
time of such stress as prompted him to
make this remark, he would have been
stirred to refer to any but an experience
that had been most stimulating to him.
Without detracting from the previous
or subsequent glory of New Hampshire,
no other period can boast the influence
that was the Granite State's during the
controversy over slavery. The exact ex-
tent of this influence will probably never
be known.
It is of more than passing interest to
note that in the year 1852, in the very
midst of the turmoil, when there was an
abundance of capable material from
which to make a selection, no less than
four New Hampshire men were candi-
[63]
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dates for the nomination of their parties.
The Democrats, fearing to name Cass
because of his defeat in 1848, finally
passed over his name to unite on a less
brilliant native product, Franklin Pierce.
The third man, who sought the nomina-
tion by the Whigs, and who wrote their
platform, was Daniel Webster. He was
forced to stand aside for the military
hero, Winfield Scott, the tradition among
the Whigs being that only with such a
candidate could they exepect to win.
Finally, John P. Hale was made the can-
didate of the dying Free Soil party. The
victory of course, was New Hampshire's.
But it was a Pyrrhic victory for her
prestige. For Pierce's action in signing
the Kansas-Nebraska Act was the begin-
ning of the surrender of the Democratic
party to the cause of slavery.
The voice of this state was earl\'
heard in the question that underlay all
others for more than twenty years. Amos
Tuck was the first anti-slavery represen-
tative to serve in the House, being elect-
ed in 1847; and John Parker Hale was
the only distinctively anti-slavery Sena-
tor, until he was joined two years later,
1849, by Salmon Chase. The only re-
calcitrant statesman to break the solid
front of New Hampshire's stand against
slavery, was Charles Gordon Atherton,
who, with Horace Greeley, comprised
Amherst's gift to the nation. Atherton
was the author of the famous "gag"
resolution, effective from 1838-1845, de-
claring that all bills or petitions, of what-
ever kind, on the subject of slavery,
should be tabled without debate, and
should not again be taken from the table.
This occasioned many bitter eft'orts by
northerners and southerners to have
this rule set aside, the most consistent
objector being no less a personage than
ex-President John Quincy Adams, then
a Representative from Massachusetts.
It was an age of rapid change : com-
munication and transportation which had
hitherto been unchanged since the time
of Caesar, were being revolutionized by
the invention of the telegraph and the
locomotive. These, coupled with im-
provements in the printing process, were
ushering in the era of a new power,—
the power of the press,—which was fast
supplanting that other, more glamorous
epoch of the spoken word. With this
new age, the name of Horace Greeley is
inseparable. The Amherst editor was
making the Tribune a household posses-
sion, and his comments on current events
were accepted as unquestionably as was
the Gospel.
The Tribune's challenge to the slave
power was stated in unmistakable terms
in the issue of Nov. 28, 1844:—"Brief-
ly, then, we stand on the ground of op-
position to the annexation of Texas so
long as a vestige of slavery shall remain
within her borders. "^
Garrison's Liberator never attained a
greater circulation than 2500 at its great-
est, while the Tribune's circulation in
January, 1854, was 96,000 for its weekly,
and 130,000 for its total issues.3 The
extent to which Greeley's utterances
were effective must be judged by these
figures.
Greeley was never an Abolitionist in
the true sense. He regarded them as
radicals, and himself as "conservative by
instinct, by tradition
* * * * and dep-
recated the Abolition, or third party in
politics, as calculated fatally to weaken
the only national organization which was
likely to oppose an effective resistance
to the * * * * slave power. "4
His precociousness made the first ten
years of his life spent at Amherst
doubly significant in estimating its influ-
ence on his later life. While it is im-
possible to attribute his antagonism to
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the extension of slavery to the teachhigs
of his mother when he was a child, it
is ([uite within reason to assume that the
solitude of an uneventful daily routine
on the farm gave to an extremely active
mind the opportunity for meditation and
deliberation which were to prove so
vakiable to him in his journalistic
career.
The year 1850 was one that tried
mens' souls ! California was clamoring
for admission as a free state. The ter-
ritory recently acquired from Mexico
must l)e organized. The western bound-
ar) of Texas was in dispute. And un-
derneath all these questions lay the ever-
vexing problem of slavery. The fate of
the Union was at stake! Only through
the self-sacritice of men who loved their
country more than they did their own
jjolitical fortunes or even their lives,
could the situation be saved. New-
Hampshire may l)oast of two such
men.
Lewis Cass aligned himself with the
Clay-Webster forces in drafting the final
terms of the Compromise of 1850. He
was a member of the Committee of
Thirteen, of which Clay was the chair-
man, which eventually whipped into
shape for acceptance by Congress the
memorable document. In the vehement
and bitter committee discussions that
went on day after day, Cass was contin-
ually rising by the side of Clay to defend
the compromise, abandoning his cherish-
ed scheme of popular sovereignty for
the time being, in deference to the har-
mony that was needed, as he believed,
for the preservation of the Union.
Webster's support of the Compromise
of 1850 has been variously attacked and
defended. Just as Douglas' Freeport
Doctrine in 1858 caused a split in the
Democratic party in 1860, so did Web-
ster's "Seventh of March" speech as
surely lose him the Whig nomination for
president in 1852.
Yet there was nothing inconsistent
about his position. Every act of his life
was a vigorous protest against the insin-
uation that he was bargaining for the
support of the South in the next election.
He had grown up with the Union. Pa-
triotism was his passion, and had been,
from the time he had listened to his
father's tales of adventure in Washing-
ton's army. Who can realize the depth
of feeling that must have swept through
him when his father repeated to him the
stirring words that Washington once ut-
tered when the Continental cause seemed
darkest ? "Webster, I believe I can trust
you." Possibly was implanted in that
very moment in young Daniel, the begin-
nings of a loyalty that thrived on adver-
sity and which gave itself expression in
those immortal words of 1830: "Liberty
and Union ; now and forever ; one and
inseparable."
He was now to meet his supreme test
in the discussion over Clay's Compro-
mise Bill. It was a time of great excite-
ment. The eyes of the nation were upon
him. He was the idol of the north and
the greatest orator in the country. He
rose to the occasion and delivered what
was probably the greatest speech of his
career. The Wilmot Proviso and the
Fugitive Slave Law were the objects of
his speech ; attacking one and defending
the other. "I will not take pains," he
said, "uselessly to reaffirm an ordinance
of nature, nor to re-enact the will of
God." He said the north had never
acted fairly toward the south in the mat-
ter of runaway slaves ; the Abolitionists
and their work, he condemned.
The North was astounded by his
speech. Horace Mann declared Webster
a traitor to the North. Whittier, in
"Ichabod", lamented for one in whom
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honor and faith were dead. In Faneuil
Hall, an indignant group compared him
to Benedict Arnold.
Never, in the history of our country,
has harsher or more undeserved condem-
nation been heaped upon a public ser-
vant than was heaped upon Daniel Web-
ster for this speech. But in the perspec-
tive which the passage of years has
created, we see now more clearly than it
was possible to see in 1850, the indomit-
able purpose of Webster; the will that
was as firm as the granite of his native
hills
;
the resolve to take the only course
he saw to preserve the thing he loved the
most—the Union. Surely New Hamp-
shire has cause to be proud of Webster !
1. Lewis Cass, (American Statesman Series),
A. C. AIcLaughlin, p 35. Houghton, Afifflin
& Co., Boston, 1891.
2. Horace Greeley ; Wm. A. Linn p 147. D.
Appleton & Co., N. Y., 1903.
It seems a strange contradiction that
Cass disagreed with Hale ; that Greeley
did not always support Webster ; thai
Pierce has been censured by all who
came after him. Apparently there is
something in the atmosphere of New
Hampshire that nurtures in its sons free-
dom of thought and independence of ac-
tion. Despite the divei-gence of their
views, and the dissimilarity of their
ideas, it must be conceded that the qual-
ity which predominated in all of them
was patriotism. All were actuated by
the same impulse, and all were seeking
to achieve that object which was nearest
the heart of every true patriot,—a
united natian.
3. II. id., p 134.





Is the ball and chain
Of mental slavery fastened
To the ankle of mankind
By ignorance.






road to the south, we come to a
very interesting spot, the old town
church, just south of the cemetery, a
rehc of the time when the church was
supported by the municipal or town gov-
ernment and money was paid by tlie
town for preaching.
As early as 1754 the town voted to
build a meeting house and to locate the
same on a lot of land near John Hall's
house. This was the signal for a long
and very bitter controversy, which ar-
rayed the citizens of the town against
one another for many years, and pre-
vented the holding of orderly, regularly
sustained public worship in the commu-
iiit\- for a very long period. Prior to
this there had probably been preaching
roundabout at some few houses in the
neighborhood.
Thirty of the inhabitants promptly pe-
titioned the selectmen to call a meeting
for the reconsideration of the vote. A
majority of the selectmen refused to do
so and a petition was thereupon present-
ed to Joseph Blanchard and Matthew
Thornton, justices of the peace, to issue
a warrant to the town constable requir-
ing him to give notice to the inhabitants
of a town meeting to be held at the
house of John Gofife, Esq., on the first
day of March, 1755. This meeting was
held in due form and it was voted to
reconsider not only the vote making
choice of a meeting house place, but also
that for raising the money for building
the house.
Nothing further was done about a
meeting house until September 1758,
when at a town meeting held in John
Hall's barn it was voted to build a meet-
ing house this present year, to build the
meeting house on John Hall's land, to
raise six hundred pounds to carry on the
building of the said meeting house and to
raise the said meeting house forty feet
in length and thirty-five feet in breadth.
A committee of three was named by vote
to carry on the work. The Hall party
prevailed and he was named on the com-
mittee with Captain William Perham
and Lieut. Hugh Sterling.
This committee went so far as to raise
the frame, but there the work was halted
for the citizens neglected or refused to
pay their taxes and no further progress
could be made. A meeting was held in
July, 1759, at which the town voted to
collect five hundred pounds toward
boarding and shingling our meeting
house and the same committee was con-
tinued. But then, as now, the old cry
of graft was raised, it being said that the
committee had misappropiated the funds
at a town meeting held in November of
the same year and a committee of three
was authorized to investigate the first
committee. At the same meeting it was
voted not to underpin our meeting house
at present, but to make one door this
year. There were to be three doors in
all if the town coud ever agree to pro-
cure them. At a meeting in August,
1760, the selectmen were authorized to




In December of that year, the town
voted that the names of those who had
paid for building the meeting house
should be recorded and the amount paid
by each. It is of interest to find by this
record that John Gofife paid thirty
pounds, eighteen shillings in 1758, nine-
teen pounds, seven shillings in 1759, and
twenty-one pounds, thirteen shillings and
ten pence in 1760. Captain John Stark
paid in the same years, ten pounds, ten
shillings ; ten pounds, seven shillings,' one
penny and nineteen pounds, three shil-
lings, two pence.
Nothing further was done until at a
meeting in April, 1764, the opposition
was carried so far as to secure a vote not
to raise any money for preaching for
the year and still not satisfied with this,
they voted at a later meeting to apply the
money already raised for preaching the
preceding year and in the hands of a
committee, to pay the debts of the town.
Judge Potter, the historian of Manches-
ter, well says, "Their opposition to the
location of the house not only prevented
the finishing of it, but they would not
have preaching in it."
Things went from bad to worse and
the situation was seen to be so serious
that the legislature was petitioned to in-
terfere and provide some form of relief.
The legislature was willing and did its
best, but the quarreling continued for
many more years.
In June, 1776, a vote was passed,
however, which shows how work on the
meeting house had been progressing
during more than a decade. It was voted
to lay a good floor in the meeting house,
and make three good doors and hinge
them on said house and shut up the
under windows and accommodate the
meeting house with "forms suitable for
to sit on."
The records show various small ap-
propriations for the repair of the meet-
ing house, which appears to have been
almost neglected during the Revolution-
ary War and it was not until 1790 that
a successful attempt was finally made to
sell the pew ground as it was called. This
was by bidding and the ground for the
pews appears to have been sold to
twenty-nine purchasers for a total of 36
pounds, 11 shillings.
John Stark, Jr., bid off pew No. 1
for one pound, four shillings, while Col.
John Goffe secured the floor space for
pew 27 for a pound. It was stipulated
at the sale that the buyers must pay two
thirds of the purchase in glass, nails or
merchantable clapboards or putty, the
remainder to be paid in cash. The pur-
chasers built their pews and the lower
part of the house was at last of decent
finish.
The sale was so successful that an at-
tempt was made in 1792 to have the
stairs built to the gallery, lay the tloor
in that part of the house and sell the
pew ground. The sale actually took place
on Nov. 10, 1793. John Stark was then
one of the committee and the record
shows that he gave three pounds, ten
shillings for pew No. 3 in the gallery
which was the highest price paid, either
in the gallery or on the floor of the
house. But the purchasers never built
the pews in the galleries and the upper
part of the house remained unfinished.
As a matter of fact, the meeting house
never was in anything like a finished
state. As late as 1803 a Rev. M. Pickles,
an odd and eccentric clergyman who
preached in Derryfield, but who appears
never to have had a settled charge here,
is said to have warned his hearers that
"if you don't repair the house of God,
the devil will come and carry you out
through the cracks." And it is said that
an agent of the New Hampshire Bible
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Society who visited Manchester, report-
ed that there was no Bible at the church
for the use of the minister and it appears
very doubtful if there ever had been.
At the annual town meeting held in
March, 1835, it was voted to authorize
the selectmen to contract with some
person to take down the old meeting
house and convert it into a suitable build-
ing for a town house and the sum of
$500 was set apart for the purpose. In-
stead of taking down the house they re-
modeled it by dividing it into two stories
and thoroughly repaired it both inside
and out with the intention of using the
lower tioor for the town hall and the
upper floor for a schoolroom.
In 1840, the citizens of Manchester
voted to hold their town meetings in tlie
new village, so called, and no longer at
Manchester Center. The next year they
voted to build a town hall and this was
completed a little later. The old meet-
ing house or old town house ceased to be
used for public purposes and in 1853 it
was sold to Wilson and Cheney.
During all this contention, from time
to time, various -ministers had preached
here but there was no real settled pastor
of the church. In 1913, Molly Stark
Chapter, Daughters of the American
Revolution, placed a boulder with a
bronze tablet to mark the place.
CHAPTER II
At a town meeting held on November
2, 1840, a committee consisting of the
selectmen was raised to ascertain where
and upon what terms a site for a town
house and burying ground might be hed
of the Amoskeag Manufacturing Com-
pany in the new village and report at
the next annual meeting. This meeting
was held on February 1, 1841, and the
selectmen made their report as to the
proposed sites and submitted deeds of
lots for these purposes.
One of these deeds conveyed to the
town ten thousand feet of land at the
intersection of Merrimack and Elm
streets and constituting the northwest
corner of what is now Merrimack
square. The main conditions of this
deed were that it should revert back to
the Company in case it was used for any
other buildings than those for town pur-
poses and that the buildings erected
thereon should be used for no other busi-
ness than that pertaining to town and
state affairs, such lectures as should be
authorized by the town alone being ac-
cepted. This deed was accepted by a
vote of 162 yes to 91 no.
However it did not appear to be ab-
solutely satisfactory and a vote was pass-
ed that a committee of three be appoint-
ed to ascertain where and on what terms
a site could be obtained for a town
house, to see if the Amoskeag
Company would offer some other lot for
a town house in exchange for the one
granted to the town, and to ascertain
the probable expense of building a suit-
able town house and make a report of
their doings at the next annual meeting.
Hon. Mace Moulton, Thomas Hoyt and
George W. Morrison, Esq., were ap-
pointed as the committee.
On March 10, following, the annual
town meeting was held, it taking place
in the old Baptist Meeting House which
stood on Manchester street. Much op-
position was manifested towards the
town house project, but the committee
rendered its report. This was to the
effect that they had a deed of a lot on
the west side of Elm street, opposite
to Hanover street, containing ten thous-
and square feet of land, for twenty-five
hundred dollars, with the stipulation that
nothing be built upon this lot but a town
house of brick or stone and necessarv
out-buildings and that they might use all
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parts not required for town purposes
for stores, offices or any other uses they
might think proper. The committee did
not report upon the probable expense.
The report of the committee was ac-
cepted and it was voted to accept the
deed submitted from the Amoskeag
Manufacturing Company. It was then
voted that the town build a town house
the same year, that the selectmen be
authorized to raise money by loan, not
exceeding twenty thousand dollars for
feet by seventy feet and two rooms for
offices occupied the second floor, and a
hall in the attic with rooms for armories
on either side completed the third floor.
The building was surmounted with a
cupola, on the top of which was an eagle
of flne proportions. It was also furnish-
ed with a clock and a fine toned bell,
weighing 28(X) pounds. The whole cost
of the building was about $17,000. This
building stood until August 12, 1844,
when a fire broke out, evidently having
Old Town House, Erected in 1841, Burned in the Ye.'vr 1844.
the purpose of building a town house and
paying for the lot. A committee consist-
ing of John D. Kimball, Edward Mc-
Question and J. T. Hunt were chosen to
superintendend the building of the town
house and outbuildings.
This committee at once entered upon
its duties and during the course of the
summer built a large and commodious
structure, now known as the old town
house. It was built of brick, ninety feet
in length by sixty-six feet in width. The
post office and four stores were located
on the first floor, a town hall sixty-three
been caused by a lighted piece of paper
being thrown upon the floor in one of
the militia armories upon the top floor.
This doubtless, through some grains of
powder scattered upon the floor, com-
municated with shavings beneath, be-
tween the floor and the hall below.
Before being discovered it had attained
such headway as to be beyond control.
Most of the goods in the store and cel-
lars were removed, as was also the con-
tents of the post office, but the printing
office of J. C. Emerson in the third story
and all the effects of the Stark Guards
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and Granite Fusileers in their armories house were accepted by the committee,
on this floor were almost entirely de- and a contract was made with him to
stroyed. The loss to individuals and the construct the building according thereto,
town was about $30,000, of which Mr. Shaw entered immediately upon
$11,000 was covered by insurance. Such his contract, under the supervision of
is the story of the first municipal build- Mr. Elijah Hanson as agent, and the
ing in this city. town house was practically finished by
CHAPTER
October 1845. The peculiarity of the
style of architecture has often been re-
Upon the old town house being burned marked, particularly its quaintness. The
on August 12. 1844, a town meeting was original design was that the building
immediately called to be held on August should have been entirely of stone, the
v^O, 1844, to take into consideration the columns hammered and the wall of ash-
matter of rebuilding the town house and ler work; but the committee changed the
other matters in regard to the protection plan and the building was built of stone
of the town against fires. and brick, the columns and caps being of
At this meeting it was voted to build hammered stone, while the walls are of
the town house as good or better than brick, painted and sanded to imitate
the old one, and put a clock and bell on stone.
the same. A committee consisting of The building is one hundred feet in
Daniel Clark, Asa O. Colby, John M. length by sixty feet in width and had
Smith, Elijah Hanson, Tillman Fellows, originally five stores, with an office for
Walter French, Samuel D. Bell, Alonzo the city clerk and a room for the corn-
Smith. E. A. Straw and W. A. Burke nion council on the first floor; the city
were chosen to procure a plan and speci- hall and the offices of the mayor and
fications for the new town house, and city marshall on the second floor and the
upon those being in readiness, the select- rooms for the engineers and the school
men were authorized to receive proposals committee on the third floor, the so-
for building the same. This committee, called lobby or city prison being in the
with the selectmen, were authorized to cellar at the southwest corner. The
appoint an agent to oversee the building structure was completed at a total co.st
of the town house, and fix the compen- of $35,000, including the bell,
sation of said overseer or agent. It was The late Charles Chase was a member
also voted that the selectmen and this "f the board of selectmen this year and
committee be instructed to build the he was sent to Boston to buy the clock
town house the "present season". It was for the tower and he was also on the
also voted to borrow $20,000 towards the committee which went to Concord to ar-
expense of rebuilding. range for hiring the money for building
It was voted, also, that the plan of the hall. This clock was remodeled some
the town house should be such that years since and changed so as to be il-
every part above the stores in the base- luminated, through the generosity of the
ment should be for town purposes alone, l^te Gen. Charles Williams,
and that no part should be let for any The old clock was built by Stephen-
purpose whatever, above the stores, ex- son, Howard and Davis of Boston, while
cept the hall. the bell was purchased of Henry N.
The plan and specifications of Mr. Hooper and Co., of Boston. The bell
Edward Shaw of Boston, for a town was broken once and sent back to be re-
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cast. The purchase price of the clock
is stated to have been about $400.
The foundations of the building were
put in during the fall of 1844 and the
construction of the building was con-
tracted to a Mr. Garret Wilton, who dur-
ing 1845 pushed the work along to com-
pletion. A part of the necessary money
for the building was borrowed from the
late Joseph B. Walker of Concord.
It is worthy of remark that on page 82
of Clarke's History of Manchester pub-
lished in 1875, just fifty-four years ago,
speaking of the city hall, it states ; "The
city hall stands on the corner of Elm
and Market streets and was built in 1845
at a cost of thirty-five thousand dollars.
It was then thought to be the finest build-
ing in the state, but is now regarded con-
temptuously and will give place to an-
other before many years."
As originally built the entrance and
stairway was on Market street and this
was changed over when the building was
remodeled during the administration of
William C Clarke as mayor in 1895. The
total cost of the remodeling at this time
was $18,516.77.
Many other and more pressing needs
of our loved "Queen City of the Merri-
mack"' have had to be met from year to
year and the time still seems somewhat
distant when old city hall will be re-
placed with a new, modern, up-to-date
structure. As it is, many people would
view with regret the passing of the
famous old building.
CHAPTER IV
Commencing about 1840, when the
Amoskeag Manufacturing Company be-
gan to develop its large areas of land
held by it on the east side of the Merri-
mack river in Manchester, and to build
several mills thereon, the population of
the town took a very sudden bound and
thereafter rapidly increased. The popu-
lation in 1840 was given as 3325, an in-
crease of 2338 inhabitants in the previous
ten years, most of which increase had
been made in 1839 and 1840. In 1846,
the year in which Manchester became a
city, this had still further increased to
be 10,125.
At the time of the annual town meeting
held on March 10, 1846, the rateable
polls had so far increased as to entitle
the town to no less than eight seats in
the legislature and that number was ac-
cordingly chosen. At this same meeting
a committee was chosen consisting of
David Gillis, Samuel D. Bell, Isaac Rid-
dle, William C. Clarke, John A. Burn-
ham, Luther Farley and Walter French,
to petition the legislature for a city char-
ter whenever they deemed it wise.
Seeing no valid reason for delay this
committee attended to its duties and ac-
cordingly they presented a petition to the
legislature when it met the following
June. The legislature promptly complied
with the request and passed an act to in-
corporate the city of Manchester. On
Saturday, August 1, 1846, a town meet-
ing was held for the express purpose of
either accepting or rejecting this act of
incorporation. The vote stood 485 in
favor of its acceptance and 134 against
and 'Manchester thereupon became a city.
The first election under the new char-
ter was held upon August 19 following,
there being four candidates for mayor,
viz: Hiram Brown, a Whig; William C.
Clarke, a Democrat; Thomas Brown,
who was the Abolition candidate and
William Shephard. Eleven hundred and
seventy votes were cast and Hiram
Brown, who received five hundred and
sixty-nine, lacked seventeen of the neces-
sary majority. Clarke had four hundred
and forty-two, Thomas Brown, one hun-
dred and six and Shephard, forty-two
and there was no choice.
At this meeting, however, a full list of
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aldermen, members of the common coun-
cil, school committee, overseers of the
poor and assessors were elected. The
aldermen were as follows: Ward 1, An-
drew Bunton, Jr. ; Ward 2, George Por-
ter; Ward 3, William G. Means; Ward
4, David Gillis ; Ward 5, Timothy Blais-
dell
;
Ward 6, Edward McQueston ;
Ward 7, Moses Fellows.
HIRAM BROWN
lu.KCiKU First Mavuk ok Mancuksi i:k i\ lS4h.
A second election for the purpose of
choosing a mayor was held on Septem-
ber first and again there were four can-
didates in the field, Hiram Brown Isaac
C. Flanders, a Democrat, Thomas Brown
and John S. Wiggin. Eleven hundred
and fifty-four votes were cast of which
Wiggin had fifty-one; T. Brown, one
hundred and nine ; Flanders three hun-
dred and forty-seven and Hiram Brown
had six hundred and two. This gave
Mr. Brown a clear majority of twenty-
four.
Agreeably to public notice, the citizens
met in the city hall on September 8, 1846,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon to witness
the inauguration of their new city gov-
ernment. Prayer was first offered by the
Rev. Cyrus W. Wallace, the senior
clergyman of the city, at the request of
Hon. Moses Fellows, chairman of the re-
tiring board of selectmen who presided.
The oath of office was then adminis-
tered to Mayor-elect Brown by Hon.
Daniel Clark and then he in turn ad-
ministered the oath to the members-
elect then present of the board of al-
dermen, common council, assessors, over-
seers of the poor and school committee.
The mayor then delivered an address,
afterwards the various boards retired
and organized by the choice of officers.
The common council elected William M.
Parker, president and David Hill, clerk.
J. S. T. Gushing was elected city clerk
and Thomas Hoyt city treasurer in con-
vention of the two bodies. The mayor
appointed George T. Clark city mar-
shall
;
Hon. Samuel D. Bell justice of
the police court and Isaac Riddle and
Joseph Cochran, Jr. as special justices.
The valuation of the city at this time was
$3,187,726; the tax list for 1846 carried
the sum of $22,005.95 and the number of
polls was 2056. Such was the birth of
our beautiful Queen City of the Merri-
mack.
"So much for the past; what still may be,
Ere the year of our city's jubilee,
But few of us here may live to see.
We reap the fields by our fathers sown,
We profit by wisdom they have shown,
For once at least, the saying is true,
They builded far better than they
knew."
The Sun That Shines Upon New Hampshire
CHARLES NEVERS HOLMES
BRIGHT
and beautiful is the sun-
shine resting upon New Hamp-
shire's hills and vales, shining
upon he summits of the White Moun-
tains or sparkling upon the surface of
Lake Winnepesaukee. Beautiful and
bright is the sun at noontime in the
azure firmament. As it shines there, we
are thinking more about its splendor than
about solar science and statistics.
Nevertheless, science and statistics re-
specting the sun are both interesting and
instructive. Its distance from New
Hampshire is millions of miles. That
state is 185 miles in length and we
should have to walk its length about
half-a-million times to travel as far as it
is from New Hampshire to the sun, at
mean distance. And the sun is nearer
us during winter than in summer. When
the temperature within a hayheld reaches
higher than 90 degrees, it does not
seem possible that our sun is more than
94,000,000 miles distant. However, as-
tronomers are positive respecting the
distance from (jur earth to its sun.
Our sun is a very huge body, It is,
approximately, one million, three hun-
dred thousand times larger than the
earth. Of course the solar surface must
be vastly bigger than the terrestrial sur-
face. This is evident when we compare
the solar diameter with the terrestrial
diameter. Our sun's diameter is
864,000 miles; our earth's 7,918 miles.
The area of New Hampshire is 9,341
square miles. It would need more than
250,000,000 states of the size of New
Hampshire to cover the solar surface.
Our sun is a very brilliant body. That
does not require any proof. Not only is
our sun very brilliant, but the rays it
sends forth illuminate its whole "sys-
tem;" We behold the solar rays reflect-
ed to us from our moon, from Venus
and the other planets. Our sun reminds
us of an electric light exhibiting
1, 575, 000, 000, 000,000,000.000,000,000
candle power ! This solar light—a certain
part of it
—is speeding very swiftly
towards us. So swiftly, indeed, that it
reaches us after a journey of about 8
minutes. That is to say, a ray of sun-
light leaving our sun's surface at 6 a. m.
will arrive in New Hampshire at about 8
minutes after 6 a. m.
Our sun is not only a brilliant sky-
beacon but it is also a very hot sky-
furnace. Astronomers have estimated
that were the sun to be covered with
a coating of ice 45 feet in thickness, all
of that ice would be melted within one
minute. "Ninety degress in the shade"
seems- rather warm to most of us
;
but
the surface-temperature of our sun ap-
proximates 11,000 degrees, Fahrenheit.
However, our own sky-furnace, com-
pared with some of the other sky- fur-
naces, is not particularly hot. The suns
Vega and Sirius have each a tempera-
ture of about 20,0(X) degrees, Fahrenheit.
Nevertheless, our own sun's surface-
temperature of 11,000 degrees is high
enough. There are sky-furnaces much
cooler than our own sun.
[74]
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APRIL, 1857, we removed to the
town of yVcworth, on a farm on
Grout Hill, which my father had
purchased from one Lemuel Morse, and
which had formerly been known as the
Copeland place. For a few weeks pre-
vious to our removal I had been at work
in a saw mill owned by one William
Welch, in the east part of that town, as
I wanted a little pocket money for my
own use. This William Welch was an
old Civil War veteran, who removed to
Lempster subsequently, where he died at
the age of one hundred years, and where
his son was for some time town clerk.
The farm on which we moved was
one of the best in that part of the town.
It embraced one hundred acres of land,
about forty of which was in mowing and
tillage. I was sixteen years of age, not
very robust, but I anticipated, and cer-
tainly experienced, some pretty stren-
uous physical activity in the years ahead.
I was ambitious and determined to do
my full share of the work on the farm,
and I recall with some pride that in the
first summer I "pitched on" all the hay
that we cut, about forty tons in all.
"Pitching on" was my special forte, and
I liked it better than any other kind of
farm work, unless it was holding a
"breaking up" plow, which I seemed to
have a knack for using with greater
ease than men generally. Oxen were
used for the team work, much to m\'
satisfaction, as horses were altogether
too rapid in movement for ordinary
farm work, and oxen were generally
used.
Those were the days when machinery
had not come into use, to any great ex-
tent, for farm work, and the hay was all
cut l)y hand. I was not an expert with
the scythe, although I had used one ior
two seasons while in Lempster. I well
remember the scythe which I first used.
It was a Sibley scythe, made at the
famous Sibley factory in North New-
port, which factory has been in opera-
tion ever since—one of the few remain-
ing establishments of the kind in New
England, though in former years there
were several, including one in New Lon-
don and another in Littleton. This Sib-
ley factory was destroyed by fire early
this year, but I am glad to learn that
the proprietor, Homer T. Sibley, grand-
son of Ezra T. Sibley, one of the origi-
nal proprietors, is re-building the same
on an improved plan. Hand scythes long
ago went out of general use, but are in-
dispensable for certain purposes, and
New Hampshire people will be glad to
know that they have one of the principal
manufactories of the same in their midst.
I recall most of the families residing
in the Grout Hill District of Acworth,
which was one of the best farming com-
munities in the town. Our nearest neigh-
bor was one Nathaniel Merrill, who had
a large family of daughters and two
sons. One of the daughters married a
man named Milo Newton, and they lived
at the old home. The oldest son, Na-
thaniel P. was a little older than myself,
and I became quite intimate with him.
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I shall have further occasion to men-
tion him. Next was the family of Alvah
Cummings, some of whose children liad
grown up and gone away when we
moved into the district. The oldest son
was Alvah, who became a physician, set-
tled in Claremont, and was long promi-
nent in practice in that town. The sec-
ond son was Ebenezer G., who was long
the leading dentist in Concord, and was
the first New Hampshire graduate of
the Philadelphia Dental College. He was
a staunch Democrat in politics and stood
by his party to the last, though his bro-
thers became active Republicans. George
and Oscar also became residents of Con-
cord, where they established a business
in marble and granite work, which is
still carried on by family descendants.
They also for a time had a branch es-
tablishment in Franklin. Oscar died
after a few years but George lived many
years and became quite prominent in
public affairs, serving as a member of
the board of aldermen, as a represen-
tative and state senator, and as mayor of
the city. He was also active in Odd
Fellowship and became master of the
Grand Lodge of the State.
The youngest son of Alvah Cummings,
Milton D., also went to Concord in his
youth, was employed by his brothers in
the marble business, and finally became
head of the firm, and was a well-known
citizen. He died about two years ago
and his son, Quincy, is at the head of
the business. There were three girls in
the Cummings family—Sally Ann who
married Deacon George W. Young, who
ultimately bought the farm which my
father owned, and lived thereon througli
life, rearing a family, one of whom is
Dr. Oscar Young of Charlestown ; an-
other is Arthur Young, of the Cum-
mings firm of Concord, and another re-
mains on the farm. The second daugh-
ter, Mary Jane, married Dr. George A.
Young, a Concord dentist and prominent
politician of Ward 4, who was long the
right hand man of Senator Gallinger,
and became postmaster of the city;
while the youngest daughter, Laura,
married a farmer named Smith, and set-
tled in the district. Laura and Milon D.
were at home while we lived on Grout
Hill, and were scholars in the district
school. I remember Milon D. partic-
ularly, not only on account of subsequent
close acquaintance in Concord, but on
account of a strenuous day's work we
had on the Merril farm, when, while
"changing work
"
as was the frequent
custom in haying, we undertook to keep
up with Milo Newton and Nathaniel P.
Merrill in mowing a big field of grass on
a hot summer day.
The farm adjoining ours, on the east,
was owned and occupied by one Free-
land Hemphill. The farm was a large
one and well cultivated. Mr. Hemphill
had a wife and tliree children when we
moved into the district, two sons and a
daughter. The eldest son subsequently
settled in business in Keene ; the daugh-
ter, Kathleen, who was a handsome girl,
married an Acworth farmer named Pet-
tengill, and the younger son, Ashton, be-
came a prominent pharmacist in Holy-
oke, Mass. He was active in Republican
politics, and is still living retired in that
city. He was a close friend of Gov.
John Q. A. Brackett who will be remem-
bered as a native of l^)radford, N .H.,
and one of the many prominent men
whom New Hampshire has sent down
to be leaders in public and business af-
fairs in the Bay State. His wife dying,
Freeland Hemphill married again, and
had several other children of whom 1
know little, since I left town before their
day, but I remember Mr. Hemphill as
one of the most intelligent men whom it
was ever my fortune to meet. He was
well posted in history and politics, and
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I had more discussion with him on po-
litical questions and partisan matters
generally, than with any other man in my
life, and I found him a sharp antagonist.
Not far above the Merrill home lived
one Horace Campbell, a Baptist deac(jn.
His children had mostl}^ grown up at
the time (jf our arrival in town, but I
recall that one son. Freeman, studied
medicine and became a practicing phy-
sician, and a daughter married Charles
R. Cummings, who was engaged in the
manufacture of clothes-pins at the South
village. A younger son, Grout, about
my age, was at home.
Nearby, a little farther up the r(Ki<l,
Ebenezer Grout resided. He was a broth-
er of Mrs. Alvah Cummings and Mrs.
Horace Campbell, all being descendants
of the original Grout, for whom \W hill
was named. He had two sons, tlun <)f
school age, Spofford and Carlos. Txilli
settled on the Pacific coast, and were
living at last accounts. At the lo]i of
the hill, on the northern border of the
district, resided one Loring Morse,
whose large family had mostly grown
up and gone away. The oldest son,
Grosvenor C, a graduate of Dartmouth,
and the Andover Divinity School, be-
came prominent in educational and relig-
ious work in Kansas.
Going southwest, on the South Ac-
worth road, the first farm arrived at,
which adjoined ours, was that of Isaac
Campbell, a brother of Horace, before
mentioned, who was a good farmer, antl
an ardent Methodist, the leading support-
er of the church at South Acworth. Next
beyond was the Woodbury place, home
of two maiden sisters of that name, rela-
tives of that Urban Woodbury who went
from Acworth to Vermont and became
governor of the state, being one of four
New Hampshire-born men to attain that
office. Farther down, and in the List
house in the district, lived one Joseph
Gleason, who had a small well-tilled farm,
but was ])rincipally engaged as a shoe-
maker. He had two daughters and a
son, Nedom, who was the largest boy at-
tending the Grout Hill School, which, by
the way, I did not attend ; but during the
first autumn of our residence in Ac-
worth, I walked four miles and back,
each day, to attend the select school at
Lempster Street taught by Miss Dency
Hurd, and in the following winter my-
self taught the school in my old district,
No. 7, in Lempster.
1 had a somewhat exciting experience
in this school, wherein were several
scholars older than myself and some
l)oys larger. 1 had passed a thorough
examination, and felt myself competent
to teach any scholar in the school, and
would have had no trouble except for
the fact that one prominent man in tin-
district had been desirous that another
young man, who was a teacher, and was
engaged to his daughter, should have the
school, and set out to stir up revolt
among the scholars, with a view to my
discharge, with such success that there
was open rebellion one day when I set
out to punish an act of rank disobedience
on the part of one of the large boys.
Two or three other large boys, older
and larger than myself, interfered and
prevented the punishment which I was
about to administer. After this there
was general disorder in the school, and
I called on the .superintending committee
for support. The committee was none
other than Hon. Hosea W. Parker, who
was liimself a teacher, then studying law
with lulniund P)urke of Newport and
teaching the north district school in that
village. He came down one evening,
having called the citizens of the district
together at the school house, especially
those promoting the disturbance, and the
boys engaged in the same; and after a
thorough investigation expelled from the
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school all those who had been involved
in the revolt, after which there was
peace and good order, and the term was
extended two weeks beyond the term for
which I had been engaged.
My gratitude for the support which
he gave me, though it was no more than
his duty, was strong and life long, and
was subsequently manifested in practi-
cal manner. When, years later, I was
editor of the People newspaper in Con-
cord, I heartily supported him as a can-
didate for Congress in the old third dis-
trict, to which office he was finally elect-
ed, and served with distinction from
1871 to 1875. It was through his efforts
while in Congress that the sewing ma-
chine combine was defeated in its at-
tempt to secure extension of certain
patents, and as a result the price of ma-
chines was reduced not less than fifty
per cent, and their use became generally
prevalent. We became close friends,
and worked together not only in political
but religious affairs, both being long ac-
tive in the work of the Universalist
church, of whose state convention he was
president for many years. In his death,
in August 1922, I felt that I had lost my
best friend.
I remained at home on the farm in
Acworth until the spring of 1861, mean-
while attending two fall terms of select
school at the south village, two miles
away. The first was taught by Artemas
Field, a native of Lempster, who was
studying for the ministry, and subse-
quently became a Congregationalist
preacher in Vermont. I was not partic-
ularly benefited by his instruction, since
he set out to shape the religious views
of the pupils more than to promote their
intellectual development, and that not
along lines with my own well settled
ideas. The next term the teacher was
George R. Brown, who subsequently be-
came a lawyer in Newport, and for
whom I conceived a strong attachment.
It was during this term that we main-
tained an old-fashioned lyceum, or de-
bating society, at South Acworth, in
which many prominent citizens of the
town took part, among whom I distinct-
ly remember James A. Wood, subse-
quently a well known Repuljlican politi-
cian and one time Collector of Internal
Revenue at Portsmouth, who was the
father of George A. Wood, speaker of
the House of Representatives in 1925.
Contemporaneously with this term of
school there was another at Acworth
Center, taught by one H. J. Crippen, who
was later the agent in Concord for the
Putnam investment company for many
vears, and who married the daughter of
Peter Sanborn, State Treasurer. There
was also a lyceum maintained in con-
nection with this school, and I have a
lively recollection of a visit by a delega-
tion from the same, headed by the prin-
cipal of the school, who came down to
South Acworth on one of our lyceum
nights for the declared purpose of "doing
us up" in debate; but my impressions
then formed and still held was that they
failed in their object. One of the older
scholars in attendance at the South Ac-
worth school at this time, was George
W. McDuffie, who subsequently moved
to Keene where he became a prominent
manufacturer, and was at one time
mayor of the city. One of the female
students was Charlotte Wright, daughter
of Rev. N. R. Wright, and sister of Col.
Carroll G. Wright, whom I have pre-
viously referred to.
In 1860 I was again very much inter-
ested in politics. In fact I had all along
kept up my interest, and in the spring of
1859, before the annual election, which
then and for some years after was held
on what is now "town meeting day",
the second Tuesday in March, went out
and made some speeches for the Demo-
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crats. The most exciting occasion was school at the old Mt. Caesar Seminary
a meeting at Mill Village in Goshen, in Swanzey, then taught by Burrill Por-
where I had a meeting advertised, and at ter, Jr., a teacher of experience and
which two Republican law students of ability who had graduated from Dart-
Newport, Ira McL. Barton and Joseph mouth in 1856. Among his classmates
Wood came down to antagonize me. were Rev. Franklin D. Ayer, D. D., for
Hon. Virgil Chase was presiding at the thirty years pastor of the First Congre-
meeting, and was at first opposed to al- gational church in Concord ; Caleb Blod-
lowing these interlopers to be heard, the gett, a native of Dorchester, N. H., who
meeting having been advertised as a was many years Judge of the Superior
Democratic one. I finally persuaded him Court in Massachusetts ; William H.
to let them speak, and after I had made Haile, an eminent manufacturer once
my address they were allowed to have lieutenant governor of Massachusetts,
their say, and Mr. Chase and myself pro- and Benjamin F. Prescott, Governor of
ceeded to refute whatever argument they New Hampshire in 1877-78. Mr. Porter
had presented, or at least we thought we had been principal of Canaan Academy
did. and of Cold River Academy at Alstead.
There was a national election in 1860, I was accompanied by George R. Brown,
Abraham Lincoln being the Republican who was seven years older than I, and,
nominee, and the Democratic party being though late in life, had decided to take
divided, with Stephen A. Douglas lead- a college course, and was fitting for en-
ing the main wing of the Democracy, and trance at Tufts. We boarded at the
John C. Breckenbridge of Kentucky, home of the principal and, as I recollect,
who was then vice-president, leading the paid $2 per week for board and wash-
bolter's ticket. Being an ardent advocate ing. Among the students in attendance
of State's rights, I espoused the cause were two young men who subsequently
of Breckenridge and Lane, and, although became lawyers and settled in practice in
not of voting age, did what I could to Keene—Daniel K. Healy and Leonard
advance its interest. I remember that Wellington. Each held the office of
I walked to Newport to get some of the county solicitor, but Healy, who had
Breckenridge ballots for use in Acworth, served in the army in the Civil war and
and succeeded in persuading nine men been wounded, died comparatively early
to use them. There were only about in life. Wellington, who had been a
2000 cast in the state, the precise num- partner with Don H. Woodward, lived
ber being 2094 while Douglas had for many years, and I frequently met
25,629 and Lincoln, who carried the him later in life on my visits to Keene.
country, had .37,269. There was a fourth In the fall I returned to the Swanzey
ticket headed by John Bell of Tennes- school, at this time being one of a party
see, supported by the remnant of the old of five, including George R. Brown,
Whig party, which received 407 votes in Nathaniel P. Merrill, my brother Car-
the state. los G. Metcalf, who subsequently became
My father had given me my time for a physician and settled in Massachusetts,
the balance of my minority, and I car- dying at Marlboro in 1887; and one
ried on the farm myself in 1860, re- William H. Hartwell. We engaged a
ceiving one fourth of the income, which tenement for the party, at $3 per month,
would be a small amount in these days, and set out to keep house and board our-
and in the following spring I attended selves, taking turns at the cooking and
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dishwashing. When we figured up the miles from the Center, and the principal
expense at the close of the term, we village of the town.
found that it had cost us just $1.06 each During the fall of 1861, some of our
for board per week. There were several party, and often the whole, used to visit
students present in the fall that were Keene once a week or oftener, primarily
not there in the spring, and some who to purchase our supplies, but incidentally
were present in the spring were not there to see the sights and get acquainted with
in the fall. Among those who were new the people. Spalter's book store, at the
in the fall was George W. Gay, a Swan- north of the common, was one of our re-
zey youth, and a little younger than my- sorts, and W. H. Spalter, a son of the
self, who was in my class in Latin. He proprietor, who himself conducted the
subsequently became a Boston physician store for a generation later, was gener-
and surgeon of note, was long connected ally in attendance. Wheeler and Faulk-
with the city hospital, was a lecturer at ner were the leading lawyers, and the
Harvard Medical School, and president woolen factory of Faulkner and Colony
of the Massachusetts Medical Society, was in its prime. It was at this time
Two of his sisters, Ella and Annie, were that the Sixth New Hampshire Regi-
among the female students and very ment was in camp at Keene, in training
bright young women. Mr. Brown and for the field, and I remember that on
myself remained through the winter, one Saturday afternoon, when we were
retaining the tenement and studying with making one of our accustomed visits to
Mr. Porter. the city, the regiment was being drilled
The year 1861, as will be remembered, on the public square in the presence of a
witnessed the outbreak of the Civil war, great crowd of spectators. One Nelson
and there was naturally much public Converse, I believe, was the colonel, and
excitement and a good deal of private Simon G. Griffin, the lieutenant colonel,
discussion. Among the most outspoken and manifestly the most conspicuous
opponents of the war were two promi- officer present. Gov. Nathaniel S. Berry
nent citizens. Col. Carter Whitcomb and was present to review the regiment, and
George Carpenter. Col. Whitcomb had (iriffin was evidently exerting himself to
been prominent in public affairs, but was impress the Governor with his profi-
then well advanced in life, but he was ciency. He really cut a fine figure, sitting
not so old but that his denunciation of well upon his horse, which was a hand-
the administration policy was vigorous some animal and under perfect control,
and forcible, while Mr. Carpenter, who His evolutions were the striking feature
subsequently married Col. Whitcomb's <»f the display, and excited general ad-
daughter, Lucy, was no less outspoken miration. After the war Col. Grififin,
in the same direction. We are reminded wlio soon succeeded to the command of
that there was another Whitcomb in the tlic regiment and later became a general,
same neighborhood, of quiet and home- was conspicuous in politics, and was
spun manners—Captain Otis Whitcomb was conspicuous in politics. He was a
by name, who is said to have been the member and speaker of the House of
man upon whose character that of "Josh Representatives and was later the
Whitcomb" of Denman Thompson's Republican nominee for Congress in
"Old Homestead" was based. Denman the Tliird District; but was defeated
Thompson was at this time living in in a close vote by Hosea W. Parker
West Swanzey, which was about three of Claremont. He had been so sure •
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of liis election that he had his trunk tion occurred in March, shortly after
packed and marked, "Simon G. Griffin. Congress met, and the successful can-
M. C. Washington, D. C." This was in didate naturally expected to start for




I opened the door
And Love blew in.
She was pretty to look at
And gay as sin.
Before my fire.
Then Death walked in,
He was ugly to look at,
Gaunt and thin.
She wanted this
And she wanted that,
I grew tired of her chatter,
But still she sat
And never a word
Said Death to me.
That night I had
Strange company.
Love drained me dry,
And left, care free,
Death gently said,
"Find peace with me."
Grandmother s Cheese Room
KATHERINE LliJLD MEADER
IT
IS a "far cry" from the kitchen-
ette in a modern flat back to our
yran(hiiother's cheese room but we
who have experienced the never-to-be
forgotten deUghts of that cool fragrant
room are certainly to be congratulated.
Here every thing was immaculately
clean and in perfect order—the unpaint-
ed floor, shelves and tables scoured to
almost snowy whiteness. No soap pow-
der or washing fluids used here but
plenty of white sand and "elbow grease."
The window was protected on the out-
side by narrow wooden bars to prevent
a stray cat from entering and as care-
fully screened on the inside with cheese-
cloth lest a fly should dare invade these
sacred precincts for next to the "par-
lor" the cheese room was the choicest
room in the house.
Think of the hard work that was done
every day in that room beside keeping it
up to grandmother's standard of clean-
liness and order.
Across one side was the tier of slatted
shelves with the shining pans of milk.
The rich yellow cream must be skimmed
off at just the right time and the pans
rinsed, washed, scaldetl, dried and
Anally put out in the sun to air.
I can see it now—the long bench on
the back stoop with its row of pans
placed one overlapping the other.
These must all be carried back into
the cheese room while the sun was \et
high and before the dews of evening had
dimmed their shinintf surface.
Then came the churning and the care
of the golden butter and at certain sea-
sons of the year the making of delicious
cheeses and the daily care and attention
which they must receive while "ripen-
ing"
How we children used to gather
around the big carefully screened "safe"
as grandma opened it every morning to
turn and rub the chee.'^es.
Then under the broad shelf on the
other side of the room were wooden tir-
kins filled with moist maple sugar (sug-
gestive of flapjacks, pails of home-tried
lard and various buckets containing
doughnuts, cookies, etc. I cannot tell
where she kept her pies but I know she
made dozens at a time.
Oh, grandmother's cheese room was a
delightful place, but woe to the child who
ventured in without permission after the
work was "done up" in the morning and
the green paper window shades pulled
down or who, on coming out, carelessly
left the door ajar.
The back room, too, was a most fas-
cinating place. Here a good deal of the
heavy housework was done and we chil-
dren were allowed considerable liberty,
but even here were forbidden delights.
Here was the long meal chest with its
many compartments, one holding the
dark sweet homegrown wheat flour, one
the gcjlden corn meal, then the rye, the
buckwheat, etc. We were strictly for-
bidden to even attempt to lift the heavy
lid (jf this Ceres treasure chest.
In one corner was the ungainly, mys-
terious looking cheese press standing like
some grim instrument of torture, but we
knew from experience that its dismal
creak and whine were but the invitation
to a delicious lunch of curds.
Those days have long gone by and
with the advent of the creamery the
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cheese room became a thinj^^ of the past.
The more modern "pantry" with its en-
closed cupboards, etc., was the ideal to
be admired and copied, worked over and
improved upon.
I have recently seen for the first time
my ideal pantry, in the house of some
friends, farmers in moderate circumstan-
ces, who have just remodelled their old
home. Here the woodwork was of high-
ly polished Georgia pine, the cupboards
closed in with sliding doors, every inch
of space utilized and still room enough
for everything.
What would grandmother have
thought of a farmhouse pantry fitted out
with hot and cold water, electric lights,
plates and tlatirons, white enameled sink
and washbowl, aluminum and agate
cooking dishes, a pressure cooker and
almost every other convenience that it
has ever entered the heart of man to




room, with its green paper shades and
lace curtains at the windows, its bright
colored ingrain carpet well protected by
several really beautiful braided and
drawn-in rugs, and best of all its five
piece "set" of black haircloth furniture—
which one of my aunts later told me
proudly had cost $100. She said "it was
a great day for us all and we were just
overwhelmed with delight, when father
went to Wells River and brought home
that set of furniture and now we could
have a real parlor. It had always been
merely grandmother's room beff)re this.
"So we polished up the already shining
andirons in the fireplace, put a lampmat
crocheted of worsted and beads on the
lightstand between the two front win-
dows, and a tidy on the back of each of
the two new rocking chairs.
"Above the light stand hung a large
and very handsome mirror in a gilt
frame, a part of grandmother's wedding
outfit. (She was a Hutchins, the daugh-
ter of Jeremiah Hutchins who came up
from Haverhill, Mass. in 1783).
"On the mantelpiece we had a couple
of brass candlesticks and two bright
colored china vases, while over it hung a
sampler somewhat faded but with the
name and date till plain, 'Patty, born
March 9th 1773'—the work of patient
little fingers
—
long since folded at rest."
"It was a lovely room", continued my
aunt, "and after we had arranged and re-
arranged to our satisfaction we gave the
men folks a chance to come in and ad-
mire our handiwork, and try the new
chairs—then we drew down the shades
and came out and shut the door."
We can bid farewell to this once ideal
parlor with but few regrets and hail with
satisfaction the advent of the big suimy
homelike living room, but I must confess
it is with many a sigh and perhaps a
tear or two that we relegate to the un-
forgotten realms of happy childhood the
memory of Grandmother's cheese room.
New Hampshire Industry on Exhibition
DONALD TUTTLE
Executive Secretary, State Publicity Bureau
WHEN
the New Hampshire pub- to do with industrial opportunities and
licity board was organized and present industrial development. Further,
a publicity bureau was created in the task very quickly imposed upon
it is probable that the purpose principally the bureau of "selling New Hampshire
in mind was to advertise more effective- to its own people," the fact soon became
ly and more extensively than before the plain that inhabitants of the state were
advantages of New Hampshire as a play surprisingly ignorant about their own in-
ground, and chiefly as a summer play- dustrial resources. Manchester folks
ground. Winter sports in New Hamp- took pride in the Amoskeag mills, of
shire on a considerable scale ante-dated course, Nashua citizens were prone to
the publicity bureau by more than a dec- boast about the Nashua Manufacturing
ade, of course, but it is only within a Company, residents of Claremont were
few years that the possibility of making always ready to tell of the widespread
this state a place of frequent and con- market of the Sullivan Machine Com-
stant winter resort has impressed itself pany and in Concord there was bound
upon any great number of persons. In to be mention of the Rumford Press,
winter sports development since 1925, Similarly, people of every city and of a
the publicity bureau has played no un- great many of the towns always were
important part. ready to tell the inquirer the story of
It has been noted before that the pul;- some particular industry in a community,
licity bureau very early became, as well, but general knowledge of the state's
a bureau of information. Seekers after activities along industrial lines was
knowledge appealed to it for facts con- found to be astonishingly meager,
cerning history, geography, geology, in- Sometime in 1926, members of the
dustry, commerce, wild life and farming publicity board conceived the idea of
opportunities; and attaches of the bu- using the big show windows of the of-
reau always have tried to respond to flees in Concord for industrial displays,
these appeals. Where the information At flrst, manufacturers of the state re-
wanted was not to be found in the bu- sponded to urgent invitations sent them
reau's own flies, it was sought elsewhere, somewhat slowly, if not actually with re-
and usually with success. Special ar- luctance, but after a few displays had
tides on many topics have been prepared been made more willingness was shown
for newspapers and periodicals and bun- to cooperate with the publicity bureau in
dreds of letters have been answered this way and willingness before long
every year. gave way to eagerness. Now, space in
It was inevitable, whatever the original the show windows is spoken for, many
plan may have been, that the desirability, weeks ahead.
even necessity, of serving New Hamp- This suggestion of displays has been
shire industry should obtrude itself, compared to an industrial exposition in
Very many of the letters received had installments, and that probably is as good
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an attempt at brief and epigrammatic
description as could be made. Already,
people have been impressed by the great
number and variety of New Hampshire
products and this impression of diversity
is deepened with every passing week.
This winter, the Brown company of
Berlin made an exhibit that was broadly
educational in its revelation of what may
be done in the way of wood by-products ;
and the Pike Manufacturing Company
prepared a display of oilstones, scythe-
stones, razor hones and strops that was
a veritable museum in miniature, along
the lines of the company's interests and
activities.
The displays have been varied from
time to time, by exhibits that were not
strictly industrial. Calvin P. Chalmers
of Concord, writer and newspaper man,
showed sketches and oil paintings, that
were not only beautiful but original in
subjects. Several Concord women put
on display hand-woven and hooked rugs
that were admired by everyone who saw
them; E. N. Sawyer of Salisbury and
the state Department of Agriculture
showed apples ; the Shaker community at
Canterbury and the Sandwich Home In-
dustries had showings of knitted sweat-
ers, cloaks, rugs, towels, baskets and
many other homemade articles. There
was a second exhibition of oil paintings
by Peter Clark of Concord.
Last summer, collections were made of
books about New Hampshire or written
by New Hampshire authors and this very
definitely established New Hampshire as
one of the great literary centers of the
country. Combined with the long list
of magazines of national circulation
turned out every month from the presses
of the Rumford Printing Company, it
served to emphasize the extent to which
this state is identifying itself with the
most conspicuous writers and the lead-
ing publishers of America.
Should a New Hampshire man wish to
do so, he could very nearly supply every
need and a very large share of his wants
and yet patronize nothing but a New
Hampshire industry. He could not, it
is true, buy a Granite State automobile
(though he could purchase a motor
truck made in Concord) but it would be
possible for him to secure many of his
motor accessories from a maker in his
own state. Shirts, a suit of clothes,
hosiery, shoes, hats and sweaters all
could be obtained right at home, if New
Hampshire were suddenly cut off from
the rest of the world. Stratton & Com-
pan\, from their mills at Penacook,
would supply flour and meals, the Mer-
rimack Farmers' Exchange, with main
otftces and warehouses in Concord and
branches in several other places, would
furnish grains and feeds, the farmers
would be ready with meats, eggs, butter,
milk, ])oultry, fruits and vegetables, and
fuel in plenty could be cut from the
woodlots.
The Conic Manufacturing Company,
the Amoskeag Manufacturing Company
and other manufacturers would provide
material for women's clothing, and yarns
for various purposes would come from
llic plant of the Concord Worsted Com-
pany at West Concord. It still would
be possible to play golf, football and
baseball by calling upon the Draper-
Maynard Company at Plymouth, and the
after dinner cigar could be supplied by
the R. G. Sullivan Company of Man-
chester and the Wardner Company of
Concord. All this is suggested by scan-
ning a list of displays already made in
the Concord show windows of the state
publicity bureau. Other manufacturers
who may be expected to show their pro-
ducts there in future undoubtedly could
help still further in meeting the prob-
lems that would present themselves, in
the very improbable event of isolation.
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A catalog, ordinarily makes dry read-
ing, but there is curious interest in a
perusal of the publicity bureau's list of
exhibitors. It takes in, besides those
already mentioned, the following :
Sawyer Pictures, Concord; F. M.
Hoyt Company, Manchester, shoes ; Wil-
cox Comb Company, Keene, combs,
brushes and mirrors
; Kingsbury Manu-
facturing Company. Keene, steel toys ;
Belmont Hosiery Company, hosiery ;
South Tamworth Industries, Inc., wood-
en toys; Carolcraft Studio, South Dan-
bury, handpainted china, glassware, etc. ;
Morgan Manufacturing Company,
Keene, spark plugs, tire pumps, hose
clamps, etc., French and Heald
Company and McLane Manufactur-
ing Company, Milford, furniture;
E. R. Conant, North Woodstock,
pictures ; Granite State Mowing Ma-
chine Company, Hinsdale, lawn mow-
ers
; Sullow^ay Mills, Franklin, hosiery ;




Laconia, crutches ; Niles Machine Com-
pany, Lebanon, guide posts, street signs
and guide boards ; Monadnock Mills,
Claremont, bedspreads ; Pine Tree Soap
Company, Newport, soaps and toilet
preparations ; New England Wholesale
Tailors, Concord, men's suits and shirts ;
Page Belting Company, Concord, leather
belting; Goodell Company, Antrim, cut-
lery and hardware specialties ; Monark
Razor Strop Company, Contoocook, ra-
zor strops and dog collars ; Nashua Gum-
med and Coated Paper Company, coated
and gummed papers ; A. Perley Fitch
Company, Concord, remedies and drug
preparations ; Cushman Electric Com-
pany, Concord, motors for typesetting
machines
; Expello Corporation, Dover,
moth exterminator; Hampshire Crafts-
men. Spofiford, reproductions of antique
furniture ; Keene Washing Products
Company, washing powder and similar
products ; Fred R. Batcheller Associates,
Marlboro, cedar bird houses ; Laconia
Car Company, motor boats ; Atlantic




Nashua, refrigerators ; Snowmobile
Company, Inc., West Ossipee, small
tables
;
Riverside Foundry, East Con-
cord, brass, copper and bronze articles.
This list is not quite all-inclusive, but
it is amazing in what it shows of the
wide range of New Hampshire activities
in manufactures, and it is a list of
course, as yet far from complete. That
real good has come from the exhibits in
the publicity bureau's windows is proven
by requests for opportunity to repeat dis-
plays made a year or two ago. This is
not the only way in which the publicity
bureau is cooperating and is willing to
cooperate with industry, but use of the
show window is a privilege that is more
and more appreciated by manufacturers
of the state.
Baiting the Boston ^ Maine
WILLIAM E. WALLACE
RAILROAD
baitinj^, in the milder
forms, has no deleterious re-
sults. As a matter of fact it is
not improbable that the bile expelled
from the system in damning the railroad
if a train is late, or you are late and the
train left on time, may be beneficial to a
choleric person. But let the habit de-
velop into a chronic condition, particu-
larly in a politician who has kidded him-
self into a belief that he is a fearless
champion of the down-trodden people,
and the victim is in a devastating state of
mind, his case is well nigli hopeless.
All his grieving friends can do is to stand
by helpless to assuage the alternating
paroxysms of righteous indignation and
gloomy foreboding which are the con-
spicuous symptoms, watching for an
opening to divert his mind to some of the
less harrowing woes of mankind.
It usually happens that the objects of
the reformer's solicitude are going along
in fatuous contentment, unaware of the
grievous injustice being done them until
a two or three hundred word report, all
garnished up with blue prints and tables
of statistics, is sprung on them. The
prints and statistics do not mean any-
thing in particular to the average victim
of the octopus, but when these are ex-
plained to them in terms comprehensible,
many are likely to wonder how anything
like that could be taking place under
their very noses and they know nothing
about it. A little later another transla-
tion of the prints and statistics is pro-
duced by one who has reached an en-
tirely opposite conclusion and uses the
same diagrams and figures to prove his
case.
One of the well known things about
figures is that a skillful manipulator can
make them tell anything he wants to.
This is wdiat led somebody, presumably
of a non-mathematical mind, to give us
a bright saying about liars and figures
being an unbeatable combination. These
reflections have come from the conflict-
ing statements about the Boston and
Maine Railroad, one from the F'ublic
Service Commission and its expert,
Charles E. Lee, the other from President
George Hannauer of the Boston and
Maine.
Mr. Lee, after an investigation as ex-
haustive as an appropriation of fifteen
thousand dollars permitted, declared that
present transportation service furnished
b}- the Boston and Maine in New Hamp-
shire w'as altogether unreasonable and
that the future policies of the railroad
as indicated by his study tended to make
the situation much worse for this state.
The commission, on the strength of Mr.
Lee's findings and some preconceived
ideas of their own, thereupon informed
the Legislature that the Boston and
Maine is deliberately bending every ef-
fort to destroy the business life of New
Hampshire by providing inadequate
freight transportation facilities and was
aiming to abandon all branch lines and
to use the main lines only for through
trains, making as few stops within the
state borders as were necessary.
Mr. Hannauer was invited to appear
before a joint convention of the Legisla-
ture to present the railroad's side of the
case and he did so. His recital of the
railroad situation was very different
from Mr. Lee's picture. Before he talked
to the legislators, there had come volun-
tary statements from President Roland
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Jacobs of the New Hampshire Manufac-
turers' Association and from the trans-
portation committee of the New Hamp-
shire Lumbermen's Association declar-
ing that Mr. Lee and the PubUc Service
Commission were either woefully igno-
rant of the manner of freight service be-
ing furnished in New Hampshire, or
were mis-stating it. The representatives
of both of these business men's organiza-
tions, the members of which are large
shippers, asserted that the freight serv-
ice now provided is the best they have
had in years and adding that Mr. Han-
nauer has shown an unfailing desire to
co-operate with them. Mr. Hannauer,
in his address to the Legislature, went
into details to show that better freight
service is being provided.
The charges made by Mr. Lee and the
Public Service Commission and the re-
plies from the New Hampshire shippers
and Mr. Hannauer have been treated at
length in the newspapers of the state,
consequently those who are interested in
the technical phases of the issue are
familiar with that side of the issue. There
is another side of the question, however,
that has not been touched upon in the
newspaper press, or at most only casually
and gingerly. Mr. Hannauer mentioned
it briefly in his address. So did Mr.
Jacobs in his statement. Namely, the
elifect of such publicity on the welfare
of the State of New Hampshire.
Even if Mr. Lee's report on the rail-
road was a true statement of the sort of
transportation service available in New
Hampshire, the wide-spread publicity
given such a report was not good for the
state. Fortunately better evidence is at
hand showing that the conditions are not
anything like as bad as Mr. Lee and the
Public Service Commission declared
them to be. And that does not neces-
sarily imply that the railroad service is
all everybody would like it to be. There
are very few perfect things in this
world. Even the reformers leave some-
thing to be desired.
New Hampshire has been making an
attempt in recent years to compete with
other aggressive states bidding for mar-
kets for our industrial and agricultural
products, and for permanent residents
and for tourists. This is a radical de-
parture from the traditional conserva-
tism of the natives, and only the per-
sistent application of time and energy
by a group of men wlio came here from
outside, has brought about the change.
'Jlie late William S. Rossiter of Con-
cord, President of the Rum ford Press,
was a noteworthy example of unselfish
devotion to his adopted state's progress.
The state has been maintaining a pub-
licity bureau for four years with appreci-
able beneficial results. The state has had
an exhibit of its resources and products
at the Eastern States Exposition in
Springfield for a number of years and
the Legislature this year made an appro-
priation for a permanent New Hamp-
shire building on the exposition grounds.
And then along comes this prejudicial
statement of the railroad conditions in
the state sent out to overtake and obscure
in the outside mind all the good things
that have been set forth. A well-
founded fear that something like the Lee
report would be forthcoming was felt by
those who knew the make-up of the
Public Service Commission when the
1927 Legislature authorized the investi-
gation and appropriated fifteen thousand
dollars for the expenses. Former Gov-
ernor Fred H. Brown, appointed Public
Service commissioner by Governor John
G. Winant in place of the late Professor
Thomas D. W. Worthen, has long been
hostile to the Boston and Maine. Mr.
Winant knew that and the general belief
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was that Mr. Brown was selected for
that reason. If that behef was correct.
Mr. Winant's expectations have been
fully realized for Mr. Brown quickly be-
came the dominating influence in the
Public Service Commission, and has so
continued. Mr. Brown is a man of posi-
tive convictions and it is much more com-
fortable to agree with him than to dis-
agee.
Just when Mr. Brown's antipathy for
the Boston and Maine gripped him is un-
certain. It is a reasonable assumption
that it was early, for his youth was spent
in Carroll County and his Iiome is in
Somersworth, both bad places for an im-
patient man who wants quick and con-
venient railroad passenger service. The
resentment was accentuated when he got
knto politics, for he is a Democrat and
the theory of the Democratic leaders in
New Hampshire is that it is always safe
politics to slam the Boston and Maine
and the Amoskeag Manufacturing Com-
pany.
When the Public Service Commission
got around to take up the railroad in-
vestigation, Mr. Brown's first clioice for
investigator was Ralpli Davis of Man-
chester. Mr. Davis' appointment was
blocked by Governor Huntley N. Spauld-
ing on the ground that Mr. Davis was
notoriously unfriendly to the Boston and
Maine and the state desired an impartial
investigation. Mr. Spaulding also
thought a man who understood railroad-
ing would be preferable to a lawyer. So.
Mr. Brown turned to Mr. Lee, a man
who left the employ of the Boston and
Maine in a disgruntled frame of mind
toward the railroad, as the proper man
to investigate the Boston and Maine.
There must be somewhere in the
United States or Canada, a railroad man
competent to have conducted such an
investigation as the 1927 Legislature in-
tended, who was not laboring under an
obsession that the Boston and Maine was
all wrong, and who would not have set
about his study of the road with the sole
purpose of digging out ou\y unfavorable
findings. For even the worst person or
corporation has some good points. But
the Lee report did not disclose a single
thing about the Boston and Maine that
merited even grudging approval. That
the single purpose of Mr. Brown and Mr.
Lee was to blast the railroad is demon-
strated conclusively by the unvarying
criticism and denunciation thai pervaded
the entire documcm. 'i'hey were so ob-
sessed by their preconceptions that tliey
failed to use ordinary tact, which would
have dictated at least some faint admis-
sion of passable railroad service, for the
sake of giving plausibility to their gen-
eral bill of inadequacy.
On the face of things, it would seem
that the money spent on this investiga-
tion of the Boston and Maine service
was wasted, but that may not be so in
the final analysis. The value of the Lee
re|)()rt has been rendered negligible by
the testimony of Mr. Jacobs and tiie
lumbermen, shippers who know they are
getting better freight service than they
liave had in years. And Mr. Hannauer in
his statement to the Legislature declared
he and all his associates desire to work
with the New Hampshire people for the
best interests of the state and for the
railroad. These interests are so inter-
mingled that they cannot be separated.
It is time that this nonsense about the
Boston and Maine striving to destroy
New Hampshire industries and preclude
people from riding on their passenger
trains is ended. It is too ridiculous for
serious consideration by intelligent per-
sons. And Mr. Hannauer has definitely
stated that the railroad has dropped all
notion of abandoning the branch lines in
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New Hampshire, if the people of New
Hampshire justify their continuance.
That means that if the people desire rail-
road service they must use it to an extent
that enables the railroad to meet ex-
penses and render some return to the
owners of the railroad property.
If the aftermath of the Lee report is
the establishment of a better understand-
ing between the people of the state and
the Boston and Maine, the fifteen thou-
sand dollars spent by the Public Service
Commission will not have been wasted,
even though it is certain to require many
times that sum to regain the ground lost
in state promotion as a result of the




Out of the sky float petals
Dreams of the apple tree,
A-tilt on the golden sunbeams,
—
For Spring is over the lea.
Out of the air lloat voices,
Singing through all the night.
Spring is coming
—the moonbeams
Are white with a lily-light.
From the depths of the heart float day dreams,
Tinged with an exquisite hue
—
Or are they apple-tree petals
Like confetti against the blue?
The New England Council
ROBERT HUSE
NEW
ENGLAND during the last
three years has attracted the
attention of tlie o«»untr\' as the
scene of an unique experiment
—the suc-
cessful attempt to unite the progressive
elements and interests of six states in a
co-operative development movement for
the area as a whole.
New England, out of the post-war
business depression, with characteristic
energy set out to build a thoroughgoing
program of readjustment and growth.
New England's leaders entrusted the
stimulation of her progressive redis-
covery of herself and her assets to a new
organization, the New England Council.
Much of the impelling" force behind
the readjustment and reorganization that
has been going on in New England has
been the Council, all-New England de-
velopment organization, with its six state
divisions, of which the New Hampshire
Council is one. Through much of its
development the New" England Council
had the helpful leadership in its New
Hampshire branch of the late W. S.
Rossiter.
In June, 1925, the six New England
Governors evolved the idea of the New
England Council, h'ive monllis later, in
Worcester, Massachusetts, these Gover-
nors met with some 8(X) representatives
of the agricultural, industrial, and com-
mercial organizations of the six New-
England states. This gathering was
named the "New England Conference,"
and was dedicated to the service of New
iMigland and lo the promotion of the
growth and prosperity of the New Eng-
land states. The New England Confer-
ence was made an annual institution, to
consist of delegates chosen each year by
the agricultural, commercial, and indus-
trial organizations of New England. Its
membership is therefore representative
of all the major economic interests and
activities of the six New England states,
and constitutes, in the aggregate, a cross
section of the economic life of New Eng-
land. The Conference is the annual
"town meeting" of the business organi-
zations and interests of the six New
England states. Its temper, expressions,
and viewpoint are those of New England
business.
Like other town meetings, the New
England Conference has its executive
body, the New England Council, consist-
ing of 72 business men, 12 from each
state, chosen b}- the delegates attending
the Conference. Since its inception the
Council has marshaled many of the
forces of New England for collective
and co-operative action, and has de-
veloped among the six states and their
business interests the teamwork neces-
sary to i)romote the business growth and
prosperity of New England.
One of the first tasks which the New
England Council attempted was that of
stimulating progressive co-operative ac-
tivities on the part of New England's
power companies for the good of the
community as a whole. In the words of
John S. Lawrence, first president and
now treasurer, "the Council defined its
policy in regard to power as including
the most economical distribution of
power, the maximum utilization of all
water ])o\vers; inter-connections for
econonu' and })rotection, and reasonable
regulation, to protect the public while
also encouraging health growth."
The companies, at the request of the
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Council, undertook a thorough study of
the power situation in New England and
sought through concrete measures the in-
dustrial development of New England
communities. Of 117 electric service com-
panies in New England 104, under leader-
ship of the co-operating industrial devel-
opment committee of the power industry,
itself acting at the request of the Coun-
cil, have adopted industrial development
programs and have definitely assigned
personnel to community development
work. In various New England states
numerous public utility companies are
making or co-operating in community or
even state-wide industrial surveys. In
thus securing the co-operation of the
electric power companies for community
development, the Council was taking first
steps in a program to co-ordinate in defi-
nite developmental activities all agencies
Avithin the community having a direct in-
terest in the growth of that community.
. In the field of agriculture, the Council
organized a group of practical farmers,
state officers and agricultural experts
who agi"eed that there was a vital need
for grades and standards of quality farm
products, in order to facilitate market-
ing, in order to attract buyers, in order
to make co-operation possible. Five of
the New England states almost immedi-
ately enacted laws establishing the right
of the Commissioners of Agriculture to
fix grades and standards for agricultural
products, and in New Hampshire this
legislation has been passed by the current
legislature.
Uniform grades and standards have
already been fixed and promulgated for
numerous farm products. With these
established the next step is now being
taken—to capture markets, to organize
producers, distributors and state authori-
ties in a united effort to establish uni-
versal acceptance of the New England
Farm Label. This label, like a trade
mark, brands New England quality farm
products and differentiates them from
ungraded farm products.
The New England Council has stimu-
lated the increased use of research in in-
dustry. The Council made, for demon-
stration, research studies in three im-
portant New England industries, shoes,
knit goods, and cotton dress goods. The
researches of these industries have been
widely used by firms in those fields in in-
creasing the effectiveness of their organ-
ization. A survey of the wooden box
industry in New England, also brought
about by the eff'orts of the Council,
pointed the way to reorganize that whole
form of enterprise.
Through the Research Committee of
the Council, New England banks raised
a substantial sum of money to make a
study of the services rendered by banks
throughout the United States, and to
secure from them, if possible, new ideas
for progress. In New England 234 banks
combined to carry on this survey of
l)anking practices. Such a survey under-
taken jointl}' by banks, many of them
active competitors, had never before
been made in any section of the country.
The results of this survey have been re-
ported by the Council and many of its
suggestions have been put into effect by
New England banks.
The Council was responsible, among
its research activities, for the United
States Department of Commerce com-
mercial and industrial survey of New
England, and extremely enlightening re-
ports are now being published. This
survey included an examination of
markets, methods of distribution, prefer-
ences and habits of the New England
buying public, and various analyses of
New England manufactures. In this
work the Council co-operated actively
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for more than a year, and furnished ex-
pert assistance in the field work. Simi-
larly, the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, at the Council's suggestion,
has completed a careful survey to de-
termine the use and value of research in
New h.ngland industries, reports of
w h i c h the Council has distributed
ihrcnighout New England.
The Council, interested in the New
F.ngland railroads and cognizant of the
importance of their service to New Eng-
land industry, called together the presi-
dents of all the railroads serving New
luigland. It was felt that the opportuni-
ties for co-operation warranted the for-
mation of a New England Railroad
Presidents' Committee of the New Eng-
land Council. Every New England rail-
road president sits on this committee.
New England communities have re-
ceived the attention of the Council. Erom
its beginning, the Council has undertaken
to coordinate and to stimulate New Eng-
land communities for their own self-
development, and for this purpose
organized a Community Development
Committee, which has made some sur-
veys of its own in order to ascertain
basic facts about New l^ngland com-
munities.
One of its first elTorts, and one which
was widely commended as productive of
good results, was the preparation of a
thumb-nail industrial survey sent to
5,000 leaders of communities in New
England. This little folder was entitled
"Try These on ^'our Town." It pre-
sented fourteen questions having to do
with the industrial health of the com-
munity. One of the most important
c[uestions asked was the attitude of the
management of industries in regard to
their own future expansion plans as they
relate to the community and the degree
of co-operation between industries and
their communities. The right of a com-
munity to ask questions about the future
plans of those industries on which its
economic life depends, and to be entitled
to intelligent answers, has been em-
phasized by the Council.
As results of the Council's stimulating
efi^orts, thirty-nine New England com-
munities are now making, or have made,
industrial surveys of their own situa-
tions. There are fifty-three industrial
development committees actively a t
work. There are 15 industrial bureaus
in operation. There are six develop-
ment funds available to help industries.
The sum of $52,000 was spent last year
by 19 New England communities for ad-
vertising their advantages. The part
played by electric service companies in
organizing for community growth has
already been told. The New England
Council's eiTectiveness as a coordinating
agency within New England is shown by
the fact that New England railroads are
now organized for community develop-
ment
; power companies are now organ-
ized for that purpose ; likewise, New
England gas companies and banks are
co-operating in community development
work for New England.
The New England Council has real-
ized what New Hampshire also knows,
that visitors mean dollars left behind,
and increased trade. Recreational and
natural scenic advantages aflford the
basis for what comes close to being a
major industry in New England. The
Department of Commerce reported that
visitors to all of the New England states
spent about $400,000,000 in 1926. Those
who serve this trade rank among the
major classifications of industry.
The Council, therefore, has energetic-
ally encouraged New England communi-
ties to appreciate the value to them-
selves of their recreational resources.
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Nature has been good to the six New
England states. There is great beauty
in New England mountains and forests,
seashore and rivers and lakes, which are
to a great extent the natural attractions
which bring in visitors. The Council has
sought to make New England communi-
ties understand that this traffic is worth
stimulating, and that pleasant communi-
ties are worth building up as attractions.
The work in this field is carried on by
the Council's Committee on Recreational
Resources.
The Council annually makes a survey
of the migration of industry in New
England. The publication of the results
of these surveys has helped to dispel
false impressions about the condition of
New England industry throughout the
country. Reports for 1927 showed that
there was a net gain of 266 industries in
New England. In that year, the study
showed that, while only five industries
removed themselves from New England
to new locations outside, no less than
twenty established industries moved into
New England from other sections of the
country. A similar survey for 1928 is
now under way.
The Council undertook these surveys
not only to establish the facts but also to
inspire every New England community
to keep its own record regarding its in-
dustry. The study is not statistically
complete, but it is based on returns from
266 communities, which represent 70 per
cent of New England's population.
That the people of New England are
confident of the value of the Council is
indicated by the fact that nearly 100
New England daily newspapers have
voluntarily contributed largely of their
space for community advertising of New
England as a unit. An advertising com-
pany has co-operated with the Council
in giving space in the street cars for
cards prepared by the Council.
As a result of its three years' activities,
the Council feels that New England may
look with increased confidence to the
future. She now has seen concrete
evidence of the advantages of co-opera-
tion in her own behalf. Six states that
are historically, socially and economically
a unit, have come to a fuller realization
of their essential likeness. The rest of
the country thinks of New England as
one area. That there are advantages in
New England's thinking of herself in
similar fashion seems apparent, and she
is doing so in larger and larger measure.
Today, as in 1925 when the Council was
formed, there is much which co-opera-
tive activity can accomplish toward prog-
ress in and for New England.
In the past, changing conditions have
many times necessitated adjustment of
methods and interests in New England
industry. Each change required the
achievement of a new frame of mind.
Today the new frame of mind in New
England is creating new methods, new
and modern technique in marketing and
merchandising, and a new sense of soli-
darity and common policy. New Eng-
land became the workshop and play-
ground of the nation many years ago.
Today it is greater than ever as an in-
dustrial and also as a recreational region,
and as a land of opportunity.
Fundamentally, New England is a
good place in which to live, to work and
to play. She has a healthful and a stim-
ulating climate. Her geographical posi-
tion makes New England easily access-
ible to more than half the population of
the United States by rail, water, high-
way and air. At her very doors is the
greatest metropolitan market in the coun-
try, New York, and the New England
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states with their eight milhoti people
constitute no small market themselves.
Added to the basic advantages of
climate, location, and general natural
resources, industry tinds in New Eng-
land a reservoir of capital, of manage-
ment and of skilled labor. Her capital
in these days is becoming increasingly
alive to the possibilities of new and
growing industries. Aviation, radio,
rayon, television
—these are typical of
such industries now getting a foothold
and expanding in these states. New
England olYers conditions especially
favorable to industries in which there
is a high rate of value added by manu-
facture. New England is especially
adapted for "semi-luxury" industries as
opposed to "primary" industries such as
always are the most successful in new
and non-industrialized areas.
If then, New England offers ad-
vantages for industry, it is obvious that
she ofifers a commensurate challenge to
her own people. It has been said that
New England is an economic frontier, in
the sense that there are opportunities for
the exercise of wit and ingenuity in
management, for the study and applica-
tion to New England industries of new
ideas and new methods, for the devising
and production of entirely new products
to meet the changing demands of a civili-
zation moving at swifter pace than ever
before. There are opportunities for the
modernization and expansion of present
industries and for the establishment of
new ones. There is opportunity for the
profitable employment of New England's
accumulated capital by "young" men of
all ages. There is an invigorating
climate that has stimulated New Eng-
landers from earliest times to outstand-
ing accomplishment. Here there has
grown up a civilization of highly de-
veloped communities with their schools
and colleges and cultural and historic
environment. There is, above all, op-
portunity to live and work, and accom-
plish things worth while, among pleas-
ant and at the same time enlivening
surroundings.
The Canary s Song
GERTRUDE W. MARSHALL
Sing, sing, how you sing!
You sing your tune I h rough.
Then backward too.
High, high, now so low
With sweetest trills; oh,
Such musical warbling!
Sing again round about.
And from the middle out,
Sing, Dicky bird, sing.
So merrily calling!
Now lifting your wings,
Dear imprisoned thing,
As though free to fly
To the birds in the sky.
Sing, sing, happily sing!




ed to me to be a very wise old
lady, not learned but having a
sort of deep natural w^isdom. She never
did anything simply because somebody
else did it or because it was considered
correct or right by other people. All
her actions and speech seemed to be
dictated by her own inner conviction of
rightness. She had no affectations. She
was natural and independent and this
independence of thought and speech and
action gave her great dignity and an im-
pressive personality. My father told me
she was always like that, that when she
went to live at Ardmore as a young
bride the other women, impressed by this
dignified independence, called h e r
"Queen of Ardmore." She was a beau-
tiful woman, chiefly because of a beauty
of personality that animated her face and
slender form.
She had carried on a millinery busi-
ness since the death of her husband
which occurred when she was only
twenty-eight, and had brought up four
sons. The eldest had gone to America
and prospered there. The second son
was my father. The third had a tailor-
ing business in another town. The
youngest, a man of great brilliance, had
died when he was at college. I loved to
visit my grandmother, and watch her
sew and hear her talk. She made, by
hand, old ladies' lace caps
—
lovely dainty
things, all lace frills and little bows. She
had orders for these from all over the
British Isles. Another specialtiy of hers
was babies' bonnets—pretty rufflled silk
things. She took great pleasure in the
perfection of detail of these things and
would make them only for special cus-
tomers. As she sewed she would talk
about her youth and her life in America
where she had gone with her young hus-
band. When he died she had come back
to her old home in Scotland.
My mother visited her regularly every
week, but I always had a feeling that
she did not know how to talk to mv
grandmother, for she hardly ever went
alone to see her. Usually my father or
I would be with her and very little con-
versation went on between my grand-
mother and my mother. I wondered
about this when I was little as my
mother was a talkative woman and us-
ually had plenty to say. I used to ad-
mire my mother's manner with visitors.
She could carry on so much bright chat-
ter about nothing and there never were
embarrassing stretches of silence when
she was present. But my grand-
mother's conversation and my mother's
were different. My grandmother's was
interesting while mother's was gay an-l
pleasant but did not seem to matter. Per-
haps my grandmother and my mother
did not really like each other very much,
their personalities were so different.
My grandmother used to say she did
not like people to pay her duty visits,
to come and see her because they thought
it their duty to visit old people. She
wanted them to come only if it gave
them pleasure and they really wanted to
come. I am afraid mv mother's visiting
was duty-visiting.
I know my mother had some notion
about this time that she ought to do
some kind of "good deeds" and her
"good deeds" took the form of visiting
old people who lived alone. Several af-
ternoons a week she spent visiting vari-
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ous poor old maiden ladies and old
women who ]i\ed alone in little cottages
in Ardmore. I do not know whether
the old women enjoyed these visits or
not. 1 expect they did for mother had
very charming ways and never went
without some little gifts. She herself
seemed to enjoy the visiting but whether
the pleasure was real or came from a
sense of duty done I do not know.
It was while she was looking for old
women to visit that she made an inter-
esting discovery. She found that in a
cottage near my grandmother's lived my
grandmother's sister and that my grand-
mother and this sister had not spoken
to each other for twenty years ! Here
in my dear mother's opinion was a won-
derful opportunity for a "good deed".
Twenty years before the two sisters had
quarrelled over some furniture left to
them by their mother. An antique mir-
ror had been the special source of di-
vision. My grandmother's sister had in-
sisted on her right to the mirror and
my grandmother had given in, but they
had not spoken to each other since. I
do not know whether one or the other
or both had refused to speak, at any rate
they did not bother each other.
Now my mother found the situation
brimful of possibilities for forgiveness,
restored good feelings, and so on, her-
self to be the reconciling angel. She
spoke to my grandmother about it first
of all and asked her how she could live
so near a sister without ever speaking
to her. My mother said, "Your sister
might have been ill or dying and you
would never have known." "Yes, I
should," said my grandmother. "If she
had really needed me I should have gone
to her, but she did not need me. She
has a good son who cares for her. She
does not need me."
But my mother was not satisfied. She
wanted to see those two "friends". So
one Sunday she gave a little dinner party
and invited the two sisters. They both
came. Grandmother was quite pleasant
to Aunt Janet, as mother had taught us
to call her, but Aunt Janet did not seem
to enjoy the meeting much. She was a
quiet, timid sort of woman and did not
say much. Grandmother, I suspected,
was rather amused by my mother's
efforts at reconciliation and Aunt Janet
was embarrassed. I felt sorry for her but
I did not like her much. She was too
colorless. The only interest I as a child
got out of it was in watching Aunt
Janet's chin when she was eating. She
had a thin face with sharp pointed fea-
tures, her chin being especially promi-
nent. She did not seem to have any
teeth and when she ate her chin moved
forward and up in the most fascinating
way. We children were all interested in
this pecularity of my aunt and often
begged my mother to invite her to a
meal with us so that we could observe
the phenomenon to see how it was done.
In spite of much practice, however, we
could never get our chins to move in the
same interesting way ! My mother never
suspected the reason for what she con-
sidered was our kind interest in Aunt
Janet, but she must have been rather
surprised at the excessive amiability that
made us willing to give up cherished
bits of candy to our aunt.
I am afraid my mother must have been
sadly disappointed in the results of this
"good deed" of hers. She kept on giv-
ing dinners and teas for the two old
ladies but she never seemed to succeed
in making them friends. We met Aunt
Janet's son and saw that he was really
good and devoted to his mother. He
was married and lived in another town
but he often came to see her.
One day Aunt Janet fell ill and took
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to bed. Her son came along and then
her son's wife. One day my mother had
an unexpected visitor. It was the son's
wife. She was quite friendly towards
my mother but she wanted my mother
to stop trying to interfere between the
two old women. "I know you mean all
right," she said to my astonished mother,
"but it would be better to let them alone.
My mother-in-law is bothered too much
about it. She was quite happy as things
were before. She likes a quiet life."
"But don't you think they ought to be
friends?" asked my mother.
"It isn't what they ought to be," said
the daughter-in-law. "They just can't be
friends. They are too different, per-
haps. They never got on together.
That affair of the mirror was really a
good thing for them. They were much
happier when they had nothing to do
with each other. Please don't try an}'
more to bring them together. I am
afraid it would kill my mother-in-law
if she is bothered about it any more.
She is not very strong."
So the relations between our family
and Aunt Janet ceased. My mother was
evidently very much puzzled by the fact
that her "good deed" did not work out
in the orthodox way, for she went
about with a frown on her pretty face
for quite a time. But gradually her brow
cleared, she had found some new outlet
for her passion for "good deeds".
Rosa\Mystica
CLIFFORD M. MONTAGUE
If I went past you down the hill.
And you had never seen n\\ face before,
Would all your being feel the sudden thrill
You said it felt, once more?
If I went past }^u through this shaw
Wf)uld you be all a-quiver at the brush
Of my trailed garments? Would the sudden hush
You said the blackbird had, in awe
Of my first coming, fall upon the place
Once more, if you had never seen my face,
Nor heard my passing by before?
Has A Dragon-Fly Intelligence^
ALDINE F. MASON
SOME
two or three weeks ago, as
I was standing at the edge of my
garden, looking it over, my atten-
tion was called to a loud and persistent
buzzing, near my head. I iinally located
the sound, which proved to be the efforts
of a large dragon-tiy to extricate him
self from the meshes of a spider-web
under the eaves of a small shed.
I took down the dragon-rty and un-
tangled it from the web, which was very
stout and as sticky as if dipped in liquid
glue.
The insect seemed to be exhausted,
and made no motion aside from its heav-
ing sides, and was perfectly content to
cling to my hand and rest. Finally after
a few minutes it flew a short distance,
but fell in mid-air and I re-captured it.
This time it stayed a little longer, then
suddenly rose and circled twice above
my head, then sailed like a miniature
airplane, over the roofs and away.
I forgot the incident until a few days
later, when I noticed another dragon-fly
which flew around the house and hit the
windows as if trying to get in. This was
repeated for several days, always about
the same time, between two and three
o'clock in the afternoon, then one day
when I was working in the yard, ap-
parently the same fly circled my head
and sailed up to the top of a window
in the gable, where it hung with wings
outspread all the afternoon. Then it
happened that I was away for several
afternoons, and on my first day at home,
in answering a hail from a neighbor, I
noticed that one of my cats had caught
a dragon-fly and was holding it for my
approval.
They will give me anything they have
caught without protest, so I took the fly
and set it on the palm of my hand, where
it lay outstretched at full length, measur-
ing a little more than three inches, each
way. It seemed to be the same fly, and
was marked with alternate blue and
black squares ; all others I have seen
around the garden were brown, only.
After I had finished talking with my
neighbor. I tried to transfer the fly to
her to show her little boy, who was play-
ing near, but it refused to leave me, so
I carried it into the house and placed it
on a window screen to rest, as it seemed
to be badly injured. There was no sun-
light on that window and the fly trem-
bled as though cold, so I transferred it
to another where the sun shone, and left
it there, with some sugar and drops of
water near it on the edge of the screen.
About a half hour later, I heard a
buzzing at the window, and friend
dragon-fly was all well and "rarin' to
go." I took it out on the porch and it
took flight, circled the inside of the porch
once or twice and was on its way. I
have never seen it since and can onlv
conjecture whether he thought the haz-
ards too great to return or if, as the
nights grew colder, he went to the happy
hunting grounds. Anyway, I hope he got





M Y grandfather's grandfather, cross the Western part of Massachu-old Captain Aaron Adams, had setts and Connecticut, and the northerlyhiked up from his father Wil- part of New Jersey to reach the only
Ham's homestead at Ipswich, Mass.,
some time before the Revolution, and
built him a house on top of Crany Hill,
the highest point in Henniker, N. IT.
Here he tilled his land and brought up
a large family most of whom he buried
beneath a decorous row of slate tomb-
stones in the neat little family burying
ground just across the road.
There was, however, one son whose
name was Moses, who became unac-
countably stricken with what came to
be called "the Western fever", and who
must have been, at that early period, one
of its very first victims. About the year
1803 he set out, by the covered wagon
road leading to the great West. This
road, I understand, was the first big
job done by a youthful surveyor by the
name of George Washington.
"Our journey was long and weari-
some, and we had finally to make long
stops at various settlements along the
route. The winter found us at Can-
nonsburg, Penn., where my motlier was
taken with a fatal illness, and her bones
lie buried at that place.
"In the spring we pushed on to
northern Ohio, where my father settled
in a little sandy prairie, but on which he
made a beautiful farm of more than five
hundred acres. It had taken us the big-
route, _ I suppose, for the far-ofif region gest part of two years to reach this spot,
then known as the "Western Reserve."
But I will let my grandfather tell the
tale as he told it to me as we sat crack-
ing butternuts
—or "vilnuts," as we call-
ed them—in front of the big old fire-
place long years ago.
"Well," said my grandfather, James, things did not run very smoothly, and I
"And when I got there I did not stay
long. My father married again, and
now I had three half brothers, Ira, Hor-
ace and Cyrus. My own sister, Char-
lotte, liad married Joseph Raird, of
Magnon, 111. Well, as time went on,
"you see, my father, Moses, was a
pretty set sort of a man, and what he
said went. All this talk about the un-
tracked wilderness, wild beasts and
wilder Indians, didn't seem to bother
him a bit. He wanted to see what it
was like, he said.
"My poor mother was not very
strong, but she was going too, and I
and my sister Charlotte. I was a pretty
husky lad, as I had to be after pitching
became desperately homesick for old
New Hampshire and my grand-sir Cap-
tain Aaron.
"I shall never forget the day, July 9,
1809, when little more than a boy, I so
suddenly left my father's house at Suf-
field, Portage county, Ohio. I never
saw the family again. I made my way
to Ashtabula Harbor on Lake Erie, and
after a long wait, managed to work my
passage on a small vessel to a distant
hay and laying stone walls ever since I point, where I began my long walking
could walk almost. trip back to New England.
"To reach our destination, as near as "I had not been a week in the almost
I can remember, it was necessary to pathless forest I had entered before I
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was taken down with a fever and lay un-
conscious I don't know how long.
When 1 partially recovered, 1 wandered
lor days in a sort of haze, niilil I hnall\'
stumbled upon a hunter's deserted cabin,
where I lay helpless, too weak and
emaciated to go any further.
"From this place 1 was finally rescued
by a party of wandering Indians, who
took me to their camp where I remained
until I was able to take up my journey.
My new friends loaded me up with fresh
meat and Indian corn and I once more
headed for the Granite State, and Crany
Hill in particular.
"As I passed through the immense
wilderness of western New York, now
so densely populated, 1 scarcely met a
single person. About the only one I
recall was a queer little man, but of un-
daunted courage. He had cleared a
piece of land and was busily engaged in
building a log cabin. 'The way we set-
tlers do is to take up government land,
clear a little and wait for a customer. By
and by some one comes along who would
rather buy the claim than clear it. Then
I'll move along a piece and build again.
In the course of time, if I'm lucky, I'll
have considerable cash, and I'll settle
down a little further west and get rich
on farm mortgages at twelve per cent
interest. I know lots that's done it.
What? Oh yes, of course I'm all fixed
for next winter. I've got a barrel of oat-
meal, a jug of wdiisky, plenty of plug
tobacco and gunpowder. What more
can a man w^ant?'
"Well, son, I guess I've told you about
all there is to tell," said grandfather.
"But I will say that when at last I set
eyes on old Crany Hill and grand-sir
Aaron's big white house on top of it,
I could have cried for joy."
New Hampshire News Review
Dr. Henry Libby of
INTERESTING Boston has proved
EXPERIMENT by his screen prob-
lem at an experi-
mental pool, Mirror Lake, why we are
not catching landlocked salmon in Lake
Winnepesaukee. This specie of tish is
sought for in all waters and is the gami-
est of all fresh water hsh. Mot Bart-
lett, Fish and Game Commissioner of
Concord, is interested for the State in
Dr. Libby's experiment.
The early history of introducing the
landlocked salmon in Wolfeboro Lakes
and by whom, is veiled in mystery.
However, there are now reliable facts
worthy of research. The question has
been asked over and over again by lovers
of this kind of sport why these precious
fish are not taken from Lake Winnepe-
saukee and Lake Wentworth. An in-
vestigation seemed important to attract
attention to the fundamental causes, and
Dr. Henry Libby, who has fished the
waters of Wolfboro and Tuftonboro
ever since a boy, put the following his-
tory before Commissioner Bartlett, "Sal-
mon, as is well known, spend most of
their lives in salt waters and are posses-
ors of a hidden secret, that they must go
to the headwaters to propagate or spawn,
after which they return to the ocean
for development : the issue is this, the
study of this inherited instinct of this
specie of fish must be taken into con-
sideration." It was for this reason that
Dr. Libby went to the outlet of Lake
Winnepesaukee, which is at Lakeport,
and interviewed Mr. Harry Daniels, who
is the superintendent of the Lake Win-
nepesaukee Water Power Company. The
doctor was shown an upright slatted
screen that is 65 feet long and spaces
between the bars 7-8 inches wide, with
many of the bars bent, making openings
that salmon would naturally take ad-
vantage of in seeking their natural hab-
itat.
At Mirror Lake, Dr. Libby has estab-
lished an experimental fish culture sta-
tion to try out the screen problem. He
introduced several sizes of trout up to
10 inches and confined them within an
area so that they cannot go up stream,
and if they go through slatted screens
down stream, they are captured in a pool
and cannot return. At the outlet of this
pool, there are two sizes of mesh screen
1-2 inch and 1-4 inch. Within two weeks
time, most important discoveries have
been made. While the construction was
in progress, there was a free flow of
water passing through the slatted
screens, from Mirror Lake to Lake
Winnepesaukee. The 1-2 inch mesh
screen was a barrier; therefore it was
proved at once that black bass (a migra-
ting fish and a fish that has been suffi-
ciently studied, requires to inbreed with
its kind to strengthen its existence) these
were found, also perch, sunfish, and
pout in the pool. Dr. Libby placed two
trout 10 inches, two trout 8 inches, two
trout, 6 inches, and salmon up to five
inches and the sizes of fingerlings that
are planted in the lakes of New Hamp-
shire. Already the 8-inch trout had
passed through the slatted screen and of
course the smaller ones have gone
through. The 7-8 inch screen seems a
joke.
Sixty thousand dollars worth of sal-
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mon are distributed annually in New-
Hampshire lakes. Dr. Libby feels that
economic thoughts are run throui^di the
mill-races, also anglers are being let go
to the lakes of Maine to empty their
pockets and possibly establish camp col-
onies. New Hampshire has 700 lakes
and the public is not getting their full
i)enetit. The doctor believes if this fish
problem can be thought out and worked
out by this apparently simple screen in-
vestigation, it will be the means of stock-
ing the smaller lakes with the most joy-
ous recreation and health reviving plea-
sure to those whom fish call to their
haunts. It appears further, to Dr. Lib-
by's layman mind, that this unusually im-
pcMtant, easil}- accomplished scheme
could l»e made practical and that the ex-
periments thus far show evidence enougli
to go on and overcome obstacles if such
arise. It will be an econcjmic measure
to the .State to make New' Hampshire
waters a mecca of enjoyment.
The February
NEW HAMPSHIRE'S meeting of the
DAUGHTERS New Hamp-
shire's Daugh-
ters at H(jtel V'endome, Boston, in obser-
vance of New^ England Day. was the
most enjoyable of the club-year.
Fittingly the patriotic month of Feb-
ruary had been chosen for New England
Day, and fiags, large and small, every-
where bespoke their significance and
graced the attractive club rooms.
The President, Mrs. Nellie T. Hcn-
drick of Nashua, N. H., opened the
meeting with the salute to the flag, un-
der the leadership of Miss Marion Bra-
zier, an honorary member of New
Hampshire's Daughters.
Most graciously, Mrs. Hendrick greet-
ed the club members, their guests, and
the guests of honor.
The guests of honor were Mrs. Grace
Morrison Poole, first vice-president of
the General Federation of Women's
Clubs; Mrs. G. F. Morris, president of
New Hampshire State Federation; Mrs.
A. A. Packard, president of Massachu-
setts State Federation; Mrs. W. J. Mc-




Watson, president of Boston City Fed-
eration; and Mrs. G. F. Speare, chair-
man of New England Conference.
The introduction of each guest of
honor bore the charming stamp of Mrs.
Hendrick's personal thought and appre-
ciation of the individual lives and ser-
vices which each is rendering her state
and country through the activities of
Women's Clubs Federations.
Each guest, in response, brought help-
ful messages from her organization.
Mrs. G. F. Speare, presenting the topic
of the day, discussed the activities of the
New England Conference. She urged
New England women to recognize and
fulfill their responsibility toward the up-
building and maintenance of New Eng-
land's economic position in the country,
so that those dwelling there shall be glad
to live there, rather than elsewhere.
The song, "Hurrah for Old New Eng-
land !", was sung by the club, with Mrs.
J. F. Simpson at the piano.
Mrs. H. A. Goodspeed, program chair-
man, presiding over a rare hour of music
chosen from Mrs. H. H. A. Beach's
works, presented Miss Catherine Gra-
ham Gormley, as.sisted by Miss Des-
mondo Fopiano. Two Steinway pianos
were used. Through the touch and in-
terpretation of these artists the exquisite
beauty of the following numbers called
for the delighted appreciation of their
listeners: Le Prince Gracieux, Scottish
Legend, Gavotte Fantasique, Heartsease,
Tyrolian Waltz, Suite for Two Piano-
fortes, founded on Old Irish Melodies.
At the close of the program hour.
Master Edward Franzeim, dressed as
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page, led the honored guests and escorts
to the tea-room where, in reception Hne,
Mrs. Hendrick, Mrs. Poole, Mrs. Morris,
Mrs. McDonald, Mrs. Speare, and Mrs.
Huntley N. Spaulding greeted members
and guests.
The escorts to Mrs. Hendrick and
guests of honor were respectively Mrs.
C. P. Wellman, Mrs. Myron Davis, Jr.,
Mrs. W. L. Tougas, Mrs. C. M. Glazier,
Mrs. H. E. Morse, and Mrs. D. H. Dick-
erson.
At the tea-table, gay with bright color-
ed tulips, the pourers were Mrs. I. F.
Harris, Mrs. E. B. Albee, Mrs. H. L.
Flather, and Miss Emma Flather, each
from Nashua, N. H., the home of the
president.
The success of the day reflected the
happy combination of fine club-leader-
ship plus the happy blending of personal
touches of generous cooperative commit-
tee details under the direction of Chair-
man Mrs. H. M. Lothrop, reception;
Mrs. N. A. Franziem, hospitality ; and
Mrs. H. A. Goodspeed and her alert
page, Balcom Goodspeed.
^
New England spirit flooded the entire
afternoon with enthusiasm, token toward
fulfilment of incentive to celebrate New
England Day.
Among the important
EXECUTIVE matters that have ema-
nanated from the office
of Gov. Charles W. Tobey since Febru-
ary 1 are the signing of the bond issues
for road building in New Hampshire
during the coming two years.
These include the $1,000,000 bond
issue for the construction of permanent
highways and bridges and the measure
appropriating additional money for the
aid of towns in road work.
State Highway Commissioner Fred-
erick Everett has announced his pro-
gram for this year which he will be able
to carry out with his $3,000,(M)0 f(jr 1929
from the state bond issue and $7.^0,000
from the federal aid funds for the same
period.
The governor has placed his signature
to a bill raising the price of a marriage
license from $1 to $2 but there has been
no dropping oft" in the number seeking to
have the knot tied following Easter.
The State Industrial School land deal
came to a climax when Governor Tobey
pronounced the transaction as not in ac-
cord "with the best interests of the
state," after an exhaustive investigation.
Notwithstanding the disapproval of
the governor and his council the trustees,
encouraged by the decision of the attor-
ney general that the transaction was
legal, if not for the interest of the state,
called a meeting to consummate the deal.
Threats from those opposed to the deal
to secure a court order enjoining the
trustees from executing the sale were in
the air as The New Hampshire went
to press.
The transaction, which was outlined in
the January issue of The New Hamp-
shire, was approved at the final 1928
meeting of Gov. Huntley N. Spaulding
and his council.
National and International
AIRWAYS finances are assured for the
development of a huge air-
port at Hampton. The project is em-
bodied in the report to the Legislature of
the commission appointed by Gov. Hunt-
ley N. Spaulding to study the develop-
ment of the marsh lands at Hampton,
Hampton Falls and Seabrook.
The airport when completed will em-
brace an area of about 1,000 acres.
A Word to the Wise Should Be Sufficient
JULIUS BURNS
towering against the horizon, can afford
to envy you your first awakening to all
of this.
WHEN
the spirit is low and the ^r *. u *u i^
. ,
\i one must, one can have the excel-
mind tired from the dram oi , ^ . ^ , j • • i ^.i
lent appomtments and cuisme and other
resultant luxuries of the finest of hotels
and there bask in the sunshine and with-
out stirring, enjoy glorious views, but
that to me, is not New Hampshire, nor
is it getting "away from it all", for the
life of a palatial hotel is just another
small, demanding world.
New Hampshire means to me, little
white villages nestling in a green valley,
the typical whiteness of houses, school
and church, with slender spire reaching
For New England has nothing else so
j^j^,^^ ^^^^^1^. contrasting with the dark
cfreen backgrround of the hills that rise
"I need not own an inch of land,
But all I sec is mine—"
'HEX
ain
the intensity of strife in mod-
ern affairs and the one besetting thought
persists that, above all, one must "get
away from it all", then is the moment
to hurriedly throw a few comfortable
togs into a bag and make for New
Plampshire's mountain country ; there to
find the peace and soul satisfaction that
brings a re-birth of desire to "go on", in
the struggle to hold one's place in the
busv world.
beautiful to offer and one expedition
will call for more until the varied
beauties of it will thereafter sound a
call which you will be unable to resist.
It is inevitable that, be you ever so
cit\-lircd and born, you will become one
of those spirits of whom Cooper says
in his "Retirement"—
"Sonic minds by nature arc averse to
noise,
And hate the tumult half the wor'd
enjoys."
Rut that state of mind comes after you
have become a real lover of the quiet
hills that first showed you life in its
proper balance, where you re-found broad expanse of sky. For each mood
that sense of proportion lost in the there is an answer.
rush for material things. Where you One may essay the simple life, bathe
sought merely rest and found inspira- in icy pools, tramp the ranges, chop
tion. wood, hunt flowers, listen to the birds,
One who has long since steeped him- watch the clouds roll by, sleep and
self in the glory of viewing far-flung dream; or one may step in one's car
valleys from high hill tops, and felt the and be whisked but a short distance to
thrill of the majesty of mountain peaks a perfect golf course and drive care
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on all sides. Here in these little hamlets,
dotted all through the White Mountains
and many of the most appealing are off
the beaten track of tourists, one finds
that unperturbed region, that simplicity
of life that heals the scars of mind and
brings one to normalcy in health.
There are gentle slopes and ridges
clad in maple, birch and beech ; there
are pungent spruce woods through
which to wander, listening to the soft
breeze singing through the branches, fol-
lowing the sound of rippling water to
secluded water-falls and deep ravines
or there are wind swept summits and
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away by getting' in a lather over a bunker.
If one is of an historical turn of mind,
here is a country rich in such lore.
Scattered here and there are small and
ancient built houses that bring to mind
pioneer tales galore, of hardy settlers
bringing families and effects on ox-sleds
over rough, hardly broken roads to the
new land, of stage coaches rattling up
through from Boston to the north, of
the first iron horse that snorted through
the cjuiet notches and more ; and it is
easy in these still peaceful towns to re-
picture it all.
Or, one can brave the clear invigor-
ating air of winter and find unparelled
skiing, snowshoeing and the Hkc : and
the temperature while hovering at a
low degree does not chill as it does wdien
damp blasts blow from sea and river,
for it is a dry cold and a health giving
cold. A race across unbroken snow
sends a thrill and a new circulation
through the system and ending the sport
in front of an open fire to toast the chill
away is an unending joy to the lover of
the out-of-doors.
Winter to the city dweller is mainly
a thing of snow turned quickly into
brown slush and icy pavements perilous
to navigate ; but not so where a moun-
tain top rises sparkling in the sunshine.
Sugaring-off in the early Spring is
another form of entertainment new to
the essential city man and its pleasures
must be practiced to understand.
Here then, one finds a combination
strange, colonies of city folk who make
tlieir visitations both summer and win-
ter and who carry on in their same busy,
rushing fashion and simple country vil-
lages in whicli the people are living
simply. One has but to make one's
choice of diversion and be on their wav.
The Shut-In Society of Mainey New
Hampshire and f^ermont
ABOUT
50 years ago two invalid
ladies began corresponding witli
each other and tlien with other
invalids until a Shut-Ins-Society was
formed of chronic invalids and those
confined to their homes.
This society has grown until it num-
bers several thousand, scattert'd about rdl
over the world.
All members are confined more or less
to their homes and a great many of them
to beds and wheel chairs.
Tlu- business of the society is con-
ducted In the associate members who
undertake to send cheer and comfort to
the shut-in members. There are several
It is in no sense a charitable societ}'
_\et man\- things of use and value are
sent to the sliut-in members by charitable
associates.
Each shut-in member is reached witii
some little gift and several letters on
Christmas, Easter and on their birthdays
as they come along.
Many of the lady members can use
their hands all right and to them are
sent pieces for quilts and patch work,
materials of all kinds for knitting and
all kinds of fancy work which they us-
ually sell and obtain good returns.
Stationery, stamps, postcards, etc., are
sent out to enable the poorer members to
branch organizations in difl:'erent states, correspond with each other and their
but the business head of the whole is
the secretary, Mrs. Thomas 1). Kanibaut,
Wyckoff, N. J.
The society has a monthly publication,
The Open Window, which goes to all
members, shut-ins and associates. It has
lists of birthdays of the shut-ins, letters
and requests from them and reports of
the work of the society.
Tin- dues f)f the shut-ins are 25 cents
a year usually paid by some associate
and $1.00 per year for the associates.
When the president of the Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont branch
resigned about 25 years ago, the work
was taken up by Miss Ethelyn Williams
of Concord, N. H., who about ten years
ago became Mrs. Carl Burell and came
to Manchester, N. H.
The work has gradually grown until
last Christmas cheer was sent to about
400 shut-ins, about 4(X) children and
about 4(XX) inmates of homes and hos-
pitals.
friends. Pictures, clippings, books and
magazines are sent to those who read.
The Maine, New Hampshire and \'er-
mont branch has a circulating library
of .3(XX) volumes which are loaned sliut
ins—in many cases postage is paid both
ways.
The president and his associates un-
dertake to write letters of cheer to all
the shut-ins in our district and some out-
side—most of the shut-ins are reached
several times a year. Many of the shut-
ins have talking machines and 25 Vic-
trolas owned by the society are loaned
to poorer members and almost KXX)
records are in the record exchange which
are loaned to members as called for.
The society has al)out 100 zigzag
puzzles some with over 5(X) pieces and
several thousand cross-word puzzles
which afford much pleasure to those in-
terested in such things.
On the passing away of Mrs. Burell.
Autr 28, the work has been taken over
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by Carl Burell and conducted along the
same lines as it was by Mrs. Burell.
There are in Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont about 300 shut-in mem-
bers ranging in age from children, mostly
infantile paralysis cases, to a dear old
lady in Antrim who was 96 the 23rd of
last November.
The pass-words of the society are
Hope, Courage and Good Cheer. The
message to all is—Don' t get gloomy,
don't despair, never say die, but just
keep smiling on
—die in the attempt.
Any information about the Shut-in
Society and its work will be gladly given
by Carl Burell, State President for
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont,
601 Hall St., Manchester, N. H.
IVhen Birds Fly South
MAUD E. USCHOLD
How strange the autumn dusks appear
Through vvind-stript oaks; the afterglow
Swift as the geese that smoothly flow
South with the waning of the year,
Unmindful of the dark that falls
In heavy smother on their wings,
For to their hearts the south wind calls,
A clarion that clearly sings,
"Come to the south, come, come away
From leaden lands of fir and larch
Where cruel wind pipes fiercely play
And days in frozen phalanx march ;
"Where shadow serpents on the snow
Move stiffly in the still moonlight.
And star bells tinkle in a row
Along the icy eaves of night."
How cold the autumn dusks appear
Through leafless oaks when hurrying wings
Follow a voice that strangely sings




are of beauty; only
reality disappoints. We dream-
ed of tlie coming Convention of
Foresters, and we were thrilled with an-
ticipation. Were we not brought up on
Robin Hood and might not these be his
merry men meeting to conserve the Ver-
mont hill timber? Men in apple-green,
gathered from all parts of the country ;
big hurley men, they would be, lean,
handsome men, with long strides and the
swing of the trail. Their eyes would be
the deep eyes of those who constantly
view the distant hills.
For days there had been the whisper,
"When the foresters arrive." Rooms at
the Inn were cleared, the big hall was
made ready, and the dining-room officials
held a special session for their benefit.
A hundred Robin Hoods with their
wives were due in a day ! We pictured
those wives, their beauty of form and
their animated wisdom, striding Ama-
zon-like about in Alpine garb, commun-
ing only with trees. To them belonged
the great places of the earth and the
keepers thereof. They were bound to be
superwomen, and we watched for them.
All around the Inn were hills thickly
wooded with green trees prime for the
axe, but we had no fears, for were not
the foresters at hand? These men in
green with their leathern gaiters and
peaked caps would come to save the
groves, not destroy them.
Certainly there would be something of
the pixie about them, in their aloofness
something of the god. While they were
among us we would stand aside as at
some gesture of creation staying the de
structiveness that symbolizes American-
ism
;
the tramp, tramp of many feet like
soldiers of peace making salvage of de-
struction as we watched their green
shadows fade into the purple of the hills.
They came, clean shaven, alert, with
eyes that see far. And with their wives.
But where was the Lincoln green?
Where, even, the broad shoulders ? More
than one of them, filing past with a
man's intent interest on his dinner, had
the stoop and twist of a scholar. Where
was the long swing of the giant walker?
Instead, they ambled with the readily
adaptable lock-step of men accustomed
to the drawing-room. Their eyes were
keen and humorous, a saving grace to
those who know the loneliness of the
forest. And the wives? Yes, many of
them were beautiful with the fragile
delicacy of the protected object of man's
adoration.
They came riding in automobiles,
dressed in the plain, conventional clothes
of l)usiness men. They wore hats of
various morning styles respectable for
any city street. They registered as any
man regisers at any hotel and filed into
the dining-room with the tired pre-
occupation of office workers.
But is the romance of the forest gone?
To be sure, they started on their in-
spection trip in a whirl of motors instead
of the steady march of feet, but beyond
their parking place at the edge of the
forest romance begins, not in the outer
trappings, but where scientist and poet
meet to preserve the beauty and useful-
ness of God -given shade.
Their conferences protect our rain-
falls, our supplies of food and fuel.
What if the .spectator loses the poetry
of their effectiveness? Upon the forest-
ers, after all, depends the prosperity of
our country. In their reality, our dreams
come true.
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dreamily over the first pages
of my magazine that contains
stories. Thereupon I feel greatly
shaken and a sudden chill runs up my
back as I sit gasping, for a towering
figure of a great green sphinx with a
well kept set of teeth stares at me. Un-
derneath this impressive portrait, like
the ghostly voice of a long buried son of
Pharoah, are the words : "The Secret
Revealed."
I discover that the secret which the
world has been searching for is, that un-
less I use a toothbrush with a particular
curve designed especially for my use--
all is lost. A few pages further on I
find that all is even more hopeless unless
I use a toothbrush curved in just the op-
posite direction.
Privacy is an unknown circumstance
to the superb advertisment writers. A
young man in his bath tells me that the
brush with which he is scrubbing his
back has seventy-one different uses and
that by my sending a post-card to the
manufacturer I may have the brush
demonstrated in my own home or in my
place of business.
A little further on I come to a page
advertising a well known brand of ketch-
up. My knowledge of the manufactur-
ing of ketchup is vastly expanded as I
read that only one tomato on a vine is
fit to be made into ketchup. I wonder
what they do with the other tomatoes.
Parading around the edge of the page
in a gay attire are to be found the
twenty-nine ingredients used in a well
known brand of soup.
"Not a cough in a carload" is the slo-
gan of a cigarette manufacturer. Ii
seems as though it would be possible to
pack just one cough in a carload so as
to keep Smith Brothers in business. I
think that Trade and Mark Smith would
appreciate this little kindness.
One might think that after a few-
years he would know what to do with his
face in the morning. Presumptuous
worm. In flaming letters are arranged
the words: "Do you know how to dry
your face correctly after it is washed?"
Ninety-five per cent of the people in-
stantly lose faith when the question is
put before them. I read nervously on:
"If you value your complexion, do not
scrub your face, and rub it as if you
hated it, but wipe it lovingly, after it
is washed."
A lump comes to my throat, and I am
conscious of an attack of palpitation of
the heart. For years I have mistreated
the only face I shall ever have. Thank-





lights in St. Mary's hospital
burned dimly. Soft-footed nurses
glided from room to room and
from ward to ward ministering to the
needs of sufferers, patiently replying to
a fretful question here or passing a
word of cheer to a pain-tossed, restless
patient there.
In a private room, grim and white
after the manner of well kept hospitals,
after the manner of well kept hospitals,
a man lay facing the black shadows of
the Valley of Death. Sudden and swift,
with one fell swoop, the agony had come
upon him a few hours before. An
immediate operation had been pro-
nounced necessary and had been per-
formed, and now he lay, with a fighting
chance, the surgeons said, but with the
odds heavily against him.
Gordon Earle faced this situation as
he had every trying one in life, bravely,
quietly. Only the agony in the honest
gray eyes told mutely of his suffering.
As the night wore slowly on the
events of his life-time passed before
Earle's pain-distorted mental vision.
The little cottage snuggled in the heart
of the Green Mountains where his child-
hood had been passed ; the red school
house just over the hill, to which, with
his sister, he had trudged morning after
morning, barefooted, with his shining tin
dinner pail swinging at his side. "Hark !
was that the rain on the rafters?
Mother !" He w^oke with a start to find
a nurse bending over him wiping the cold
perspiration from his face.
"It wasn't mother after all," he
sighed, and was soon drifting away
again on a somewhat turbulent River of
Dreams, one of the tributaries to the
River of Life. This time he landed a
little further from the source. The
cottage had vanished; father, mother
and sister were beyond recall ; the red
school house was obscured in a mist.
Earle found himself well beyond those
early days, serving his apprenticeship in
a dirty little printing shop in a country
village.
And now he was seized with the
frenzy of nightmare. Sweating at every
pore he was struggling beneath bushels
of pied type which he must emerge from
and sort, before an ogre in the shape of
his boss appeared.
Once more a kindly disposed nurse
came to his rescue, releasing him from
this predicament, and he came back
again to the little white room and a
realization of his suffering.
"Better?" encouragingly inquired the
lady in white.
"Vastly," lied Earle, and wearily
closed his eyes. His brain was clearing
a bit from the anaesthetic and present
day affairs were crowding out old
memories.
"I say," he called feebly, "I must see
Gerard. Gerard at the Eagle office you
know."
"We'll see," evaded that sphinx-like
person. "At present you must keep
quiet."
"But," persisted the poor fellow,
"Tomorrow is—is tomorrow Wednes-
day? Tomorrow is publication day, and
there's nothing ready."
"Tomorrow is Tuesday," soothed the
nurse, "and perhaps Gerard may come
in."
But the next day Earle's suffering was
so intense that it even drove from his




The Northwood Eagle was published
every Wednesday afternoon. Besides
faithfully chronicling the doings of
Northwood, a thriving little village in
the middle west, it served as a medium
for the expression of its editor's views
on matters local and otherwise.
Ten years before, when Earle was a
clear-eyed youth fresh from an eastern
college, he had invested his little all in
a pnnting plant in Northwood. A dis-
couraging venture it would have been
deemed by any business man. Almost
primitive in its equipment, presses of
antiquated make, type worn and old,
indeed the whole outfit was a sorry
looking affair.
The former owner of the establish-
ment had failed to conduct the business
on a paying basis and had suspended
publication of the paper a few months
previously. The plant, if it might be
dignified with such a term, had been
advertised for sale for the benefit of the
creditors and through some strange freak
of fate Earle had discovered it and lost
no time in buying it.
How the wise ones did wag their
heads when this youthful college boy
appeared among them. Some pitied
him for staking his savings in such a
doubtful venture and others secretly
laughed at his folly.
But as the months and years went by
Earle's little paper grew to be one of the
most widely read and often quoted
weeklies in the state. Advertisers, the
financial prop of any publication, crowd-
ed each other for space in its columns.
His news items were breezy and well
written
;
his editorials reflected a calm
judgment and grasp of local, national
and international affairs that would have
done credit to a much more pretentious
publication. New machinery and equip-
ment had replaced the old, and a modern,
up-to-date printshop, in connection with
the paper, flourished in place of the
former apology for one.
A new name. The Eagle, adorned
the first page of the publication, which
bold title Earle considered symbolic of
the freedom and liberty which was to be
the policy of the paper in discussing all
subjects, political and otherwise.
But all these things had not come
about without a big effort on the young
editor's part. To be sure he had faith-
ful employees
—a few—but he was the
main spoke in the wheel. In these first
years The Eagle had been edited, and
most of the copy written and proof-read
by himself and every detail of the work
had been under his personal supervision.
Many and many a time he had worked
alone far into the night at the mechanical
end of the job to assure the prompt de-
livery of the paper or of some promised
order of printing.
For a brief three years Earle had had
the assistance of a person whose face
now persistently haunted his pain-
tortured brain. In more lucid moments
he recalled the day she had come to him
seeking employment on—or rather, a
chance of expression in— The Eagle.
Her eager, expressive face, her animated
appearance as she timidly, yet with per-
sistence, begged for a place on the
"staff."
Earle remembered that Sylvia Med-
field had seemed to consider his decision
a life and death affair, and how elated
she had seemed when, after weighing
the matter carefully, as he did all matters
great and small, he had decided to give
her a trial. My, but she had made good !
From early morning till late in the even-
ing she had worked with surprising zeal,
and the quaintness and originality of
expression which marked even the most
commonplace piece of news soon began
to attract atention. Little by little she
had taken upon her tireless and willing
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little shoulders a large part of the duties Earle looked unconvinced but said
connected with the paper, leaving Earle little more, and she went away. He had
free to devote his time to the mechanical not seen her since and gradually had
end of the work. become accustomed to carrying the bur-
in the last year of her stay Earle had den of the work again. He heard
even taken a long and restful vacation occasional reports of the progress she
and had found affairs running smoothly was making in the newspaper world and
and successfully on his return. Sylvia's not infrequently saw her name over
heart and soul had seemed wrapped in articles and stories in the magazines that
her work and Earle had come to depend came to his desk. He had an idea, when
on her more than he realized. His face he stopped to consider the matter, that
was set toward the goal of success in his she had forgotten The Eagle and all that
business and all things that could aid pertained to it and was absorbed in her
him, be they human or inanimate were, own advancement in the world. But
perhaps unconsciously, viewed as step- her going had left a scar on his heart
ping stones to that end. that was slow in healing.
And then a bomb had fallen from the
clear sky. One evening at the close of The Death Angel hovered for many
a busy day Sylvia had waited until the days over the little room in St. Mary's.
others were gone and quietly informed Months and years of unceasing work,
him of her decision to leave his employ, with little rest or playtime, had depleted
Stunned for a moment at the sudden- the stock of reserve energy in a naturally
ness of her announcement, he scarcely robust frame and lowered its resisting
realized what it was going to mean to power. Day after day life was despaired
him. Earle was a man of few words of.
and could think of little to say save to In his brief lucid moments Earle con-
quietly urge a reason for this apparently tinned to call for a consultation with
sudden decision. This seemed to be just Gerard, but would soon wander away
the thing she was least able to give, into unconsciousness and babble un-
although the necessity for it became meaningly of newspapers, devils, presses
more and more apparent to her. She and angels.
hadn't realized it was going to be so Of course Earle did not die; else why
hard. At last she broke down— should this tale be told? Of a sudden
"It's come to mean too much to me," he began to mend, reason to return to
she confessed weakly. "If anything his muddled brain and hope to his des-
happened to the paper—or—anything, it pairing mind. Time, which had been a
would be like the end of the world. I've confused jumble of darks and daylights,—
got
—to—go. I've secured a position now resolved itself, by the aid of the
on a daily in Detroit and I'm going to ever helpful nurses, into well ordered
try it. Perhaps I'll make good." days and nights. A calendar even told
"You'll make good all right, no doubt him that he had passed by several of the
of that," Earle replied quickly, "but weekly publication days of The Eagle.
what am I—what are we—going to do One day, when he had become a little
without you?" stronger, at his request papers of these
"The same as before I came. You'll dates were brought to him and, with a
soon get back into the old ways, and if dread of what they might disclose, he
you think you can't, why there are plenty began looking them over,
of others ready to help you." What the papers revealed nearly
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brought on a relapse. Not that they
lacked anything toward the making of
an ideal country paper, far from it.
Every column was crowded with live,
interesting matter. Even in its palmiest
days The Eagle had never been like this.
Too weak to more than glance over
the pages Earle rang for a nurse, who
came in with dancing eyes, and, before
giving him a chance to speak, announced
gravely that the "editor pro tem" of The
Eagle desired an interview with him, if
he felt strong enough.
Thereupon a slip of a girl was ushered
into his presence and mercifully—or
unmercifully
—left there by the tactful
nurse.
"Sylvia!" Earle uttered the name
weakly, fairly overcome by surprise.
"How did you know? Where did
you come from? How did you manage
it? Why?—" he checked himself, and
managed to appear as calm as a man in
his perturbed frame of mind could be
expected to. "Tell me all about it," he
finally demanded.
Sylvia, forcing herself to a glibness of
tongue, told her story.
"One night, weeks ago, I had a very
terrible dream. I thought you were
suddenly stricken ill, almost to death.
I'll never forget your face as I saw it
that night. The horror of my dream
haunted me till morning; then I wired
Gerard. You had been taken to the
hospital the night before. I packed up
and reached here that night and got into
harness. That's all. Is the paper all
right ?" she concluded, naively.
"All right ! yes, the paper's all right,—and so are you. Come here."
Earle reached out arms that had been
so strong, but were now pitiably weak,
and, as she came near, drew her to him.
"You cared for the paper—you cared—you do care, a little, for me, or you
wouldn't have done it." His voice was
suspiciously near breaking.
"Care! of course I care." The tears
were streaming down her cheeks in spite
of her effort to control herself, at sight
of his thin, drawn face, and evident
emotion.
"Do you care enough to be my part-
ner, my little comrade, always?"
The happiness that shone in her eyes
should have been answer enough, but he
needs must be given the reply in words.
And then with the age-old bliss envelop-
ing their hearts, they forgot time and
place while planning the future that
opened like the dawn of a brilliant, sun-
kissed morning before them.
When at last Sylvia was gone and the
nurse came in, she marveled at the glow
of happiness in the thoughtful gray eyes
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IT
IS quite time New Hampshire
investigated the high cost of "inves-
tigating" and "auditing." Only
recently the accounts of the state
institutions and departments w ere
"investigated" and "audited" and a "new
system" installed, the legislature appro-
priating $20,000 for the work, and the
contract awarded to a Boston firm.
Only seventy-five dollars remained
unexpended after the bills were paid.
Strange, indeed, that the cost of such a
work should come so close to the amount
appropriated. Perhaps we should be
grateful for the unexpended balance of
seventy-five dollars. The cost of the
recent audit of the books of the secre-
tary of state was $2,639.61, the make-up
of the bills rendered to and paid by the
state, being as follows :
"Nov. 19. On account investigation of
department of secretary of state, under
direction of attorney-general :
Services of Mr. Willis and
assistants, through Novem-
ber 17, 1928, $1,082.50
Expenses, 65.93
"Dec. 17. Completion of investigation
of department of secretary of state with
report submitted under date of Decem-
ber 14, 1928 : Recommendations for
changes in the office practice of the
secretary of state with report submitted :





At present this concern is making m
audit of the books of the State Hospital
and has just completed an investigation
of the books and accounts of the
Department of Fisheries and Game.
It W'Ould appear reasonable to assume
that this work could be accomplished by
the state auditor. Otherwise why do
we have such an official? If the powers
conferred upon the state auditor do not
permit him to make such investigations
as he deems advisable
;
then it would
seem that a change in our laws covering
the matter would be at least sane and in-
telligent. The practice of engaging
expensive accountants at the state house
should be discontinued. The payment
of $2,639.61 for auditing the accounts of
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the secretary of state's office appears
ridiculous.
And what could have been more in-
jurious to the business
interests of the
state of New Hampshire than the
abusive report on the Boston and
Maine
Raih-oad of one Mr. Lee issued under
the kindly auspices of the Public
Service
Commission? We spend thousands of
dollars annually to advertise the good
things New Hampshire has to ofifer and
graciously hand out nearly fifteen
thou-
sand dollars to our good Mr. Lee to tell
the wide world that we have a railroad
system that is faulty
—so faulty in fact
that he fails to write in his exhaustive
report one word that is complimentary
to the system. And they say we should
expend $15,000 more for another report!
All of which leads us to entertain the
opinion that judging from appearances,
reports and bills rendered and paid, a
few "experts" are finding this state a
happy hunting ground, a gold mine, a
paradise. How long are we to remain
on the "sucker" list?
* * *
Vice-President Curtis has started a
social war in Washington—the capitol of
our democratic L^nited States. Being a
widower he named his sister, Mrs. Gann,
his official hostess, and because she was
not accorded the honors usually accord-
ed the wife of a vice-president, he filed
a formal protest with the Secretary of
State. Courteous diplomats, courteous
officials, will give Mrs. Gann the "honor"
her brother, the vice-president demands,
but what an empty honor, what a hollow
mockery it all will mean to her. Faced
with the fact that in the event of the
death of the president the vice-president
inherits the office, we are led to ofifer a
fervent prayer that the Lord will spare
President Hoover at least during the
reign of Vice-President Curtis and his
sister, Mrs. Gann. And what must be
the thoughts of poor Mr. Gann.
* * *
A Massachusetts newspaper says,
editorially :
"Two million tourists will come into
New England this year by automobile,
attracted in part by the way the North-
ern New England States have advertised
beyond the Hudson River. The Bay
State will provide them with good roads.
"For, make no mistake about it, Mr.
Speaker and gentlemen, the merchants,
the hotels and resorts of Massachusetts
—as well as the people in general who
are taxed for the building and mainten-
ance of these boulevards—will HELP
to pay the advertising bills of MAINE,
NEW HAMPSHIRE AND VER-
MONT."
The implication that Massachusetts
helps New Hampshire pay any of its
bills is too silly. What about the half
million or more Massachusetts automo-
biles that clutter up our traffic on New
Hampshire highways, run with gasoline
purchased before crossing the line in
order to evade our road tax?
* * *
During the committee hearing upon
the bill providing for abolishment of the
office of State Sealer of Weights and
Measures the present incumbent of the
office made an unwarranted personal
attack upon the Governor of the State of
New Hampshire. Mr. Webster's abuse
of the Governor did not win sympathy
and it was in spite of the attack that the
bill was killed. On the other hand
Governor Tobey's silent contempt for the
wild utterances of the traducer has won
him commendation. Webster holds his
office as a result of the legislative battle
but Tobey won the respect of all people
to whom such attacks and tactics are
repugnant.
New Hampshire Necrology
HON. CHARLES H. AMSDEN
Charles H. Amsden, Ijorn in Bosca-
wcn, July 8, 1848; died in Boston, Feb.
17, 1929.
He was the son of Henry H. and
Mary (Muzzey) Amsden, was educated
in the public schools and Appleton Acad-
emy, New Ipswich. He entered his
father's office at Penacook and later be-
came a partner in the furniture manu-
facturing business with his father and
brother, the tirm being H. H. Amsden
and Sons. His father died in 1869, and
his brother soon after, when he assum-
ed charge and carried on the business
which was one of the most extensive in
the place. Aside from this he was large-
ly engaged in lumber business ; was one
of tlie organizers of the Concord Axle
Co., and a director and president for
more than ten years. He was also a di-
rector of the Mechanicks National Bank
of Concord, of the Granite State Fire In-
surance Co., of Portsmouth, of the Port-
land and Ogdensburgh Railroad, and
prominent in many other business en-
terprises, and was president of the N. H.
Board of Commissioners for the Colum-
bian Exposition at Chicago, in 1893.
In religion he was a Baptist and active
in the affairs of the church. He be-
longed to the Masonic fraternity and was
a member of Horace Chase lodge, at
Penacook, Mt. Horab Commandery
Concord, and xA-leppo Temple, Boston.
Politically he was a life-long Demo-
crat. He served as alderman for Ward
1, Concord, in 1873-5, and was a member
of the State Senate in 1883-4; and was
his party's candidate for governor in
1888 and 1890. In the latter year there
was no election by the people. The elec-
tion went into the Legislature and he
was defeated through the seating of cer-
tain so-called "if entitled" representa-
tives, against precedent. In July, 1894,
he was appointed Deputy Naval Officer
of Customs at the port of Boston, and
had since remained in the Customs ser-
vice. In Boston he was a member of
the City Club, and president of the Mer-
cantile Library Association.
On October 29, 1870, he married
Helen Ardelle Brown of Penacook, who
died August 6, 1891. He is survived by
a son. Dr. H. H. Amsden of Concord,
and two grandsons, also by a second
wife, who was Miss Alma E. Deane,
whom he married in 1909.
WILLIAM S. ROSSITER
William Sidney Rossiter, born in
Westfield, Mass., September 9, 1861;
died in Concord, N. H., Jan. 23, 1929.
He was educated at Columbian (now
George Washington) University, and
Amherst College, graduating from the
latter in 1884, and after several years in
newspaper work and the printing busi-
ness in New York, he was connected
with the U. S. Census Bureau in Wash-
ington, serving for nine years as chief
clerk.
In 1909 he came to Concord to accept
the position of vice-president of the
Rum ford Printing Co., and was subse-
quently made president and general man-
ager of the corporation, which position
he held at the time of his death.
He was active in the work of the first
New England Conference, and was
chairman of the New Hampshire Coun-
cil. He was a deacon and trustee of the
South Congregational Church of Con-
cord, a member of many economic and
political science organizations, and a
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writer upon statistical and economic
subjects.
He married Miss Nellie C. Budd of
New York in 1891, who survives, with
one daughter, Miss Marjorie R. Troxall
of Concord, and a grandson.
JOHN H. ROLFE
John H. Rolfe, born in Penacook
(Ward 1, Concord) October 1, 1847;
died there January 23, 1929.
He was the son of Capt. Nathaniel
and Mary J. (Moody) Rolfe and was
educated in the public schools and Kim-
ball Union Academy. He followed the
occupation of a lumberman, until within
the last few years, when he had been in
retirement. Politically he was an active
Democrat, and as such served a term
in the Concord Board of Aldermen, as
moderator in his ward for more than
30 years and a representative in the
Legislatures of 1911, 1913, 1925, 1927
and was a member for 1929, at the time
of his death. He was an Odd Fellow,
and Past Noble Grand of Hannah Dus-
tin Lodge of Penacook. He had been for
27 years chief of Pioneer Engine Co.,
of Penacook.
In 1872 he married Miss Roxana P.
Simpson, who died ten years ago. One
daughter, Mrs. Marion Simpson Osgood,
survives ; also a granddaughter and two
brothers, Joseph H. Rolfe of San Diego,
Cal., and Arthur F. of Penacook.
G. SCOTT LOCKE
George Scott Locke, born in Chiches-
ter, December 18, 1849; died in Concord,
January 25, 1929.
He was the son of Levi and Hannali
(Durgin) Locke, and from early life was
noted for his love of horses. He was a
stage driver for several years in the
White Mountain region, in }»outh, and
later followed the race track, as a
driver or judge for many years. He
married Miss Belle Marshall of Lancas-
ter, and settled in Concord, where he
served as deputy sheriff and jailer for
several years, and was city marshal of
Concord from 1888 to 1902. He was
also for a time a member of the State
Excise Commission following a term of
service as an inspector for that body.
In 1883 he became interested in Texas
and acquired a cattle ranch in that state,
where he spent some time each year,
looking after his interests.
He was active and prominent in Ma-
sonry, being a member of Lodge, Chap-
ter, Commandery, Consistory and Tem-
ple. One son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Locke, George Scott, Jr., who was a
practicing physician in Portsmouth, but
who died years ago, as well as his wife,
leaving a daughter, Violet, who is now
the wife of Dr. D. G. Mclvor of Con-
cord.
GEORGE A. BRUCE
George Anson Bruce, born in Mont
Vernon, N. H., Nov. 19, 1839; died in
Brookline, Mass., January 31, 1929.
He graduated from Dartmouth Col-
lege in 1861, and commenced the study
of law, but, the Civil War having broken
out, enlisted in the 13th N. H. Regi-
ment in which he was commissioned first
lieutenant, and was engaged with it in
the battle of Fredericksburg, after which
he was assigned to staff duty, serving
through the war. He was one of the
first to enter Richmond, after it sur-
rendered, and was mustered out of the
service, June 22, 1865, with the brevet
rank of Lieutenant Colonel.
He resumed his law study after the
war, in the office of D. and G. Richard-
son in Lowell, was admitted to the bar
May 10, 1866, and entered practice in
Boston, establishing his residence in
Somerville, where he was prominent in
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public life, serving three years as mayor. He is survived by his wife, Kate M.
He was a Republican in politics, and as vSpaulding, one son, Alderman Earl C.
Spaulding, and a grandson, Ashley M.
Spaulding.
.sucli, served in the N. H. House of Rep-
resentatives from his native town in
1865. He was chosen to the Massachu-
setts State Senate in 1882 and 1884, and
served as president of that body wh«^n
Gen. B. F. Butler was governor, and
(ieorge S. Marden, another New Hamp-
shire man, was speaker of the House.
For some years past he had lived with
his daughter and only child, his wife,
who was Miss Clara M. Hale of Groton,
having died in 1907. His daughter, and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Foster, and several grandchildren, sur-
vive.
DANIEL M. SPAULDING
Daniel Minot Spaulding, born in Sul-
livan, September 10, 1859; died in Keene,
February 3, 1929.
He was the son of Henry O. and
HARVEY L. BOUTWELL
Harvey Lincoln lioutwell, born in
Meredosia, 111., April 5, 1860; died in
Maiden, Mass., February 4, 1929.
Although not a native or resident of
the state Mr. Boutwell was essentially a
New Hampshire man, for he came in in-
fancy to Hopkinton. N. H., wliere he
was reared on the farm settled by his
great grandfather, Maj. William Weeks
of Washington's stafif. He was educated
at Hopkinton and Contoocook Academ-
ies and at the State College in Durham,
now the L^niversity of New Hampshire,
graduating from the latter in 1882. Later
he studied law at the Boston University
law school and in the offices of John
Sarah E. (Houghton) Spaulding, and ^- Mugridge^of
Concord and Wilbur H
was graduated from Amherst College in
1884, and spent several years in teach-
ing, serving as instructor in French and
Science in Armes Academy at Shelburne
Falls, Mass., and as principal of the Me-
thuen high school. Later he settled in
Keene, where he w^as engaged in farm-
ing, retiring about five years ago.
He was a Republican in politics and
served in the Keene city council from
Ward 3, and as a representative in the
Legislature in 1917 and 1919, and was
also a member of the Board of Educa-
tion.
He was a member of the Masonic fra-
ternity, Init more particularly active in
the Grange, where he had been master
of both the local subordinate and Ches-
hire county Pomona Granges, and a dis-
trict deputy of the state Grange, and a
director of the state Grange Fire Insur-
ance Co.
Powers of Boston, and settled in prac-
tice in the latter city, which lie continued
through life, making his home in Mai-
den, where he was prominent in public
affairs, serving as city solicitor, and
member of the state legislature, as well
as director of banks and other c<-)rpo-
rations. He was also a member of the
executive council of Massachusetts at
the time of his death.
In 1911 he was elected b}- the alumni
as a trustee of the State University, and
had ever since lield that position, being
president of the board at tlie time of
his death and for some years previous,
and ever deeply interested in the welfare
of the institution.
He was a Republican in politics and a
liaptist in religion. He married Nellie
C. Booth, in 1886. and had one son,
Louis E., who graduated from the Bos-
ton University Law School in 1917.
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PERLEY E. FOX
Perley E. Fox, born in Maiiow, De-
cember 17, 1833; died in the Westmore-
land hospital, Feb. 5, 1929.
He was the son of Peter T. and Em-
ily (Perley) Fox, his father owning a
large farm, about three fourths of a
mile from Marlow village, where he was
born. His mother was one of a large
family of Edmund Perley of Lempster,
of whom one married Rev. Dr. Alonzo
A. Miner of Boston and another the
noted Methodist bishop Osman C.
Raker who was also a native of Marlow.
He was educated at Marlow academy
and the N. H. Conference Seminary at
Tilton. and spent ten years in teaching,
after which he engaged in mercantile
life in Marlow, but for some years de-
voted much attention to agriculture, im-
proving the old homestead. He was also
an inventor, taking out several patents,
one of which was for an evaporator
used in making maple sugar.
He was a Republican in politics and a
Methodist in religion, and had been for
more than 30 years superintendent of the
Methodist Sunday school. He had
served on the town school board, six
years as a member of the Cheshire
County Board of Commissioners, and as
member of the state legislature in 1913.
He was an Odd Fellow, and a charter
member of Excelsior Grange of Marlow,
of which he had been master, as well as
of Cheshire county Pomona Grange.
He married in November 1860, Miss
Catherine Fiske. daughter of Hon. Amos
F. Fiske of Marlow. who died manv
years ago, leaving no children living.
REV. JOSEPH A. CHEVALIER
Rev. Joseph A. Chevalier, born in
Assumption, Que., September 19, 1843;
died in Manchester, February 8, 1929.
Father Chevalier was one of the old-
est and best known Franco-American
priests in New England. He founded
St. Augustine parish in Manchester, the
first Franco-American parish in the
state, and was its pastor for more than
half a century. He worked incessantly
for his church, and carried out many
building and educational enterprises, be-
sides doing much for the cause of the
Catholic church in general outside the
city.
He was the dean of the Catholic
clergy of New Hampshire, and the es-
teem in which he was held was demon-
strated by the great attendance at his
obsequies.
MARY BARNARD DANIELL
Mary B. Daniell, born in Franklin,
August 30, 1860; died there February 9,
1929.
She was the daughter of Daniel and
Amelia (Morse) Barnard, was gradu-
ated from Smith college in the class of
1881, and became the wife of Frederick
H. Daniell, superintendent of the Sul-
loway Mills, June 20, 1889. Her father
was a prominent lawyer and had been
attorney general of the state and her
husband was a son of Warren Daniell,
a prominent Democratic politician and
one time member of Congress.
She was prominent in the Unitarian
church, the Abigail Webster Chapter of
the Daughters of the Revolution and the
Franklin Woman's Club, being a charter
member of each. She was also a charter
member of the N. H. branch of the As-
sociation of American University Wom-
en. She is survived by a son, daughter
and two grandchildren.
^c
Tenting on the Old Camp Ground'''
J. AI. FRENCH, M. D., Milford, Mass.
A STOKV OF TTIK SOXO AND TTS WRTTKR
IN
THE late seventies of the last
century, 1 began the practice of
medicine in Campton Village, New
Hampshire. I boarded in the center of
the village, with a man and his wife who
were so well situated and so hospitable
that they were in the habit of receiving
frequent applications for entertainment
from travelers, since the village lay
along the main highway from Boston to
the White Mountains, and had no hotel.
One afternoon a good looking and
well-dressed man of apparently a little
less than middle age, drove up to the
door with a horse and democrat wagon,
having a small melodeon strapped to the
back of the seat, and asked to be put up
for the night, as he had an engagement
to give a concert there that evening.
His request was granted, and as I had
an abundance of leisure at that period of
my career, I devoted myself during the
rest of the afternoon to making his
acquaintance.
I soon learned that his name was
Walter Kittredge, and that he was the
author and composer of the stirring war-
time ballad, "Tenting on the old camp
ground," a song which had often tliri]le<l
my heart and made my blood run hot
with patriotic fervor, as I had listened
to it during the days of the Civil War,
which was then only a little further in
the past than is the World War today.
I went with him to the concert that
evening, and found the time to pass very
agreeably. He sang a number of songs,
most of them original, accompanying the
singing with the music of his melodeon,
and told many entertaining stories, whicli
he illustrated in a manner which made
them sometimes pathetic and sometimes
amusing; and one of them at least, was
supremely ridiculous. He showed him-
self to be an actor of no mean ability,
and withal a courteous gentleman. There
was nothing in his appearance, however,
to indicate that he had written a song
which bids fair to last through the ages.
Such however was the case, and here is
the song, which is probably familiar to
most of the older ones of my readers.
TENTING ON THE OLD CAMP GROUND
By Walter Kittredge
We're tenting tonight on the old camp ground ;
Give us a song to cheer
Our weary hearts ; a song of home.
And the friends we love so dear.
Chorus
Many are the hearts that are weary tonight,
Wishing for the war to cease ;
Many are the hearts, looking for the right,
To see the dawn of peace ;
Tenting tonight, tenting tonight.
Tenting on the old camp ground.
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We've been tenting tonight on the old camp ground,
Thinking of the days gone by,
Of loved ones at home, who gave us the hand,
And the tears that said goodbye.
Clwrits
We are tired of war on the old camp ground;
Many are dead and gone.
Of the brave and true, who have left their homes;
Others been wounded long.
Clwriis
We've been fighting today on the old camp ground.
Many are lying near;
Some are dead and some are dying,
Many are in tears.
Chorus
Many are the hearts that are weary tonight,
Wishing for the war to cease ;
Many are the hearts, looking for the right,
To see the dawn of peace;
Dying tonight, dying tonight,
Dying on the old camp ground.
Note the wonderful pathos of the song.
As you read it, you seem to put yourself
in the writer's place, and share his feel-
ings
—the place and the feelings of the
soldier who has volunteered to tight for
his country. Weary with the long time
waiting on the old camp ground, he i
thinking of home and the loved ones
waiting there, of the dear ones who are
already dead and gone, of those who are
wounded or in prison ; until his heart
rebels at the horrors of war, and he
longs for it to coine to an end, that he
may see the dawn of peace. Then comes
the monotonous refrain, "Tenting to-
night, tenting tonight, tenting on the
old camp ground," "Dying tonight,
(Iving toniglit, <l\ing oil the old camp
ground."
To anyone who had been circum-
stanced as I was in those days, a boy
whose four older brothers had all gone
a-soldiering, and two of them had died,
one in the hospital and one in camp on
the field, while one of the others had
twice been pierced by rebel bullets and
for four v.eeks had lain untended on the
Hoor of Libbey Prison, and the last of
the four had been wounded in the Wild-
erness and sent to the hospital until he
recovered—to such a one few songs
could have appealed more strongly than
did this one.
It is said that this song was first
offered to a Boston publisher for fifteen
dollars and was by him rejected ; yet a
few months later it found a publisher,
and when it was issued ten thousand
copies were sold within the first three
months, and from its sale the composer
continued to receive liberal copyrights
during his lifetime. Though it was not
heralded by any trumpets, nor broadcast
over any radios, nor even front-paged in
any daily papers, yet it soon became a
household word throughout the loyal
North. It was sung in war and in peace
•—^for it is more a song of peace than of
war—and it soon became incorporated
into our national life as few songs have
ever been
;
while today it is accepted as a
classic.
It has been said that the man who can
write the ballads of a people need have
no care as to who should make their
laws. No one man has ever been per-
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niitted to write all the ballads of any
people, or make all their laws ; but this
one ballad has surely done its part in
moulding the character of at least one
generation of the American people.
Now for the writer of the song.
Walter Kittredge was born October 8,
1834, at Reed's Ferry in the town of
Merrimack, N. H., about ten miles north
of Nashua. He was a descendant of
one of the early English Puritan families
who settled in Billerica about the middle
of the seventeenth century. He died
July 8, 1905, at the age of nearly seventy-
one years, on the same farm which had
been his home nearly all his life.
He was educated in the district
schools and in the Merrimack Normal
Institute. In his boyhood he had ambi-
tions for the stage. He was a good
actor, and very dramatic in expression.
He studied elocution, and learned how-
to express himself clearly and forcibly.
So it seems quite likely that he might
have made a success in his preferred
field. But he was of Puritan ancestry
and training, and his family objected.
So he turned a little w^ay aside, and took
up with the career of a concert singer
instead.
When he was twenty-one, beginning
at the bottom of the ladder, he bought a
horse and wagon, had some bills printed
in Boston, strapped a melodeon on the
rack behind the seat, and set out on a
tour of the small towns in his vicinity.
This description fits him exactly, as I
met him in Campton Village, except that
he was then in middle life, and had
already won something of a reputation
in his line. His methods are indicated
by his own statement that he never
thought that he was doing his best in
singing, unless he could first make his
audience cry, and then just after that,
have them all a-laughing. Learning to
enunciate distinctly, he said, was half of
popular singing. I do not think that he
overstated it.
He wrote many songs, both words and
music, and published a small book con-
taining them, early in his career. They
were good songs, and met with much
favor from his audiences. "No Night
There," "When They Come Marching
Home," and many other favorites for the
time being, were included in the list, and
were published in several popular song
books. But out of them all, only one is
generally known today.
One of the favoring influences of his
life was his association with the well-
known Hutchinson family, who were his
neighbors and fellow workers in the
then popular field of concert singing, and
with whom he was intimately connected
in a business and social way for a num-
ber of the best years of his life. No
doubt many of the older of my readers
will remember the Hutchinsons, who
used to travel through New England
before and during and following the
Civil War, singing sweet songs of anti-
slaveiy and temperance. One of the
pleasant memories of my boyhood dates
back to a winter night—I think it was in
the year 1863
—when I heard them sing
in the town hall in Johnson, Vermont ;
and then the next morning I looked out
of the window of my home and saw
them riding by in the stage on their way
to Burlington. There were four of
them, the father and mother and two
children
; and I remember that the two
children were great favorites with the
audience. But the older Hutchinsons
were men and women of might, and left
their mark upon the social and political
life of their day. For something like
twenty years Walter Kittredge had the
advantage of their companionship and
co-operation. He sang much of the
time w^ith Joshua Hutchinson, who was
perhaps the best known of the family.
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They sang patriotic and popular songs,
many of them original. During this
period Kittredge composed many airs of
his own, fitting the words to the music.
During the war, they were the great
patriotic singers of New England and
were strong defenders of the anti-
slavery cause. Mr. Kittredge's son
writes me that both his father and the
Hutchinsons made it a practice, when
they were on the road, to sing temper-
ance songs and to hold temperance
meetings on Sunday evenings.
It was sometime in the year 1863,
when the Civil War was at its height,
that the name of Walter Kittredge was
drawn in the draft. It is probable that
to this circumstance we owe this song
by which he is best remembered. He
had never volunteered for service during
the war, because he believed that he
could accomplish more to help his coun-
try by singing than by fighting. But
now the outlook was changed, and he
was drawn to go to the front. But it
chanced that only a short time before,
he had suffered from a severe attack of
rheumatic fever, from the effects of
which he had not yet recovered, and he
was still far from being in a suitable con-
dition to follow the life of a soldier. It
is also possible that the further fact,
which must have been well known to the
members of the examining board, that
he was a strong anti-slavery man, a
popular singer, and a first-class enter-
tainer, who could do much at home to
arouse enthusiasm among the soldiers
and to keep the recruits in good spirits,
might have had some influence with
them in making their decision, as indeed
it might well have done.
In the World War these matters were
better understood, and it became the
recognized policy of the Government,
not to subject to the draft those men
who could do more towards winning the
war by staying at home and following
their usual occupations than by going to
the war in person.
The outcome was that Kittredge, after
being duly examined by the Board, was
rejected. There was no question as to
his patriotism, and it cannot be doubted
today that he was a more important
factor in the winning of the war, by
staying at home and inspiring the
volunteers by his singing, than he could
possibly have done by going into the war
in person.
My understanding of the circum-
stances under which he wrote the song,
"Tenting on the old camp ground," which
I gained from the account which he gave
me of it that afternoon in Campton Vil-
lage, does not differ from that which has
been given by others in essentials, al-
though it does in some minor details. On
the night after his rejection by the
examining board at Concord, he returned
to his home, and sought for rest but
found it not. As he lay there sleepless
in the night, thinking over the events of
the day, he saw a picture forming in his
mind, of the soldiers on the camp
ground, of whom he himself might have
been one, had he not been rejected. Little
by little the ideas and even the very
words of the song began to crowd them-
selves in his brain. Next the melody to
accompany the words began to shape it-
self, and took its place along with the
words. So strong was the impression
made upon him that he gave up the idea
of sleep, took paper and pencil in hand,
and began to write out both the words
and the music
; and so in a short time the
whole song was written out, so nearly
perfect that very little change was ever
made in it aftei-wards.
This is undoubtedly the substantial
truth of the matter. Under circum-
stances very unlike those which would
have been supposed most likely to pro-
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duce such a result, there came upon him
the inspiration to compose a song which
has proved to have power to move the
hearts of men more deeply than anything
else which he has ever written. He him-
self says of it, "I actually saw the whole
scene, as described in the song. It must
have been inspiration."
So have great writers and poets and
singers in all ages been subject to
moments of exaltation, when words and
rhythm and music have come unbidden
to their minds and lips and fingers' ends,
and they have been able to write and
speak and sing as under other circum-
stances would have been impossible.
It was thus that Francis Scott Key,
while he himself was detained as a
prisoner on board of a British man of
war, as he listened to the bombardment
of Fort McHenry by the British fleet,
composed the stirring words of our
greatest national hymn, "The Star Span-
gled Banner,"-
—and much as this has
been criticised from a musical point of
view, nothing has ever been found to fill
its place in arousing enthusiasm for the
iiag of our country.
Theodore Roosevelt had a similar ex-
perience, when after learning of the
death of his youngest and well-beloved
son, Quentin, who fell bravely fighting
in the air, he penned that most eloquent
and impassioned of all his writings,
"The Great Adventure." When some
one called his attention to its touching
pathos and high sentiment, "Oh, that was
Quentin," was his only response.
Abraham Lincoln reached the pinnacle
of dramatic expression in his Gettysburg
Address, for which Edward Everett, who
was then considered the most eloquent
man in America, said he would gladly
exchange all the eloquence of his own
studied address of more than two hours
on the same occasion, while Lincoln's
only filled a brief space of five minutes
on that memorable afternoon—but aftcr-
zvard it filled the world.
It was after some such fashion as
this, that Walter Kittredge, a man com-
paratively unknown, moved by a power
that came from outside himself, gave to
the world a ballad, not of war but of
peace, not of hatred but of love, which
touches the deep places in human nature,
and will be remembered by the w'orld in
the years yet to come, when, but for this
song, he would himself be by the world
forgotten.
New Hampshire Men and Matters




is one of the most pros-
perous and progressive cities in
the state as well as one of the
most beautiful and attractive. It is
delightfully located in a broad valley and
surrounded by ranges of hills, in the
very center of Cheshire County, which is
a fine agricultural region, one of its
towns, Walpole in the Connecticut
valley, being among the richest farming
towns in the state, in which great quan-
tities of tobacco are raised. Many
people, retiring from business or labor
in the surrounding towns throughout the
county, make their homes in Keene to
enjoy the fruits of their labor in the
closing days of life, so that it is pecu-
liarly a city of homes, as it is also the
seat of varied industries, the Faulkner &
Colony woolen mills to which we have
referred, being one of the oldest and
most important; but various lines of
wooden-ware manufacture are also
conspicuous, this branch of industry
being favored from the fact that there
has ever been a large area of pine growth
in this county. Yale University has a
large pine forest reserve in the town of
Swanzey, where practical lessons and
experiments in forestry are carried out
by the students in this line.
Many notable men have had their
homes in Keene, perhaps the most
prominent being Gen. James Wilson,
once member of Congress, who later
closed his public career by serving in the
state legislature. Levi Chamberlain, a
distinguished lawyer in the early days.
practiced here, and the Governors Dins-
moor, father and son, both named
Samuel, were Keene residents, as was
Samuel W. Hale, governor in later days.
We have mentioned the law firm of
Wheeler &: Faulkner, William P.
Wheeler and Francis A. F'aulkner, the
leading lawyers in the city sixty and
seventy years ago, both being among
the ablest in the state. We remember
William P. Wheeler as presiding at the
centennial celebration in his native town
of Croydon, in 1866, when that other
distinguished son of the town, Rev.
Baron Stow, D. D., noted Baptist clergy-
man of Boston, was the orator of the
day. An extended account of this
celebration was published by his brother.
Col. Edmund Wlieeler, author also of
the histor)' of Newport.
Another Keene lawyer of note was
Don H. Woodward, who was a Demo-
cratic leader in the county for many
years, and who was in practice there
when we were in school at Swanzey. A
citizen of no less distinction, and it a
later date, was Horatio Colony, a son of
Josiah Colony of the manufacturing firm
of Faulkner & Colony, who had been
educated for the law, but did not follow
the profession preferring to follow his
father's, and succeeded him in manu-
facturing. He was a man of keen
intelligence and courteous and kindly
manner, and was a staunch Democrat in
politics, and was frequently urged to be
a candidate for governor. I knew him
well in later years, and frequently called
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on him wlicn I visited the city. Another
Keene man, especially prominent in the
party councils, was Horatio Kimball,
editor of the Cheshire Republican, which,
despite its name, was staunchly demo-
cratic; while the A'. H. Sentinel, one of
the oldest papers in the state, which had
been owned in the Prentiss family from
the start, was then Republican as at the
present time.
Concluding our stay in Swanzey in
the spring of 1862, we returned home to
Acworth, where we engaged for work
on the farm of one Reuben Angier for
the summer season, when our labors
began at twenty minutes of five in the
morning and ended with daylight in the
evening. It was another strenuous
season, but we were consoled with the
thought that it would end in the autumn,
when we were planning to take our
departure for Michigan, where we
proposed ultimately to enter the law
department of the University at Ann
Arbor, to pursue the study of the legal
profession ; but first we had to earn
more monev witli wliicli to finance the
cost.
This Reuben Angier was a brother of
Nedom Angier who had settled in the
state of Georgia in the practice of
medicine before the Civil War; and after
the war, during which he had sustained
the Union cause and been obliged to
leave the state, was prominent in })ublic
afi^airs in tlie "Reconstruction" period,
and lield the office of state treasurer.
He was not the only Acworth man who
had been conspicuous in public or pro-
fessional life in other towns or states.
We have mentioned Urban Woodbury,
who went from Acworth and became
governor of Vermont, and Dr. Alvah
Cummings, who practiced medicine suc-
cessfully for a long time in Claremont.
Another Acworth native, who was for a
time a prominent lawyer in Claremont,
was Milon McClure. a talented man, who
died early in life, but not until after he
had made his mark in his profession,
and occupied a seat in the executive
council of the state. Other lawyers of
note, Acworth born, were Shepard L.
Rowers and George R. Brown, who
were in practice in Newport, and Adson
D. Keyes who graduated from Dart-
mouth in the famous class of 1872, along
with Professors E. J. Bartlett, James F.
Colby and Thomas D. W. Worthen,
Albert S. Batchellor of Littleton, George
B. French of Nashua, Robert G. Pike of
Dover, and George Fred Williams of
Boston. He settled in law practice in
Faribault, Minn., where he was success-
ful in his profession, was mayor of the
city, prominent in the state legislature,
and a law lecturer in the State Univer-
sity. Another man who, though born in
Springfield, was reared in Acworth and
who became prominent as a lawyer,
educator and manufacturer in Spring-
field and Bellows Falls, Vt., was Herbert
D. Ryder. But the most distinguished
member of the legal profession that ever
went out from Acworth, and one of the
ablest in New England, is George W.
Anderson, now judge of the U. wS.
Circuit Court of Appeals, at Boston.
Judge Anderson was born in Acworth
September 1, 1861, and graduated from
Williams College in 1886. Subsequently
he taught school and studied law. He
was for two years, while teaching,
principal of the Mt. Pleasant Grammar
School in Nashua. He is an alumnus of
the Boston University Law School and
commenced practice in that city, where
he was for some years a partner of
George Fred Williams. He had been
counsel ior the city of Boston in mucii
uuportant litigatitjn, a member of the
I)Oston School Committee, of the Massa-
chusetts Public Service Commission, the
U. S. Interstate Commerce Commission,
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and was U. S. district attorney for free American citizens. We could not
Massachusetts and Judge of the U. S. leave the state without obtaining a permit
District Court previous to his appoint- from the secretary of state, who hap-
ment to the Circuit Court bench, where pened to be at this time one Allen
he is associated with another New Tenney, a native of the town of Dalton,
Hampshire man, in the person of the who subsequently moved to Brooklyn,
presiding justice, George H. Bingham, N. Y., where he became U. S. district
native of Littleton. He was also at one attorney. We accordingly took a trip
time the Democratic candidate for attor- to Concord to secure the necessary
ney general in Massachusetts. permit, which we obtained without
Many well known clergymen have difficulty on payment of $1.00 each. We
also gone out from Acworth, among had never been in Concord before, and
them being the Revs. John Orcutt, being obliged to stay over night, and
Daniel Lancaster and Hiram Houston, Merrill having several relatives and
Congregationalists, and Giles Bailey, friends in the Uth N. H. Regiment then
Universalist
;
while Hiram Orcutt. in camp on ''The Plains", whom he
brother of John, was an eminent educa- wished to see before their departure for
tor, serving at the head of various the seat of war, we found our way over
institutions, among them Tilden Ladies to the camp, where the boys cordially
Seminary, for some years a noted school greeted us and persuaded us to remain
for women at West Lebanon. But over night and share the delights of
probably a son of the town as noted as camp life. We accepted, as much as a
any was, or is, as he was still living at matter of economy on our own part as
last accounts, John Graham Brooks, the of hospitality on theirs, and concluded
famous author and lecturer, son of by morning that one night furnished all
Chapin K. and Parmelia (Graham) the "soldiering" that we cared for.
Brooks, born in Acworth July 11. 1846. Furnished with our passes and suffi-
He graduated from Harvard Divinitv cient money to pay for our tickets, and
School as a Bachelor of Theology, a trifle over, we set out on our journey
studied three years in European univer- west with some trepidation but with
sities, became a lecturer on economical bright hope for the future. We went by
subjects, was for some time an instructor tlie Hoosac tunnel route and the N. Y.
at Harvard and also a lecturer for the Central, to Niagara Falls, and then by
extension department of the University the Great Western, through Canada to
of Chicago, and a lecturer for the Uni- Detroit. The ride through the tunnel
versity of California. He was for a was our first experience of a novel
time president of the National Con- nature, and gave us a sensation of
sumers League, and has written and surprise to say the least. Nothing
spoken much on social and economic occurred farther to disturb our equanim-
subjects. ity until we reached Schenectady,
In the autumn of 1862, accompanied where we spent three hours in walking
by my friend and neighbor, Nathaniel P. the streets while waiting for a change
Merrill, of whom I have heretofore of trains. We arrived at the falls in
spoken, I took my departure from the early morning, and decided to spend
Acworth and New Hampshire, for the the day in viewing the wonders of the
state of Michigan. Before leaving, location ; which we did, much to our
however, we found that we were not surprise and satisfaction. We crossed
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and recrossed the suspension bridge
(there was but a single bridge over the
river at that time) viewing the tumbHng
waters from both the American and
Canadian shores with awe and bewilder-
ment, and gazed down the great gorge
with its whirhng rapids with no less
wonder and astonishment. I have wit-
nessed the same sight on subsequent
occasions, but have never since felt the
same thrill as on this first occasion.
Taking the train for Detroit at night
we arrived at that city as light was
breaking in the east. The city at this
time had a population of about 70,000,
which was less than that of many other
cities of the central west while it now
outranks them all aside from Chicago—
thanks to the automobile which had not
then been heard of or thought about.
We did not stop to make any tour of the
city, which I have since visited on
several occasions, but took the first train
for Birmingham, about twenty miles
distant, on the Detroit and Milwaukee
railroad, from which point we walked
nine miles directly west to the home of
an uncle of mine named Morris Blakes-
lee, who had married my mother's sister,
Betsy Gould. I may say that the fact
that three sisters and one brother of my
mother were living in the state of
Michigan had much to do about turning
my attention to that state and its Uni-
versity, then just coming into prominence
among the great institutions in the coun-
try, and which offered its advantages
free to residents of the state, and for a
nominal fee to those of other states.
We were cordially made welcome at
Uncle Blakeslee's and made his home
our rendezvous while we were looking
for something to do which should render
us some financial return necessary to the
carrying out of our contemplated plans.
It was in the midst of a busy season on
the farm and in corn husking and apple
picking we found enough to do to pay
our board while we were seeking some
permanent employment. Finally I
secured an engagement to teach the
winter school in one of the districts in
the township in which we were stopping,
which was known as West Bloomfield
;
—
while my friend got a school in an adja-
cent town to the south. The district in
which my school was situated was some
two miles to the north and one mile to
the east of my uncle's residence, so that
I was able to pass my week-ends at his
home. It was about eight miles from
the city of Pontiac, the shire town of
Oakland county, then having a popula-
tion of about 10,000, though now
inhabited by from between 50,000 to
60,000 the growth being largely due to
the automobile industry, as is the case
with Detroit. It was near Orchard
Lake, a beautiful sheet of water between
West Bloomfield and Pontiac and some
two or three miles from the latter place,
that a military institute was located, of
which at one time Dr. Thomas Chal-
mers, afterward pastor of the Hanover
Street Congregational Church in Man-
chester, and a member of tlie N. H.
state senate, was the head. He will
be remembered by some as the man who
led the fight against the famous Salem
race track, which resulted in the closing
up of operations by that gambling
institution.
1 had the usual experience of "board-
ing around" while teaching school that
winter. The school averaged about
forty scholars of all ages among whom
were several young ladies fully grown
and more devoted to mischief than
studies. The active leader of the group
was one Rachel Evarts, whom I dis-
tinctly remember as a handsome and
vivacious girl of about 160 pounds
weight, physically more than a match for
the average man, and intellectually
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brighter than the average woman. The
schoohT)om was heated with a large box
stove and the fuel used was a surprise
to me, consisting of black walnut wood
which would be considered valuable tim-
ber in the east. The forests in this part
of Michigan consisted mainly of black
walnut and oak and the former was
used for fuel fully as much as the latter.
In the spring Merrill and myself en-
gaged in farm work for the season. He
engaged with a farmer a few miles
distant, while my uncle, who had two
other farm-hands employed, concluded
to engage my services. I assisted him
in repairing fences, which consisted in
part of stonewalls, with handling which
I was more familiar than the other
men, coming as I did from a stony
country; but I 'was mainly engaged in
putting in tile ditch, which is used
largely for drainage in this part of the
state. The tile is laid at the bottom of
a ditch which is about four feet in
depth, and as the soil is stifif and some-
what claye}' it can readily be seen that
my work was far from play. At least
it seemed so to me.
I have said that three sisters and a
brother of my mother had settled in
Michigan, one of the sisters being the
wife of Morris Blakeslee with whom I
was making ni}- home. Another sister,
who m.arried Zephemiah R. Green, was
living on the same road and in the same
town as the Blakeslees about a mile to
the west. While there were three
children in the Blakeslee famil}^
—two
r.ons and a daughter,—there were seven
in the Green family. They were all
grown and most^.}- away from home in
l)()th families. The Blakeslee boys were
in llie Union Army, but the daughter,
Sarah, who was a graduate of the state
normal school at Ypsilanti and had
been a teacher, was at home. The old-
est son of the Greens was married and
settled near home, on the other side of
the road in the town of Farmington, the
highway being a dividing line between
the towns. He was for a long time
prominent in the Michigan state
grange, and attended the session of the
national grange at Concord in 1892.
The older daughters were also married
and settled in dififerent parts of the
state, the eldest, it may be said, married
a man named Severance from Clare-
mont, N. H., relatives of whom are now
living in that town. The youngest son,
Horace, was living at home in charge
of the farm work. The two younger
daughters, Lucy and Louisa, who were
school teachers, then had their residence
at the home. I may say right here that
while I once had seventy first cousins,
counting those on both sides of the
family, I have only one now living and
that is the one who was Lucy Green,
who married Charles Seeley, a Union
soldier in the Civil War. They went
west and have long been residents of
South Dakota. He was for some time
postmaster at Garden City, but they are
now living in retirement with a daugh-
ter at Yankton, she being ninety years
of age.
A sister of my mother still older than
Mrs. Blakeslee and Mrs. Green, had
married one Joseph Fisher and settled
at Davisville in the township of White
Lake in the County of Oakland. They
had several children all grow^n and away
from home with the exception of the
eldest son. Palmer, who was married,
with a fami]\- of his own, and was liv-
ing in the home place. The brother of
my mother who settled in Michigan
was named Moses Milton Gould, and
married one Hannah Town of Newport,
N. H., a sister of that John Town who
was once register of deeds for Sullivan
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County. Tliey liad first settled in
Hard wick. \'t., Init soon left for the
west, locatini^' in P>oston, Ionia County,
Michigan, where tliey continued through
life. Tliev had four children, two sons
and two daughters. The oldest daugh-
ter, lletsy Ann, was long a teacher,
ha\ing been a student of the state
normal school. The ycjungest son,
Nathan, married and settled in the
village of Saranac where he was long
prominent in lf)nia County affairs. I
saw him last \\hen I visited Michigan
at the time of the fiftieth anniversary of
my graduation from law school. A
year later he had passed to the "Great
P)eyond." Near my uncle's home '-n
l)OSton resided the Glick famil}", one of
whose sons who was a chum of ni}-
cousin Nathan, was for some years the
proprietor of the Concord, N. H. Busi-
ness College and wlio later removed t')
Spokane, Washington, where, by the
way, (denn Gould, a son of Nathan,
settled in medical practice.
In the autumn of 1863, at the opening
of the fall term, and the beginning of
the college year, Merrill and m\-self
found our way to Ann Arbor and regis-
tered as students in the law depart-
ment, paying the insignificant fee of ten
dollars each ffn- a year's tuition, that
being the amount charged to students
from out of the state in any department
of the L'niversit}', wherein there were
then less than tw(j thousand students in
all, whereas there are about ten thou-
sand at the present time. A new law-
building had recently been completed,
and was the first on the campus, but it
has long since been remodeled and
greatly enlarged, while most of the other
buildings have been supplanted by new
and larger structures, and many others
erected, so that the university of that
day bears no comparison to the present.
There were eight\- students in the enter-
ing class in the law school at that time,
and seventy-two members of the senior
class who were to graduate the next
XGRV, the course then covering l)ut two
\'ears : while the faculty included but
three members, but all men of distin-
guished ability and national reputation—
-
Judges James N. Cami)bell, Thomas M.
Cooley and Charles R. Walker. Cam])-
bell and Cooley were members of the
Supreme Court of Michigan a n d
Walker of the Circuit Court. Judge
Cooley was the author of many legal
text books and was regarded as the
greatest authority on constitutional law
ifi the count r}'. He was subsecjuentl}' a
member of the L^ S. Interstate Com-
merce Commission. All of them were
great lecturers but the students were
best pleased with Judge Walker on ac-
count of his clearness and conciseness
of statement, and the readiness with
which they took notes of his lectures.
I never saw Judges Campbell and
Coole_\- after leaving the Cniversit}', but
1 met Judge W'alker years afterwar-.i
at the Moosilauke Mountain House in
Warren where he was spending a few
days of his vacation.
Among the members of our class were
Frank Arthur Hooker, subsecjuently
chief justice of the supreme court of
Michigan, Edwin W. Keightley, who
was later a member of Congress and an
auditor of the treasur}- at Washington;
Thomas J. ( )"l>rien. who was later i .
.S. minister to Denmark" and embassa-
dor to Ja])an and Italy, and Levi L.
Barbour who became a successful
law_\er in Detroit, was a regent of thr
University, and a donor of the lUirbour
Gymnasium to that institution. When
1 visited the University on the occasion
of the fiftieth anniversary of my gradu-
ation in 1915. I found Mr. Barbour and
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one William M. Johnston, of Chicago
the only members of the class in
attendance. Both have since died.
When I entered the University, Eras-
tus Otis Haven, D.D., a brother of
Bishop Gilbert Haven of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, was temporarily
acting as president, after the death of
President Tappan, who had done great
work for the University. Subsequently
James B. Angell, who was president of
the University of Vermont, was called
to the presidency, which he held for
nearly forty years and gained an inter-
national reputation as a scholar and
administrator as well as a diplomat,
having served as U. S. ambassador to
Turkey and become an authority on
international law. At the time of our
attendance, Andrew L. White, who was
subsequently president of Cornell Uni-
versity and later U. S. ambassador to
Germany, was professor of history in
the literary department of the Univer-
sity and the law students enjoyed the
benefit of his lectures.
Mr. Merrill and I established our-
selves in two rooms in the fourth story
of a block on Main Street in Ann Arbor,
where we proceeded to "keep house"
and board ourselves, after the manner
of the fall term at the seminary at
Swanzey. Between our studies and our
household duties we had no time for
social life or fraternal society. We had
few callers and made few calls. We
had occasional visits from students who
roomed in the same block, among whom
I remember in particular one Edward
L. Walter, a student in the literary
department, who was a fine scholar and
subsequently became professor of
romance languages in that department
of the university. He was lost at sea
on the steamer La Bourgoyne July 4,
1898. Another student who sometimes
called on us was John G. I'arsons, a
member of the law class of 1866. As
for myself I made few calls anywhere.
I was sometimes a guest in the family
of a man named Swift, who ran a flour
mill on the Huran river, and also kept
cows, from whom we obtained our
supply of milk, and who had a daughter
named Lucy who was an attractive girl,
and whose wedding was the first whicli
I ever witnessed. I also sometimes
called at the house of the Hookers,
mother and sister, who were keeping
house in town while the son and brother,
Frank Arthur, whom I have mentioned
as a classmate, was attending the law
school. The daughter, Elma, was an
accomplished musician, and her piano
playing was something which I much
enjoyed as well as her exceedingly in-
telligent conversation.
I concluded my course at the L'niver-
sity in the spring of 1865, being at the
time in a poor state of health on account
of hard study and close confinement. I
had a bad cough, which continued for
some time after mv return home and
from which I did not fully recover till
well along in the summer. 1 suppose I
am the oldest New England graduate,
now living, of any of the departments of
the University of Michigan, of which
there have been more law graduates
than from any other department among
New Hampshire men, of whom the first,
after my class, was the late Edgar
Aldrich, judge of the U. S. district
court of New Hampshire, who gradu-
ated in 1868. Other New Hampshire
men graduating from this department
have been the late Daniel C. Remick of
Littleton and his brother. Judge James
W., the well-known publicist of Little-
ton and Winchester, Mass. ; also Ed-
mund Sullivan, and the late George F.
Rich, mayor and judge of the municipal
court in Berlin ; George M. Fletcher,
clerk of the superior court, and Robert
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C. Murchie, well known attorney of
Concord.
Before abandoning reference to Mich-
igSin, T am moved to remark that tlie
state owes more to natives of Xew
Hampshire for its development and
proud position in the nation, than to
those of any other state. The first
governor of Michigan and the first V.
S. Senator was a native of New Hamp-
shire, Gen. Lewis Cass, born in Exeter,
who went out first as the territorial
governor and had much to do with the
organization of the state government.
He served many years in the Senate,
was often voted for as the Democratic
candidate for president, was long a
leader of his party in the nation, and
held the office of secretary of state
under President Buchanan. Next to
Webster, Clay and Calhoun, he was the
most prominent citizen of the republic
who never attained the presidency.
Scarcely less distinguished was the man
who succeeded him in the senate,
Zachariah Chandler, who went out from
Bedford, N. H., and after a successful
mercantile career, went into politics as
a leader of the Republican party, oi
ganized at "Four (Jaks" Michigan, in
1836 He was secretary of the interior
in the cabinet of President Grant.
Another governor of the state was
Jolm S. Barry, a native of Amherst,
wlio was the only man ever three times
elected governor of Michigan. William
A. Fletcher, a native of IMymouth, was
the first chief justice of the supreme
court of the state, while the first state
superintendent of public instruction,
and the first man to hold such office in
tlu- country, was John D. Pierce, born
in Chesterfield, N. H. To Mr. Pierce,
more than any other man, is Michigan
indebted for the founding of its great
universitv. Tw(j natives of N e w
Hampshire, Jefferson T. Thurber, native
of Unity, heretofore mentioned, and
Sullivan M. Cutcheon, born in Pem-
broke, who later served as \J. S. district
attorney, and comptroller of the U. S.
Treasury, were speakers of the House
of Representatives. Oliver L. Spauld-
ing, native of Jaffrey, Byron M. Cut-
cheon, born in Pembroke, and Charles
C. Comstock, a Sullivan boy, were
Michigan representatives in Congress.
James F. Joy, a native of the town of
Durham, and a prominent lawyer of
Detroit, engaged in railroading, built the
Michigan Central of which he became
president, as well as the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy and other great
lines promoting the development of the
central west
;
while James H. Farwell,
native of North Charlestown, and donor
of the Farwell Library in tliat place,
resident of Detroit, was the pioneer in
the immense freighting business on the
Great Lakes, and did the excavation
work for the U. S. government locks at
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., the largest in
the world. Joseph Estabrook, a native
of Bath. N. H., was long principal of
the Michigan state normal school at
Ypsilanti, and Harry B. Hutchins, na-
tive of Lisbon, was the able successor of
Dr. Angell as president of the Univer-
sity, ten years after serving as dean of
the law sch(K)l for some time. He is now
living at Ann Arbor and is president
emeritus. I have had the pleasure of
meeting Dr. Hutchins on two different
occasions during visits to Michigan, of
which I have made three since my
graduation
—once when he was dean of
the law school and again when he was
president of the University. The first
time I had gone out as a delegate to the
Universalists General Convention at
Detroit, where I had introduced a
woman suft'rage resolution, over which
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I had an encounter witli the Rev. Frank occasion of mv fiftietli anniversary in
( )hver Hall, and the second when I at- 1915.
tended commencement exercises on the {To he coiit'uiucd)
IVinter Came Back
DOROTHY WHIPPLE FRY
Winter, why did }'ou come back
And lay your cold and bloodless hand
Upon the heart of Spring-
That throbbed so wildly
With the sweet, wild pulses
(Jf a new awakening?
Did you so long to touch
Her fresh 'ning loveliness
And kn(nv the thrill of life,
And did you yearn
To feel
The golden of Forsythia sprays,
The velvet of magnolia blooms,
The charming gracefulness of daffodil;
Winter, why did you come back
With this reminder
Of the ultimate?
This Spring was oh, so young
And so divinely fair,—
Could you not have waited
And let Time tell Spring
Of her unescapable fate?




N. H. in its dis-
tinctive, historical background
stands as the guardian of invalu-
able architectural masterpieces and gen-
uine antiques. In all sections of this old
seaport, one meets with constant remind-
ers of happy, chivalrous days now rele-
gated to the dim past, leaving these
eerie, dark houses of antiquity, whose
exteriors give but an inkling of the
colonial wealth within. These mansions
and great houses stand as the only inti-
mate connecting link between days of
super-courage, chivalry and poetic elo-
quence in statesmanship and the modern
chasm of progress. To the qualiiied
connoisseur, these houses possess distinct
lines of architectural beauty and patient,
skilled workmanship cjuite apart from
our modern accomplishments in these
lines of labor. The historical values,
however, must be ferreted out of musty
volumes of biography, autobiography
and colonial episodes written of and by
these colonial ancestors.
These values are doubled through the
process of untangling the finely-woven
web of historical compendium ; revealing
these age-old structures housing young
and happy lives. Then again they are
seen frozen with horror as the raiding
savages swoop down from the surround-
ing hills, and to bleed white from tyran-
nical thrusts at their beloved freedom
later on. These mansions are of the days
of good breeding, simple culture, cour-
teousness, hardiness, courage and indi-
vidual power long since depreciated into
mass laxitv in conforming^ to the stand-
ards by which real men are judged. In
Portsmouth, there is an abundance of
historical and biographical material ob-
tainable in a cj^uiet, Bulfinch designed
library, which, when used as a guide by
the student of colonial art will expose
the inherent locus standi of each house
or mansion.
Following the historical lead, we first
enter Portsmouth or Pannaway (the
name derived from the Indians) at a
point which is now named Odiorne's
Point. The shallop, "Jonathan" from
Plymouth, England, brings the pioneer,
David Thompson and ten adventurous
spirits, the names of which have not
been brought down to us through the
pages of history. This tiny craft, cap-
tained by the rugged Scotchman,
Thompson, sailed into Pannaway in the
spring of 1623. Shillaber visions the
unbounded joy that must have been
evinced by Thompson and his mates up-
on sighting the coasts of virgin beauty
after tossing about for weeks on a
stormy, relentless sea :
"Rose gentle isles with verdure clad,
That seemed fair satellites of the ma-
jestic main
Resting like emerald bubbles on the sea,
And all was wonderful, and new and
grand !"
In all New England history this voy-
age of the Scotch adventurer was the
primitive joy-ride and trip of inspection.
Thompson came with the express pur-
pose of, "fishing and trade and barter
with ye Indians." The voyage was spon-
sored by three wealthy Plymouth mer-
[137]
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chants, viz : Abraham Cahiier, Nicholas
Sherwell and Leonard Pommerie.
Thompson's land grant of 26,000 acres
apparently conflicted with a pre-
vious grant given Captain Mason in
1622, a patent of all lands between the
Kennebec and Merrimack rivers, but this
did not deter Thompson from building
on a little ridge at wdiat is now Odi-
orne's Point, the first house in Pan-
naway. This house was built of rubble
stone, chinked with swale grass and clay,
quantities of which were obtainable in
the immediate vicinity. Thompson's
wife came with him and here John
Thompson was born, the first white child
born in the colony of New Hampshire.
This first house of colonial New Hamp-
shire was known by different names dur-
ing different periods.
While Thompson was lord and heir of
"all he surveyed", it was known simply
as the "stone-house." Later it was
given the Indian name of "Pascataqua
House." Taken over later by Captain
John Mason it was called Mason Hall.
When Captain Walter Neal, that worthy
compeer of Myles Standish, came lo
Pannaway, he took possession and called
it the "Chiefe Habitacion", proving to
be the nucleus of the future state of
New Hampshire. Nothing remains to-
day of this, the first house ever erected
in Portsmouth. A mound of stone desig-
nates the spot where the hardy Scotch-
man rested after a rather tempestous
voyage from his native land. Thomp-
son's Island in Boston Harbor later
became the property and place of resi-
dence of this hardy spirit at the solici-
tation of Myles Standish of Plymouth.
Thompson never returned to Pannaway.
Captain Walter Neal, one of the occu-
pants of the first house was the typical
soldier of fortune, with no profession
"but his sword, nor other fortunes than
war," the first governor of all land east
of Massachusetts Bay, then known as
New Hampshire. Neal had nothing in
common with the solemn and pragmatic
Winthrops and Endicotts, but restlessly
explored New Hampshire for the fabled
land of Laconia for gold and precious
stones. For three years he explored the
woods, planned fortifications, drilled
settlers and chased pirates. Neal was of
the Standish, Raleigh, Smith type,
founders and hard-headed fighters from
whose efforts a nation has arisen. Neal
made a long journey to the White
Mountains and upon his return dis-
appeared as a factor in our history.
Under Captain John Mason's direc-
tions in 1630, Pascataqua plantation
thrived, many houses were built and in-
dustry began. Trading with the Indians
began to increase at this point. The
plantation received fifty men and
twenty-two women from Denmark, to-
gether with a large number of cattle.
Mason and Dawes put up a large saw-
mill near Dover. The Pennacook In-
dians were the favorites in barter and
trade, due, no doubt, to their desire to
mingle with the colonists and their
friendly natures at the time. Later on
they became more hostile as the settle-
ments encroached on their forest pre-
serves and inland fishing grounds.
Captain John Mason never saw his
plantation and land grants here, but
after expending 3,000 pounds, he re-
ceived a grant of land, "situate on both
sides of the river and harbor to the ex-
tent of five miles westward to the sea-
coast, and crossing thence to Dover
F'oint." These were the original limits
of Portsmouth which included part of
Newington, all of Greenland, Rye and
Newcastle.
In 1639, Capt. John Mason's heirs lost
control of the plantation through neglect,
and the settlers divided the goods and
cattle among themselves ; keeping pos-
I
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session of the land and buildings, claim-
ing them as their own. There are no
houses remaining in the Portsmouth of
today dating back to this Mason era of
the colony. The oldest house standing
is the old Jackson House in the Chris-
tian Shore section of the city, built in
1664.
Next in order comes the Moffatt-Ladvd
House. This is the first example of
a three-story, square room dwelling in
the state and is to be regarded as a com-
plete example. The wonderful lines of
the hall in this house were copied from
Captain Mofifatt's father's house in Eng-
land. Its carved work is especially notice-
able, one piece of genuine floriated work
being attributed to Granling Gibbons
who flourished in 1666. Many portraits
hang on these walls representing seven
generations. Some of the Ladd descend-
ants are living today near the ancestral
home.
The colonists enjoyed a period of
peace and absence of annoyance from
marauding Indians during the years that
the Mofifatt-Ladd House was built. It
is to be supposed that the broadening out
into agricultural lines had not reached
the stage where the Indians could view
it with alarm because of the fear of en-
croachment upon their forest reserves.
The colonists were at this time leisurely
satisfied as a prosperous growing port,
not caring to develop agriculturally the
outlying cleared land and tillage that
began some twenty years after. The
Cutts family, pioneers in the agricultural
development of suburban Portsmouth,
suffered through their eagerness as have
all pioneers of this type. Madame Cutts,
hardy, cultured land owner, was an es-
pecial sufferer in the sudden, terrible
massacre of July 7, 1794.
THE MADAME CUTTS HOUSE
Madame Cutts lived in the northerly
part of Portsmouth on the heights of
land that overlooked the Piscataqua
river. Her modest home possessed one
significant and yet mystical feature, set-
ting it apart from all others of the pe-
riod. Above the door and on each side,
two cherubim guarded the entrance
below. If this beautiful and divinely ap-
propriated talisman was meant for the
safeguard of the occupants of this house-
hold, it failed at one point.
Following the episodical tangent we
find that on the morning of July 7, 1794,
a very promising day for the harvesting
of the Cutts haycrop, there had been an
unbroken period of peace and safety
from marauding savages for many
years. Madame Cutts had arisen at day-
break and with her three hired men was
mowing and spreading the hay in the
richly fertilized fields on the slopes near-
by the homestead. Without warning, In-
dians in great numbers rushed down on
the outlying settlement from across the
river, coming from the direction of what
is now Elliot, Me. They rushed with
overwhelming force on the scattered set-
tlement on that beautiful July morning,
utterly demoralizing settlers, who, fear-
ing no harm, had gone to their work
without thought of protection. A ter-
rible slaughter ensued in which over 100
persons were killed, scores captured and
about 20 buildings burned ! The Madame
Cutts home was left unscathed, the
savages retiring taking with them their
prisoners and scalps of those they had
killed. One of these bands of Indians
crossed the river and attacked Madame
Cutts and her hired men while they were
at work in the fields. After killing the
men, who defended themselves as best
they could with pitchforks and scythes,
they spared Madame Cutts, attempting
to remove the rings from her fingers.
Finding it difficult, they cut off her hands
and bore them away. Madame Cutts's
maid escaped in a boat to the settlement
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and gave the alarm. After being pur-
sued by a hastily organized band of
colonists, the savages succeeded in mak-
ing their escape across the river into
the dense forests that fringed the east-
ern banks at that time and were not
overtaken.
Several houses, now standing, were
witnesses of the terrible slaughter of
July 7, 1794, among which were the
Jackson house, the Jacob Wendell and
Moffatt-Ladd mansions and others. The
Jackson homestead on Christian shore
was nearer in point of distance to the
tragedy than any of the others with the
exception of the Cutts homestead. Gen-
eration upon generation has looked down
upon the swirling, tide-tossed Piscat qua
through the four and eight tiny, lighted,
windows boasting the first glass of the
colonies now remaining intact as erected
in 1664. History does not state thai
any of the Jacksons perished on that
fatal July morning, for it was but a step
to safety for them, a quick run down the
path to the shore to wade or push a scow
to safety in the settlement on the other
side of the North Mill Pond.
THE JACOB WENDELL HOUSE
Undoubtedly, the best example of the
retention of colonial heirlooms, intact,
in one family from the very moment of
primitive inception on this continent is
shown in the exquisitely complete Jacob
Wendell house and contents. Built in
1789 by Jeremiah Hill, it was occu-
pied in 1814 by Joshua Haven who re-
moved in 1816, in which year it was pur-
chased by Jacob Wendell. The house was
beautifully furnished by its new owner
with all the appointments of the time, to-
gether with the Chippendale furniture
and 138 pieces of Flemish cut glass, im-
ported especially for its use, all of whici
have been preserved and are in its service
today. It furnishes one of the compar-
atively rare instances of an interesting
collection of antiques, which have been
well kept together, amid many changes
during the passing of a century and a
quarter.
The old hall, wainscoted waist-high
and hung with the ancient hre buckets of
the Friendly Fire Society, affords a
marked example of the French architec-
tural influence which appeared so
strongly in the construction of colonial
houses, immediately after the peace of
1783. The Wendell house possesses one
of the finest examples of staircase, de-
signed with an entresool or mezzanine
story, which speaks volumes for the
tastes of those early builders in the op-
portunity afforded, not alone for com-
modious access to the upper stories but
also for raising the height of the rooms
there located.
Truly, the fact that the equipment of
this house should have been retained in
its entirety, may well rank it with the
few instances in New Hampshire in
which the spirit of the colonial day has
been preserved intact, rendering a visit
of inspection always an inspiring and
pleasant experience.
THE PLAINS MASSACRE
Almost two years to a day from the
date o-f the terrible massacre of July 7,
1794, the settlement was again staggered
by another vicious ambush in what is
now the Plains section of the city.
Fourteen persons were killed, five houses
and nine barns were burned, and many
of the settlers were made prisoners by
the savages and spirited away in the di-
rection of Hampton. Captain Shackel-
ford of the setilement hastily organized
a band of settlers to intercept them and
overtook them at Breakfast Hill, Hamp-
ton, recapturing the prisoners, the In-
dians escaping. This was the lasL vv^lio'e-
sale slaughter and vicious attack by t'uc
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savages in this section, as public opinion
was aroused and from that time on,
blockhouses were built in many open and
unprotected outlying sections, where
safety could be had in short order.
THE MASON HOUSE
After these years of misfortune, many
hardy and courageous souls came and
settled in Portsmouth. One year after
the Plains Massacre, Jeremiah Mason,
a young lawyer, came to Portsmouth and
established himself in the practice of his
profession, becoming eminent as a law-
yer, jurist and statesman. In 1808, he
built a three-story house similar in lines
to the Moffatt-Ladd house whose neigh-
bor he was to become. Here, he resided
until he moved to Boston in 1832. Mason
was elected U. S. Senator in 1813 to
represent New Hampshire, in which
capacity, his great mental faculties and
shrewdness in conducting the affairs of
state, were marked for their keenness,
good judgment and latent ability. Mr.
Alason was a man of great stature, being
six feet, six inches in height. He died in
Boston in 1848. Daniel Webster, the
eminent statesman, with a thorough
knowledge of Mason wrote in his auto-
biography :
"As a lawyer, as a jurist, no man in
the Union equaled Mason and but one
approached him." He referred to Chief
Justice Marshall. The Mason House
has been refurnished and remodeled in
recent years and stands today in an ex-
cellent state of preservation.
THE FRANCIS HOUSE
The identity of the Francis House has
been in doubt for some years, but has
been located definitely as the house built
soon after the War of 1812 by John and
Nrathaniel Haven for a negro named
John Francis, in gratitude for the service
rendered by him during the war. A ship
owned by that firm was captured by
privateersmen, and Francis succeeded m
secreting the proceeds of the sale
of the cargo, $15,000 in gold coin, in
a slush tub. He served on board with
the captor's prize crew until land was
reached, when he begged the slush tub
with its sixty pounds of greasy gold for
his perquisite, and safely returned the
money to the Messrs. Haven. There is
very little of architectural beauty to the
lines of the Francis House, but it is the
historical episodes that illuminate these
otherwise drab and eerie structures.
THE GOVERNOR LANGDON HOUSE
Although there are over a score of
colonial houses in Portsmouth, many of
them epics of colonial architectural per-
fection and priceless for the wealth of
antiques which they contain, it remains
for the Governor Langdon House to at-
tain the He plus ultra of colonialism.
Situated on the easterly side of Pleas-
ant street, near the Jacob Wendell
House, this massive, age-old, mansion
embodies lines of pure and distinctive
colonial beauty, surrounded by spacious
and well-kept grounds, leaving a lasting
and fervent impression in the minds of
those who view and appreciate the ex-
cellence of its proportions. It was built
by John Langdon, later governor of New
Hampshire, in 1784 and occupied by him
till his death in 1819. He was with
Captain Pickering, John Sullivan and
others, engaged in the seizure of the
powder at Fort William and Mary in
Portsmouth harbor, December 1774,
a part of which his cousin, Samuel
Langdon, afterwards conveyed to the
army at Cambridge and which was later
used at Bunker Hill. Samuel conducted
two loads of clothing to Washington's
suffering army at Valley Forge by ox-




Mr. Langdon was chosen president of
New Hampshire and five times gover-
nor of the state. His famous speech
was made while he was speaker of the
House of Representatives, convened at
Exeter in 1777 during a protracted and
important session of three days. He
arose and made the following declaration
which will ever enshrine his memory in
the hearts of sons of New Hampshire :
"I have a thousand dollars in hard
money. I will pledge my plate for three
thousand more. I have seventy hogs-
heads of Tobago rum, which will be sold
for the most they will bring. They are
at the service of the state. If we suc-
ceed in defending our firesides and our
homes, I may be remunerated ; if we do
not, then the property will be of no value
to me. Our friend, Stark, who so nobly
upheld the honor of the state at Bunker
Hill may be safely entrusted with the
honor of the enterprise, and we will
check the progress of Burgoyne."
John Langdon was the first president
of the United States Senate and was act-
ing president of the United States and
while in that capacity informed George
Washington of his election. In 1812, the
office of vice-president was ofifered him,
but he declined.
Louis Phillippe and his brothers were
entertained at this home while exiled to
this and other countries in 1793. General
Washington dined several times with
Mr. Langdon when here in 1789 and re-
corded it as, "the handsomest house in
Portsmouth."
The carvings of this beautiful mansion
are fine specimens of Corinthian order,
and the introduction of a fleur-de-lis in
the keystone of the arch in the large li-
brary is a very artistic and significant
feature. President Munroe was enter-
tained by Governor Langdon here in
1817.
The house was afterwards owned by
Rev. Dr. Burroughs, who was rector of
St. John's church for 45 years. It is
still in the possession of the Langdon
family and occupied by them. The small
brick lodges in front are unique features.
Similar ones were in front of the Samuel
Langdon House on State street before
the Rockingham Hotel was built.
In 1827 the Marquis de Chastelleux
wrote :
"After dinner, we went to drink with
Mr. Langdon. He is a handsome man
of noble carriage. His house is elegant
and well furnished, and the apartments
well wainscoated."
It is tO' be hoped that these monuments
of a faithful and liberty-loving people
will be preserved and cherished through
succeeding years, giving the modern
masses a glimpse of a culture that was
not effected but came as a steady growth
out of sufifering, privation and lean but
happy years.
THE WARNER MANSION
The first of the name that I have in
this country was Archibald McPhetres,
a Scotchman, who lived in Portsmouth.
He was a leading projector of one of
the first iron works in America being the
head of a small company which com-
menced the manufacture of iron from
the ore at Lamphrey river, near Dover,
N. H. He married Sarah, daughter of
Lieutenant Governor John and Sarah
(Hunking) Wentworth. He was a
wealthy merchant, and a king's coun-
cillor in 1722. He built a brick house in
Portsmouth in 1718; it stood a few years
since at the corner of Daniel and Chapel
streets and was known at the Warner
House. It is the oldest brick building
in the city, the bricks being imported
from Holland at a reputed cost of 3,000
pounds sterling. He died in 1728. A
portrait of Mrs. Warner and of her
mother painted by Copley still hangs in
the parlor of the old McPheters House
now known as the Warner Mansion.




quite young, Archibald are very large and finished off in typical
Stark, (the father of Gen. English style about like what may be
John Stark), went with his seen at the Governor Wentworth house
father from Glasgow, Scotland, where at Newcastle. The walls of each room
he was born in 1697, to Londonderry, in are paneled, while the high oak mantels
the north part of Ireland, where he mar- and the great fireplaces, with their
ried Eleanor Nichols, the daughter of a primitive cupboards and warming seats,
fellow immigrant from Scotland. In are fit illustrations of what this house
1720 he embarked for America in com- contains.
pany with many of his countrymen and In the kitchen fireplace hangs the
after a tedious voyage arrived at Boston great crane as seen in the picture, call-
late in the autumn. Many of the com- ing to mind the wonderful "Snowbound"
pany being ill with the smallpox, they of Whittier's. The fireplaces have long
were not permitted to land but went to since been put out of commission but
the present town of Wiscasset, on the they stand today as curios of the past.
Maine coast, where they spent the One of the most interesting stories
winter. told about the old house is one which
The following year Archibald Stark concerns the manner in which General
joined the settlers in old Londonderry, Stark put a stop to teams running into
N. H., where he lived until 1736 and the corner of the building. The old
where Gen. John Stark was born, road in those days turned at the south-
During this year he had the misfortune east corner of the house and one dark
to have his buildings destroyed by fire night a woodman had driven his oxen
and instead of rebuilding there he came too near the house and in some unknown
to Manchester, or Derryfield as it was manner he had fallen from the pile of
then known, that fall with his family wood and was pinned in between the
and settled on the Thaxter grant at house and the team, his life being
Amoskeag Falls. He afterward occu- crushed out instantly. General Stark,
pied the Stark-Paige house which was fearing that the accident might happen
built about 1747 by one Alexander Mc- again, decided to have a large boulder
Murphy of Londonderry and thus it placed at this corner of the house where
was that General John Stark came to it may be seen today,
live here. During the course of years this
The house may be called plain but it boulder became sunken in the earth until
corresponds perfectly with the old colo- it projected only a few inches above the
nial houses of this time. The house surface of the ground. Through the
faces the south, is a square low-posted courtesy of Hon. Perry H. Dow, this
affair with five large rooms on the stone was raised to its original position
ground floor and with two unfinished and on October 25, 1911, the Manchester
rooms in the second story. The rooms Historic Association unveiled a bronze
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tablet fastened upon the stone reading
as follows :
The Home of General John Stark,
1758-1765.
From the Starks the house passed into
the possession of the late
Mr. George
Clark, who lived in it himself for a
period of about thirty years.
In 1836,
Mr. Clark sold the house and a large
tract of land to the Amoskeag Corpora-
tion. Since the house was purchased by
the company several well known families
have occupied it. The family of the late
Andrew Bunton at one time lived there.
Afterwards came the family of the late
Horace Paige and others. The old
house stands today a landmark that the
city should well be proud of and one
that should be cherished in the years
that are to come.
Like all the structures of the period
the chimney was the most important
feature about the building. About it
the house was built. Beside the firs-
place, it is said, there was the spacious
brick oven, the powder place above it
and to the left, over one of the big fire-
places was the pocket for the rifle.
These have all been bricked up. All in
all this house is probably the most his-
toric structure now standing in Man-
chester and is well worthy of a visit.
Later on. General Stark built a house
for himself on the North River road on
land now belonging to the State Indus-
trial School where he lived and where he
died. May 8, 1822. The site is now-
marked by a boulder placed there by
Molly Stark Chapter, D. A. R. A
bronze tablet fastened to the boulder
bears the following inscription :
This Stone
Marks the Homestead of
Major General John Stark
Hero of Bennington.
He Died Here May 8, 1822
Erected By
Molly Stark Chapter
Daughters of the American Revolution
1906.
This house was destroyed by fire in
1866 while occupied by the inmates of
the State Industrial School, whose build-
ings had been destroyed by fire shortly
before.
Chapter Two
On this beautiful afternoon, dear
reader, you and I will take a ramble to
one of the most, if not the most, historic
spots in the city of Manchester, namely
Stark park. On alighting from the
trolley car we stroll out Ready street to
the North River road and pause for a
glimpse of the wonderful view of moun-
tain and valley spread out before us. In
doing this we recall the words of John
G. Whittier:
"Oak-shaded, elm-tufted, by Amoskeag's
Fall,
Rise thy twin LTncanoonucs, stately and
tall."
The view from this spot is one of the
most entrancing to be found anywhere
in this part of New Hampshire.
Strolling down into the park we note
with interest the battery of four Dahl-
gren cannon and large pile of cannon
balls, the guns pointing to the west.
These guns were secured from the
Charlestown, Mass., navy yard by
William C. Clarke when he was maytji'
of the city and mounts were manu-
factured in the Amoskeag machine shop.
They form a very picturesque feature of
the landscape.
Further west we come to the burying
ground where the remains of the gallant
old "Hero of the Hills" were deposited
ninety-three years ago and where a very
plain granite shaft, bearing the inscrip-
tion:
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M. G. John Stark,
Died May 8, 1822.
Act 94.
is the only monument to mark the spot.
It may be of interest to know how the
city of Manchester came into possession
of the park.
On the section of the old Stark Farm
given to John Stark, 3rd, by Gen. John
Stark was located the Stark burying-
ground, where rest the remains of the
general and many of his descendants.
It was situated on a bluff about half way
from the River road to the river, over-
looking the river up and down for quite
a distance. On the anniversary of the
battle of Bennington, 1829, the granite
obelisk with his name inscribed thereon
was erected to his memory by his fan:il_\-.
This stone was of Concord granite and
was hewed and fashioned by the inmates
of the state prison at Concord. Several
bills have been introduced into Congress
appropriating money for a monument to
be placed over his grave, but for vari-
ous reasons they have all failed of a
passage by both houses, and consequently
nothing has been done.
In 1876 Augustus H., and Elizabeth
Stark, the surviving children of John
Stark, .Srd, gave to the city of Manches-
ter about two acres of land, on whicli
the burying ground was located. The
description of the land and the restric-
tions placed thereon are as follows :
"Beginning at a stake standing at the
intersection of tlie northerly line oi
Trenton street with the westerly line of
Bennington street as shown on a map
of the northerly portion of Manchester,
dated 1875, said map having been
adopted by the city councils of said citv,
October 19, 1875, as a guide for the
future construction of streets in the
section embraced within its limits
;
thence running northerly by said Ben-
nington street two hundred and fifty
feet ; thence westerly by Princeton street
three hundred and fifty feet ; thence
southerly by Lexington street two hun-
dred and fifty feet; thence easterly by
said Trenton street three hundred and
fifty feet to the bound begun at; con-
taining eighty-seven thousand five hun-
dred square feet. The foregoing tract
of land is known on said map as Monu-
ment square, and contains the family
burial ground of Major-Gen. John Stark.
This conveyance is made upon the con-
dition that said city shall within three
years from the date hereof properly
enclose said premises with a suitable
enclosure and shall thenceforth at all
times properly secure, protect and pre-
serve said premises with the monu-
ments thereon erected or that hereafter
may be erected ; and that said city shall
not alien or convey said premises to any
person or corporation but shall forever
keep and maintain the same as a public
ground or square to be beautified and
adorned from time to time as may seem
proper and reasonable ; and said prem-
ises shall never be occupied for any
purpose whatever inconsistent with the
uses aforesaid.
"A burial place with proper space for
monuments within the present enclosure
is hereby reserved for the following in-
dividuals, to wit : The grantors hereof
and three other persons whose near
relatives are now interred therein. And
it is further provided that said city shall
maintain a suitable enclosure around the
burial lot upon said premises or such
enclosure may be provided by the friends
of those interred therein, the design or
plan being first approved by said city.
Provided, however, that if it shall ever
be deemed expedient to convey said
premises to the state of New Hampshire
to be preserved and protected by said
state, said city may convey the same to
said state upon the conditions herein
Home of Gen. John Stark, 1758-1765.
Fire Place in Old Stark House at Corner Canal and West Salmon Streets.
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expressed and with such other conditions
as said city may think it necessary to
impose. The right is hereby granted to
said city or its employees to pass and
repass over said Princeton street be-
tween the River road and said premises
for the purposes of carrying out the
provisions of this deed. And whenever
said granted premises shall be enclosed
as herein provided then said Princeton
street together with the streets surround-
ing said square as indicated on said map
shall became the property of said city,
but they shall be used as public highways
and for no other purposes whatever."
Subsequently the entire section of
this farm from the River road to the
river was acquired by the city, the deed
from the Stark heirs being dated Jan-
uary 3, 1891. It contains about thirty
acres, and is known as Stark park. The
three restrictions contained in this last
mentioned deed are :
First. To be kept forever as a park
and not to be conveyed by said city un-
less to the state of New Hampshire or
the United States for the same use.
Second. No buildings to be erected
thereon except such as are appropriate
for park uses.
Third. The city to expend on an
average three hundred dollars a year on
the same.
West of the old monument is a granite
block with sockets drilled therein which
hold a cluster of small flags placed there
by Louis Bell Post, No. 3 G. A. R. of
Manchester, every Memorial Day. There
are quite a number of headstones mark-
ing the burial places of other members
of the family. Among them being a new
one bearing the inscription :
Archibald Stark, 1689-1750.
Eleanor Nichols, his wife, 1680-1740.
Gen. John Stark, 1728-1822
Elizabeth Page, his wife, 1734-1794.
John Stark, 2nd, 1762-1844.
Mary Huse, his wife, 1762-1838.
John Stark, 3rd, 1790-1872.
Sarah F. Pollard, his wife, 1794-1883.
Some two years ago on account of
disgraceful chipping of the old monu-
ment and other depredations, complaint
was made by the descendants that the
terms of the deeds were not being lived
up to by the city and asking that suit-
able protection be given. This resulted
in a substantial iron fence being erected
around the entire burial lot and it is
kept locked at all times.
Chapter Three
Upon the alarm of April 19, 1775, the
patriots, as is well known, began to pour
into Cambridge, Mass., from all the
surrounding country. Among the patriot
leaders who were the first to arrive was
John Stark, from Derryfield, now Man-
chester, N. H. He was followed by a
large number of his friends and neigh-
bors from all over the southern part of
New Hampshire. With these men he
soon organized a regiment and was
stationed at Medford, Mass.
The headquarters of the British army
under General Gage was located in
Boston, Mass., and British troops were
distributed at various points from Rox-
bury Neck to the foot of Hanover street,
in Boston. A detached force of some
tliree hundred men was about this time
stationed at an outpost on Noddles
Island (now East Boston), and formed
the extreme right of the line.
To keep up the enthusiasm of the
patriots there were several expeditions
projected by the leaders to seize the
supplies of live stock and hay which had
been gathered on the islands in Boston
harbor by the British. One of these
and the most important, the never half
known battle of Chelsea Creek, occurred
on the 27th of May, 1775, at which time
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quite an engagement was fought and
won by the patriots.
Col. Stark was ordered b}- the Com-
mittee of Safety to take a detachment of
some three hundred men and (h-ive the
cattle and sheep from Hogg and Noddles
islands across Chelsea Creek, which
could be forded at low water. For the
first time in the American Revolution
artillery rumbled between Chelsea's
hedgerows, along with the marching
hosts, or rather two little four-pounders
commanded by Capt. Gideon (?) Fostor.
The sheep on Breed's Hill, Winthrop
(then Hogg's Island), were removed
successfully, but when it came to cross-
ing to East Boston (Noddles Island)
for the cattle there, the outposts of
British regulars, which were later rein-
forced, stood its ground and opened fire
by platoons, briskly, upon the embattled
Yankees on the Chelsea side of the creek.
The British Admiral, Samuel Graves,
immediately sent a schooner and a sloop
towing barges filled with soldiers up
Chelsea Creek, intending to cut off the
return of the patriots to the mainland
from Hogg's Island. The schooner was
armed with four six-pounder cannon
and the barges were provided with
twelve swivels, but with all their bang-
ing away at the green hillsides of Chel-
sea ( where round iron balls have been
found quite frequently) none of the
patriots were killed, while on the decks
of the armed schooner ran blood until
it dripped out of the scuppers, accord-
ing to a British letter home about tliis
afifair.
A force of grenadiers was also sent to
aid the British marine guard on Noddle's
Island, as stated before, and Col. Stark
was finally obliged to withdraw to Hoggs'
Island, and tlien to the mainland, taking
advantage of the ditches cut through the
marshes, at the same time returning a
hot fire, inflicting a heavv loss of kil'e !
and wounded on the enemy. He suc-
ceeded, however, in carrying ofi:' the
greater part of the live stock.
The schooner continued to fire at the
Americans after they had reached
Chelsea Neck, but General Putnam, who
fortunately came up with reinforce-
ments, among whom was Joseph Warren
serving as a volunteer, opened a brisk
fire in return.
All the afternoon the popping at the
redcoats lasted, and at nine o'clock at
night the impetuous Putnam began the
work for a finish. Mounting his two
cannon on a knoll near the river edge,
backed by his whole force, as the be-
calmed British vessels approached that
point on their retreat, towed by the
sailors and marines in the barges, all
fair and near shots from the shore, Put-
nam and his men waded out waistdeep
into the water and poured a fierce fire
to kill into the vessels and boats with
demands for surrender. It was too hot
for the regulars. At eleven o'clock at
night, abandoning their vessels, they
sought safety in flight in the boats, and
the enemy's schooner was burned by
pulling her ashore at the ferries and
burying her up in heaps of hay, after
removing from her decks four cannon,
the sails from her masts and clothes and
money from her cabin. In this way the
schooner fell into the hands of the
patriots with all her supplies, stores' ..i.^
equipment.
As the Americans were all trained
marksmen, the casualties among the
British were many. The action at this
point lasted from nine to eleven. The
Americans had three or four wounded
but none killed. The British loss was
greatly exaggerated at the time. Gen-
eral Gage stated in his official report that
"two men were killed and a few wound-
ed." The Nezv Ilanipshirc Gacctte of
June 2d, 1775, said '"Tis said between
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two and three hundred marines and
regulars were killed and wounded and
that a place was dug in Boston twenty-
five feet square to bury their dead."
One man stated that he saw sixty- four
dead men landed at Long Wharf from
one boat. Edwin M. Bacon's "Historic
Pilgrimages in New England" in an
account of this engagement says that
"the Americans had four men wounded,
while the British had twenty men killed
and fifty wounded." "Putnam," Bacon
says, "got the credit for this fight ;" and
it is stated that the conduct of this aft'air
influenced the vote in the Continental
Congress to make him a major general.
The schooner was named the Diana, and
was commanded by Lieutenant John
Graves, a nephew of Admiral Samuel
Graves.
In the battle of Chelsea Creek which
opened so redly, our men fighting in the
water with the shore rising behind them
in the darkness, or standing or lying on
the higher land, could be but dimly seen,
while themselves firing at figures clearly
cut out against the surface of the water.
Judge Bosson (of Chelsea) in his ad-
dress delivered to the old Suff^olk Chap-
ter of the Sons of the American Revolu-
tion several years ago expresses his con-
viction that between two and three hun-
dred of the British were killed and
wounded. There is very little to be
found of record of this engagement in
print, which should be accorded a place
as the second battle of the Revolution,
Lexington and Concord being the first





My poppies hung their drooping heads;
I put them in the bowls,
And placed them high as I could reach
And looked into their souls.
When morning came each poppy bright.
Lifted its low-hung head.
And fearlessly gazed on the world,
Because its soul was fed.
That is the way with people, too.
When love has passed them by,
If we but lend a helping hand,





stepped out of his cabin with
Meto, his golden German police
dog, at his side. Supper was over, and
it was not time to take the final observa-
tions for the night, so Dale had a few
moments of leisure. His sense of re-
sponsibility would not let him quite
forget the purpose of his presence there,
however, and he half-consciously
scanned the horizon for fire signs, but
none were visible to the naked eye, and
as it was not yet sun-down no reflection
would show against the sky.
"Well, Meto, we must take our obser-
vations ; musn't take any chances these
dry times, and you know the chief de-
pends on us more than any other station,
for our range is longer, and 'Old Spec'
tops them all ; then, too, he has not sent
me the extra man he promised, so I
must look sharp," and with a searching
glance down at the Umbagog Trail about
three miles below, he turned to the glass,
taking extra time and care for fire signs
had been reported far to the south.
"All serene, old boy, thanks be! and
now we will say good-night to Elizabeth
and prepare for the night. Oh, that
makes you sit up and take notice, eh ?"
as Meto turned an inquiring head toward
the wall telephone. "Well, let's go;
maybe she will send a hello to you."
Going inside the cabin, he rang twelve
"on the line," and a clear voice an-
swered,—"Hello, Bob dear, I was just
thinking of you. All's well here, and
T hope it is the same with you." "Really
O. K., old girl?" a bit anxiously; "Yes,
indeed. A bit lonely, naturally, but with
all the family here I ought not to be."
"Wish I could run down, but the chief
reported fire signs near Number Forty,
and that is near Brown's, you know, so
I will watch most of the night. Fire
travels faster then, and it's the dark of
the moon, so it will show up plainly."
"All right, dear, tell Meto to be a good
dog. Good-night, Bob. Oh, have you
your service testament in your kit?"
"Surely, but why?" "Keep it handy,"
and with that she rang olT.
"Now what did she mean by that,
Meto?" said the puzzled Bob, stroking
the long pointed muzzle of the golden
dog. Meto did not know that, but he
did know the meaning of the word "kit,"
and he proceeded to haul the suitcase
from under the bunk, as he had been
taught to do. Bob found the testament
and carelessly laid it on top of the radio.
Usually this was part of his evening pro-
gram, but tonight he had other things on
his mind, and if he had felt inclined for
it, he would have been afraid its noise
might deaden the sound of the telephone,
and he would miss a call.
Bob was a wireless operator at the
time the war broke out, and was among
the first to volunteer. He joined the
engineers and went across on one of the
first transports. Invalided home, after
a brief rest, the government gave him
this post on "Old Spec," to stay until he
should be replaced. He had held it
nearly a year, and was prepared to re-
ceive word from the chief at any time
that his successor had been appointed.
He had taken Forestry at Yale, being
strongly interested in re-forestation, so
this post fitted in splendidly until his
strength warranted a return to heavier
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duties, and the outdoor air, exhilarating
and life-giving, with the sometimes
strenuous exercise necessary in his work,
had made a new man of him.
The road down the mountain to the
trail below, twisted and curved as the
letter S, to make the steep grade a bit
easier to climb, was still only about half
built, and his supplies were mostly taken
up by pack to a half-way station, where
they were loaded into an iron-shod pack-
ing box and hauled the rest of the way
to the top with a rope and windlass. A
large mail-box at the foot of the moun-
tain, heavily padlocked, held any letters
and parcel post packages left by the
R. F. D. postman. No railway station or
post-office being near this was a great
convenience, and although a forest ran-
ger's station must of necessity be some-
what isolated, what with telephone,
radio, U. S. mail, and telegraph, unless
cut off by fire, this post in Grafton
Notch was not so far from civilization
as it would have been without these
points of contact with the outside world.
Bob had a tiny locked mail pouch of
his own, which was sent locked from the
nearest post-office, and he kept one at
the cabin so his mail could be exchanged
readily, and as he could see the mail-box
with his glass he could tell when mail
was left, so did not have to make the
trip down unless necessary.
No signs of fire appeared on the night
in question, so Bob slept soundly until
midnight, when he arose for a special
survey, but found no cause for dis-
turbance.
Early next morning, which was Sun-
day, came a call from Elizabeth. Friends
from Portland had arrived late the night
before, and suggested that Elizabeth go
back with them, her trip to be made with
a special friend in her roadster, a very
enjoyable trip in prospect, as they had
much to talk over. Bob was willing,
and suggested that they stop on their
way and give him a hail. He would be
on the lookout for them and plan to get
a\\a\- long enough to chat a minute with
tliem all.
This was agreed upon and about an
hour later he heard the sirens of the
approaching cars far up the trail and
hastened down to meet them, Meto run-
ning ahead. After a brief talk the merry
party sped on their way, with Bob stand-
ing at salute in his picturesque uniform,
Meto by his side.
That was a rather lonely evening, with
no call from Elizabeth, but l>ob, who was
always a good sport, said to Meto : "We
won't worry, boy, she is safe with the
folks, and you and 1 arc all right ; let's
tune in on the old radio and see what
we can get. Maybe Portland is broad-
casting." After several stations had been
tested, Portland came in strong; WCSH
was giving a splendid program, and
soon the beautiful strains of MacDow-
ell's "To a Wild Rose" filled the cabin.
This was a special favorite with both
Bob and Elizabeth, and he suddenly re-
membered that the usual broadcaster was
a friend of theirs, and might be sendin
that number on request. Bob wished for
the thousandth time that he could ask
as well as receive, but he could listen,
and he did. He felt almost sure of his
friend's voice, and so was not overly
surprised when, during an interval of
silence, it came clear and strong: "Oh,
Bob, all here and safe !" It was the first
time anyone had ever transmitted a per-
sonal message to him, so it did bring a
thrill, and of course relieved his mind
greatly.
Assuring him.self that the next few
minutes would be musical only, he left
the cabin for an observation trip, and
found all well, so heard the program
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through, and wrote EHzabeth a long let-
ter and put it in the pouch for next
morning's delivery. He wanted to send
her a telegram, but decided against it, as
he would have to telephone his chief and
have him send it through, and he did not
wish to do this except in emergency.
Next day was fair and the surround-
ing country showed clear with no sign
of smoke, so after catching up on a num-
ber of small tasks that had been
neglected during the special watch for
fire signs. Bob felt safe in waiting for
the postman, as the chief had called him
shortly before that, and though he oc-
casionally got a call from some other
station, they were not of great impor-
tance, and his duties often took him out
of range of the telephone.
The postman brought news of a fire
in the next township, and this made Bob
feel uneasy, as it was in line with the
great timber tract owned by the Brown
Company, and over which Bob had an
almost uninterrupted view.
He accordingly collected his mail and
hastened back to the lookout station. He
thought he could discern a faint smoke
sign far to the south, and training his
glass on that point, he saw it plainly,
with indications that it was headed
north and traveling fast.
Leaving the glass, he reported to the
chief, after locating and marking the po-
sition of the fire on the relief map and
making the record in his report book.
The chief said reinforcements would
start immediately for Bob's station, to be
sent out at his discretion. By this time
the fire could be seen without the glass
and Bob proceeded to call the volunteer
reserves who were located near his sec-
tion, in order to give ample time to
prepare and assemble in case of a hurry
call.
Having done all he could for the time
being. Bob stood in the door of the cabin,
to watch the surrounding country and
still remain within sound of the tele-
phone.
A flash caught his eye from a high
rock in an open space far below, on the
other side of the trail. A heliograph!
Still watching the flashes. Bob reached
inside the cabin for the flags he kept by
the door, and stepped into the sunshine,
wigwagging in code, "O. K. !" From the
heliograph came the message : "Fire,
lower southern section, Brown's!" Bob
signalled, "Wait!" and dashed to the
telephone. No response ; dead wire or
trouble somewhere. Back to the door
Bob rushed and signalled, "Dead wire.
Report Chief !" Again the "O. K." and
the signaller vanished, to communicate
with his chief as best he might. This
isolated Bob for the time being, for he
could not leave the station to cut in on
the telegraph, except in special emer-
gency, so he could only wait and watch
the progress of the fire.
He alternately studied the fire prospect
and the trail below, and finally saw an
approaching car traveling at breakneck
speed. This halted at the base of the
mountain, and four men started the
ascent, while the car took the others in
the direction of the fire tract, so Bob
knew his message reached the chief.
The men confirmed this when they
reached the top, and after a breathing
space Bob sent two of them out to find
the break in the telephone wire before
dark if possible, and the others busied
themselves about the cabin, preparing
supper, leaving Bob at the lookout.
Dusk showed the reflection of the
flames much dimmer than might have
been supposed, which showed the fire
was under control.
Supper was late, as the men stayed out
hunting the wire trouble as long as the
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light held, and as they sat down Bob
tuned in to see what Portland was doing,
with the remark that they might as well
have a dinner concert if it could be had.
The loud speaker was softened to insure
clarity of tone, and as the belated
meal
was eaten at leisure, the program was
enjoyed.
Bob listened closely, with a feeling
that there might be a word for him from
Ned at the broadcasting station. He had
not taken time to go down after the mail
so had not heard from Elizabeth
that day.
Owing to very dry weather. Bob asked
the men not to smoke outside the cabin,
and they were all busy with pipes and
cigarettes around the table, relaxing
after the day's labor and the hearty
meal, when the intermission was an-
nounced. The men were talking among
themselves, and under cover of the con-
versation Bob took his stand in front of
the radio, ostensibly to tune ofif, when
the hoped-for voice came through : "Bob,
Elizabeth says : 'Isaiah, 9-6.'
"
This was
repeated, evidently to be sure
it was
heard if Bob was listening. With a
hasty glance at the men, none of whom
had noticed the interlude, Bob slipped
his flashlight into his pocket, took down
the book from the radio and went out.
"H'm," he mused, "I don't think Isaiah
is in the New Testament, but mine hap-
pens to be both old and new, so I think
I will find it." Seeking a secluded spot,
he read the message. Meto had followed
him, and to his amazement, his master
grabbed him up in his arms and pro-
ceeded to tread the measures of a war
dance ! He would have shouted for joy,
but remembered in time the men in the
cabin. Putting down the dog, he returned
to the men and told them to turn in, as
the fire seemed to have diminished to s
great extent. He would watch until mid-
night, and would not call them unless
necessary.
The men were wear y and gladly
obeyed and were soon deep in slumber.
Bob sat in the doorway in range of the
tract he was watching, when suddenly
the telephone rang. The chief had lo-
cated the trouble at his end of the line.
He reported both fires well under con-
trol and praised P)ob for his alertness
and quick action which saved thousands
of dollars.
Bob asked that the chief send a tele-
graph message for him, as it was im-
portant, though he hated to bother the
chief. The chief replied that he would
gladly send it, and Bob gave him Eliza-
beth's address, and the double quota-
tion,—"Revelations 19, 1-16," and "Luke,
1-13." "What on earth?" stammered
the chief. Bob dropped his voice almost
to a whisper, covering the transmitter
with his hand, so no sound could carry
outside the room, and rapidly told his
chief the story of the two messages. A
moment's silence, then, "Bob Dale, you
are a man in a thousand ! Leave your
station in charge of the men I sent you
yesterday, and take forty-eight hours
leave of absence." Bob thanked him,
and when the chief rang off, he called a
friend with whom he had made a previ-
ous bargain, and at daybreak Bob was
on his way to Portland, after calling one
of the men for instructions for the next
forty-eight hours, or until he returned.
Left to his own reflections, the chief
in his turn thumbed the leaves of a small
Bible which he always kept in his desk.
It took him some time to find the three
references, and when he did locate and
read them, he wrote them down :—"Unto
us a son is given;" and Bob's answer:





1929 Legislature isn't much rufiled, chaste language that is a
to brag about. Yet they did kill never-ending joy to those who admire
two hundred and thirty of the meticulous diction. There have been in-
five hundred and seventy-four measures stances when his admonitions have been
that were introduced, counting among the impatiently taken ; but even Aristides was
casualties the bills comprising the Recess blackballed by an ancient Athenian.
Tax Commission legislative program, The legislative reporters, naturally
which were tucked away with the less prone to snap judgments and probably
summary reference to the next Legisla- biased by personal feelings, rather than
ture. Quite a number of the three hun- to the calm and dispassionate considera-
dred and thirty-nine bills and resolutions tion typical of the editorial mind, were
that were enacted could have been pretty generally agreed that it was a
thrown into the discard without any in- session lacking in strong leadership,
commodity to the state. Yet, consider- This opinion was based upon the ten-
ing the addiction of American legislators dency of both the Senate and House to
to interference with every possible run wild on slight provocation, the re-
human action which has developed us suit being that not one of the delegated
into the most law-ridden nation in ancient leaders escaped repudiation at one time
or modern history, the 1929 grist of or another. The members displayed such
statutory regulation in New Hampshire variability of attitude toward legislation,
may be held no more than a moderate both individually and collectively, that
infliction, as such things go. there was a never-ending uncertainty as
Editor James M. Langley, commenting to their probable attitude on any
meas-
on the method of correcting an oversight ure of a controversial nature. The dope-
of a previous Legislature, in the closing sters were chary of making guesses on
days of the session, declared, "A poor the fate of bills after a few line-ups for
Legislature has given final proof of final passage.
its meanness." Had that characteriza- Outstanding examples of inconsistancy
tion come from any other than Captain were the way the senators handled them-
Langley one might have been inclined to selves in dealing with
Anti-Saloon
deem it rather a strong statement. But League's prohibition bill, and the flip-
those within the sphere of his mentor- flop of the House on the workmen's
ship well know he is not given to hasty compensation bill. The senators, early
or ill-considered judgments, that he is in the session, made a gesture of ada-
tolerant of other men's opinions when mantine opposition to the bill introduced
they happen to run counter to his own in the lower branch of the prohibition
and though adhering fimily to his own organization. They stuck out their chests
decision, when duty compels him to lead and bombastically asserted that they
were
misguided persons back on the right taking no dictation from the
Anti-Saloon
track, he accepts his responsibility with- League. And to prove it they passed sev-




League called wet. The bills were sent
down to the House accompanied by man-
ifestoes that thus far would the Senate
go and no farther. Platitudinous state-
ments about personal liberty and a man's
home being his castle were made by
senators and the people were getting to
think they were actually self-controlled
as they said they were. Then in the
closing days six of the senators meekly
knuckled to the will of the Anti-Saloon
League and gave the League what it
wanted. Ten of the senators stuck
through to the bitter end and are en-
titled to credit for courage of their con-
victions.
The House was frankly subservient
to the Anti-Saloon League and amended
the several Senate bills as the League's
legislative agent ordered, although the
majority on the first test vote was the
smallest the League has mustered in the
House since the state prohibition law
was enacted. If the membership of the
House, as is generally claimed, is repre-
sentative of the public mind on political
issues, the votes on the prohibition bills
at the recent session indicate that pro-
hibition is losing ground in New Hamp-
shire, despite the moral cowardice of
the senators who shifted their position
on the final show-down. What is needed
to complete the panic of the political
weaklings is a strong organization of
those opposed to prohibition and such an
organization is on the way.
The House was less abject in its
change of front on the workmen's com-
pensation bill than the Senate was in its
surrender on the liquor bill. Nobody
was standing over them threatening dire
political punishment if they failed to
obey orders, as was the case with some
of the senators who have their eyes on
future campaigns. Yet, there was little
in the House action on the workmen's
compensation bill to commend the intel-
ligence of the representatives. When the
bill was reported by the judiciary com-
mittee, it was thoroughly debated and
approved by a sizable majority and sent
to the appropriations committee under
the rule requiring that all bills carrying
money expenditures must go to the latter
committee. The appropriations commit-
tee, it would be assumed, was expected
to pass on the salary and administrative
expense provisions in the bill. But the
committee went further than that and
returned the bill with a recommendation
to kill it, which the docile representatives
forthwith did do with never a word of
discussion, despite the fact they had ap-
proved the bill within the preceding week
As a matter of fact, the explanation
of this somersault by the House is simple.
It was not, as might be inferred off-hand,
a show of deference to the superior wis-
dom of the appropriations committee.
The House, on occasions, had shown it-
self as ready to turn thumbs down on
action recommended by the appropria-
tions committee as it had on recommen-
dations from the judiciary and other
committees. The reason for the unques-
tioning acquiescence in the recommen-
dation was that final adjournment was in
sight and the members, being desirous to
get their pay and go- home for keeps,
figured the easiest and speediest way to
wind up the session was to dispose of
the bill amicably. As legislators are con-
stituted the closing days of a session are
always the seasonable period for fixers
to kill ofif or slip through legislation.
And the workmen's compensation bill
was not popular with the lawyers, al-
though satisfactory to both employers
and employees. It simplified the pro-
cedure and tended to do away with
litigation.
Talking about lawyers, the lobby
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naturally comes to mind. The 1929 ses-
sion of the Legislature produced a
curious phenomenon in the lobbying line.
The people had an official lobbyist. Not
one of those volunteers like Judge James
W. Remick, who probably qualifies as
New Hampshire's one simon-pure altru-
ist, always striving earnestly not infre-
quently effectively, to attain something
he conceives would promote the moral
welfare of humanity. He works with-
out hope of reward in the shape of po-
litical preferment by a grateful people,
and unmindful of advice from well
meaning friends that his zeal is misdi-
rected. Judge Remick is a refreshing,
if sometimes exasperating, figure in this
era when most of our reformers seem
obsessed with a notion that the only thing
worth considering is material prosperity.
Nor was the official lobbyist like Judge
Jesse M. Barton, who was stirred to such
mighty wrath over the proposal to inflict
an income tax on the people of the state
that he rushed over to Concord from
Newport to flay the instigators of the
monstrous wrong. Incidentally he took
a fling at the railroad and at Massachu-
setts motorists who come to New Hamp-
shire, as Judge Barton declared, chiefly
to eat hot dogs and clutter up the scenery.
He had little patience with the disposi-
tion to spend eight million dollars to pro-
vide better highways for such trash to
drive over. Judge Barton, however, was
concerned for the protection of the
people's pocketbooks from further
gouging by the tax gatherers, which was
a generous motive, but rather utilitarian
than humanitarian.
The people's official lobbyist was
Mayland H. Morse, public service com-
missioner, and he did a good job. He
might, perhaps, be charged with some-
thing of a selfish interest, as m.ost of his
efforts were in the nature of obtaining
wider authority for himself and his as-
sociates, but his purpose was to gain the
authority to use for the material benefit
of the customers of the utilities. His
methods were unusual for a state official
to employ in petitioning the Legislature
for anything, whether a salary increase
or improved facilities to carry on the
work of a department. He lacked the
habitual deferential attitude and regis-
tered a protest against certain members
of the judiciary committee sitting in con-
sideration of bills in which their firms
were interested, and while the chairman
questioned the assertion that the chal-
lenged members were disqualified to sit,
they withdrew voluntarily from the com-
mittee hearings. Mr. Morse also adopted
a critical attitude toward certain of his
fellow lobbyists, who were representing
the utilities, some of his statements
smacking of the uplifter bunkum, which
it is charitable to attribute to the fervor
of an enthusiasaic young advocate mak-
ing his first essay as a lobbyist and buck-
ing against formidable opposition.
In the past, the public service commis-
sion has not had much success in its
request for larger authority or for ap-
propriations sufficient to carry on the
work it could do, but this year it was
different, due to the mixture of per-
suasive eloquence and logic Mr. Morse
brought to bear on the members. Maybe
his bunkum helped also, but at any rate
he got about all he asked for, except
another appropriation to investigate the
Bo.ston & Maine. And now, let's hope he
will return to his normal state of level-
headedness.
Milan Dickinson was the pathetic
figure of the session. He was laboring
under the handicap of an incompatible
role, trying to portray a watchdog of the
treasury with an ambition to achieve pop-
ularity with the proletariat. Those things
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simply do not go together. If you are
a treasury watchdog you have an eye
single to husbanding the state's resources.
If you are courting popularity you drib-
ble out the dough in the grand manner.
Now, the late James E. French was a
veritable watchdog. He headed off raids
on the treasury with a cold disdain that
froze the most persistent seeker for a
handout. But Uncle Jim cherished no
delusion that holding the purse strings
tight made a man popular. He knew well
that many who greeted him affably had
murder in their hearts and would glee-
fully slaughter him if he ever gave them
a chance,—as a candidate for governor,
say.
Frequent references to free-handed
slashing of department estimates by Mr.
Dickinson were made by the reporters
in course of the session, the idea being to
create an impression that he was playing
hob with department appropriations.
Department heads always ask for more
than they expect to receive, except those
departments whose needs are so little and
so definitely known that nobody could be
fooled, and they are invariably reduced.
That was done this year, but not so pain-
fully as in past sessions, for most of the
departments requiring large appropria-
tions to carry on their work have more
money to spend during the next two fis-
cal years than ever before.
There was also much talk about the
reduction of $25,000 a year in the state
tax, which was owing to the smaller al-
lowances for new buildings by this
Legislature. The state tax reduction
would have been more had it not been
for the increases in the regular depart-
mental appropriations. The only large de-
partment to have a material cut in its
appropriation was the Board of Educa-
tion, which for a readily understandable
reason has felt the animosity of the pres-
ent administration. That animosity con-
tributed one of the humors of the session,
the investigation to determine if the state
normal schools and the state university
are duplicating work. The fun was not
expensive, as such things go, only
twenty-five hundred dollars being ap-
propriated.
After an extended survey, the educa-
tional experts reported that they found
no present duplication of work, but it
was discovered the state was not spend-
ing enough money on the normal schools,
instead of too much as contended by
those who were deeply concerned about a
small state like New Hampshire main-
taining three colleges, as the Concord
Monitor stated it when the normal
schools added the fourth year course. The
experts recommended that normal school
instructors' salaries be increased and
other expenses added so that the cost to
the state and the students at Keene and
Plymouth would be raised to the level
at Durham. A further recommendation
was that for the present the fourth year
normal school students continue their
studies at Keene and Plymouth until the
state university could make arrangements
to take care of them, when they should
be transferred to Durham and the normal
school should take only two and three
year students. The experts found that
the heads of the normal school could per-
form their duties as well if they are
called presidents instead of directors, a
change in nomenclature that was deemed
a startling innovation and which greatly
troubled a few worthy persons.
The tragedy of the session was the
Sisyphean labors of Laurence
Whittemore on the tax bills. Whitte-
more's diligence deserved a richer re-
ward. He believes that taxes are the
great panacea for the office-holding class,
but he is conservative in the sense that
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he takes recognition of the danger of
permitting- the voters in the towns and
the cit\- councils unhmited power in mak-
ing appropriations for k)cal uses. He
woukl have the city and town appropria-
tions made subject to supervision by the
State Tax Commission. As secretary of
the Tax Commission he knows the com-
mission's judgment is sound. Mr.
Wliittemore assembled a little band of
competent boosters to help him put over
the tax program, and they might have
thrown a scare into the senators in the
closing days, as the Anti-Saloon League
did, had not the Supreme Court handed
down an opinion on the Gilsum tax ex-
emption case which enveloped the tax
bills in such a fog of constitutional
dubiety that they lost their momentum
and were finally flattened out for keeps.
At Hillcrest Farm
GEORGE W. PARKER
On the highlands soutli of Concord, where Wood Hill surmounts the scene,
Is a farm with view surpassing all tlie beauty spots I've seen;
From this upland stretch of terrain, sun-kissed, wind-swept, clear and free
Sweeps the eye in panorama from the mountains to the sea.
In a cordon northward stretching to the Presidential Range,
Stands the guardian mounts of Hampshire, peak on peak, defying change ;
And between the valleys fertile, where the matchless lakes in sheen
Mirror forth the skies and forests, add their vernal tinge of green.
At our feet the far-tiung city, blanketed in smoke and fog.
In strange contrast to this beauty teems with industries that clog;
Instinct wed man to Dame Nature from primeval age till now,
With her charms his soul is sated, in her temple he doth bow.
Gorgeous are the bright-hued sunsets, painting sky with pigments rare ;
Clear the nights, the moonlight mellow, whippoorwills are chanting there ;
When my spirit's torn and wearied with life's false, alluring charm.
Then I gladlv iournev thither t(^ mv dear old Hillcrest Farm.
The Richer Inn
Home of the late Chief Justice Charles Doe and Family
ANNIE WENTWORTH BAER
THE
name Ricker was found
early on the records of old
Dover. George^ is mentioned
first in 1670, and was taxed in 1672.
Deeds of land to him from Elder Wil-
liam Wentworth are recorded, showing
that he lived near the Wentworths on
the east side of Garrison Hill, and
probably traveled over the wheel path
now hard to trace, where Elder Wil-
liam's heirs went to and from their
fields north of the homestead. It was
always spoken of in after years as "up
the road," even after the Dover Turn-
pike, built in 1804-5, had severed the
Wentworth farm on the east, and later
when the Boston and Maine Railroad
had aggressively pushed its way through
cherished acres on the west. There is
a tradition that George^ came from
England with Rev. John Reyner, the
sixth minister of the Dover church, and,
as soon as he was able, sent passage
money for his brother Maturing who
lived near him.
George^ married Elenor Evans, and
had nine children. They were living in
a troublesome time and the Indians were
making misery for the settlers in many
towns. June 4, 1706, George^ was go-
ing up the lane toward Heard's garrison,
which was on the west side of Garrison
Hill, when the Indians killed him, and
Catholic religion, and became a priest,
and spent his days there.
Maturing left four children; the eld-
est, Maturin- Jr., married Lucy Wal-
lingford ; their children were Moses3,
Sarah3 and Ebenezer3 who was born in
1741. He married first Elizabeth,
daughter of Thomas and Abigail (Hill)
Wallingford, grand-daughter of Colonel
Thomas Wallingford. She died April
19, 1781 leaving five children; two sons,
Thomas and Ebenezer who died single ;
Elizabeth, the third child, married
(second wife) Michael Little, attorney-
at-law. Lucy, the second daughter,
married Elisha Hill of Portsmouth,
N. H., and had Lucy Hill, who married
Charles Cogswell, who lived in South
Berwick, Maine, and practised law.
Abigail married William Lambert and
had Thomas Ricker Lambert, and Lucy
Lambert who married Hon. John P.
Hale of Dover.
Ebenezer3 Ricke'r married second,
Mary Bodwell, April 2, 1782. Their
daughter, Mary Bodwell Ricker, was
born in 1787. The mother died Septem-
ber 15, 1796, aged 45, leaving the little
girl of nine years. Ebenezer's3 third wife
was Margaret (Roberts), widow of
Mark Wentworth. There was no chil-
dren by this marriages.
Ebenezer3 Ricker early showed great
Maturing, his brother, who was working business ability, and turned his attention
in his field nearby ; they captured to seafaring. Many voyages he made
Maturin's son Noah, who was about six to the West Indies, and long foreign
years old, and carried him to Canada, trips brought him the title which dis-
where he was educated in the Roman tinguished him, and great financial
[160]
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success. The story of the ship "Ranger"
and his Hking for the craft has been
handed down to this day. He was
young and ambitious to make good, but
since he was to sail as supercargo on
the "Ranger" he was not allowed to
carry any commodity on his own
account in the hold of the ship, but his
stateroom was for his own use, so he
packed it full of salt fish, leaving scant
room for his comfort. Arriving in
port, he sold his fish at a great premium
and came out ahead financially.
In his early married life he lived in a
large house close to the river on the
Somersworth side of the bridge separat-
ing South Berwick and Somersworth.
Here his children were born, grew to
womanhood, and left the home nest for
good homes of their own. Captain
Ricker, after his marriage with Mary
Bodwell, began to make preparations to
leave his Quamphegan house by the
river. He was in possession of a farm
on the road leading to the old "meeting
house," and proposed to build a house
there large enough to accommodate
travelers—an old time inn.
With his usual good judgment he dug
a well first, to be sure of water; then he
built a barn, possibly eighty feet long,
low-posted with two floors running
across the barn, and a wide bay between
them
; bays, or tie-ups in the ends.
Double swinging doors on the front and
small doors at the back ; teams were
driven in and backed out. There was
no call to pitch hay very high, it was
dropped into the wide bays, well boarded
up, three feet or more, keeping the hay
very clean.
This barn stood for a century, and in
the last years it was more beautiful
than useful perhaps. Woodbine had
been planted close to the sills and in
time nearly covered it. The glossy
green leaves were attractive in summer,
but its chief beauty was in autumn when
the foliage was wine color and the
purple berries were in evidence. About
the year 1790, Captain Ricker built the
house still standing and cherished by his
descendants. Very few changes have
been made in the old mansion by the
owners since his time
;
a few windows
have been put in for more light and air,
and a kitchen built on, leaving the inn
kitchen for a dining room ; here we have
the wide fireplace, with the brick oven
inside the fireplace, an usual arrange-
ment. The crane, loaded with pot
hooks, still swings, and andirons, shovel
and tongs keep company, as in the days
gone by. The two front rooms are
generous in size, finished in the heavy
style of the time, with a fireplace for
heating. The chambers are the same
size as the lower rooms, fireplaces with
quaint fire irons in each room. The
brick used in the building of the
immense chimney was burned in the
pasture below the house.
Captain Ricker was a famous host,
and his inn has passed into history
through the writings of no less a person
than Timothy Dwight, a grandson of
Jonathan Edwards and president of
Yale College from 1796 until his death
in 1817. During this long term of
faithful service the president's health
gave out from overtaxing his strength
in his college work, and he decided to
make trips through the New England
states, keeping a written account of each
town visited. In October, 1796, he
records : "Lodged at an excellent house
kept by a Captain Ricker. This gentle-
man (for he amply merits the title,)
had just buried his wife and quitted the
business of innkeeper. With some
persuasion he consented, however, to
lodge us ; but with evident apprehen-
sions that we should find less agreeable
accommodations than we wished. The
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sixth minister of the Dover church, and,
as soon as he was able, sent passage
money for his brother Maturin^, who
lived near him.
George^ married Lienor Evans, and
Lambert who married Hon. John P.
Hale of Dover.
Ebenezer3 Ricker married second,
Mary Bodwell, April 2, 1782. Their
daughter, Mary Bodwell Ricker, was
had nine children. They were living in born in 1787. The mother died Septem-
a troublesome time and the Indians were ber 15, 1796, aged 45, leaving the little
making misery for the settlers in many girl of nine years. Ebenezer's3 third wife
towns. June 4, 1706, George^ was go-
ing up the lane toward Heard's garrison,
which was on the west side of Garrison
Hill, when the Indians killed him, and
Maturing, his brother, who was working
was Margaret (Roberts), widow of
Mark Wentworth. There was no chil-
dren by this marriages.
Ebenezer3 Ricker early showed great
business abilitv, and turned his attention
in his field nearby; they captured to seafaring. Many voyages he made
Maturin's son Noah, who was about six to the West Indies, and long foreign
years old, and carried him to Canada, trips brought him the title which dis-
where he was educated in the Roman tinguished him, and great financial
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success. The story of the ship "Rans^er"
and his liking for the craft has been
handed down to this day. He was
young and ambitious to make good, but
since he was to sail as supercargo on
the "Ranger" he was not allowed to
carry any commodity on his own
account in the hold of the ship, but his
stateroom was for his own use, so he
packed it full of salt tish, leaving scant
room for his comfort. Arriving in
port, he sold his tish at a great premium
and came out ahead financially.
In his early married life he lived in a
large house close to the river on the
Somersworth side of the bridge separat-
ing South Berwick and Somersworth.
Here his children were born, grew to
womanhood, and left the home nest for
good homes of their own. Captain
Ricker, after his marriage with Mary
Bodwell, began to make preparations to
leave his Quamphegan house by the
river. He was in possession of a farm
on the road leading to the old "meeting
house," and proposed to build a house
there large enough to accommodate
travelers—an old time inn.
With his usual good judgment he dug
a well first, to be sure of water ; then he
built a barn, possibly eighty feet long,
low-posted with two floors running
across the barn, and a wide bay between
them
; bays, or tie-ups in the ends.
Double swinging doors on the front and
small doors at the back
;
teams were
driven in and backed out. There was
no call to pitch hay very high, it was
dropped into the wide bays, well boarded
up, three feet or more, keeping the ha}"
very clean.
This barn stood for a century, and in
the last years it was more beautiful
than useful perhaps. Woodbine had
been planted close to the sills and in
time nearly covered it. The glossy
green leaves were attractive in summer,
but its chief beauty was in autumn when
the foliage was wine color and the
purple berries were in evidence. About
the year 1790, Captain Ricker built the
house still standing and cherished by his
descendants. Very few changes have
been made in the old mansion by the
owners since his time
;
a few windows
have been put in for more light and air,
and a kitchen built on, leaving the inn
kitchen for a dining room ; here we have
the wide fireplace, with the brick oven
inside the fireplace, an usual arrange-
ment. The crane, loaded with pot
hooks, still swings, and andirons, shovel
and tongs keep company, as in the days
gone by. The two front rooms are
generous in size, finished in the heavy
style of the time, with a fireplace for
heating. The chambers are the same
size as the lower rooms, fireplaces with
quaint fire irons in each room. The
brick used in the building of the
immense chimney was burned in the
pasture below the house.
Captain Ricker was a famous host,
and his inn has passed into history
through the writings of no less a person
than Timothy Dwight, a grandson of
Jonathan Edwards and president of
Yale College from 1796 until his death
in 1817. During this long term of
faithful service the president's health
gave out from overtaxing his strength
in his college work, and he decided to
make trips through the New England
states, keeping a written account of each
town visited. In October, 1796, he
records : "Lodged at an excellent house
kept by a Captain Ricker. This gentle-
man (for he amply merits the title,)
had just buried his wife and quitted the
business of innkeeper. With some
persuasion he consented, however, to
lodge us ; but with evident apprehen-
sions that we should find less agreeable
accommodations than we wished. The
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treatment which we received from him
and all his was such as favorite friends
might have expected from a very hos-
pitable and well bred family. I never
found an inn more agreeable. The
tenderness and respect with which our
host spoke of his deceased wife, would
indeed, of themselves have rendered
ordinary entertainment sufficiently pleas-
ing to us." This visit was made less than
a month after the death of his second
wife. After a time Captain Ricker
married his third wife, Margaret Went-
worth.
With the many cares of his inn and
his great property, Captain Ricker was
interested in other matters. He built
a fine house on top of "Somersworth
Hill," opposite the Nathan Lord house,
for his daughters who married Michael
Little and William Lambert. Here the
young people of the families had the
privilege of attending Berwick Acad-
emy; for this institution many people of
that time in the nearby towns stood
sponsors. The Rev. John Lord, his-
torian, said in his historical address
given at the one hundredth anniversary
of the founding of Berwick Academy in
1891
; "Thomas R. Lambert was in my
class at the Academy, and frequently
wrote our compositions from the free-
dom of his pen. He was noted for
extraordinary vivacity, which he has
not yet lost at the age of eighty-one."
To this grand house on the hill, came
John P. Hale of Rochester, N. H., when
he was wooing Lucy Lambert.
Captain Ricker, then over sixty years,
directed the building of the Turnpike
from Somersworth line to the Dover
limit, four and one-half miles. This
was the sixth turnpike to be built in New
Hampshire.
Joseph Doe, Jr., was born at New-
market, N. H., November 15, 1776, the
son of Joseph and Martha (Weeks)
Doe. He came to Somersworth, now
Rollinsford, when about twenty-three
years of age, and became interested in
town affairs at once. He was constable
from 1802 to 1809. The great event of
his life occurred November 25, 1811,
when he married Mary Bodwell Ricker.
They went to housekeeping in the
Quamphegan house near the river. Soon
the War of 1812 was waged and Joseph
Doe, Jr., followed the fortunes of the
American soldiers until his patriotism
reached such a pitch that he enlisted as
a soldier in Capt. Peter Hersey's com-
pany, serving for some time in 1814.
Before he enlisted he had been elected
as a director of Strafford bank of
Dover, New Hampshire and served until
1919 when he decided to move to Derry,
N. H., with his family, where he had
bought the famous Derby farm, with
everything on it. This change was a
matter of great importance, and the
business transaction was large. The
great farm with many buildings, house
furnished with rich Sheraton furniture,
all came into his possession and he was
happy to be so well situated to carry on
the business he enjoyed.
Ten years he worked out his plans,
when the fear came upon him that he
would lose his eyesigJit. Cataracts were
forming on his eyes, and he deemed it
wise to give up the great undertaking
and return to the home in Somersworth
where his cares would be less. Again
he was interested in town business, and
several times was elected to represent
the people in the Legislature. He was
a man of powerful intellect and exer-
cised a controlling influence. He was
not a professional lawyer, but wrote
legal papers and was known as "Squire"
Doe. He settled estates, and steered
vexed questions to a peaceful solution
among his neighbors. He was a man
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of sturdy stature, and f^reat physical
strength. The story of his wrestling
with an Indian for a bottle of rum and
taking it from the Redman in spite of
his best efforts, has been handed down
to this generation.
He tussled for his opinions in busi-
ness matters with vigor, as the continu-
ance of a bit of town road shows. On
the Foundry road, toward the village of
Salmon Falls at the foot of Doe's Hill,
the "Willow Walk" began its course on
the rim of the Salmon Falls river, run-
ning in a northerly direction to the yard
of the lower mill. This narrow way
was bordered by willows and was a very
romantic roadway, frequented by Cupid-
wounded couples in summertime, and,
therefore, sometimes called "Lover's
Lane." As time went on and business
increased, the dam of the Portsmouth
Company at Quamphegan, a mile below,
was raised and occasionall}' the water
flowed over the "Willow Walk." The
company, to make good the damage
from tiowage, built a few rods of road
a little west of the river, giving a dry
passage to the Griffin Nail Factory and
to the village beyond.
In after years the "Willow Walk"
was only a thing of beauty and of not
much use, and some of the townfolk
wished to discontinue the road. An
article was put into the town warrant
and when it came up in town meeting,
there was a heated discussion. To settle
the matter "Squire" Doe said: "As long
as my head is hot, 'W'illow Walk' shall
continue." He spoke truly, and today,
when the water is low, one can trace
the course of the unusual thoroughfare
by the stumps of the willows, drowned
by the continual flowage caused by a
second raising of the dam below. Time
and circumstances discontinued the road,
but town meeting was silenced b}-
"Squire" Doe's statement.
W^hile the Doe family were living in
the Captain Ricker House, it was de-
cided that the horse stable across the
Foundry road, built to accommodate the
horses of the numerous guests at the
inn, should be moved to a site near thj
barn. Two men capable of such an
undertaking were engaged, with the
understanding that the building should
be moved beyond the entrance to the
Foundry road the night of the day it
was started from its base. The master
movers agreed, and in due time the
building started on its way. Everything
pointed to a successful journey when a
difference of opinion came up between
the managers. The difference grew so
rapidly that business ceased ; a war of
words followed
; night came on and the
inn stable stood across the entrance to
the Foundry road. This was Saturday
night, and the next day church goers
were obliged to make a detour to get by
the obstruction on their way to the
churches in South Berwick. There
must have been some settlement made
between the exponents of England and
America, for the building stood for
years under the shadow of the noble
elms near the barn.
"Squire" Doe was a good judge of
men and seldom failed in his conclu-
sions. When he was considering a man
for his farm work he invited him to
dinner with him; if the man settled back
when he had finished his dinner and
waited for orders instead of going out
at once ready to begin, he was not en-
gaged.
While the family was in Derry, the
youngest child. Charles, was born April
11, 1830. This boy was educated at
Kennebunk and Berwick Academies. He
received the Lord Bible as all who at-
tend Berwick Academy do, but unlike
others, he was prepared and entered
college when he was fifteen years of
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age, graduating from Dartmouth in the
class of 1849. Later he entered Har-
vard law school and graduated. After
his graduation he entered the office of
Daniel M. Christie of Dover, and began
the study of law. He commenced the
practice of law at Dover in 1854. Soon
after he opened his office he received
the appointment of county solicitor
which he held for two and one-half
years. During this time he was build-
ing up a great practice, having important
cases both criminal and civil to consider
and dispose of. Judge Smith says :
"Charles Doe, though loving the law for
its own sake, was not wholly absorbed
in the practice of his profession." He
earnestly entered into politics. His
father was one of the old war horses of
the Democracy and the son naturally
joined the same party. He was assist-
ant clerk of the state senate in 1853-54
and was active as a stump speaker in
the campaigns which followed the repeal
of the "Missouri Compromise." In 1859
he became an active and ardent speaker
for Republican principles.
Charles Doe was appointed an asso-
ciate justice of the Supreme Judicial
court on September 23, 1859, when he
was only twenty-nine years of age.
Judge Smith says of this appointment :
"At the start there was a strong political
prejudice against him. This obstacle, if
it had been the only one, he would soon
have overcome by his immediate mani-
festation of ability and impartiality. But
there were other causes of ofifense which
alienated from him some lawyers w'ho
would naturally have been his closest
friends. He was, from the very begin-
ning, a reformer. He insisted upon
having cases tried civilly, expeditiously
and upon the merits. The result in
certain counties was a somewhat stomiv
season, which would have induced the
majority of new judges either to submit
to the old regime or resign the office in
despair. Not so with Judge Doe. He
stood his ground and carried his main
points." He remained a member of the
supreme judicial court until the law
establishing the court was repealed in
1874. In 1876, upon the re-organization
of the judiciary system of the state of
New Hampshire, he was appointed chief
justice of the supreme court whicn
office he held until his death in 1896.
After his appointment to the bench.
Judge Doe made his home in Ports-
mouth and was married there on his
birthday, April 11, 1865, to Edith
Haven, daughter of George Wallis and
Helen Haven, a woman of great intel-
lectual gifts, which had been carefully
trained by her father, a man of excellent
mind. He was a graduate of Dartmouth
College and had traveled for years in
Europe, and came back to America to
find his wife in a Hanover, N. H. fam-
ily. She was a child when he graduated
from college, but on his return he found
her a lovely girl on the brink of woman-
hood, and it was a case of love at first
sight. Helen Bell, though several years
younger than Mr. Haven, was pleased
with the fine manners of the polished
gentleman and they were soon married.
She went to Portsmouth to live and
their home was one of the colonial
houses of the governors' time. There
were three girls born to them during the
eight years of their wedded happiness,
one dying in infancy, and then the young
mother was called. Mr. Haven, after
the death of his wife, devoted himself
to his daughters.
After Judge Doe's marriage with Miss
Haven, he came to Rollinsford to live,
not intending to make it his permanent
home, but to care for the interests of his
aged mother. Mrs. Doe came to the
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Captain Ricker house as if to the manner
born. Her youth, beauty and fine
ph}sique found a proper place in the
home she came to. Here the wonderful
pieces of the Derry furniture were
waiting for her and she cherished each
one of these, and perhaps most of all the
study chair "Squire" Doe had used for
years. In the dairy of the mansion
liouse she discovered a wonderful gate-
legged table. It was old, old beyond
account. She had it released from its
imprisonment and restored, and for
xears it has held the center of the floor
in the living room.
At the end of the year 1869, the
mother died. I'ut the Judge and hi;>
family lived on ; it seemed that he had
grown to love the old homestead too
much to leave it. Two boys had come
to gladden their hearts, Ralph and
Perley. Mrs. Doe was interested in
ever}- inch of the farm ; and "Betsey," i
mahogany bay horse of low stature and
aimable disposition, made frequent tours
over the neighborhood roads with the
young mother and her children, accom-
panied by dogs of high degree.
Judge Doe, as his wife once said, had
his playtime on the farm. "The pas-
ture," as it was known then, and is so
called toda} , gave scope for the great
man to carry out his love for trees, and
to rest his brain while he aided nature
on every side. Pines of two and five
leaves were already growing in company
witli hemlocks and birches
;
while alders
and willows fringed the brook. To
associate with the native trees, he
brought sugar maple, beech, purple
beech, hornbeam, mountain ash, English
hawthorne, magnolia, cofifee tree, cucum-
l)er tree, Scotch pine, Norway pine,
chestnut, horse chestnut, Judas tree, and
a host of others unknown to the writer
flourished under elms planted by Cap-
tain Ebenezer Ricker a centurv before.
Under the foreign trees periwinkle,
brought by Mrs. Doe from her Ports-
mouth home in a grape basket, has in-
creased and covered the banks, and the
ground is blue in blossoming time. This
was said to be the finest private collec-
tion of trees east of Roston. On the
farm, choice apples and pears were
grown, and Mrs. Doe's flower garden
was a thing of beauty. The trees grew,
and there were paths leading through
them, coming out unexpectedly upon
clear places, where the brook rippled on
to the river.
Children came until there were four
boys and five girls, and the young folk
were educated in the home until they
went to college. During the time the
family was unbroken, the children had
dogs of the best breeds, thoroughbred
cows, sheep from Scotland and horses
from everywhere, especially Jessie's
ponies. Dexter and General, which lived
twenty years on the estate and summered
amid the rare trees where Guinea fowls
ran about in coveys, while stately geese
walked with majestic mien and hissed
their disapproval of approaching
strangers. Fowls of studied descent
were heard and seen about the barn.
With the older children Mrs. Doe
found a boy of the neighborhood coming
often and lending a hand with light
chores. He grew with the young people,
and being older, tried to impress upon
their minds the beauties of the farm. A^
time went on, he was made manager and
was proud of his position with Judge
Doe. He was alw^ays interested in the
younger children and wondered why
they ever wanted to visit other parts of
the country. He would show them "the
pasture" and with hand extended say:
"Where can you find anything better
than that? I don't see what you want
to go somewhere else for." His devotion
to the familv and the home stood the test
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of years, and he educated his son to
appreciate the "Ricker Inn" and grounds.
As he neared the half century mark, an
incurable disease claimed him, and he
was unable to attend to all his duties on
the estate but was a frequent caller.
When it came to his knowledge,
through some out of town family, that
Elmer E. Doe of Orleans, Vermont, had
compiled and published a genealogy of
the Doe family, he came to Jessie and
told her what had been done and ur-
gently advised her to buy a copy, clinch-
ing the plea with the statement that her
father's picture was on the front page.
The book was purchased and soon went
home with the manager. He studied it
daily while his strength lasted, then laid
it on his table awaiting the summons.
Other managers came and went, but no
one loved the place like the boy who
grew to manhood with the family.
A great grief came to this famil}'
when it was known that Ralph, the eld-
est child, had met his death in the west.
Following this sorrow there were con-
tinued changes. Boys and girls away to
school, coming and going. Haven mar-
ried Miss Mora Hubbard of South
Berwick, Maine, and for years has made
his home in Somersworth, N. H. Two
children, a son and a daughter, have
blessed their home. Mary married
Charles H. Ayers, a young lawyer, a
graduate of Dartmouth College. He
settled in New York state and was very
prosperous. Not many years later
Mary was stricken with a fatal disease
and left him with three children, two
boys and a girl ; Catherine, Mary's older
sister, went into the broken home and
made it possible for the family to go on.
A few years she smoothed the way for
the motherless children, then the father
died, and the noble woman has been
father and mother to the growing familv.
Dorothy, while a student in the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire, by her
scholarship and beauty, attracted Ernest
R. Groves, a member of the faculty.
Later they were married, and when two
little daughters had come to them, the
young mother contracted influenza and
died.
I\Irs. Doe, living in her home, was
made desolate by the sad changes. She
was indeed a woman of sorrow and ac-
quainted with grief. Added to this her
health was failing. Helen and Jessie
were with her, and as her strength grew
less nurses were constantly in the house.
In April, 1922, the release came, and the
townfolk, remembering her nobility of
character and her many kindly deeds,
mourned the departure of a good
woman, a good mother, a kind friend
and a generous neighbor.
Perley, after months of hope and
doubt, believed that he must make a tight
with tuberculosis for his life, and pro-
posed to test his strength in Colorado.
His wife and sister Helen went wnth
him. It was soon evident that he had
waited too long, and the end came
quickly in the summer of 1922. Not
long after Mrs. Doe's death the old
house was closed, and the neighborhood
pitied it in its loneliness.
Robert, the youngest son, had gradu-
ated from Dartrrjouth College, studied
law and opened an office in Dover. This
decision was a great joy to Rollinsford
folk. Their dread of legal questions
faded away. They could consult Robert.
He added to the pleasure of his many
friends by taking in marriage Miss
Abbie Thompson, of York, Maine, a
most estimable woman of colonial stock;
and when he bought a fine estate which
had been Ricker propert\- in tlie early
days, Rollinsford was jubilant. Two
boys and two girls came to gladden their
hearts, and then his life-long friends
said : "Now^ Robert must be made a
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judge." When that time came, as it
did, the tovvnfolk said: "It is well."
Time went on. Robert, like his
father, spent much time planting trees
and shrubs about his grounds, and they
flourished under his care. In time, it
was rumored that Robert was not in
good health ; that he was afflicted with
the dread disease that claimed his
father years before. There was no
complaint, no open protest, but in
October, 1925, his tired heart ceased to
heat, and he walks with us no more.
Helen, a graduate of the University
of New Hampshire, who was a brilliant
scholar and good to look upon, decided,
after consultations with the president
who had called her attention to the
matter, to accept a position in South
Africa as a teacher in a Boer school.
Five years she taught among the Boers,
learning their ways and customs. Dur-
ing this time the Boer War was waged,
and the girls under Helen's charge
turned Queen Victoria's picture to the
wall, and felt better therefor. After
Helen's return to the United States, she
made the old homestead her home, mak-
ing long visits with her Portsmouth
relatives, and with her brothers and
sisters. Last November she was taken
seriously ill and died in Portsmouth the
last of the month, 1928.
It would be a difficult task for one
who has always admired Jessie for her
good sense and great ability, to say
aught of her that she would counte-
nance. As a child she cantered over the
roads and byways with dogs of indis-
putable breeding at the heels of her red
roan horse. She drove Dexter and
General (a pair of black ponies) with
the same escort. She was in school
;
then climbing mountains ; an ardent
member of the Appalachian Club. Not
satisfied with the tame exploits encoun-
tered in the White and Green Mountains,
she challenged the Canadian Rockies,
and was glad once—perhaps more times—of the skilful guidance of a Swiss
guide amid those apparently inaccessible
tracks. Even with perils and pleasures
on every hand, her great love for
horses came to the fore, and only by a
strong desire to go on to Alaska was
she prevented from purchasing the
animal which bore her safely over the
rough trails amid the incontrovertibly
savage mountains known as the Cana-
dian Rockies. The World War and its
demands attracted Jessie, and she was
generous with herself, her automobile,
her time and means. Only her mother's
failing health kept her in Rollinsford.
When women ceased to be classed
with idiots and paupers—as far as hav-
ing a voice in governing themselves—
then the blood of her ancestors came to
the surface. Rollinsford, a Democratic
town, sent Jessie, a Republican, as
representative to Concord, by a major-
ity yet to be attained by any woman
candidate. She bore herself with dig-
nity and was a credit to herself and to
her constituents. This was only the be-
ginning of her work in politics. May
the lure of the mountains cease, and the
love for horses increase, and the
"Ricker Inn" and its broad acres appeal
to the busy woman more and more as
time goes on. The writer wishes for
words to express her admiration and
respect for the noble, kindly woman
who had been an honor to the commun-
ity so many years.
This faulty story would have failed
of its purpose if the tribute to Mrs.
Doe, written by Chief Justice Robert G.
Pike in his "Memories of Judge Doe"
read before the Bar Association of the
state of New Hampshire in 1916, was
not incorporated. Judge Pike says : "In
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the spring of 1878 I entered Judge Doe's
office as a student and remained there
with him for about ten years. I thereby
had an opportunity of knowing him as
he was in private hfe, and what were
the methods of his daily work. His
family relations were certainly ideal.
Mrs. Doe was a woman of great intel-
lectual endowment, delightful as a com-
panion and a helpmeet in the best and
highest sense of the term. Ever solici-
tous for his welfare, she quietly and
effectually aided him in every way
toward the accomplishment of his great
life work. She read the magazines, re-
views and papers of the day and marked
for his perusal those matters that she felt
he should know. It was a peaceful
home and one best suited for the giving
undivided thought to the problems he
was called upon to solve."
Several years before Judge Doe's
death, his position as chief justice of the
supreme court brought so much research
work with it, that he found himself un-
able to make frequent visits to the large
libraries in Boston for consultation. He
applied to a competent librarian in a law
library for some one to collect author-
ities for him. A young professor was
recommended and did so well along his
line of work that he became interested in
him. He never met the young lawyer
personally, but when he knew that he
was to go to Japan, he wrote him a very
generous letter of approval ; advised
him about taking care of his health, and
added: "I trust you will be fortunate in
your companion. The wives of the
present generation of professional men
are generally, in one way or another
(often in more than one) a heavy bur-
den and incumbrance,—a drain upon the
time, the attention, the comfort and the
mental and financial strength of the
unhappy victims. I know more than
one able man whose success at the bar
has been made impossible by domestic
distraction, extravagance, folly and
misery. A young woman of education
and refinement, content with her lot and
willing and able to be anything but a
constant annoyance and inordinate ex-
pense to her husband, has become a rare
bird. I hope you will both begin right,
with sensible notions of expenditure,
contentment and harmony, and thus
stand some chance of attaining that
position of honor and independence to
which your talents are entitled."
One reads between the lines a great
tribute to Mrs. Doe. She was all and
more to the judge, than what he so
kindly wished for the young lawyer.
New Hampshire Necrology
JOHN C. FAULKNER
John Charles Faulkner, born in Keene,
February 23, 1861 ; died there March 5,
1929.
He was the son of Charles S. and
Eliza (Fames) Faulkner, and was edu-
cated in Keene and Boston schools, and
Harvard College, graduating from the
latter in 1886. Upon leaving college he
entered the Faulkner & Colony Woolen
Mill, and continued through life. For
many years he was treasurer of the com-
pany and president since 1924.
He was not active in politics, but had
served as an alderman and upon the
Union district and Franklin School
Building Committee. He was an active
member of the Unitarian church and of
the Keene Countr}- Club.
On June 6, 1888, he married May,
daughter of Mr. and IMrs. William A.
Barrett of Keene, who survives, with two
sons and two daughters ; also eleven
grandchildren.
PERHAM PARKER
Perham Parker, born in Bedford,
November 16, 1862; died there March
13, 1929.
He was the son of Col. Daniel, and
Mary E. (Way) Parker and was edu-
cated in the schools of Bedford, and
McGaw Institute at Reed's Ferry. He
was a farmer and lumberman by occupa-
tion, and was extensively engaged in the
latter business. He was a Republican in
politics, and had served nearly twenty-
five years as a selectman of Bedford ; as
a representative in the legislature in
1893-4 and in 1913-14; also as a state
senator in 1925-26. He is survived by
one daughter.
PROF. WILLIAM C. POLAND
William C. Poland, born in Goffstown,
N. H., January 25, 1846; died in Provi-
dence, R. I., March 19, 1929.
His father was Rev. J. W. Poland, \
Baptist clergyman. He graduated from
Brown University in 1868.
He was an instructor in Latin and
Greek in that University for thirteen
years, an associate professor till 1892,
and professor of art since that date.
During an extended leave of absence,
largely spent in Europe, he prepared the
two sons of Mrs. John Carter Brown,
John Nichols and Harold for college.
He was a member of the American
Philogical Association and the Archseo-
logical Association ; also a director of
the Providence Athenaeum. He married
in 1882, Clara F. Harkness, daughter of
Prof. Albert Harkness, who survives
with three sons.
REV. CLARENCE E. CHURCHILL
Clarence E. Churchill, born in Nashua,
August 15, 1852; died there March 29,
1929.
He was the son of Stillman and
Lucinda (Hathern) Churchill and was
educated at the Nashua high school and
the Tufts College Divinity school, gradu-
ating from the latter in 1872. He
entered the Universalist ministry after
graduation, and spent several years in
different pastorates in the west, but was
obliged to cease his work as a pastor on
account of health and returned to
Nashua, where he engaged in business.
He was an active member of the Uni-
versalist church in Nashua, and a direc-
tor of the Protestant orphanage. Two




John Coleman Smith, born in Thorn-
ton, N. H., in 1868; died in Kittery, Me.,
March 6, 1929.
He was the son of Rev. David F. and
Rebecca (Stout) Smith, and was edu-
cated in the Thornton schools. He was
for some years engaged in business in
New York and the west, but removed
to Kittery in 1918, where he engaged in
the insurance business. In 1920 he ac-
cepted the position of vice-president and
manager of the York Press Corporation,
with offices at York Village. The cor-
poration published several newspapers,
including the York County Transcript
and the York Pioneer. In 1924 tht
New Hampshire Democrat was started
and continued four years. It was issued
from Portsmouth and was the last
Democratic paper circulated in New
Hampshire.
He was appointed by Governor Bax-
ter, Judge of the Yorkshire Municipal
Court, and was a popular magistrate.
Judge Smith was twice married and is
survived by a widow and four children
by his first wife—Richard of Lockport,
N. Y., Rebecca of Arizona, Donald of
Lakeport and Helen of East Hartford,
Conn. He was a member of the.
Masonic order, under whose auspices his
funeral was held, and interment was at
Campton, N. H.
WALTER H. PAGE
Walter H. Page, born in Gilmanton.
April 10, 1859; died in Portsmouth,
April 14, 1929.
He was the son of Samuel ]\I. and
Marv P. Page. In his youth he engaged
in newspaper work, first in Biddeford,
Me., and later on the Portsmouth Times.
He was chosen tax collector of Ports-
mouth in 1891, and served as such con-
tinually till the present year, except for
the term of three years, when the office
was held by James M. Parker.
He was prominent in Masonry, being
a Past Master of St. Andrew's Lodge of
Portsmouth and Past Eminent Com-
mander of De Witt Clinton Command-
er}-, R. T. ; also a member of Portsmouth
Lodge of Elks. He had been for twenty
years treasurer of the Portsmouth Ath-
letic Club.
Mr. Page was twice married, his first
wife dying in 1911. He is survived by a




Vxcc-Prcsldey\t and General Manager, Crompton and Knotvles Loom ]Vorks,
]]'orccstcr, Mass.—Chairman, the New England Council
Committee on Conim unity Development
NEW
ENGLAND'S prosperity
equals the sum total of the
prosperity of its individual
communities.
For this reason the New England
Council for three years has sought to
stimulate the further development of
New England's cities and towns and to
cooperate to its fullest ability in com-
munity activities designed to that end.
Since the Council's organization in
1925, the field of community development
has been one of its main spheres of ac-
tivity. Industrial surveys have been stim-
ulated in man'y communities and the
cooperation of power companies, rail-
roads, gas companies, banks and other
interests having a direct stake in the in-
dustrial growth of New England has
been .secured.
It can confidently be predicted that
New England will soon surpass any
other section of the United States in its
knowledge of the essential facts about
itself, its industries, and its advantages
as a location for the profitable conduct
of industry. The recent announcement
by the New England Public Service
Company of its decision to conduct an
industrial survey of the territories served
by its Maine subsidiaries marks another
step forward in this direction, and is an
illustration of the New England Council's
conviction that the industrial develop-
ment of New England communities can
be furthered through systematic gather-
ing of the facts as to their economic
assets and liabilities.
The Niew England Public Service
Company's survey, taken in connection
with similar studies now being conduct-
ed in Vermont and New Hampshire by
the New England Power Association,
means that the largest part of the indus-
trial areas of the three northern New
England states will have been industrially
surveyed by 1930.
Each New England community holds
within its grasp the power to add to or
detract from the industrial welfare of
New England as a whole, by itself pro-
gressing or retrogressing. Consequently,
united effort and cooperation within each
community is needed not only for its
own but also for New England's welfare.
Working with chambers of commerce,
boards of trade, and other local organi-
zations, the Council has sought to arouse
a "community consciousness" among the
citizens of New England, and to assist
those communities in constructive action
for their own interests.
The value of scientific, organized com-
munity development programs has be-
come recognized in modern economics.
From coast to coast cities are devoting
a great deal of energy and are spending
large amounts of money in developing
their resources. As a result, competition
among the cities of the country is keener
today than it has ever been.
Intelligent forces working together
within each New England community
for the definite goal of industrial devel-
opment, will go a long way toward keep-
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ing New England in the forefront of
industrial prosperity, even in the face of
this competition.
Obviously, the most important requi-
site for a community development pro-
gram is the desire on the part of each
community to expand and to approach
the full extent of its potentialities. And
this desire must be fostered and en-
couraged until it becomes the nucleus
around which all community activity
centers. Until there exists in the com-
munity this unity of purpose there can
be no effective activity toward this goal.
The second important step in a com-
munity development program is to trans-
late this unity of purpose into action.
The Council has urged New Englanders
to take stock of the economic situation
in their respective communities
—to make
inventories of their assets and liabilities
as the basis of intelligent planning for
future development and for the encour-
agement of those industries which are al-
ready established. By means of such a
survey, any community will be shown the
strong and weak points in its industrial
condition, and it will be all the more
apparent what action is needed for im-
mediate improvement and future growth.
One of the earliest activities of the
Council was to propound a list of four-
teen questions, as a sort of thumb-nail
industrial survey, designed to focus com-
munity thought upon the most vital
features of its industrial situation. These
questions were sent to five thousand lead-
ers of communities in New England, with
the request, "Try These on Your Town."
The questions had to do with the di-
versity, the increase or loss and the gen-
eral well-being of industry, always in
relation to the community. For example,
the first question asked the proportion of
local employment each industry provides.
The questions dealt also with the efifect
of state and local laws, state and local
taxes, and business management in local
government. The Council asked how
many of last year's graduating class of
the High School found employment in
their own community and how many went
elsewhere to secure their opportunities.
It asked what is being done to make
the home community more attractive as a
place of employment for young people.
One of the most important questions was
as to the attitude of the management of
industries in regard to their own future
expansion plans as they relate to the
community, and the degree of coopera-
tion between industries and their com-
munities.
A comprehensive and scientifically
conducted survey of a community's as-
sets and liabilities furnishes the statisti-
cal facts which are needed for any
expansion program. Armed with this in-
formation, the community is able to com-
bat efifectively those forces which might
tend to devitalize any of its industries,
and can. on the other hand, develop new
forces which will promote prosperity.
With accurate facts on hand, too, the
community can quickly and efficiently
answer the questions of outside industries
which are contemplating moving to a new
locality or establishing branch plants.
With this equipment of information, the
community can even set about an active
campaign for attracting industries to its
locality. These facts, moreover, can pro-
vide the copy for intelligent and eflfective
advertising of the town's resources and
advantages. But, most important of all,
they furnish the basis for a development
program from within.
This, then, the third, and most impor-
tant step in community development.
After the desire to expand has been
thoroughly instilled into the community,
and after a comprehensive industrial sur-
vey has been made, a sound program for
development must be drawn up by the
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members of the community. The indus-
trial development committee of a cham-
ber of commerce, c o m p o s e d of




gas, real estate, retail establishments,
telephone, banks, and press—is the usual
body created to take care of all matters
concerned with promoting the commun-
it}^'s industrial growth. Eacli New
England city and town should be made
a "good place in which to live, work and
play," and its growing industries should
be given whole-hearted cooperation that
will keep them satisfied with their
location.
One of the most serious problems of
New England communities today is the
retention of their young men and women.
The young people, in an effective devel-
opment program, must be made to feel
that the land of opportunity lies within
their own communities. Youth, as well
as industry, always tends to go and stay
where they are convinced the opportuni-
ties are good and conditions are favor-
able.
The progressive community of today
is the one that is taking stock of its
actual resources, advantages, industrial
conditions and needs, and that is taking
steps to insure continued employment for
its people through balanced growth and
development along the right industrial
and civic lines.
About forty New England communi-
ties have completed or are in the process
of making industrial surveys. Twenty-
six of these were started or completed in
1928. Outstanding among them were the
surveys made for the Metropolitan
Providence area, in Providence, R. I.,
and the joint survey of the cities of
Lewiston and Auburn, in Maine. The
Lewiston-Auburn survey is especiall}'
significant because it was accompanied
by a special study of the advantages of-
fered by the two cities as a location for
one particular industry, rayon. One tan-
gible result of this survey has been the
establishment of the large plant of the
American Electric Metal Corporation in
Lewiston, definitely attracted there by
the information gleaned in the survey.
Fifty-three chambers of commerce in
New England have informed the Council
that there are in their communities active
industrial development committees. Of
this total number, fourteen were organ-
ized in 1928. In the larger New England
cities, industrial bureaus are set up to
carry on a community development pro-
gram. There are now industrial bureaus
in fifteen New England communities.
Six New England cities have advanced
to such a stage in their development work
that they have industrial development
funds, either in the form of a corpora-
tion, the capital stock of which is sold
to business men of the community, or a
credit fund guaranteed by the business
men.
The sum of $52,000 was spent last
year by 19 New England communities
alone for advertising their advantages.
This amount does not include state or
regional activities of the sort which
would bring the sum up to $150,000.
Banks and public utilities in New Eng-
land are cooperating with their communi-
ties in the effort to promote prosperity,
by advertising the industrial and com-
mercial assets of their own communities.
The importance of the New England
Council as a coordinating agency for
New England interests is seen strikingly
enough in this community development
work. Through the organization of co-
operating committees of the Council,
New England railroads for the first time
are now organized for industrial devel-
opment. New England gas companies
have I)anded together to promote the
development in the communities which
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they serve. New England banks have
made a study of what is being done, and
what more can be done, by the banks to
develop the industries of New England.
New England power companies have
mobilized their forces and are cooperat-
ing with the Council's committee for the
purpose of doing their share in promot-
ing the industrial expansion of com-
munities they serve. Out of a total of
117 electric service companies in New
England, 105 have assigned personnel
especially for community development
work. Many of these companies are
making or cooperating in industrial
surveys.
An outstanding example of what a
community development program can
mean to a city, if it is backed by the
cooperative endeavor of all interests in
a community, is the story of Keene,
N. H. Fifteen years ago the citizens of
Keene awoke to the fact that their town
was not on the road to progress. The
Keene Chamber of Commerce was
formed, and this organization was re-
sponsible for the formation of the Keene
Development Company, which purchased
factory sites and then brought in a great
many diversified industries which estab-
lished plants there. Later came the for-
mation of the Keene Home Ruilders
Corporation, which built homes for the
employees of these industries, and then
the Keene Building and Loan Associa-
tion, also for the convenience of the
workmen. As a result of the great de-
velopment that took place in Keene in
the last fifteen years, taxable valuation
in that city has increased more than
$10,000,000.
In the interests of Community Devel-
opment, the Council has made annual
surveys of the migration of industry
within, to and from New England. The
latest completed survey, made on the
basis of reports from 266 communities
in New England, ahowed that in 1927,
149 communities gained 483 new indus-
tries, employing 26,511 workers. Failure
or removal elsewhere caused 58 com-
munities to report the loss of 217 in-
dustries, employing 18,924 persons.
There was, therefore, a net gain of 266
industries employing 7,587 workers. A
similar survey for 1928 is now under
way.
At the fifth quarterly meeting of the
Council, held in Providence, R. I.,
Herbert Hoover, then Secretary of
Commerce, said, "New England is a res-
ervoir of the most skilled labor, the
most skilled direction, and the highest
intelHgence in the United States. If she
has been lacking in anything, it is in
that collective sense of the community
which has pushed otlier localities ahead,
and, as the Council is now on the way to
the stimulation of that collective sense,
it seems to me that one can look with
confidence on the future of New Eng-
land." In his inaugural address as Presi-
dent of the United States, Mr. Hoover
declared : "Progress- results from co-
operation within tlie communitv." The
New England Council is continuing its
community development work with the
hope that New England communities will
increasingly give expression to the will





beautiful mountain in south-
ern New Hampshire has an
elevation of 3,186 feet. The
altitude of Mount Monadnock should be
compared with the altitude of Mount
Katahdin in Maine (5,273 feet). Mount
Mansfield, Vermont (4,406 feet),
Mount Greylock, Massachusetts (3,505
feet), Bear Mountain, Connecticut
(2,355 feet) and Durfee Hill, Rhode
Island (805 feet). It should also be
compared with the altitude of Mount
Washington (6,293 feet). It is situated
in Cheshire county, amid the region of
Roxbury, Harrisville, Peterboro, Shar-
on, Rindge, Fitzwilliam, Troy, Marl-
boro, Dublin and Jaffrey. The city of
Keene is about 10 miles westward from
Mount Monadnock.
Mount Monadnock—a 1 s o called
Grand Monadnock—is an isolated eleva-
tion. No heights of any prominence rise
in its vicinity. Mount Monadnock stands
alone, unrivalled. It is indeed a mon-
arch mountain. It possesses a unique
picturesque beauty. It is unlike other
mountains. Once seen, its form will be
ever remembered. Years and years ago,
from a town in Massachusetts, the writ-
er beheld Mount Monadnock. What he
saw was published in the Granite
Monthly of that time. It was en-
titled, "Monadnock—Afar." The verses
follow.
It rises grandly, far away,
That mountain all alone,
A sentinel by night or day,
A king upon its throne.
No human sculptor wrought that form,
No human genius planned,
[1
But time's slow change, and frost and
storm,
Was nature's magic wand.
In rock-bound garb of gray and green,
Remote from ocean's shore.
It stands the same as it was seen
In ancient years of yore.
Amid a rich and rugged plain,
A land of husbandry.
It looms aloof in sun or rain
With peaceful majesty.
Above its crest the white clouds sleep.
Soft, basking in the sun;
Across its breast dark shadows creep
In silence, one by one.
And, cloudlessly, beneath Sol's blaze.
Embossed against the sky,
Monadnock lies in azure haze.
Resplendent to the eye.
Majestic mountains, seen afar,
A king from base to crest.
When Sol bedims the morning star
Or paints the gorgeous west.
A monument which long shall last,
Grand Mountain, far or near;
A patriarch that links the past
With life now present here.
The sun descends, the shadows en-
shroud the county of Cheshire. The day
is done and again we behold "Monad-
nock at Sunset."
Grand, grey-capped mountain, crowned
with clouds aflame !
O monarch mountain robed in misty
blue
At set of sun when falls the evening
dew,
So changed from midday yet the very
same
As I beheld thee, years and years ago.
77\
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The moments pass, the sun is shining
low,
Resplendent, golden, dazzling to the eye,
Then like a beacon, lighting far and
nigh.
It sinks from sight, and now the sun-
less sky
Is bright with colors, and yon mountain's
crest
Looms clear amid the glory in
west.
the
O spectacle of which sight cannot tire.
Inspiring artist's brush and poet's lyre,
Grand, grey-capped mountain, crowned
with clouds afire !
Mother
GEORGE W. PARKER
One word is far the sweetest of all words we here may know ;
One friend is far the dearest in a w(jrld where friendships grow ;
One hand we press more gladly and one kiss we treasure most—
The spot that holds our mother is the best from coast to coast.
It was she who gave us being and who watched with tenderest care
O'er our progress as we journeyed and o'er all our daily fare ;
It is she who e'er is constant as the pole-star in her love ;
It is she who prays and blesses as the angels do above.
When our hands shall be inactive and our senses fate shall pall ;
When we pass the Reaper's portals there to answer last roll call.
There'll be one face that will cheer us, we shall hear her voice so sweet.
As our mother in Elysium and the Master we shall greet.
The Struggle for Power
Between the Governor and the Assembly^ in i yOj
CHARLES E. PERRY
THE
GOVERNOR of the Royal
Province of New Hampshire in
1765, was Benning Wentworth.
Entering upon his twenty-fourth year
as the representative of His Majesty in
this province, and in less than two years
to be superseded !)}• liis nephew, John, as
the last royal governor of the province,
he had taken advantage of every legiti-
mate means that his position afforded to
promote his own interests, until he had
attained an affluence that few other royal
governors coud equal.
In his quarter century of office it had
been his practice in granting land to re-
serve five hundred acres of every grant
for himself. By 1765, so unremitting had
his efforts been, he owned approximately
one hundred thousand acres of the
choicest land both east and west of the
Connecticut river, scattered about in
lots of five hundred acres. ^ Besides the
value of this land, the governor received
a quit-rent from almost all his grants,
of one shilling per one hundred acres.
^
Yet despite his vast wealth in land, and
due, perhaps, to his love of luxury,
Benning Wentworth had been ailing for
several years, and he was to a great ex-
tent confined to his Little Harbor man-
sion. 3 Perhaps the vexation of the gov-
ernor in his dealings with the Assembly
during his last few years of office, may
be attributed to an exasperating case of
gout. Lesser trivialities than this have
altered the course of history too often to
be ignored completely.
It was the custom at this time, es-
tablished by bitter experience, for the
governor to appl}- to the Assembly when-
ever money was to be raised or expend-
ed.-^ In fact, this prerogative was one of
the most jealous possessions of the lower
house. As they were the immediate rep-
resentatives of the people, they con-
sidered themselves to be the ones
chiefly interested in the financial con-
cerns of the province. This privilege of
making their own revenue laws appears
to have grown more prized than ever
after the close of the last war witli the
French (1763), and was destined to con-
flict with the new policy of the British
ministry, embracifng the taxing of the
colonies by Acts of Parliament.
Just how strongly intrenched in the
minds of the representatives was this idea
of their right to raise money, is shown
bv their refusal to relinquish the right
even in periods of invasion, when there
was pressing need for quick action. If,
when the very life of the province was
in danger, the right to tax was not yield-
ed to help save it, was it to be expected
that in more peaceful times an infringe-
ment on this same right would be per-
mitted ?
It was also the practice of the house
to make the payment of the salaries of
most of the government officers depend-
1 N. H. State Papers, XXIV, XXV, XXVI ;
Belknap's History of New Hampshire,
Vol. II.
2 N. H. State Papers, Vol. X, p 204.
3 N. H. Hist. Soc. Collections. Vol. Ill, p 282.
4 Prov. Papers, \(.l. 1, pp 498; 543.
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ent upon the passage of annual grants.
This necessitated a certain amount of
dependence by the governor upon the
whims of fickle legislatures. Even though
the governor, by virtue of his instruc-
tions,5 was responsible for issuing war-
rants removing money from the public
funds, the house had practically usurped
his power by appointing committees to
dispose of all moneys, so that his issuing
of warrants was virtually mandatory
upon the requests of these committees,
The committees attended to all the work
of emitting and redeeming paper money.
The action of the legislature in 1765,
of standing pat until the governor gave
his assent to such bills as they wanted
him to sign, was not without precedent.
In 1745,6 in 1747,7 in 1756,8 and again
in 1761,9 the house had stood stolidly
against taking any further action until
the governor had approved the legislation
which was before him.
So in 1765, we find the house engaged
in one of its perennial efforts to coerce
the governor. All other business must
have seemed trivial compared to this.
The precedents that had been established
must be upheld ; a lapse would be fatal
to the prestige of the house. For the
moment all attention was focused upon
the affair with the governor. A principle
was involved ; a powerful prerogative
was at stake. The right to control the
money of the province must be preserved
inviolate !
Before proceeding further, let us gain
an impression of the adversaries of
Governor Wentworth in this struggle for
power in provincial New Hampshire, in
1765.
The House of Representatives consist-
ed of thirty-one members. These mem-
bers had been chosen from such places
as the governor had seen fit to issue a
writ of election in the King's name.
Portsmouth, where the Assembly met,
and the largest town at this time, had
three representatives, and Dover, Hamp-
ton, Exeter, and New Castle (including
Rye), had two each. All others had
one.^" Among some of the more prom-
inent names found in the Assembly dur-
ing this time were Meshech Weare. from
Hampton Falls ; Josiah Bartlett, from
Kingston, later a signer of the Declara-
tion of Independence; John Goffe, who
represented Amherst and Bedford ; and
Henry Sherburne, one of the three
Portsmouth members and speaker of the
house.
The Assembly could adjourn only
from day to day, but neither house had
the power to prorogue or dissolve itself.
Those powers were solely in the hands
of the governor. Through the whole
ninety-six years that New Hampshire
was a royal province, can be discerned
the ever-increasing aggressions of the
lower house, and their constant efforts to
usurp legislative powers."
The Council was, as usual, a small
body. The members were appointed on
the recommendation of the governor, by
the king, and were always men of posi-
tion and ability in the colony. Most gen-
erally the Council was in accord with the
governor who had recommended them.
The Council acted in several capacities.
As a council of state, it advised the gov-
ernor ; with the governor, it formed the
highest court of appeal in the province ;
when the Assembly was in session, it
formed the upper house. In this latter
capacity lies its greatest Interest to us.
5 Prov. Papers. Vol. I, p 440; Prov. Laws
of N. H., Vol. I, p 56.
6 Prov. Papers, Vol. V, p 290.
7 Prov. Papers, Vol. V, p 558.
8 Prov. Papers, Vol. VI, p 518.
9 Prov. Papers, Vol. VI, p 777.
10 Prov. Papers, Vol. VII, pp 59-60.
11 Fry, N. H. As a Royal Province, pp 168-
169; 173.
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There were, in May, June, and July,
1765, six members of the Council. I'ut
since, as was stated above, the Council
was usually of the same mind as the
g'overnor, our concern is almf)st wholl}-
witli the house. And as the trouble be-
tween the Assembly and the governor
was over monew it behooves us to con
sider briefly the policy of New Hamp-
shire in regard to paper money.
In 1704, Queen Anne issued a procla-
mation fixing the rates at which the
various foreign coins should pass in the
American colonies. About the same time
the province of New Hampshire began
to issue paper bills upon the credit of
the government. These bills of credit
were paper money issued by the As-
sembly, secured by the promise of the
government to raise by taxation within
a certain number of years the amount of
the emitted bills. ^^ It was necessary from
time to time to retire these bills of credit
by issuing others to replace them, or by
exchanging for them other kinds of
money. Whenever the treasury of the
province had gold or silver in it, the
practice was to use the gold or silver
to redeem bills of credit, and to destroy
the latter. Rut sometimes, due to the
scarcity of money or the pressure of war,
taxes collected for redemption purposes
were re-issued and used for entirely dif-
ferent purposes. Naturally this tended
to lower the credit of the bills. In spite
of fluctuations in value, the bills of credit
had a general circulation, and until the
end of the last French war they consti-
tuted the regular medium of exchange.
About 1735, to prevent the deprecia-
tion of paper money, governors were or-
dered to disapprove further emissions,
but they were often forced to disregard
their instructions by pressure of the
Assembly.
In 1742, to stop the continuing falling
value of the paper money, bills of a new
form and tenor were issued, known as
"new tenor bills," and in value they were
equal to a specified amount of coined
silver. Over-issue soon made them de-
preciate, and when Massachusetts re-
deemed her paper money and put her
currency on a gold and silver basis, the
depreciation was greater than ever.
In order, therefore, to pay the heavy
expenses of the Seven Years War,
(1756-1763), the province was forced to
issue a new form of bill. These were
known as "sterling bills;" their value
in sterling was stamped upon them, they
bore interest, and they were redeemable
within a definite time in silver or gold,
or in l)ills of exchange.
At the close of the war no more bills
were issued, and all those in circulation
were redeemed as fast as it was possible.
The close of the Seven Years War was
accompanied by a speedy return of pros-
perity in the province of New Hamp-
shire. Through the frequent grants of
Parliament the colony was receiving gold
and silver as its share of the spoils of
war. This money was devoted to the
redemption of the bills of credit still in
circulation. Efiforts were made at the
same time to make gold and silver a legal
tender in all payments and business
transactions. In this manner, the prov-
ince would get rid of all its paper cur-
rency as quickly as possible, and like
Massachusetts, be put on a sound money
basis. ^3
So prosperous were the affairs of the
province two years after the close of the
war, that on January 8, 1765, the As-
sembly found itself able to remit the
taxes of 1764 and 1765, which had been
levied (but not paid) for the purpose of
redeeming the bills of credit issued in
12 Prov. Papers, Vol. Ill, pp 411, 417, 42.S. 13 Prov. Papers, Vol. VI, pp 861, 878.
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1760 and 1761. Also, the agent of the
province in London was ordered to sell
the £12,000 sterling, which was there
credited to the province, and the pro-
ceeds were to be used to further retire
later emissions of bills of credit. '-^
Certainly here was a remarkable recov-
ery for a province which had borne the
brunt of assault on its frontiers.
In June, 1764, a committee was ap-
pointed to take under consideration the
state of the currency for the province;
to investigate methods for establishing
silver and gold as legal tender ; and to
suggest a scheme for restraining per-
sons from charging exorbitant rates of
interest in the province.
^5 As the entire
coin of the land, except coppers, was the
product of foreign mints, and as English
guineas, crowns, shillings, and pence
were still paid over the counters, mingled
with many French, Spanish, and German
coins, it is not to be wondered that legis-
lation was needed to establish the exact
values of such coins. ^6
The labors of this committee brought
about the passage of two bills by both
houses. One set a stated value on coins
current in the province, and the other
fixed the rate of interest at six per cent.
^7
In May another Assembly was called
and the clash between it and the governor
commenced. Although both proceeded
cautiously at first, this game of testing
each other's strength could not long con-
tinue, and as the matter progressed it
became increasingly evident that the
house was as insistent in its demands on
the governor to approve the bills, as the
governor was stubborn in demanding a
salary for the Chief Justice and other
Superior Court Judges. Every persua-
sive influence that Governor Wentworth
could exert was brought to bear on the
house. But that organization, sensing
that this was a trial of endurance be-
tween the representative of the king and
the representatives of the people to
secure a right which the latter already
considered theirs, firmly set itself to
withstand any encroachment of its pre-
rogative.
The house which met on May 23, 1765,
to hear the message of the governor
read, could not foresee the difficulties
which it was going to encounter. The
governor's message was conciliatory and
disarming. ^8 He especially urged the
fixing of salaries for the Chief Justice
and the other Justices, and he hoped this
assembly would pay more attention to
the king's instructions relative to the
matter, "notwithstanding former As-
semblys have so lightly passed over it."
The necessity of provisioning Fort
William and Mary was also presented.
Under the rules of procedure adopted
by this Assembly,^9 every bill must be
read three times and there must be two
adjournments before any bill became an
act.
In answer to the governor's message
he was assured that the Assembly was
"sincerely disposed to pursue with firm-
ness and attention those things that are
most essential to the real interest and
prosperity of the Province.
"-^ He was
requested to send as soon as possible
the treasurer's report, so that the neces-
sary appropriations might be made.
On the 12th day of June the house de-
cided that it could not see its way clear
to burden its constituents by granting a
salary to the Chief Justice and other
Justices of His Majesty's Superior
14 Prov. Papers, Vol. VII, pp 51-52.
15 Prov. Papers, Vol. VII, p 45.
16 McMaster, History of the United States,
Vol. I, pp 190-191.
17 Prov. Papers, Vol. VII, pp 76, 11, 78.
18 Prov. Papers, Vol. VII, p 61.
19 Prov. Papers, Vol VII, p 63.
20 Prov. Papers, Vol. VII, p 64
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Court,"^ and then is revealed to us the
first intimation of the impatience of the
house with its governor, evidenced in
the message sent him (June 13tii). He
was reminded that the tvvt> hills sent to
him must be signed before any further
appropriations for the support of the
province could be made.--
After a week of waiting, Governor
Wentworth just as firmly reminded the
assembly that the Chief Justice and other
Justices of His Majesty's Superior Court
had not yet been granted a salary, al-
though this was the third Assembly
whose attention he had directed to this
matter. If no action should be taken by
this one, he concluded, "I have washed
my hands clear from all future blame or
censure. "-3 Just a suggestion of irrita-
tion in this message ; a hint that if trouble
arose from failure to do the king's will,
the name of Benning Wentworth was ex-
culpated.
The very next day came the message
of the Massachusetts Assembly inviting
a committee from New Hampshire to
attend a meeting in New York to dis-
cuss the "present circumstances of the
Colonies. "24 Apparently the invitation
received only passing attention in the
Assembly. There is no record to show
that undue importance was attached to
it. When we consider the nature of the
controversy which was absorbing the in-
terest of the house, we may readily un-
derstand why the matter was laid aside in
order to effectively deal with the more
pressing afifair of the moment.*
The house seemed willing to give the
governor's recommendation a fair hear-
ing and so again took under considera-
tion the matter of salaries to the
Justices. -5 And again they decided
against granting such salaries. The mes-
sage explaining their decision is just the
least bit suggestive that they did not
wholly trust their Royal Governor. "But
last week hearing from divers persons
that you Expected our determination in
that matter (salaries) to be sent you
previous to your considering some Bills
before your Excellency, on which the
Weal of the Province depends : We
anew turned our attention thereto," and
"we think it Duty to say as before that
we cannot charge the Government with
such salary. "-6
Then followed the period of watchful
waiting for the decision of the governor
relative to the two bills,—one for es-
tablishing the money of the province on
a gold and silver basis and setting values
on foreign coins ; and the other fixing
the interest rate at six per cent. The
journal of the house during this period
is replete with entries such as the fol-
lowing: "this forenoon was spent chiefly
in waiting to hear from his Excel-
lency ;"27 and, "still in waiting to hear
his Excellency's determination ;"~^ and
again, "The House still sitting in an in-
active state ;"29 and so on.3o
Becoming restless on account of their
inactivity and uneasy through sitting so
long spending their time to little or no
purpose, the house, on June twenty-fifth,
drew up and sent an earnest appeal to
the governor, entreating him to either
•Historians have often commented upon the failure
of this state to be represented at the Stamii Act
Congress, but no explanation has been offered for this
deficiency. The bare fact that the Provincial Assem-
bly at Portsmouth declined the invitation of Afassa-
chusetts has Kenerally been accepted without furtlu-r
inquiry into the conditions which led to the refusal.
The difficulties confronting the Assembly at this time
appear to have held the attention of its members to
the exclusion of everything else. It is quite likely
that had the invitation been received at any other
time, it would have been accepted.
21 Prov. Papers, Vol VII. pp 67. 68.
22 Prov.
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pass the bills or permit the representa-
tives to go home and attend to their
private affairs. 3i Here was impatience
indeed, and we may well imagine the
exasperation of those members whose
farms were neglected by their absence.
The governor's patience had evidently
been under a strain also, for the very
next day his curt message in reply was
received. He said that since the message
of the house of the day before had con-
tained nothing new, he would again re-
mind the house that as soon as they made
their appropriations for the year he
would consent to the whole or reject
the whole. 32
This would appear to be the end of all
hope for an amicable adjustment of the
difficulties between the house and the
governor, but evidently the house felt
differently about it. Immediately a com-
mittee was appointed to wait upon his
Excellency and pray him to give his
consent to the bills. How efficacious the
work of this committee was may best
be judged by the results which it pro-
duced : two days later both bills had been
signed by Governor Wentworth!
The fight had been won. The voice
of the people was triumphant. There
still remained the details of carrying into
execution the provisions of the two bills
before the assembly should adjourn.
Then was brought up again for con-
sideration the question of the Massa-
chusetts invitation. 33 But the represen-
tatives were not interested. They were
now devoting their energies to finishing
up this matter of the finances in order
that they might go home. So a resolution
was passed, in which the Assembly ex-
pressed its hearty endorsement of the
idea of such a meeting, "yet the present
situation of our government affairs will
not permit us to appoint a committee to
attend such a meeting but shall be ready
to joyn in any Address to his Majesty,
etc."34
On July fourth,—eleven years before
that date was to become famous,—this
Assembly which had challenged the
Royal Governor to a finish fight and had
emerged victorious, was prorogued not to
meet again until N/ovember nineteenth. 35
31 Prov. Papers, Vol. VI I, p 74.
32 Prov. Papers, Vol. VIT, p 75.
33 Prov. Papers, Vol. VTI, p 81.
34 Prov. Papers, Vol. \I1, p 81.
35 Prov. Papers, Vol. \'I1, p 84.
Dream
DOROTHY WHIPPLE FRY
I picked a dream from out the night.
Fashioned of moon dust and the silver light
Of flower-stars.
With fragrance of Spring violets
And sweet remembering
Of happiness with you.
It held the music of the wood thrush's song.
The sound of waters in a little brook.
The nocturne of remembered Spring
When all the waking world was flowering.
I picked a dream from out the night
And dreamed that silver dream to my delight.
Suspicion
EUGENE PILLOT
//"M"F IT were anyone but Jim Daw-
I son ! But Jim
—why, it's absurd
'even to imagine anything off-
color about him. He's got a happy
home and plenty of money. You and I
have both known him here at the clul)
for ten years anyway. And we know
that Jim is as steady as they make 'em."
Harry Hargrave blew a decidedly force-
ful puff of smoke from his cigarette to
emphasize his point ; then he settled back
in his chair with rather an air of wish-
ing to ponder his own words, in spite of
the conviction with which he had uttered
them.
Freddie Connors, the man who was
dining with Hargrave at a small table in
a rather centrally located spot of the
main dining room at the Civitan club,
smiled across their nearly finished meal
and replied : "Nevertheless, you must
admit Jim hasn't been quite the same
toward us lately."
"Well, he's always pleasant enough."
Hargrave never liked to malign anybody.
"Yes, pleasant
—but distant. You
can't say you've not noticed that Jim is
distant?"
"I have, but I might only have imag-
ined it."
"Fiddlesticks!" exclaimed Connors.
"You know, I've been watching him and
he does something mighty strange.
Every time he comes into a room or is
near anybody unexpectedly—he shies !
Yes, sir, shies \ Just as though he were
half-scared till he got used to the room
or the person. It doesn't last long, but
it invariably happens."
"Surely he can't be going batty?"
came from the startled Hargrave.
"Jim's going through some kind of
trouble and it's domg him up. I'm posi-
tive of that."
"Have you ever intimated that he
might unburden his soul to you?"
"Yes, once. But the queer glint that
came into his eyes stopped me. / shied
off. Funny, but it's gotten so that I
don't feel at all comfortable in his com-
pany any more."
"Come to think about it, you must be
right. Seems to be affecting most every
one else the same way. I've hardly seen
him with anyone for a long time now.
And when he eats here at the Club he
usually eats alone. Poor chap, some-
thing surely must be eating on him.
Wonder what it is?"
"Oh, possibly some dame. That's
what usually eats on or off a fellow in
New York."
"Ssh! Why, that looks like him
crossing the corridor out there now.
Yes, it is Dawson ! Dining here to-
night, I guess. Let's watch him and see
if he shies."
Dawson sauntered about the outside
corridor, spoke a few words to the clerk
at the desk, nodded to some one out of
sight of Hargrave and Connors, then
appeared at the threshold of the dining
room. Appeared, but did not enter im-
mediately. For an almost imperceptible
instant he paused, shrank back slightly
and made a quick survey of all the
tables.
Jim Dawson was a tall, thick-set man,
a substantial, culture-suggesting type
that both men and women are only too
willing to glance around at, if they can
manage to do so unobserved. He wore
[185]
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loose-fitting, navy-blue flannels, tan ox-
fords, a sennet straw hat with a blue and
gray striped band, and a robin's egg blue
scarf that did what was intended—in-
tensified the shade of his eyes, eyes that
under ordinary conditions would remind
one of the gay blue of summer skies,
now, however, they were indigo a s
troubled waters of an uncertain sea.
Dawson was about forty years old.
"Well, he did shy all right," admitted
Hargrave. "Suppose we get him to
stop at our table and see if we can get
his complex out of him."
When Dawson came into the dining
room and passed near their table, both
Hargrave and Connors made the effort
to stop him, but failed miserably. Jim
flashed a greeting at them, but a side-
ways one, and quickly passed on to a
remote table, where he sat with his back
to the whole dining room and stared at
the blank wall before him.
"Look here," declared Hargrave, "he
may be afraid of us and of the whole
world, for that matter; but we're not
afraid of him, are we?"
"Why, no," smiled Connors. "What
are you trying to get at now?"
"Let's go sit at his table, even though
he did pass us up. Let's see if we can't
make him spill what's in him. Who
knows, perhaps we can help him some-
how."
"Rather risky to force one's self into
a man's hidden springs. However, I'm
willing to take a chance any old day. My
Dad wasn't a race-track man for
nothing. Come on." He scribbled his
name on the dinner check, left a tip for
the waiter,.then he and Hargrave ambled
over to Dawson's table.
They stood behind him a moment,
silently. Dawson had not heard them
come up. The instant he sensed them
he shuddered involuntarily and clutched
the table-cloth in a grip of fear. Slowly,
oh, so slowly, he turned his head and
glanced up. "Oh, it's only
—you !" There
was a note of unspeakably great relief in
his voice. And he sank back in his
chair as though tons had been lifted
from him.
"Thought we'd just come over and
keep you company a bit," ventured
Connors. "Eating alone, aren't you?"
"Oh, yes," said Dawson agreeably,
"quite alone. Sit down, do. Won't
you have something with me?" He was
always a perfect host.
They waved away the suggestion of
more food and sat down, one on each
side of him.
A few inconsequential subjects were
discussed casually enough, the stock
market, the weather, golf, the new club
dues, but an under-current of more elec-
tric significance eventually stopped the
flow of empty words and silence embar-
rassed the three.
It was Dawson who broke the spell.
He poised a bit of bread in a hand of
muscular fingers a moment before set-
ting his teeth on it with a scrunch much
too heavy for so soft a substance as
bread. He glanced first at Connors,
then at Hargrave, then he burst out :
"Men—the oddest thing has happened
to me—"
Simultaneously the other two leaned
toward him, intense in their interest.
Hut Dawson seemed unable to go
farther. He sat there looking straight
ahead, reiterating his dynamic and very
descriptive phrase : "The oddest thing—
the oddest thing
—"
His eyes held a far-away look for
several moments, then he straightened
up and glanced at them with a reassuring
smile and a glint of his old summer-sky
look. "Oh, don't take it so seriously,
fellows. I'm sorry I spoke. Forget it.





Hargrave made no reply to his smile
and attempt at a gay manner, but Con-
nors gravely, quietly, began : "Jim Daw-
son, I've known you years and you've
always been red and honest. But lately
I've seen green fear around you. And
I'd like to know what it means?"
The questioned man raised a nervous
hand, then jerked it down again. "And
have you detected a yellow streak about
me yet, old man?"
"No, there is no yellow."
"For those words you shall be re-
warded. Besides I've got to tell some-
body or I'll expire before long. Do you
really want to hear something utterly
foolish, you two? You do? All right.
Well, a month ago, about, I was motor-
ing out Gloucester way, a lonesome drive
as probably you know, and isolated.
Dark woods line the road for miles.
There are but few cross roads and they
branch out of the woods quite unexpect-
edly. Well, I had been easing along the
main road, half-dreaming I suppose
—
the night was so black, it either scared
one to death or forced him to think of
something remote. The remotest thing
seemed my wife. There had been a
little tiff between us that evening. I had
wanted to go for a drive, at first, and she
didn't. She made me go anyway, even
though I rebelled. Declared I needed
fresh air because I had been all day in
the office. Absurd, of course. Plenty
air comes in the office windows. We
argued and I went for the drive by my
lonesome. Riding and riding along I
began to regret I hadn't held my ground
and remained at home. It seemed ab-
surd, riding out just for air. Elizabeth
was so headstrong; she liked to carry a
point just for the sake of the
—
"What was that? A man had
stepped into the road ahead. He was
waving for me to stop. I drew up
sharply. He stepped to the side of my
car. T beg pardon for stopping you
like this,' he said, 'but would you mind
doing me a favor? I've a flat tire on
my car over here by the side of the road.
It's so dark I can't see to change it.
Would you mind turning your lights on
my car for a few minutes?'
"The man was so obviously a gentle-
man. A quiet, well-modulated voice
with a note of actual apology for the
intrusion. Nevertheless, one's first in-
stinct on a lonely road at night is self-
protection. I slipped my revolver into
my side coat pocket as I complied with
his request and turned the car lights
where he directed. They fell on a great
hulk of a black car drawn up close to
the curb.
"'Thanks,' he called, 'that's fine! It
oughtn't to take long to get her fixed.'
"I sat there a second or two, watching
him fix the front tire. Suddenly it
flashed over me that I was a cad if there
ever was one. Calmly sitting there and
not making the slightest effort to help
the chap. Why should I fear that he
was a highwayman anyway? The very
same thing might have happened to me
and I would have been mighty glad to
have help. Why not have faith this
once anyhow and believe that there were
honest people in the world? Besides, if
I wanted any evidence of the respecta-
bility of the man, hadn't he practically
proved himself by the simplicity of his
request and the unobtrusive tone in
which he had voiced it? And the lights
showed him up in tweeds that must have
been put out by a tailor who knew his
business. And a good tailor has turned
the tables in a man's favor more times
than one is willing to admit. He was
positively good-looking working there in
knickers, sport coat, and cap, all a
rather tannish gray. I always had liked
that peculiar gray-tan combination.
I
wondered where he got it ?
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"Suddenly he straightened up and
turned toward me. 'This thing is worse
than I thought. I'm going to have
to change the tire. Rip here long
as a mile. I wonder, would you mind— '
he took a step or two nearer me, again
half-apologetically
—'would it be asking
too much of you to give me a slight lift?
I'm new at this driving game. I have a
chauffeur, but he's on a vacation. Do
you know anything about changing
tires?'
"
'Sure I do !' I exclaimed and leaped
from the car. I dashed discretion to the
winds. I remembered the first time I
had to change a tire. There wasn't a
solitary soul around to pull to my rescue
and I had gone home on a flat. Simply
because I hadn't known where to begin
to take the blame thing off. Just suffer
something yourself and you're willing
enough to help every other chap that's
suffering the same thing.
"His tire was rather unwieldly and we
both worked pretty steadily, and silently,
before we got it on. Twice it occurred
to me that, after all, I certainly was
taking a long chance
—all alone here on
a lonely road with a strange man. What
if he was well-dressed and suave?
Wasn't I completely at his mercy, if he
wished to do anything to me? Well, I'd
finish the job, but I'd keep an eye on him
all right. Wouldn't do to have too much
faith in strangers, especially near New
York. I was born in the middle west
and had the idea that all New Yorkers
must be bad, else why would they be in
New York? Finally the tire was in
shape. I stood up. As I did so, it
flashed over me—suppose the fellow had
robbed me already? While we were
working. He could have done it. Easy
enough. I glanced down nt my vest.
My watch and chain were gone.
"He seemed to catch my amazement
and stepped back quickly. But I already
had him covered with my gun. 'You
just hand over that watch and chain, my
fine bird,' I demanded.
"Without a murmur he took the watch
and chain from his vest and placed it in
my out-stretched hand. I dropped it in
my side pocket. 'Now you'd better turn
your back till I'm well on my way,
understand?' Without a word he nod-
ded and complied with my suggestion.
I backed away from him, gun in hand,
scrambled into my car, and raced away.
"My wife was waiting up for me when
I got home. Had been having a fit of
remorse and was sorry she had insisted
on me taking fresh air when I didn't
want it. You know women sometimes
get queer notions that way, when they're
lonely. I merely smiled, kissed her,
cuddled her a bit, said I was sleepy, let's
go to bed. She agreed and went into
the bath-room to undress.
"I took out my watch, wound it ab-
sent-mindedly, and went over to lay it on
the dresser.
"'My God!' I cried, terror-stricken.
There on the dresser lay my own watch.
The one I held in my hand was a strange
one. It belonged to the other man."






tised, everything ! No use. I live in
deadly fear of every one!"
"I wouldn't do that, old man," Con-
nors tried to pacify him.
"I bet you would, if you lived in con-
stant fear he was going to find you."
"I knew that man," said Connors. "He
told me about that hold-up."
"So?" yelled Dawson. "You aim to
turn me over to him. That's it!"
"Never! He died last week."
The New New England
KENNETH ANDLER
A NUMBER of people in the facturing industries is worth more thanUnited States still think the six billion dollars.New England of today is the Although some industries are going
same as the New England of Mary out of New England more are coming
Wilkins Freeman. They picture these in. "One hundred and ninety-four
six States as a museum repository of communities, representing more than
ancient relics doted upon as symbols of one-half the population, gained in 1926,
departed glory. Winters are still men- 431 new industries and lost only 207.
tioned with the adjectives "drab" and The total number of employees in the
"drear" ; the people are thought of either industries gained was 19,054; and in
-as hide-bound and fatalistic farmers or those lost 8,056."
as Brahmins whose conversation is There is a wide diversity in New
legendarily limited to the Supreme Be- England's manufactures as may be seen
ing; industries are said to be moving by the five leading industries (cotton
South where labor conditions are ideal goods, boots and shoes, electrical ma-
•( !), and the deserted farm is the picture chinery, worsted goods, foundry and
of our agricultural progress. One machine shop products) accounting for
hears "poor old New England" in one only 28^ per cent of our total manu-
breath and "decadent" in another. facturing value. More than two hun-
There is, however, today a new New dred other lines of manufacture make
England, or rather perhaps, a better up the remaining 71 >4 per cent,
realization of what New England actu- Says the New England Council Blue
ally is. It is not only a land of beauty Book, "In 24 classes of industry, each
in which three million visitors spend exceeding eight million dollars. New
more than two hundred and fifty mil- England produces more than one quarter
lion dollars each year, but it is also a of the entire value added by manufac-
territory in which industry is on the ture in the United States."
march. *
* * *
According to statistics given out by In agriculture. New England has, by
the New England Council, New Eng- no means, fallen behind. Our farms
land's industries compare very favorably made a two per cent increase between
with the industries of any section, and 1920 and 1925, as against a decrease for
have a value not fully enough appre- the United States as a whole. More-
ciated by New Englanders themselves, over, the per acre value of farm real
For instance, although New England estate increased between 1920 and 1925
has only two per cent of the area of the while all other sections of the country
United States, and seven per cent of showed a decrease. New England's
the population, its tangible physical farm property is worth more than a
wealth amounts to twenty-seven and billion dollars with an annual produc-
three-quarters billions of dollars, and tion of 250 million dollars,
the annual production of its manu- Last year Idaho's auto license plates
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bore the likeness of a potato, but the imagination to conceive. Undeveloped
humble spud is not entirely unknown power goes brawling down our valleys
here for New England grows 13.4 per all the year. Yet we have tapped some
cent of the entire white potato crop of of it, for the annual production of elec-
the United States. trie power in New England has in-
Increased facilities for marketing to- creased 60 per cent since 1921 and we
gether with the establishing of grades have 1/3 of the
total number of power
and standards and the use of labels is plants "in the United States,
going to have a telling effect within a We have many and diverse advantages
few years for primarily the agricultural but there's no sense in leaning back and
problem in New England is not one of thinking how well off we are, for there
production but of marketing. are factors which every wide awake
New England, by the way, is much New Englander might well think over,
more fortunate in one respect than other For instance, a leaden weight is hung on
sections of the United States. Our the neck of New England progress by
rural districts and urban centers are ex- our vast amounts of creditor capital,
tremely accessible one to the other. The that is, capital in the hands of savings
farmer of northern New England, un- banks, trust companies or individual
like his brothers in the Middle or Far trustees. Such capital neither aids the
West, is not hundreds of miles from expansion of our productive enterprises
large cities, but is only a few hours dis- or the establishment of new ones. It is
tant from the thickly populated areas of exactly like a great reservoir of water
Massachusetts. Half a day's drive and which, tapped, would provide power to
he is in Boston. Or, if he craves for light homes and drive the wheels of
what Manhattanites insist is the metro- industry, but which, stagnant, affords
polis, he can arrive in a few hours at pleasure and profit only to the fortunate
that largest city in the world. ones who lie in it and soak.
Not only is he personally able to reach Personally we are not expert at farm-
large cities but his products can be }ng and do not pretend to know more
shipped to market without being several than farmers about their own business
days on the road. but we would like to know why the one
Urban dwellers likewise do not have or two frosts which are likely to kill
to travel far to get out for recreation northern New England's crops during a
among the lakes, woods and mountains, season cannot be warded off by smudge
for these natural beauties aren't hun- pots similar to those used in the orange
dreds of miles away but in their very groves of California; also why sheep—
backyard. on farms in the very backdoor of our
The factories of northern New Eng- woolen mills—cannot be raised with a
land are so situated that they afford substantial profit as they were raised
opportunities for recreation unparalleled years ago ; also why our production of
elsewhere. The workers are able to step apples which are so far superior to
from their factory doors into woods western apples cannot to immensely in-
filled with game and brooks with trout, creased.
* * * * While we are asking questions we
The vast quantities of New England's would also like to inquire of the rail-
water power are almost beyond the roads why observation cars are not put
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on trains going through one of the most
scenic parts of the United States,
especially along the Connecticut River,
one of the few rivers adjacent to a rail-
road for a long distance.
We know by experience that one's
first impression of a new locality is the
strongest and that such an impression
is gained on the train carrying one
thitlier. What then must people think
wlio enter New England on our trains!
We submit that a modern observation
car, flat with wide seats and windshields
such as those on the Gold Coast Limited
would change the whole aspect of travel
into New England. Heaven knows there
is more to look at here than in the
Mojave Desert !
But these are all points that can be
remedied. The main thing is this, a
different New England is growing up
about us, one developing highly skilled
industries for the most part ; agriculture,
assisted by new forms of marketing, is
gaining; our recreational income is
enormous. There is such a thing as the
new New England, for which "getting
together" is largely the cause.
One of the brightest signs of combining
in our common cause was the creation
of the New England Council, and that
this organization is a forward looking
one may be seen by its whole-hearted
attempt to get New England in on the
ground floor of the aviation industry.
Says a report of one of its committees,
headed by President Stratton of M. L T.
regarding New England's adaptation to
aircraft manufacture, "All raw materials
are either available or easily accessible
except certain woods which are becom-
ing of less importance as the trend to
all-metal types increases. All parts, in-
struments and accessories either are or
can be made in our present factories.
New England workmen with requisite
skill for this industry arc available.
Airplane engines are already being
manufactured here in (|uantity. Facto-
ries at convenient sites are obtainable.
"In short, there is at hand an op-
portunity for New England's com-
mercial interests to make capital of
these favorable factors, and to take a
proper share of this new industry whose
future possibilities show indications of
equalling even the remarkable develop-
ment of the automobile."
In respect to the new sense of group
spirit, which we mentioned, we will
quote the words of Herbert Hoover ad-
dressed to the New England Council,
"New England is a reservoir of the most
skilled labor, the most skilled direction,
and the highest intelligence in the
United States. If she has been lacking
in anything it is in that collective sense
of the community which has pushed
other localities ahead, and, as you (the
New England Council) are now on the
way to the stimulation of that collective
sense, it seems to me that one can look





THE BIRTH OF THE AMOSKEAG
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
AS
is well known, the first attempt
toward starting a cotton mill in
the vicinity of Manchester was
made by one Benjamin Pritchard who
came to Amoskeag Falls, then a part of
Goffstown, about 1805. Securing a
water privilege from Jonas Harvey, who
then operated a sawmill at the Falls, he
commenced operations, as he realized
that he would obtain sufficient water
power here.
The mill first erected by him was a
small wooden building of one story and
rough finish. The machinery, it is said,
was secondhand and it was secured
through Samuel Slater, of Pawtucket,
R. I., who was then engaged in the
manufacture of cotton at that place.
The machinery being old, proved to be-
quite unsatisfactory.
Mr. Pritchard, finding the concern
too much for him to manage alone, in-
terested several other men in the enter-
prise and by 1810, things were developed
to such an extent that a corporation was
formed under the name of "Proprietors
of the Amoskeag Cotton and Woolen
Manufactory." This was the first time
that the word Amoskeag was connected
with manufacturing in this vicinity.
On March 12, 1810, Ephraim and
Robert Stevens, who had acquired the
Harvey sawmill, gave a bond to the
corporation to keep in good repair their
mill dam so as to turn into the channel.
conveying the water to the cotton mill,
as much water as would be sufficient for
carrying an old-fashioned undershot
wheel at all seasons of the year and on
all days of the year. It appears that
Ephraim and Robert Stevens as well as
one David Stevens had become inter-
ested in the organization of the factory
some time previous to the incorporation.
The names of the proprietors of the
corporation are given as follows : Ben-
jamin Pritchard, Jotham Gillis, William
Walker, Samuel P. Kidder, Robert
McGregor, Joseph Richards, Seth Bart-
lett, Ephraim Stevens, David L. Mor-
rill, Isaac Hardy, Moses Hall, Alenson
Pritchard, Elnathan Whitney, David
Sergeant, all of Goffstown ; James
Parker, William Parker, William
Parker, Jr., Ephriam Harvell, Benjamin
Allcock, all of Bedford, and John G.
Moore, of Manchester or Derryfield, as
it then was.
It was on January 31, 1810, that the
company under the name of the "Amos-
keag Cotton and Wool Manufactory"
was organized. Joseph Richards was
chosen as the first president and Jotham
Gillis was elected as clerk. Dr. William
Wallace was chosen as agent. He de-
clining to serve in this position, Mr.
Gillis was elected to fill the place and
accepted it. This company enlarged the
original mill into a wooden building of
two stories, forty feet square and im-
mediately began to spin cotton yarn.
But their capital still proved far too
small to meet their requirements and in
order to be in a position to raise the
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money necessary to develop the business
it was decided to petition the legislature
for an act of incorporation, and this was
granted under the style of "Amoskeag
Cotton and Wool Manufactory" on
June 15, 1810, just five days later than
the act of the legislature which changed
the name of Derryfield to Manchester
on June 10, 1810.
For the next twelve years these pio-
neer manufacturers at Amoskeag Falls
were meeting their share of disappoint-
ment. In spite of all the improvements
which thc\- had gradually made in the
plant, the results accomplished had been
far from satisfactory. The corporation
had paid to Mr. Pritchard about eight
hundred dollars for his mill and ma-
chinery, mucli of which sum he had
taken in stock of the new company.
The valuation of the property had not
increased in proportion to the outlay in
improvements and investment.
An unanimous decision was therefore
reached to sell out the property if a
purchaser could be found. During this
twelve years that the "Amoskeag Cot-
ton and Wool Manufactory" had ex-
isted there had been four agents in
their employ, the three besides Jotham
Gillis being Philemon Wolcott, chosen
in November, 1812; John G. Moore,
elected April 26, 1813 and Frederick G.
Stark, elected at the annual meeting on
July 28, 1813. The list of stockholders
now numbered twelve, mostly farmers
and all living in the vicinity.
Early in 1822, one of the directors of
the company, with the hope of interest-
ing him in the purchase of the property,
wrote to Samuel Slater, then living in
Providence, R. I., and asked for a loan
of money to be secured by a mortgage
on the mill property. His request was
not granted but Mr. Slater's keen busi-
ness judgment quickly foresaw the
possibility of success being achieved at
Amoskeag Falls. He therefore en-
couraged a man by the name of Olnev
Robinson, then in his employ, to Inu-
tile mill and water privilege. He
probably loaned Mr. Robinson between
four and five thousand dollars towards
making the purchase and on Octo-
ber 22, 1822, the sale of the property
was carried out.
He was full of enthusiasm and soon
began to branch out. A month before he
purchased the cotton mill he had ac-
quired the saw- and gristmill, owned
first by Jonas Harvey and later by the
Stevens brothers, having selected its
site for a new mill he had in mind to
build.: ; Starting in with this enterprise,
before long he was obliged to borrow
more money in order to carry on his
manufacturing and building operations.
He soon succeeded in placing a loan
of $6,025.12 of one Larned Pitcher, of
Seekonk, Mass., and Ira Gay, of Dun-
stable, now Nashua, N. H. He secured
these gentlemen with a mortgage on one
half of the property under date of
November 6, 1824. By the terms of
this deed, we understand that the
original mill erected by Mr. Pritchard
was still in operation. The new mill,
which was afterwards to be known as
the "Bell Mill," had not progressed far
in its construction. There was a space
of about twenty feet between this mill
and the old mill which stood below.
As he has stated before, Mr.
Robinson was possessed with an un-
bounded enthusiasm, but the mort-
gagors soon realized that he was not
likely to be very successful. So on
January 24, 1825, only three months
after making the loan the}- foreclosed
the mortgage and came into possession
of half of the mills and machinery. On
May 6, of the same year, Mr. Slater
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paid Mr. Robinson three thousand dol-
lars for the other half and thus cleared
him of all his interest in the mills.
The three new owners, Pitcher, Gay
and Slater, with their experience and
confidence in the undertaking, at once
decided to enlarge the plant by finishing
the second mill and by building another
mill upon the island. In order to carry
out these plans they interested still other
parties in the enterprise, these new men
being Dr. Oliver Dean, of Medway,
Mass., and Lyman Tififany, of Roxbury,
with Willard Sayles, of Boston. It is
said that Messrs. Slater, Dean, Tiffany
and Sayles each became the owner of
one-fifth of the capital stock, while
Pitcher and Gay had one tenth each.
Be that as it may, this organization
was completed on December 17, 1825,
and the title of the new firm became
"The Amoskeag Manufacturing Com-
pany" from this hour. This event be-
gins the unbroken story of the rise and
progress of manufacturing at Amoskeag
Falls. Very little was done by the new
company during that winter, but in
April, 1826, active work was really be-
gun. Dr. Oliver Dean was elected
agent and Lyman Tififany, president,
while the board of directors consisted
of Messrs. Slater, Sayles, Pitcher and
Gay.
The old mill which had been repaired
by Mr. Robinson was fitted with im-
proved machinery, it soon becoming a
scene of activity. The new mill which
he had begun to build, eighty by forty
feet and two stories, was enlarged sixty
feet in length and twenty-five in width
and another story added to its height.
This mill, now one hundred and forty by
sixty-five feet in size, was soon equipped
for the manufacture of the fabric
known so favorably as A. C. A. ticking.
This was the mill known as the "Bell
Mill" from the fact that it had a bell
hung in the belfry, which was rung to
call the operatives to work in the early
morning.
In 1827, the company erected still
another building eighty by forty feet in
size on what was known as "fishing
island." This building was originally
intended for use as a machine shop but
the manufacture of the ticking had be-
come so profitable that it was soon en-
larged fifty feet in length by thirty feet
in width and fitted up with the machin-
ery to make the same line of goods. A
small machine shop was soon after
built on the mainland not a great dis-
tance from the old mill, and still later
another shop of this kind was erected
upon the island.
In the next few years the success of
this little body of manufacturers had
been sufficient to encourage them in the
belief that they should expand and also
become an incorporated body. The six
owners accordingly met at the count-
ing room in the old Bell Mill and drafted
a petition to the state legislature which
was then in session, asking for power
and protection in raising the sum of
one million dollars, with which they
might develop the plant. The legisla-
ture looked favorably upon the petition
and the "Amoskeag Manufacturing
Company" was incorporated by the laws
of the State of New Hampshire on
July 1, 18oi, with an authorized capital
stock of one million dollars.
Five days later the partners of the old
firm met and conveyed its property to
the new corporation for one hundred
thousand dollars.
At seven o'clock on the evening of
July 13, another meeting was held to
perfect the organization of the Amos-
keag Manufacturing Company. Dr.
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of this meeting'. A committee of three
was selected to draft by-laws to govern
the company and they then adjourned
until the following morning at the same
place. At seven o'clock the next morn-
ing the by-laws offered by the commit-
tee were adopted and the annual meeting
was fixed for some date in July. L3'man
Tiffany was elected the first president,
Ira Gay, clerk; Oliver Dean, treasurer
and agent; Lyman Tiffany, Ira Gay and
Willard Sayles, directors and the Amos-
keag Manufacturing Company was now
a reality and fairly started on the road
of prosperity.
Chapter Two
SOME EARLY MILL MEN
Israel Dow
The year 1838 was an eventful one
for the Amoskeag Manufacturing Com-
pany and the future city of Manchester.
The company was rapidly shaping itself
to take the position it has held at the
head of the great list of cotton manu-
facturies of the world and incidents
that happened during that year had a
great bearing on the future of the con-
cern and community. One of the most
important events was the fulfillment of
plans for a town, laying out streets,
commons, sites for building lots and
public buildings and planting' rows of
trees to complete the setting for a beau-
tiful, healthful place in which to live.
This same year the company disposed
of many building lots by public auction
and private sale, started the building of
the first mill for the Stark Manufactur-
ing Company and adopted for the first
time the idea of having sales agents
handle the output of the mills. It has
been shown, in the years that followed,
that the foregoing events were indeed
important ones and to these might well
be added the fact that two young men,
who later proved their worth to the
company and state, commenced a ser-
vice that has meant far more than most
people realize. Ezekiel A. Straw was
one of these men, and Israel Dow was
the other.
Israel Dow was born in Salisbur\-,
New Hampshire, on January 18, 1815.
Soon after his hirlli his parents re-
moved to Deerfield and later still to
Raymond. In these two towns young
Dow obtained a public school education
and his later life exemplified the worth
of the knowledge gained in the district
schools of those days. At an early age
he showed an inclination for mechanical
work, but had no real opportunity to
indulge his desire until he had reached
the age of twenty-one years. In 1836,
he went to Lowell, Mass., and found
employment in assisting to construct
the first mills in the city. Mr. Dow's
work in Lowell proved of inestimable
value to him and with a feeling that
Manchester offered an excellent open-
ing, on account of plans being made to
build new mills, he came to this town
in 1838 and secured employment at once
working at his trade. He became ac-
tively engaged in building the first mills
on the east side of tlie river, working
especially in that department relating to
the construction of wheels and lock-
gates on the canals. In 1840, he went
to Great Falls, entering the employ of
the Great Falls Manufacturing Com-
pany. Finishing up after a few months
he returned to Manchester and resumed
his former position with the Amoskeag
Company.
Mr. Dow assisted in the construction
of Nos. 1 and 2 mills on the central
division of llir big corporation in 1840,
and No. 3 mill in 1844. He buill many
of the old breast wheels then in genera!
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use, besides assisting in the reconstruc-
tion of the old locks. Late in 1844 he
was sent to Lowell and Lawrence on
work with which he was thoroughly
familiar, and at the latter place he hung
the first shafting that was ever turned
by water power in that city. Upon re-
turning to the Amoskeag, Mr. Dow was
placed in charge of many of the im-
provements that were under way and in
185vi superintended the laying of the
pipes from the river to the Amoskeag
reservoir at the head of Brook street
and from there to and through the mill
yards to supply the plant with water.
From 1854 to 1859. he acted as master
mechanic of the Manchester Print
Works and during the Civil War, when
the Amoskeag Company was rebuilding
the old Blodget paper mill and changing
it to a cotton mill for the Langdon cor-
poration, Mr. Dow superintended the
work. He also built No. 2 Langdon, in
1868. In 1867-8-9, the Amoskeag Com-
pany put up the dye house, now a part
of No. 7 mill, which, with No. 8, were
built during that period, as was also the
main office building. In 1870, No. 3 mill
was rebuilt. In 1879, he superintended
the construction of No. 3 Amory mill
which was built by contract and the next
year was in charge of building No. 9
mill.
It will be seen that under Mr. Dow's
supervision, in the mechanical depart-
ment, the Amoskeag Company had
grown to immense proportions and
through his wonderful ability many
obstacles were met and swept away. He
retired from active work in January,
1885, upon which occasion he was pre-
sented with an elegant gold watch and
was highly complimented for his ef-
ficiency. He had been with the com-
pany for nearly forty years. During
all those busy years Mr. Dow, in his
enthusiasm, found time to devote to
other matters besides building mills.
He interested himself in the state gov-
ernment and was sent to both bodies
of the legislature, serving as representa-
tive in 1857 and 1858, and as state
senator in 1883. He was connected
fraternally with Lafayette Lodge, A. F.
and A. M. ; Mount Horeb Royal Arch
Chapter, Adoniram Council and Trinity
Commandery, Knights Templar. He
was also an active member of the Amos-
keag Veterans and had served as captain
of that organization. For a period of
ten years he was actively connected with
the Manchester Fire Department, serv-
ing as assistant engineer from 1860 to
1868 and as chief engineer during the
years 1868 and 1869. Mr. Dow married
on July 1, 1846, Miss Levina Hobbs and
had five children of whom one is the
Hon. Perry H. Dow, former superin-
tendent of the land and water power de-
partment.
Edwin H. Horbs
In the engineering and land and water
power departments of the Amoskeag
Manufacturing Company, Hon. Edwin
H. Hobbs for many years occupied a
most prominent part. Mr. Hobbs was
born at Sanford, Maine, May 5, 1835.
Receiving his early education in the
public schools of Great Falls, he came
to Manchester in 1853, at the age of 18.
Here he immediately entered the em-
ploy of the Amoskeag Company under
the direct supervision of Hon. E. A.
Straw, in the civil engineering depart-
ment. Mr. Straw well knew how to
estimate a man's worth and he soon
recognized the native force of the
young man and in due course he was
placed by him in charge of the impor-
tant construction work of the corpora-
tion. Later his duties were added to.
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the care of the canals beins^ placed in
his charge and he hnall\' became chief
engineer of the land and water power
department.
In this ])osition he superintended tlu'
putting in of the foundations and the
erection of buildings. In this capacity
he transacted an immense amount of
Inisiness and his energy seemed untir-
ing. In all of these enterprises he
proved his ability to handle men, a large
number always being under his direc-
tion. Some of the more important
building operations in which he was en-
gaged were the building of the new dam
across the river in 1870, No. 9. No. 10
and No. 11 mills on the central division.
Mr. Hobbs was one of the organizers
of the First New Hampshire Light
Battery of field artillery in the Civil
War and the whole command was raised
by him and F. M. Edged; Mr. Hobbs
going out as a junior first lieutenant.
So popular was Lieutenant Hobbs that
just before leaving for the front, in rec-
ognition of his activity, the citizens of
the city raised the money by subscrip-
tion and purchased a valuable horse,
saddle, bridle and complete outfit, which
they presented to him. He served with
the battery until, in 1863, a change was
made in its organization, and he war.
given an honorable discharge and re-
turned home. As a soldier his recfjrd
was one of the best.
During Ifis useful life, Mr. Hobbs
was honored with many public trusts
and he executed them all witli abilit}
and fidelity. He served as alderman
from ward two in 1876-1877 and in 1883
was sent to Concord as a representa-
tive from his ward. Later in 1885 he
was elected a member of the state sen-
ate. For ten years he was a member of
the board of water commissioners of the
city of Manchester.
Fraternally, Mr. Hobbs was con-
nected with Lafayette Lodge, A. F. and
A. M.; Mount Horeb Royal Arch Chap-
ter and Trinity Commandery of the
Knights Templar. He was also a
charter member of the Manchester
Lodge of I'dks. His death was the
first in tlie local lodge. In religious
aft'airs he was a member of the Uni-
tarian church.
Mr. Hobbs married on October 29,
1863, Miss Ellen M. Kimball and had
three sons, Harry, Thomas and Alfred
K. and one daughter Lavina. He died
November 27, 1890. He was known
everywhere and by all classes. Those
who knew him loved him and those who
were acquainted with the character of
his work admired him. He was a man
of rare individuality and of very ex-
ceptional ability. His position was one
of much power and responsibilit}' but he
never prided himself upon either. He
was master of his business and could
manage men as only those can who are
born to command. Quick to decide,
prompt to act, he had wonderful sk;ll
in shaping work in his charge. A
staunch Republican, he- could always be
depended upon to do his level best for
the success of his party. Enjoying the
confidence of those who employed him,
those who worked under his supervision
were ahvaNS his firm friends and devoted
followers. His friends were legion and
everyone who came in contact with Inm
felt the inlluence of the strongest ties of
friendship and loyalty.
Samuel Wkbber
Samuel Webber was born in Charles-
town, this state, in 1823, and was care-
full\' brought uj) l)\' his father, a ])hysi-
cian, in the outdoor life of a country-
boy, developing from a delicate child
into a strong, vigorous man. Educated
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a mercantile life, he studied French.
Italian and Spanish iun\ a little Latin.
Although with a mathematical taste,
inherited fnnn his father and grand-
father, the current of his life was early
turned towards mechanics and accord-
ingly, at the age of seventeen, he left
home for the city of Lowell to "seek his
fortune."
He entered the emplo\' of Dr. Samuel
S. Dana, the chemist of the Merrimack
Manufacturing Compan\- who was then
investigating the newly discovered pro-
cess of electrotyping and he was at once
set to work on experiments to apply this
process to the engraving of copper rol-
lers for calico printing. In connection
with a Mr. Milton D. Whipple, he built
a pantograph machine and made a suc-
cess of it.
Having studied mechanical drawing,
he soon secured a position as draughts-
man and assistant engineer at the Bay
State Mills, then being built at the new
city of Lawrence. When the mills were
completed he became assistant superin-
tendent and finally superintendent, em-
ploying at one time 1700 hands. His
health failing, ]\Ir. W^ebber was obliged
to give up business.
He was later called to New York to
take charge of the arrangements for the
proposed exhibition at the Crystal
Palace on 42n(l street. Here he re-
mained through 1853, alloting the space,
installing the exhibits and finally acting
as Commissioner of Juries. In Decem-
ber, 1853, he went to Indian Orchard, in
the city of Springfield, Mass., to take
charge of an unfinished cotton mill
there, which had been abandoned for
financial reasons.
Remaining there until the panic of
1857 caused a suspension of work, Mr.
Webber came to Manchester and as-
sumed the position of manager of the
Manchester Print Works. Here his
previous experience in Lcjwell came into
play to good advantage and he held this
place for six years, resigning the posi-
tion to take charge of the Portsmouth
steam mill, at Portsmouth.
In 1861, the Civil War having broken
out, Mr. Webber was appointed an aide-
de-camp to Gov. Berry, of New Hamp-
shire. In addition to his other duties,
he was very busy for many months in
raising and looking after troops for tlu-
army. He organized and equipped tlie
First New Hampshire Battery of Light
Artiller)', under the supervision of the
Governor and Council and escorted
them to Washington.
While in Lowell, Mr. Webber ac-
quired a great fund of information ujxju
the subject of the measurement and
tests of power utilized by turbine wheels
and consumed by other machinery. This
stood him in good stead when after his
return from the Census Bureau, he was
invited by Mr. Straw to examine and
determine the amount of power actually
consumed by the Amoskeag Mills w hich
had apparently exhausted their water
supply. Upon these measurements be-
ing made they resulted in a general re-
organization of the Amoskeag power
plant, the power consumed being found
to be largely in excess f)f that conve\ed
by the deeds of water.
This was followed b\' many tests of
the power in the different cotton and
woolen mills in various parts of New
England including two sets of tests of
the turbines furnished for the Man-
chester Water Works. In 1876, Mr.
Webber was appointed one of the
judges of the Centennial Exposition at
Philadelphia and served on many dif-
ferent groups. In 1879, he published a
small, but invaluable book entitled "A
Manual of Power."
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In 1880, he became one of the found-
ers of the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers. In the summer of 1880
he was appointed one of the judges of
the cotton exposition a t Atlanta,
Georgia, and spent some time attending
to the duties of that position.
Returning to Manchester, he removed
in 1883 to Lawrence, Mass., to advise
with his sons in a machine shop which
they had established there and where
lie made the calculations and drawings
for a portable dynamometer which they
constructed for him and wdiich has since
been called by his name. In 1884, he
was called to New Orleans, where he
laid out the power plant for the New
Orleans exhibition and arranged the
engines, shafting and machinery ex-
hibited. In the spring of 1885 he re-
moved to his native town of Charles-
town, on account of his health. In
1876 he was appointed chairman of the
New Hampshire Fish and Game Com-
mission and with the late Judge
Sargeant, of Concord, revised and
compiled the fish and game laws of the
state.
He spent much time examining the
lakes and streams of New Hampshire,
introduced the fresh water salmon into
the lakes at the head of the Merrimack
and Connecticut rivers and endeavored
to restock the Merrimack with seagoing
.salmon by constructing hatching houses
and fishways. In this attempt he was
unsuccessful, however, on account of
the pollution of the water by the various
manufacturing establishments. In his
latter years he did nuich engineering
work, going from his home to where he
was needed. He also spent much time
in the course of his life in examining
steam engines and boilers and testing
various forms of boilers and taking in-
dicator cards of engines.
He died at Charlestown, February 23,




HE crowd leaned forward ex-
pectantly as the next number on
the program was announced, it
was the typical audience of the New
England village that has not yet arrived
at the size and dignity to call itself a
city, and retinement and intelligence
looked one face, its clear eyes shining,
their rapt gaze fastened on him, every
inflection of his voice seeming to vibrate
on the sensitive chords of the soul that
shone forth from the delicate counte-
nance.
This woman before him seemed
marked the greater part of the eager strangely responsive. Her pale finely
faces. As the man stepped forward to
the platform he was greeted with en-
thusiastic applause, and a flush, n(jt of
embarrassment but of pleasure, over-
spread his strong and expressive
features. He was no stranger to these
people, he was one of them, a dweller
in their midst, a sharer of their fortunes.
molded face was framed with soft and
wavy hair, brown—with a sheen of gold
in it that gleamed under the lights. She
was dressed in a white gown of soft,
lacy material, and a single ornament, a
gold cross set with diamonds, glittered
at her throat. There was an indefinable
air of pure fragrance about her, as of
touching elbows with them in the marts an exquisite flower, and Earle could half
of trade, yet indefinably lifted above imagine he detected the faint odor of the
them by the magic of his art. white rose at her breast.
The homage these home people paid For weeks Earle had been conscious
John Earle's genius was very sweet to of a new presence in the village ; she
him and was in part a compensation for had come among them to fight, and fight
the years of hard and often discouraging bravely, her daily battle in their little
labor he had experienced in his cultiva-
tion of art for art's sake. F(jr although
his talent would have won him an
honored place upon the public stage, he
chose to forego that life and its associa-
tions for the humbler lot, and yet was
always willing to respond when he might
business world ; a battle which many of
sterner mold seek for the mere love of
strife, but which, to such as she, is but a
dreary round. Something of the tragedy
of her life, of her shattered ideals, her
broken home, her lonely lot, he had
heard from those who make it their
give pleasure to others, and through his chief business in life to unearth family
rare talent many were given new and
higher conceptions of the products of
great writers and of the dramatic art
than they had ever known. John Earle
was the friend of every man, woman and
child in Barrington, yet there was that
about him that barred intimacy. And,
though he was no longer young, ni)
woman had yet called him lover.
skeletons. He had come to recognize
the fact, in their casual meetings, that
she held a peculiar fascination for him ;
he was conscious of a strange thrill,
never before experienced, when by
chance they met.
Often, when speaking before the home
people, Earle selected the old favorites,
bringing forth new beauties from choice
As he began speaking to-night, the passages of Shakespeare, reading new
audience seemed to him to resolve itself meanings into well loved and familiar




stood the test of time. To-night he
elected to present parts from that superb
poem of Tennyson which will never
grow old, "The Idyls of the King."
In low, expressive tones he began :
"Queen Guinevere had fled the court,
and sat
There in the holy house at Almsbury
Weeping, none with her save a little
maid,
A novice ; one low light betwixt them
burned
Blurred by the creeping mist, for all
abroad,
Beneath a moon unseen albeit at full,
The white mist, like a face-cloth to the
face.
Clung to the dead earth, and the land
was still."
He seemed to be speaking to this
woman before him alone, and the cadence
of his voice held her like a spell.
Although there was little similarity be-
tween Guinevere's sad tale following the
revelation of her love for Lancelot, and
the sorrowful life of her who listened,
save the common bond of woe, yet she
seemed for the time being transferred to
other scenes, and, in a by-gone age, suf-
fering the woes of the poet's unhappy
queen. In breathless silence all in the
room listened to the eloquent unfolding
of the tale, and none seemed aware that
the speaker was conscious of only one
listener, and that she to whom he spake
sat as one entranced.
"And then they were agreed upon a night
* * * * to meet.
And part forever: Passion pale they
met
And greeted ; hands in hands, and eye
to eye ;
Low on the border of her couch they
sat
Stammering and staring; it was their
last hour,
A madness of farewells."
Then, his wondrous voice rising and
falling like the sobbing and moaning
voices of the wind in a storm, he gave
the story of that lonely flight, when
"They rode to the divided way, kissed
and parted weeping,
* * * But she
to Almsbury fled, all night by the waste
and weald,
And heard the spirits of the waste and
weald,
Moan as she fled."
In spirit the spell-bound listener rode
through the long night with Guinevere,
coming in the morning to the peaceful
nunnery, and, hardly conscious of her
own identity, passed with the unhappy
queen the weary days and nights with
the holy sisterhood.
In agony of pain she experienced the
heart-rending misery of that hour when
King Arthur found his well loved though
faithless queen, and in words of almost
divine pity and forgiveness held out the
hope that
"Hereafter, in that world where all are
pure
We two may meet before high God, and
Thou wilt spring to me and know
I am thy husband."
All the agony of their parting was for
the time being hers ; all the bitterness of
the revelation when the holy sisters
learned the rank and station of their
charge, and why she was among them ;
all the weariness of the after years.
With exquisite pathos the speaker
uttered his closing lines :
"And she, still hoping, fearing, Ts it yet
too late?'
Dwelt with them till at last their
Abbess died,
Then she for her good deeds and her
pure life.
And for the power of ministration in
her,
And likewise for the high rank she had
bourne,
Was chosen Abbess, there, and Abbess
lived,
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For three brief years, and there an
Abbess past
To where beyond these voices there is
peace."
"To where, beyond these voices there
is peace." As his voice Hngered sadly
over these Hnes she vanished before him.
She was unnoticed by the audience,
which was so busily engaged applauding
that her quiet departure to the balcony
beyond was seen by none save one.
How he got through the humorous
selection expected by his hearers, he
hardly knew. Drawn irresistibly toward
the door through which he had seen her
pass, he followed, groping his way
quietly across the dimly lighted balcony,
guided by the sound of repressed sob-
bmg. As she recognized the sound of
footsteps she tried to shrink back into
the shadows. He found her quickly but
when she saw who approached she drew
back still further into the darkness and
bowed her head upon her hands.
"What is it?" he asked, softly, placing
a kind hand upon the buwed head.
At the sound of his voice and the
touch of his hand she was again shaken
with ill-controlletl weeping.
"What is it ?" he repeated patiently.
, "O, wh}- am I so childish!" she ex-
claimed, trying bravely to rally herself.
"I, who have seen the full measure of
life's woe, seen all that makes life worth
the living swept ruthlessly away by the
hand of fate, anil gift of my love—or
what I believed to be love—trampled on
and thrown back, crushed beyond re-
pair." She voiced her plaint drearily
and as though to unseen hearers. "Love
is such a mockery—such a mockery," she
repeated.
And even as she railed at love there
was a strange new emotion rising within
her, something she could not define or
understand, an emotion born in the sub-
jective mind and closely linked with all
things spiritual. She began to feel
strangely at peace, yet distru.stful.
"Why did I permit myself to sit under
the magic spell of your voice to-night,
held by your compelling gaze, and listen
until heartbroken over the woes of a
woman who never existed, save in a
poet's imagination? Haven't I woe
enough of my own ?"
He had taken both her hands and
once more, in the dim half-light, they
were looking in each other's eyes, she
with the hunted look of a frightened
animal in her soft brown eyes, he with
untold tenderness.
"I pray God that I too may, some way,
pass to where beyond these voices there
is i)eace," she added more quietly.
"Poor child, poor little girl," he said
softly.
"The world is indeed a dreary abiding
place with many a 'waste and weald;'
only in perfect love is there abiding
peace. As I looked in your face to-night
1 knew that, whether you yet realized it
or not, I had at last met the one who
has been mine and will be mine through
all time. For us henceforth there shall
he no more .solitary places."
With a little cry, as of one who sees
the lights of home after long wandering,
she clung to him murmuring:
"At last—beyond the voices—here is
peace."
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with my class, of farm work. By the dose of autumn
in the spring of 1865, after a I had effectually recovered my health,
successful examination and the and finding it necessary to engage in some
presentation of a thesis on the "Law occupation which would bring a little
of Marriage" which was highly com- financial return I entered the employ of
mended by Prof. Cooley, I found my James H. Brown who was a near neigh-
way back home amid the New Hampshire bor and was then carrying on the home
hills, while my chum and classmate, place where the large family of Aaron
Merrill, found his way to the west. As Brown had been reared. The family in-
I heretofore indicated I was in a pre- eluded four sons and three daughters, all
carious state of health and weakened of whom were away from home except
physical condition, but not so weak but James H. and all married except him
that I was able to appreciate the change and George R., to whom I have hereto-
of scene and air. I found that during the fore referred. The oldest son, Isaac, was
year previous my father, finding the care settled in Indiana, and the second, John
and labor incident to carrying on a large C., was a resident of the town of
farm too much for his advancing years, Walpole, where he was a prominent citi-
had sold the Grout Hill farm, and re- zen, and at one time a representative in
moved to another of less extent, across the Legislature.
the Cold River valley, and just above the My work in the winter consisted,
old Aaron Brown homestead, where in mainly, in cutting poplar wood, of which
recent years the late B. Frank Tucker of there was a considerable growth on the
Concord used to spend his summers, it Brown farm, for pulp manufacture, and
having passed into the hands of his son, although I was net an adept in the use
True, now residing in Lowell, Mass. of the axe, I managed to get along very
Making my way to this place, I was comfortably on account of the readi-
thankful that for a time at least I was ness with which this particular w^ood is
anchored in a real home, like which there cut. As spring opened up and the maple
is no other place, as the poet has said, sugar season approached, we proceeded
no matter how humble it may be. to build a new sugar house, the frame
I remained at home during the entire for which I hewed out and Mr. Brown
season following my return east, grad- and myself proceeded to erect. I never
ually regaining my health and strength, claimed to be a carpenter, and this sugar
and was able to assist in the farm work house was the only building whose erec-
to some extent, especially in the haying tion T ever supervised. How long it
season, a kind of labor which always ap- stood I am unable to say, but I am sure
pealed to me more than any other kind that it served its purpose that year, for
[206]
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I assisted through the sugar season and
there was a very creditable amount of
the sweet stuff produced.
It may properly be stated here that
the town of Acworth in those days, and
long before, was celebrated for the large
amount of maple sugar produced within
its borders. At one time it claimed to
lead all other towns in the state in this
regard, though the towns of Warren and
Sandwich were always leading competi-
tors.
The old South Acworth Lyceum was
revived and actively functioned durinir
the fall of 1865 and the subsequent
winter, though there had been consider-
able change in the membership since the
days before my Michigan adventure.
Ezra M. and Edward M. Smith, who
had come over from Alstead in the
former days and participated in the
debates, had studied law, been admitted
to the bar and gone into practice, the
former at Peterborough and the latter
at Paper Mill Village, as the main settle-
ment in Alstead was then called
; and
Orville Slater, who had been a frequent
and forceful speaker had gone into the
restaurant business in Boston
;
while
Frank Whitman, another prominent par-
ticipant, had entered the Union Army
and been killed in the service
;
but James
A. Wood was still "on deck," as voluble
as ever, and the debating team was rein-
forced by Elisha M. Kempton, a returned
soldier and a ready speaker, who was
residing with his father on a farm near
the Cold River road. Mr. Kempton, b}-
the way, subsequently removed to New-
port, where he held the office of register
of deeds for Sullivan County, and after-
wards that of register of probate for
many years. At last accounts he was
still living, retaining his mental faculties
in good measure, at the remarkable age
of 98 years.
Another new recruit was A. Dean
Keyes, of whom I spoke while mention-
ing the lawyers who had gone out from
Acworth. His father, Adna Keyes, was a
prominent citizen who had been a car-
penter as well as a farmer, residing on
the eastern border of the town, but had
retired from active labor and removed to
the village of South Acworth, where he
had built a fine residence. He had a
daughter, Jennie, younger than A. Dean,
who was a very attractive girl and a fine
musician. She subsequently married n
man named Merriam and resided in
California. At last accounts she was liv-
ing in Venice, on the Pacific coast of
that state.
The female contingent in the Lyceum
was strengthened by the active coopera-
tion of one Emma Nelson, who was
teaching the South Acworth school. She
was a talented young woman, a sister of
Mrs. Henry W. Blair, and very active
and efficient in the literary work of the
Lyceum, in which papers and essays in
goodly numbers were presented. I took
an active part in the Lyceum work, both
in the debates and in writing for the
paper. In the course of the winter the
Lyceum put on what was called an
"exhibition," in which the leading fea-
ture was the presentation of a plav en-
titled "The Quiet Family," in which T
took the part of Mr. Benjamin Bibbs.
I do not recall the other principal char-
acters, but T distinctly remember that
"Snarly and Grumpy," the maid and
waiter, were personified by Miss Nellie
Atwood and Charles A. Brackett, then
young people about fifteen years of age.
The latter became a distinguished dentist
at Newport, R. I., to whom I have pre-
viously referred, and the former was the
second wife of the late W. P. Chamber-
lain of Keene, the well known merchant,
musician and poet, author of the song,
"Hurrah for Old New England." She is
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still living in that city, and is noted for
her works of benevolence.
In the spring of 1866, having fully re-
covered my health, I made arrangements
to continue my study of law in the office
of Hon. Edmund Burke, of Newport.
I lived in the family of Mr. Burke and
for the sake of necessary physical exer-
cise, as well as for my financial advan-
tage, arranged to pay my board by car-
ing for his horse and garden and doing
some work on a few acres of land which
he owned near the village. Albert S.
Wait had been in partnership with Mr.
Burke, but the partnership was dissolved
soon after I entered the office. Mr.
Burke and Mr. Wait still continued to
occupy adjoining rooms as previously.
A young man named Marquis D.
McCollister, or Collister, as he called
himself, having dropped the Mc, was
studying with Mr. Wait at this time. In
another office down the street, that of
Shepard L. Bowers, was another student
in the person of Alfred R. Howard of
Marlow, who subsequently became prom-
inent in Republican politics in Ports-
mouth, and was long secretary and ex-
ecutive officer of the Granite State Fire
Insurance Co. Other lawyers, aside from
Burke, Wait and Bowers, practicing in
Newport at that time, were Levi W.
Barton, father of Jesse M. of present
day fame, and W. H. H. Allen, who
shortly removed to Claremont, and later
became a judge of the Supreme Court.
He was the father of Judge John A.
Allen.
I remained with Mr. Burke through
the season, and at the fall term of court
I was admitted to the bar. The president
of the Sullivan County Bar Association
at that time was Hon. Edmund L.
Cushing of Charlestown, who was made
chief justice of the Supreme Court on
the occasion of a Democratic overturn
at a later date. It was on his motion,
seconded by Ira Colby of Claremont, that
I was admitted to the bar, and although,
as it happened, I never engaged in prac-
tice, I suppose I am now the oldest mem-
ber of the bar in New Hampshire.
Mr. Burke was a man of remarkable
ability and, though not a college grad-
uate, he was better informed on all sub-
jects than any college man whom I have
ever met, being a great reader and en-
dowed with a wonderful memory.
Although a good lawyer, with a thorough
comprehension of fundamental principles,
he was not so familiar with books as
Mr. Wait, who though I was not his
student, was ever ready to give me
needed assistance. Mr. Wait, in his prime,
was said to have a greater knowledge of
what the books said than any other
lawyer in the state ; but in the ability to
apply the law to any particular case he
was surpassed by Mr. Burke. I have said
that Mr. Burke was a great reader, and
well he might be for he had one of the
largest and best libraries in the state,
aside from his large law library, and I
enjoyed the privilege of using it to my
heart's content, and derived therefrom
more general information in reading,
evenings and Sundays while there, than
in the same length of time before or
since.
In the realm of politics and knowledge
of the science of government Mr. Burke
was the peer of any man living. He had
served six years, with distinction, in the
National House of Representatives, and
four years as commissioner of Patents
under President Polk, and was for a
time later an associate editor of the
Washington Union, then the leading
Democratic paper in the countr}% in
which latter position he evinced remark-
able facility and vigor as a writer, which
he had manifested previously in published
communications and essays, and which
writing continued at intervals through
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life. In fact it was the reputation he laneous and literan- program. One of
gained a.s editor of the Argus and the most i)n)ininen1 of these was Miss
Spectator that insured his first election to I'-tta (iuild, a native' of \\\alpolc, wlio was
Congress. He wrote a series of essays on then an assistant in the Newport post-
the tariff over the signature of office. She was a talented musician in
"
I luniilecund," which was afterward pul)- both vocal and instrumental lines, and
lished in pamphlet form and really he- especially an interesting writer. She sub-
came a classic in economic litL-rature, and sequently became the wife of R. W.
wliicli furnished a basis for the celebralrd Mu.sgrove, a newspaper publislier of
"Walker Tariff" of 1846, under wliich Bristol, and the mother of tlie ont- lime
the country prospered until tlie time of celebrated "Musgrove Family" of musi-
the Civil War. While he was commis- cal entertainers, of whom Miss Mary
sioner of Patents the Bureau of Agricul- Musgrove, her father's successor as pub-
ture (since raised to a Department) was lisher of the Bristol Enterprise, and E.
established, and was attached to the A. Musgrove of Hanover, a long time
Patent office, and it is a fact not general]}- publisher of the Gazette, and once speak-
known that the first agricultural report er of the N. H. House of Representa-
was written by Mr. Burke, who, by the tives, still remain in the state,
way, was made the Sullivan County mem- I continued my law study througli the
ber when the State Board of Agriculture winter, when I found it necessary to earn
was established in 1871. Nor is it so gen- a little money and set out on a canvas-
erally known as it should be that it was sing trip, selling a book entitled "Tlie
through the influence of Mr. l>urke. Origin of the War," written by one
whose wide acquaintance and thorough George Lunt of Boston, who was a friend
knowledge of political means and metli- of Mr. Burke, through whom 1 became
ods gave him unwonted skill in the man- interested in the book. 1 operated in
ipulation of conventions that Gen. Keene, Manchester, Henniker, Hillsboro,
Franklin Pierce, New Hampshire's onlv and other places in the lower part of the
president, secured the nomination of Iiis state, and up the Montreal Railroad as
party, in the hard fought battle of the far as Plymouth, and although my com-
Baltimore Convention of 1852. mission was not large and my sales not as
There had been a Lyceum in Newport numerous as I had hoped, I made a little
years before, but it had gradually fallen money and some acquaintances that
into the discard, and had not been in proved advantageous in later years,
operation for some time, but largely Among Democrats with whom I became
through the efforts of the three law acquainted while thus engaged, and
students in town, Collister, Howard and whose friendship I enjoyed many years,
myself, it was revived in the fall of 1866, were Horatio Colony of Keene, and
and some lively and interesting sessions William O. Folsom of Henniker; and
were held. Some of the lawyers and among the Republicans who showed me
other prominent citizens, among the much kindness and whose friendship I
most active of whom were Rev. Paul S. later enjoyed were Charles Gillis of
Adams, a retired Baptist clergyman, and Hillsboro and Henry W. Blair, then a
Col. Edmund Wheeler, as well as the Plymouth lawyer, and later a member
students in question, participated in the of Congress and a U. S. Senator. Mr.
debates; and several young ladies of the Blair was especially kind and courteous,
town contributed efficiently to the miscel- learning that T was a law student, and
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labored in vain to convert me to
Republicanism, which he assured me
would be to my advantage.
While out on a canvassing trip I
learned that I had been elected from my
home town of Acworth as a delegate to
the Democratic State Convention, held
in Concord early in January, 1867, my
associate being Adna Keyes to whom I
just referred. When the time came I
found my way to Concord and quartered
at the old Columbian Hotel. Who was
the proprietor at that time I do not re-
call, but I remember that the clerk with
whom I registered was Joseph Mace,
who was later in charge of the
State House under Gov. Weston, and
still later was clerk at the Ainerican
House. His son, Frank P. Mace, was
subsequently a prominent Democrat of
Concord, and for some years proprietor
of a bookstore now known as "Gibson's.""
This convention was presided over by
Mr. Burke who made a vigorous speech.
John G. Sinclair of Bethlehem was nom-
inated for governor, and made a sharp
contest in the campaign against Walter
Harriman, the Republican nominee. It
will be remembered that a leading feature
of the Sinclair-Harriman campaign was
a series of joint debates which command-
ed great public interest. Harriman was
a rhetorical speaker who wrote out his
speeches and committed them ; while
Sinclair was a ready, offhand debater,
who generally had the best of it in the
contest, but Harriman won the election.
I had planned ultimately to go into law
practice somewhere in the northern part
of the state, having the village of Grove-
ton in Coos County particularly in mind,
influenced perhaps by the fact that Mr.
Burke had started out on his professional
career in that part of the state. With that
object in view, and thinking to introduce
myself to the people of the north country,
I conceived the idea of starting a news-
paper in that region, and selected the
town of Littleton as an eligible point for
the enterprise. Not having the capital to
finance the project, I bethought myself
of a former Lempster boy with whom I
was acquainted, who had learned tlu'
printer's trade and had been working
at the same for some time in Vermont.
His name was Chester E. Carey and he
was then employed on the Vermont
Union, published by C. M. Chase at
Lyndon. I made a trip to L}'ndon and
consulted Mr. Carey, who had saved a
little money, and found him desirous of
going into the newspaper business. It
was finally agreed that Littleton was a
promising point for such enterprise, and
not long after, he and I met in that place
to survey the field and see what could
be done. We proposed to start a Demo-
cratic weekly paper, and found the lead-
ing Democrats of the town very agreeable
to such an enterprise, and promising a
hearty support.
There was a small local paper then
published in the town by one Rowell, who
had a fair printing plant, but not nnicli
business, and who was quite willing to
sell. A bargain was consummated b_\'
whicli he was to transfer his plant and
business to Mr. Carey in the fall, when
we were to establish the new paper. In
the meantime Mr. Carey resumed his
work in Lyndon and I devoted myself to
canvassing Grafton County and southern
Coos for subscriptions for this proposed
new paper. In the course of the season I
travelled many hundred miles, mostly on
foot, interesting the leading Democrats
in the various towns in the project,
securing what subscriptions I could,
and making the acquaintance and gain-
ing the friendship of many men, which
I found of no small advantage in later
years, entirely independent of the enter-
prise then in hand, which seemed to be
assured a substantial support.
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The last week in September saw us
actively at work in Littleton, and on the
fourth day of October the first issue of
ihc White Mountain Republic devoted to
the advocacy of Democratic principles,
and tlic material welfare and progress of
northern New Hampshire, made its ap-
pearance, with C. E. Carey publisher and
H. H. Metcalf editor; terms $2.00 a
year in advance. The appearance of a
Democratic newspaper in Littleton was
heartily welcomed by the loyal members
of the party in the town and surrounding
region, of whom there were many, as
that part of the state was regarded as
the stronghold of the Democracy. Harry
Bingham was not only the leading lawyer
of the north country, but also the ac-
knowledged leader of the Democratic
party, not only there but in the state at
large; while his brother, George A., was
scarcely less prominent. James J.
Barrett, an ex-state Senator, and moder-
ator of the town when the Democrats
were in control, which was not always,
as the parties were about evenly divided,
was also active in party affairs, as was
Charles C. Smith, a long time town clerk,
at whose store and tin shop the clans
gathered every evening to discuss politi-
cal affairs and settle the fate of the
nation.
Leaders of the party in surrounding
towns strongly interested in the paper,
were William H. Cummings and Edward
D. Rand of Lisbon, the latter of whom
afterward became judge of the new
Circuit Court established when the Dem-
ocrats got control under Gov. Weston ;
Michael M. Stevens of Lyman, afterward
a resident of Lisbon, who along with
Jeremiah Blodgett of Wentworth was a
trusted lieutenant of Harry Bingham in
Grafton County politics ; John G. Sinclair
of Bethlehem, Democratic candidate for
governor, sharing leadership honors with
Mr. Bingham for many years, and
Elzear B. Parker of Franconia, the eldest
of a notable family of brothers one of
whom was Charles Parker, first head of
the famous Parker and Young manufac-
turing company of Lisbon. There were
also some earnest working Democrats in
southern Coos who were hearty support-
ers of the paper, whose acquaintance I
had made during my canvassing experi-
ence, prominent among who were
Nathan R. Perkins of Jefferson, David
M. Aldrich of Whitefield and Dr.
John W. Barney of Lancaster. There
was no Democratic paper in Lancaster,
or anywhere in the state north of
Littleton at that time. Colonel Henry
O. Kent, who afterward became an
active Democrat and the party candi-
date for governor as well as representa-
tive in Congress, was then publishing the
Coos Republican, as a Republican part}-
organ.
I have a vivid remembrance of a walk-
ing excursion to Franconia village, near
where were located the famous "Iron
Works" in the early days, and later and
now the seat of Dow Academy, taken on
a glorious autumn day in late October,
when I made my first approach to the
heart of the mountains, and saw many
of the good citizens of the place. I got
back to Littleton before dark, with about
$25 of subscription money in my pocket,
from new subscribers for the new
Republic. I thought 1 had done a pretty
good job. I remember another trip, this
time taken for an evening gathering of
Democrats at Sinclair's hotel in Bethle-
hem, when I came back to Littleton with
a handsome cash contribution for the
benefit of the newspaper, which was so
gladly welcomed by the party. There
had been a Democratic paper in Little-
ton some years before, established by one
Francis A. Eastman during the Pierce
campaign in 1852, and called the
Ammonoosuc Reporter, but it lived only
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a few years, Mr. Eastman going west to
enter a larger field, and his successor
not proving equal to the situation.
I continued my editorial work through
the winter to the best of my ability, and
became so attached to it that I reliquished
all thought of l?,w practice, and deter-
mined to devote myself to a newspaper
career, with special reference to the sup-
port of Democratic principles, hoping for
a wider field of effort in the not-distant
future, and with that thought in my
mind, and because I was not entirely
satisfied with my association with Mr.
Carey, I withdrew from my position in
the following spring and left Littleton,
looking for an engagement in a larger
place.
Fortunately, as is seemed, I had noi
long to wait. John H. Pearson of Con-
cord, a well known merchant and manu-
facturer, who liad built the Hour
mills at Penacook, and who had just
been defeated as the Democratic candi-
aate for state Senator in that district,
thiough the treachery of a group of
Democrats supporting the old A^. //.
Patriot, and who had become interested
in railroad affairs, in connection
with other men opposed to the policy of
those then controlling the management
of the Concord Railroad, had determined
to establish a new Democratic paper in
Concord and had gone to work to carr}-
out his project. He associated a few
other active Democrats with himself, but
kept the control in his own hands. The
paper was named TIic People, its prime
object being the defence of the people's
rights, as founded on Jeffersonian demo-
cratic principles
—"Equal rights for all
and special privileges for none." Mr.
Pearson's son, Charles C, who lial iust
a^raduated from Dartmouth, was to be
the publisher, though the firm name was
Charles C. Pearson & Co.
An important item in the plan for the
launching of the new enterprise was the
selection of a political editor, who should
also serve as managing editor, and super-
intend the general make up of the paper.
One Samuel P)urnham, a writer of some
note and a friend of Charles C. Pearson,
had been selected as literary editor, and
William H. Gilmore of Henniker, who
was a practical printer and had once been
publisher of an agricultural paper in
Manchester, was employed to superin-
tend the mechanical work, and also to
edit an agricultural department ; InU the
choice of a political editor remained to be
made. Finally, through some means or
other, Mr. Pearson heard of me and in-
vited me to come to Concord for a con-
ference, and I promptly responded to
the call. After due consideration it was
arranged that T should take the position
and /lo the work at a salary whicli
seemed to me fairly munificent at the
time, but which would be comparatively
meager in these latter days. As I was
young, and generally unknown among the
party leaders in the state at large, it was
deemed advisable, in order to command
support, that some other name than mine—that of a well known Democratic
leader—should appear as editor for a
time and so an arrangement was made
with Hon. Thomas J. Smith, who had
been in the practice of law at Wentworth,
had represented tKe town in tlie House,
and his district in the Senate, and had
a fine reputation as a speaker, and who
had recently removed to Dover, that he
should be advertised as editor and my-
self as assistant editor. Here I may be
pardoned for saying that although he
came up from Dover one day in the week
for the sake of appearances, and some-
times wrote an article for my revision, T
was in fact the editor and Mr. Smith
could not fairly be called even an assist-
ant, I miglit also add that the ar-
rangement continued only for a year,
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when liis name was dropped frnni the voted to active canvassing for subscrip-
paper and his service ended. lions, the regular publication l)egan, and
Early in the summer the first issue of before the legislative session for 1868
tlie paper, wliicli was a sanij)le number, closed the paper was in full running
appeared, and after a brief interval de- order.
( To be coHlinucd.)
A Song of the Granite State
I'OT'n:!^ SPALILDING
(/fune—"I'rom (Ireenland's Icy IMounlains")
New Hani]jsbire, dear New 1 lanijjshire !
Thy cliildren sing th\ ])raise !
( lur fathers learne(l to lii\'c lliee
'Mid dangerous, trying davs !
Tlieir hardshii)S and their toiling
Make thee to us more dear,
TIh- fruits of their great labors
Increasinp' \ear b\- \ear!
')-,
We love tin' lakes and mountains,
Thev're Nature's treasure store!
Abundantly thy fountains
Their blessings on us pour!
d'hy hills and streams and [jineuonds.
Thy villages and farms,
Are always in their best moods.
And full of happy charms !
Prosperity is smiling!
Come, friend, and prosper too!
Success is here beguiling,
Your dreams may all come true !
Afar from Life's rough highways.
O'er roads both smooth and wide,
'Mid green inviting byways
Your life content may glide!
New Hampshire's friends are legion!
Each year brings faces new !
They come from every region
Our grand old state to view !
Farewells are never spoken !
Good-byes are all unknown !
Friendships are never broken !
New Hampshire keeps her own !
New Hampshire Necrology
COL. HENRY W. ANDERSON
Henry W. Anderson, born in Bath,
Me., November 25, 1864; died in Exeter,
N. H., April 25, 1929.
He was the son of Samuel and Almina
M. (Norton) Anderson. He removed to
Exeter in early life, and was for many
years a druggist there, but later was en-
gaged in the coal and wood business. He
was a Republican, and active in public
life. He served two terms in the State
Legislature and w^as a member of the
staff of Gov. John McLane. He was
president of the Exeter Cooperative
Bank and a director of the Exeter
Banking Co. ; also at one time a trustee
of the New Hampshire State Hospital.
He is survived by one son and three
daughters, his wife having died several
years ago.
DR. SAM S. DEARBORN
Sam Starrett Dearborn, born in
Milford, June 30, 1872 ; died in Nashua,
May 3, 1929.
He was the son of Dr. Sam G. and
Henrietta (Starrett) Dearborn, and was
educated in the Nashua schools, Phillips
Exeter Academy, Harvard College and
the Harvard Medical School, and located
in the practice of medicine in his native
city, continuing through life.
He was a member of the American
College of Surgeons, of the N. H.
Surgical Club, and of the Hillsborough
County, N. H. State and American
Medical Societies, and a member of the
staff of the Memorial and St. Joseph's
hospitals of Nashua. He had served as
a member of the Nashua Board of
Health, and the Board of Education, and
was a director of the Second National
Bank. He was a Mason and a Unitarian.
He is survived by his wife, wlio was
Miss Mary Harmon Chandler.
DR. GEORGE W. CURRIER
George Washington Currier, born in
Wilmot, N. H., March 8, 1841 : died in
Nashua, May 10, 1929.
He was the son of Nathan and Mary
J. Currier, and was educated in the
public schools and the Nashua Literary
Institute, having removed to Nashua in
early life. He studied medicine and was
graduated from the New York College
of Physicians and Surgeons in 1864, and
immediately commenced practice in
Nashua, where he was eminently success-
ful. He also became prominent in
pharmacy, and was at one time a partner
in llie lirm of Blanchard and Currier.
He was at one time a member of the
Nashua Board of Education and served
as city physician, and on the U. S. Board
of Pension Examiners.
For many years past his chief work
has been in the interests of the Masonic
order, in which no man in the state was
more prominent. He was a prime mover
in the creating of the Masonic Temple
in Nashua, and for 30 years represented
New Hampshire in the Supreme Council
of the order in which he had held
offices as follows : Worshipful master of
Rising Sun lodge, 1873-1875 ; grand mas-
ter of Grand Lodge of New Hampshire,
1888-1889; grand high priest to Royal
Arch Chapter, 1879, thrice illustrious
master of Israel Hunt Commander}^,
1879-1880; grand master of Grand
Council of New Hampshire, 1918; com-
mander of St. George Commandery,
1878; and grand commander of Grand
Commandery, 1891.
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Dr. Currier had been twice married, January. He is survived by an adopted
first to Abba S. Walker, who died in daughter, Elsie Thorne Hayes, wife of
1888, and, second, to lunily N. W\-ilsIi. the Rev. James A. Hayes, and their four
also now deceased. children.
DEACON JOHN C. THORN 1-:
John Calvin Thorne, born in Concord,
November 6, 1842; died there Mav 10,
1929.
He was the son of Calvin and Cyntliia
(Morgan) Thorne, was educated in tlie
Concord schools and Kimball Union
Academy, and in 1864 entered into part-
nership with his father who had been a
pioneer in the shoe trade in Concord. He
continued the business after his father's
death in 1884. When the business was
incorporated as the Thorne Shoe Co. in
1911, he became president, but retired in
1914.
He was a Republican in ])olitics and
had served as president of the Conccnd
Common Council, and as a member of
the Board of Aldermen, but his chief in-
terest was as a member of the Eirst
Congregational Church of Concord, of
which he had been a deacon for a gen-
eration. He was a member and had been
president of the Merrimack Valley Con-
gregational Club, and was long the treas-
urer of the Congregational Ministers and
Widows Eund
;
also for 20 years treasur-
er of the Prisoner's Aid Association.
He was a member and past president
of the N. H. Bible Society, and was long
corresponding secretary of the N. II.
Historical Society, and had been a trustee
of the N. H. Savings Bank from 1880.
He was governor of the N. H. Society
of Colonial Wars from 1903 to 1906, and
deputy governor general of the National
society from 1912 to 1918. He was a
prolific writer upon historical and re-
ligious subjects, and a frequent contrib-
utor to the Granite Monthly.
Deacon Thorne married Mary Gordon
Nichols July 8, 1873. She died last
FRANK R. PINKHAM
Erank R. Pinkham, born in New-
market, October 9, 1854; <lied there Mav
12, 1929.
He was the son of Mollis and Ai)bie
( Meserve) Pinkham and was educated
in llie public schools and Tilton Semi-
nary. Upon the completion of his school-
ing he established the Newmarket
Advertiser, a weekl\- paper in New-
market, in September, 1873, and contin-
ued its publication through life, being one
of the oldest ])ub]ishers, if not the oldest,
in the state.
He had served as town treasurer and
treasurer of the school district, lie was
a Mason, Knight of Pythias and a Red
Man, and is survived by a widow and
two married daughters.
ERANKLIN P. RELLOM
Eranklin Pierce Rellom, born in West
Concord, N. H., August 16, 1852; died
in Winchester, N. H., April 16, 1929.
He was the son of vStephen W. and
Sarah E. (Eerrin) Rellom, and was ed-
ucated in the public schools, and at
Contoocook Academy. He served for
four years in youth as clerk in a mercan-
tile establishment in Contoocook, and in
1873, entered the office of the old New
Hampshire Patriot as clerk and book-
keeper. When tlie Patriot was combined
with tlie People, he was engaged as
l)usiness manager and cashier continuing
till 1892. In 1893 he was appointed as
U. S. National Bank Examiner for New
Hampshire by President Cleveland, serv-
ing till 1897, when he removed to Win-
chester and became Cashier of the
Winchester National Bank.
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He was a Democrat in politics, and
represented Ward 3, Concord, in the
Legislature in 1881-2. He served as
treasurer of Merrimack Covmty in
1883-4, and was a representative from
Winchester in the House in 1904-5. He
also served for several years wliile in
Concord, as auditor of public i)rintc'rs"
accounts.
In religion Mr. Rallom was a Method-
ist, and active in the affairs of the Baker
Memorial Church while in Concord, as
he was also prominent in church work in
Winchester. He retired as cashier of
the bank several years ago, and engaged
extensively in lumbering, but remained
as vice president.
Dn April 8, 1884, he married Mary M.
Patton of Lees, Ohio, who survives
with three sons, all college graduates,
the eldest, James S., succeeding his
father as cashier of the Windiest cr
National P>ank.
DR. EMILE D. MIVILLE
Emile D. Miville, born in Manchester.
May 2, 1885; died there May 15, 1929.
He was the son of Francis C. and
Josephine L. (Le Claire) Miville rmd
was educated in the Manchester schools,
graduating from St. Joseph's high school
in 1903. His father was a prominent
pharmacist, and for five years after
leaving school he was engaged in his
father's pharmacy, but decided to study
medicine, and graduated in 1911 from
the medical department of the University
of Vermont, settling in practice in ]iis
native city after serving as an inlern in
a New York hospital.
Politically he was a Democrat, and was
a member of the stalT of Gov. Fred H.
Prown. He was appointed a member of
the Manchester Board of Health bv
Mayor Verette in 1918, and had served
continuously since, being chairman of the
l)oard at tlie time of his death, as well
as a member of the staff of the Notre
Dame Hospital.
Dr. Miville served as lieutenant in the
Medical Corps in the World War being-
stationed at Camp Greenbery, Ga., and
was a captain in the Medical Corps of
the 97th Division of Organized Reserves
at the time of his death. He was a mem-
ber of the Order of Elks and several
Franco-American Societies as well as the
Joliet and LaFayette clubs.
He was married, October 12, 1912, to
Miss Eva Blanch Gauvin of Manchester,
who survives, with one daughter, Miss
Marcelle Miville.

1-"kaxk \\ . koi.i.ixs
rresi.lcnt 1897-1914
Old Home Meek
New HainpsJiirc's Great Midsitiiiiuo- Festival
\]Y AN OCCASIONAL CON'IRI lll'rOK
OLD
HoiiK' Week is peculiarly a and city in the state make up lists of all
New Hampshire institution. It its native-born sons and daughters living
was established b}- Gov. Frank in other states, and send them an urgent
West Rollins in the summer of 1899. invitation to be present through the
What inspired him with the idea is un- week. I would have at Concord, dur-
known, but that the idea was a good one ing the week, appropriate exercises of
is not to be disputed. The fact that a literary character, and also an exhibi-
annual town j)icnics had been held, for tion of the products and industries of
some years, in Nelson, Swanzey, Mid- the state, I would make it a carnival
dleton and some other towns in the week there. I would have it a part of
state, in the midsummer season, and the program that every visitor should,
"Old People's" gatherings in Cornish and during the week, go to the place of his
Croydon, may have been called to his at- nativity and see what he or she could do
tention and inspired his action ; but it is to assist in the improvement and beauti-
sufficient to know that the action was fying of the place, and its general up-
taken, that it was widely approved l)y the
people of the state, and that the institu-
tion ma\- now be regarded as perma-
nentlv established. Other states set out
building and uplifting. Is it not possible
that such a plan would result in mucli
benefit to the state, and also in the re-
turning to her of many of her sons who
to copy it
—
notably Maine and Massa- have wandered abroad?"
chusetts, but no State Association was
formed in either, and the movement fell
through, so far as any concerted state
action is concerned ; but some towns in
these and otlier states hold occasional
"( )1(| Home Day" observances; some in
Pennsylvania and some even in the far
west.
It is matter of record that Governor
Rollins made the first suggestion of an
Old Home Week at a gathering of the
"Sons of New Hampshire" in Iloston,
when he is recorded as having said: "I
have a scheme which I think promises
This scheme of the governor was
widely endorsed, and it finally seemed
advisable to form an organization to
carry out the plan, and, at the gover-
nor's suggestion, the State Board of
Agriculture assumed the responsibilit}-
of calling a meeting for the purpose.
Such meeting was held in Representa-
tives hall in the State House, on June 6,
1899. Governor Rollins presided and,
after calling to order, opened the meet-
ing with appropriate remarks, setting
forth the object in view and bespeaking
general co-operation. There were sev-
eral hundred people in attendance, rep-
to help the state, and which I hope to see resenting all sections of the state and
|)ut into execution. It is this, to have a various interests, including selectmen of
week in summer set apart, to be called towns and delegates from different state
'Old Home Week,' and to make it an societies, representatives of the Grange
annual affair. I would have every town being particularly prominent.
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Many speakers followed the gover-
nor, heartily favoring the project, and
finally a committee, consisting of N. J.
Bachelder of Andover, Joseph ?>.
Walker and Gardner B. Emmons of
Concord, Charles McDaniel of Spring-
field, and F. E. Roby of Chester, was
appointed to submit a plan
for a perma-
nent organization of a state Old Home
Week Association. A constitution and
a set of by-laws, which had already been
prepared, was submitted by the commit-
tee, and adopted. The constitution pro-
vided that the officers of the as.sociation
should consist of a president, ten vice
presidents
—one from each county in the
state—secretary, treasurer, and an
executive committee of three members,
and the meeting proceeded to elect the
following :
President, Governor Frank W. Rol-
lins, Concord.
Vice Presidents, Joseph B. Walker.
Concord ; Joseph D. Roberts, Rollins-
ford ; John W. Sanborn, Sanbornville ;
Charles McDaniel, Springfield ; Bertram
S. Ellis, Keene ; George T. Cruft, Beth-
lehem ; Gordon Woodbury, Manchester ;
True L. Norris, Portsmouth ; Charles E.
Tilton, Tilton. and Chester B. Jordan,
Lancaster.
Secretary, Nahum J. Batchelder. An-
dover.
Treasurer, Harry H. Dudley, Con-
cord.
Executive Committee, Edward N.
Pearson, Concord; William H. Stinson,
Dunbarton; Henry H. Metcalf, Con-
cord.
It may be remarked in this connection,
as significant of the changes which time
has wrought, that of this list of sixteen
officers, chosen at the organization
thirty years ago, only five
—the secre-
tary, treasurer, two vice presidents and
one member of the executive commit-
tee—are now living.
The date of Old Home Week for 1899
was left to be fixed by the executive
board who finally settled upon the week
from August 26 to and including Sep-
tember 1. Local Old Home Week As-
sociations were formed in sixty-five
towns, but, as it happened, not all of
them succeeded in holding an Old Home
Day observance. In about fifty towns
formal Old Home exercises were held
on some day in the week, and in man\-
others special services, pertinent to the
occasion, were held in the churches,
which services have generally been con-
tinued on successive Old Home Sun-
days, and many other churches have
adopted tlie custom.
Lists of natives and former residents
abroad were made up in the various
towns, and invitations sent to all to be
present and join in the festivities of
( )ld Home Week. Governor Rollins
issued the following formal invitation
from the executive department of the
state government : "The residents of
New Hampshire have conceived the idea
of celebrating the week of August 26
to September 1 of the present year as
Old Home Week and of inviting every
person who ever lived in New Hamp-
shire, and the descendants of former
residents, to return and visit the scenes
of their youth and renew acquaintance
with the people.
"It afifords me pleasure, as Gover-
nor of New Hampshire, to extend this
invitation in behalf of our people, and
to assure those who may be able to ac-
cept that they will receive a cordial
greeting in any section of the old
Granite State.
"During this week our people intend
to keep open house, and the doors of our




large number of towns and cities in the
state will have local celebrations during
the week to which all are cordiall}- in-
vited.
"Old Home Week appeals to every
person of mature years, father, mother
and children, and wdien you think of
the old home, you bring back the ten-
derest memories possessed by man—true
love, perfect faith, holy reverence, high
ambitions—the long, long thoughts of
youth. Few states have furnished
more men and women who have
achieved distinction and renown than
New Hampshire, and our people hold
these sons and daughters in high regard.
In behalf of the people of New Hamp-
shire I heartily invite all to whom New
Hampshire is a former home, or place of
nativity to visit the state during Old
Home Week."
The opening of Old Home Week on
Saturday was planned with the view of
lighting bonfires upon the highest hills
or mountains, in the various towns
throughout the state, in the evening of
that day, thus ushering in the festival
with a brilliant illumination, and, al-
thouijh the custom has not generailv
been followed, as should have been the
case, there was a grand display upon
that opening night in 1899, when hun-
dreds of hill and mountain tops were
blazing with light, from Mt. Washing-
ton in the far north, down to Garrison
Hill in Dover, within ten miles of the
Atlantic. The old Rollins home, the
summer resort of the family for years,
was situated near the base of Garrison
Hill, and it was here, undoubtedly, that
the idea of Old Home Week first came
to the mind of Governor Rollins. Ap-
propriately one of the most brilliant
illuminations of the evening was from
the summit of this historic height, liuhl-
ing up the city of Dover and the entire
region for miles around.
Most appropriate, too, was the fact
that the first Old Home Day celebration
of the season, and therefore the first
ever held in the state, was held in the
town of Rollinsford within whose limits
the Rollins home was located and at
which Governor Rcjllins and famil\- were
then stopping. This was held on Satur-
day, the opening day of Old Home
Week, at the Roberts Oaks, under the
auspices of the Rollinsford Old Home
WVek Association, of which Joseph D.
Roberts was president and Annie W.
I'ael", secretary. There was a grand
parade headed by the Salmon h^'alls
band of 25 pieces. Dinner was served
to all present, in a pavilion erected
for the purpose. The exercises (jf
the afternoon opened at 2 o'clock, when
Joseph D. Roberts, president of the day,
gave an address of welcome, and G(w-
ernor Rollins made his first Old Home
speech. Mrs. Annie Wentworth I'aer,
the secretary, gave an interesting his-
torical sketch and other speeches and
musical selections filled out a delightful
program. It may be noted that while
Mr. Roberts and Governor Rollins, like
the great majority of those who were
prominent in connecti(jn with the Old
Home movement at its inception, have
l(jng since passed awa\-, Mrs. Baer is ver\-
much "on earth,"" as the readers of the
CiKANiTE Monthly are very well aware.
Space does not permit detailed refer-
ence to all of the fifty or more celebra-
tions held in the state during this first
r)ld Home Week, but a few of the more
important may be mentioned in brief.
( )ne of the most interesting celebra-
tions, if not particularly spectacular, ,'
was that held in the old historic town
of P)OScawen, where a prominent feature





mounted on granite boulders, at differ-
ent places of historical note, including
the birthplaces of Gen. John A. Dix,
William Pitt Fessenden, Gov. Moody
Currier, and Charles Carleton Coffin ;
the first law office of Daniel Webster ;
the town's first meeting house ; the site
of the first fort, and the old Webster
homestead, owned successively by Daniel
Webster and his brother, Ezekiel ; which
was done by a committee headed by
John C. Pearson. In the afternoon there
was a long speaking program in the
town hall, at wh,ich addresses were made
by Gov. Rollins, Hon. William E.
Chandler, Hon. John Kimball, Rev. A.
A. Berle and others, the same being in-
terspersed with excellent music by the
Castle Quartet, composed of Messrs.
Jackman, Flanders, Fowler and Web-
ster.
The Concord celebration was one of
the most elaborate and spectacular dem-
onstrations of the kind ever held in the
capital city. Hon. Joseph B. Walker
was president of the association, and
Hon. Edward N. Pearson, secretary,
with a very efficient corps of committees
working under them. On the evening
of the opening day, Wednesday,
August 30, there was a meeting of resi-
dents and visiting guests in Phenix Hall,
at which Joseph B. Walker presided,
and which opened with a grand concert
by the Third Regimental band and the
Schubert Quartet of Boston ; after
which the president gave an address of
welcome with hearty greeting to all
returning sons and daughters, and other
visitors from abroad, and then intro-
duced successively, Hon. John Kimball,
Rev. J. E. Barry, Hon. Sylvester Dana,
Hon. L. I. Stevens and Hon. Moses
Humphrey, notable citizens, each of
whom addressed the assembly with re-
marks pertinent to the occasion.
On Thursday, the second day, occur-
red the grand parade, under direction of
Chief Marshal G. Scott Locke, made up
of three divisions, embracing mili-
tary and civic organizations and mis-
cellaneous attractions, of all sorts and
kinds. Gov. Rollins rode on horseback,
with his staff', accompanied by the Com-
mander of the National Guard, Gen.
Tolles of Nashua, and Cols. Scott, Up-
ham and Tetley of the First Brigade
with their respective staffs. A striking
feature of the third division, which con-
tained many elegant floats and industrial
displays, was a 24 horse team driven by
George L. Theobald. The parade oc-
cupied an hour and a half in passing a
given point, and was witnessed by a
crowd estimated at 20,000 people ; while
the public and many private buildings,
along the route, "were elaborately dec-
orated. Literaiy exercises were held in
Phenix Hall in the afternoon, with
Charles R. Corning presiding, and ad-
dresses by Mayor Nathaniel E. Martin,
Governor Rollins, James O. Lyford,
Senator Chandler, President Tucker of
Dartmouth College and others. Edna
Dean Proctor read her famous poem,
"The Hills Are Home," which was writ-
ten specially for this occasion. An ex-
tended program of sports was w(jrked
off at the Driving, park, after the exer-
cises, and a brilliant display of fireworks,
on the .Sticknev lot, closed the celebra-
tion.
Another elaborate celebration, w'ith a
grand parade and extensive decorations,
was held in the town of Newport,
excelling in display any other in the
state aside from Concord. A notable
feature was an address by Rear Admiral
George E. Belknap, Newport's most dis-
tinguished son. A poem was read by
Edward A. lenks of Concord, also a




made by Albert S. Wait, George R.
Brown, Frank C. Chellis, Rev. George
F. Chapin, Rev. James Alexander and
others. Sports and a band concert
closed the exercises. Newport has held
but two Old Home Day observances
since—one in 1911, when the 150th an-
niversary of the town's settlement was
observed, and the other in 1923, when
the 300th anniversary of the settlement
of the state occurred. Few towns in
the state have produced as many dis-
tinguished sons and daughters as the
"Sunshine town," as it is frequently-
called. Mrs. Sarah J. Hale, in whose
honor the N. H. Old Home Week As-
sociation lias voted to erect a tablet, was
born in this town. She was noted as
the author of the old school poem,
"Mary's Little Lamb," and was a pro-
lific writer of botli prose and verse.
She was for forty years editor of
Godcy's Lady's Book, at Philadelpliia,
the first important woman's magazine in
the country, but was particularly distin-
guished for her interest in the establisli-
ment of a National Thanksgiving Day.
which she finally induced President
Grant to proclaim, -and which custom has
been followed ever since.
Other notable celebrations were lield
in Dunbarton, Hancock, Henniker,
Salem and Walpole. That in the latter
town was specially successful ; but the
town has seemingly lost its public spirit
and state pride, and although one of the
richest towns in the Connecticut valley
has had no celebration for many years
past. Many of the towns which celebrated
the first year never had another observ-
ance; some have had occasional observ-
ances; some have celebrated biennially,
and one little town—Croydon—cele-
brates triennially, which is as often as it
can aft'ord to do with only 250 inhabi-
tants, especially as it serves a free dinner
to all present. A considerable number
of towns, however, have celebrated
every year since the start ; while others
have come into line from time to time,
so that there were more observances
last year than ever before, and it is
hoped that on this thirtieth anniversary
year there will be a still greater num-
ber. No town can do more to advance
the general prosperity of the state than
to call back its absent sons and (.laugh-
ters periodically, to revisit the scenes
and friends of their youth and revive
their interest in their old home state.
Many who have thus been called back
have given substantial evidence of their
interest and love. If every considerable
town in the state could observe ( )I(1
Home Day regularl\-, in the manner that
ihe founder designed, it would do more
to advertise New Hampshire that any
otlier scheme that has been or can be
devised.
Voy the first fifteen years, while Gov-
ernor Kollins was president of the asso-
ciation, N. J. r>achelder remained sec-
retary. In fact it was because of his
position as secretaiy of the Board of
Agriculture, and as master of the State
Grange, and the wide accjuaintance
which he enjoyed, and the strong in-
rtuence that he was able to exert,
especially in the rural sections of the
state, that he was selected for the posi-
tion, and the great assistance that he
gave in perfecting the organization and
carrying on the work amph" justified
the selection.
For the first few years, while Secre-
tary Bachelder held the office of Com-
missioner of Immigration, the associa-
tion was financed from the appropriation
given for carrying on the work of that
l)ureau, its work being considered one
of the best means of promoting the




mission was abolished the association
was left without financial support, which
accounts for the fact that for several
years no annual report of the associa-
tion was published. In 1913, however,
the legislature first recognized the asso-
ciation, fixed the date of Old Home
Week for the week commencing with
the third Saturday in August, and pro-
vided for a small annual appropriation
to aid in conducting its work, which ap-
propriation has been twice slightly in-
creased, so that from 1914 down to the
present time an annual report has been
issued.
At the annual meeting in 1914 a con-
siderable change was made in the official
board, President Rollins and Secretary
Bachelder declining further service. The
election resulted in the choice of the
following officers :
President—Henry H. Metcalf. Con-
cord.
l^ice Presidents'—Gov. Samuel D.
Felker, (Honorary) George A. Wood,
Portsmouth; Joseph D. Roberts, Rol-
linsford ; Charles McDaniel, Springfield ;
George ?>. Leighton, Dublin ; George I'.
Cox, Laconia ; True L. Norris, Ports-
mouth; ( )rville P. Smith, Meredith;
Mrs. A. Lizzie Sargent, Concord.
Secretary
—Andrew L. Felker, Mere-
dith.
Treasurer—George E. Farrand, Con-
cord.
Executive Committee—Richard Pat-
tee, Laconia ; George W. Fowler, Pem-
broke
; James S. Shaw, Franklin ; Wil-
liam E. Beaman, Cornish ; Nathaniel S.
Drake, Pittsfield.
The headquarters of the association
were continued, as theretofore, in the
Department of Agriculture at Concord,
Mr. Felker having succeeded Gov.
Bachelder as head of the reorganized
department. The state treasurer was
made the treasurer of the ass(jciatioii,
and the dififerent incumbents of that of-
fice have been named as such ever
since
; though there have been various
changes in vice presidents, the policy for
several years past being to name the
Governor of the state as first, or honor-
ary vice president, with one from each
county in the state.
The towns of Albany and Loudon
held their first Old Home Day celebra-
tion in 1914. The latter town, for
several }ears past, has contented itself
with an Old Home Sunday service, but
has made an appropriation for the pur-
pose, and will have a real celebration
til is year.
Derry had a very elaborate celebration
the same year, with a large crowd in at-
tendance. Gov. Samuel D. Felker and
Congressman Eugene E. Reed among
the guests ; but the most imposing affair
of the kind that year was in the city of
I )over—the only celebration of the sort
which Dover ever had. In fact the
cities have seldom held any Old Home
Day obsei-vances, a good share of the in-
habitants, aside from the foreign born
and their descendants, coming from the
surrounding towns, and their old home
interest being in those towns. The city
government had appropriated $500 for
tlie celebration, while a much larger
amount was raised by subscription.
There was a parade several miles in
length, made up of marching organiza-
tions, floats, decorated teams, etc.. with
band concerts, balloon ascensions and
fireworks. The celebration c(jntinue<l
through three days, and the searchlight
from the battleship, Montana, loaned
by the Navy Department, placed in the
observatory on Garrison Hill, illumined
the country at night for miles around.
New London had a four-day celebra-
tion that year, beginning with a bonfire
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on the Colby Academy Athletic field, on
Saturday evenin.ij^. an Old Home Sun-
day service the next day; sports on
Monday, with a concert and entertain-
ment in the e\ening, and a ball .ijame
Tuesdax m()rnin,i;. when New London
defeated Tilton. A picnic dinner was
enjoyed al noon, which was followed
bv a speaking program in the church, at
w hich Charles C. Hayes, Mayor of Man-
chester, a native of the town, was heard,
among others. There have been few
( )ld Home observances in the town
since, but this year there is to be an
elaborate celebration of the LSOth an-
niversary of the charter of the town.
during the first week in August, which
will j)resent all the advantages of an
Old Home gathering. Berlin also cele-
t)rate(l its lOOth aimiversary this year,
whicli insured a gathering of the absent
sons and daughters with the home folks.
At the annual meeting of the associa-
tion this year, on June 4, Mr. Metcalf
retired from the office of president, but
retains his interest in the work of the
association. He is succeeded in the
presidency by Dr. James S. Shaw of
Franklin, who has long been an ardent
worker for the cause of Old Home
Week.
The other officers of the association
ffir this year are :
l-'icc Presidents—Gov. Charles W.
Tobey f Honorary), George A. Wood,
Portsmouth; Lorenzo E. Raer, Rollins-
ford; J. Fred Beede, Meredith; S. O.
Huckins, Mountain V-'icw ; James C.
Farmer, So. Ne\vbury ; Miss S. Anna
Stearns, Manchester ; Elgin A. Jones,
Keene
;
Arthur W. Benway, Lempster ;
Elmer E. Woodbury, Woodstock; Rev.
Kenneth Carmichael, Pittsburg.
Secretary





Tripp, Short Falls; Nathaniel S. Drake,
Pittsfield
; Agnes Barney Young, Con-
cord ; Samuel Head, Hooksett ; L. Ash-
ton Rollins, Dover.
That this anniversary year of the New
Hampshire great midsummer festival
may witness a more general observance
than ever before, and greater numbers
of the absent sons and daughters of the
state in other parts of the country may
respond to the call "Come home," re-
vive their love for the old home town,
and their pride in the old Granite State,
the brightest jewel in the Union galaxy,
is sincerely to be hoped.
Nezv Hampshire Men and Matters




(ilLAK )l\l'', anil I roomed al
tlie liousf of a widow lad\-
named Sanborn, on (ireen St.,
adiacent to the house on tlie corner
whicli stood on the site of the ])resent
Central Telephone station, which was
then occujjied by Rev. 1). W. I'\aunce,
pastor of tlie I'^irst Baptist Church and
father of the Rev. W. 11. D. l\aunce,
I). D.. long the president of llrown
L'niversitw who fitted for colle_^"e al the
Concord lli.i^h Scliool. We took our
meals at the American House, at tirst,
but subsequently found a more conven-
ient boardiui^ place.
As we have mentioned Rew I ). W .
Faunce as pastor of the h'irst Baptist
Church at the time of our advent m
Concord, we niav as well mention the
pastors of other churches, the oldest and
most notable of which is the I'^irst Con-
grej.^'ational, ^enerall\' krjow n as the
North Church, whose hislor\- is almo.-^t
contemporaneous with that of Concord
itself, the church ]ia\in<4" been organized
simultaneousl\- with the ordination and
mstallation of the hrst nnnister, on Nov.
18, 1730, so that its 2()0tli anniversar\-
will occur in November of next \"ear.
Rev. b^-anklin 1). Ayer was the pastor of
this church in 1868, having been installed
on Sept. 12 of the previous year, the dav
on wdnich his predecessor, Rev. Nathaniel
Bouton, had been dismissed. Tt mav be
remarked as a notable fact that in the
tw^o centuries of its existence this church
has been served by only six pastors—
Revs. Timothy Walker, Israel Evans,
Asa .Mcb'arland, Xathaniel llouton,
h^'anklin 1). Ayer and ( ieorge H. Reed.
I)r. A\er served for thirty years and Dr.
Reed, the present pastor, celebrated the
thirtieth anniversary of his pastorate
June 11, 1928.
Rev. I'disha .Adams was jiastor ot the
Iwrst .Metliodist Church at this time, and
was the onlv Methodist clergyman in llie
cit\" jM'oper, the Baker Memorial Church
not haxing been established until some
\ears later. Rev. James H. Eames was
rector of St. Raul's Episco])al Church and
Rev. Jose])h V . Lovering was the L'nitar-
ian ])astor. Me was a scholarly and elo-
c|uent i)reacher, and the church was also
noted al this lime, and for many years
after, for the e.xcellent qualit}' of its
music. Rew F. E. Kittredge was the
Cniversalist pastor. Rev. Flenry D.
."^^avage was pastor of the Rleasant ."^l.
liaptist Church.
The .South Congregational Lhurch,
now the largest and most i)o])ular Rro-
testant church in tiie cit\', had no settled
l)astor at thai time. Its tirst pastor.
Rev. Daniel |. Noyes, was installed in
18,v, and served till 1849. The .second
was Rev. Henr\- \\. Rarker, who served
till 1866. after w hich there was a vacancy
until Januar}-, 1869, when Rev. Silas L.
lUake commenced his pastorate which
continued until October, 1877, since
wdiich time Revs. Charles E. Harrington,
Wm. H. Hubbard, Harry P. Dewey.
l^dwin W. Bishop, Ashley D. Leavitt,
Archibald Black, Robbins W. Barstow
and Carl B. Bare, the present pastor,
\
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lia\e succeeded in the ])asli)rate. The
liist(ir\' of tliis cluircli. as re,i;ards jiastor-
ates, llius appears tn lie \t.'i"\ (littei\'iU
from that of the Mrst Church, it ha\in^"
liad eleven pastors in ninety years, wliile
the l'"irst C'hurch liad but six in two
liunih"e(h
St. lohn's Catholic" (."luii'cli, tlie only
Catholic church in the city in 1868, was
presided o\er by Re\ . John IC. Barry,
w ho held a pastorate fcM" fortx-five years,
lie was killed in New York hy a cable
car Xovember 14. 1 *'()(). It nia\' ])ro])er-
1\' be said that no Ccjucord pastor e\er
did .greater work or has been more sjen-
eralK' esteemed than was Father IJarry.
The more prominent Concord jihysi-
cians at this time were Timotln Ilaynes.
iMpheus .Morrill, Al)raham 11. Robinson.
C. 1'. Ca.i^e. Moses W. Russell, and
('iran\ille P. Conn, the latter having been
for a long time president of the Stace
I'.oard of Health. Younger men, just
established in practice, were I-disha and
.S. C. Morrill and A. H. Crosby. Jacob
IT. Gallinger had just come over froiii
Keene, where he had been in practice a
short time.
Notable among Concord law \ers were
Josiah .Minot. Wm. L. hOster, Asa
l'^)wler. John H. Ceorge, John ^'.
Mugridge, Sylvester Dana, Anson S.
Marshall. Charles T'. .Sanborn and Wm.
M. Chase. Mr. Minot. wh(» had been a
judge of the circuit court, and was
sometime a ])artner of k'ranklin Pierce.
liad withdrawn from practice and gone
mto radroadmg. and was the ])resident
of the Concord Railroad. Mr. Chase,
who had l)ut fairly commenced practice,
was the partner of Anson S. Marshall,
but was later associated with Jonathan
E. Sargent in practice, after Mr. Sargent
retired from the Supreme bench. He
afterward became an associate justice
of the Supreme Court. L}man D.
Stevens was at this time mavor of Con-
cord. |ohn ^^ Mugridge, city solicitor
and .'^yl\ ester Dana judge of the muni-
cipal court. llamilt(jn K. Perkins, who
had mo\ed tlown from Ccnitoocook, was
judge of ])robate for Merrimack Countv.
lie was the father of C"om. George 11.
Perkins who won fame in the na\ \' in
the Ci\il War. and gi-;nid f;ilher of .Mrs.
Earz Anderson.
As The Pcof'lr was a weekl\- ])aper,
not all of my time being required for tlie
editorial work, .and as the building up of
a large circulation was an object which
every one ccjnnected with the paper had
closely in mind, 1 devoted much time for
several years to the work of can\assing
for subscribers, and writing uj) towns
and their industries for publication, visit-
ing all sections of the state for this
])urpose. 1 have a vi\id recollection of
ni}- experiences on some of these trips.
I especial!}' remember an excursion in[o
.Sulliwan Countx" where 1 was \er\ nuich
at home. 1 was in Newport at the time
of the great October Hood of 1869, and
quartered at the Newq)()rt House, then
kept by Elbridge Putney, who was its
proprietor for man}- years and one oi
the most popular of New Hampshire
landlords. I was marooned there b}' the
freshet for two or three da}s, the high
water preventing all tra\el. This llood
in fact has never been excelled in llie
height of water in the ri\er, and the
amount of damage done. ( )ne cii'cum-
stance, however, relieved the monoton}-
of the occasion for me, and brought
some satisfaction. Among others con-
hned at the hotel b}' the freshet 1 found
one Prof. Kendrick Metcalf, a cousin of
m\- father, and a native of Ncwi)ort.
whom 1 had never before seen, and
w hose acquaintance I was glad to make.
He was and had been for some years a
member of the faculty of Hobart College
at Geneva, N. Y., and had come on for a
visit to his native town and the scenes of
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his youtli which he had not seen for a
long time.
Another scarcely less exciting trip was
one that I took one winter into Carrol
County. I was canvassing in its north-
ernmost and most picturesque town.
Jackson among the mountains, when
there came a heavy snowstorm, attended
1)\ drifting winds which rendered the
roads impassable for some time. I was
entertained at the home of the Methodist
minister, one Rev. Jonathan Gale, who
happened to be an earnest Democrat, and
aided me material!)- in adding to the
subscription list. J was shut in for
some time at his home and found tiie
societv of a rosx-clieeked daughter, well
along in her teens, of about as much re-
lief from the tediousness of the confine-
ment as the intelligent conversation of
the parson himself. I found that thv
representative from the adjoining town
of Rartlett, in the legislature at its re-
cent session, George E. Gale, is the son
of Rev. Jonathan Gale and was a small
boy at the time of my visit to his father's
house. He stands by the political faith
taught by his father, long since "gone t.)
his reward" and I presume is as firm in
his religious convictions.
In the course of my canvassing for the
first few years of The People's exis-
tence, during w liich it came to be the
most widely circulated political paper in
the state. 1 visited every county and a
large majorit}- of the towns in New-
Hampshire, some of them several times,
and added in all mcjre than 2,000 names
to the subscription list, in which w-ork mv
short experience in the north countr\-
was found to have been greatly to mv
advantage. In the town of Littleton
alone I secured more than 100 subscrib-
ers. Perhaps the fact that I had mar-
ried a Littleton girl, of some little popu-
larity, contributed to my success in that
region.
Walter Harriman was governor of
the State in 1868, having defeated John
G. Sinclair for the second time In-
39,726 votes to 37,098. Ezra A. Stevens
of Dover was president of the Senate
and George R. Fowler of Concord, clerk.
It may be noted that Wm. S. Ladd of
Lancaster, afterward an associate ius-
tice of the supreme court, was voted for
clerk b}- the Democratic minority in the
Senate. Henr}- W. Klair of Plymouth,
afterward a representative and member
to congress, was a member of the state
senate, (ien. Simon G. Griffin of Keene
was speaker of the House, and Wm. R.
Patten, clerk. The Democratic candi-
date for speaker was Wm. Little of
Manchester, a successful lawyer, after-
ward the author of the histories of
Warren and Weare. He was a native
ot the former town and an enthusiastic
mountaineer. 1 later became intimatelv
acquainted with him and accompanied
him on various mountain climbing trips,
several times to the summit of Moosi-
lauke. Among the more prominent
members of the House this year were
W. H. V. Hackett of Portsmouth,
Samuel M. Wheeler, Dover, Ebenezer
G. Wallace, Rochester, George W. M.
Pitman, P>artlett. Edwin Snow of Eaton
( father of Judge Leslie P. Snow of the
present Supreme Court, grandfather of
Conrad W. Snow, chairman of the
Judiciar\- Committee in the House at the
recent session). Henry M. Putney of
Dunbarton, later for many years editor
of the Manchester Mirror under John
P). Clarke, and chairman of the Railroad
Commission, Frank A. McKean of
Nashua, subsequentl}- Democratic candi-
date for governor, Wm. C. Sturoc of
Sunapee, Gen. John Bedel of Bath, Geo.
F. Putnam of Haverhill, Samuel B. Page
of Warren, E. H. Cheney of Lebanon,
Joseph A. Dodge of Plymouth, and
Henry O. Kent and Ossian Ray of Lan-
I
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caster. Another member in whom J
took a personal interest was Ora M.
Huntoon of Unity, wlio had been m\
classmate in school in my early boyhood
when our tamil\- were livinjj in that
town.
In January 1869, when the Democratic
state committee was organized after the
state convention, I was chosen secretary
of the committee, of which Samuel !>.
Page was chairman, and we held our
respective positions for two years. Gen-
eral John Bedel of P)ath was the Demo-
cratic candidate for governor and On-
slow Stearns of Concord, Republican,
who was elected. The legislature was
also strongly Republican. John Y.
Mugridge of Concord was president ."f
the Senate and Luther S. Morrill, clerk.
Samuel M. Wheeler, of Dover was
speaker of the House, and Wm. R. Pac-
ten, clerk. Among new members of th-j
House this year were John R. Reding of
Portsmouth, who while a resident of
Haverhill had been a Democratic repre-
sentative in Congress, and had later been
appointed collector of customs in Ports-
mouth by President Pierce; Charles H.
Sawyer, of Dover, later governor of the
state, Bainbridge Wadleigh of Milford.
subsequently U. S. .Senator, and Solon
A. Carter of Keene, who was later state
treasurer for forty years.
In 1870 the political situation in the
state was certainly interesting, not to sav
exciting. General Bedel was again the
Democratic candidate for governor, and
the Republicans had, of course, re-nomi-
nated Governor Stearns. But special
interest arose from the fact that the
Labor Reform Party had come to be
quite an element in the situation, and
was likely to become strong enough to
hold the balance of power and prevent
a choice of governor by the j)eople, in
which case it would be desirable for
either party of the major parties to have
inlluence encjugh to bring ab(jut a com-
bination to control the election in the
legislature. The Labor Reform conven-
tion was nf)t called until some time after
the other party conventions had been
held. Many Democrats and Republicans
had allied themselves with the Labor Re-
form movement, ostensibly in good faith,
but really for the purpose of shaping the
action of the convention and controlling
its course in the campaign. The leading
candidates for the nominaticjn for gov-
ernor were Samuel Flint of Lyme and
James A. Weston of Manchester. There
was no choice on the first ballot, but on
the second Mr. Flint was nominated, scj
that the Republican element had appar-
ently triumphed, but the Democrats had
not given up the idea of being able to
eventually work matters to their own
advantage, and the state committee fin-
ally went so far as to vote in a meeting
behind closed doors, shortly before the
election, to substitute the name of Mr.
Flint on a large proportion of the ballots
sent out, for that of General Bedel, and
sent instructions to the party leaders in
the various towns to have those ballots
used as extensively as possible, with the
purj)ose of having Mr. Flint made a con-
stitutional candidate instead of General
Bedel, with the hope of efTecting a com-
bination in case of no election by the
people, whereby the Labor Reformers
should have the governr)r and the Demo-
crats a United .States senator, as one
w as to be chosen by the coming legisla-
ture.
The fact f)f this secret arrangement b}
the committee leaked out, however, in
time for a scathing denunciation by the
jV. H. Patriot the week before the elec-
tion of the abandonment of principles
for expediencx'. which so aroused the in-
dignation of tlie members of tlie party
at large that the proposed movement fell
Hat. and while Mr. Flint got oiih' about
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7,500 votes General Bedel had 29,000, and
Governor Stearns about 1200 more than
all others. Of course there would have
been no hope for a Democratic victor\-
under ordinary circumstances, and the
proposed movement would have been
entirely proper if open]\- made; but the
secrecy attached gave occasion for the
apparently indignant exposure, which
was really inspired by motives more per-
sonal than patriotic.
The legislature this }ear organized by
the choice of Nathaniel Gordon of Exe-
ter as president of the Senate and John
M. Currier of Alton as Clerk, wiih
Samuel M. Wheeler, speaker of the
House, and Josiah H. Benton, Jr.. of
Haverhill as clerk. Among new mem-
bers were Wm. B. Small, Newmarket,
in the Senate, who was later made a
member of congress for the first
district and Daniel Marcy of Pcjrts-
mouth, later iJemocratic candidate for
governor, Ira Perley of Concord, who
had been chief justice of the Supreme
Court, Warren Daniell of Franklin, later
Democratic congressman from the third
district, George A. Ramsdell of Nashua,
later governor of the state, Dexter
Richards, of Newport wlio might ha\e
•been governor if he had paid the
price; and the venerable James Wilson
of Keene, who had long before been a
member of Congress. Another new
member was Major Wm. H. Trickey of
Dover, of the 3d N. H. Regiment in the
Civil War, now and for many years past
commandant of the Soldiers' Home at
Tilton.
One of the most exciting years in New
Hampshire political history was 1871,
when there was quite an overturn in the
government, there being no election of
governor by the people, and the Demo-
crats and Labor Reformers together
having a small majority in the legislature,
thus enabling them to organize the gov-
ernment through a combination against
the Republicans. Even more surprising
was the fact that the Democratic candi-
dates f(jr congress in all of the three
districts in the state were elected—
Ellery A. Hibbard of Laconia in the first.
Samuel N. Bell of Manchester in the
second, and Hosea W. Parkei- of Clare-
mont in the third. In only six of the
twelve senatorial districts of the state
were senators elected by tlie people, so
that choice in the other districts had to
be made b\' the legislature in joint con-
vention of the two branches. The^e
was a long period of filibustering before
the organization of the House was
effected, the vote being ver}- close, but
finally Wm. H. Gove of Weare, a Labor
Reform leader, was chosen speaker, and
James R. Jackson of Littleton, Democrat,
clerk. The six senators elected had
formed a temporary organization and
met with the House in convention to
elect a governor and other ot^cers.
.After the senate vacancies had been
filled, there was another period of fili-
l)ustering in the convention, when at last
James A. Weston, the Democratic can-
didate was chosen governor, receiving
167 \'otes to 159 for James Pike, Repub-
lican. In the tenth senatorial district,
Samuel P. Thrasher, Democrat, had been
elected but had died, the constitutional
candidates to be voted for in the conven-
tion were Albina Hall. Grantham. Re-
publican, and Alvah Smith of Dempster,
Labor Reformer. The latter liad re-
ceived but four votes at the polls. The
Democratic managers had effected an
arrangement with Smith, through his
friend Lemuel P. Cooper of Croyd(Mi,
whereby thev were to support him for
senator and he was to act for the Demo-
crats in the legislature. He did so in
the organization of the senate, which
chose Hon. George W. M. Pitman, of
Bartlett, president, and William M.
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Chase of Concord, clerk, ami also voted
with the Democrats in convention in the
election ot s^overnor, hut tlie Republican
leaders, with whom he liad formerly
been associated, sent, for his son. a
Republican worker in Pittsfield, and
through him induced Smith to violate the
arrangement and return to the Re])ubli-
can camp, so that the Democrats lost
control of the senate and were unable
to carry out their program whicli in-
volved a general change in all depart-
ments of government.
Among the new members of the House
at this session of the legislature were
George W. Nesmith of Franklin, who
had been an associate justice of the
Supreme Court, and Isaac X. lUotlgett
of the same place, who was afterwards
chief justice, also Asa Prowler of Con-
cord, who also had been a judge. Harr\-
Hingham of Littleton, who had been for
several \ears a member back in the Civil
War period, was again a member this
}'ear. Sanniel 1!. Page, who had pr--
viously represented Warren, was a mem-
ber from Ward 6, Concord, this \'ear,
and Ceorge V. Putnam, who had re-
moved to Warren was a member from
that town. l^dward F. Mann, later
known ill railroad life, was representa-
tive from I'enton. and John C. Pearson
of IWiscawen, later state senator, father
of Secretary of .State Edward X. Pear-
son, was also among the new members.
Although 1 had a good position, from
manv j)oints of \iew, as editor of The
People and had gained a wide accjuain-
tance and respectable standing in the
party and some reputation as a writer. I
was not entireh' satisfied with the situa-
X'um. 1 was not quite free to express
myself on all subjects, and I desired
entire freedom. In the fall of 1871 1
found that the White Mountain Republic
in Littleton, which I had aided in founfl-
ing in 1867. could be purchased, and I
telt like starting out "upon my own
hook." I, therefore, informed Mr.
Pearson of my purpose and proceeded
to purchase the Republic, agreeing how-
ever to remain in Concord and edit The
People through the winter. 1 according-
ly made an arrangement with one Francis
W. Truland, wdio was the foreman of
the Republic, to attend to the business
and mechanical work of the paper, while
1 furnished the editorial matter through
the winter, and in May following I left
Concord and The People and moved to
Littleton to devote myself entirely to the
Republic. 1 was heartil\- welccjmed back
and commenced work in earnest, and in
the course of the next two years had
succeeded in giving the paper a gof)d
standing in press circles and also in gain-
ing for myself a fairly prominent posi-
tion in the community life, and was
 
elected upon the Board of Education m
Union District in 1873.
There were in Littleton at this time
Methodist. Congregationalist and Baptist
churches, but no church of a liberal faith.
1 had become a Lhiiversalist in my youtli.
but had never been so situated that 1
could enjoy attendance upon the services
of a church of my ow n faith since I left
the town of Lempster in my boyhood,
for there w as no such church in .Xcworth
iior in Ann Arbor where 1 attended the
law school ; and in Concord, w hile there
was a L'niversalist Church, il was then
being operated as a Republican partv
annex in fact, and 1 attended the L'ni-
tarian Church. 1 felt that if I were lo
he a resident of Littleton. 1 ought to
make an effort to secure the establish-
ment of some religious organization with
liberal ideas, with a view to the holding
of religious services that should appeal
to mv sense of the fitness of things. 1
therefore began to look about to see what
could be done in that direction. I found
that there were a number of people in
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town who were Universalists in belief,
but not enough to independently maintain
church services. 1 found, however, that
there were also a considerable number of
pronounced Unitarians, and
it occurred
to me that if these two elements could be
brought to work together, that something
satisfactory to both might be elTected.
Prominent among the" Universalists were
Luther D. Sanborn and Frank G. Weller.
the one a furniture dealer, and the other
a photographer; while the leading
Uni-
tarians were William H. Bellows, -i
brother of the late Chief Justice H. A.
Bellows, who had been a lawyer. l)ut was
then engaged in mercantile business, and
Charles W. Rand, a prominent lawyer
and at one time U. S. District Attorney
for New Hampshire.
After mucli conference between the
two parties, it was decided to unite and
form a religious society, which was done,
the same being denominated "The Lib-
eral Christian Society of Littleton.
N. H." As the society had no cinirch e<li-
tice, what was known as Farr's hall was
engaged immediately for the meetings of
the society, and arrangements were
made for holding regular services. I)e-
lieving that many people of nf) particular
faith, and even some in the other
churches, might be favorable to the
establishment of another religious soci-
ety, and willing to contribute towards
the support, a general canvass of the
community was made to see how many
would agree to contribute a certain fixed
sum every week toward the support of
these services, in addition to the sub-
scriptions of those specially interested.
We met with very gratifying results, one
prominent citizen remarking that while
he did not believe in the L'niversalist idea
of no future hell, since we must have
one for some people, he was willing to
pay something for supporting another
church, since it might keep some people
out of mischief on Sunday.
{To he
Early in the summer of 1873 the new
society commenced holding services.
Different clergymen were engaged as
preaching supplies for a time, among
whom 1 recall Rev. ?>. Al. Tillotson of Sc.
Johnsbur\-, \'t., who had at one time
been pastor of the Universalist Church in
Manchester ; but soon a permanent supply
in the person of Rev. J. V. Atkinson of
Laconia. wlio then had no pastorate, was
engaged, and very interesting and well
attended meetings were held. Among
the active workers in the society was Mr.
Porter Watson, father of Dr. Irving A.
Watson and Mrs. John D. Bridge. In
the fall of the year Hon. Charles W.
Rand and myself were chosen delegates
by the society and attended the Univer-
salist state convention at Manchester,
\\ hich gathering, by the wa\'. 1 have not
failed to attend more than two or tliree
\ears. from that time to the present.
I'^arly in 1874, I was strongly impor-
tuned to go to Dover and start a Demo-
cratic paper; I' osier's Democrat, then
published there, having gone over to the
support of the Republicans. 1 had got
well started in Littleton, had a good busi-
ness and many w arm friends, and it was
moreover the old home town of my wife,
who had long been a teacher in the
Littleton schools, and had more friends
than I had. But the importunities be-
came stronger and the promises of sup-
port more glowing. I was assured that
Foster would never come back into
standing in the Democratic party, and
that he would ultimately be compelled to
go out of business, so that I would have
a clear field and wide opportunities for
service in the party cause, and to start
with a cash paid subscription list of 1500
was guaranteed. I finally yielded to the
importunity, sold the Republic to one
George C. Thurber and in May of that
year moved to Dover. In a few weeks
time I had a new paper. The Democraiic
Press under way.
continued)




Early Rfxokds ok Dkrkyfikld
THE
civil and political history of
Manchester begins on September
23, 1751. when at a call issued
by John McMurphy the "proprietors,
freeholders and inhabitants" of Derry-
tield assembled at the inn of John Hall
for the purpose of laying the foundations
of a town government, this being twent\
days after the town charter was granted.
The charter of the town had for its
main purpose the incorporation under
suitable control of what has been term-
ed "the debatable ground"
—otherwise
the territory originally granted by Mass-
achusetts under the name of Tyngstown,
which grant was finally given up. As
this territory was not thought to be of
sufficient size to make a "respectable
township," further territory was taken
from the adjoining towns to make up
the area desired. This was done with
the same unconcern which had been
manifested in regard to the Massa-
chusetts grant a few years before.
The Derrytield charter thus covered
about thirty-five square miles of terri-
tory, including eight square miles of
Tvng township, nine stjuare miles of the
northwestern portion of Lcnidcjnderr}-.
formerly Nutfield, and seventeen and
three-fourths square miles of Chester,
once known as the "chestnut country."
The name (jf Derryfield, it is claimed,
originated from the practice (jf owners
of stock in Londonderry allowing their
herds to graze on the open clearings
within its limits and arising from the
term "Derry's field."
The first town meeting was held in
John Hall's house which stood on land
later owned by the late Isaac Huse. This
house, repaired and altered from time to
time, remained until 1852, when it was
destroyed by fire. No record of the
numbers of votes cast at this meeting is
in existence although these were prob-
ably fifty or sixty all told. \\\ the year
1756 is to be found the first vote on
record which relates to educational mat-
ters, it being then voted not to raise any
mone\' for school purposes. On Decem-
ber 25, 1781, it was voted to "hire a
schoolmaster 9 months year coming."
On September 28, 1771, Captain John
Stark was chosen the first grand juror
from the town and Ensigns Samuel
Moore and Samuel Stark were drawn as
petit jurors. January 16, 1775, a special
town meeting was held and the town
voted that the "town will hear their
proportion of money that shall here-
after arise towards paying the cost of
the General Congress as any other town
in the province."
The population of the town was now
2'6'h, including three slaves. The tax list
contained a total of sixty- four names
with an aggregate amount of taxes of
22 pounds, 7 shillings. The highest in-
dividual tax in town was only nineteen
shillings. The warning for a special
meeting to be held December 5, 1775.
when issued, liad the words "In his Ma-




Another change of a similar nature
was made in the call for a special meet-
ing for October 23, 1776, when the
words "State of New Hampshire" suc-
ceeded "Colony" as the latter had pre-
viously superseded "Province." In the
warning issued for a meeting to be held
November 20, of the same year occurs
the words; "In the name and virtue of
the thirteen Younighted States of North
America."
On May 15, 1775, the town voted to
choose a committee "to look after the
liberties of the people." This board
consisted of Captain Alexander Mac-
Murphy, Lieutenant James McCalley,
Ensign Samuel Moore, Ezenezer Stevens
and John Perham. This committee be-
came the Committee of Safety. The
27th of the following June, another
meeting was held and John Harvey,
Lieutenant James McCalley, Samuel
Royd, Ensign Samuel Moore and John
Hall were named as this committee. On
May 22, 1780, a vote was passed to raise
soldiers for the American army the cost
whatever it was, to be met by the town.
Thus throughout the whole course of
the Revolutionary War old Derryfield
did her part, furnishing sixty-five men
during the conflict.
One of the volumes containing these
records bears on the inside of the first
cover the words, "Derryfield Town
Book." The words are printed in big
letters with a pen and on the first page
is written "This book bought August,
1786. Price 20 shillings. John Hall,
town clerk. Joseph Farmer, John Gofife,
Isaac Huse, selectmen." The pages are
long and wide and of a toughness of
texture seldom found in a book of today.
The volume is bound in heavy sheepskin
and has withstood the ravages of time
in a remarkable manner.
John Hall, town clerk, was not a bad
writer, but he was too free with his
flourishes to make his penmanship per-
fectly legible to posterity although he
must be given the credit of having taken
great pains with his work. All sorts of
entries both curious and amusing are t(^
be found here, including wars and pes-
tilence, financial disaster and panics,
deaths without number and births be-
yond count which have all gone to make
up the pages of history since the l)us\
fingers of John Hall penned the lines.
C )n December 4, 1786, it was voted not
to "abate" Mr. David IJowel his "meet-
ing" house tax.
Monday, the fifth day of March. 1786,
a t(nvn meeting was held at the meeting
house. A long list of matters for con-
sideration was posted and like good old
Puritan ministers their subtexts. Clerk
Hall labelled them 21v, 31v. 41v. etc., up
to Illy, wliich was "to see if the town
would i)rovide a workshop and choose a
suitable person to oversee the same."
One of tne articles in this warrant reads
as follows, "To see if the town will pay
the doctors account for doctoring Ann
McHightfjn in her last sickness." No
evidence appears in the records as to
w hat action was taken upon this article.
At this meeting it was voted to give
John Gofife one shilling and sixpence per
week for keeping Lienor l-'airfield an-i
three shillings and 'sixpence for clothes
for the said child. Derryfield was
classed with Litchfield about this time
f(jr the purpose of representation in the
legislature, the two towns holding a joint
meeting for this election. At such a
meeting held on March 26, 1793, Major
John Webster, of Derryfield was chosen
as the first representative. On Septem-
ber 7th of this same year, John Stark
was elected the first town treasurer, this
office having been previously known as
the "counter." The joint meetings were
held in the two towns alternately.
On October 30, 1792, at a special
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meeting, a vote was passed "to have the
Gore of land caUed Henrysburgh annex-
ed to thf Town." For a reason slill un-
known, a corner of "waste land," located
between the northern boundary ol
Derryfield and the southwestern limit of
Chester, comprising about two scjuare
miles in area and known locall)' by the
name of Henrysburgh was not included
in the original charter of the town of
Derryfield. The settlers upon this strip
of land were receiving all the advantages
and reaping all the benetits of the roads
which had been built without helping to
pay for the improvements. This annex-
ation was effected with the aid and
agreement of Chester.
The records of the year 1796 contain
an article to the effect that William
Pickles, by vote of the town was to ad-
minister spiritual refreshment to the in-
habitants of Den-yfield for (me third of
the year following. In the warrant for
the aimual election of 1797, the ninth
article reads as follows. "To see if the
town will vote to pay for the school
house which is now built and to Build
two more for the town's use." This
schoolhouse which had been erected was
built near the falls by private subscrip-
tion. The vote was, however, not car-
ried. The following year, on March 5,
1798, the friends of education hnally
won the victory and carried the day.
Further along in the old boc^k it be-
comes evident that another hand is pen-
ning the records. The words are mould-
ed in big, sturdy lines, and the ink
appears very black. Samuel P. Kidder,
for that is the name signed to the records
as clerk, must have been a man of no
little strength of character to judge by
his penmanship as disclosed in these
records. This old volume abounds in
interesting reading for anyone who is
interested in any matters pertaining to
the earliei" histor\- of the Oueen Cit\- of
the Merrimack and is to be found at the
ot^ce of the City Clerk.
CHAPTER 11.
Thk .Soloikr's Monument
The tirst impetus tcnvard the erection
of a soldiers' monument in this city in
honor of the veterans oi the Civil War
was given by the Hon. James A. Weston,
then maycn- of the city, who in his in-
augural address on Jan. 4, 1870, urged
upon the city councils the necessity fen'
some action aknig this line. This re-
sulted in an appropriation of $1000 being
made as a nucleus for a fund. From
time to time this was added to by various
city councils in small amounts until b\
July, 1878, it amounted to about $18,000.
On May 1, 1877, a resolution was
adopted by the city councils calling for
the appointment of a committee consist-
ing of one alderman and two members
of the common council to consider the
erection of a soldiers' monument, esti-
mate its probable cost and recommend a
location, to report at a later meeting.
This committee consisted of Alderman
Levi L. Aldrich and councilmen Timothy
W. Challis and William G. Hoyt. They
reported favorably upon the project,
limiting the expense to $20,000, and sug-
gested Tremont common as the location
and their report was adopted except as
to the location, which was referred back
to them for further consideration.
On July 3, 1877, the finance com-
mittee of the city government, to whom
a subsequent report of this previous
committee had been referred, recom-
mended to the city councils that in mak-
ing up their appropriations for the year
1878 they add enough to make the fund
for the soldiers' monument not to exceed
$20,000. The\- also recommended that
the previous committee be retained and
that Dr. Elijah M. Tubbs, T^x-Gov.
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James A. Weston, Patrick Fahey and
Capt. Joseph B. Clark be added to the
committee, this committee to receive de-
signs and proposals and report to the
city councils. These recommendations
were adopted.
The enlarged committee at once or-
ganized and Capt. Joseph B. Clark was
elected clerk. They secured the services
of Mr. George Keller, an architect who
prepared plans and specifications and
they then called for proposals with the
view of having the foundation put in
that fall. Having got thus far, the ques-
tion of location again came up and a vote
was finally taken up by the committee,
four members of which agreed to Merri-
mack common, while the other three
were in favor of Tremont common.
When Merrimack common was first
adopted as the location, the idea was
to place the monument on the north-
west corner, but this was later changed
to the center of the square. On Feb.
7, 1878, Dr. Tubbs passed away and
his place on the committee was taken
by Loring B, Bodwell and on the re-
tirement of Levi L. Aldrich from the
board of aldermen, in March, 1878, John
W. Dickey was appointed to his place.
The Hon. James A. Weston then served
as chairman of the committee.
The committee issued notices to ar-
chitects and designers that an opportu-
nity was ofi^ered to compete for a design
for a soldiers' monument, fixing a time
and place for the exhibition of their pnj-
ductions. In response to this invitation
a large number of designs were submit-
ted, but after a careful and patient ex-
amination the committee decided In
favor of Mr. Keller's design and later
by direction of the city government se-
cured Mr. Keller's services to furnish
the working plan.
As soon as these specifications and
plans were prepared a call was sent out
for proposals for the erection of the
monument. Upon an examination of
the bids tendered, it appeared that the
sum appropriated was not enough to
carry out the design. The bids were
therefore rejected. A second invitation
was then sent out and bids were secured
so that the committee could finally report
after all bills had been paid that the
total cost of the monument was
$18,773.21 and that they had an un-
expended balance of $1226.79 left in
their hands.
The contractors were Frederick &
Field, of Quincy, Mass., M. J. Power,
of New York who furnished the bronze
work and the sculptors were Buberl,
Richards & Hartley, also of New York.
The design embodies the threefold
idea of an historical and a military
monument and a fountain ; and in its
cruciform base includes a basin, thirty
feet in width, inclosed with a parapet
of an ornamental character. In the
center of each of the four pnjjecting
arms of the base is a pedestal, on a line
with parapet, supporting each a bronze
statue of heroic size, representing the
principal divisions of service in the
army and navy ; namely the infantry
soldier, the cavalryman, artilleryman and
sailor. Alternating in pairs between
these figures are eight bronze posts for
gas lights, surmounted by our national
emblem.
The column, fifty feet in height,
rising from the center of the basin, is
supported on a circular pedestal four
feet in diameter, and is crowned with a
capital richly carved with appropriate
Gothic ornament. Cpon this is placed
a colossal statue in granite, eight feet in
height, representing Victory with her
mural crown, a shield lying at her feet
and holding a wreath and recumbent
sword, emblematic of triumph and peace.
This figure, irrespective of the sentiment
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which it a(hiiirably conveys, is a tine
work of art in its attitude, features and
drapery. At the base of the column is
placed a shield with the anus of the
city; while above are displayed Hags
and weapons, the trophies of war.
Surrounding- the circular pedestal is
a bronze bas-relief, four feet in height,
representing such incidents of recruit-
ing, arming, parting from friends and
marching that tell in a simple and ef-
fective manner the meaning of the mem-
orial. The base of the pedestal is oc-
tagonal in form and on its west or front
side it bears on a bronze tablet the fol-
lowing inscription :
In Honor Of
The Men of Manchester
Who Gave Their Services
In the War Which
Preserved The Union Of The States
And
Secured Equal Rights To All Under
The Constitution
This Monument Is Built
By
A Grateful City.
Above the bas-relief are twelve gar-
goyles, attached to the cornice of the
circular pedestal and issuing from them
are jets of water falling into the basin
below. The four principal figures in
bronze are works of artistic merit antl
were modeled and cast expressly for
this structure. In its entirety the monu-
ment as a work of memorial art, as an
appropriate and expressive recognition
of the services of our citizen soldier\- in
the civil war, has rarely if ever, been
surpassed by any similar expression (>\
what may he called popular patriotism.
On Memorial Day, May M). 1878, the
cornerstone was laid under the direction
of the city government which had pre-
viously invited Louis Bell Post, Xo. .\
G. A. R., to perform the ceremony. A
parade, consisting of three divisions
under Major Henry H. Huse as chief
marshal with Capt. George W. Nichols
as chief of staff, moved at 2 ]>. m. Upon
iheir arrival at the site of the monument,
the exercises commenced with a brief
speech b\ Mayor Kelly, followed by
Commander of the Post James M. Cum-
mings. Prayer was oft"ered by the Rev.
C. W. Wallace, following which there
were brief remarks by Department Com-
mander of the G. A. R. Charles J. Ricli-
ards of Great Falls. A selection bv tlie
band followed. The Rev. L. F. Mc
Kinney then delivered an address, at the
close of which Comrades Timothy W.
Challis and Benjamin Stevens, assisted
by workmen, raised the cornerstone. The
post commander then assisted in placing
the stone with appropriate ceremonies.
This was followed by a song "All Honor
to the Soldier Give" rendered by a male
quartette, after which the Rev. J. 1.
Hall delivered the address in honor of
the unknown dead. At the close of the
oration, prayer was again off'ered b\- the
chaplain. Rev. C. W. Wallace, followed
by the singing of America by the au-
dience, accompanied by the band. The
president of the day was Capt. William
R. Patten.
Early in 1879 a committee consisting
of John L. Kelly, maycM" ; John M. Stan-
ton and Thomas L. Th(H-pe, aldermen;
John W. Whittle, president of the com-
mon council ; Carl C. Shepard, Charles
W. I'^ager, Charles II. Hodgman, coun-
cilmen; L'()\. John B. Clarke, Capt.
George A. Hanscom, John M. Chandler,
lion. Ira Cross and C"a])t. S. S. Piper
were appointed to make all the neces-
'
sary arrangements for the dedication
which was fixed for September 11. 1879.
This committee undertook the ardu
ous task assigned to it and carried out a
most extensive and elaborate celebration.
A parade, consisting of nine subdivisions
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under Henry H. Huse as chief marshal
with WilHam R. P'atten as chief of staff,
moved at 12:30 p. m., throujjh the prin-
cipal streets to the monument. Upon
their arrival the following program was
carried out;
Introductory Address Hon. Daniel Clark-
Prayer Rev. E. G. Selden
Unveiling of Monument




Delivery of Monument to City
Hon. James A. Weston
Acceptance of the Monument
Mayor John L. Kelly
Dedication of the Monument
Grand Lodge of Masons
Inflammatus ("Stabat Mater")
Reeve's American liand
Poem written by Mrs. Dame
Read by B. F. Dame
Oration Hon. James W. Patterson
Addresses
Govs. Head, (iarcelon and Van Zandt
P)enediction Rev. E. G. Selden
The motto "Dulce et decorum est pro-
patria mori," is also inscribed upon the
monument which translated is "It is
sweet and pleasant to die for one's
country." In the evening folhjwing the
exercises there was a band concert, an
illumination with fireworks and a ball
with banquets to the honored guests.
The parade was the largest ever seen in
ihe state up to that time and included
nearly all the state forces with very
large delegations from the Masons, Odd
Fellows, and Knights of Pythias.
CHAPTER HI.
The Grrat Storm of March 12, 188S
On March 12, 1888, to be exact, the
citv of Manchester was fast in the ice
bound grip of the storm king. ( )n that
date occurred the heaviest fall of snow
thus far ever recorded in the annals (jf
our cit}'. The storm was not, however,
restricted to our city and state, as Bos-
ton, New York and even as far to the
southwest as Pennsylvania tliey were
almost completely paralyzed and all busi-
ness was at a standstill, it lieing nian\
days before conditions becanie normal
again.
So far as Manchester was concerned
the storm began on .Sunda\' e\ening,
March 11th. when it began to snow .a
very little, that whicli came bemg very
small and tine tiakes. Tliis kept up
tlirough the night and until late on Mon-
da\' forencjon when it changed, the
storm bursting u|)on this cit\- with all its
fury. The snow literally descended in
sheets during the afternoon, limiting
one's vision to less than a S(|uare in ex-
tent and look where one would, there
was nothing t(j be seen but a seeming
universe of pitiless elements.
In an incredibU- short space of time,
the streets were almost impassable and
but for the busy army of shovelers that
was kept constantK' at work the\' would
have been sf). The work of clearing
away the snow was kept up until after
night fell, when it was abandoned until
the following day. This, of course, was
before the electric street railway, and
the old Manchester Horse Railroad un-
der Superintendent Gage had a fearful
time trying to keep its various lines
open.
The steam railroad, too, came in for
its share of the trouble. The snow-
banked up under the old passenger sta-
tion and drifted in beneath the roof.
covering the ])latform the entire length
of the station. All traffic over the iron
was stalled for many hours, trains being
from four to ten or more Injurs late.
So far as telegraphic communication
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was concerned, all wires were down save
the one to Nashua, on the south. The
wires to the north were in good work-
inj^ order, however. The tirst train
north from I Boston which was due in this
cit\' at '^ p. m., Monday night, did not
arrive until one o'clock, Tuesday after-
noon.
When the Lawrence train rolled into
the station, "it was a sight to behold."
There were only two cars and they were
drawn by a lonely looking locomotive.
Reaching from the tip end of the cow-
catcher and looming up to the headlight
was a huge bank of snow, almost three
feet think. It looked as though it had
picked up a drift somewhere and hated
to let it go. Every part of the running
machinery was enveloped with a blanket
of snow, not a particle of the usual'.}'
bright and well cleaned steel work being
visible. The locomotive looked as
though it was made of snow and just
froiu the ice king's domain.
One of the most remarkable features
of the storm to those who were forced
to admire its beauties whether the}'
desired to or not, was the way in which
the snow clung to a building whenever
it struck it. The efifect was picturesque
in the extreme and presented some
beautiful scenes. From cellar to garret
the houses were stuccoed with snow
with a most charming efifect.
The snowplows under the energetic
supervision of the superintendent of
streets essayed to clear a path for the
toiling multitudes employed in the fac-
tories and mills, but after they were
once at home, the streets and sidewalks
were left to themselves and old king
Winter wrapped his snow}' mantle about
him and summoning old I'oreas to his
side, the two dashed into a mad revel,
that had oid}- the silent, far awa}- hea-
vens for a witness.
It was im]X)ssible for a heavily laden
team to get along on any of the streets
except Elm and there great dit^culty was
experienced. ( )n the side streets bake
carts, milk teams and the like got stuck
in the drifts and in many cases they had
to be shoveled out. The thoroughfares
w ere so bad that instructions were given
to the superintendent of streets to break
them out at all hazards. The situation
in the northern and eastern sections of
the city was a most serious one and the
residents of those secti(jns were almost
snowbound.
The boys at the Industrial School with
three yoke of oxen succeeded after man}-
attempts, in breaking out Elm street as
far south as Clarke street. They then
proceeded to the River road and broke
that out as far ncjrth as the Stark dis-
trict school house. Over in the neighbor-
hood of the cit}- farm all the roads early
became impassable as the wind drifted
the snow back in again as fast as it was
shoveled out.
George W. Reed, a well known hack-
man, sufifered severely as a result of the
storm. He occupied a carriage shed at
the corner of Chestnut street and Lowell
back street, having four hacks, four top
buggies and a number of sleighs stored
there. Shortly after seven o'clock the
next morning after the storm, the roof
of this carriage shed began settling from
the weight of the snow which had ac-
cumulated upon it, and in a brief space
of time it crashed in upon the vehicles
stored there. A portion of the vehicles
escaped without much injur}- but at least
six (M- seven hundred dollars damage
was done to the rest. The roof had quite
n steep pitch and in all ordinary storms
the snow had slid oh before accumula-
ting in \'er\' large quantities. The root
of a shed on I'^ranklin street in which
were kept the barges bekjnging to Josepii
A. Rrown, also fell in from the weight
of snow but little damage was done here.
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Following- the storm, countless num-
bers of men were to be seen upon the
roofs engaged in shoveling off the snow
and it was a great wonder that no one
went down to the ground with the great
masses of sncnv that were shoved earth-
ward to the possible destruction of pe-
destrians who would continualy persist
in walking under tlie ropes that were in-
tended to mark the spaces upon which
no ime must trespass.
The small boys at the small ends of
their shovels reaperl a rich harvest of
coins and in one instance a little girl
in rubber boots and a toboggan cap was
seen industriously shoveling away for all
her dear little life was worth for the
sake of a shining nickel. Snow slides
became numerous and threatened not a
little danger to pedestrians on h^hn
street. The tire department was put on
special orders from the beginning of the
storm so as to be prepared in case of an
alarm being rung in.
The total fall of snow in this storm
was recorded at the Amoskeag gate
house as twenty-two inches and it is the
heaviest fall whicli had been recorded
for thirty years. An old resident of
Manchester remarked that he thought
the only storm previousl}- experienced in
Manchester which could be compared to
this one, occurred in 1854, when this fall
was exceeded and the mills were com-
pelled to close down, the hrst and onK-
instance ot its kind in the historv of
the cit}-.
Walking up the west side of Elm
street, between Hanover and Manches-
ter, an\-one w as unable to see teams pass-
ing in the road oi)posite to him on ac-
count of the high piles of snow. The
view ])rinte(l herewith will give anyone
a very good idea of the way the streets
looked (luring and after this storm,
w liitli will long be remembered and is
always referred to as the great storm of
1888.
])i;. kor.i-RT l'>. Kr.KK, M. I).
SIGNAL HONORS AND RECOGNITION FOR NFA\ HAMI'SHIRE
In rcccjgniticiii of llu' contrilnilion made to medical ]ini.uri'.ss, i)arlicularl\' in llie jiioneiT
service of tlie New Hampshire Tnliercnlosis Association in the diagnosis and treatment of
childhood tuberculosis, the American College of Physicians at its convocation in Boston
(April, 1929) conferred upon Dr. Robert B. Kerr of Manchester a full Fellowship in this
distinguished body of research workers and scientists.
Dr. Kerr was receiUh' gi\cn the award in the Pray Prize Essay Contest, which is annu-
ally competed for by memliers of the New ilampsiiirc ^Medical Society.
It's Not My Song Any More
ZO ELLJOTT
THERE'S
a tune marching down make your name and fortune on it."
the tip of my pen—a tune that My faitli in Twitchell's appreciation
Hows on with much more ink made me do as he suggested. I had no
than it took to write it. When 1 think more than finished when King came in.
of the amount of work expended in the I pla^-ed it over for him.
printing and sale of four milhon copies, "Just the thing for the banquet." he
the amount of human energy put into said. "Sa}'—I've got an idea for some
the production and singing of the song, words for it. "There's a long, long trail
1 am a bit bewildered how to begin. But a-winding.'
"
the tune marches on. Once it was mine. "Into the land of my dreams, where
Now it seems to be the other way. I the nightingales are singing." I con-
seem to belong to it. A few tales about tinned—this, by tlie wa}-. was m\- only
it I know out of the many millions. I contribution to the actual words of "The
can tell you at any rate how the tunc Long, Long Trail"—and in a few min-
started, and follow it a certain distance utes, to much nervous laughing and ex-
with you. All right. Let's go. citement, Stoddard had finished the
One day in the spring of 1913 when chcjrus. lie came l)ack from his next
I was a senior at Yale, my friend Stod- class w ith a completed verse. We
dard King and 1 were informed by an hadn't been caught by the dean yet, so I
official of our Zeta Psi chapter that set the verse to music, with Stoddard
there was to be a banquet at the old making some suggestions about the
American House in Boston to which melody,
chapters from New England colleges Was there ever a harder place to pre-
were to send their favorite minstrels to sent a song than that Boston banquet?
entertain the brethren. Expenses were The brothers w ere in a most exhilarated
to be paid, and we were to be excused state, greeting every new feature of the
from our classes for the occasion. entertainment w itii cheers, and making
Just as every group at a Sunday- life miserable for the performer by then-
school ])icnic is supposed to bring its racket and any undesired pieces of
(jwn lunch, so the banquet delegates were bread. King and I were looking forward
to provide their own entertainment. I to the same reception. But King had
have forgotten just what efforts at musi- an idea. He got Brother Bagley to in-
cal composition King and I attempted, troduce us. Brother Bagley possessing a
but as I recall the tunes some of them deep and powerful voice that caught the
were pretty terrible. general attention with its "now just a
Some days later, as I was playing moment, gentlemen," and we leaped
out of hours in m\- room—a danger- through the opening. A few remarks
ous thing to do, as the dean's by Stoddard, and he was singing "Nights
office was downstairs — ni}- playing are growing very lonely," and soon after
drew the attention of my roommate, I chimed in with the tenor of the chorus.
Ward Twitchell, to a melody I was The brothers were listening. They stop-
improvising. "What's that? You'll ped throwing bread. When Stoddard
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called "Now, all together," they went
over the top with us.
The act had gone oxer. ( )nt' of the
brothers who happened to be a lioston
publisher was so much impressed witli
the song that he urged us to publish it.
In fact, he went so far as to make .i
clear copy of it, and to add some har-
monization which ultimately became the
basis of the hrst edition. Stoddard was
emboldened to approach several New
\'ork song publishers with tlie manu-
script. They couldn't see it.
Jn the autumn of 1913 the manuscript
went in my pocket with me to Trinity
College. Cajnbridge, England, where I
was to continue my studies following ni\-
graduation from Yale. JJut the tune als(j
lingered near its birthplace, in New-
Haven. A note from friend Deak Ben-
nett said: "Ransom and Mayer and 1
passed the window of 85 Connecticut
Hall last night. We sang it in Nour
honor."
It was at Cambridge that 1 began to
realize the appeal of our song. J\I\'
friend Parker down stairs—he became a
captain in the British Army and was
severel}' wounded—had a piano and I
gave it a lot of exercise at his repeated
request. When our ])arties were at their
lieight we would call down for our very
popular landlord, Kwart Beatty, and the
musical side of the ])rogram would gen-
erally be brought to an end by Beatty's
saying, "W'ell, Mr. Elliott, aren't you
going to play that little tune you brought
over from America?" .Sometimes lie
would sa\- "fr(jm \'ale" for a change.
He would then tune his tiddle to pla}'
an obligato, and we played the song so
much that I almost believe Beatty thinks
the tune was written i., his house. At
any rate, it went out into the world from
there.
How the song came to be published
was a result of a sort of combination of
chance and maternal loyalty. 1 had step-
I)ed into a Cambridge music shop with
my friend Acheson to rent a piano. To
test the piano, 1 employed my pet
melod}-. The man who owned the shop
w as impressed. Could he send someone
around to hear it? As a result of this
expert's visit my mother was inspired to
wager nine pounds ten shillings against
the publisher's similar amount, the initial
cost of production. The young London
publisher many years after confided to
me that he spent many nights in his little
dark office figuring how to get the money
to meet his side of the bargain. A few-
years later he was kept awake figuring
how to supply the demand and liad to
move out of that dark office into a Hght
one. The song almost broke the hrm
of West's; then it made the hrm.
I know- of nothing, except the arriv il
of a son, as exciting as the receipt of the
first complimentary copies of a new-
song. The}- reached me in December of
1913. When they come at twentv-tw-o,
they seem like meteors—and they dis-
appear as quickly. So had it not been
for the kind patronage of Mrs. Uurt, the
number of complimentary copies might
have surpassed those actually marketed,
the publisher might have become bank-
rupt and the song cut oft in its infanc\-.
Her acti\ities among the American col-
ony in Europe instilled the breath of
commercial life intcj the enterprise. My
first royalt}- statement was just barely
enough to buy me a derby hat at Scott '^.
-Seven dollars bought a darned good hni
in those days.
"The Long Trail" had been in print
seven months when "Tipperary" came
swinging past it in August, 1914. Then
came "Pack L'p Your Troubles in ^'our
Old Kit Bag." The seriousness of this
new- war that had just burst on the
world was being realized more and more.
The lads who now- marched awav knew
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it was to more than glitter and glare, an!
"Keep the Home Fires Burning" was
the reigning song. Men came from the
ends of the earth, for not a gallant and
exciting campaign, but to wait in the
mud of the trenches—wait, wail until
the war might cease, or they themselves
might die out of the wearisome business.
They found a song which seemed lo
express all this. It was a song which
first attracted general attention as a
boatload of Canadians sang it coming
down the Thames from a Sunday outing.
England scarcely knew what a trail
meant, but it had begun to know "the
long, long night of waiting." These
Canadians knew both. In every restau-
rant, every barracks, every square, the
song with the trail in it was heard.
As a friend told me. next to the noise
of London traffic the sound of "The
Long Trail" predominated. One could
not escape it. The men of far coun-
tries had brought a new idea to an old
world in the shape of a song. Xext to
the sound ot guns you would hear the
song, as another friend wrote me. Al-
ways when there was song. Thunder
and song—song and thunder. "The
Long Trail" seemed to be the least ex-
haustible of all vocal ammunition. It
had become the song of mud and blood.
John Masetield wrote me that never had
he seen so many men pass to die sing-
ing the same tune, always, always,
thousands upon thousands going up to
die in the mud. Coningsby Dawson in
his war letters "Carry On" wrote : "We
sing it as a sort of prayer as we stand
almost waist deep in the mud." Could
such things have happened to a song
written by two college boys? Stoddard
and I had yet to learn.
The first intimation of the regard with
which the song was held, aside from the
reports of publishers, I read in the Xew
York Times—for late in 1914 1 returned
to America to continue my law studies
at Columbia Cniversity. 1 was supposed
to be studying law, but who could do
that with the world on lire? 1 cursed
the hurdy-gurdies that thrilled me every
morning with the "iNIarseillaise." then
opened a case book. Xo use. I had to
look at the paper. On the front page I
read this: "While the soldiers were lined
up on deck waiting t(j be disembarked
from the torpedoed troop ship Tyndar-
iiis someone took up 'The Long Trail.
They were all singing it as they calmly
waited each his turn to escape death."
1 rushed across the hall to tell my friend
Dan Keller, who two years later died
ill the Argonne while fighting with the
79th I)ivisi(»n. lie gulped with aston-
ishment and pride, and when he caught
his breath, 1 remember his saying: "To
no one would I wish such honor more
than you." Then I set out to class with
him but left him at the classroom and
walked for nearly an hour along River-
side Drive alone. The song was begin-
ning to tug at my own heart strings.
America was pretty near the jumping
oft' place herself by this time, and the
morning papers upset some of the stu-
dents -SO much that 1 believe the law
professors were despaired of some of us.
Things were getting under our skins.
With the declaration came the question
with many of the boys of continuing
their profession. A check for $10,(K)0
from my London publishers came and
spared me much of this worry. I tele-
phoned my mother, cut my classes then
and there and went on a shopping orgy.
A few days later I spent some of that
money for a ticket to Plattsburg. At
the first officers' training camp I remem-
ber the remarkable sensation of hearing
my tune start with the big fellows up
front, pass through my own squad, reach
the end of the column, and then be
taken up by the next company. My
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faithful friend and bunkie, Kidgley,
would .ei'ive me a prod of approval, but 1
remember once when the band tried it
at reveille, his saying as he rubbed the
sleep out of his eyes, "There's that
damn tune of \ours, Elliott."
It took the camp medicos five weelcs
to discover that 1 was not the perfect
physical specimen they wanted lieuten-
ants to represent. I was back at the
Yale Club in New York one June day in
1917, ruminating on my failure to be-
come an olScer in the United States
Army. A band started playing. It was
Major Currie with his Highlanders
down from Canada. As they started
down Vanderbilt Avenue the crowd fol-
lowed. I can't resist a band myself, and
grabbing my hat I chased after them.
As they turned Forty-second Street a
thrill shot through me. They had broken
into the English version of "The Long
Trail"— in strict march time. I must
confess I followed them with tears in my
eyes.
Liberty Loans came along. The song
was sung at all such rallies. Great ar-
tists like Schumann-Heink, Caruso,
Stracciari, McCormack, Alma Gluck,
I-'rieda Hempel sang it. Matzenauer
sang it one evening at the Metropolitan.
In fact, it became almost compulsory
for every artist to have it in his reper-
toire. Ma}- I say that the first two ar-
tists who took the song up were an
American Indian singer, Chief Caupol-
ican, and Dorothy Jardon who made it
ver\- popular in San Francisco.
My sister went into a New ^^)rk shop
t(j buy an extra copy
—in the earl}- da}s.
"Is it any good?" she anxiously asked
the }oung woman in charge, wishing to
fathom its popularity. "Aw, pretty
good," replied the young woman, and
then turned to more attractive material.
.Speaking of personal experiences, my
favorite is about the time when I was
at Camp Vail, New Jersey—for I ha<l
managed to get in .service in the hon-
orable estate of a private
—
1 was wash-
ing my clothes alongside of a tall,
freckle-faced, redheaded sergeant. Of
course his name had to be Red. Well.
Red started singing "The Long Trail,"
and after a few gulps he ejaculated,
"Gee. I like that .song! Sing it with
me?" Yes, I would. "Well then, you
take the upper and I'll take the lower."
We started, then Red left the soap suds
alone. "Sounds swell, doesn't it? \'ou
know, there's a fellow in the barracks
next door who's been playing and sing-
ing it on a melodeon. Sings it just right,
not too loud, ncjt too soft." Just then
someone in the shower-bath made the
statement that the fellow who wrote the
song was in camp. "'S'f)u don't say?"
Then putting his hands on his hips,
"Mighty smart fellow he must be." I
began to try to explain or else make :i
getaway, but I was caught. Someone in
the shower pointed to me and said,
"That's the fellow." Red's jaw dropped,
he turned scarlet red, not brick red any
longer. I didn't know whether he was
going to shake hands or hit me. He
controlled himself, however, and ex-
plained: "Well, here I've been singing
away like a fool for you, and you wrote
it." After that experience I on'y saw
Red a couple of times, and when 1 did
he dodged round the corner rather
sheepishly. It was plain that song writ-
ers couldn't be trusted.
I wish I could mention their names
and the many stories which individuals
have connected with the song. In gen-
eral they said at first : "It was the first
song I ever heard my sweetheart sing.
I was starting for the front." Later it
became : "It was the last song I heard
him sing or he wrote about." One Red
Cross nurse who was very ill in Balti-
more wrote me through the aid of her
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own nurse that if I would send her an
autographed cop}^ of "Tlie Trail" she
thought it would help her so much. She
was delirious at times, and the song car-
ried some sort of "balm to hurt minds"
that touched some great tragedy in her
life. When she reccwered I received her
thanks and her story. Music, I am told,
often unlocks mental gates that have
been closed. This same friend added
that in psychopathic wards in the mili-
tary hospitals, when all else fails, some-
times the singing of "The Long Trail"
helps.
The phrase "The Long, Long Trail'
became often a symbol of continued
courageous endeavor. Just recently a
bronze tablet based on Darling's cartoon
of Roosevelt's death called "The Long
Trail" was unveiled while someone
played the melody. Novels, movies,
vaudeville acts used the phrase synony-
mously or directly. There was Cadet
Clarkson's Plattsburg parody, "There's
a long, long line of trenches into No
Man's Land in France, where the shrap-
nel shells are bursting and we must ad-
vance." This is the only official parody.
I O. K.'d it one evening in company bar-
racks at Plattsburg for the enthusi-
astic gentleman. I still have difficult}'
getting all of the syllables in just right,
but it is easier than B. C. Hilliam's pat-
ter song, which ran in the play "Bud-
dies" and is something like this:
"There's a sort of charm about it. when
you hear the soldiers shout it in their
rough and ready rhythm that will make
you sing it with 'em." Then it ends up:
"Yet the trail remains a mystery, the
song a part of history. The birdies will
be singing it, the bells they will be ring-
ing it to the wail of the tale of the long,
long trail."
So much for parodies. Now for
myths, the best one of which is this. It
was a common story that the writer of
both words and music died in France.
Those who had sung it so much wanted
some poetic justice about it. It seems
that the writer, an American, had dif-
ficulty getting into the service, accord-
ing to one printed account. The United
States Army would nf)t have him, ;>()
over to Canada and back, and at last,
on a second trip, he signed up with the
Canadians. He met the logical fate of
a soldier. He was mortally wounded,
and while awaiting his end in the hos-
])ital he wrote the melody and words.
The story was cjuite well known, and
was the way the average soldier wanted
the song written. Stoddard King and I
have li\ed too long.
There are some laurels connected with
the song that Stoddard and I like to re-
member. I like to think that the first
American troops in Europe passed in
review before Ambassador Page and
Admiral Sims to its rhythm. A friend in
England tells me that every year before
the cenotaph of the L^nknown Soldier in
London, when the King of England, the
royal family and all of England's great-
est assemble in the Mall, it is taken up
in great volume just before "Rule Bri-
tannia" and "(lod Save the King."
Again, during the great memorial con-
cert in Albert Hall, the king of England
was said to have stood during its rendi-
tion, and Lloyd George in his victory
speech referred to it as the song that
helped to win the war. Secretaiy Daniels
sent us the official thanks of the Unite
'
States Navy for and in behalf of those
whom the s(jng had served. Yale Lhii-
versity granted it the Joseph Vernon
Prize as a work by Yale men that best
represented the spirit and ideals of Yale.
When the British passed over the bridge
at Cologne, they marched into Germany
to it.
In the Invalides, the wondrous mu-
seum in Paris where the proud relics of
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a brave empire are collected, there is a
corner dedicated to the relics of the
Allies. In the American room, m_\'
friend, Major Gimperling, had placed
for me a manuscript copy of "There's a
Long, Long Trail." His doing so ac-
complished one of the dreams of m\-
life, that I could place a letter beside
it in which Dan Keller, my friend at
Columbia who had wished me success,
prophesied its signihcance. Dan lies
buried in Romagne. The ink in the let-
ter is still clear, and so long as it can
be read it is the finest tribute a friend
can ever pay to another's work. 1 often
think of that manuscript as the last high
altar of the song's endeavor. It has
been there three years now, and it will
stay there ultimately to crumble in th.-
land where those who sang it and loved
it fell with the tune fresh in their hearts.
It is there for them alwavs if their
shades should wander back, perhaps ask-
ing "What was that tune we used to
sing so much ?"
There is something about a war song
that carries an appeal even to the op-
posite side. This my venturesome pub-
lisher knew, and he arranged after the
Armistice to let the Germans have the
song if they wanted more of it. I'rom
his account, the whole venture was
highly successful, as the climax came so
quickly. At the initial performance of
it, the leader of the orchestra was as-
sailed by beer mugs and bottles and
barely escaped with his life from the
outraged audience. The audience re-
peated Lloyd George's phrase, so I be-
lieve the reception represented their true
sentiments—although I was asked later
by a very sportsmanlike Fritzie to send
him a copy, and away it went, auto-
graph and all.
New Hampshire Necrology
DR. EDGAR O. GROSSMAN
Edgar O. Grossman, born in Ludlow.
Vt., December 15, 1864, died in Bedford,
N. H., June 21, 1929.
He was the son of Edgar G. and
Martha (Speare) Grossman, and was
educated at the New Hampshire State
College, and the Medical Department of
the University of Vermont, taking his
degree of M. D. from the latter in 1887.
and he pursued graduate courses later in
New York and at Harvard.
He settled in the practice of medicine
at Lisbon, N. H., in 1889, where he con-
tinued with much success for many
years. Aside from his professional
work he was actively engaged in public
affairs in the town as well as state. He
was a member of the House of Repre
sentatives in 1905, and was author of
the bill providing for the state care of
the insane in whom he took great inter-
est, having become an alienist of distinc-
tion. In 1913 he was nominated for the
position of superintendent (jf the New
Hampshire Hospital, in place of Dr.
Charles P. Bancroft, but was not con-
firmed by the council, and withdrew
from the contest.
He had served under the United
States government as collector of in-
ternal revenue, for Maine, New Hamp-
shire and Vemiont for nearly ten years
from May, 1904. He was president of
the New Hampshire Gtjnference of
Charities and Correction for several
years from 1912, and represented his
district in the State Senate in 1915. He
was for many years a trustee of the
State Hospital and was a medical refe-
ree for Grafton Count\- for some time.
In 1915 he was president (jf the New
Hampshire Medical Society.
Taking great interest in the work of
the Veterans' Bureau, after the World
War, he removed to Manchester, and
soon became district manager of the
New England Division, and subsequently
he became chief medical officer of the
West Roxbury Hospital. Later he was
made chief officer of the National Bu-
reau, with headquarters at Washington,
having charge, also, of the new govern-
ment hospital, at Bedford, Mass.
Dr. Grossman was taken ill at Wash-
ington about two weeks before his
death, and was removed to his summer
home in Bedford, N. H. He is survivetl
by a widow and one son, Edgar (i., wli o
was on his way home from Europe ai
the time of his father's decease. Funeral
was at Bedford, but interment at the
National Cemetery in Arlington, I). G.
MISS CLARA E. ROWELL
Clara E. Rowell, born in Franklin,
April 7, 1846; died there June 9, 1929.
She was the daughter (jf John H. and
Martha A. ( pjachelder) Rowell, her
mother being an aunt of Ex-Governor
Nahum J. Bachelder. She was educated
at the old Franklin Academy, and her
life was devoted to literarv, church and
welfare work. She was specially inter-
ested in the W. C. T. L^. and for man\
vears edited and published the Granite
State Outlook. She was, also, U)V
many years a trustee of the Mercy Home
at Manchester. She was an active mem-
ber of the Christian Church in Franklin,
was prominent in its activities, and with
her late sister, Mary, contributed largely
toward the construction of its fine house
of worship, one of the best in the state.
C(.)usins are her nearest surviving rela-
tives.
HELEN McGregor AVk:RS
Helen M. Avers, born in Loudon
December 26, 1843; died in Gdncord,
June 18. 1929.
Miss Avers was the daughter ol juiia-
than and Mary (Rogers) Ayers, and was
reared in Canterbury. She was edu-
cated in I)Oscawen Academy and Tilto.'
Seminary. She was for twenty }ears .'i
successful teacher, first in Concord, and
later in Fort Wa}ne, Ind., and Denver,
Colo., but the later years of her life were
passed in Concord, where she was mucli
engaged in social, religious and philan-
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tlirojtic work. Slic w ;is natiimal secre-
tar\- (jf tlie Woman's Relief Corps in
1914-15, and regent of Rumford Chap-
ter, 1). A. R., in 1912-14. She was a
charter member of the Concord Wom-
an's Club, a director of the old Female
Charitable Society and a member and
earnest worker in the South Congrega-
tional church.
She is survived by a sister, Mrs. IVlaix"
Avers Seaver, a sister-in-law, Mrs.
Clara Kimball Avers, and many nieces
and nephews.
ADOLPH WAGNER
Adolph Wagner, the most prominent
(lernian American citizen of the State,
who was born in Lawrence, Mass., in
1(S62, and came to Manchester forty-six
years ag(j ; died in the Sacred Heart
Hospital, after a long illness, on June 19.
He was for some time in service as a
letter carrier, was later engaged in the
bottling business, but of late had been
health officer for the cit}-. He was ac-
tive in politics as a Republican, served
two terms as a member of the Board of
Aldermen, was three times elected a
member of the State House of Represen-
tatives, and a member of the State
Senate in 1915. He was prominent in
various local societies and is survived bv
a widow and two sons.
Old DaySy Old Friends
JOHN F. HOLMES
1 1 does us good to sit around and talk
With friends we used to know,
And hear the old songs sung,
And tell about the things we did in days of long ago
When we were young;
To speculate upon the times
And changes taking place about the town.
And estimate the future, state anti nation up and down
To live again with new delight
Through happy olden ways,
To walk and talk and be again
With those of by-gone days.
The future has its hopes and fears,
The present has its needs,
But, more and more through passing years.
The old days have their deeds.
And so it does us good
To live the olden days again.
And back through memoiy's lane to walk




There is the valley stretching below :
Yellow fields, jj^reen fields, roads that go
Straight past fences, narrow past trees,
Up to the mountain's purple-dark knees.
There is the valley, and here am 1.
Standing on the hilltop, head in the sky.
The hilltop is bare and brown and clean.
With one bent pine wdiere the high winds lean.
To yellow field and green field T must give
My hands to till them while I live.
But the hilltop asks no more of me
Than that my eyes be clear to see
What I plough and what T sow
And what the roads my feet must go.
And why 1 climb the hill wliere T





20 Hanover St. Room 20
''The Club and The Newspaper''
By LILLIAN M. AINSWORTH
An attractive pamphlet giving Club Secretaries and all
press correspondents concise directions
in the
Preparation of Copy for Newspapers.
By Mail 35c. Postage Prepaid
LILLIAN M. AINSWORTH
Box 305, Manchester, N. H.
The Scott Oil Co. Twins "^^Ft^ooC-^''
take great pleasure in introducing to the motorist public, a new member of
the family and her name is
"Tydol Ethyl"
Say boys, she sure is peppy and when you have "her" in your car the old
bus will get no more "knocks" for she is a real knock-out.
Our suggestion for a genuine "joyride" is just this:
Take the Scott Oil Co. "dol's" into your car—Ty-dol gasoline and Vee-dol
oil—Cushion the car with a new set of United States Royal Cord Tires,
we always cany a full line—and then throw in a few extra accessories for
an emergency—these also can be purchased from our complete stock.
That's all—Try it—You'll like it.
SCOTT OIL COMPANY YOURS FORSERVICE
Seven Stations in Manchester for Your Convenience
New Hampshire
F. W. FOWLER
Where the sky is ever bluest,
Where the friendship's ever truest,
That's New Hampshire ;
Every road that leads you out
Makes you long to turn about.
In New Hampshire.
Where the stars shine ever clearest,
And where Heaven seems the nearest.
That's New Hampshire ;
Crystal lakes there nestle under
Mountain tops that thrill with wonder,
In New Hampshire.
Where the sunset tints are brightest.
Where the cares of life seem lightest,
That's New Hampshire ;
Though the world you choose to roam

































Some Further Chapters in the Early History




THE (3LD BELL MILL
"^ HE cotton mill tirst erected by
Benjamin Pritchard at Amos-
products of their work. It became no
uncommon sight therefore to see Mr.
Gillis, or one of his succes.sors, riding
horseback about the country, fairly
enveloped by big bundles of yarn tirmly
keag Falls was a small wooden secured to the saddle.
building, with one story and rough finish.
It is quite interesting to note the simplic-
ity and crudeness of the mechanical
methods of this old wooden mill as com-
pared to those of more modern times.
At the outset, the only machine which
liad been put into action, was the spin-
ning jenny, invented by Hargreaves and
first operated in England in 1764.
Considered a wonderful invention at
that time, it had eight spindles set in a
frame and by means of these as many
threads were spun, while before it had
been possible to spin but a single thread.
The picking was then done by hand
upon a frame about two feet square
As this old machinery seemed to be
absolutely incapable of performing the
work desired, the Amoskeag Cotton and
Wool Manufactory employed an expert
machinist, of Smithfield, R. L, 1 're-
served Robinson, who in later life lived
in Loudon, N. H., to build an Ark-
wright spinning frame. This was a
recent invention of spinning by rollers
and the one built here at Amoskeag
Falls was the first one made in the state
and probably the first one ever operated
in New Hampshire. He also built a
machine for winding cotton balls of
thread.
The record of the agreement to em-
crossed at right angles by hemp cords ploy Mr. Robinson under date of June
drawn about half an inch apart. Boards 22, 1811, reads thus: "Agreed with ]\Ir.
were placed on three sides and this con- Robinson to build machineiy a n d
trivance was then fastened upon posts superintend the business in the fac-
at a convenient height for the workmen, tory, for tliree dollars and fifty cents per
The cotton being placed upon this, it day, including the labor of Harvey Rob-
was then whipped with two long, slender inson, and furnisli said Robinsons with
sticks usually made of ash or oak. This suitable Ixjarding, they finding their own
rude affair could be operated by a boy.
The weaving was done on hand looms
by tlie women of the neighborhood, who
were anxious to earu a little money, and
it was said that a "smart weaver" could
make thirtv-six cents a day. It became
one of the duties of the agent to distrib-
ute the yarn among their scattered
employees and take back to the mill the
spirits."
Tlie yarn brought ready cash and it
appears from the books that the stock
holders took their dividends and the
ot^cers and workmen their pay in yarn.
Little further change was made in the
outfit of the mill until 1819. when a
power loom was introduced by a Mr.
Babbitt, who was in charge of the mill.
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In 1824, when Olney Rubinsun who
thtn owned the property, deeded one-
half of it to other parties in return for a
loan of money, the machinery named in
the deed consisted of four spinning-
frames of seventy-two spindles each,
one mule of one hundred and ninety-
two spindles, one speeder witli twenty-
four spindles, nine cards, four breakers,
five finishers, one drawing frame with
three heads, ten power looms, one
dressing machine, one warping machine
and one spooling frame. The ec[ui]j-
ment had now increased somewhat.
In an old account book belonging to
the Manchester Historic Association, is
given the following list of girls engaged
to work at Amoskeag in the "New-
Factory" or "Bell Mill" in 1826:
Carding Room—Alice Hanscom, Bet-
sey Mackintire, David Elliot's two girls,
Miivy Young, Mary A. Spinney, Eliza




Weavers—Jane Buntin, Mary Cas-
well, Harriet Dearborn, Hannah Collins,
Eliza White, Leofa Tuttle.
Under date of December 21, 1826,
appears the following memorandum of
an agreement with Joseph Taylor: "He
agrees to work for the Amoskeag Manu-
facturing Company in their machine
shop for three years commencing the
day after the date of this ; for the first
year he is to receive twenty dollars, the
second year forty dollars and an oppor-
tunity to go to school tw(j months pro-
viding he works mornings and evenings.
For the third \ear he is to receive sixtv
dollars."
At this time the mills and their en-
vironments presented a most picturesque
appearance. The oldest was beginning
to show the evidence of its age, while it
stood so nearly overhanging the precipi-
tous JKUik of rocks that it almost
threatened to fall into the river. Just
across the mill yard was a small machine
shop and beyond this the cluster of
dwellings and boarding houses which
had recentl}- been built by the Company
for the accommodation of the operatives.
A little more than a rod above this
weather-beaten structure, equally as
close to the rocky bank, and still nearer
the foaming waters of the rapids, stood
the larger factory, then designated as
the "Bell Mill," on account of the bell
which hung in its belfry rung to call the
operatives to work in the early morning,
and to warn them at nine o'clock in the
evening to drop the cares of the day and
seek their dail\- repose. It can be stated
that our curfew or nine o'clock bell had
its inception in this early bell.
In the days of the old Bell Alill the
Ikhu's were as follows: from 4:20 a. m.
to 7 a. m.
;
half an hour for breakfast.
Then 7:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m., with a
half hour for dinner, followed by a re-
turn to the mill at 1 o'clock p. m., and
working until 7:30 at night. That made
a day's work of about fourteen hours.
The old Peterson's Magazine for 1866
contained a story of old time mill life in
four installments and thirty-one chapters
entitled "The Old Mill at Amoskeag."
It was written by Miss Eliza Jane Cace,
of Sanbornton, this state. It was quite
an interesting novelette, the main theme
of which was to prove it no disgrace to
w-ork in the mill.
It was in 1848 that both the old mill
and the Bell Mill were destroyed by fire.
They were burned on March 28th of
that year, and were completely destroyed.
The heating of these two mills was ac-
complished by twenty-eight old-fash-
ioned box st(jves for burning wood and
one man built the fires in all of them
every day.
Early in the morning of March 28th,
1848, sparks flew^ from a fire alreadv
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kindk-d wliik- the man was startins^'
others, and soon set In'c lo the wood-
work. The- mills were hut a very short
(hstance apart, saturated witli oil and
eonsumed at once. The loss was esti-
mated at ahout .i^7(),(KK).
W'ilham 1'. Clarke, of I'.ast Tilton, an
old overseer on the earl\ Langdon t-or-
poration states: "that the old mills were
in prett\' had sha])e and were so riekety
that the water would splash out of the
sink when one walked across the floor.
It was a great sight when the last mill
hurned, the flames pouring out of everv
wiriddw along one side and the old jiine
timhers hurned lik'e tinder."
( )perations had heen started on the
east side of the river long before this and
these old mills were never rebuilt. They
are now onl\- a meiiKjry. The Man-
chester Historic Association has among
its treasures at the Carpenter Memorial
librar\-, the watchman's lantern and the
keys to the old Ikdl Mill. It is said that
the early agents of the Amoskeag Cotton
and Wool Manufactory received an
annual salary of one hundred and eighty
dollars per year. .Such is the story of
the early mills at Amoskeag Falls, goni-
never to return.
Chapter Two.
r.UILDTXG THE CANALS AND
DAM.
Awa}' back, more than a century ago.
in the fall of 1804, Captain k'.phraim
Stevens came into possession of what
was then known as the Harvey mill and
water power rights, on the west bank of
the river, at Amoskeag Falls. Captain
.Stevens at once took in as a partner with
him in his enterprise, his brcjther Robert,
and still later, an uncle, David Stevens,
became associated w ilh them.
These men constructed a wing dam of
wood from the west bank of the Merri-
mack to the rocks where Judge .Samuel
I'lodgett hail slopj)ed his dam, Iniilt in
the early days of his canal. The .Stevens
l)i"others, on .March 12, LSIO, gave a
bond to the tlun recently organized
Amoskeag C"otlon and Wool Manufac-
lor\- in the sum of $2000 which read as
lollow s :
"To keej) in good repair their mill
dam at .Amoskeag Falls so as to turn
(into) the channel, conveying the water
to the cotton an<l woolen manufactory
so much water as shall be sufficient for
carrying an old-fashioned undershot
w lu-el for a corn mill at ail seasons of
the vear, and on all d.-i\'S of the _\ear, so
long as water is needed to carry on the
manufacturing of cotton and wool in
that place, by said jiroprietors paying an-
nually to said l'4jhraim and Robert
Stevens, $10 viz $5, to each."
This Amoskeag Cotton and Woolen
Manufactory, as is well known, was
what became in after years the y\mos-
keag Manufacturing Com])any. After
this C(jni])an\ had ])assed through many
ups and downs, in 1831, the ])resent
Company was born. In ( )ctober and
December of 1835 the Amoskeag Com-
pany obtained possession of the Union
Locks and Canal Company, the Amos-
keag Falls Locks and Canal Company,
the Isle of Hooksett Canal Compan\- and
the Row Canal Company.
A survey made b\- competent engineers
seemed to show that not onl\- could the
h\-draulii- power of the river be more
conveniently utilized on the east bank
of the river, but the natural features ot
the adjoining land afforded better con-
ditions for the erection of mills. So, in
accordance with this ])lan, the Company
ai-(|uired nuich land on the east
side ot
the river in anticipation of the expansion
which they knew was sure to comi'.
The year 18.'^6 witnessed the actual
carrving out of some of these plans.

EARLY lliSTom- OF THE AMOSKJCAG ZCA
The wooden sections of the early dams,
built by Samuel Blodj^ett and the Ste-
vens brothers were repaired and
strengthened and the following }ear, m
1S37, workmen began the construction
of a new stone dam with guard locks.
The walls of the latter portion were
made of solid masonr}- a few yards be-
low the entrance to the old I'lodgett
Canal and a basin or reservoir was
formed on very nearl)- the same site as
the old Rlodgett mill pond. This dam
was built b_\- David A. I'.unton. The
chief engineer was U. A. IJoyden, as-
sisted by T. J. Carter and E. A. Straw.
To carry the water from the basin
mentioned above, to the upper level, so-
called, a canal was cut ten feet deep and
seventy-five feet wide at its entrance,
but decreasing in width to fifty feet.
This passage was walled with stones in
the most substantial manner. Known
as the "upper canal" it extends parallel
with the river for 5,325 feet or over a
mile, when at the foot of Central street
it discharges its water into the lower
canal through the upi)er weir with thir-
teen sets of dashboards and a width of
seventy-eight feet.
Another waterway known as the lower
canal running between the first and the
i"iver, was constructed aUmg the course
of the old Blodgett Canal, until near tin'
foot of 1') ridge Street when it C(jntinues
on an independent course southward to
empt\' into the Alerrimack at what is
known as the lower weir. This outlet
is close by the mouth of Cemetery Brook
and near the old Namaske mill, later
known as Olzendam's hosiery and now
a storehouse on the southern division ot
the Amoskeag Company.
This canal enters the weir on a curve
and is widened to about one hundred
feet, further along being narrowed to
about eighty feet. It is 6,098 \vc\ in
length, or over a mile and a third. The
water in its descent from the upper to
the lower canal falls twenty-one feet and
trom the lower canal t(j the river it is a
tliirty-two foot fall.
The old stone dam across the river,
as stated before, was built in 18,>7-1(S4().
It was considered at the time to be a
very satisfactory piece of work and was
regarded as an object of wide interest.
But upon trial it proved to have been
built too far above the rapids and it was
n(jt raised to a sufticient height to fully
accomplish the purposes for which it was
intended.
This fact was one of the early matters
that attracted the attention of Ezekiel
A. Straw up(jn his assuming the mani-
fold duties of agent of the Company, and
he devised a plan for a new structure,
which was built in 1871, under his jjcr-
sonal direction. Beginning from the
west bank the old dam had run straight
across the stream to about three-fourths
of the distance and then it turned down-
ward t(j the gatehouse so as to form the
inner wall of the canal or reservoir.
The new dam was built in a curve,
several }ards below the old one and in
two sections. The first or main wing,
running from the west bank of the river
to the rocks somewhat t(j the east of the
middle oi the stream, was four hundred
and twenty feet in length. The east
section, with its swing to the gate house
was 230 feet in lengtli, making the entire
length ncj less than 650 feet. It a\eraged
twelve feet in height and it was eight
feet wide at the to]). Its total cost was
$60,000.
This made the entire descent of ihr
river, from the crest of the dam to the
foot of the rapids just below Granite
bridge, at average Hood, fifty-five feet.
Tlie three-foot dashboards raised this, of
course, to fifty-eight feet. The natural
fall of the rapids was ])robably about
fift\ feet. In C(jmparison with tlu-se
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figures, the mean fall at Lowell is thirty-
seven feet, while at Lawrence it is
twenty-eight feet and at Garvins Falls,
at Bow, it is twenty-eight feet. In each
of these cases measurement is considered
from the top of the dam.
This dam was rebuilt and replaced by
the present dam and power house at
Amoskeag Falls in the years 192(3-1921.
So much about the dams and canals.
Now a little about the Amoskeag Com-
pany's reservoir.
Finding considerable need for a water
system of their own to supply water for
hydrant service, for necessary use in the
dyeing and washing departments, etc.,
the Company in 1851-1853 constructed
what is now known as the Amoskeag
Reservoir, which is situated between
Oak, Russell, Harrison and Blodget
streets. It is 484 feet long by 232 feet
wide and 17 feet deep and is capable of
holding 11,000,000 gallons of water.
There were no less than three pipe
lines leading down Brook street to the
pump house and mills, at least three-
fourths of a mile distant. The pump
house, which was situated on the north-
ern division just to the east of the uj^per
end of the Jefferson mill, had four
double cylinder bucket and plunger
pumps. They had a thirty-three inch
stroke up and down, made thirty strokes
a minute and were driven by water
power. They had a total capacity of
2,000,000 gallons of water every twenty-
four hours. These pumps have now
been replaced by electric pumps in vari-
ous parts of the mills.
Chapter Tiirf.e.
SOME SKETCHES OF EARLY
MILL MEN
Henry A. Bailey
Henry A. Bailey, who was at one time
superintendent of the Jefferson mill,
was born in the town of Bartlett, June
2, 1844, and when six years of age came
to Manchester with his parents. He
received his early education in the public
schools and entered the employ of the
Amoskeag at the age of sixteen, first
going to work in the card room. He
then graduall) \v(jrked his way up
through the several departments, becom-
ing overseer of dressing and when the
Jeff'erson mill
was completed he was ap-
pointed to the responsible position
oi'
superintendent. He remained there until
October 1, 1888 when he was offered the
position of agent of the Chicopee Mills.
at Chicopee Falls, Mass. He then re-
signed his position on the Amoskeag and
accepted this and conducted the affairs
of his new position with marked ability
for a term of years. Finally resigning
this position he returned to Manchester
to enjov a much needed rest.
At the age of eighteen, Mr. Bailey
left the employ of the Amoskeag and in
company with several friends, enlisted
as a private in Company A, of the Tenth
New Hampshire Volunteers, on July 23,
1862. On January 1, 1864, he was ap-
pointed a corporal; Oct. 1, 1864, he was
made a sergeant and appointed second
lieutenant June 1. 1865. He was mus-
tered out June 21, 1865. He was
wounded on July 3. 1864, in the Battle
of Cold Harbor and was made a prisoner
at the Battle of Fair Oaks Oct. 27, 1864,
being confined in .Salisbury prison and
exchanged on May 16, 1865. At the
close of the war Mr. Bailey returned to
his employment on the Amoskeag.
He was always prominent in Masonic
circles, being a member of Lafayette
Lodge, Mt. Horeb Chapter ; Adoniram
Council and Trinity Commandery,
Knights Templar. He once filled the
position of grand king of the Grand
Chapter of Royal Arch Masons of New
Hampshire and was a past high priest
of Mt. Horeb Royal Arch Chapter. In
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political affairs, Mr. Bailey was a loyal
Rcpuhlican aiul served his stale as state
senator in 1886. He niarricd Mary T.
Nortlirup, August 20, 1869. Mr. R.ailey
died April 13, 1909.
He was known as a man of excep-
tional executive ability. He had a fine
presence and a genial temperament and
had many strong friends. He was al-
ways public spirited and generous. It
was said of him by one of his comrades
in ihe regiment during the Civil War
that "Henry Bailey was considered the
best individual soldier in the regiment.
He was capable and fearless and never
lost his head."
W'atkrman Smith
Waterman Smith, agent for manv
years of the Manchester mills, was born
at Smithheld, Rhode Island, on July 16,
1816, and spent his bo}hood days on his
father's farm. At the age of fourteen
he attended Cireentield acadenn- in hi,-.
native town and later the Bolton semi-
nary at Bolton, Mass.
Following his schooling, he spent a
period of years in learning the machin-
ist's trade and then, having acquired tins
knowledge, he spent three years more
working in his brother's cotton mill at
Cumberland, R. L tie then went to
Thompson, that state, and took charge
of the Slater mills. Upon the sale or
that property in 1842, he went to .Scilu-
ate, and there fitted up a carding room
for Brown and Huse, remaining in tlu-ir
employ about two years.
He then became superintendent of tlu'
John R. Hughes mills at Philadelphia,
holding this position for about six years.
He then went back to Smithfield, his
native town, and assumed charge of ilu-
Georgia mills at that place, k'nini tluic
in 185.\ he came to Manchester, to be-
come the agent of the Manchester mill-;
and the Manchester Print Works, wliicli
position he held until his retirement from
active business in 18/1.
As a mill manager, he proved to be
energetic, capable and wise and the mills
prospered for many years under his
management and direction. During the
existence of the old Merrimack River
P>ank he was a member of its board of
directors and its iirst jjresident and he
was the first president of the First Na-
tional Bank and the Merrimack River
.Savings Bank.
In politics he was originally a \\ hig,
but on the formation of the Republican
party, he early identified himself with
that party and continued throughout his
long life to act with it. He acquired his
rank of Colonel by appointment on ihe
staff" of Governor Frederick .Sniith in
1865. He served the citv as chairman
of its board of education from 1860 to
1867 and took a great personal interest
in the erection of new schoolhouses. In
1808 he was appointed a trustee of the
city library.
He believed thoroughl\- in the future
of the cit\- of Manchester and invested
hea\il>- in real estate. He was married
and had nine children, four sons and five
daughters. He was a man of marked
personality. Tall, broad-shouldered and
well proportioned, a model of manl\-
S}'mmetry and strength , lie allracted at-
tention wherever he was, an<l his mental
characteristics corresi)onded to his ]ih\-
sical development, lie had great cour-
age, energy and lenacit\- of purpose.
He held very decided opinions upon
all subjects and always expressed them
freelv and fearlessly. For very many
\ears he was a controlling force in the
manufacturing, financial and political
circles of Manchester and he has left his
ini])ress ujMin iiian\' of our local institu-
tions. A successful business man in
ever\- sense of the word, he passed from
this life on August 5, 1892.
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Rev. James Dean
A very prominent man in the direction
of the old Manchester Print Works was
the Rev. James Dean. A native of Eng-
land, he was born at Clitheroe, Lanca-
shire, in 1818. Coming to the United
States at the age of ten in 1828, his
father's family settled in L(jwell and
there he spent his boyhood. For a brief
time he was located at Fall River, thence
going back again to Lowell. He then
went to Providence, R. L, and remainetl
there for about ten years.
From Providence he removed to Paw-
tucket, remaining there for but six years,
when he returned again to Lowell. Six
years later he came to Manchester in
1867. His whole life had been spent in
the engraving departments of the vari-
ous print works in which he had
worked. He came to Mancliester to
take charge of the engraving department
of the Manchester Print Works, in
which capacity he remained until 1870,
when he was appointed superintendent,
succeeding Archib.ald Graham.
In 1861 he was a representative t(j the
Massachusetts legislature from Pawtuc-
ket, which was then located in the state
of Massachusetts. In 1847, at Provi-
dence, he was ordained as a local
preacher of the Methodist Episcopal
church. He never held a settled pas-
torate, and never gave up his business,
though preaching for a time in Rhode Is-
land and he has officiated occasional])'
here and elsewhere to fill vacancies.
In 1840 he married Miss Sarah ]\.
Chase. The}- had eleven cliildren. He
was a self educated man and like most
such had very strong and settled con-
victions. He was positive and self-
reliant, but generous, warm-hearted and
charitable and he never lost an opi)or-
tunit}- to do good b}' word and deed to
those aroinid him.
Always taking a deep interest in all
educational matters, he had been at
various times a member of the schofjl
board, a charier member of William
Xorth Lodge of Masons of Lowell, and
was also a member of Trinity Comman-
dery, Knights Templar of Manchester.
He passed away very suddenly on Nov-
ember M), 1875.
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office of the new paper was
in Ham's block on Washing-
Ion street, not far from the old
C'ily hall, which, by the way, was burned
n(jt l(jng after and replaced by the pres-
man, however, whom T found as a real
help in the outset, and all through my
live years stay in Dover, was James W.
Henderson, himself a printing office
graduate and a young man of affairs
ent structure, which is by far the largest about town, endowed with a good deai
in llie state. We were decidedly busy in oi business sagc^city and the owner of
tlu' outset, in getting fairly under wa}'.
All the material had to l)e purchased new—
type, cases, stands, presses, etc.,
—
everything necessary to tlie i)roi)er fitting
of a news and job-])rinting establishment.
Meanwhile the men wlio liad been active
in [persuading me to come to Dover were
pushing the canvass for subscribers for
some profitable real estate. He was an
ardent Democrat and tocjk much interest
in the new paper. He assisted in getting
the printing cjffice intcj running order and
was particular!)- active in building up
the subscription list. ( )n one of his ex-
cursions f<jr sul)scribers, lie left Dover
for Manchester in the earl\- nKjrning,
tlie new paper; l)ut it is proper to say and returned at niglit witli one hundred
that they never came fully up to their subscriptions for a year, all cash paid—
promise of 1500 cash paid subscribers, a feat, which, I venture to say, was
and before long I found it advisable to never equalled by any newspaper can-
put canvassers in tlie held on ni}' own ac- vasser before or since.
count, as I was determined to have a
circulation surpassing that of any other
[Kiper in that part of the state, and in the
course of time I secured it, tlicjugh at no
little expense.
Removing with me to Dijver was my
younger brother, Clifton A. Metcalf,
who at fifteen }ears of age had gone up
to Littletcjn after 1 purcliased the
J\cpitblic, to work in the office and learn
Dr. Paul A. Stackpole, a leading the printer's trade, and in the course of
Democrat of Strafford county, Mark
l\ Nason, subsequently sheriff of the
count}-, Dr. A. J. Ycmng, a leading Dover
dentist and one Benjamin Collins were
the prime movers in the enterprise, and
responsible for my engaging in the same,
though Thomas J. Smith, who had been
associated with me for a year in the
editorship of The People at Concord,
the two years tluMe had become a good
compositor and a fair all round printer.
I also brought down William F. Mack,
an elderly journeyman ])rinter. who had
been at work for me in Littleton, whom I
had found to be a reliable man, and both
remained with me during m\- stay in
Dover, and were ni}- principal working
force, though the}- were supplemented,
had joined in the invitation. The one after a time, by one Edward F. Burnham,
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who came into the office one day and
said he wanted to leain the newspaper
business. He was a native of Chichester,
a married man, and liis wife was a
school teacher. He had been a year at
Bates College, but unable to go furtlier,
for financial reasons, and liaving t(j get
into some kind of work, he had selected
the newspaper business. I had no need
for more help at the time, and knew it
would be some time l)efore he could be
of assistance in any direction, but he
aroused my sympathy, and I concluded
to take him in and give him an oppor-
tunity to prove what he could do. I
started him learning the "case" and he
very soon became a fair compositor, so
that at the end of a year 1 let him go to
work by the piece at the regular price
by the thousand, then obtaining, wliich,
if I remember rightly, was 28 cents. At
this rate he was aide to earn about ten
dollars per week. Plis wife cjuit teach-
ing and they set up housekeeping in
town. He remained with me during m_\'
stay in Dover, and was an industri(Hi>
worker and faithful employee. 1 recall
the fact that he put in type the entire
first volume of the Granite Monthly,
whose publication I commenced in x-\pril,
1877.
Some time after my departure from
Dover, of which I shall hereafter
speak, and while I was engaged upon the
Manchester Union, lie entered the em-
ploy of that paper, upon my recommen-
dation, and continued for many years,
later being transferred to the editorial
department, where he became a vigorous
and interesting writer. Having been
reared on a farm he took an interest in
agriculture, and joined the Grange, in
which he became active and prominent,
serving four years, from 1891 to 1895, as
Lecturer of the State Grange. Ultimately
he was stricken with an incurable dis-
ease, quit work and retired to his old
home town where he passed away many
years ago.
An interesting experience which I had
during my stay in Dover was as a re-
porter for the Associated Press at the
trial of Joseph lUizzell f(jr the murder of
Susan Hanson in Brookfield, whicli came
off at Ossipee, in tlie spring of 1875,
commencing April 2S, and continuing
several days. Miss Hanson had been shot
and killed while sitting near a window in
her house in Brookfield. Buzzell had been
intimate with lier in the past, but their
relations had been broken off, and he
was naturally suspected of the crime. He
was ultimately indicted and brought to
trial. Isaac \V. Smith was the presiding
justice, and the State was represented
by Attorney-General Lewis W. Clark,
and George F. Hobbs of Dover, gener-
ally known as Frank Hobbs, a very
bright and able lawyer, and a friend of
Miss Hanson in youth, who was very
determined and persistent in the prose-
cution. Buzzell was defended b}- Cope-
land and Edgerly of Somersworth, the
senior member, William J. Copeland,
being then about thirty-five years of age,
and having already attained high rank
as a trial lawyer, especially in criminal
cases, which was subsequently greatly
enhanced, till he became known as the
ablest criminal lawyer in the eastern
counties of the state. He was a native
of Maine and a resident of the town of
L'erwick in that state, just across the
Salmon Falls river from Somersworth,
whose village was then known as Great
Falls, and in which his office was located,
y. A. Edgerly, his young partner, also
later attained a large practice and a good
reputation as a lawyer.
As has been said, the trial lasted sev-
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eral da}'S and reporting; the same kei)l
me pretty l)usy as I went to Ossipee on
the early morning train, returning at
night, and doing my own office work i:i
the evening. It was a sharp!}- contested
fight, and counsel on botli sides contend-
ed with all their abilit\-, but the defense
had the advantage in the evidence, as i:
was shown prettv conclusiveh- that Huz-
zell could not have been present at the
place of the murder at the time it was
committed, but was on his w^av from
Wolfeboro, where he was then at work,
driving toward Rrooklield, but far from
there at the time of the shooting. The
jur}-, after short deliberation, brought
in a verdict of "Xot guilty" and most
people who had followed the trial re-
garded it as just, but the prosecution was
far from satisfied. Attorney Hobbs was
still firm in the belief that Buzzell was
responsible for the crime, and finally an
irresponsible young man of the neighbor-
hood was brought to confess that he had
done the shooting, having been hired b}
Buzzell to do it. Finally a statute was
found providing that the "hiring and
procuring" a murder was punishable the
same as murder itself, and in October,
1877, Buzzell was indicted again by vir-
tue of tliis statute. The case went up to
the Supreme court, on the ground that
having been once tried and ac(iuilted,
Buzzell could not again lawfully l)e tried,
but the court overruled the plea, and in
June following Buzzell was again tried
and this time convicted, and sentenced
to be hung, which sentence w^as ultimate-
ly carried out. This second trial and its
outcome, aroused much comment in legal
circles, and in the newspaper press
throughout New England and was con-
sidered
!)}• many a violation of the con-
stitutional provision that no person
should be twice placed in jeopardy for
the same offense. As a matter of ab-
stract justice it was probably right, the
real truth was however, that Buzzell,
who had actually hired the young man
tf) do the shooting, and knew when it
was to be done, had repented of his
action and was driving as fast as pos-
sible to prevent it, but did not arrive un-
til after it occurred.
In Dover, as in Littleton, we found
the situation as regards church attend-
ance unsatisfactory, and soon set to
w^ork to remedy it. There had once been
a Universalist churcli in Dover, but it
had perished or gone out of business
}ears before and its house of worship
had been sold and appropriated to busi-
ness purposes, with stores on the lower
floor and a hall above. It was then the
propert}- of one George G. Lowell, who
had been Mayor of the city, and was
himself a Universalist. He lived in a
double house, and it so happened that
when I removed my family to Dover
the only tenement in the city available
was that in Mr. Lowell's house that he
did not himself occup)', so as a matter of
necessity I rented that tenement, and
not believing in unnecessary removals,
continued to occupy it while we remained
in the city. I had an earnest confidential
talk with Mr. Lowell as to the practica-
bility of organizing a new LTniversalist
Society, and starting services in his hall.
He was manifesth- imjiressed with the
idea and we soon set to work, looking
up and interesting the old Universalists,
and finding many new people agreeable
to the enterprise, and within a year from
m\- arrival in the city we had a society
organized and proceeded to carry out our
plan in full. For a time we had preaching
supplies furnished through the aid of
tlie L'uiversalist State Convention ; then
we heard students from the Divinity
school at Tufts college for awhile, and
at length, feeling sure of our ability
to
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carry on the work, we invited candidates
for the pastorate to be heard and in
due course of time, one Rev. H. W.
Hand of New York was settled upon for
the position, duly chosen and commenced
work in earnest.
A Sunday school was organized and
a ladies' society, named the Dorcas
Society, which contained many very
active and efficient women, who were
earnest workers, and as is generally the
case with most churches, became in
efifect the mainstay of the society. The
movement gained strength with the
passage of time, and the Universalists
soon regained their old time standing as
a vital force in the religious communit}'.
Before I left Dover a movement for a
new church edifice was well under wa}-.
Andrew Pierce, a native of Dover, who
had l)een successful in railroad work in
Texas, was approaclied. became interest-
ed in the enterprise, and had finally
oiTered to defrav tlic expense of a new
brick church edifice, to be named the
"Pierce Memorial Church," which was
erected in due time, though not till after
m}' departure from the city. Services
have been conducted there most of the
time fi-om that day to this. Dne of the
pastors who assumed the position soon
after tlu- C!)mpletion of the church, was
Rev. Dr. Sullivan H. McCollister, long
eminent in the Universalist ministry and
in educational work, who was the father
of Rev. Lee S. McCollister, now Dean
of the Crane Theological School at
Tufts college. As it happens the next
annual meeting of the Universalist State
Convention is to be held in this churcli.
P)Ut religious affairs were only a side
issue in my life in Dover. As editor and
publisher of a Democratic paper in a
fairl}' exciting period of the political life
of the state, and with a living to make
for a wife and three children as well as
myself, I had to be busy about other
matters. I had to make the acquaintance
and gain the confidence of the leading
men, especially of my own party, in that
part of the state. .Strafford county was,
primarily, my home territory but I knew
that I must cultivate a wider field in
order to gain a fair measure of success.
Carroll county, on the north, had no
Democratic paper and I regarded it as
not only my rightful privilege but my
duty to myself and the good Democrats
of that region, to extend my own ac-
quaintance and the influence of my paper
within its borders, and this I did in con-
siderable measure within a year or two,
so that I had man\- friendly supporters
in addition to my home people in that
county. Among these were such men as
John W. Sanl)orn of Wakefield, Bennett
P. Strout and Christopher C. Wilder of
Conway, Edwin Snow of h'aton, Nathan-
iel Mason of North Conway, George W.
M. Pitman of P.artlett and William A.
Heard of Sandwicli, who l)y the way,
was the father of tlie man of the same
name long connected with the Amoskeag
National l)ank in Manchester and promi-
nent in the Federal Reserve System. Pie
was the clerk of court for Carroll, and
had his court dockets printed in my
office, a bit of patronage which was
highly appreciated. The composition for
these dockets required considerable skill
and was done by James W. Henderson,
whom I have previously mentioned, and
who aided me in various directions.
Although there was a Democratic
paper in Portsmouth—the States and
Union—and several other papers in
Rockingham count}-, including the Ex-
ctcr Nczvs Letter, then as now and ever
since, the best printed paper in the state,
edited by Charles Marseillo, with John
Templeton as his right hand man and
later his able successor, I felt no hesita-
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tion about securing subscribers in that
count\- and had good hits in some of tlie
towns. I had a good number of subscri-
bers in Newmarket, where A. L. Mel-
lows, the lawyer of tlie town, was my
correspondent, and Lafayette Hall the
most prominent Democrat in town, a
friendh" worker in my interest. One of
ni}' canvassers had a "streak of luck" in
the little town of Sandowm, where the
chaplain f)f the present New Hampshire
legislature. Rev. Willis P. Odell, now
makes his home and preached on Old
Home Sunday in the town's historic old
church, where he secured a list of forty
subscribers, and another tine list in the
little hamlet of North Salem. I had a
particularly efficient correspondent in
Newington in the person of Jackson M.
Hoyt, a live Democrat and active young
man, who soon became and still remains,
so far as I know, a leading citizen of
the town. I had the pleasure of meeting
him in the last Constitutional Conven-
tion, in which he was a delegate from
his town. Another correspondent was
Rev. Luther F. McKinney of Newfield,
then South Newmarket, where he was
located as pastor of the Universalist
church.
Even in tlie city of Portsmouth, where
there were three papers published, in-
cluding the Democratic States and
Union, the old A'czi' Ihunpshirc Gacctfc,
claiming to be the oldest newspaper m
the Union, and the Portsmouth Journal,
I had many subscribers, some of whom
T regarded, then and as long as they
lived, as good men and true friends. Not
the least of them was Calvin Page, a
staunch Democrat, a good lawyer and an
honest man. though there are those who
have maintained that no lawyer can be
an honest man. If that is the rule Judge
Page was the exception.
Naturally I was deeply interested in
politics and particularly in Democratic
party affairs. The Democrats of Dover,
and Strafford countv generallv. were
anxious for the nomination of Hiram
R. Roberts of Rollinsford for Governor.
He had been a candidate for the nomina-
tion in the state convention in 1874, but
was defeated by James A. Weston of
Manchester who had the support of the
Boston and Maine railroad, which cor-
poration, then as for a long time after,
controlled political affairs in the state.
Tlirough its induence. in fact, Gov.
Weston had l)een elected in 1871, over
McCutchins of New London, the Repub-
lican candidate who was an independent
farmer, not subjccl to corporation con-
trf)l. and was therefore objectionable to
the railroad management. In 187S, how-
ever. Judge Roberts (he was judge of
probate for Strafford county) secured
the nomination, while Person C. Cheney
of Manchester, another corporation
favorite, had been nominated by the
Republicans. The campaign was an
earnest and hard- fought one. but,
through the influence of the railroad
officials, who exerted all their power in
behalf of the Republican ticket, there
was no election bv the popular vote and
the choice of governor was thrown into
the legislature, w'here, as thev had
secured a majority, the Republicans
elected Mr. Cheney.
I had been much in the confidence of
Judge Rol)erts during the campaign, and
remained so thereafter, and shared with
him the disappointment of the defeat.
He had the support of a large majority'
of the farmers of the state, and those
not under corporation influence ; but the
railroad power and the great manufac-
turing interests, wdiich were generally
controlled by the railroad, had been tf>o
strong to overcome. But another day
was coming, and I determined that what
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little influence I possessed should be ex-
erted to circumvent the Boston and
Maine railroad in one direction at least,
so that whatever it might be able to do
with the Republicans, it should not dic-
tate the Democratic nomination for
governor. Judge Roberts, who had made
a good fight, and secured a handsome
vote, would ordinarily be entitled to a
renomination, and would be accorded the
same if he desired, as everybody ver}'
well knew. Really he did not desire it.
and I very well knew that he intended
to declare his purpose not to be again
a candidate, but I advised him to with-
hold his declaration and not let his pur
pose be known for the present. Mean-
time the railroad interests had got bu.-.v
and sent an emissary to interview him
to ascertain if he really intended to run
again, and if he did not to give him a
written statement to that effect. Before
taking any action he came to see me and
asked my advice as to wh.at he should
do. He was positive in his purpose to
withdraw, and I finally persuaded him to
write liis letter of withdrawal and give
it to me to be used at such time as T
might deem expedient, instead of giving
it to the individual whom the railroad
people had sent to interview him, who
was really an attorney then living in
Dover.
I knew verv well who was the man
that the railroad interests desired to
have nominated bv the Democrats—a
certain prominent manufacturer in the
central p?rt of the state who was closely
allied with them ; and as Gov. Cheney,
who was their man, would of course be
nominated Iiy the Republicans they
would not need to concern themselves
further about results, if thev secured the
Democratic nomination for their chosen
man. Meanwhile nothing was heard
from Judge Roberts, and tlie railroad
people were at a loss what to do. They
could not engage in a canvass in the in-
terest of their chosen candidate for the
nomination until thev knew definitely
that Judge Roberts was not going to
run again, and I had his letter of with-
drawal in my possession, with permis-
sion to use my own judgment as to when
it should be made public, and that I did.
I kept it undisclosed, until the opening
of the next Democratic state convention,
when the chairman read it from the plat-
form just before the nomination of a
candidate for governor was in order!
In the meantime I had not been idle.
I had a definite plan for circumventing
the machinations of the railroad, and
proceeded to carr\- it out. I sent James
W. Henderson, wiiom I have before
mentioned, and who had a diplomatic
and persuasive manner of speech when-
ever it became nec-:ssar}- to use it, to in-
terview Capt. Drniel Marcy of Ports-
mouth, and to se, ure his consent to the
presentation of his name to the conven-
tion as a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for governor. The Captain
had a fair amount of political ambition,
was somewhat susceptible to flattery, and
soon assented to the proposition, the
understanding being that nothing should
be said about the matter publicly till the
time of the state convention
;
but there
was considerable private correspondence
carried on with Democrats in different
parts of the state who were not in accord
with the railroad manner of doing things.
When the state convention assembled,
in January 1876, and had proceeded with
its organization, and had gotten so far
in its work that it was in order to pro-
ceed to nominate a candidate for gover-
nor, the letter of Judge Roberts, an-
nouncing that he would not be a candi-
date was read, to the surprise of not a
few of the delegates. Immediately after
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James \V. Henderson took the platform
and in an eloquent speech, dwelling upon
the solid abilities and sterling Democracy
of Daniel Marcy of Portsmouth, pre-
sented his name as a candidate for the
nomination. Much enthusiasm prevail-
ed; the nomination was promptly
seconded and the ballotting proceeded,
the Captain being nominated by a good
majority. It was settled then that the
railroad had a fight on hand, which it
proceeded to carry (jn in the campaign
with the usual successful result, in the
re-election of Gov. Cheney.
The year 1876 was an exciting one in
national politics. The Credit-Mobilier
scandal, Belknap impeachment a n d
wholesale corruption generally that had
developed under the Grant administra-
tion (though the president himself was
not responsible, being entirely in the
hands of unscrupulous politicians whose
dishonesty he had no suspicion of) had
so encouraged the Democratic leaders
that they entertained strong hopes of
success in the pending national election.
Though other candidates were expected
to be in the field many of the leaders, and
the party press very generally, were
turning attention to Samuel J. Tilden,
governor of New York, who had made
a notable record as a reformer, and foe
of corruption, and though he had incur-
red the hostility of Tammany Hall, had
gained the approval of the Democratic
masses, not only in New York but
throughout the entire country. New
Hampshire was then entitled to ten del-
egates in the national political conven-
tions and the Democrats elected theirs
from the five councillor districts—two
from each. The first district was then
made up of the two counties of Rock-
ingham and Strafford, and I determined
to be a candidate for delegate, and went
to work among my Strafford county
friends for support. I had a good dele-
gation on hand from Dover, and most
towns in llie county, when the conven-
tion to nominate delegates was held in
Portsmouth. After the convention was
organized it was voted to separate into
two county conventions to nominate one
candidate for each county, one from
Rockingham and one from Strafford, to
be presented to the convention for elec-
tion. The Strafford county delegates
met and agreed upon my name to be pre-
sented from that county, all the votes
being given me with the exception of
four which were for Gen. Alfred Hoitt
of Durham, who was supported by Fos-
ter, who assumed to be back in the Dem-
ocratic party, and was naturally hostile
to me.
The Rockingham county delegates met
but were unable to agree upon a candi-
date. There were two aspirants in the
field—Lafayette Hall of Newmarket and
Marcellus Eldridge of Portsmouth, and
their strength was so evenly divided that
neither side dared risk a vote, and so it
was agreed to go back into the joint con-
vention and let the selection be made
there, which was done, the convention
naming me and Mr. Hall. The delegates
named by the other district convention
were Edwin C. Bailey of Concord, then
editor of the Ncii' Hampshire Patriot,
and Edward McHarrington, mayor of
Manchester, in the second ; Alva W. Sul-
loway of Franklin and John W. Moul-
ton of Laconia in the third ; Fred A.
Barker of Keene, and Gustavus Lucke
of Walpole in the fourth and George F.
Putnam of Warren, chairman of the
Democratic state committee and William
H. Cummings of Lisbon in the fifth.
No meeting of the delegation was held
for organization previous to the national
convention, which was held in St. Louis,
Mo., during the last week in June, one
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of the hottest periods in a very hot sea-
son, the mercury standing at 90 above
zero, at 10 o'clock at night, in that
naturally torrid city.
The delegation did not go in a body
from New Hampshire but took different
routes, getting into St. Louis however
at about the same time, a day or two
before the convention opened. I went by
way of the Pennsylvania railroad, mak-
ing short stops on the way at Columbus,
Ohio, and Indianapolis. On the train
from Columbus I met Judge Edward F.
Brigham, an Ohio district court judge,
brother of Harry and George A. Brig-
ham of Littleton, who later became chief
justice of the supreme court of Colum-
bia, and whose son, Harry, now- of
Littleton is judge of probate for Graf-
ton county. Judge Brigham was a warm
friend of Allen G. Thurman, the great
Democratic senator from Ohio, and had
been in hopes that the Ohio delegation
of which he was a member, would sup-
port Mr. Thurman for the presidential
nomination ; but the majority had de-
cided otherwise and to present the name
of William Allen, the then venerable
Democratic governor of the state, much
to his disappointment.
Upon arrival in St. Louis, the delega-
tion was met by a committee from the
Chamber of Commerce, headed by its
president, who was none other than Hon.
Edwin O. Stannard, who had been a
member of congress and lieutenant-
governor of the state. He was a native
of Newport, N. H., and was especially
cordial in his greeting to the New Hamp-
shire delegates. Our headquarters had
been secured in the Lindell Hotel, then
the best in the city, where our expendi-
tures were what would be regarded as
insignificant in these days. It cost us
fO'Ur dollars per day each for room and
board, and two dollars each per day for
a separate room to be used for meetings
of the delegation. Board consisted of
four meals per day—breakfast, luncheon,
dinner and supper though no one was
obliged to take them all in. Our delega-
tion organized by the choice of George
F. Putnam for chairman and Alvah W.
Sulloway for member of the national
committee—a position which he held by
virtue of the action of subsequent dele-
gations for twenty years, till 1896. T
do not recall all the other assignments
in the delegation l)ut I remember that
Mr. Bailey served on the resolutions
committee and I on the committee on
permanent organization. The chairman
of my committee was Gen. J. B. Sher-
man of Toledo, Ohio, a stalwart Civil
war general of fine form and command-
ing presence. There was considerable
discussion as to who should be named
for permanent president. Some advoca-
ted L. S. Cox of Ohio, but it was soon
found that discussion was useless, .as a
majority of the committee had one man
in mind who had been picked by the
Tilden managers, from purposes of ex-
pediency with reference to the Illinois
vote in the convention. This was Gen.
John B. McClernand of that state, who
had brilliant record in the L^nion ser-
vice in the Civil War, but was a poor
presiding officer, having neither the voice
nor the presence to command attention.
At the first day's meeting of the con-
vention Henry Waterson of Kentucky,
the noted journalist, who had been se-
lected by the national committee for tem-
porary chairman presided, opening with
an eloquent address, and gracefully per-
formed his duties. It was on this oc-
casion that a woman appeared for the
first time upon the platform of either
party to address the delegates, when
Miss Phebe Cousens of Missouri came
forward to urge the adoption of a wom-
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an suffrage plank in the Democratic par-
ty platform. She was one of the early
followers of Susan B. Anthony and
Elizabeth Cady Stanton in the advocacy
of the equal suffrage cause, but she made
no impression upon the convention be-
yond one of pleasure at the sight of a
beautiful woman, elegantly dressed, with
a fine speaking voice well used.
Nothing was done the first day except
the appointment of committees and the
preliminary work of organization. The
formal organization was made the next
forenoon, Gen. McClernand took the
chair as president and made his opening
speech, and the speeches of those naming
candidates for the presidential nomina-
tion were heard, and in these were real
oratory, contrasting sharply with the
delivery of the presiding officer. The
more prominent candidates presented
were Bayard of Delaware, and Hen-
dricks of Indiana, aside from Tilden.
George Grey of Delaware, then a young
man but attorney-general of the state,
presented the name of Thomas F. Bay-
ard, and Daniel W. Voorhees of Indiana,
generally known as the "Tall Sycamore
of the Wabash," an orator of national
renown, that of Thomas A. Hendricks ;
while Francis Kernan, senator from
New York, placed Samuel J. Tilden in
nomination. There were other nomina-
ting and various seconding speeches,
some of them decidedly eloquent, partic-
ularly that of James R. Doolittle of Wis-
consin, who seconded the nomination of
Tilden.
An interesting incident of the conven-
tion was the appearance of John Kelly
of New York, then head of Tammany
Hall, who had been granted the privilege
of addressing the convention in opposi-
tion to the nomination of Mr. Tilden,
which he proceeded to do in a vigorous
but unconvincing manner.
Late in the afternoon of the second
day a ballot was taken for candidate for
president, following the adoption of a
platform, in which Tilden led, with 373
votes, to 143 for Hendricks, and half a
dozen other candidates trailing behind,
but a majority was lacking. A second
ballot followed immediately when Til-
den had 467, it being a majority, and the
vote was promptly made unanimous. An
adjournment till the next day was then
taken, when the nomination of a can-
didate for vice-president was in order.
Several candidates were placed in nomi-
nation, but the first ballot resulted in a
large majority for Thomas A. Hen-
dricks, and his nomination w^as made
unanimous. Upon the adjournment of
the convention many of the delegates at
once started for home, but I remained
till the next morning, and with many
others, stopped off at Indianapolis,
where an enthusiastic reception was
given to Thomas A. Hendricks. The
Centennial Exposition was in full swing
in Philadelphia as our train passed
through on the return but the thermom-
eter was registering 100 degrees, and I
did not feel like stopping to see the
show.
After the third year of my experience
in Dover I began to feel the pressure of
financial stringency, so to speak. Al-
though I had a comparatively large
sub-
scription list, which was being fully
maintained, it was kept up at great ex-
pense, as I had hired Bennett P.
Strout
of Conway as a canvasser at a high sal-
ary for those days, but my advertising
patronage was much less than I had
hoped for, as there were two
other
papers in the city competing
for adver-
tising
—the Dover Enquirer, a Republi-
can sheet, operated by Varney and Lib-
by, and Foster's Democrat, which still
kept its place in the field through
the
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financial assistance of a Portsmouth
millionaire, upon whom he had secured
some hold while publishing a paper in
that city before coming to Dover. I had
found it necessary not only to borrow
money from friends to meet my expen-
ses, but also to mortgage my paper and
plant to a company of leading Demo-
crats of the county for a large loan from
them. I fought on for another two years
against adverse circumstances but finally
in the spring of 1879, I resolved to bear
the strain no longer and after a good
many sleepless nights, resolved to turn
the establishment over to the mortgagees
and let them continue the battle, which
I proceeded to do forthwith. Among
them were some of the men who had
been instrumental in persuading me to
go to Dover and start the paper.
I left Dover, removing to Concord,
early in 1879, considerably in debt and
having lost my entire fortune, taking-
only my family and household goods,
and the Granite Monthly magazine
good will and subscription list, having
started the magazine in 1877. I left in
Dover bills for several hundred dollars,
against delinquent subscribers, which I
placed in the hands of John Kivel, a
young lawyer just admitted to the bar,
from the office of Frank Hobbs, the col-
lection of which was probably the first
business with which he had been en-
trusted as a lawyer. He subsequently
became successful and eminent in his
profession and was made an associate
and later chief justice of the superior
court. I might add that at the time of
my stay in Dover the leading lawyers of
the city, in addition to Frank Hobbs,
who had married the daughter of Daniel
M. Christie then retired, were John G.
Hall and Samuel M. Wheeler, Charles
W. Woodman having also retired. There
is no man living who was in active busi-
ness in Dover while I was there, so far
as I know, but one man, who as a youth
had just commenced work in the Straf-
ford National Bank, is now, and has been
for some time past, the president of that
institution, Charles S. Cortland.
Washington and Lafayette in Portsmouth
SOME REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS
1929
Message to the Society of Piscataqua Pioneers at tJieir Annual Meeting, Ports-
mouth, N. H., August 14, 1929. From Joseph Foster, Rear Admiral
{Supply Corps), U. S. Navy, (Retired) of Portsmouth.
Fellow Members of the Society of Pis- them in a booklet, hoping that they may
cataqua Pioneers and Friends: thus be preserved for the patriotic
I am invited to tell you something P^^P^^
o^ Portsmouth,
today of the thirty-eight (38) soldiers
^^^"^^"^ ^ost was named for Rear
of the American Revolution buried in Admiral George Washington Storer,
Portsmouth and the adjoining towns of
U. S. Navy, of Portsmouth, whom I
Newington, Greenland, Newcastle and
often saw when I was a boy living near-
Rye,—whose graves have been identified, by, for he then resided at the southwest
Of these, almost one-half—eighteen— corner of Middle Street and Auburn
are in the Old North Cemetery, Ports- Street (now Richard's Avenue) Ports-
mouth
; four each in the Episcopal and mouth ; where he died January 8, 1864,
Proprietors Cemetery, north of the in the seventy-fifth year of his age "after
Pond
;
two each in Harmony Grove an honorable career in the navy of
Cemetery, Portsmouth, and the Old nearly fifty-five years." (General Order,
Cemetery, Greenland; and one each in Navy Department, January 13, 1864.)
Cotton's and Union Cemeteries, Private Having seen Admiral Storer, I claim
Grounds, Gosling Road, and Private to have seen George Washington, too,—
Grounds, Lafayette Road, Portsmouth at second sight—for Admiral Storer was
and the same number in Newcastle a grandson of Captain Tobias Lear, first
(Frost's Cemetery) and Newington cousin of Colonel John Langoon, con-
(Town Cemetery), Rye (Central Ceme- tinental agent, the manager of his ship-
tery), and Rye (Odiorne's Point Road), yard on Langdon's, now Badger's Island,
Sixty-five years ago, on the blockade, in the Piscataqua river, opposite Ports-
ofif Charleston, South Carolina, I saw mouth, and builder of the "Ranger."
and heard salutes fired in honor of Admiral Storer, too, was a nephew of
George Washington, on his birthday, by Colonel Tobias Lear, his son, sixteen
both the Union ships and the Con fed- years private secretary of George Wash-
erate forts. ington (1783-1799), and cared for him
Happily now the salutes on this day in his last sickness,
are fired North and South by friends, It is related in Brewster's "Rambles
and not by foes! About Portsmouth," first series, 1859,
These records have been gathered by pages 254 and 266, that during Wash-
me as historian of Storer Post, Grand ington's visit to Portsmouth in 1789 he
Army of the Republic, during many called Tuesday forenoon, November 3rd,
years and this year I have collected on Mrs. Tobias Lear, the mother of his
[275]
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private secretary, Colonel Tobias Lear,
then living near the east end of Hunking
street, and "in the southwest parlor he
wsiS introduced to and cordially greeted
every member of the family—the vener-
able mother, her children and grand-
children,"
Among the grandchildren a babe was
presented, son of Samuel Storer, a dry
goods merchant of Portsmouth, then
residing in the same house, who had
been christened "George Washington".
The president places his hand gently
upon the infant's head, and expresses
the wish that he may "be a better man
than the one whose name he bears."
Thus Admiral Storer was one of the
very few men of whom it could be said
"That they have thus been under the
hand and received the personal blessing
of our country's father."
A bronze tablet now marks ihe
"Lear House" on the north side of
Hunking street (N-7— 1906) between
Marcy and Mechanic streets, placed
there in 1899 by the Society of the Sons
of the Revolution.
I have been asked to say something of
our Revolutionary soldiers buried in
Portsmouth, whose graves have been
identified, but the spoken word too often
comes in one ear and goes out the other
while the printed word remains, and so
this summer I have printed a booklet,
collected during many years under this
happy influence, "Some Revolutionary
Soldiers, Portsmouth, N. H., 1929,"
which I hope will preserve their mem-
ories and lead the patriotic people of
Portsmouth to place the American Flag
at each identified grave on the Fourth of
July in each recurring year, and to visit
their graves from time to time.
Thirty-eight (38) names are recorded
in the list printed in the Portsmouth
Herald of June 29, 1929; and in the
booklet of the Revolutionary soldiers
buried in the city of Portsmouth, N. H.,
and the adjoining towns of Newington,
Greenland, Newcastle, and Rye, whose
graves have been identified.
Sixteen (16) of those names will also
be found in the Portsmouth Soldiers'
Memorial, 1893 part, with greater detail
of service in many cases than is given in
the 1929 booklet, or would be appro-
priate in this message.
The Portsmouth Soldiers' Memorial,
to which I would invite attention, may
be consulted at Portsmouth Public and
other libraries.
I would also ask consultation of the
various books of reference quoted in the
booklet.
Visits to the "Revolutionary and His-
torical Tablets" recorded in the booklet
(pages 18 and 19) are also suggested.
Of these thirty-eight names I must
first speak of John Langdon and William
Whipple, both resting in the North
Cemetery, Portsmouth ; and remind you
of Langdon's well known address as
speaker of the New Hampshire House
of Representatives, at Exeter, when he
spoke in strong advocacy of the expedi-
tion which caused the surrender of
General Burgoyne at Saratoga,
And General Whipple was at Sara-
toga, where he commanded a brigade of
New Hampshire troops, and took part
in arranging the details of Burgoyne's
surrender; and after surrender was one
of the officers under whose charge the
British troops were conducted to their
place of encampment on Winter Hill,
near Boston.
{Portsmouth Soldiers' Memorial, 1893
part, page 69.)
These two representatives of Ports-
mouth, John Langdon and William
Whipple, are also closely connected with
the Declaration of Independence and
the election of George Washington as
first president of the United States.
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For, "On that memorable da}' when
the decisive vote (in the Continental
Congress) was taken, which resulted in
the unanimous declaration of all the
states in favor of independence, New-
Hampshire spoke first, for in taking the
question the northernmost colony was
first called on, and Dr. Josiah Bartlett
of (Kingston) New Hampshire, born
1729, died 1795, had the accidental but
interesting duty of first giving his voice
in favor of the resolution.
"And William Whipple of Ports-
mouth, the only other delegate from
New Hampshire then serving in Con-
gress, was the second to give his vote in
favor of independence."
(The Granite Monthly, Vol. 43, 1911,
page 208).
"In 1787," too, "John Langdon was a
delegate to the convention which framed
the Constitution of the United States
and was prominent in its proceedings.
"In the following year he became
governor of New Hampshire, serving
until March 4, 1789, when he took his
seat in the United States Senate first
organized under the constitution, and
became the first president pro tem of
that body, serving when the votes for
president and vice president were count-
ed, and being in fact the first legal head
of the government under the consti-
tution."
(The Granite Monthly, Vol. 39, 1907,
page 73).
I would like to read all the records of
the booklet, but that is impossible and I
must ask all members personally to do
so.
After William Whipple and John
Langdon, the most distinguished record
is perhaps that of Thomas Harvey.
And Thomas Harvey, too, is buried
in the North Cemetery, "A wortliy
soldier of the Revolution," he died Jan-
uary 18, 1837, aged eighty-four years,
as his stone near the small entrance at
the southeast corner of the North
Cemetery records.
Thomas Harvey was born in Ports-
mouth in 1752 or 1753, and served gal-
lantly in the continental army during
seven years of the Revolutionary war.
He crossed the Delaware with Washing-
ton and was at the battle of Brandywine,
September 11, 1777. He died in Ports-
mouth January 18, 1837.
"When Lafayette visited Portsmouth,
Wednesday, September 1, 1824, and was
given a public reception in Franklin
Hall at least thirty soldiers of the Revo-
lution who had served under him were
present,
"Among those who pressed forward
to shake hands with the illustrious visi-
tor was Thomas Harvey. While re-
taining the general's hand the veteran
asked him if he remembered who carried
him ofif the field severely wounded at
the battle of Brandywine.
" T do,' instantly replied the general.
'It was a New Hampshire soldier named
Thomas Harvey, who rendered me that
gallant service.'
"
'Yes,' said the soldier. 'It was
Thomas Harvey,' and with a military
salute, 'I am the man.'
"The general recognized his friend of
the battle-field, and manifested great
pleasure at meeting him again, after the
lapse of so many eventful years and
greeted him with a cordiality and a
warmth of manner gratifying to the
patriot soldier."
(Portsmouth Soldiers Memorial, 1893
part, pages 32-33).
When Lafayette then came to Ports-
mouth he entered by Middle street, and
I have been told that my mother, Ade-
laide Coues Spalding, was one of the
Portsmouth girls who strewed flowers
before him.
The way by which he entered has for
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that reason long been known as "Lafa-
yette Road," and every motorist coming
over that road should remember that
Lafayette came from France to bring
help to us in the Revolution ; and after-
wards came a second time in 1824, and
soon after his visit to Portsmouth laid
the corner stone of Bunker Hill Monu-
ment, June 17, 1825, one hundred and
four years ago, the semi-centennial anni-
versary of the battle, and just sixteen
years before I was born.
Thomas Manning, lieutenant conti-
nental ship "Raleigh," died 24th March,
1819, age seventy-two, Episcopal Ceme-
tery, east part, must come next as a
representative of the Navy.
"Thomas Manning was prominent in
the proceedings in Portsmouth in Jan-
uary, 1766, in protest against the Stamp
Act, when Thomas Manning and brother
'Sons of Liberty' demanded his com-
mission from George Meserve, the
stamp master, at his house on Vaughan
street. The commission is taken on the
point of a sword, it is elevated, and the
procession moves down Vaughan and up
King street bearing the trophy hailed by
the shouts of the 'Sons of Liberty.'
They pass the parade and proceed to
Swing Bridge on Water street where
they erected a Liberty standard. From
that day Swing Bridge received the
name of Liberty Bridge, and the motto,
'Liberty, Property, and no Stamp.'
(Brewster's Rambles About Ports-
mouth, first series, 1859, pages 177-178).
Portsmouth at the time of the Rev-
olution had many devoted patriots, and
among them was an energetic shipmaster
who was a leading spirit of the day. He
was the life of Water street and a hos-
pitable citizen. Where he led there was
a host to follow ; when he spoke his
words were with effect, "* * * The
Declaration of Independence had just
been made and on the State House
steps it had been read with interest and
cheered with enthusiasm. Everything
pertaining to royalty was then as dis-
tasteful as taxed tea. Who is that
throw^ing up his hat in King street near
the western steps of the State House?
and why are those cheers by the group
around him ? It is Thomas Manning,
and his words are 'Huzza for Congress
street!' From this moment the street's
name was changed, and to this day the
great thoroughfare of the city bears the
name of Congress street. This one inci-
dent, if no other, should embalm the
memory of Thomas Manning."
(Brewster's Rambles About Ports-
mouth, first series, 1859, pages 350-351).
One more representative of the Navy,
Elijah Hall, Lieutenant Ranger, died
22nd June, 1830, age eighty- four
(eighty-seven). No stone. Tomb under
Episcopal church, and tablet in church.
Lieutenant of the "Ranger," Captain
John Paul Jones.
"Died. In this town on Tuesday last
(June 22, 1830), Hon. Elijah Hall, aged
eighty-seven. Captain Hall was lieuten-
ant in the navy in the Revolutionary
War, sailed under John Paul Jones in
the "Ranger" ; was many years coun-
sellor from this district
;
and for several
years prior to his death was naval officer
of the district of Portsmouth.
"He was in private life an estimable
citizen, a fair merchant, a tender parent,
and an honest man."
{Portsmouth Journal, June 26, 1830).
Lieutenant Hall sailed in the "Ranger"
November 1, 1777, for France, as second
lieutenant. He returned to America in
the "Ranger" occupying the post of first
lieutenant, under Captain Simpson, and
continued in that position until the ship
was captured at the surrender of
Charlestown, S. C, May 12, 1780, added
to the Royal Navy and renamed the
"Halifax."
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In 1829 Lieutenant Hall wrote:—"!
served my country faithfully during the
whole Revolutionary War, and part of
the time with the gallant Paul Jones as
his tirst lieutenant, and was in several
desperate battles ; I commanded a marine
batteiy during the siege of Charlestown,
(S. C), and there lost the sight of my
left eye by the bursting of a shell and
have never asked my country for a pen-
sion. During the last war (1812-1815)
I lost my only three sons in battle
(Leonard, James, and Ashton S. Hall),
all of whom were officers, while defend-
ing their country's flag ; the youngest
(Ashton S. Hall, Midshipman, U. S.
Navy) was in the 'Walsh,' Capt. Blakely,
in the action and capture of the 'Rein-
deer,' and for his gallantry congress
voted him a sword."
(Extracts from an unpublished letter
written by Lieut. Elijah Hall in 1829).
(^Portsmouth Soldiers' Memorial, 1893
part, pages 44 and 45).
With this tribute to an officer of the
"Ranger" in remembrance of the Ranger
Chapter, D. A. R. of Portsmouth, I now
close.
To the Atlantic Ocean
CARL BURELL
Hello ! Old friend, happy to meet you,
(If I don't have to meet too much of you at once).
You are a pretty big affair, I'll admit,
(As the mouse did when he started to drink up the sea).
But, chemically speaking, one drop of water is water
—
(Don't expect too much of me. I'm not a Prohibitionist).
Just as much as the whole of you and the other oceans tlirown
in—
(No, thank you, I don't care for a drink just now).
Yes, old friend, one drop of water is just as wonderful as you are,
(And just as unintelligible to me or anybody else).
P>ut, anyway—we've met, and I stand up under it pretty well,
(And you really didn't seem to mind it very much).
So, then, good-bye to you and yours till we meet again,
(But I'm darned glad I'm not as restless as you are).
True Love Runs Smooth
MRS. G. H. NICKERSON
ONE
DAY on the morning deliv-
ery, I received a letter from
Tarrytown asking me to come
and visit my cousin who was sick, at his
brother's home. I immediateh- answered
I would come the first of the week, I
would come for two or three days.
My cousin who was sick was ac-
quainted with me, but his brother and
wife were not.
I arrived there, with a hearty welcome
The first Sunday I went to church i
had a hearty welcome from everyone.
After the service. Rev. Thomas Brown,
the pastor, shook hands with me and
said, "Haven't I seen you somewhere be-
fore ?"
"Oh, ves, I was here three months
ago," I replied.
This is all that was said, then we re-
turned home in the auto.
One afternoon I looked out of the
from all. On the second day, at the window and saw Pastor Brown coming
dinner table I said, "I surely have en- up the road, I said, "We are going to
joyed this visit and think I better go on have the minister here in a few mo-
the morning train. 1 do not wish to get ments."
a sick person tired." "Oh, he is coming to see you, Susie,
"Oh, stay for a week, as w'e would like you know he is looking for a wife," said
to have you over Sunday and go to James.
church with us and hear our pastor. We
think he is just grand."
I did stay and enjoyed the visit as well
as the church service.
It was three months later I received a
letter from my cousin again, asking me
to come and take care of the sick cousin.
I did go. On the third day they were
talking over things, also said, "We want
to make arrangements for Cousin Susie
to go to church Sundays."
James, the sick cousin, said, "I will be
all right here alone for a couple of
hours if you get the next door neigh-
bor to answer your phone when it rings,
as she is on the same line. And you all
go down to church."
Mary replied, "No, I will tell you the
best way. I will stay home every other
Sunday, and let Susie go in the auto with
Henry. For I am inclined to think she
would rather not have me with her at
church."
Cousin James being confined to the
bed we were all in here with him. I
was sitting in the further side of the
room. While the rest were talking the
thought ran through my mind, "I won-
der if he really will fall in love with me."
Then Mr. Brown said, "Miss Maclntyre,
I have never heard anyone mention your
given name. Have you any?"
Such laughing, and I with a smile re-
plied, "It is Susie." It seems as though
Mr. Brown had fallen in love with me
at first sight.
He made several calls for three
months and we never went out for an
auto ride or evening by ourselves or only
when my cousin was with us. By so
doing the public would not believe we
were courting.
Then after a few days had passed in
the fourth month the exciting moment
occurred when Mr. Brown asked me this
question :
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"Will you wear a ring on that finger
for me?"
Of course this being my first experi-
ence and not keeping company very long,
I hesitated for a few moments then re-
plied, 'T might."
After this I made plans to go with
Mr. Brown to try on a ring. "The best
was none to good for me," he said.
Oh, my, how proud I was of this
beautiful diamond, not many women had
a ring like this.
After we left the jewelry shop he said,
"Susie, I am going to call you by your
given name, and you call me by my given
name, Thomas."
It seemed strange to do this as I
thought I had not known him long
enough. But I did so and felt better ac-
quainted by it.
The next was the excitement of the
townspeople, as notice of our engage-
ment had been published in the paper.
Three weeks more the last and most ex-
citing time was the wedding bells, and
the church was full, with everyone
happy.
A reception was held the same eve-
ning, some were not able to go as it was
a long distance from the church. The
reception was held at my cousin's home.
The honeymoon trip is one thing th^t
a number make a fuss over. We did not
have any excitement as we did not start
out until the next day and no one
around to see us leavinij.
It was winter time, cold, but no snow
or ice ; and lovely fine weather for those
two weeks.
We went to Boston for a few days to
visit some friends and relatives that we
had not seen for a few years. One min-
ister, Rev. Riley, shook hands and said,
"Congratulations Brother, and how did
you do it, to get such a pretty young
wife? Oh, there is no make up but all
natural."




"Well, Mrs. Brown looks as if she
would be a great help to you in your
work," said Brother Riley,
We shook hands and left, "Wishing
us the best of luck."
Then we went down to Cape Cod for
the rest of the time, had a wonderful
reception there. The time was up for
us to return to the parsonage and get it
settled so as to be ready to receive call-
ers. Also Thomas to take up his pas-
toral work.
A very strange thing occurred, we did
not have anyone to meet us, though they
knew when we would return. No one
had been in the house to make a fire.
Generally on occasion like this somebody
does, so as to give a warm and genial
welcome.
It was very cold, but in an hour we
had two fires going, the water turned
on and dinner ready.
Thomas was a widower with two
grown up children. Like most women
there had been several trying to make
love to him before I appeared on the
scene. Some had money and some did
not, but none appealed to him.
The cold parsonage with nothing
ready for us, was characteristic of the
rest of the time we were there. We
afterwards learned it was because my
husband did not marry some of the mar-
riageable women in the church or com-
munity.
We were happy anyway, although we
did not have a warm welcome to begin
with. I did not go out to make any calls
the first week but took all the time to
fix up things.
The second week I managed to go out
with my husband afternoons to call on
the shut-ins. We were at home every
evening and had not received any callers
yet.
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One afternoon of the third week we
thought we had better stay in as my
husband's daughter had sent word she
might come to visit us. While she was
there the door bell rang.
I answered it. It was our first stran-
ger to call.
"Is this Mrs. Brown?" she asked.
"This is Mrs. Strong. I thought I
would call on you as you are a stranger.
No one ever called on me until I had
lived here two years. Thought I would
let you know what a friendly town you
are in."
We had a nice little visit and I en-
joyed her company. My husband and
I returned the call one afternoon.
We lived there a year and no others
called.
Thomas says, "My little rose bud
Susie is the best of the bunch."
One thing Thomas liked about me was
that I did not lose my head with the class
of women that had their hair bobbed,
smoking cigarettes, and ruining their
faces with powder and paint.
We moved from that place to a city
church where things were better. We
have had several things that were not
very pleasant to face, but most, if not
all of the ministers have to face. Al-
though no one had ever seen or heard of
such an unpleasant affair as we had to
contend with.
Still Thomas and I are happy together.
This did not hinder us in going around
to see and visit other friends and
churches.
We have not had an argument, nor a
quarrel, nor an unkind word or look yet.
W'e have been married nearly two years.
If one is going to argue and fuss they
surely will by this time.
Most people say, "True love never
runs smooth."
I always said, "True love always runs
smooth—it had to with me, or I would
never marry."
If a husband loves his wife he will
never quarrel with her; and if the wife
loves her husband she will never quarrel
with him. "It takes two to quarrel."
"Argument with a fool shows there are
two of them."
So from my experience through life,
true love must run smooth, I have al-
ways said this and will stick to it—it
sureK' has run smootli with us.
cc Your Spiritual Investments'''
{Preached at the Union Services, Hanover Street Congregational Church,
Manchester, N. H., September 1, 1929)
HARRY TAYLOR
'THAT WHICH I HAVE COMMITTED UNTO HIM"
1
REMEMBER a lovely moonlit patra in all her shame. Empires and
night last summer when I was stay- nations have risen under that monthly
ing by the shores of Lake Sunapee. scrutiny, blazed in glory, and then tiick-
It was one of those wonderful evenings ered and died like some spent torch,
when the moon seemed suspended like a "What is man that Thou art mindful
silver globe in a vault of blue. Our of him?" we are moved to ask in mo-
camp was on the water's edge and beside ments such as this. In the sight of that
the camp there was a path where I used pale moon man's life must seem no
often to pace to and fro in the gather- more than the life of a summer insect
ing twilight. It has always seemed to seems to human ken. "Like snow upon
me that the twilight hour carries with it the desert's dusty face, lighting a little
a magic all its own, especially when the hour or two, is gone." The universe is
surroundings are particularly beautiful, so vast, it rolls on so inexorably and it
And that night the surroundings seems to take no notice of the individual
seemed to me to be almost perfect, whatsoever. Our knowledge — the
Across the lake the wooded hills cast accumulated wisdom of the ages—is but
their shadows on the silvery waters and as a drop in a bucket compared with the
up in the starry heavens a silent music things that we do not know,
seemed to be pealing forth. There was A profound sense of futility comes to
hardly a sound to disturb the quietness, us from time to time. We feel that we
only a silvery laugh from time to time are bigger than our circumstances allow
or the crooning of some song. For the and that while we are hemmed in with
moment I seemed to be carried beyond the petty and the trivial, all the time
the confines of Time and Space and to there are aspirations and longings well-
see the whole human drama unfold it- ing up within us that are too big for this
self to my mind as it might appear to finite round of existence. When we
"pale Cynthia" were she a sentient gaze up at the cold moon on a starry
creature. night we feel that we are citizens of the
That untroubled face has gazed down universe by right of our capacity to
on the rise and fall of empires, on the appreciate all its glory and yet at the
glory and shame of civilizations that same time we know that we shall never
now seem like some faint echo sounding be able to do or to feel one millionth
down the confines of time. That pale part of all that is implicit in the core of
face looked on when Caesar's galleys our being.
first grated on English soil ; it smiled on We think of the love and care that we
Solomon in all his glory and on Cleo- bestow upon individuals. We pass
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years in their society and they become
part of ourselves. We see God in their
goodness and touch the hem of His gar-
ments as our souls come in contact with
the beauty and worth of other souls.
The years pass swifter than a weaver's
shuttle and the ones who have meant so
much to us are snatched away one by
one by the hand of Death. They vanish
into that abyss that sooner or later will
swallow each of us and we stand look-
ing over into the pit and wringing our
hands on the edge and gazing in horror
into the blackness that has suddenly
overwhelmed us. What is the good of it
all, the meaning of it all, we are forced
to ask. Does the Designer Infinite care
or take note of our loss and is He going
to store up in any way the goodness that
breathed through the lives of our de-
parted ?
Or it may happen that for years we
lavish all our love and care and atten-
tion upon someone whom we love more
than life itself and then we find that our
love was wasted. We are shut out of
our loved one's life or we are deceived
and we feel as if the bottom had fallen
out of our universe and we can no
longer believe in life at all. Why should
we have the! impulse to bare our very
souls and give out of the deepest part
of ourselves only to find that the best
part of our lives has been wasted and
tHrown away?
Some of us spend ourselves gladly in
some great cause. We go at it with the
greatest enthusiasm and think that we
are going to bring in the Golden Age of
which all the seers of history have
dreamed. But the years pass by and we
find that we have been trying to empty
the ocean of evil and wrong with a pail.
We find that men do not respond to our
appeals for righteousness and truth.
They are interested in the more material
things of life or they are feverishly pur-
suing the will o' the wisps of ambition
or wealth or power.
And life becomes harder upon our
idealism as we go along into the middle
years. We have had so many disap-
pointments and have been disillusioned
so often that we can no longer generate
the enthusiasm as of old. And perhaps
we have given hostages to fortune in
the shape of wives and children and
possessions and we find that we are
bound hand and foot. And death waits
in the shadow and when his sickle mows
us down what will be the use anyhow?
"Why wage the long, unequal fight, since
truth has fallen in the street.
Or lift anew the trampled light.
quenched by the heedless million's
feet?
Give o'er the thankless task, forsake
the fools who know not ill from
good;
Eat, drink, enjoy thine own, and take
thine ease among the multitude."
Who among us has not said that to
himself as the growing perplexity and
seeming futility of life presses in? We
pursue truth so eagerly and every new-
born fragment makes our heart sing in
gladness. Feverishly we press onwards
up the mountain of reality, adding fact
to fact and truth to truth, thinking that
we have only to give out to the world
the truth that we have discovered and
there will be an immediate response.
Rut the years go by and we find our-
selves not so sure as we once were.
New truths pile up around us in a be
wildering fashion and we find that the
red-hot truth that we gave out so vehe-
mently as the solution for all of life's
many ills was but crude and fragmentary
after all. The situation proves dififerent
from what we had thought and things
are not exactly as they seemed.
We approach the realization of some
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fond dream or project and we find that
it has not materiahzed as we anticipated.
We are not the same persons in the end,
of course, as we were at the beginning,
but not only have we changed but the
situation has changed also. The money
that we thought would make us happy
has not the power to do so. The things
that it will buy are not the things that
we want and we are shut out from the
things that are without price. Or we
realize our ambition and sit in the place
of power that we have longed to occupv
so long and we find that it is a care and
a burden to us and our soul cries out for
the things that have been shut out from
us when the door of satisfied ambition
clanged at our backs.
"Is life worth all our eft'orts and our
strivings and our sacrifice?" is the ques-
tion that we ask again and again in the
secret chamber of our heart. Does the
universe care? When we have done all
that we ought and a little more is there
any abiding permanent result for us?
We feci that we are of worth to the
order of things but from time to time
we need to be persuaded of this. We
want to be reassured that we are not the
passing insects of a summer's day but
that the deep qualities that live in us are
somehow going to be added to the eter-
nal order of things.
Perhaps we have not been working in
exactly the right way; perhaps our mo-
tives have not been exactly the ones that
were needed. It all depends on our
point of view. If we are expecting re-
turns all the time we are making a
wrong start and are doomed inevitablv
to disappointment. "Give, asking for
nothing in return," says Jesus. Why are
we prohibited from asking for anything
in return? Just because the thought or
the expectation of a return jars the har-
mony of our being. In our intercourse
with persons we are to give absolutely.
unreservedly, as unto God. When we
give to a person we give to God through
that person. We are not to think of the
immediate return to us. God will take
care of that. We are not to cause dis-
harmony within and without by asking
for specific returns. Again and again
we may think that we have wasted our-
selves upon a person, but it is not for us
to judge the result; that will be taken
care of all right.
"This is a hard saying," you say. But
it is the teaching of all the prophets of
the ages ; it is the distilled essence of the
art of living. You remember what Job
said when his faith was tested to the
breaking point: "For I am persuaded
that He is able to keep that which I have
committed unto Him." "That w^hich I
have committed unto Him" : in every
case that is the pure gold of human
values; it is that which overleaps the
transient and the passing and enters into
the eternal values right away. Only that
which is given absolutely, without stint
or efi^ort, without sure hope of reward,
without even any sure knowledge that it
will serve any good—only that abides. It
is true of all good work, of art, of
science, of religion.
It is surely true of our work. We are
at our highest and our best in our work
when we do it for its oivn sake, because
it is the living embodiment of something
deep in ourselves. If we work in this
way, giving absolutely of our best, we
are indifferent about the actual mone-
tary reward or the kind of master we
serve. It is true, of course, that we
have to live but we do not need to worrv
overmuch about that. We are commit-
ting our work unto Him and He will
take care of the temporal things. All
tliat wc are cf)ncerned about is that all
that is good in us, all that is creative and
progressive, we shall put into our work.
If we have to serve a bad master, one
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who does not understand or appreciate
us, we must serve him just a Httle better
on that account. Are we not serving
God through the work that we do for
the human master?
I wish that we had a httle more of
this spirit in the world today, this res-
ponsible spirit, this determination to put
all that is best, all that is cleanest, all
that makes for harmony, into our work.
H master and servant, laborer and capi-
talist had this spirit it would be the solu-
tion of many problems that baffle and
perplex us today. It would mean be-
ginning from the bottom by cleansing
persons. No society which is not com-
posed of clean, unselfish persons will it-
self be clean and happy and wholesome.
"That which I have committed unto
Him." There is not a great work of
art in the world today that was not pro-
duced in this way. In every case the
artist has caught a glimpse of a "vision
splendid" and it was his sole concern to
get as much of the vision as he could
into his work. He worked unreservedly,
giving himself absolutely, considering
not time nor energy if at the end he
could produce a thing of beauty that
should be a joy forever. Every true
artist or craftsman commits his work
unto Him. When the work is done and
the vision embodied then is the reward
given also in the satisfaction he has in
the work of his own hands and brain.
We are working for God—for the
God within—and if the work is good
and beautiful it will be built into the
eternal order of things as a living me-
morial of ourselves. But even more than
that, we shall have expressed ourselves ;
in the creative act that stamped our
living impression on the universe we
shall have found out the reason for our
being.
It is so in our fight for Truth. We
are not to consider the result. If the
light has come to us we are to reveal it
and give the message, regardless of the
recognition or the results effected. That
will be taken care of. The truth that
has come through us and that remains
as a great part of our life's work may
seem to be a seed that was planted but
never grew. But even though it should
lie buried for many generations it will
be discovered again by other minds on
the same search as ourselves and, in its
due season, it will grow and bear fruit.
It was so w^th regard to that obscure
monk, Mendel, who spent his life grow-
ing sweet peas and taking notes about
their manner of growth. Mendel did
not care very much, I suppose, whether
the world took note of his discoveries or
not. He had the joy of discovery as he
lovingly tended his flowers and whether
anyone recognized the great truth that
he had discovered was not his primary
concern. He was working for eternity
and not for time and the rose of eternity
bloomed continually in his heart as it
does in the heart of all true servants of
the eternal.
Surely if ever a servant of the eternal
committed his work unto Him Abraham
Lincoln did. He knnv that his states-
manship was of the kind that builds for
eternity and through darkness and thick
gloom he built his edifice. Reviled,
scorned, hated, he went steadily on his
way, gentle and understanding, firm for
the right and passionately devoted to the
truth but caring not a whit about the
reward that might come to him. Would
that we had more statesmen of that
quality who would work for eternity and
commit their work unto Him.
"That which I have committed unto
Him" is the only thing of value that will
remain. Our possessions must go to
others and our body be gathered to the
tomb but all the deeds and work that we
have done unselfishly will remain. The
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C^ood deeds that we did to the unthank-
ful and tlie evil, that we did when we
knew for certain that only God would
recoj^nize what we had done, these will
be the brightest jewels in our eternal
crown.
Do not despair of life. Your task is
great; \our opportunity is unique. Life
holds out to you an opportunity to do
something or to be something that
means increase of worth and beauty in
the world. There is a story told of
lulison running to work from his hasty
breakfast one morning and saying to his
friend : "There's so much work for me
to do in the world that I haven't time to
do it all." In a smaller way life holds
out to each of us the same opportunity.
If we are working for Him we are not
bounded by time or circumstance ; we
are not limited by hope of reward or
recognition. Once we recognize that re-
ward and recognition come spontane-
ously to the soul that works and gives
absolutely we have solved the riddle of
the universe.
"Wherefore to whom turn 1 but to Thee,
the Ineffable Name?
liuilder and maker, Thou, of houses
nni made with hands!
W hat, have fear of change from Thee
who are ever the same ?
I)(iul>t that Thy power can hll the
heart that Thy power expands?
There shall never be one lost good !
What was shall live as before
;
The evil is null, is void, is silence im-
plying sound ;
What was good shall be good, with, for
evil, so much more good ;
On the earth the broken arcs; in the
heaven, a perfect round.
All we have ever willed or hoped or
dreamed of good shall exist ;
Not its semblance, but itself ; no
beauty nor good nor power.
Whose voice has gone forth, but each
survives for the melodist
When eternity affirms the conception
of an hour.
The high that proved too high, the heroic
for earth too hard.
The passion that left the ground to
lose itself in the sk}',
Are music sent up to God by the lover
and the bard;
Enough that He heard it once ; we
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Editorial
The resiliency of human nature is
demonstrated by the expansive spirit of
optimism that pervades industrial, mer-
cantile and agricultural activities in New-
Hampshire and New England today, as
contrasted by the pessimistic attitude at
the height of the depression of
four and
five years ago. Many factors have en-
tered into the recovery of confidence in
the future of this section of the country.
Without doul)t the recovery would
have come in any event, but it can be
said without reasonable dispute that the
present prosperous condition of business
affairs in New England has been materi-
ally hastened by the intelligent efforts
of the New England Council ; and the
same is true in New Hampshire to the
activities of the New Hampshire Man-
ufacturers' Association.
Both of these organizations have
ceaselessly maintained that the present
generation of leaders in commercial, in-
dustrial and agricultural enterprise are
no less able and resourceful than then-
forbears whose energy and ability carried
New England to the high peak of attain-
ment and maintained this section's su-
premacy against the competition of the
other sections of the country. Neither can
it be denied that many of our former in-
dustrial leaders had gravitated into a
state of self-satisfaction, which hardened
them against yielding to changing condi-
tions. They were slow to realize that
the tastes of the buying public were dif-
ferent from the tastes of the preceding
generation and that the products turned
out must be what the people wanted,
rather than what the manufacturer?
thought they ought to have. The per-
sistent disregard of the demands of the
buying public by most of the New Eng-
land manufacturers was so much the
more strange because they had tangible
evidence that their competitors in other
sections were conforming^ to the market
demands and were getting- the business.
It cannot be gainsaid that New England
business was in a rut and that something
out of the ordinary was needed to joit
them out of their complacency. It came
along in course of time, as was inevi-
table, in the form of the worst depression
this section has known. The blow was
such a stiff one that many were dazed
from its effect and there was a growing
tendency to take it lying down. The
seriousness of the situation was recog-
nized by a group of forward-looking men
in all of the six states comprising New
England and realizing the necessity for
drastic action designed to bring about a
change in the viewpoint, the New Eng-
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land Council was organized four years
ago. The difficulties they encountered in
rousing the people to a realization of
what was the cause of the trouble and to
an understanding of how simple was the
remedy for what ailed them, were re-
counted at the meeting of the New Eng-
land Council at HanO'Ver this summer.
But they were also able to tell the people
at Hanover that the awakening had come
tinally and tliat New England is agam
on the road to prosperity, greater pros-
peri t\- than has ever been known. Many
i)i the industries have already been re-
organized and are now turning out prod-
ucts that the people desire. Others are
in tlie processes of reorganization and
the comparatively few that held out
against the trend of the time must fall in
line or succumb. The healthiest sign of
the time is the realization outside of New
England to the changed conditions here,
as shown by the number of industries
and people coming here, these now out-
numbering the industries and people
going elsewliere by a comfortable
margin.
New Hampshire has been keeping
pace with the other five states. The
power companies have been helping. The
managements realize that doing this is
good business judgment as well as public
spirit. Surveys of the state's industrial
opportunities within their own territory-
have been made by both the Public Ser-
vice Company of New Hampshire and
the New England Power Company,
wliich ha\e resulted in some highly de-
siral)]e industries being established ia
plants that liad been abandoned by for-
mer manufacturers. Now the New
Hampshire Manufacturers' Association,
under the direction of its energetic ex-
ecutive official, John J. Cummings, is
undertaking a still more comprehensive
survey which is to embrace the findings
of the power companies and to carry on
into territory not covered by the previous
surveys. The result of this will be that
there will be available a fund of infor-
mation covering every available plant not
now in manufacturing operation, and in
addition the Association will have on file
information concerning possible loca-
tions for industries that have not hither
to been given to manufacturing. So
much stress in recent years has been
laid upon the recreational possibilities of
New Hampshire that man\- have formed
visions of a future with catering to the
tourists and vacationists as our principal
industry. The recreational field oft'ers
much for further development. l)ut New
Hampshire is not destined to become al-
together a playground. Industry and
agriculture are looking up no less than
.summer business and winter sports. And
a hopeful sign is the tendency toward
more diversification in industry and more
specialization in agriculture, both of
which will contribute mucli toward the
general prosperitv of New Hampshire
and New England.
* * *
A sign of the time. The eight-years-
old son of a New Hampshire man whose
business requires that he travel about the
state bv automobile, has ridden with his
father many thousands of miles in the
motor car, but has not \et had his first
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Box 305, Manchester. N. H.
The Scott Oil Co. Twins ""^Fl'dol-^''
take great pleasure in introducing to the motorist public, a new member of
the family and her name is
"Tydol Ethyl"
Say boys, she sure is peppy and wlien you have "her" in your car the old
bus will get no more "knocks" for she is a real knock-out.
Our suggestion for a genuine "joyride" is just this:
Take the Scott Oil Co. "dol's" into your car—Ty-dol gasoline and Vee-dol
oil—Cushion the car with a new set of United States Royal Cord Tires,
we always cany a full line—and then throw in a few extra accessories for
an emergency—these also can be purchased from our complete stock.
That's all—Tiy it—You'll like it.
SCOTT OIL COMPANY YOURS FORSERVICE
Seven Stations in Manchester for Your Convenience
JVild Geese
HELEN TUFTS
A bit of wedge-shaped blackness
Flying in the sky.
Nearer, ever nearer,
As each one trains his eye.
Out of the North they're coming,
Headed southward n(j\v.
To reach their destination,
No one knows c|uite how.
The whfjle wedge quivers gently.
Like lieat-rays on a dock.
Eacli long neck's [)ointed onward
Thrcjughout the entire flock.
The line becomes less solid
As right above—on high—
Each wild goose stands out clearly
Against the sunset sk\-.
Once more their ranks soiidify
As they are disappearing.
The friendly "talking," which we heard
Is gone beyond our hearing.
They pass a flock of blackbirds.
As they fly on into space.
Who wouldn't give a million





Denyfield in the Revolution
FRED W, LAMB
WHEN
the War of the Revolu-
tion broke out and the "shot
heard round the world" was
hred at Lexington and Concord, Mas.s.,
the men of Derryfield, now Manchester,
were among tlie hrst to respond. The
selectmen and thirty- four out of the
thirty-six able-lxxlied men capable of
bearing arms left at once for the scene
of hostilities, leaving but two able-
bodied men at liome with tlie aged and
infirm. They were present with Stark
at Bunker Hill, where the men from
New Hampshire outnumbered all the
other patriots on that historic field and
behind their celebrated "rail fence" won
und\-ing fame and they were the last to
leave the field. Again, at Bennington,
Stark anfl his men from old Derryfield
and other New Hampshire towns turned
Ijack the rising tide of English invasion
and snatched a victory from out of the
jaws of almost sure defeat. At Tren-
ton, Princeton, Springfield, Saratoga,
West Point and Yorktown the men from
Derryfield displayed their fidelity and
heroism and upon the signing of the
articles of peace it is said the event was
celebrated by a general merrymaking at
Amoskeag Falls on July 10, 1783.
Derryfield Men in the Fir.st New
HA^rp.^HiRE Regiment
iel Boyd, Charles Emerson, George Em-
erson, John Gofl:'e, Arthur Hart, Lemuel
Harvey, Nathaniel Martin, Timothy
Martin, David McBnight, John C. Mc-
Neil, Gofl:'e Moore, David Farmer, Wil-
liam Boyd.
Of these men jolm Stark, Archibald
Stark, Caleb Stark, Jtjlin Moore, Benja-
min, George, Benjamin Baker, Nathan-
iel Boyd, Charles Emerson, George Em-
erson, John Gofife, Arthur Hart. Lemuel
Harvey, Nathaniel Martin, Timothy
Martin, David McKnight. John C. Mc-
Neil, Goffe Moore, David Farmer, and
William Boyd were present at Bunker
Hill. David Farmer was wnth Stark at
Bennington. Nathaniel Martin was
with Arnold in liis marcli to Canada, and
was taken prisoner at Quebec.
Derryfield Men Serving in Other
Regiments Than the First
New Hampshire
Theophilus Griffin, Timothy Dow,
Enoch Harvey, Samuel Harvey, John
Nutt, Robert McKnight. James McCal-
ley, Nathaniel Baker, Alexander Mc-
Murphy, James Thompson, Ebenezer
Costa, Oliver Emerson, Ebenezer New-
man. Robert Cunningham, Jr., William
Nutt, Captain Samuel Moore, John Han-
son, Benjamin Stevens, Mark Duty,
Peter Emerson, Moses Chandler, Archi-
John Stark, Colonel ; Archibald Stark, bald Gamble, Amos Martin, Lieutenant
Lieutenant
; John Harvey, Lieutenant ; Daniel Hall.
John Moore, Captain ; Caleb vStark, Ad-
jutant; Joshua Blodgett, Isaac George,
Benjamin George, Jona Griffin, Josepli
Hazelton, David Merrill, Ichabod Mar-
tin. Ephraim Stevens, Daniel McCoy,
James Aiken, Benjamin Baker^ Nathan-
Of these men Theophilus Griffin,
Enoch Harvey, and John Nutt were with
Stark at Bennington.
Lsaac Huse was in the Massachusetts
service.
Other men who served from Derry-
[293]
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field in the Revolutionary War included
John Thompson, Oliver Townsend, Rob-
bert Cunningham, Rueben Moore, Neal
Gate, Archibald Campbell, John Russ,
John Ray, Benjamin Thompson, Oliver
Parce.
Samuel Blodgett, according to Chase's
history of Haverhill, Mass., was actively
engaged on the field at Bunker Hill.
This list has been compiled from the
New Hampshire Revolutionary Rolls,
Potter's History of Manchester, Kidder's
First New Hampshire Regiment, Gil-
more's Capt. John Moore's Company at
Bunker Hill, Gilmore's Roll of New
Hampshire Men at Bennington, and Gil-
more's Roll of New Hampshire Men at
Bunker Hill.
Chapter Two
Burial Places of Derryfield Soldiers
OF THE Revolution As Far
AS Known
During the course of the Revolution-
ary War, old Derryfield, now Manches-
ter, did her part, furnishing over sixty
men to the patriot armies as' shown
above. A diligent search has been made
to find the burial places of these men
and only fifteen can be definitely located.
Those whose burial places are known are
the following :
John Stark, who served as colonel of
the Massachusetts line, then as colonel
of the First New Hampshire regiment,
taking part in the battles of Bunker Hill,
Trenton and Princeton. He resigned his
commission in 1777, l)ut a little later the
same year took command of the New
Hampshire expedition against Burgoyne
and fought the battle of Bennington.
After this battle he rejoined the
northern department of the Continental
army, under Gates, and was made a
brigadier by congress. In 1779 he served
in Rhode Island. In 1781 he had com-
mand of the northern department, and
in 1786 was made a major-general.
His remains lie in Stark park.
Samuel Moore, who served in Capt.
John Moore's company of the First New
Hampshire at Bunker Hill, also in Capt.
John Duncan's company, in Colonel
Kelley's regiment and in Capt. Stephen
Dearborn's company in Col. Thomas
Stickney's regiment, and was also a cap-
tain in Col. Daniel Moore's regiment, is
buried at Gofife's Falls.
John Harvey, who served as a private
in Capt. Henry Dearborn's company of
the First New Hampshire regiment, and
was afterward in Capt. Enoch Page's
company of Colonel Senter's battalion,
serving as ensign, and in 1781 served as
lieutenant in the First New Hampshire,
is buried in Merrill yard.
Benjamin Stevens, who served as a
private, afterwards promoted to the rank
of a corporal, in Capt. John Duncan's
company of Col. Moses Kelley's regi-
ment, also in Capt. Nathaniel Wilson's
company of Col. Thomas Stickney's regi-
ment, is buried at the Centre.
Ephraim Stevens, who served as a
private in Capt. Ezra Towne's company
in the Third New Hampshire regiment,
and who was also with Arnold on the
Canada expedition, also serving in Capt.
Josiah Brown's company of Col. Enoch
Hale's regiment is buried at the Centre
cemetery.
Peter Emerson, who served as a pri-
vate in Captain Reynold's company in
Colonel Peabody's regiment, is buried at
the Merrill yard.
Archibald Gamble, who served in Col.
Moses Kelley's regiment, also in Col.
Hercules Mooney's regiment for the
defense of Rhode Island, lies buried at
Valley cemetery.
Sarnuel Blodgett, who, according to
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Chase's history of Haverhill, was active- in command of the army. Gen. VVash-
ly engaged in the field at Bunker Hill, ington therefore drew up the following
is buried at Valley cemetery. paper, which is preserved in the New
Daniel Hall, who served in Capt. Ezra York State Library, giving his personal
Towne's company of the Third New impression of every officer of the Rev-
Hampshire, probably as lieutenant, is olutionary army who would be in a posi-
buried at the Centre cemetery. tion to assume command of the army.
Isaac Huse, who ^^erved as a private "The following list contains the names
in Capt. David Whittier's company in a of all the general officers now living and
regiment commanded by Maj. Benjamin ''"i this country, as low as actual briga-
Gage, also in Captain Jones's compan\- diers inclusively. Except those who it
of Colonel Johnson's Fourth Essex is conjectured would not, from age,
County regiment, is buried at the Cen- want of health and other circumstances
tre cemetery. come forward by any inducements that
Nathaniel Rundlett, who served as a cxDuld be offered to them and such as
private in Capt. Archibald McAllister's ought not to be named for the important
company in Col. Samuel McCobb's regi- trust of Commander in Chief,
ment on the Penobscot expedition, also 1- Major General Lincoln. Sober
in Capt. Benjamin Lemont's company honest, brave and sensible, but infirm,
of the same regiment, on the same expe- P^st the vigor of life and reluctantly (if
dition, is buried in the Piscataquog offered to him) would accept the ap-
cemeterv. pointment.
William Parker, who served as a pri- 2. Major General B)aron De Steuben.
vate in Capt. George Reid's company of Sensible, sober and brave, well acquaint-
the First New Hampshire regiment, is ed with tactics and with the arrangement
buried in the Piscataquog cemetery. and discipline of an army. High in his
James Wallace, who served as a pri- ideas of subordination, impetuous in his
vate in Captain McConnell's company in temper, ambitious and a foreigner.
General Stark's brigade, raised out of 3. Major General Moultrie. Brave
the regiment commanded by Col. Thom- and it is believed accommodating in his
as Stickney, and served at Bennington, temper. Served the whole of last war
is buried at the Piscataquog cemetery, and has been an officer in the preceding
William Gamble, buried in the Centre one, at least had been engaged in an ex-
cemetery, pedition against the Cherokees; h.aving
Samuel Stark, buried in Valley ceme- defeated them in one or two considerable
tery. actions. What the resources or powers
of his mind are, how active he may be
Chapter Three and whether temperate or not, are points
,-„.,. n ^ \\r > r^ I cannot speak to with decision, becauseGen. George Washington s Opinion ^ , , , ,• , .
^ ^ r- /- -I have had little or no opportunitv toOF THE Character of Certain . . . , , .
-D ^ torm an opmion of him.Kevolutioxary Officers .,.-,• ., , ,, •
4. Brigadier (by brevet Major Gen-
After the defeat of Gen. Arthur St. eral) jMcIntosh. Is old and inactive, sup-
Clair by the Indians in the autumn of posed to be honest and brave. Not much
1791 it appeared to be necessary to ap- known in the Union and therefore would
point sbme other officer to succeed him not obtain much confidence or command
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much respect either in the community or
the army.
5. Major General (by brevet) An-
thony Wayne. More active and enter-
prising than judicious and cautious. No
economist it is feared, open to flattery,
vain, easily imposed upon and liable to
be drawn into scrapes. Too indulgent
(the effect perhaps of some of the causes
just mentioned) to his officers and men.
Whether sober or a little addicted to the
bottle, I know not.
6. Major General (by brevet) Wee-
don. Not supposed to be an officer or
much resource, though not deficient of
a competent share of understanding,
rather addicted to ease and pleasure and
no enemy it is said to the bottle, never
has had his name brought forward on
this account.
7. Major General (by brevet) Hand.
A sensible and judicious man, his integ-
rity unimpeached and was esteemed a
pretty good officer. P>ut if I recollect
rightly not a very active one. He has
never been charged with intemperance
to my knowledge. His name has rarely
been mentioned under the present dif-
ficulty of choosing an officer to command
but this may in a great measure be
owing to his being at a distance.
8. Major General (by brevet) Scott.
Brave and means well, Init is an officer of
inadequate abilities for extensive com-
mand—and of report is addicted to
drinking.
9. Major General (by brevet) Hunt-
ington. Sober, sensible and very dis-
creet. Has never discovered much en-
terprise, yet no doubt has ever been en-
tertained of his want of spirit or firm-
ness.
10. Brigadier General Wilkinson. Ts
by brevet senior to those whose names
follow. But the appointment to this
rank was merely honorary, and as he
was but a short time in service, little
can be said of his abilities as an officer.
He is lively, sensible, pompous and am-
bitious, Init whether sober or not is un-
known to me.
11. Brigadier General Gist. Little
has been said of his qualifications as a
general officer. His activity and atten-
tion to duty is somewhat doubtful,
though his spirit. I believe, is unimpeach-
ed.
12. Brigadier General Irvine. Is
sober, tolerably sensible and prudent. It
is said he is an economist and supported
his authority whilst he was entrusted
with a separate command, l)ut I have no
recollection of any circumstance that
marks him as a decidedly good or in-
different officer.
13. Brigadier General Morgan. Has
l)een fortunate and has met with eck«t.
Yet there are diff'erent opinions widi
respect to his abilities as an officer. He
is accused of using improper means to
obtain certificates from the soldiers. It
is said he has been (if the case is not
so now) intemperate; that he is troubled
with a palpitation which often lays him
up, and it is not denied that he is il-
literate.
14. Brigadier General Williams. Is a
sensible man, liut not without vanity. No
doubt I believe is entertained of his firm-
ness and it is thought he does not want
activity, but it is not easy, where there
is nothing conspicuous in a character, to
pronounce decidedly upon a military man
who has always acted under the imme-
diate orders of a superior officer unless
he has been seen frequently in action.
The discipline, interior economy and po-
lice of his corps is the best evidence one
can have of his talents in this line, and of
this in the case of General Williams I
can say nothing; as he was appointed a
brigadier after he left the northern to
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join the southern army. But a material
objection to him is delicate health (if
there has been no change in his consti-
tution) for he has gone to the Sweet
Springs two or three years successively
in such bad liealth as to afford little hope
of his ever returning from them.
15. Mrigadier (General Rufus Putnam.
Possesses a strong- mind and is a dis-
creet man. No question has ever been
made (that has come to my knowledge)
of his want of firmness. In short, there
is nothing conspicuous in his character.
16. Pjrigadier General (by brevet)
Pinckney. A colonel since September
lO, 17/0, but appointed a brigadier by
brevet at the close of the war only. In
this gentleman many valuable cpalities
are to be found. He is of unquestioned
'
bravery. Is a man of strict honor, erudi-
tion and good sense; and it is said has
made tactics a study. Put wliat his spirit
for enterprise is, whether active or in-
dolent, or fitted for arrangement, I am
unable to say, never having had any op-
portunity to form a judgment of his
talents as a military character. The cap-
ture of Charlestown put an end to his
military services, but liis junior rank and
being little known in this part of the
Union are the two considerations most
opposed to him— particularly the latter
as it is more than probable his being a
prisoner prevented his promotion, which
ought not to be any bar to his ranking
as brigadier from the time that others
of his standing as a colonel were pro-
moted.
The above and foregoing closes the
list of all the general officers who as has
been observed from age, want of health,
disinclination or peculiar circumstances
can be brought into view, from whom to
choose an officer to command the troops
of the United States."
Chapter Four
Valley Forge
There is a kinship binding Massachu-
setts and Pennsylvania. The word "kin-
ship" means a great deal. These com-
monwealths corresponded in 1775, court-
ed in 1776, became engaged the follow-
ing \ear, and wed in 1778. Five gener-
ations ago, at X'alley Forge, soldiers
from these united commonwealths drank
from the same canteen. There is never
a bond like this. "There are bonds of
all sorts in this world of ours
;
fetters of
friendship and ties of flowers, and true
lovers' knots, I ween. The boy and girl
are bound b_\- a kiss, but never was a
bond like this : we have drank from the
same canteen."
Here the Colonial Revolutionary
forces first learned the meaning of the
word "comrade."
In the algid winter of 1777-78, at Val-
ley Forge in the Schuykill Valley, Mass-
achusetts and Pennsylvania shared to-
gether the blanket of snow, the canopy
of ice, the pangs of hunger, the labors,
material privations, destitutions, factions
of the bivouac, cantonment and subse-
quent camp. Representatives of the
communities respectively founded by
William Penn and stern soldiers from
the then far off Bay State whose Brad-
fords chronicled soldiers in both com-
monwealths, here filled the gap between
Saratoga and Monmoutli ; were ham-
mered, shaped, drilled and disciplined
into that unity of action with other Con-
tinental troops essential for success at
Freehold later.
The history of \'alley Forge has never
l)een printed. Its literature only
exists
in manuscript form.
The fate of the Revolution rested
here. Valley Forge was the bloodless,
pivotal batde of the Revolution.
It
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marked the disappearance of the States
miHtia short-term levy.
A majority of the newly assembled
troops at Valley Forge were without
cohesion, organization or leadership.
During the w^inter of 1777-78 Washing-
ton changed all this before six months
had lapsed.
Massachusetts was foremost in shap-
ing the thirteen links of the chain now
numbering more than thrice that num-
ber of states of this nation. These links
were inseparably forged on the banks cf
the Schuykill, the Delaware, the Hudson
and the York. Pennsylvania owns two
of these rivers. When the "Yankees"
came here to join the "Bucktails," they
may have been somewhat alien in inter-
ests, but the melting pot of Valley Forge
resulted in oneness.
Valley Forge did not publish any
newspaper. The soldiers had no war
correspondent or photographer to chron-
icle or perpetuate their doings or envi-
ronments. Washington's army at first
was without discipline, experience in
concert, money or military supplies. The
system of recruiting had led to the ap-
pointment of some incompetent officers.
Jealousies, a cabal, and disputes com-
bined to still further impair the efficiency
of the troops. The materials were dis-
cordant at tirst. There w'as a lack of
coordination between the states and the
Continental Congress, which at first lack-
ed unifying force, as well as resources,
to back its resolves. Friction was in-
evitable, and the soldiers suffered in dis-
cipline and health. Hunger causes overt
acts.
Valley Forge w-as the melting pot of
thirteen colonies. Six months made out
of thirteen colonial armies one Conti-
nental army. Valley Forge built up,
Americanized and created our national,
permanent, military establishment.
Valley Forge is the first place where
troops from all the thirteen colonies were
mobilized for unity and acquaintance;
but the camp has never been described
by historians in proportion or perspec-
tive. A great ideal is the strongest fac-
tor in human affairs—but the thought
and feeling of the thirteen state forces
focalized at Valley Forge, the winter of
\777-7%, were not in unison until after
the experiences there had. It was the
fiintlock period. Sparks followed attri-
tion of Northern flint and Southern steel.
There was not in the Continental army
any Napoleon, Grant, Sherman, Sheri-
dan or Thomas holding an obscure posi-
tion to overtop Washington. He built
his own ladder, climbed it. Later he
refused a crown.
Itsprit de corps was at first lacking at
Valley Forge. It was not a complex
pnjblem. There were two issues. Should
the soldiers take orders from their re-
spective states, or from Washington?
The Lexington shot has been heard oi
around the world and results and causes
have been examined with a microscope
but historically Valley Forge troops have
not been heard of or examined save




Mrs. Harriet L. P?uckminster of
Keene. N. H., has in her possession the
orderly sergeant's book belonging to
Joseph Mason, a Revolutionary soldier
and her grandfather. The writing is
now, after all the.se years, as legible as a
printed page. Under the date of Aug.
12, 1779, the book records that 'Tn Con-
sequence of the Extreme Bad Weather
Last Night and this Morning the General
Orders one half Jill of Rum to be issued




the book, Joseph Mason, was a brave
soldier at the Battle of Bunker Hill and
served for several years during the prog-
ress of the war.
The Molly Stark Cannon at New Bos-
ton. This cannon is of brass and was
cast at Paris, France, in 1747. It was
brought to America as a part of the
armament of the French ami}' in Canada
commanded by General Montcalm, and
it was captured at the Battle of Qdeb^c
on the Plains of Abraham by the Eng-
lish Army under General James Wolfe.
When General John Burgoyne in-
vaded the Colonies in 1777 the old gun
was. a part of the held artillery taken
along, and when he sent Col. Breymann
to the aid of Col. Baum at I'.ennington
on August l(^, \777, the cannon was
one of the held artillery guns which ac-
companied him. When Col. Breymann
surrendered to General John Stark at
the Battle of Bennington, the gun came
into the possession of the American
forces.
It was presented by General John
Stark to the New Boston Artillery Com-
pany, then attached to the Ninth Regi-
ment of the New Hampshire Militia.
During the War of 1812, this gun was
taken to Detroit, it is claimed, where it
formed a part of the defences of th:.t
town. At the surrender of Detroit to
the British Army by General Hull, the
old gun again came into the possession
of the British Army.
Taken l)y tlicm down through Canada,
it was again recaptured by the American
forces at the Battle of Plattsburg and
was sent back after the close of the war
to New Hampshire. For many years
the towns of New Boston and Goffstown
each claimed the gun, but the title rests
with the town of New Boston. It is a
four pounder and is three and one fourth
inch bore.
The following is the inscription on the
gun; "Taken at the Battle of Benning-
ton. August 16, 1777. Pre:ented to the
New Boston Artillery Company, Ninth
Regiment, New Hampshire Militia, l)y
General John Stark."
At the Semi-Centennial Exhil)ition
held in the old Kennard block, in 1896,
Mrs. E. P. Richardson, of this citv, ex-
hibited a powderhorn which was carried
by her grandfather, James Harradon, at
tlie battles of Lexington and Bunker
Hill. This horn had attached to it a
broken suspender, u^ed as a string to
hold it in place at the wearer's side, and
was attached to it on that morning in
the long ago when James Harradon, a
lad of sixteen, secured his father's
musket, powderhorn and bulletpcnicli and
left his home without his parents' knowd-
edge, to take part in the battle of Lex-
ington. He afterwards joined the Con-
tinental arm}- in Boston, and assisted at
the Battle of Bunker Hill.
Harrie M. Young exhibited the sword,
scabbard, and flintlock pistol used l)y
General Wilkinson during the Revolu-
tionary War. He served under Arnold in
the North, and was at Trenton and
Princeton and was appointed by Gates
adjutant-general, in 1777. In 1778, he
became secretary of the board of war
presided over by Gates. He resigned in
1779 in consec^uence of a quarrel with
Gates, but was soon appointed clothier-
general of the army. In 1791, he was
appointed to the U^nited States Infantry
and led an expedition against the
Wabash Indians. He was in command
of Wayne's right at Maumee Rapids and
was appointed general-in-chief in 1796.
He was governor of Louisiana in 1805-
06, given command of the Mississippi de-
partment in 1808, three years later he
was court-martialed, but acquitted of
complicity with Aaron Burr and of being
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in the pa\- of Spain. In 1813, he wis
made a major-general and sent north.
His campaign was unsuccessful, mainly
on account of Hampton's disagreement
with him, and he was superseded. A
court of inquiry exonerated him in 1815.
The same }ear he was discharged from
the arm\- then Ijeing reorganized. The
rest of his life was spent in Mexico.
These relics of Gen. Wilkinson were
lost in the Kennard fire, they being in
the collection of the Manchester Insti-
tute of Arts and Sciences at that time.
At the time Jolin Stark was organizing
his expediti(jn to go against Burgoyne
and which resulted, as is well known, in
the battle of Bennington, the news of the
expedition was carried to Concord, N.
H., b_\- one Col. Hutchins. He arrived
there upon a Sunday afternoon before
the close of public service. He dismount-
ed at the door of the meetinghouse and
walked up the aisle of the church while
Air. Walker, the minister, was preaching
his sermon. The reverend gentleman
paused, asking if Col. Hutchins was the
l)earer of any message? "Yes," replied
the Colonel. "General Burgoyne, with
his army, is on his march to Albau}'.
Gen. Stark has ofifered to take command
of New Hampshire men and if we all
turn out, we can cut off Burgoyne's
marcli." "My hearers," said Mr. Walk-
er, "those of you who are willing to go,
better leave at once." All of the m^-n
immediately went out and many of them
enlisted on the spot. All night was de-
voted to preparation and a company was
ready to march the next morning. Two
of the men pleaded the want of shoes as
a reason wh}- they could not go, but these
were made before morning by Samuel
Thompson, a shoemaker.
Harum scarum "Mad Anthony"
Wayne—idolized by American school-
boys for his picturesque recklessness—
was aho a stickler for clean shaves and
insisted that his troops have their hair
"oiled, plaited and powdered!"
The impetuous hero of Stony Point
even threatened to punish his Revolu-
tionar}' W^ar soldiers as severely for
neglecting to visit the barber as for
neglecting their firearms, according to a
copy of one of his (jld post orders.
Dated "Sandy Beach, July 15. 1779,"
this reads—•
"A barber having been provided for
each company for the purpose of shaving
the soldiers and dressing their hair, who
is allowed four pence per man per week,
out of his wages, and this barber's ser-
vices not having been taken proper ad-
vantage of, the commanding officer an-
nounces that he is determined to punish
every man who comes on parade with a
long beard, or slovenly hair, as severely
as for neglect of his arms.
"The commander regrets the necessity
of repeating his orders about attendance
upon the barber, and having to add more
stringent penalties for infringement;
but men must at all times be clean and
fit for service. Therefore, henceforth
officers will, on their separate responsi-
bilities consider it their duty to see that
those ^oldiers in their respective com-
mands appear always washed, shaved,




Small JVoodworhing Industries Needed
in New Hampshire
DURING
the Farmers' and Home-
makers' week at the University
of New Hampshire Fred E.
Batcheller of Marlboro, manufacturer of
bird houses, gave an extremely interest-
ing and illuminating address upon the
subject of "The Need of Small Wood
Using Industi-ies in New Hampshire."
The address was delivered upon invita- tomatic sprinklers. Statistics show that
At the present time the writer knows of
none.
But I must not weary you with statis-
tics. I have in mind the traveling man
who put up at a Kansas City hotel, when
he retired to his room he found the fol-
lowing notice posted
—
"This hotel is fully equipped witli au-
tion of Director Kendall of the extension
service of the university, following a
visit of one of the foresters of the col-
lege to the Batcheller plant. Mr. Ikit-
cheller spoke as follows :
In the timbered sections of our state
every town or hamlet, no matter how
small, should have its own woodworking
plant.
Judging from figures shown in a re-
cent report of the Forestry commission,
exclusive of the ordinary sawmill get-
ting out boards, plank or dimension lum
loss of life has never occurred in a hotel
provided with sprinklers. In case of fire
you may get wet, but not burned."
Beneath this statement some inspired
traveler had written :
"Now I lay me down to sleep.
Statistics guard my slumber deep ;
And should I die I'm not concerned—
I may get wet, but I won't get
burned."
The first clothespins are said to have
been made in Rindge by a Methodist
ber there are, or were when the report minister (in self-defense) whose wife
was printed, some 256 mills in the state
getting out 51 dififerent lines of articles
made of wood.
The number in each line of endeavor
vary from 51 making wooden boxes to
1 making wooden backs for cattle cards.
Hillsboro county leads with 17 com-
munities who have woodworking indus-
tries while Sullivan county has but four.
Keene leads the state with 22 wood-
working plants.
In the Hillsboro district made up of
Windsor, Washington, Deering and
was constantly calling on him "washing
day" to go out and pick up the clothes
that had blown off the line. At one time
New Hampshire made all the clothes-
pins, Rindge, Windsor, Hillsboro and
Hancock and possibly some other towns
having their own factories.
Now she makes less than one-tenth
of those consumed or exported. Michi-
gan, Pennsylvania and Ohio make most
of them.
Both New Hampshire and Vermont
claim the distinction of making the orig-
Hillsboro, there were shipped by rail in inal wooden spoon, but at any rate the
1926, some eight million feet of lumber,
of this only 200,000 was manufactured.
At one time there were some 20 water-
power mills in operation in this district.
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first machinery for making such was
originated by George Blake at West
Rindge in 1850 and for a time New
Hampshire made all there were used.
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Now there is but one factory in the state
and that at Marlboro turniiit;- out some
60,000 annually. While a few spoons
are also made in Maine and A'ermont,
the great bulk are now made in the mid-
dle west.
The so-called "Dutch" spoon is im-
ported from Germany with the low duty
of 3?> 1-3 per cent ad valorem giving
them an opportunity of competing quite
successfully with the domestic made ar-
ticle.
In thf town of MarlborO' where we are
at present located there were, I am told,
at one time a dozen or more small wood-
working shops, where at the present time
there are but three.
What I have said of Hillsboro and
Marlboro is true of other towns, at an\-
rate throughout our section of tlie state.
While you are probably ready to tell
me that owing to the extreme cutting off
of (jur forests the streams are drying up
and there is not the same flow as there
used to be. I will admit that in a cer-
tain degree. Still there are in many of
the towns and hamlets in the state aban-
doned or seldom used water powers
often with a mill building which could be
made available for the small community
plant at a slight cost.
If water is not available at all seasons
of the year a small boiler and engine to
tide over the dry summer months could
be purchased and operated using your
own waste for fuel at a small cost, and
in this manner afford employment for a
dozen or more persons practically all
the year around.
This would in a measure afford tlie
solution of the problem of how to keep
our voung people at home and at this
time I need not mention to you the added
advantage of the distribution of a pay-
roll of $200 to $300 per week in the
communitv.
\Miile the facts are probably known
to most of you, it may not be inappro-
priate to quote from the Forestry Com-
mission : "While in 1907 there was a
cut of 754 million feet, there was a de-
cided decrease in the number of forest
industries due to the abandonment of
many water mills and combination of
some smaller units with larger ones.
"From 1907 there has been a fairly
steady decline u]) to the present time.
"In 1923 there were 225 woodwork-
ing industries exclusive of those using
wood pulp, 2-3 of them located in south-
ern New Hampshire.
"There is a wide variety of wooden
products and novelties much in demand
today. An examination of the industries
using wood in the various New England
states is l)Oth interesting and enlighten-
ing. New Hampshire does not yet begin
to make use of its possibilities in the
direction of manufacturing wooden ar-
ticles. The development of the wood
industry business is important because
it makes a wide variety of woods mar-
ketable and creates industrial prosperity
in rural communities which would other-
wise have little to do. We should strive
to increase the number of our small
wood using plants especially those using
hardwoods and encourage every manu-
facturer of boxes to develop such other
forms of container as the market can
take care of, the raw material for which
is generally available nearby, and if pos-
sible without losing the trade formerly
enjoyed."
In the past much time and money has
been spent, and properly so, in the devel-
opment of our textile industry, and but
little or none in aiding the woodworking
lines, so vital to tlie life and well being
of the smaller communities in our com-
monwealth.
1 am afraid that you have regarded my
talk as rather a rambling disjointed
storv. I)Ut if vou will bear with me for
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;!. few minutes longer I will endeavor to
briefly sum up the past, touch upon the
present and draw a picture of what the
future may be if you will.
The Past
The past.—In 1880 Windsor was a
brisk little hill town of a few hundred
souls with a clothespin factory, several
saw mills, a good country store, a church
and a town house. In fact a place to
point to with pride.
Nelson, the old liill town, with a
population of 400, was an energetic com-
munity, it had its church and town house,
three district schools, several small mills,
and a country store which catered to the
folk for a good many miles round about.
Ainsworth Nims, the proprietor, is said
to have distributed the Panama to many
of his customers throughout the country
and they wove them into Panama hats,
taking pay in the typical West India
goods and groceries.
In the little Massachusetts village
where I was born and lived as a boy
there were 15 or 20 little shops witli
usually six or eight men in each, finish-
ing shoes which had been brought from
Lynn the shoe town. On Saturday aft-
ernoons and Sunday mornings the
proprietor of the little shop cut your hair
for 15 cents, the finishing touches on the
neck being done with the aid of a saucer.
Tlic Present
The present.—Windsor today is not
on the map, theoretically. The site of
the town is now a blackberry thicket, the
buildings have rotted away, the roads
have grown up to Inrush and forest trees.
There are now but 14 voters in town.
Joe Nelson is chairman of the board of
selectmen, and the principal town offices
are filled by members of his family. The
town has a representation in the legis-
lature once in 13 years.
Nelson today, as far as the hill town is
concerned, is a thing of the past. Some
of the old buildings remain there, but the
business end of the town is at Mun-
sonville on Granite lake. Here is located
a mill, church and general store. There
is in the town one other mill used for
sawing lumber in the winter months.
In the little Massachusetts village to
which I have alluded not one of the
little shoe shops remain.
The foregoing are typical illustrations
of the history of many a country town.
TJie Future
The future.—You have probably read,
as I did, the deliberations of the fourth
New England Conference at Portland,
Maine.
To my mind Mr. h^orbes sounded an
important note, when he warned against
over-emphasis on the "recreation end"
and stressed the importance of advertis-
ing New England products.
I advocated this as far back as 1925
in a very brief talk before the New
Hampshire Manufacturers' Association
at Manchester.
Will Rogers in his dispatch to the
Boston Globe a few days ago says of
Mussolini :
"He solved the farm relief problem
the other day in one command. 'Raise
more grain, and not so many grapes,
wine is all right, luit have some biscuits
to go with it. Then you can tell the
rest of the world what to do.'
"
So we here in New Hampshire may
make here at home more articles out of
wood and send less raw material to
market.
Many communities might follow the
example of the young man at Chester.
He was a typical, ingenious Yankee. He
was poor, his parents were not Avell, he
could not leave home, they needed him.
\\'ith an old corn barn, a cast-ofif gaso-
line engine and rough, crude machinery
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fashioned with liis own liands he makes
tongue depressers b}' the milUon for a
New York concern.
The Beng, Chase Co., of Derry vilkige
make plant labels of wood which be-
cause of their excellence are known from
the x\tlantic to the Pacific. He has cjuite
a sizable business. His grandfather
started the business in a small way, at
tii".'-i performing all the duties himself.
Many people feel that the growth of
great business corporations is driving
the "little fellows," as they call them,
out of business, and yet as we go about
the country we find many small work-
shops whicli seem to be doing business
right along.
Someone gets an idea of an improve-
ment in some product. An improved
article will always sell, if offered at a
fair price, year after year.
The country is full of men and women
who have such ideas and many will mar-
ket them.
The question may be raised that while
mills and power might be available in
small communities it might not be pos-
sible to secure business for them. Dur-
ing the year just passed some 50 or more
inquiries or requests, all of them from
outside the state, for prices on articles
made of wood and not in our line, were
received and turned over by us to mil! 5
making the particular lines asked for.
The Answer





To the blue sky—
With hands serene,
Crossed (jn my Ijreast.
And every nerve
At last at rest.
And if, perchance,
While still I lie,
My spirit should take wings
And fl}'.
One would not call that tlight,
1 o die
;
But just the way that
Truth and T
Might solve the eternal
"How" and "Whv".
New Hampshire Men and Matters
Recollections of a Busy Life
HENRY H. METCALF
Chapter Sev'en
L EAVING old Dover, whether forits good or our own was and is
a question, we removed with
our family and household belongings to
Concord, where we had previously spent
four years in newspaper work, and had
many acquaintances and some friends,
hoping to find something to d(^, to "keep
the wolf from the door." We took with
us also the Granite Monthly magazine,
then in its third volume, continuing there
its publication, and soon interesting one
John N. MoClintock in the enterprise,
who did considerable traveling in pro-
moting its circulation and proved of
material assistance. We also engaged as
editorial writer for TJic People news-
paper, still published l)y the Pearson
Company, continuing in both lines of
work until November of that year
(1879) when Stilson Hutchins of Wash-
ington, D. C., bought the Manchester
Union of Campbell and Hanscom, and
commenced the publication of a morning
edition of the paper.
Mr. Hutchins, who was a native of
Whitefield, N. H., had gone west
in youth, first to Iowa, and later to St.
Louis, Mo., where he had engaged in
journalism and politics as a Democrat,
and occupied a seat in the Missouri legis-
lature for a time, removing thence to
Washington, D. C, where he established
the Washington Post. He associated
with himself in this enterprise one John
H. Reidell of Boston, a voung law stu-
dent, who had some mone^', and Dr.
Joseph C. Moore, a Lake Village physi-
cian with political aspirations ; but he
remained the guiding force in the enter-
prise and his purpose was to take the
lead in New Hampshire journalism, and
put new life into the Democratic party
in the state.
Having heard s(jmething al)Out me,
from some source ov other, when looking
a])Out for some (jne to take editorial
charge of the paper, he sent for me for
a conference, and the result was that I
was engaged for the position, and im-
mediately commenced work, disposing of
the Granite Monthly to Mr. McClin-
t(jck and removing my family to Man-
chester, where we found quarters in a
house on Amherst street owned or con-
trolled ])y Hon. Charles R. Morrison, a
prominent lawyer, formerly of Grafton
county bar.
'Mr. Hutchins had brought on from
Washington a young man, named Henry
L. West, who was in his employ there,
to take charge of the news department,
but he did not remain long, and was
succeeded by another man, also named
West, who remained some years. Mr.
Reidell came into the office and w^as es-
tablished in charge of the state news de-
partment. Edgar J. Knowlton, later
postmaster and mayor of the city, and
long time correspondent of the Boston
Globe, was city editor, and John B. Mills,
who had been admitted to the bar, was
a reporter.
The enterprise was promptly launched,
[306]
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and New Hampshire was furnished witli'
its tirst mornint;- daily. Arrangements
were s<^(mi made for its dehvery in north
country towns, by means of a special
combination engine and car, which was
run up over the Concord and Montreal
railroad in the earh' morning, and op-
erated not only as a means for early
deli\er}- of the paper, but also as an
effective advertisement of the enterprise
of the company.
I remained an editor of the paper for
two xcars. during whicli time the nation-
al political campaign of 1880 was fought
out, ^\•ith Garfield and Hancock as the
respective leaders, and during which, as
some men now living will remember,
Gen. Hancock declared that the tariff
was a "local issue," which idea was
somewhat ridiculed at the time, but is
found to be pretty nearly correct, in view
of recent developments.
During my incumbency as editor an
agricultural department of the paper
was established, for which the services
of George R. Drake, now and for a long-
time past, secretary of the New Hamp-
shire state grange, were engaged as edi-
tor; also a household department, with
Mrs. Lydia A. Scott in charge. Mrs.
Scott had been prominent in club life
as one of the founders and active mem-
bers of the Shakespeare club of Man-
chester, one of the first woman's clubs
in the state, and in the work of the
Woman's Relief Corps, and was later on
the staff of the national president, Mrs.
John A. Logan. At last accounts she was
still living, at Floral Park, Long Island,
with her daughter, Mrs. Edward M.
Swasey.
While at Concord, in 1879, I had at-
tended with nn- family the Universalist
churcli. which was no longer function-
ing as a political jiartv annex, as it had
been at the time of my previous residence
there, but was a genuine religious insti-
tution, in charge of Rev. E. L. Conger,
who, however, soon left and became the
business manager oi Lombard univer-
sity in Illinois, then a promising Univer-
salist institution, but which subsequently
fell into a decline and was gathered up
practically by the Unitarians. From
here he went to California and became
pastor of the Universalist church at Pas-
adena, but died some years since.
On removing to Manchester we found
a church home at llie Lowell street Uni-
versalist churcli, where Rev. Luther F.
McKinney, who had been local corres-
pondent at Newfields of our Dover paper
had just become pastor. Mr. McKinney
was a strong preacher, with a powerful
resonant voice and striking personality.
He was a native of Ohio, and served in
an Ohio regiment in the Union arm\- in
the Civil War. He continued in the
pastorate here for several years but
finally went into politics as a Democrat,
was twice elected to congress and was
appointed L^. S. Minister to Columbia
by President Cleveland in 1893, serving
four years in that position. He was also
at one time, the Democratic candidate
for governor of the state, and was very
prominent in the fraternity of Odd
Fellows. He died several years ago.
while a resident of Maine, where he had
also been active in Democratic politics,
and at one time a candidate for congress
against the famous "Tom" Reed. He
had two sons, the oldest of whom, Frank
McKinney. now a prominent law\er in
New York city, is a graduj^te of St.
Lawrence university, where he was a
clas.smate of Owen D. Young.
Living in Manchester at this time, as
a near neighbor to Mr. McKinney was
the Rev. O. S. Baketel, who was for a
long time prominent in the New Hamp-
shire Methodist Conference, and subse-
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quently removed to New York. Another
prominent Methodist clergyman, Rev. A.
E. Drew, with whom we had become ac-
quainted while in Littleton, was station-
ed in Manchester while we were there.
But the outstanding preacher of the city
at that time was the Rev. William
Wayne Leavell, pastor of the First Bap-
tist church, who was not only a pulpit
orator of the first class, but a man of
striking personality, over six feet in
height, splendidly built, and most gra-
cious in manner. He was a southerner
bv birth and breeding, and was a son-in-
l?w of Senator George of Mississippi.
He soon left Manchester and returned
south.
Among the lawyers of Manchester at
this t'me. Daniel Clark, who had been
United States district judge as well as
United States senator and president pro
tern of the senate, stood preeminent, but
was about retiring from practice. The
firm of Morrison, Stanley and Clark,
comnosed of George W. Morrison, Clin-
ton W. Stanley and Lewis W. Clark, was
c^nsnic-'O'-s. Mr. Morrison, who had
been a Democratic congressman, was no
lonR"er in Drpctice. but had long been
Tu'^ge Daniel Clark's chief antagonist at
the bar. Both Stanley and Lewis W.
CIarl- later became judges in the state
court. Mr. Clark having been previously
attorney-general. Cyrus A. Sulloway,
known as the "Tall Pine of the Merri-
mack," wdio was later for many years a
member of congress, w^as just getting
into successful practice, and had as part-
ner Elijah M. Topliff, who was subse-
quently chairman of the Republican state
committee. Our acquaintance among the
lawyers of the city was not very extend-
ed, but we knew John L. Bickford, who
is still in practice there, though nearly
ninety years of age; but our most inti-
mate legal acquaintance was William
Little, native and historian of the town
of Warren, and later author of the his-
tory of Weare, who had a very success-
ful office practice, though not largely ap-
pearing in court. Mr. Little was an en-
thusiastic mountaineer, and in his com-
pany, at one time or another, we have
visited many New Hampshire moun-
tains, more notably Moosilauke, under
whose shadow he was born and reared.
We have a very distinct recollection of
a trip to Moosilauke we once took with
him, going up on foot through the Pem-
igewassett Valley, through the town of
Woodstock, in one section of which,
through which we passed, then entirely
grown up to forest, there had been a
school district with over 40 scholars,
where Mr. Little had taught school in his
youth. This was on the "back w^ay"
route to Moosilauke, and more romantic
than the ordinary route up the carriage
road from Warren which we have travel-
ed many times. But not matter how ap-
proached, the view from the summit is
the same—the most magnificent in New
England—surpassing by far, in beauty
and variety, that from Mount Washing-
ton. I
Another Manchester man, who had
been admitted to the bar late in life after
a distinguished career as a teacher in
Massachusetts, with whom w^e became in-
timately acquainted was Jo^iah G. Dear-
born, a native of the town of Weare,
who had been state treasurer under the
administration of Governor Weston, and
was postmaster of Manchester under
President Cleveland's last administra-
tion. He, also, was something of a
mountaineer and accompanied Mr. Little
and myself on some of our expeditions.
One of the most notable of these was
taken late one autumn season, when Mr.
Little, Mr. Dearborn, the late Judge
John M. Mitchell of Concord and my-
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self, visited Mr. Cardigan in the town of
Orange, going up to Canaan l)y tram,
and out to the "New Jerusalem" hotel,
near the base of the mountain, where
we stopped over night, and made an
earlv morning trip to the summit over-
looking Newfound lake, and a wide
range of territory in central New Hani})-
shire. It was a delightful \iew, hut not
so interesting as that which we obtained
from Kearsarge, which we stopped off
to visit on the wa\' down, making two
notable mountain ascents in the same day—a feat not often accomplished. Well,
our mountain climbing companions have
all "passed on," and may be ascending
grander heights in the world beyond the
stars, while we still cumber the earth!
Late in 1881, Mr. Hutchins retired
from the control of the Uiiiuii, turning
the same over to Dr. J. C. Moore, who
nourished both political and hnancial as-
pirations, and thought to promote th^^
same by newspaper connection. His first
step was to dispense with mv services as
editor, and nominal!}- assume the ])osi-
tion himself, though lie was no writer,
but could hire some one whose identity
could be concealed, which he proceeded
to do. He cut a "wide swath" in the
journalistic world for some time, got his
paper and himself into financial difficul-
ties, and finallv landed in the state
prison at Concord, where he remained
for some lime, but finally played sick and
got pardoned out, returning home to
Lake V^illage, where he remained in ob-
scurit}- for a while and finalh- died.
Left again without a job and a family
to support. I started a weekly paper,
called A't'tc Hampshire, to be devoted en-
tirely to business and industrial interests,
but after a few issues I found it likely to
be a failure, and, upon the advice of Col.
J(jhn B. Clarke of the Manchester Mir-
ror, discontinued the publication and
turned tlie list over to the CikAXiTE
Monthly, then in tlie hands of John
N. McClintock, to whom I had sold it
on my removal to Manchester in the fall
of 1871.
Fortunately for me. about this time Col.
Charles C. Pearson of the People and
Patriot at Concord, was having trouble
about getting an editor for that paper,
Mr. L. P). Brown, who had been serving
in tliat capacity, having finally failed
him; and, hearing of m\- non-employ-
ment, sought an inter\iew with me at the
station in Manchester, and the result was
that I was engaged as the editor of that
paper, at a better salary than I had be-
fore received, and soon found myself
and family back in the ca])ital city, in a
position that I was destined to occupy,
with some measure of success, at least,























The Old Amosheag Machine Shop
CONTRIBUTED
Chapter One
J^OCO.MOTIVES, GUXS AND StKAM V WW.
Engines Built There
H(
)\\ many recollections come to
the minds of the oVX timers
when something is said about
the "old big shop." It can be said with
truth and without fear cjf contradiction
that there was an immense aiiKJunt of
romance connected with the story (jf the
Amoskeag Machine Shop in its earlier
years, when the manufacture of locomo-
tives, guns, steam tire engines and many
other important kinds of machinery was
carried on there.
The need of a shop where the Amos-
keag Company could do their own re-
pairing, as well as making new machin-
ery had been apparent from tlie begin-
ning. In 1840, simultaneously with the
building of their first mill on the east
side of the Merrimack river, the Com-
pany erected a machine shop for new
work and repairing. This building, whicli
was 256 feet in length, 36 feet in width
and three stories high was located upon
a section of the lower canal. It had a
blacksmith shop at the north end of it
which measured 125 feet long by 36 feet
wide.
William A. Burke was appointed
agent and held this position until 1847
when he resigned and went to Lowell,
Mass. This position was then taken by
Oliver W. Bayley who held the place
until 1855, then going to the Manchester
Locomotive Works as agent. He was
succeeded by Cyrus W. Baldwin wluj
remained at the head of it until it was
placed under the supervision of Hon. E.
A. Straw.
Orders for machinery came in very
rapidly upon the completion of this first
shop and soon the need of a foundry be-
came very apparent, it having been
necessary to send to Chelmsford, Mass.,
for all the castings. So in 1842, the
Company constructed a foundry north
of the machine shop. Within four years
this building became iniuificient to meet
the demands and in 1848 what was
known as the "new f(jundry" was built.
120 feet long by 80 feet wide and one
story in height. This was larger than
the original building and was constructed
along improved lines.
This same year a new machine shop
was also liuilt, being 256 feet long, 40
feet wide and three stories in height.
This was erected a little to the west of
the other building and the two shops
connected by a l)ridge. This building
was known aJ the ''old back shop" and
was built on the bank of the river. A
l)lacksmith shop was erected at the north
of this building which measured 64 feet
long by 40 feet wide. During this period
it is stated, each mill had its own repair
department.
In 1853, a descrij)tion of the shop was
printed, written b_\- one John C. Moore.
In the course of this article he said :
"The machine shop of the Amoskeag
Company, unpretending in appearance
and entirely out of sight of all passers-
by and others even, unless led to enter
the }ar(l upon business or from curiosity,
formerly attracted little attention, as
being merely an appendage to the com-
pany's factor}- operations. Yet it has
ever been an establishment of impor-
tance, using immense quantities of raw
material, turning out a great amount of
[311]
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machinery and giving employment to a is distributed at the rates of from $40
large number of workmen and now to $75 per month. Some men average
under the judicious management of more than the hitter sum.
Oliver W. Bayley, Esq.. its agent, it has "After taking a hasty look at the
not only become a most important part iron and copper stores and at the out-
of the Amoskeag Company's establish- works connected with the main l)uild-
ment l)ut has gained a worldwide repu- ings in which lay the materials of their
tation for the excellence of its machin- internal strength I next was introduced
ery. into the moulding and smelting depart-
"The old machine shop, built in 1840, ment. Some heavy castings were under
answered all the purposes of the Com- preparatory arrangement and the fur-
pany until 1848 when they built another naces were puffing forth their volumes
machine shop and foundry, now known of heat which escaped from the boiling
as the 'New Machine Shop' and 'New metallic masses in their bosoms. Two
Foundrv.' This machine shop is 260 castings take place in one day
—
turning
feet in length, 40 feet in width and three out car wheels, cylinders, bars and blocks
stories in height; and the foundry is 120 of heavy proportions, besides the miscel-
feet in length, 80 feet in width and one lanea which are furnished to order
—
story in height. At this time the Com- some of them of very considerable spe-
pany commenced the manufacture of cific gravity.
locomotives,—and the experiment sue- "From thence I w^ent to the boiler and
ceeding beyond expectation they have tank shop. Here the boilers and loco-
from time to time, extended their works ; motive tenders are made. It happened
adding a 'Boiler Shop' in 1852, 200 feet to be the 'day after the fair' when I paid
in length and 40 feet in wddth ; a 'Tank my visit, on which account I am con-
Shop' 200 feet in length and 25 feet iii strained to be thankful; for the cy-
width; a 'Forge Shop' 200 feet in length clopean din was great enough, with but
and 36 feet in width; a "Paint Shop' 84 a few at work, to satisfy me of the truth
feet in length and 40 feet in width, all of the comparative saying—'as noisy as
one story in height; a hre proof 'Pattern a boiler maker.' I stood the hammering
House' 100 feet in length, 30 feet in in of one rivet like a martyr, and left,
width and three stories in height, and counting on my way back to the more
a 'Store Hous*.e' and 'Setting Up Shop,' peaceable regions, some ten or twelve
250 feet in length, 80 feet in width, a tenders in various stages of finish,
part two stories in height and a part one besides the furnaces and boilers of as
story in height. many locomotives."
"There is consumed at the works In the illustration presented herewith,
every year 2000 tons of pig iron, 800 one gets a very clear idea of how the
tons of bar iron and steel, 100 tons of various buildings looked. The one in
copper, 40 tons of brass castings, 250 the right foreground with the tall chim-
tons of boiler iron. 600 tons of Lehigh ney is the so-called "new foundry." The
coal, 600 tons of Cumberland (English) large three and one-half story building-
coal, 4000 bushels of charcoal. 4000 gal- at the left is the pattern house. Just
Ions of oil and 700 cords of wood. The to the west of this is the annealintr fur-
average sum paid as wages per month nace. To the south of the foundry is
is $12,000 which among the workmen seen a row of buildings with some chim-
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neys. This was one of the blacksmith
shops and in one of those Ijuildings was
the gun barrel rolling room during the
Civil war.
Directly to the east of this is shown
the main blacksmith shop. Then in the
center of the picture is shown the two
main shop buildings with their connect-
ing bridge. Beyond these and still fur-
ther to the south is shown the north
wing of No. 7 mill on the central division
and just beyond is old No. 5 mill. It
should be noted how the river swings in
toward the "old back shop." The land
upon which No. 9 mill on the central
division stands is mostly made land,
secured by filling in the river, as is the
land where the river dye house stands.
The east line of piers in No. 9 mill base-
ment is set upon the west foundation
wall of the "old back shop.' This wdl
serve to give anyone some idea of the
amount of reclaimed land. This view was
made about 1870. .
The machine shop at this time pre-
sented a very unpretending picture com-
pared with the neighboring premises
—
the Stark and Amoskeag mills—between
and in the rear of which it stood, look-
ing more like a series of adjunctive
buildings than an independent establish-
ment, so humble and quiet did it seem,
seen from the opposite side of the river.
Yet it had an infinity of productive
media within its walls, the machinery and
tools alone costing over $300,000.
A large proportion of the hands em-
ployed in the shop were engaged in the
construction of cotton carding machines
and other machinery connected with the
cotton industry. Here one man who
visited the plant in 1853 said he saw
"many men at work, like mere automa-
tons, feeding the various machines which
produce the several portions of the
power loom, the carding apparatus and
other minutiae of cotton machinery, with
their supplies of wood, iron, brass or
copper and laboring as easily as the clerk
at his desk or the author in his study,
but with this distinction, the mechanic
was not doling out his most intense men-
tal energy in proportion to the amount of
his work. Were it so required human
nature could not long meet the drain
which the demands of manufacturing
progress would entail upon it."
Another activity carried on in the old
"big shop" was the manufacture of tur-
bine water wheels. These were made
from a capacity of thirty up to one
thousand horse power. Cotton machinery
was made here every year sufficient to
equip a mill of at lea^t twenty thousand
spindles. Carpet machinery was aLo
built here. In 1844, N. S. Bean went to
the Amoskeag Machine Shop under \v ih
liam A. Burke and was employed es-
pecially in the building of Jacquard car-
pet looms. He later went to Lowell,
Mass., and set up some of this machinery
for the Lowell IManufacturing Company.
The two large cranes in the rear of the
present central division machine shop are
the same ones which were used at the
old "big shop." They have been repaired
from time to time and are kept constantly
in use. In 1857 the machine shop and
foundry kept about 800 hands busy. This
force fluctuated, the great panic of the
late fall of 1857 hitting so badly that the
force at the shop was cut down to only
fifty men. In those early days the ap-
prentice system was in use in the shop.
If a young man wished to learn the busi-
ness, he became an apprentice for three
years. For the first year his pay
was
fifty cents per day, the second year
it
was sixty-six and two-thirds cents per
day and the last year he was drawing the
large salary of eighty-three and one-third
cents per day.
Old Amoski:a(. Big Shop ix 1856
Old Amoskeag Big Shop in 1875
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In 1863, the McKay sewing machine
was perfected, and the "medium horn,"
upon which the shoe was placed while
being stitched, was brought to a success-
ful u:e by a man by the name of Mathes.
This invention made these machines ver\
popular and from 600 to 800 of them
were built in the old shop. With one
of these machines a shoe could be com-
pletely stitched in a few seconds. Rug-
gles printing presses were also built in
the shop here.
Chapter Two
Ste.'\.\[ Fire Engine Building
In 1857, the late Nathaniel S. Bean
was working as a locomotive machinist in
the Lawrence, Mass., machine shop.
There were then in that city, a number of
old-time hand tub fire engine companies.
Being somewhat interested in fire mat-
ters, Mr. Bean became a member of one
of the companies there.
Having thought and pondered over the
subject for some time, Air. Bean felt
that a better means of fire fighting could
be found and he wondered if steam could
not be used advantageously to that end.
Communicating his ideas to one Thomas
Scott, a fellow mechanic of considerable
ingenuity, together they managed tO' con-
struct in the winter of 1857 and 1858,
the first steam fire engine ever built in
New England, which they named the
"Lawrence."
The machinery was nowhere in sight
as it was encased in wood, which covered
the working parts completely except the
balance wheels. It had a running board
similar to a locomotive that went from
the boiler straight around the frame, for
the engineer to walk on. The machine
weighed about four tons.
This machine was sent to Boston
where it took part in a great test on
Boston Common on August 31 and
September 1, 1858, competing with three
other engines. They were the Reamie
and Neafie, of Philadelphia, Pa. ; the G.
M. Bird, of East Boston; and the Hinck-
ley and Drury, of Boston. The Bean ma-
chine was ;uperior in its boiler and
pump, but in the general arrangement
the Philadelphia machine was the better.
The Bean machine was awarded the
second prize of $300.00, the first prize
going to the machine from Philadelphia.
Boston finally purchased the Bean ma-
chine for $3,500.00.
This machine was in active service
until 1862, when it was discarded. It
was afterwards sold to the Norway Iron
Works, of South Boston, and was used
for pumping purpo:es, but was finally
broken up. It can be said with truth
that neither Mr. Bean nor his companion
had ever seen any early engine of this
kind and they worked entirely on their
own ideas.
In 1859 Mr. Bean came to this city
and entered the employ of the Amoskeag
Manufacturing Company in the old "big
shop" where he designed and built the
first two Amoskeag steam fire engines,
known as the Amoskeag No. 1, and the
"Machigonne." The first engine, Amos-
keag No. 1, was of what might be termed
the mongrel type. It was tested on Jul}"
4, 1859, raising steam and playing two
streams to the height of 203 feet in
seven minutes from the time of lighting
the fire.
This engine was later purchased by
the city of Manchester at a cost of
$2000. It continued in service until Oct-
ober, 1876, when it was replaced by a
new engine, and the old one was sold
to a lumber company in Canada. This
first engine was a rotary pump engine,
that is, instead of having a plunger pump
as the later Amoskeag engine did it was
equipped with a rotary apparatus which
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threw water by centrifugal force. The
pump always had to be primed and this
was the cause of more or less delay.
The advent of Amoskeag No. 1
caused a most profound stir in fire de-
partment circles. The conservatives held
to the old hand machines and looked up-
on the steamer as a useless innovation.
They prophesied all sorts of failure for
it and hailed the first alarm of fire as an
opportunity to show the overshadowing
merits of the hand tub. The first alarm
called the apparatus down in the vicinity
of the locomotive works.
An immense crowd turned out to wit-
ness the test. Of course there could
be but one result and the "new innova-
tion" was hauled back to its quarters an
easy winner. It had been said that there
was a conspiracy on that night to push
the newfangled machine into the canal,
but many such traditions have come
down to the present day.
Mr. Bean then entered upon the super-
intendence of the manufacture of
these engines as a part of the regular
product of the Amoskeag Manufactur-
ing Company. Up to 1860 ten of these
rotary engines had been built and sold
to various cities and in the year 1865,
one more was turned out of the shops
and sold to the city of Fall River, Mass.
Some time previous to 1860, Mr. Bean
had designed his famous piston pump,
sometimes called a plunger pump, and
this design was first applied to the
eleventh engine built, known as the "Fire
King" No. 2 and sold to the city of
Manchester, in 1860. This style of
pump was to overcome the unremediable
defects of the rotary pump. It was a
double engine as to steam cylinders and
piston pumps.
The Amoskeag Manufacturing Com-
pany then caused to be issued in Mr.
Bean's name, letters patent on this pump
and for more than fifty years this pump,
although made in many forms to meet
particular circumstances, retained to the
end all the essential features designed by
Mr. Bean.
Lighter engines being desired by some
cities, this was followed by the "Single
Round Tank" engine, the first of which
was sold to the city of Troy, N. Y., in
18i0; and still later the famous "Single
U-Tank" engine, the first of which was
delivered to the city of Manchester, in
1860, under the name of "E. W. Har-
rington, No. 3." A still lighter engine
being desired the third class "Single
Harp Tank" engine was designed, made
and delivered to the city of New York,
in 1861.
Tliis latter engine created such a favor-
able impression in New York that an en-
gine of the same general style Init larger
was demanded, and this led to the build-
ing of the second class "Single Harp
Tank" engine, the first of this style being
delivered to the city of Hartford, Conn.,
in 1861. The next style was known as
a first class "Single Harp Tank" engine,
the first of this style going to the city
of Concord, in 1862.
This was followed by another style
known as the second class "Double
Straight Frame" engine, the first one of
this style going to New York City, in
1866. These engines had one defect
however and that was the inconvenience
experienced in turning around on the
road. This led to the design of the
"crane-neck frame," which permitted the
front wheels, when turning, to swing un-
der the frame, so the engine could be
turned completely around in a space not
greater than its own length.
This improvement, strangely enough,
was not patented by the Amoskeag, and
proving to be very valuable, it was quite
generally copied by other builders of
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steam fire engines. The first engine hav- 1874 four engines were ordered with the
ing this improvement was sold to tlie improved motive power on both wheels—
city of Boston, in 1870. a great improvement over the one for-
In 1867 steam fire engine 225 was in merly used by Engine Company No. 20.
process of construction in the shops of Tliese engines were known as the steam
the Amoskeag corporation and merely propellers and were run by Engine Com-
as an experiment, it was fitted to propel panics Nos. 32, 11 and 8 with varying
itself. As a result of that experimental success. They were unreliable in winter
engine another self-propellor, numbered because they would slip on the icy pave-
203, was built under the supervision of ments and become unmanageable. The
Nehemiah S. Bean, the mechanical tiller was not always efifective in passing
superintendent of the Amoskeag Com- over a frosty place. The steam propel-
pany. This engine was looked upon as a lers were also objectionable on ac-
wonder. and it was shown all al)0ut the count of their frightening horses, which
countrw would never take to them on crowded
In November, 1872, the memorable thoroughfares and they caused many
Boston fire broke out and aid was asked runaways. They were finally altered and
of Manchester. The Amoskeag Com- used with horses."
pany sent down the horseless engine and The following clipped from the En-
it did such good work at that big fire that gmeering and Mining Journal of Novem-
the city of Boston purchased it. ber, 1872, might be interesting to many
Hugh Bonner, an old time chief of people : "During the time when the New
the New York fire department in an ar- Yorkers were thrown, not upon tlieir
tide on "Fire Fighting" published "beam ends,' but upon their natural and
several years ago has the following to say proper ends, for the means of locomo-
about the Amoskeag Horseless Engine : tion, a self-propelling steam tire engine
"Directly after the Boston Fire we ob- made its appearance in the streets, and
tained from that city an engine which after a few trials of its running powers,
had been used there during the great was put to work in the ordinary service
conflagration and which was known as of the Fire Department. During a late
the horseless engine. This was fitted up fire it stood in front of our office, on
with machinery, connecting with one which occasion we had an opportunity
wheel which propelled the engine of examining its construction. It is
through tlie streets. It was operated by made b\- the Amoskeag Manufacturing
our company for years, ver}- success- Company of Manchester, N. H., and
fully, although in a crude stage and was differs in no way from the ordinary en-
known as the first of its kind ever con- gines made by that company and in use
structed. It was made by the Amoskeag all over the country, except in the self-
Manufacturing Company of Manchester, propelling attachment, which is applied
New Hampshire. It was very service- in a very simple manner,
able at the time, as our horses were "The driving wheel shaft is length-
scarcely able to stand, owing to the epi- ened sufficiently to carry a small drum,
demic of epizootic then raging through- nearly in a line with one of the rear
out the cit>- and this company so equip- wheels. To this wheel a large drum is
ped could reach fires much sooner tlian bolted or cast on, and is moved l)y a
those operating with such horses. In chain from the driving shaft. This ap-
Old Amoskeag Sti;.\m Firf. Encine No. 1
Amoskeag Steam Fire Engine, No. 447, Built for Detroit, .Mich.
First Engine to Have the Differential Gear as a Part of the
Driving ^Mechanism.
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paratus is applied to only one of the
wheels, in order to allow the machine lo
make, without inconxenience, those short
curves which are inevitable in crowded
streets and at corners. Tt has proved to
be amply sufficient for the work. We
saw the engme running down Fifth
avenue one evening, and could not but
notice the ease wnth which the engineer
steered it and controlled its speed. The
latter was changed twice in running half
a block, and the rapidity with which a
change from fast to slo\\- motion was
made was really surprising. The side-
walks were lined with lookers-on, who
expressed a good deal of gratification
at the certainty of having one fire engine
which no horse disease could disable.
"A test of this New York machine's
powers was made on Thursday. It is
well known tliat the high French roofs
are thought to have aided the progress
of the flames both in Chicago and New
York, and the chief engineer was anx-
ious to ascertain the ability of the
engine in throwing to the roof of some
of our high buildings. The highest, or
one of the highest structures in New^
York, is the Equitable Life Insurance
Building, and the engine ran down there.
The circumstances were not in favor of
the engine, as the water at the hydrant
had but seven pounds pressure.
"Fifteen lengths of rubber hose of
2y2 inches in diameter, inside measure-
ment, were stretched a distance of 750
feet to the top of the cupola of the
Equitable Insurance Building, at Broad-
way and Cedar Street, at an altitude of
116 feet from the sidewalk. Through
this great length of hose, to which was
attached a pipe 1^ inches in diameter, an
effective stream of water was projected
to a height of about 150 feet above the
cupola, or 266 feet above the surface of
the street. The greatest pressure of
steani upon the boiler indicated during
the test was 100 pounds to the square
nich, and the extreme water pressure
upon the hose was 190 pounds to the
square inch.
"Several trials through the same and
less quantities of hose, with the pipe in
the street, were made subsequentb,-,
copious streams being thrown vertically
from the street to the tops of surround-
ing buildings, which were also complete-
I\- (h-enched at great distances by oblique-
and horizontal streams. The boiler of
the engine is of sufficient strength to
withstand a steam pressure of 140
pounds to the square inch, but it was not
deemed necessary to make a test under
such high pressure. This trial sufficient-
ly demonstrated the ability of the ma-
chine to throw cold water on an\- roof in
the cit}' in still weather.
"The propelling gear is thrown out of
action while the machine is at a stand-
still, by simply dropping a pin through
the links of the driving chain. The
steering gear has a different and better
arrangement than in the old engines. A
chain wound around two drums, placed
on the forward axle close to the wheels,
is also wound around the shaft of a
steering wheel, and the whole apparatus
is worked like an ordinary railway brake.
It operates in the best manner, and the
driver has complete control of the en-
gine's course. Altogether, the Amoskeag
Company have produced a very neces-
sary and useful machine, and cities will
probably conclude tliat it is absolutely
necessary to have a certain proportion of
these self-propellors in their service."
The self-pr(}pelling Amo.skeag steam
fire engine, Lafayette 1. of which a very
fine engraving is given herewith had a
most interesting histor\-. It was cata-
logued as No. 447, double crane-necked
frame and was delivered to the citv of
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Detroit, Mich., for which it was buih, Mr. Bean, having other matters on
in December, 1873, his mind at that time did not give any
Previous to the building of this engine particular attention to this suggestion
the driving mechanism of the self-pro- and did not even learn the gentleman's
pellers was of somewhat crude design, name, but after his return to Manches-
being a double chain drive from each ter he came to the conclusion that the
end of the main shaft to each rear wheel, i^g^ ^vas worth looking into. There
It was found, however, that the engines happening to be in stock at the store-
could propel themselves fairly well in a
straight line, but considerable difficulty
was experienced in turning sharp cor-
ners. Later it was found that the en-
gines were more manageable and could
be fairly well steered when being driven
from the right-hand rear w^heel only,
and the single chain drive was applied to
several self-propellers, one of which was
finally located in Boston and another in
New York where it met with much
favor.
house several of these compounds, be-
longing to speeders, one of them was
brought to the office and a long exam-
ination and discussion of this suggestion
took place between Ex-Gov. Straw and
Superintendent N. S. Bean, the upshot
of which was that Mr. Bean gave orders
to his assistant constructor to go ahead
and see what could be done with it.
At that time the Lafayette No. 1
was under construction in the shops for
the city of Detroit and wlien it had
On a business trip to New York City been designed should be of the same
in 1873, Superintendent N. S. Bean met
a gentleman who casually inquired of or
suggested to him, that the self-propel-
ling engines would be greatly improved
by incorporating into their driving gear
a "compound" such as is generally used
on cotton speeders in cotton mills, claim-
ing that by this addition the power
would be applied to both driving wheels
and that when turning corners these two
driving wheels would be automatically propelling engine had been immensely
general style as the engine in New York
except that it was to a "crane-necked
frame."
It was decided to make the experiment
upon this engine. Many alterations were
required to apply this device, but in due
time the engine was completed and on
trial it was proven that the s^uggestion of
the gentleman in New York city was
true in every particular and that the self-
driven at varying speeds without any
material loss of power.
This "compound" or "differential
gear" as it is called, was originally in-
vented bv Mr. Aza Arnold and applied
improved. All such engines afterwards
made were equipped with tliis valuable
device.
It is a matter of general public interest
at this time, when the automobile is in
to cotton speeders in South Kingston, such general use, that there are probably
Rhode Island in 1822. Mr. Arnold, no automobiles manufactured but what
however, took no action towards having are equipped with this "differential
the idea patented until January 7, 1823.
A model was made and taken to Eng-
land, unknown to him, in 1825, and it
was quickly seized upon there, being pat-
ented in that country by Mr. Henr}'
Holdswortli. in 1826.
gear." differing somewhat in form maybe
but essentially the same mechanical de-
vice and applied for the same purpose
as that on this Detroit engine. This was
undoubtedly the first instance of its ap-
plication to wlieeled vehicles and it was
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fully covered by letters patent granted
to Mr. Bean, December 22, 1874.
Up to 1877 there had been sold, made
and delivered 523 engines of the various
styles and classes when Amoskeag Man-
ufacturing Company transferred the en-
tire steam fire engine business tO' the
Manchester Locomotive Works. This
company conducted the business success-
fully for many years and finally sold the
patent rights to the International Power
Company of Providence, R. I.
During the time the Amoskeag Man-
ufacturing Company built the steamers
they became general favorites, and they
were not only sold in all the principal
cities in this country, but to others in
all parts of the world, among which ma}-
be mentioned Amoor, Russia ; Arecjuipa,
Chili, S. A. ; London, England ; London,
Province of Ontario
; Lima, Peru, S. A. ;
Sidney, New South Wales; Shanghai,
China
; Yokohoma, Japan ; and to many
other distant places.
The Amoskeag Manufacturing Com-
pany built, in 1871, a first size steam
fire engine called the Governor Fairfield,
for the citv of Saco. Me- On the sixth
of May, 1882, the chief engineer of the
fire department of that city showed his
committee on fire department what an
Amoskeag engine could do. The sterm-
er was set at the river with cold water
in the boiler. The engine was started
on forty pounds of steam, playing a
splendid fire stream, and in nine minutes,
fifteen seconds, one hundred pounds of
steam were registered and \he engine
was blowing ofif and continued to do s-o
through the trial, while a Silsby in nine
minutes, thirty seconds had twent}'-
one pounds of steam only.
The longest recorded distance a fire
engine ever threw a stream of water
according to all authentic records which
could be found bv the writer after a
careful research, seems to be due to
former "Engine Six" (now Engine
Two) of Cambridge, Mass. This engine
is an extra first size Amoskeag, and
when delivered to the city by the manu-
facturers, was tested at Fresh Pond. At
the test the engine played a stream of
water three hundred and eighty-one feet,
f(jur and one half inches, which play im-
mediately gave to the engine the name of
"Big Six," by w^hich it was always
known until transferred to its new sta-
tion.—From "Bucket Brigade to Flying
Squadron."
On the night of the 10th of January,
when the flames were raging with their
utmost fury through the fallen ruins of
the Pemberton Mills, at Lawrence,
Mass., and the Washington Mills,
together with other buildings, being in
great danger, Mayor Saunders, of that
city, deeming the force of the firemen
present insufficient, forwarded a dis-
patch to Manchester, N. H., for assist-
ance. The call was nobly responded to.
By orders of Chief Engineer Hunt, the
'Amoskeag' was sent. The dispatch was
received about half-past twelve. No
engine was in readiness at Manchester,
and a dispatch was sent to Lawrence for
one. An engine was started from Law-
rence, went to Manchester, took a train
with the steamer, its horses and com-
pany, and a carload of firemen, and re-
turned, accompanied by Mayor Harring-
ton and a part of the engineers. In just
two hours and eight minutes from the
time the telegram was received, the
'Amoskeag' was at Lawrence, playing
four streams of water upon the fire. The
distance is twenty-six miles, making
fifty-two miles traversed by the locomo-
tives, which, with the loading and un-
loading of the machine is remarkable
time. Even amid so much terror and
confusion, its arrival at the ruins was
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greeted with enthusiasm. And the fire-
men, who were nearly worn out wi'di
exhaustion, welcomed it with hearty
cheers. It remained at Lawrence during
the greater part of the next day, doing
good service at the ruins.
This engine was built for the city of
Manchester by the Amoskeag Manu-
facturing Company, under the direction
of N. S. Bean, Esq. It is the first one
of its own peculiar kind, though many
are being made by the Company now,
and for lightness and time of firing up is
unequalled. Weighing when empty five
thousand five hundred pounds, it is
easily drawn by two horses, and wiP
carry fuel sufficient to feed four or five
hours. She will fire up and play two
streams in less than four minutes from
lighting the match ; can get up steam as
well while running as while standing.
On one occasion she fired up and had
two streams through four hundred feet
of hose each in three minutes and forty
seconds, drafting her own water. She
will throw four seven-eighth incl-i
streams through one hundred and fifty
feet of leading hose each, horizontal]}' :
will throw one and one- fourth incli
stream two hundred and fortv feet.
These machines are being made as
fast as the Company can get them out
and sent to various parts of the country ;
already have they gone to Maine, Mass-
achusetts, Rhode Island, Illinois and
other places
—
bidding fair to take first
rank among the steam fire engines
throughout the country. —From an old
paper of 1860.
The illustration printed herewith gives
a good view of old Amoskeag No. 1, the
first steam fire engine to be built by the
Amoskeag Manufacturing Company.
This first engine of what might be
termed a mongrel type, was designed
and buik in 1859, under the direct
supervision of Nathaniel S. Bean. It
was tested on July 4, 1859, raising steam
and playing two streams to the height of
203 feet in seven minutes from the time
of lighting the fires. It was a rotary
pump engine, that is, instead of having
a plunger pump as the modern Amos-
keag of later types did, it was equipped
with a rotary apparatus which threw
the water by centrifugal force. The
pump always had to be primed and this
was the cause of more or less delay.
{To be continued)
New Hampshire and Michigan
JESSE H. FARWELL
(By an Occasional Contributor)
NEW
HAMPSHIRE has fur-
nished more men who ha\e
made an impress for good upon
the nation'> Hfe, in official, professional,
educational and industrial capacities,
than an_\- other state in the Union in
proportion to population, or even irre-
spective of the same.
of any other man, the University of
Michigan owes its existence, and, in later
years, another New Hampshire man,
Harr\- B. Hutchins. born in Lisbon,
held rank among the great presidents of
that institution. John S. I*>arry. native
of Amherst, was tlie onl_\' man e\er three
times elected governor of the state.
A president of the United States, a Zachariah Chandler, native of Bedford,
chief justice and several associate jus- succeeded Lewis Cass as United States
tices of the supreme court; numerous senator and was secretary of the interior
members of the cabinet; irovernors of in the cabinet of President Grant. He
states from Maine to California; sen- it was who w^as the leading spirit when
ators and representatives in congress ; the Republican party was formed as a
judges of federal and state courts all national organization, "Under the oaks,"
over the Union; college presidents and at Jackson, Mich. Joseph Estabrook,
other eminent educators; lawvers and native of Bath, was principal of the state
physicians of note; captains of industry
and leaders in "big business," born in
New Hampshire, have gone out into
other parts of the land and made im-
perishable records in their respective
fields of activity.
But while many states in the L^nion
have been favored by the aid of New
Hampshire-l)orn life, energy and ability,
normal school at Ypsilanti, and subse-
(juentlv state superintendent
of ])ublic
instructi(jn. JeiTerson T. Thurber,
native of Unity, and Sullivan M. Cut-
cheon, born in Pembroke, were speak-
ers of the Michigan house of represen-
tatives; while William Graves, born in
South Hampton, was secretary of state.
Oliver L. Spaulding, native of Jaiifrey
it is safe to say that IVIichigan, more Bryon M. Cutcheon of Pembroke,
and
than any other, has profited therebv. The
first great governor and L^^nited States
senator of that state, Lewis Carr, wh.o
later served in the cabinet in more than
one capacity, and was his party's can-
didate for president, was born in the
town of E.xeter; while the first chief jus-
tice of the supreme court of the state,
William A. Fletcher, w^as a native of
Plymouth and the first state superintend-
ent of public instruction, and reall\- the
first officer of the kind in the Union.
John D. Pierce was born in Chesterfield,
N. H. To his efi:'orts, more than those
Charles C. Comstock of Sullivan were
Michigan representatives in congress.
Alfred Russell, native of Plymouth,
was long a leader of the Detroit bar;
while James F. Joy. another Detroit law-
yer, born in Durham. X. H. engaged in
railroading, built the Michigan Central
Railroad, the Chicago, Burlington
and
Ouincy, and other great lines, promoting
the development of the West. B.ut
the
most remarkable man in some respects
who went out from New Hampshire and
made his home in ^Michigan, was James
H. Farwell, the pioneer in the freighting
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business on the Great Lakes, whose com-
merce now exceeds in tonnage that of the
nation's Atlantic trade, to whose career
we now refer in brief.
Jesse H. Farwell was born at North
Charlestown, N. H., January 22, 1834,
the son of George and Aurilla Farwell.
On his mother's side he was a direct de-
scendant of Priscilla Mullins of May-
flower fame, and, on another line, of
Ethan Allen. At sixteen years of age
he went out from the old farm, with
$10.00 in his pocket, a parting gift from
his father, to make his way in the world.
Going to Buffalo, N. Y. he engaged to
work for an uncle at $25 for the first
year. Here he remained until twenty-
one years of age, when he made his way
over the lake to Detroit, where, upon
the morning of his arrival, w^hen walk-
ing out before breakfast, he made a deal
to go into partnership with a stranger,
which partnership continued several
years successfully, doing a general con-
tracting business.
For many years Mr. Farw^ell and his
partners did all the paving in the city
of Detroit, and much of that in other
cities of the state. They also constructed
the bulk of the sewage system of the
city of Buffalo, N. Y., with its difficult
outlet into the Niagara river. In con-
nection with his son, George Farwell,
whom he had taken into partnership, he
built Section B, the largest and longest
section of the aqueduct tunnels for the
water supply of New York city, other-
wise known as the Croton Aqueduct, em-
ploying the labor of 1500 men for more
than three years in the work. Subse-
quently they did the earth and rock
work for the government locks at Sault
Ste. Marie, Michigan, the same being the
largest in the world.
For man}- years ]Mr. Farwell was, b}'
 
far, the largest individual owner of
freight craft on the Great Lakes, owning
about a dozen boats in all and continuing
in the business until a few years before
his death. He was a successful specu-
lator in many lines, and never met with
failure. Among other enterprises he
engaged largely in the manufacture of
pianos and organs, both in Detroit and
Canada. He had many well-selected real
estate holdings in Detroit, and was in-
strumental in effecting various improve-
ments in municipal conditions. He took
special interest in the improvement of
the water-ways connecting the Great
Lakes, and did a large amount of the
work involved himself. His interest ex-
tended to national aft'airs, and he served
on several committees carrying on the
early investigation concerning the Pan-
ama and Nicaragua canal projects.
The Farwell school, a fine granite
building, at North Charlestown, was
given l)y him as a donation, promoting
the future welfare of his native place,
and it stands as a fitting monument to
his memory. He was a LTniversalist in
rel'gion, a Democrat in politics, and a
member of the society of Sons of the
American Revolution.
He was an ardent lover of nature, and
for relaxation he w^as wont to go each
year, in the fall, back to his old home
among the New -Hampshire hills and
spend a month or two riding and driving
amidst the beautiful scenery. It was in
the midst of this .''cenic beauty that he
died, at Bretton Woods in September
1905, leaving a w-idow, a daughter and
the son. George Farwell, who was his
partner, and successor in business.
Among the great "captains of indus-
try" in this country, w-hen the extent and
importance of operations carried on is
considered, no man can hold higher rank
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The experience gained in highway matter it would be more surprising than
construction on a large scale, undertaken otherwise if political influence did not
in New Hampshire this year, for the liave a part in any governmental under-
first time, will be valuable in formulating taking, whether hastily or maturely con-
plans for future highway building op- sidered. ]jut on the whole when the
erations. As Representative George H highway construction for this season is
Duncan of Jaffrey, one of the legislative completed. New Hampshire will have a
leaders in recent sessions, stated, the goodly number of miles more of good,
highway department had to work quickly durable, hard-surfaced roads in place of
after the eight million dollar bond issue the same number of miles of very bad
was autliorized to figure on this admin- roads. That there will still be many
istration's allotment of the bond money miles of highway in poor condition goes
in order to forestall tlie inevitable polit- without question but tlie answer to that
ical pressure for a slice of the mone}'. is the highways had been allowed to get
Haste, of course, is never conducive 1o into such a run-down condition, it was
the best quality in planning or in work- impossible to catch up in a single year's
ing, hence it is altogether natural that top-speed construction. There may be
mistakes were made. And after the ground for criticism of the laying down
highway department officials had mapped of a two years' program in such haste,
out their ideas, the program had to go particularly if that program is an iron-
before the Governor and Council for clad arrangement, as has been intimated,
their approval, where alterations had to New Hampshire winters are most un-
be made to meet the exigencies of their certain in their performances on roads.
notions, and the continuing necessity of Iwen well built roads, that is of the old
haste suggested by Mr. Duncan without type, which have been thought good for
doubt caused snap judgment rather than several more years have been disclosed
carefully studied reasoning to prevail, in the spring, after a series of thaws and
And, in spite of the haste the probability freezes, to be a complete mess, and in
is that political influence did creep into view of that it will be passing strange if
the proceedings and sway the decisions the highway department and the Gover-
to a greater or lesser extent. For that nor and Council, next spring do not find
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themselves confronted witli a numlier of
highway problems not taken into their
plans last winter when they were plan-
ning for the two years' spending of the
bonds. In such a contingency a hard and
fast program would force a draft on
emergency funds if a thorough-going
reconstruction job was done, or in case
of make- shift repairs there would be in-
roads on the regular highway mainten-
ance funds. It would seem, in view of
the great uncertainty as to how New
Hampshire roads will weather our rigor-
ous winters, there should be a consider-
able degree of flexibility in most highway
programs.
* * *
New Hampshire very likely has its
fair proportion of law violations, but
considered in connection with the stories
of crime of sut^cient importance to tind
its way into the news services from all
sections of the country and filling col-
umns of space in practically every issue
of our newspapers. New Hampshire law-
breakers for the most part must be
classed as comparatively petty offenders.
Few crimes of violence are committed
in this state when the prevalence of such
crimes in other states is taken into con-
sideration. Thievery likewise in New
Hampshire is small calibered stufl:' com-
pared with the hauls made elsewhere.
The New Hampshire papers, now and
then, will give big headlines to law-
breaking, but it seems mainly to have to
do with the activities of federal and state
prohiljition officers or local police chas-
ing bootleggers, or state and local police
getting after reckless or heedless auto-
mobile drivers. Take the general run of
prohibition law enforcement that is
played up in the papers. To read the
headlines one gathers the impression that
a round-up of speakeasies is of a sen-
sational nature
; that is to say reading the
headlines of the raids gives one that idea.
But when, if one does, the court pro-
ceedings are followed up, it is found that
a pint, or a few quarts of beer or hard
stuff has been s'eized and the lower court
judge figures fines ranging from $25 to
$100 are adequate. Usually the offenders
are sent along to the Federal court wliere
somewhat stift'er fines are imposed. With
rare exceptions, tlie bootleggers caught
are very small fry. And the bulk of
automobile delinquents are heedless or
self-important persons who fail to obey
local traffic regulations relating to Stop
signs and parking restrictions. These
draw small fines. The worst traffic law
violators are the drunken drivers and
while there are too many of these for
comfort, as a matter of fact, they com-
prise a relatively small number. The
evidence of increasing severity of punish-
ment for this class of drivers should
have a tendency to impel more caution.
We do not contend that New Hampshire
is a flawless state, but compared with
others we are not so l^ad as we might be.
Charles E. Dickerman—An Appreciation
ALIDA TRUE DICKERMAN
O ye grove! "Cathedral pines!"
Ye fell, these many years !
And only as New Hampton can recall
That majestic towering line
May we, in the vortex of a new genera-
tion tost—
See on your hillside's growth of tama-
rack and growing pine
limitations of age as regards years one
must needs turn to the records of vital
statistics to learn in what year his birth
occurred. It is more or less true and
we learn it in after years that life does
tend to grow heavy when too great stress
is laid upon the marking of anniver-
saries. Mr. Dickerman never felt the
The strength and beauty of a grandeur weight of years.
lost. An idealist, responsive, eager to serve,
charitable to the erring and unworthy,
A.*=;
ONE looks across the sheen of sympathetic to the sorrowing, stimulat-
the Dickerman pond in which ing to those conditions meriting advance-
-
lies reflected yon expanse of ment, financially relieving the unfortu-
growing pines which we like to call the nate investor who chanced to be his
Dickerman Memorial, one is strangely friend, gracious in his hospitalit\-,
moved to recount in a singularly sympa- youthful with the young and all that one
thetic manner those personal character-
istics of a man which so endeared Mr.
Dickerman to his friends. Under the
tropical skies of Florida, in June time,
in rose time, when our own homeland of
the north was firmly encrusted in snow
and ice, the gentle soul of a lover of the
beautiful, of bird and flower, passed ow.
Charles E. Dickerman, fish culturist
could wish as a friend, tabulates brielly
a list of graces not often bestowed upon
one person.
Mr. Dickerman was a great lover of
folks. No one traveling the length and
breadth of F'lorida with him could fail
in appreciating to what large degree this
was a fact, as he fountl continual jo\' in
the interchange of thought with all w lio
and pioneer in the field of brook trout crossed his patli. Indeed, several times
propagation in this country, one time ;i he left the beaten track Id locate a little
grower of violets and chrysanthemums camp home where he had learned was to
for the i'cjston market, a Maryland hotel
keeper for a brief period and a resident
of New Hampton, N. H., for fifty years,
with the exception of the lapses noted,
died in New Smyrna, Fla., at "The
Palms Hotel—on the Dixie," Februar\-
23, 1929, and burial occurred at Mt.
Auburn Cemetery, Cambridge, Mass.,
the 29th.
Mr. Dickerman, the second S(jn oi
George H. Dickerman, a successful box
manufacturer of Boston, was born in
Stoughton, Mass., and in view of the
fact that his nature did not recognize the That very
[:>27]
be found distress and straitened circum-
stances, and wherein lived a brave little
couple challenging a situation following
not only in the wake of the hurricane,
but one which came out from the more
deadly maelstrom succeeding the Florida
boom.
He saw from a camp cottage, one
morning, three little urchins starting off
for school neat and tidy in their over-
all uniforms barefooted as in Whittier's
time, brave and cheerful, as were their
young parents. "Cheerful" did I say?
nig-ht came the dreadful
Charles E. Dickermax
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freeze whicli took their cucumber crop,
and witli it tlie last hope of returnin^^'
north that _\ear, where their parents were
kept rehgicnisl}- ignorant as to their
financial needs and suffering. It was
after witnessing one of these human
pictures that we remarked that not only
on the battlefield is to be found sucli a
type of heroism as must be felt con-
structively, during" the coming" years.
Such experiences shall prove to be,
through the power of ballasting midst
adverse conditions, the stabilizing of
those foundation principles which shall
make more secure the new Florida of
the future.
It was beside the log fire at his New
Hampton home, however, that Mr. Dick-
erman's cliarm was most warmingly felt.
He was ever gathering groups of friends
about him. The usual morning saluta-
tion would be followed, in the later
years, by something like this, "What is
the program for the day? Shall we have
friends in to dinner? Shall we play cards
this evening in groups or better still
can we not drive over the Ashland hills
to visit our friends who are so closelv
confined at home doing the w^orld's
work in supplving us the needful things
for our table?"
He found a special joy in visiting a
certain home on Gordon Hill, where
thev, bv reason of also being kept close
to the attractive farm home were not
able to visit him. so "Whv should I not
go to them?" This spirit was charac-
teristic of the man. He was glad always
to include in his day's program some
event which would mean joy to a friend.
Rich indeed were these contacts, inspir-
ing to a large degree that couratre which
would override chronic frailty and
sufifering. His friends were seldom
allowed to realize his indispositions.
Nine years ago Mr. Dickerman sold
the private fish hatcherv to the state of
New Hampshire that it might be perpet-
uated as a memorial to the Dickerman
family. This estate consists of several
liundreds of acreage with one of the
most perfectly protected brooks to the
river that can be found, forty deeds
having been acquired at an expense of
sixty thousand dollars to get this brook
and stream protection. The entire estate
with the dam construction and pools cost
one hundred thousand dollars.
During the days when C. E. Dicker-
man actively worked the hatcheiy he
supplied the mountain houses of New
Hampshire and Vermont each morning
with these speckled beauties fresh on ice.
The writer recalls the story as told by
Dr. True, how as a little boy he used
to catch the little trout which were to
be found so plentifully in the brook on
the True farm in Holderness, N. H.. and
how he found great pleasure in taking
the trip across the foothills to the Dick-
erman hatchery where he "sold his fish."
It was his first notable bit of financier-
ing.
In previous years Mr. Dickerman was
very active in Grange circles, both
Pomona, as lecturer and the local unit
where, as I recall it, he served as master
and also lecturer. A friend reminds me
that he also led in a highly successful
manner for several seasons in New
Hampton a Chatauqua course in litera-
ture. This was at a time when such
service meant much to the cultural life
of a rural community.
Mr. Dickerman, during a brief two
years' residence at St. Johnsbur}-, Vt.,
became affiliated with Palestine Com-
mandery, Order of Masons.
Mr. Dickerman was an experienced
traveler. He visited in a comprehensive
way. Mexico and California, and later
he with his wife, Mrs. Stella Dickerman,
whose death occurred five years ago,
visited California again and took at
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varying periods several attractive cruises
to the tropics and judging from later
and lesser ocean voyages, those of more
educational interest must have been most
enriching and fruitful of enduring
friendships as later contacts proved.
The loss in 1901 of his fifteen year old
daughter, Mabel, then a most natural
and accomplished musician, just at the
close of her graduation, was a stagger-
ing blow which colored his later years.
His delight was in her music, and friends
who knew him best and were conscious
of his thirst for the best in music in later
life never doubted its source. His sense
of loss in this sad experience was ex-
pressed through a singularly sympathetic
attitude toward life and thus again we
see the rich compensations that grow
out of grief through family bereavement.
Mr. Dickerman's son, Albert Cornell
of Pawtucket, a Massachusetts Tech
man. is a successful engineer with a wide
knowledge, practical as well as technical,
of water works construction and
operation and his experience of many
successful years together with the in-
herited personal charm of his father.
bespeak a future of rich service. His
hobby has been and will, no doubt,
always be, camera pictures. His land-
scapes have won prizes in Providence
art contests where their excellence as to
artistic merit has been widely and favor-
ably commented upon.
This son, together with a daughter,
Susan, Mrs. C. LeBaron Kasson, of
Mattapan, Mass., three grandchildren,
C. Le Baron Jr., and Stella, twins, and
Frank, of whom Mr. Dickerman was
most fond, with his wife to whom he
was married in 1927, survive.
We should not mourn but rather re-
joice in this life which has held so many
cultural contacts which have stood for
progress in civic matters and now as a
matter of reminiscence, we are in pos-
session of those precious memories
which must ever abide.
So has passed but not gone from us
this good friend, this gentleman of the
old school of chivalry, Charles E. Dick-
erman.
"To live in the hearts of our friends is
not to die."
Amidst New Hampshire Pines
CHARLES NEVERS HOLMES
]\liil.st the shadows and the silence
Jn a pine grove far away.
Far from city streets and turmoil,
From its restless toil and play,
Mused a man that oft had nuised there
Jn the bcn'hood years of old
W'lien today is like a rainbow
And the morrow bright like gold.
Youth had passed—this grove was grander
And its pines majestic stood,
And beheld time's sleepless changes
In this well-remembered wood
;
But the same sweet peace and quiet
Reigned within this woodland yet
And the same surcease from worry,
For Earth's sorrow and regret.
Once again the birds were singing
Alidst the shadows far and nigh,
Once again soft breezes whispered
Through pine branches dense and liigh;
y\nd dead cones and needles rested
Like a carpet at his feet,
And a balmy coolness soothed him
In this silent, dark retreat.
And this man mused there, reclining
Near a little ledge of stone,
Far from city streets and turmoil.
Like in boyhood all alone ;
Whilst he dreamed again the visicjns
He had dreamed in years of old
Wlien today is like a rainbow
And the morrow l)right like gold.
Stories of the American Revolution
A NEW ENGLAND NOBLEMAN
VVM, L. JOHNSON, M. D.. UXBRIDGE, MASS.
THERE
is an interest connected
with a study of the great men
of the 18tli century that is not
easily explained, and yet is very real.
Many of these characters are household
words today, their lives and actions
better known than those of our own
Senators and men in high places. Some-
thing of this has to do with the romance
of their lives, with their struggles
against tangible foes and with the
general ignorance of the community.
We deplore the lack of great men today,
not always stopping to think that the
great mass of the people, by education
and environment, have been raised to a
far higher level than that of our ances-
tors of two centuries ago, and the really
great characters do not tower so far
above the common people. But there is
another reason for this interest. We
are taught that the principal cause of
the Revolution was the Stamp Act and
it really was, but a study of the char-
acters of these early days shows that
without consciousness on their part,
perhaps, they were really blazing the
way for the road that would later lead
to Independence. This leads me to be-
lieve that without the Stamp Act, with-
out George the Third even, we should
ultimately have gained our Independence.
One more reason for this interest. It
shows the opportunity that is before
everyone in this land of ours. Given
integrity, courage, resolution and Faith
in God and the poorest boy can rise to
the pinnacle of greatness as well now as
he could so many years ago. So we
can with profit and interest follow in
the footsteps of one who made history
in America, and profoundly influenced
the life of New England particularly.
Sir William Pepperell's life was one
of romance, of honor, of loyalty, and of
profound achievement. His father was
a poor Welsh fisherman who left his
home in England when he became of
age and came to America to seek his
fortune. He had courage and determi-
nation for he settled on the bleak Isle of
Shoals and became a fisherman and
trader. But a few miles away was
Kittery Poini where lived John Bray,
a shipbuilder and man of influence in
the colony. He took a great interest in
the young fisherman, as did his daugh-
ter, Marjory, the pride of his household.
John Bray had ambitious plans for his
daughter but she loved the stalwart
fisherman, raid he wisely surrendered
and allowed them to marry giving them
a fine tract of land in Kittery. Here
the young couple began their life to-
gether and here was born June 27, 1696,
the subject of .this paper, William
Pepperell.
By his fortunate marriage and his
own ability the elder Pepperell emerged
from the hardy fisherman to be the
leading merchant of the state. His
fleet scoured the ocean in peaceful pur-
suits, the large trade with the West
Indies bringing him vast wealth and
power. His lumber built the great ships
of England, while his fishermen stocked
them with the needed food, and
others brought the sugar, cofifee and
molasses to Boston and Philadelphia and
the other important centers of the gro^v-
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ing colony. He bought large tracts of
land in his adopted state, and his strict
integrity and strong personality made
"Pepperells" stand for the foremost
center of trade in New England. But
this was n(jt all his active mind grasped.
He became captain of the Maine militii.
and then the commander of all her
troops, no light task in those days of
constant warfare with the savage In-
dians. In addition to these burdens he
was made judge of the court of Com-
mon Pleas, and without legal training
this W^elsh fisherman dispensed justice
with such skill and prudence that his
decisions were seldom even questioned.
In the midst of these stirring activities
the young William passed his boyhood
days. He was strong and vigorous,
with a keen mind and a charming per-
sonality, which all his life attracted
friends and held them. Private tutors
supplemented the work of the village
schoolmaster. While other boys were
spending their time in careless play, he
was surveying land under a competent
instructor, was learning the drill in his
father's company or was conveying
important messages to distant towns.
At ten years of age we find him copying
his father's letters, keeping his accounts,
and actually helping to write the Judge's
docket. He was a remarkable penman,
his signature even to this day being
superior to all but the professional
writer. At fourteen we find him en-
listed in the m.ilitia and standing guard
at the fort. These were accomplish-
ments impossible at the present day and
greatly surprising in those stirring times,
but both the elder Pepperell
• and his
more famous son were remarkable men,
extraordinary types of mind and char-
acter.
The mother of this gifted child must
not be forgotten. She had brought her
husband wealth and opportunity. She
instructed her son in the great respon-
sibilities of life before him, developed
his manly cjualities, and revealed to him
the beauty of religion, not its horrors as
most of the boys were taught in that
age. So all his life this accomplished
lad was a devout churchman, with a life
and a j)ersonality which even the
ungodix- liad to respect.
Before he became of age his father
turned over the important trade with
England and the continent entirely to
the son, and he at once prepared to
enlarge and develop it. This took him
constantly to Boston, where he became
a great favorite and was put in the way
of political and military advancement.
He had barely reached the age of
twenty-one when he was made justice
of the peace and captain of the Maine
cavalry. At the same time he was
elected representative from his native
town of Kittery. As the father had
augmented his fortune by a fortunate
marriage, so his son was to climb to
social prominence in a similar manner.
Mary Hurst was a Boston heiress, the
daughter of a merchant prince of that
citv and the granddaughter of Judge
Seweli of York. She had many suitors
and her beautv and fascinations are on
record to this day. She was heart
whole until she met young Pepperell,
however, and then she surrendered
unconditionally and they were married
March 16, 1723. Their union proved a
very happy one and four children were
born, only two of whom reached
maturity. The young couple resided in
Kittery and here the splendid Pepperell
mansion was erected, where he dis-
pensed lavish hospitality to all comers.
It must have been a wonderful place
from the meager description left to us
of it. "Costly mirrors and paintintrs
adorned the carved wainscotted walls.
The oaken staircase in the great hall.
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lined with family portraits, was so wide
that six ladies, in the wide hoops and
farthingales of that period, could trip
down the stairs abreast, without danger
to satin petticoats or brocaded trains.
Massive silver shone on the sideboards
of the dining hall, old and costly wines
filled the cellars, deer stalked through
the wide domains of the park, and a
retinue of servants tended to the wants
of family and guests."
From this description one would think
the young man might abandon active
life and enjoy the fruits of his father's
laborious activit}-. Far from it. He
was now an equal partner with his
father in a business second to none in
New England. Honors came thick and
fast. In June, 1727, he was appointed
privy councillor to the governor of
Massachusetts, then an appointive office.
It is interesting to note that he held this
office by renewal appointments for
thirty-two successive years, during eigli-
teen of which he was president of the
board, a striking evidence of his great
ability, for it must be remembered that
Maine at this time was but a frontier
outpost of Massachusetts, and Kittery
was a long way from Boston.
He was but thirty years of age when
he was appointed to the supreme com-
mand of all the militia in Maine. It
was a most responsible position in the
days when every able-bodied man had
to be a soldier. Many of these men
were veterans, old enough to be his
father, many had been trained and held
commissions in the British army but all
recognized the leadership of this gifted
boy of thirty years.
Two years later he was made chief
justice of Maine by appointment of
Governor Belcher of Massachusetts.
This would have been an impossible
appointment at the present time. He
was a merchant, not a lawyer, but his
merit was so great that the honor was
universally applauded. Now his early
training in the office of his father stood
him in good stead. He sent posthaste
to London for a law library to fit him-
self for his new duties. When, in his
busy life, he found time to digest them
is a mystery. But he did, for he held
the office to the day of his death. His
decisions were widely quoted as models
of sound law and sterling common sense.
Impartiality, equity and justice were his
mottoes and to these he faithfully
adhered.
"The same promptness with which he
fitted himself for whatever duty de-
volved upon him, made a great deal of
his success as a soldier and was a key-
note to his character. He not onlv
dared to undertake difficult tasks, which
shows courage, but he always set to
work to find the surest way of accom-
plishing such tasks thoroughly and in-
telligently, which shows judgment."
Judge Pepperell was a very busy man.
His great commercial house was ex-
panding daily. His son Andrew had
been taken into the firm almost as early
in life as had his more gifted father,
and "Pepperells" was known every-
where in New England, a synonym for
honest dealing and progressive expan-
sion. The time had now come when
the gifted head of this great house was
to become a world-wide character, as
famous in the nations of Europe as in
his native land, and to receive the title
b}' which posterity will alwa}'s know
him. Spain and England had become
involved in a war in which the loyal
colonists as usual had done valiant
service. In her extremitv Spain called
on France for aid and the latter country,
ever jealous of England, declared war
on that country. This was a serious
matter to New England. The}' were
sure to be involved with the savage red
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men, and the Frenchmen of Canada.
Maine was the frontier and would be
the tirst attacked. Governor Shirley of
Massachusetts sent dispatches to Colonel
Pepperell to see that his companies were
in readiness at the earliest moment. He
at once acted and sent orders to every
i^njup in the state to be in readiness,
closing with these characteristic words :
'T hope that He who gave us breath,
will give us the courage to behave like
true-born Englishmen."
Your friend and humble servant,
W. Pepperell.
The French were supreme in Canada.
The}- had secured the services of the
Indians, then occupying a large part of
the territory between Canada and the
provinces. Louisberg was the greatest
fortress in America and the French con-
sidered its possession absolutely essential
to continued dominance in the north.
They had taken twenty-live years to
build this, at a cost of five million dollars
and it was named for Louis XIV. It
was surrounded by a solid stone ram-
part, two and a half miles in circum-
ference. It was defended by one
hundred and one cannons, seventy-six
swivels and six mortars, and had a
garrison of sixteen hundred men. The
harbor was also defended by a battery
of thirty twenty-two pounders, and on
the shore was a bastion with a royal
battery of fifty cannons. It was called
the "Gibraltar of the New World" and
by the French was deemed almost
impregnable. Scarcely had war broken
out when the French in this fortress
attacked and captured a fort in Nova
Scotia. The captives were conveyed to
Louisberg and later exchanged and sent
to Boston. They brought back minute
accounts of all the conditions there and
Governor Shirley conceived the auda-
cious plan of attacking the fortress.
A secret session of the Legislature
was held and by a majority of one the
plan was endorsed. Secrecy was deemed
absolutely essential, but the plan became
known owing to the loud praying of one
of the members for the success of the
expedition. The writer is constrained
to remark that the membership in the
legislature must have changed greatly
from then until the present day.
Governor Shirley appointed Pepperell
to the supreme command, not because
he was a soldier, but as the historian
Bancroft says, "because of his personal
popularity, which would secure enlist-
ments." I also suspect that his wealth
had something to do with it, as, at any
rate, he used his own means freely in
supplying the wants of the volunteers.
Pepperell hesitated some time about
accepting this high appointment, but he
was strongly urged to do so by the great
English preacher, Whitefield, who was
visiting him at that time. The latter
gave him a motto for his flag, "Nil
desperandum, Christo duce."
The French were Catholics and the
feeling against the papists was very
strong in New England. Thus it was
as crusaders the valiant fishermen en-
listed as soldiers to attack the great
fortress of the enemy. Pepperell hail
forty-three hundred New England men
under his command, many of them his
personal friends and followers. Com-
modore Warren received orders from
England to sail with his fleet from the
West Indies and co-operate with Pep-
perell in the seige.
On the 30th of April, 1745, the troops
arrived at Gabarus Bay and actual
hostilities begun. The French were
thunderstruck at the unexpected ap-
pearance of the colonists but believing
themselves secure in their stronghold,
they prepared for a stout defense and
refused to consider a demand for sur-
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render. The besiegers were no "parade
soldiers." They were hardy settlers
who had conquered the wilderness, the
wild beasts and the savages. They
landed immediately on their arrival, and
through surf, through bogs, through
mud up to their knees, they dragged
their cannon and ammunition with un-
tiring zeal. They had a piece of extra-
ordinary good fortune at the outset.
The royal battery of thirty guns which
commanded the harbor and protected the
fort, was hastily abandoned by the
French, who only spiked the guns with-
out destroying them. It was easy worl<:
to drill them out and remount them.
Within forty-eight hours of the arrival
of the troops, and before their own
cannon was set in place, this battery
began hurling shot and shell upon the
fort. This unaccountable stupidity on
the part of the French has never been
explained, but it was the key that opened
the great fortress of Louisberg.
For forty-nine days the siege went on,
days of incredible suffering" and exer-
tions on the part of the besiegers, of
heroic defense, and untiinching courage
on the part of the besieged. The
approaches to the fort were bogs and
morasses, impassable to horses. On
improvised sleds, hundreds of these
sturdy New England boys dragged their
cannon, wading waist deep in the mire,
in the darkness of the night, and each
morning the surprised garrison found a
new battery, risen in the night, hurling
death and destruction upon them.
The wisdom of the choice of Pepperell
as a leader was now shown. He kept
his men contented by his own spirit and
exertions. He was untiring in his
efforts to sustain their health and spirits,
and yet he was so prudent and showed
such rare judgment that in the whole
siege he lost but a hundred men. Not a
single refractory soldier was brought
before him nor did the guardhouse
have an occupant during these seven
weeks, a rare testimony both as to the
intelligence of the soldiers, and the
wisdom and kindness of the commander.
The religious aspect of the warfare
was kept constantly before them. The
ardent Whitetield, though he had re-
fused Pepperell's earnest request to be
his chaplain, sent repeated fiery appeals
to the men, to fight valiantly against the
French idolaters, assuring them of the
favor of the God of Israel. It was the
era of the "Great Awakening." Gal-
vanism was of the extreme type and the
New England soldier hjoked upon the
Gatholic as a heathen fit only for exter-
mination. Sectarian bigotr}' infiamed
the courage of the strong colonists, they
sang Psalms as they w^aded through the
mud and mire. Like the Israelites of
old tliey felt that they were "called of
God." They were much cheered by the
words of encouragement from their
wives and friends at home. Prayer
meetings in their behalf were held in
every hamlet and village in New Eng-
land and the flame of enthusiasm was
fanned by the fiery words of the
preachers, led by the gifted Whitefield.
Pepperell labored day and night fur
the comfort of his men, allowing them
all sorts of innocent games and amuse-
ments to keep up their spirits, and from
his own pockets supplying their needed
wants. Parkman says he spent ten
thousand pounds of his own money in
pushing this enterprise to success and
it is easy to believe that he was probabh'
the only leader in America who couid
have accomplished this result.
An interesting letter has come down
to us from the long ago, which is worth
noting. It was written bv Capt. Jere-
miah Marston to his wife in Hampton,
N. H., and shows the determination to
"see it through."
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Cape Breton, 17th May, 1745.
Loving wife :
This comes with my love to you,
h(jping to tint! you in health, as by the
blessing of God I am at present. We
landed here the 30th of April, when a
number of French came out to hinder
our landing, but our men got on shore
and engaged them and killed several,
and took the lieutenant. The 4th of
May we la}* siege against the city, which
still continues, but we hope to be in the
city shortl}-. We have already gott
possession of the Grand Battery, which
is one of the chief batteries. We have
now eight cannons planted against the
city besides our bombs, mortars, coe-
hoiiis and the grand battery, which makes
ripping work in the city, and there now
lavs here four men-of-war and we expect
sundry others before our New England
ships. 1 desire you'd send me a pott of
butter and some old cheese, and six
pounds of sugar by the first opportunity.
I trust you have a constant remembrance
of me in your prayers and I ask a con-
tinuance of them. I don't expect to gett
home till the fall of the year.
From yr. attectionate husband,
Jeremiah Marston.
After the batteries were set up a
continuous storm of shot and shell was
poured upon the doomed fortress and
its valiant garrison. The vigilance of
the tieet under Commodore W^arren kept
supplies from reaching the French and
on the 17th of June the fortress surren-
dered, and side by side Colonel Peppered
and Commodore Warren entered and
raised the dag of England over the
ramparts. They were amazed at the
strength of the citadel, even in its ex-
tremity apparently impregnable. The
soldiers felt that "God had gone out of
the way of His common providence, in
a remarkable and almost miraculous
manner, to incline the hearts of the
French to give and deliver this strong
city into our hands."
The capture of this great fortress
created a profound impression all over
the civilized world. No event in the
colonial life of America could compare
with it in importance or had so far-
reaching an effect.
Mr. Hartwell said in the House of
Commons, "The colonists took Louisberg
from the French, single handed without
European assistance, as mettled an
enterprise as any in history, an everlast-
ing monument to the zeal, courage and
perseverance of the troops of New
England."
Voltaire, in his History of the Reign
of Louis XV, ranks the capture of this
strong fortress by husbandmen among
the great events of the period. Park-
man, our own historian, characterizes it
as the "result of mere audacity and
hardihood, backed by the rarest good
luck" and Hawthorne says, "The siege
was a curious combination of religious
fanaticism and strong common sense."
London was equally as excited over it
as was America. Bonfires and illumina-
tions were held everywhere. King
George conferred a baronetcy on Pep-
pered and gave him a commission as
colonel in the royal army. When Sir
William landed in Boston he was
escorted from I-ong Wharf by the
governor and council, and the city was
decorated from one end to the other.
His journey to his home in Kittery was
a triumphal march. Lynn, Salem, New-
buryport and Portsmouth honored
him
with banquets and fetes, on a scale never
before seen in America. His family and
neighbors waited impatiently to greet
him at his ow n home and his arrival was
the signal for an outburst of joyousness
and gaiety that has perhaps never been
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equaled here, for was not their own
townsman the only native nobleman in
America.
Sir William owned the whole of the
town of Saco, now a prosperous manu-
facturing city, and nearly all the sur-
rounding territory. He entertained
with great magnificence. All the great
men of England who visited America
were to be found at his house, for his
hospitality was unbounding. He was of
a kindly disposition and his generosity to
the poor and needy was known all over
the colony. He does not seem to have
excited the usual jealousy and covert
hatred of the very rich. He was as
much loved and welcomed in the poorest
cottage as he was in the courts of
royalty.
He visited England soon after his
return and his reception in that country
was the greatest ever accorded a colo-
nist. King George received him at court
and showered honors upon him. At the
great banquet in London in his honor,
given by the Lord Mayor, a magnificent
silver service was presented to him. He
was entertained at mam' of England's
great homes, as one of the great men of
the world. Curiously enough his pei"-
sonal charm of manner deepened the
regard that royalty had for him. Pitt,
the great prime minister of England,
made him lieutenant-general of the
Royal Amiy, an honor never before or
since conferred on an American, and the
King gave him a commission as major
general. The Pepperell coat of arms
was a bunch of pineapples and his coach
and four were known evei*ywhere.
He never did any fighting after the
Louisberg victory. The jealousy of
Governor Shirley would not allow him
further honors. He does not seem to
have resented this slight. As one writer
says, "He was superior to it." The only
allusion we find to it was in a letter to
a friend, "Governor Shirley thinks 1 am
too old to fight." His many activities
did not give him much time to regret
the hardships and horrors of war.
'
He
was actively interested in every good
work, the churches finding in him a
ready helper. The town of Pepperell,
founded about this period, was named in
his honor. He ordered a church bell,
cast in London, for the church in that
town, on which was his name and this
curious inscription :
'T to the church the living call.
And to the grave I summon all."
This bfll never reached its destination
and the lowii of Pepperell lost what
would have been its most precious relic.
It landed in I'oston after the death of
the donor and in the excitement and
troublous times which immediately fol-
lowed, it was stored for safe keeping,
and tradition says it was melted to
supply bullets for the soldiers.
His spacious home in Kittery held one
of the largest private libraries in the
country for Sir William had ample
means and a taste that led him to select
the best books. Many of them are now
the property of the church in Kitterv.
His hopes and ambitions were bound up
in his only son, Andrew, who was a
graduate of Harvard and a junior mem-
ber of the firm. His sudden death in
1751 was a terrible blow to his father
and mother, who felt that the light had
indeed gone out of their household. The
only surviving child was a daughter who
married Colonel Nathaniel Sparhawk.
An interesting letter has come to light,
written by her father, ordering a part of
her trousseau from London.
Piscataqua in New England.
Oct. 14, 1741.
Francis W^illis Esq.,
Sir—Your favor of the 16th May and
20tli June last, received by Captain
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Prince, for which I am niucli obUged lo
you. Enclosed you have a receipt for
forty-six pounds of gold, weighing
twenty ounces, which will be delivered
to you I hope by Captain Robert Noble,
of ye ship America, which please to re-
ceive and credit to my account with, and
send me by ye first opportunity, for this
place or Boston, silk to make a woman
a full suite of clothes, the ground to be
white paduasoy, and flowered with all
sorts of colors suitable to a young
woman. Another of white watered
tabby and gold lace for trimming of i:.
Twelve yards of green paduasoy, thir-
teen yards of lace for a woman's head-
dress, two inches wide, as can be bought
for thirteen s a yard, a handsome fan
with leather mounting, as good as can be
bought for about twenty s, two pair silk
shoes and clogs a size bigger than the
shoes.
Your servant to command,
Wm. Pepperell.
Sir William died on the 6th day of
July, 1759, just two months before
Wolfe's great victory over Montcalm at
Quebec, in his sixty-third year. His
health had become undermined by the
toils and privations of his life as a sol-
dier, and his persistence in keeping up
his active and laborious duties after his
return to private life.
To his grandson, William Sparhawk,
he left the greater part of his vast
property and his title, but his descend-
ants were all too loyal to England to
remain in this country after the rebellion
broke out and as Tories their property
was all confiscated and the name of
Pepperell became extinct in this country.
His beautiful estate was not spared
in the tense and bitter feeling of the
times. The patriots broke into ihe
house and broke and carried off all its
beautiful adornments, shouting, "Sucli
should be the fate of all traitors to their
countr}-." They forgot all about the
great services the elder Pepperell had
rendered to the country. His priceless
treasures are scattered all over the
country. His most prized s\\(jr(l is the
possession of the Historical Societ}' in
Boston. The [)()et Longfellow un-
earthed a valuable painting of the
Pepperell children in a jimk shop in
Portland and it is now in the drawing
room of the Craigie House in Cam-
bridge. A few years ago a ring with an
inscription commemorative of Sir Wil-
liam's funeral was ploughed up on a
farm in New Hampshire, formerly
owned by a pallbearer of the departed
nobleman. The finest painting of Sir
William, with his scarlet uniform and
sword by his side, is now the property of
the Essex Institute in Salem. Even his
tomb in Kittery did not escape the
ravages of the ignorant in the bitter
hatreds of Revolutionary times. The
stones were broken and destroyed and
the bones were scattered until today no
one is sure where this great man's re-
mains lie, but his name and fame are
secure in America's history.
In spite of his loyalty to England he
contributed no little to the liberty of
America for he first showed that the
sturdy fishermen of New England were
the equal of the finest trained soldiers in
the world, a lesson that was not lost on
subsequent leaders of the revolt against
England.
M'^as the Enid Suicide John Wilkes Booth?
J. M. FRENCH, M. D., MILFORD, AIASS.
IN
THE month of October, 1911, I half could be turned down to expose the
was called to the city of Enid, Okla- contents—something like a coffin stand-
homa, by the dangerous illness in ing on end, only somewhat longer,
the General Hospital there of my oldest An attendant now came forward and
brother, a veteran of the Civil War. 1 unlocked the door of this compartment
remained with him until his death, when and folded down the upper half, cxpos-
I arranged for his funeral services and iiuj to ;;/ y somewhat startled and alto-
burial, which were conducted under the getlier wondering gaze, the embalmed or
auspices of the local and vicinity posts mitinmified body of a man, ui a standing
of the G. A. R., of which order he was position, zcith head slightly bent for-
a member. ward, abundant black hair deeply tinged
Returning to the city after the burial, with gray, a skin so dark and broivn as
I went with some of the members of the to suggest the result of the embalmina
order to the office of Mr. Penniman, the process, and enipiy sockets where eyes
undertaker who conducted the funeral, had been.
where we discussed some matters per- I suppose that blank amazement must
taining to my brother's death and burial, have showed itself in my face, for I had
As we were about to leave, one of the no idea of the nature of the Thing which
Grand Army men remarked that he had we had been brought there to see, nor
often wanted to visit this undertaker's did I any more comprehend its meaning
office, in order that he might see what or significance now that it was before
he called "his mummy." He added my eyes. To the others, the sight was
that perhaps "the doctor" might like to evidently nothing new; or at least they
see it too. And so Mr. Penniman, ac- knew something of the nature of the
cepting the suggestion, invited us all to object which was before us; and so, as
follow him into a room in the rear of all eyes were fixed upon me, and no one
the building, where his embalming work else seemed to have anything to say, it
was done, and some of his stores were was left for me to break the silence, and
kept. ask, "IVhat is thisf"
Along one side of this room was a The undertaker eyed me keenly for
glass show case, reaching nearly to the a minute, and then, seeing from the
top of the room, arranged in separate expression of my face that I was evi-
compartments with glass doors, in which dently in utter ignorance of what was
were exhibited the caskets and other before us, he replied, "That, sir, is the
undertaking wares. At the further end body of John Wilkes Booth, the mur-
of this room was one compartment derer of .-Ibrahani Lincohi."
which differed from the others in having Now I was but a small boy when these
a wooden door instead of a glass one. things happened ; but owing to the fact
In appearance this was a wooden box that all four of my brothers were soi-
some eight feet in height, with a cover diers in the Union army, I have a
hinged in the middle, so that its upper distinct recollection of the principal
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events of the war; and none of tliese
stood out In greater clearness than the
death of President Lincohi. All through
the long years I had brought w ith me a
vivid memor}- of the day when the news
of the assassination of Lincoln spread
throughout the North, i remembered the
hushed silence, the pale faces, and the
looks of horror that showed themselves
in the faces of those who heard the
news that day; remembered the wave of
indignation that swept over the face of
the country, together with tlie half-
crazed determination to be avenged for
the foul crime; remembered the story of
the box in the theater where the Presi-
dent sat
;
of the actor Booth, as he crept
up unawares and fired the fatal shot,
then sprang upon the stage, shouting
dramatically, "Sic semper tyrannis," and
disappeared from view ; remembered the
hunt for the assassins—for Seward was
wounded as well as Lincoln killed, and
it looked for a time as though there had
been an organized plan to destrcjy the
Government; remembered the capture of
Herold and the shooting of Booth at
Garrett's barn ; remembered the stories
that were given out to the public, as to
the burial of the body of Booth and the
trial and hanging of Herold, together
with the other conspirators who were
implicated in the tragedy.
I remembered, too, that even at the
time when these things took place, and
all down the years since that day, that
there was then and has always been an
undercurrent of unbelief, a dim and un-
accountable suspicion, never coming
boldly to the front, but cree})ing out
here and there unaw^ares, that tlie bod\'
which was buried that da\' was not the
l)0(ly of Tiooth, and that the nnn-der oi"
Lincoln was never avenged by tlie deatli
of his assassin. Now and tlien strange
rumors had reached my ears concerning
this one and that one who claimed to
liave heard of Booth in the flesh, or even
t(^ have seen him in this place or that.
Ikit all of these wild rumors had passed
frcjm my mind, receiving but little at-
tention, as they were looked upon (jnly
as the vaporing of some notoriety-
m(jnger, who would fain build up for
himself a reputation by overturning the
established truths (jf history.
And now here was a man who showed
me a mummy, and said, quieth' and with
assurance, "This is the body of John
Wilkes Booth, the murderer of Abraham
Lincoln." You cannot wonder that my
blood was stirred, and that in conver-
sation with the undertaker, I told him
that I proposed to go to the bottom of
his story, and satisfy myself whether or
not it was true. In carrying out this
determination, 1 spent what time I could
in conversation with Mr. Penniman
during the brief remainder of my stay
in Enid; and when I returned to my
home, 1 gave much time and study to
the work of hunting up the beginnings,
and following out the winding ways of
the strange story of this man of many
names, whose bod_\- 1 had seen before me
there, by the aid of many clues which
were given me by the undertaker, and
many others which I was able to dis-
cover in different ways.
It was indeed an unusual story. For
whether this now gruesome body was
that of John Wilkes Booth or another,
the evidence was beyond question that
its mortal tenant had departed this
life on the 13th of January, 1903, at the
(irand Avenue Hotel in Enid, where he
had registered under the name of David
E. George. This, hcnvever, was only one
of the many names by which he was
known at dift'erent times and in ditterenl
places. Of these, the best known was
John St. Helen; and by these two names
he was probably known for a longer
time than bv anv or all the others. His
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death was plainly a case of suicide, and
the body was brought to the undertaking
rooms for burial. At first the man was
supposed to be a common pauper. In
his pockets were found a postage stamp
and a few coppers ; and he had no
valuables of any kind.
The body was identified before night,
by the aid of the daily papers, and
through the instrumentality of a Metho-
dist minister of Enid, whose wife had
known David E. George in another city
before her marriage, and to whom he
had confessed, when he was supposed
to be at the point of death, that he was
John Wilkes Booth, and that he had
killed Abraham Lincoln, the greatest
man that ever lived. So when she saw-
in the papers an account of his death
she at once sent her husband to view the
remains, and if possible to bring about
the identification of the body. As the
minister entered the room where the
undertaker was working over the body,
he questioned him : "Young man, do you
know whose body you are working on?"
The undertaker replied that he did not.
"You are working on the body of John
Wilkes Booth," declared the minister.
Mr. Penniman admitted to me that when
his visitor threw at him this strange
assertion, he could not for the moment
have told who John Wilkes Booth was.
However, he had sufficient presence of
mind to meet the emergency. "In that
case," he countered, 'T think I will em-
balm him and keep him." He did so,
and when I saw the body some eight
years later, it was still in an excellent
state of preservation, and Mr. Penniman
had become the best advertised under-
taker in America.
A little later this identification was
confirmed, and the story of the suicide's
life was made known to the public, by
Mr. Finis L. Bates, a lawyer from
Memphis, Tennessee, who had known
him intimately in former years, an*]
who now came forward and related his
history, which he afterwards published
in book form, under the title, "Tlie
Escape and Suicide of John Wilkes
Booth."
In this book Mr. Bates relates that m
the year 1872 he was a young lawyer
just beginning the practice of his pro-
fession in the frontier town of Grand-
berry, Texas. Here he made the ac-
quaintance of a 3"oung man known as
John St. Helen, who was living there
under the guise of a merchant doing
business in a small way. St. Helen be-
came involved in a mesh of circum-
stances which made it necessary for him
to seek legal advice in order to avoid
going before the district court, which
for good reasons he feared to do. He
therefore deteiTnined to throw himself
on the mercy of his friend, the young
lawyer. First retaining him as his
attorney and paying him a liberal
retaining fee, thereby bringing his case
within the ethics of the legal profession,
which forbids a lawyer to disclose ihe
secrets of his client, he confessed that
he was not what he seemed, and that he
could not aft'ord to go before the district
court, since it was entirely probable that
he would there be seen by those who had
known him in fonne'r years, and whom
it would be dangerous for him to meet,
for fear that his real identity would be
discovered. His lawyer, therefore, after
considerable effort, succeeded in making
satisfactory arrangements, whereby he
answered to the court through his
counsel, and by paying the necessarv
fines was able to remain at home, and
thus avoid the danger he feared.
Soon after this he became critically
ill, and was supposed to be at the point
of death. His attending physician sent
for Mr. Bates, telling him that St. Helen
was dying and wished to see him alone.
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All others withdrew and St. Helen, yet
conscious, but so weak that he could
speak ()n]\- in hrokcn, whispered words,
said to him, "1 am dying-. My name is
John Wilkes Booth, and I am the assas-
sin of Abraham T>incoln. Get the
picture of myself from under my pillow.
I leave it with you for purposes of
identification. Notify my brother,
Edwin Booth, of New York City."
His mind seemed relieved by this
confession, and i)erhaps as the result of
his improved mental condition, his
physical forces rallied, and he finally
recovered. In due course of time he
made a full and circumstantial confes-
sion to his friend, giving in detail the
story of his crime, the circumstances of
his escape, and the history of his subse-
quent wanderings up to this date.
For some months previous to the
assassination, he had planned to kidnap
the President and take him to Richmond
as a hostage of war. But with the fall
of Richmond, and the surrender of Lee,
such a course became manifestly im-
practicable, and he saw nothing to do
but to accept the inevitable, and leave
the South to her fate, bitter and
disappointing as that would be.
Coming to Washington at this time,
he stated that he was in conversation
with Andrew Johnson at the Kirkwood
Hotel, and that while so engaged, he
expressed to him this idea and stated
his intention to follow it out. I quote
now substantially from his own words,
as reported by Mr. Bates.
"Vice President Johnson turned to me
and said, in an excited voice and with
apparent anger, 'Will you falter at this
supreme moment ?' I could not under-
stand his meaning and stood silent,
when with pale face and quivering- lips
Mr. Johnson asked of me, 'Are you too
faint-hearted to kill him ?'
"As God is my judge, this was the
first suggestion of the dastardly deed of
taking the life of President Lincoln, and
it came as a shock to me. For a moment
I waited, and then said, 'To kill the
President is certain death to me,' and I
explained to Mr. Johnson that I had
been arrested by the guard in coming
over the East Potomac bridge that
morning, and that it would be absolutely
impossible for me to escape through the
military line, should I do as he had sug-
gested, as ihis line of protection com-
pletely surrounded the city.
"Replying to me, Mr. Johnson said,
'General and Mrs. Grant are in the city,
the guests of President Lincoln and
family, and from the evening papers I
have learned that President Lincoln and
wife will entertain General and Mrs.
Grant at a party to be given in their
honor by President and Mrs. Lincoln at
Ford's Theatre this evening.' At my
suggestion, the Vice President assured
me that he would arrange, and see to it
himself, that Gen. and Mrs. Grant would
not attend the theatre with the President
and his family, and would also arrange
for my certain escape.
"I replied, 'Lender these circumstances
and assurances, I w^ill dare to strike the
l)'ow for the helpless, vanquished South-
land, whose people I love.'"
j\rr. Johnson then proceeded to ar-
range that General Grant should be
suddenly called from the city that after-
noon—which you will remember was
done. He further arranged for a coun-
tersign or password to be given by
Booth and his companion, in case thev
should be stopped by the guard at the
I'.ast Potomac or Navy Yard Bridge.
And it is a matter of history that thev
were permitted to pass this bridge, while
the next man coming, who was in hot
pursuit of him, was turned back.
The story of the as.sassination is a
familiar one. After firing the fatal shot,
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in leaping from the President's box to
the stage, Booth's left spur caught in the
draperies, and threw him, his left shin
bone striking against the edge of the
stage, and breaking the small bone about
six inches above the ankle joint ; but as
the large bone was not broken, he was
still able to walk, though with much
suffering.
In the confusion that followed. Booth
succeeded in escaping from the stage,
and being closely followed by Herold,
fled across the Navy Yard Bridge, which
they were permitted to pass on giving
the countersign which had been imparted
to them by Vice President Johnson.
Passing through Surrattville, they
came tow^ards morning to the home of
Dr. Mudd, a physician with southern
sympathies, who set the broken leg, and
allowed the two men to rest there until
the next afternoon, when they went on
their way. Passing through Bryantown,
they came some time in the night to the
home of Captain Cox, a well-known
planter and Southern sympathizer, wIkj
sent his overseer, Franklin Robey, to
conduct them to a place of safety in a
pine thicket near by, where they re-
mained some days.
It was this overseer, whom St. Helen
speaks of in his confession as "Ruddy,
or Robey, or some such name," but
whose real name, as Mr. Bates admitted
to me in a personal letter, was Franklin
Robey, who played a most prominent
part in the escape of the fugitives, ac-
cording to the story told by St. Helen
to Mr. Bates. He declared that the
overseer was instructed by Colonel Cox
to assist them to escape, and that he
undertook to put them across the coun-
try and into the hands of the Confeder-
ates, for which service Booth agreed to
pay liim $500. While arranging for this
undertaking, Robey left them in charge
of Colonel Cox's brother-in-law and
was absent for several days. When he
returned, he reported that he had ar-
ranged w ith a party of Mosby's men
under Captain Jett and Lieutenants
Bainbridge and Ruggles, to meet them
at tlie ferry on the Rappahannock river,
between Port Conway and Port Royal,
and take them to a place of safety.
After experiencing many adventures
and undergoing much danger, they
finally reached the Rappahannock ; and
all accounts agree that they were met at
the ferry by these three men, who con-
ducted them across the river, and took
them to the home of a Mr. Garrett,
where arrangements were made for
them to remain for a few days. But
according t(j the accounts given out by
the Confederates some years afterwards,
and published in the Century Magazine
for January, 1880, this meeting was
whoMy accidental, no previous arrange-
ments having been made.
After crossing the river, Booth
claimed to have discovered that he had
left his diary, with several pictures,
letters, and other personal papers, on
the other side, and sent Robey back
after them, with instructions to bring
them to him at Garrett's barn, where he
was to stop. After they had been
located at Garrett's, Herold was sent on
with thf Confederates to Bowling
Green, to get a shoe for Booth to wear
on his injured foot, the original having
been left at Dr. Mudd's. Booth was
thus left alone at Garrett's, both Herold
and Robey being expected to return that
night
—which, according to St. Helen's
story, they did. But that afternoon.
Lieutenant Ruggles came back to the
hiding place of the fugitives, and warned
Booth that the pursuers were hot upon
his trail, and that any longer stay there
would be unsafe. Tlierefore—and here
the story told by St. Helen dift'ers radi-
cal!}' from tlie accepted version of
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liiston-—Booth set out in tlie afternoon
alone, being met in the woods a short
distance away, by Bainbridge and
Ruggles, with an extra horse, and con-
ducted on liis way to safet\' in the soutli-
west.
Herf)ld and Robe_\' returned that niglU
as had l)een planned, and not finding
Booth, decided to stop until morning,
when Herold would follow on after
Booth and Robey would return home.
TUit it was the unexpected that hap-
pened. A little past midnight the place
was surrounded by a party of Federals
in search of the fugitives, with the re-
sult that Herold was captured, and
Robey ^\as shot by Boston Corbett
under the impression that he was Booth
the assassin. The diarv and personal
papers of Booth which Robey had been
sent back to obtain, were found in his
pockets, and served to confirm the be-
lief, which has gone down in accepted
history as a fact, that Booth was the
man who was shot by Boston Corbett.
To continue the story as told by St.
Helen. As for the real assassin, his
escape was now easy, since the public
mind was now turned entirely from him,
content in the belief that he was alreadv
dead, and hence no further search was
made for him. He made good his esca])e
into the Indian Territory, thence into
Mexico where he remained for some
time, and then returned under the name
of John St. TTelen into Texas, where he
was living when his confession was
made.
The storv of his after life may be
brieflv told. He lived in manv places in
the W^est and Southwest, known b^'
different names and following different
occupations, for thirty-eight years after
his assassination of Lincoln, a wanderer
over the land, followed by a never-
ceasing remorse, which became more
intense as the vears went b\-, and the
friends ot his former life dropped out
of sight and kn(n\ ledge, until finally, age
coming on, liis liealth failing him, and
left A\ithoul funds or any visible means
of support, he committed suicide at Enid
in 1903 as has been related.
There were many points of resem-
blance between this man of many names
whom I have called St. Helen because
it is the earliest name by which I have
been able to identify him, and Booth
the real assassin. There are man\-
testimonies as to the similarity of their
personal appearance and mental charac-
teristics. The resemblance between the
tintype given by St. Helen to Mr. Bates.
and the picture of Booth taken just
before the assassination, is very marked.
To make the proof seem more conclu-
sive, however, it would be necessary to
present satisfactory proof of the iden-
tity of the two pictures—which, so far
as I can learn, has never been done.
It is also claimed by Mr. Penniman
that evidence of a fracture of the left
leg above the ankle, similar to that which
was sustained by Booth in his fall, was
found on the body in the Enid under-
taking rooms, and is shown by the
radiograph. But Mr. Bates, in his book,
(see page 47, line 5) says it was the
right shin bone which was broken, in-
stead of the left. There seems there-
fore to be an essential diflference between
Mr. Bates, in his description of .'^t.
Helen's fracture, and Mr. Penniman in
his account of the evidences of a frac-
ture which were found in the leg of
David R. George, who was claimed to
be both John Wilkes Booth and John St.
Helen. To make this matter clear, I
referred the vaiwing statements to 'Mr.
Penniman and in his reply he sa>'s to
n]e that Mr. Bates was wrong in his
statement as to which leg was broken.
He tells me that he has had the body
examined bv some of the most capable
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surgeons in his section, and that they
are one in declaring that the left leg
was broken just above the ankle ; and
that before the dessication had prog-
ressed until it was impossible to detect
the scar tissue, it was plainly to be seen
that in the fracture the bones had pro-
truded, and that recovery was delayed.
This is a matter of some importance, and
one on which it might be supposed that
there would be a definite agreement.
Most men can tell the difference between
the right leg and the left.
There is also a scar on the neck of
the Enid mummy, which has been
claimed to correspond to the one which
is known to have existed on the neck of
Booth, and by which he was identified
by Dr. May at the autopsy; but accord-
ing to the published descriptions there
is a considerable difference in the loca-
tion of the scar in the two cases. These
two points detract to a considerable
extent from the strength of the evidence
which might otherwise seem to make
out a strong case in favor of the claim
that the Enid suicide was in reality John
Wilkes Booth. Also it must be remem-
bered that the story as it has thus far
been told is made up in the main of the
evidence which has been presented by
those who are trying to prove this side
of the story.
But it is never safe to pin your faith
to a disputed statement until you have
studied both sides with equal care and
an open mind. Realizing this fact, I
gave much time during the next two
years, and in a less degree during all the
years down to the present time, to a
careful investigation of all the evidence
which I could procure on the subject.
T studied the standard histories, and T
searched diligently through all the rare,
old, and forgotten books and papers
giving contemporary accounts of the
murder of the President and the trial of
the conspirators. Along with this, I
wrote many letters to persons who were
still living and had personal knowledge
of the great tragedy and its actors.
One of those to whom I thus wrote
was John H. Traylor. who is named by
Mr. Bates as having known both himself
and John St. Helen when they all lived
in Grandberry, Texas, in the early
seventies. The importance of his testi-
mony is presumably somewhat increased
by the fact that he afterwards served as
mayor of the city of Dallas, Texas, and
hence ma}- be considered a reliable wit-
ness. T asked ]\lr. Traylor if he be-
lieved lliat the statements of Mr. Bates
were substantially true; if he knew John
St. Helen, as stated by Mr. Bates; if it
was generally believed by the people
who knew him there, that John St. Helen
was in reality John Wilkes Booth ; and
especially, if he himself so believed. I
had but little expectation of ever hear-
ing from him when I sent the letter but
though fcjrty years had passed away
since the incidents referred to had oc-
curred, I was fortunate enough to have
my letter reach him and to receive a
prompt reply. His letter was dated at
San Antonio, Texas, March 29, 1912,
and was in substance as follows :—
Dr. J. M. French:—Yes, I knew Mr.
F. L. Bates when he resided in Grand-
berry in the 70's, and I think he was and
is honest in his impression as to John
St. Helen being John Wilkes Booth. But
I do not think so, not at all. Still, my
acquaintance wdth him was superficial
and slight. He was what you would call
a fast, whiskey-drinking man, but I
think Axithout the appearance and ac-
complishments of Booth.
Yours truly, John H. Traylor.
I welcomed this letter as a bonanza.
It substantiated the outstanding facts as
to the life of St. Helen in Grandberry
and his friendship with Finis L. Bates,
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together with the general understanding
that he claimed to be the assassin of
President Lincoln while at the same time
it made" quite plain the fact that these
claims were not generally accepted, at
least by some of those who knew him
well.
I may add that the general tencjr of
the letters which I received from manv
sources during these first two years, was
such as to corroborate this impression as
a wliole. and t(j accumulate a mass of
evidence which could but tend to in-
crease my doubts.
I soon came to realize that there were
three main points in the story as told,
w^hich called for careful investigation ,
and wdiich, if satisfactorily explained,
would settle at once and forever the
question of the truth or falsity of the
claim of the Enid suicide that he was the
assassin of Abraham Lincoln.
The first point relates to the coinplicitv
of Andrezv Johnson in tlie plot to iiiur-
der Lincoln. Thorough investigation of
every item bearing on this claim was
made in the course of the three impor-
tant trials resulting from the assassina-
tion during the three years next follow-
ing that event ; namely, the trial of the
conspirators by a military tribunal im-
mediately after tlieir capture ; the trial
of John H. Surratt in the civil C(jurts of
Washington some three years later; an<l
the impeachment and trial of Andrew-
Johnson himself in 1868.
In the course of these three trials
every scrap of evidence bearing on the
relation of Johnson to the assassination
was brought to the front, closely exam-
ined under a bright searchlight, and
subjected to the closest scrutiny by wit-
nesses, council, judges, and jurors.
Especiall}- in Johnson's own trial, his
complicit}' was broadly hinted at. and
every etTort which the most unscrupu-
lous ability could suggest was made use
of. Rut nf) scrap of evidence, no
shadow of proof, nothing which when
carefully examined, could be made to
support any such claim, was ever found.
Nor have the years that have passed
since that time brought to light any such
evidence. Rather has the passing of
time served to place him in a more
favorable light before the American
people than that wliich he occupied dur-
ing his life. Andrew Johnson may not
rank among the greatest of our presi-
dents, but there is no cause to believe
him an assassin.
The second point relates to the force
of the proof presented, that the man shot
c^'os John Wilkes Booth. We shall need
to divide this point into six separate
items, and consider them one by one.
Item one. .Some one ivas shot in Gar-
rett's ham, either by Boston Corbett or
b\' his own hand. This is everywhere
admitted, nowhere disputed. And the
man shot was either Booth or some
other man. St. Helen claimed that it
was the overseer Robey who thus suf-
fered a vicarious death for the real
criminal. It ma>' be admitted as a theo-
retical possibility, that it might have
been some third person, but no such
claim has ever been made, and the possi-
l)ilitv is extremely remote. Practically
the choice is narrowed down to these
two.
Item Two. The man who zvas shot
had a broken leg. This is the concurrent
testimony, which so far as I know has
never been disputed. All the various
accounts of the capture, however much
they may dififer in minor details, agree
that the man had a broken leg. Thev
also agree that Booth had a broken leg.
And nowhere has the claim ever been
made that this was true of Robey the
overseer.
The further fact which has been
noted, that there is a conflict of claims
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between Mr. Ijates and Mr. Penniman
as to whether it was the right or the left
leg that was broken, does not contiict
with the claim that he had a broken leg,
though it would certainly tend to lessen
confidence in the conclusions of one or
both of these two men.
Item Three. Accounts of the capture
differ greatly. Each of the principal
witnesses told the story from his own
standpoint, intent on proving that he
himself was the principal figure in the
capture, and incidentally, that he was
entitled to the lion's share of the prize
money which had been ofl^ered by the
government for the capture of Booth.
There was one fact, however, on which
they all agree, and that is, that the man
who was shot both acted and talked in
a manner which was utterly inconsistent
with the theory that the victim was
Robey, an innocent man, and in the full
possession of his faculties; while both
his words and his actions are readil)-
understood, if the man was Booth, the
assassin of the President, under the in-
fluence of drink, and knowing that his
death was certain if he was captured.
Item Four. It may be noted here
that outside evidence fails utterly to co'r-
rohorate the claim that Robey the over-
seer, or any person who in any zvay
corresponded to him, bore any prominent
part in the escape of Booth and Herold.
One thing Robey did, and only one. That
was to guide the fugitives from Captain
Cox's house to the pine thicket near by.
After that he drops out of the story en-
tirely. Not only is there no subsequent
trace of him, but there is conclusive
proof that no such person was with them
at any period of their escape. There
was no preliminary trip to make
arrangements with Mosby's men to take
charge of Booth and Herold. No such
person could have escaped detection
under the bright searchlight which was
thrown upon all the incidents of the
escape, during the trial of the conspira-
tors. The whole story was made out of
whole cloth.
Item Five. As for the examination
of the body of Booth before the burial,
it must be admitted that it zvas far from
being as careful and complete as it
shoidd have been. Much was omitted
that should have been done. Many im-
portant facts must have been learned
which were not made use of. The
records of the autopsy were singularly
incomplete. But notwithstanding these
defects, after a careful study of all the
available facts in the case, it is impos-
sible for me to escape the conviction
that the evidence was still sufficientlv
com{)lete and convincing to justify the
identification of the body as that of
Booth beyond a reasonable doubt. Yet
at the time of making this study, nothing
would have pleased me better than to
have been able to prove beyond a doubt
that St. Helen's story was true, and, that
he was in reality John Wilkes Booth the
assassin. But little by little, as the evi-
dence came in, it piled itself up on the
other side
; and I saw no way in which
my desire could be gained, even in my
own mind, unless I w'ere willing to cheat
myself by wearing green glasses into the
belief that the wo'rld was green. And
this I was not willing to do.
The body of Booth was identified by
the broken right leg; by the scar on the
back of the neck ; by the letters "J. W.
B." tattooed on the back of the right
hand
;
and by the general appearance of
the man. Regarding the letters tattooed
on the back of his hand, singular though
it may seem, I have nowhere seen any
claims that these letters were found on
the hand of the Enid suicide. In order
to make sure as to this point, I wrote a
letter of inquiry to Mr. Penniman con-
cerning it, In his reply he states defi-
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nitely that the tattoo marks ( "j. W. I'..")
(lid not exist on the bod}- of the man in
Ills possession; and that in his opinion
the\' never did exist in fact.
Still further identification was made
four }ears later, when the body \\as
taken up by the consent of the govern-
ment, and carried to Baltimore for
burial in the family lot of the Booths.
This time it was identified by the denti>t
who found in the mouth of the corpse
the gold teetli wliicli lie liad made for
I'.ooth. Also at this time the broken leg
was examined by the widow of Dr.
Mutld, who testified that the fracture
corresponded exactly with what her hus-
band had told her at the time, as to the
fracture which he had set for Booth.
Hon Six. The man who zvas shot at
Carrctt's barn that nuiht z^'as uiortally
wounded and soon died. This also was
universally admitted and nowhere
denied. Whatever became of the body,
it was the body of a dead man who was
carried away by the Federal troops that
night. If it can be proved that either
Booth or Robey was alive at a subse-
quent date, then it must have been the
other one of the two who was shot at
(^larrett's barn that night, and died be-
fore morning.
This brings us to the third and last of
the )uaiii points to be considered,
7chieh
is also by far the most important
—the
fate of the overseer. Did he drop out
of
sight that night, or can it be shown thai
he was alive at a more recent date? I
spent much time in studying this prob-
lem, which seemed to me the crucial
point of the story. My search was to
find some one living in the neighborhood
of Captain Cox, and get him to help me
in settling this important question as to
the fate of the overseer. It took con-
siderable time and the writing of many
letters; but in due time fortune favored
me, and I was enabled to secure the
positive ])roof which I sought. Tt crime
lo me in the shape of a personal letter
from the son of the overseer Robey. in
which he gave me all the informaticjn 1
could desire, and that without having
any idea to whom he was writing, or fen-
what purpose the information was de-
sired. The letter was not written to
me personally, but to a man li\ ing in the
vicinity, who had w litten to him in my
interest. It was dated at Pisgali. Md..
1912, and ran as follows:
"Dear Sir:—Yours of 29th is at hand.
In regard to your request for informa-
tif)n concerning the death and burial of
m\- father, there is but little to give. He
died November 19, 1896, and was buried
at Newton Cemetery. He died of pneu-
monia. Since the close of the Civil War,
he spent his life in farming. He was a
land renter, and died on the farm known
as Waverly, on Nanjemoy Creek, be-
longing to the late Mitchell Murchett's
heirs. I have given you the information
asked for, and now I sliould like to
have some information concerning the
nature of the interest which you, a per-
fect stranger, take in the life and death
of my father. Hoping this mav give
satisfaction, if other information is
needed, hope \-ou will see me jjersonally.
Yours respect full}-. Hubert F. Robey."
This letter left nothing to be desired.
It came from an authoritative source, in
a wav not open to suspicion. Tt dealt
with facts whicli were open to tlie world.
Tt definitely removed the overseer from
any possible connection with the fatal
tragedy at Garrett's barn, and proved
beyond a doubt the falsity of St. Helen's
claims. It left no room for questioning
the accepted verdict of history, that
Booth was shot on the morning of April
25, 1865, and died soon after.
There is therefore no escape from the
conclusion that the Enid suicide was not
John Wilkes Bonth; and thai the bod}-
which T saw in the ICnid undertaking
rooms was that of a pretender, but not
that of the assassin of Abraham Lincoln.
The Old Amosheag Machine Shop
CONTRIBUTED
Chapter Three
GUNMAKING IN THE OlD ShOP
Gunmaking on the Amoskeag. What
a pecuHar romantic touch this gives to
the recorded history of the Amoskeag
Manufacturing Company. The years of
1861 to 1865 saw many and vast changes
in all of our varied northern industries
and noteworthy among such was what
went on "down under the hill," u]K)n the
Amoskeag Corporation.
"The old big shop," so-called, was the
scene where some of the Civil war ac-
tivities of the Amoskeag Company were
laid and quite early in the war Agent
Ezekiel A. Straw made a trip to Wash-
ington, which resulted in the Amcjskeag
Company making proposals in regard to
gunmaking. The first result was a con-
tract for the making of 10,000 rifled
muskets of the Springfield pattern. The
use of the term muskets, it is explained,
simply meant that in their rigging, bay-
onets, etc., they were like the old mus-
kets, same size of barrel, • rifled and
smaller bore. The Company was to fur-
nish the material and make every part.
Much new gunmaking machinery had
been manufactured for the Company at
Windsor, Vermont. The Armorv is the
enterprise, the knowledge and reputation
required to get the proper machinery and
materials and to obtain the contract for
guns.
As one Manchester paper of 1862 i)ut
it, "it was the most important proje.~t
started in Manchester for many years,
for its permanent prosperity and the
city was largely indebted to Mr. Straw
for its inception." The Armory build-
ing was of brick, 300 feet long by 30
feet wide and two or three stories high.
Nearby was a blacksmith shop for guns,
measuring 30 by 40 feet. The Com-
pany's other shops were also used more
or less for some parts of the necessary
machinery.
There was as mucli improvement in
machiner}- and to(jls for making rifles as
there was in the rifles themselves, and
the Company had the advantage of hav-
ing all of the best kind, and also it was
all new. They purchased many sample
tools and machines and built the re'^t
themselves, including complete sets of
rolls for making the barrels, stock-
ing machines, bayonet machinery, in fact,
everything needed in manufacturing the
weapons was made here.
Their gun establishment was com-
plete in every detail and was equal to the
name which was given to the building best in the country. Its capacity was
connected with the Amoskeag Company's
machine shop where the gunmaking was
carried on. In the preparation for this
work, which was no small undertaking
requiring much time, large capital, good
judgment and very strong personal in-
fluences for its ultimate success, the
Company lacked for none of these
things. Hon. Ezekiel A. Straw, the
agent of the Company, had the necessary
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from 1500 to 2000 rifles a month and it
gave employment to from 200 to 300
skilled machinists. It is stated that six
government mspectors w'ere present to
inspect the guns at the close of every
day. The late Richard S. Eastman as-
sembled the guns, being an especially
careful workman.
Every day and sometimes several
times during the day many loud reports
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of firearms like the firing of a platoon or
whole regiment at once was heard. It
was the trial of guns at the gunshop.
Several pieces were so arranged thai
they could all be put to the test at once,
occasioning a very loud and sharp report.
The Manchester Daily American of May
22, 1863, says that "the Company is now
doing a thriving business in their manu-
facturies for the government- The prep-
aration was expensive but the result is
said to be the best gun manufactured ni
New England."
Another contract which the Company
had was for the manufacture of 500
breech-loading carbines of what was
known as the Linder patent. They were
a very handsome and eft'ective weapon
for cavalry use. It is stated that over
40,000 rifles were manufactured by the
Company during the course of the war.
Besides these they built a breech-loading
cannon for an inventor named Linder.
This gun was ordered by Russia as a
sample. A fourteen shot breech-loading
repeating rifle, the invention of a Mr.
W. W. Wade, an employee of the gun-
shop, was turned out there. It weighed
only eight pounds.
About June 1, 1861, quite a patriotic
occasion took place at the machine shops.
This was nothing less than the raising of
a flag. A suitable pole was procured and
raised over the machine shop. The
"boys" employed there then "chipped in"
and bought the flag. At the top of the
pole was a miniature cannon. The initial
flag raisi'ng was made a great occasion.
The famous Dignam's band of Manches-
ter was secured to furnish music and the
oration was made by Henry C. Sander-
son, one of the shop foremen. There
was a great deal of honest pride in this
effort and it was made a most inspiring
occasion.
Dunng the period of the famous
"draft riots" in New York city in 1863,
it was rumored that an attempt was or
might be planned to seize the daily out-
put of arms being manufactured at the
Amoskeag gunshop. W'itli the feeling
that it was the best policy to be prepared
for any emergency that might arise.
Agent Straw had a six-pound brass field
piece mounted at the gate, and within the
yard, just west of the lower canal and
in line with Stark street. The gun was
manned by some discharged members of
the old First New Hampshire Light
Battery and a guard was stationed about
the mill yard fcjr some time.
Among the men who worked in the
old gunshop during this time ma\' be
mentioned former tax collector George
E. Morrill, the late Amariah Avery, for
many years an overseer, the late C)r-
mond D. Kimball, adjutant of Louis I'ell
Post, G. A. R., for many years, and
Charles W. Silver.
In Myron L. Stickne}'s room, at the
central division machine shop, there are
still to be seen two four-pound hammers
which were used in the old gunshop for
the purpose of straightening gun barrels
and which are now put to other uses
dailv. In the blacksmith shop there re-
mains a drop hammer which was used
in the old gunshop for the making of
springs for the guns. Lor man}- years
it has been utilized in the making of
pipe flanges.
The famous gunsmith, Carlos D-
Clark, at one time was employed in the
gunshop. He was working at Windsor,
Vermont, building machines for making
;;un parts and Agent Straw went to
Windsor and induced him to come to
Manchester and enter the em])loy of the
Amoskeag Company.
Such, briefly told, is the story of the
old Amoskeag gunshop, now onl_\ a
memory. Guns made here may fre-
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quently be picked up, hut they liave all
been bored out for shot guns. Tlvj
Manchester Historic Association in its
rooms at the Carpenter Memorial
Library has one among its varied collec-
tion of guns, which may be seen by call-
ing at the rooms of the association.
Certain it is, that whether it be mak-
ing' eruns or cloth for uniforms for our
soldiers, the Amoskeag Manufacturing
Company has had a most patriotic
record behind it of earnest endeavor to
help the United States Government at
any and all times in every way possible.
They Helped the Soldiers
The men employed in the Amoskeag
Machine Shop have recently formed a
society pledging themselves to pay to
each individual who enlists from that
shop, the sum of $5.00. About fortv
have already enlisted and received the
promised aid. They have also given to
the Soldiers' Aid Society for the relief
of the sick and wounded soldiers eighty
dollars. The ladies of the society ex-
press their thanks for the liberal do-
nation assuring them that such gener-
osity will bring its reward.
—From news-
paper hies of 1861.
An ()ri>ek for Mu.skets
The Amoskeag Machine Shop of this
city has obtained from the War Depart-
ment an order for the manufacture oi
10,000 rifled muskets. The machinery ir
nearly ready to be j)ut into operation in
the work-—Mauciicstcr Daily Atncricivi,
Jan. 17. 1862.
Money for Soldiers
About a dozen hands in the machine
shop of the Amoskeag Manufacturing-
Company having enlisted, the other em-
ployees of the shop have raised and pre-
sented them the sum of $165.00. This
will be a prett\- little dividend and a
handsome example for others to follow.
 —Manchester paper of 1861.
Chapter Four
Locomotive Building in the Old
Shop
The story of the building of locomo-
tives in the Amosekag machine shop has
been told in more or less detail in a
previous article in this magazine. It w ill
however be briefly touched upon here.
As is well known, in its earlier years
the Amoskeag Manufacturing Company
was engaged extensively in its mechan-
ical department in locomotive building.
The Gen. .Stark was the second locomo-
tive to be built by the Company. It was
sent out of the yard on June 27, 1849, at
Ave o'clock in the afternoon. Built for
the Concord Railroad, it passed through
this city for many years on its daily
runs.
It was a twenty-four ton passenger
engine and had five and one-half foot
wheels. It weighed 46,000 pounds. The
M aucJicstcr Anicricit^i of August 17,
1849, says "We have noticed that many
of the newspapers speak very highly of
the new and powerful engine, 'Gen.
.Stark,' which was built at the machine
shop in this city. This and the 'Etna' are
all which have been made here and botli
of them 'take the lead' wherever they
go. We understand another large and
powerful engine will be put up this fall
with some important improvements."
The Lozvcll Journal had this to say
of the same engine, "Manchester work-
men are fast acquiring a reputation for
mechanical skill and successful and
thorough workmanship. The 'Gen.
Stark,' a locomotive recently built there
by Mr. O- W". Bailey has been pro-
nounced a very superior machine.
f
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Lowell mechanics would be unfaithful to
their previous well earned reputation if
the\- suffered youni^cr hands to excel
them in a tield in which ihcy ha\e gained
so many laurels."
Engine for Muhii;ax R. R.
A splendid engine, named J. B. Jevis,
left the Amoskeag Company's machine
shop in this city for a road in Michigan
we believe.—Daily Mirror, jul\- 16, 1(S61.
Chapter Five
An Early Automobile Ruilt ix THi:
( )li) Ru; Shop
What? An automobile built in Man-
chester in 1868? "S'es, and it was con-
structed in the old "big shop" of the
.Vmoskeag Manufacturing Company,
too. This automobile, or steam carriage,
as it was called, was built by James S.
Ratchelder and H. W. Writner together.
The idea was undoubtedly derived from
the self-propelling steam tire engines
which were then being experimented
w ith at the old shop.
The steam carriage consisted of a
common democrat wagon with a boiler
attached to the rear end- The boiler was
the same and made exactly like a steam
lire engine boiler only it was smaller,
about the size of a barrel. The wagon
was very strongly built and had ordinary-
wheels. A tall smoke stack rose from the
boiler. The fuel, wood and coal to feed
the fires, was carried underneath the
boot (jf the wagon, in back of the seat.
The engine was located underneath
the body of the wagon about midwa}'
between the front and rear axles. The
c\lnulers were tour 1)\- six inches and il
was calculated for an eight horsepower
engine. The engine, a common recipro-
cating engine with a crankshaft on the
front, had a sprocket wheel attached and
this was belted bv a chain to another
sprocket wheel on the rear a.xle.
The machine worked perfectly, the
only difficulty being that of stopping
every two or three miles, dismounting to
fire the boiler as it was impossible to
reach the boiler without leaving the seat
and (jne charge oi fuel would only go
about that distance. The longest run the
machine ever made so far as is known,
was to (ioff's 1-alls. It was finally sold
to a traveling salesman who had a cot-
tage at Lake Village, lie dismounted
the boiler and engine and used them for
many }ears in a launch upon the lake.
The Manchester Union of July 11,
1868, sa}s : "W'e saw the steam wagon
built at the "old shop' by J. S. Ratchelder,
as an experiment, h is a good-looking,
four-wheeled vehicle, with seats for two
men. The engine and boiler is affixed to
the rear of the carriage, the machinery
(jperating underneath, the rear wheels
only being acted upon, and the steering
being done in front. We understand the
cost of the whole concern was only $5(X).
The owner and inventor claims that it
will run readil}' over common roads and
ascend and descend ordinary hills with-
out difficulty- W^e have not learned its
capacit}- for freight
—which is tpiite <m
important feature. It seems to us that
although an ingenious contrivance, it can
never supersede horse flesh anywhere.
Peo|)le who lake short journeys for
pleasure prefer live stock in harness and
long journews will follow the iron tracks
built expressi}- for steam carriages of
another sort, viz : locomotives. In its
description of this machine the Mirror
omits the fuel question, but we are in-
formed by the local paper that a hod
full of coal w ill run it two or three hours,
and that two or three hods may be car-
ried. We don't see exactly who has use
and need for a carriage of this sort in
\ew I'jigland."
We wonder if the Miineliester Union
would so express itself today about the
necessity of the automobile.
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The Maiichcsfcr Mirror of July 9, engine in our local department. In 1861.
1868, says: "Our readers have generally lie ran the old Fire King engine on the
seen the newly invented steam carriage west side. Then for a while he with-
for common roads which has been drew from active work in the department
brought into existence by James S. but when the N. S. Bean engine was
Batchelder, of this city. It was out on built in the seventies he became engineer
exhibition last evening, tired up and run- of this engine.
ning for nearly two hours through He finally left the employ of the Am-
the streets. It runs up hill and down oskeag and buying out the piping busi-
and even on roads somewhat rough, ness of J. A. A. Sargeant, he engaged u\
The running part and the body that line of trade. He was regarded as
are not unlike those of an ordinary wag- an expert machinist and one of the best
on, the wheels being very stout and well mechanical engineers ever employed
ironed. The reservoir of water is be- in the city. He passed away Nov. 22.
neath the seat and by a tube connects 1892.
with the boiler, wdiich is set in the rear ^
.
,
. ^ . , Chapter Six
part ot the carriage. In Iront, on the
inside of the dasher, IS the steam gauge,
(-'">>• ^l^'sion of the Story of tk..
.1 • w u 1 • I 4. i . "Old Big Shop"on the right hand side, apparatus tor
guiding the vehicle, and directly in front The following description of the Am-
01 the seat, the means for reversing the oskeag Company's old machine shop was
steam. written and printed in the Manchester
'Tt requires some fifteen minutes to Daily Mirror on April 21, 1851. It is
feed, fire up and get in motion, but once thought worthy of reproduction here :
in action will go "like a bird.' It is an "By the politeness of Messrs. Bailey
ingenious machine and is more likely to and Crane, we were shown throughout
come into common use than hundreds of the extensive machine shop of the Am-
mechaiiical inventions were a half cen- oskeag Manufacturing Company, on
tury ago." Saturday last. The extent of the oper-
James S. Batchelder, the inventor, was ations of this shop, where machinery of
a native of London, and came to Man- all kinds is perfected at the shortest
Chester in 1843, a few years later con- notice, is indeed surprising, and perfectly
necting himself with the locomotive and confusing to the unhiitiated are the al-
steam fire engine industry then and later most endless variety of operations
carried on by the Amoskeag Company, through wlfich every article is subjected
With William H. Writner, Mr. Batchel- before its completion. The nicety of the
der is said to have set up nearly all the details of the looms is a subject worthy
steam fire engines built by the Amoskeag of the consideration of the most math-
Company, and occasional)}- Mr. Batchel- ematical mind, while the aggregate re-
dei was sent to deliver new engines in suits of the yearly operations staggers
various parts of the country- When the most credulous belief. There is now
N. S. Bean assumed the superintendency being manufactured at this shop, machin-
in the fifties. Mr. Batchelder was his ery for several muslin de laine mills, iji
right liand man. different parts of New England, one we
Prominent in fire department circles, believe in Providence, and another in
it is said that he was engineer for the Woonsocket, R. I. This fact shows that
old Amoskeag No. 1, the first steam fire the high stand taken by the goods at the
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Manchester muslin de laine mills in the
market are beginning to excite consider-
able competition among the manufac-
turers. The machinery for the Manches-
ter new mill (muslin de laine) is also
manufactured here. They have also an
order from Lowell, for seventy carp-Jt
looms, a fact which reflects much credit
upon the man;agement and mechanicd
skill (if the personnel of this establish-
ment.
"But the most extensive branch of
business now carried on here, is the man-
ufacturing of locomotive engines. About
one year ago, the first engine ever man-
ufactured in Manchester was completed,
and since that time, we believe, fourteen
locomotives have been sent from th's
shop, and we are informed that the
present year, it is intended to complete
at the rate of two a month- Even this
rapid rate will not till all the orders now
on hand, several of which are for loco-
motives for New York and Western
railroads. Mr. Bailey, the agent of the
machine shop, has devoted his attention
principally to this branch of business for
the present year, and must feel highl\
gratified at the unbounded success which
has cnnvned his efiforts.
"There are about five hundred men
now engaged in the various departments
of this establishment, a larger number
than was ever before employed here,
embracing, we understood, many of the
best mechanics in the country. They
are certainly a substantial looking set of
men, and their work speaks in their
favor more plainU- than an\- j)raise which
we might (jffer.
"Of all the branches of productive in-
dustry in operation in Manchester, our
citizens may especially feel proud of this
establishment, which not only extends
the name and works of our cit\' to va-
rious and distant parts oi the country,
but also adds five hundred substantial
men to our working population. Such an
addition is a source of honf)r and profit
to any communit\-, and we trust that the
day may be far distant when the oper-
ations of the establishment shall be cur-
tailed in the slightest degree. This cer-
tainly never will be so long as it main-
tains its present reputation for turning
off good work."
Besides all the outside work carried on
here and the building of locomotives and
steam fire engines and gunmaking all of
which have been thoroughly treated in
this article the shop manufactured and
built a large (|uantity of cotton machin-
ery needed for the Company. This in-
cluded looms, spinning frames, pickers,
railway heads, drawing frames, slubbers,
intermediates, speeders, cards, spoolers,
warpers, quillers, and slashers.
Altogether the machine shop has had
a most interesting history and it has
always been what is commonly referred
to as a hive of industry. ]]ut like every-
thing else the "old big shop" had to give
way at last, and the "back shop," so-
called, on the river bank was torn down
to make room for No. 9 mill on the cen-
tral division. The foundry, pattern house
and front shop gave way to something
more substantial and more modern,
somewhat later.
Well might the poet sing:
"Her noble shop where Master Burke,
Hath planned and built the means.
For manufacturing India goods,
Of cotton from Orleans,
Her crew the noblest of our sons.
Have rendered him their aid.
By industry and prudent means,
Have found themselves well paid."
Zo Elliott
[Reprinted]
Ifs Not My Song Anymore
zo i-.i.i.i()'i"r
1"^Jll^l\.l'yS
a tune marching down
the tip of niy ])en
—a tune that
flows on with nuich more ink
than it took to write it. When I think
of the amount (jf work expended in the
printing and sale of four million copies,
the amount of human energy ])ut into
the production and singing ot the song,
I am a bit bewildered how to begin. lUit
the tune marches on. ( )nce it was mine.
Now it seems to be the other way. 1
seem to belong to it. A few tales about
it 1 know out of the many millions. 1
can tell }(ju at any rate how the tune
started, and follow it a certain distance
with }-ou. All right. Let's go.
One day in the spring of 1913 when
T was a senior at ^'ale, my friend Stod-
dard King and 1 were informed by an
ot^cial of our Zeta Psi chapter that
there was to be a banquet at the old
American House in Boston to which
chapters from New England colleges
were to send their favorite minstrels to
entertain the brethren, l^xpenses were
to be paid, and we were to be excused
from our classes for the occasion.
Just as every group at a Sunday-
school picnic is supposed to bring its
own lunch, so tlie banquet delegates were
to provide their own entertainment. 1
have forgotten just what efforts at musi-
cal composition King and I attempted,
but as 1 recall the tunes some of them
were ])retty terrible.
Some da\ s later, as 1 was playing
out of hours in m\- room a danger-
ous thing to do, as the d e a n' s
ot^ce was downstairs — my playing
drew the attention of my roommat<',
Ward Twitchell, to a melcjily I was
improvising. "What's that? ^'ou'll
make }(jur name and fortune on it."
M\- faith in TwitcheH's appreciati(jn
made me do as he suggested. J had no
more than linished when King came in.
1 played it over for liim.
"just the thing for the ban(.(uel," he
said. "Say—I've got an idea for some
words for it. 'There a long, long trail
a-winding.'
"
"Into the land of my dreams, where
the nightingales are singing," 1 con-
tinued—this, by the way, was my (jnly
contribution to the actual words of "The
Long, Long Trail"—and in a few min-
utes, t(j much nervous laughing and ex-
citement, Stoddard had linished the
chorus. He came back from his next
class with a ccjmpleted verse. We
hadn't been caught by the dean yet, so I
set the verse to music, with Stoddard
making some suggestions about the
melody.
Was there ever a harder place to pre-
sent a song than that Boston banquet?
The brothers were m a most exhilarated
state, greeting every new feature of the
entertainment with cheers, and making
life miserable for the i)erformer by their
racket and any undesired pieces of
bread. King and 1 were looking forward
to the s.ame reception. Ikit King had
an idea. lie got Brother Bagley to in-
troduce us. Brother Bagley possessing a
deep and powerful voice that caught the
general attention with its "now just a
moment, gentlemen," and we leaped
through the opening. A few remarks
b\- Stoddard, and he was singing "Nights
are gnjwing very lonely," and soon after
1 chimed in with the tenor of the chorus.
The brothers were listening. They stop-
ped throwing bread. When Stoddard
f.\^71
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called "Now, all together," they went
over the top with us.
The act had gone over. One of the
brothers who happened to be a Boston
publisher was so much impressed with
the song that he urged us to publish it.
In fact, he went so far as to make a
clear copy of it, and to add some har-
monization which ultimately became the
basis of the first edition. Stoddard was
emboldened to approach several New
York song publishers with the manu-
script. They couldn't see it.
in the autumn of 1913 the manuscript
went in my pocket with me to Trinit\-
College, Cambridge, England, where I
was to continue my studies following my
graduation from Yale. But the tune also
lingered near its birthplace, in New
Haven. A note from friend Deak Ben-
nett said: "Ransom and Mayer and 1
passed the window of 85 Connecticut
Hall last night. We sang it in your
honor."
It was at Cambridge that I began to
realize the appeal of our song. My
friend Parker down stairs—he became a
captain in the British Army and was
severely wounded—had a piano and I
gave it a lot of exercise at his repeated
request. When our parties were at their
height we would call down for our very
popular landlord, Ewart Beatty, and the
musical side of the program would gen-
erally be brought to an end by Beatty's
saying, "Well, Mr. Elliott, aren't you
going to play that little tune }"ou brought
over from America ?" Sometimes he
w^ould say "from Yale" for a change.
He would then tune his fiddle to play
an obligato, and we played the song so
much that I almost believe Beatty thinks
the tune was written in his house. At
any rate, it went out into the world from
there.
How the song came to be published
was a result of a sort of combination of
chance and maternal loyalty. I had step-
ped into a Cambridge music shop with
my friend Acheson to rent a piano. To
test the piano, I employed my pet
melody. The man who owned the shop
was impressed. Could he send someone
around to hear it? As a result of this
expert's visit my mother was inspired to
wager nine pounds ten shillings against
the publisher s similar amount, the initial
cost of production. The young London
publisher many years after confided to
me that he spent many nights in his little
dark office figuring how to get the money
to meet his side of the bargain. A few
years later he was kept awake figuring
how to supply the demand and had to
move out of that dark ot^ce into a light
one. The song almost broke the firm
of West's
;
then it made the firm.
1 know of nothing, except the arrival
of a son, as exciting as the receipt of the
first complimentary copies of a new
song. They reached me in December of
1913. When they come at twenty-two
the} seem like meteors
—and they dis-
appear as quickly. So had it not been
for the kind patronage of Mrs. Burt, the
number of complimentary copies might
have surpassed those actually marketed,
the publisher might have become bank-
rupt and the song cut ofi: in its infancy.
Her activities among' the American col-
ony in Europe instilled the breath of
commercial life into the enterprise. My
first ro}-alty statement was just barely
enough to buy me a derby hat at Scott's.
Seven dollars bought a darned good hat
in those days.
"The Long Trail" had been in print
seven months when "Tipperary" came
swinging past it in August, 1914. Then
came "Pack L^p Your Troubles in Your
Old Kit Bag." The seriousness of this
new war that had just burst on the
world was being realized more and more.
The lads who now marched awav knew
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it was to more than glitter and glare, and
"Keep the Home Fires I'urniiig" was
the reigning song. Men came from tlie
ends of the earth, not for a gallant and
exciting campaign, but to wait in tlie
nnid of the trenches—wait, wait until
the war might cease, or the}" themselves
might die out of the wearisome business.
They found a song which seemed to
express all this. It was a song which
first attracted general attention as a
boatload of Canadians sang it coming
down the Thames from a Sunday outing.
England scarcely knew wliat a trail
meant, but it had begun to know "the
long, long night of waiting." These
Canadians knew both. In every restau-
rant, every barracks, every square, the
song with the trail in it was heard.
As a friend told me, next to the n(jise
of London traffic the sound of "The
Long Trail" predominated. (Jne could
not escape it. The men of far coun-
tries had brought a new idea to an old
world in the shape of a song. Next to
the sound of guns you would hear the
song, as ancjther friend wrote me. Al-
ways when there was song. Thunder
and song—song and thunder. "The
Long Trail" seemed to be the least ex-
haustible of all vocal ammunition. It
had become the song of mud and blood.
John Masefield wrote me that never had
he seen so many men pass to die sing-
ing the same tune, always, always,
thousands upon thousands going up to
die in the mud. Coningsby Dawson in
his war letters "Carry On" wrote : "We
sing it as a sort of prayer as we stand
almost waist deep in the mud." Could
such things have happened to a song
written by two college boys? Stoddard
and I had }"et to learn.
The first intimation of the regard with
which the song was held, aside from the
reports of publishers, T read in the .\ it^'
York Times—for late in 1914 I returned
to America to continue my law studies
at Columbia Cniversit}-. 1 was supposed
to be studying law, but who could do
that with the world on fire? I cursed
the hurdy-gurdies that thrilled me every
nun-ning with the "Marseillaise," then
opened a case book. No use. 1 had to
look at the paper. On the front page I
read this: "While the soldiers were lined
up on deck waiting to be disembarked
from tlie torpedoed troop ship Tyiidar-
iiis someone took up 'The Long Trail.'
They were all singing it as they calmly
waited each his turn to escape death."
I rushed across the hall to tell my friend
Dan Keller, who two years later died
in the Argonne while fighting with the
79th Division. He gulped with aston-
ishment and pride, and when he caught
his breath, 1 remember his saying: "To
no one would T wisli such honor more
than you." Then I set out to class with
him but left him at the classroom and
walked for nearly an hcjur along River-
side Drive alone. The song was begin-
ning to tug at my own heart strings.
America was pretty near the jumping
off place herself In- this time, and the
morning papers upset some of the stu-
dents so much that I believe the law-
professors were despaired of some of us.
Things w^ere getting under our skins.
With the declaration came the question
witli many of the boys of continuing
their profession. A check for $10.(X)()
from mv London publishers came and
spared me much of this worry. I tele-
phoned my mother, cut my classes then
and there and went (ni a shopping orgy.
A few days later I spent some of that
money for a ticket to Plattsburg. At
the first officers' training camp I remem-
ber the remarkable sensation of hearing
m\- tune start with the big fellows up
front, pass through my own squad, reach
the end of the column, and then be
taken up by the next company. My
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faithful friend and bunkie, Ridgley,
would give me a prod of approval, but 1
remember once wdien the band tried it
at reveille, his saying as he rubbed the
sleep out of his eyes, "There's that
damn tune of yours, Elliott."
It took the camp medicos live weeks
to discover that I was not the perfect
physical specimen they wanted lieuten-
ants to represent. 1 was back at the
Yale Club in New York one June day in
1917, ruminating on my failure to be-
come an officer in the United States
Arm}-. A band started playing. It was
Major Currie with liis Highlanders
down from Canada. As they started
down Vanderbilt Avenue the crowd fol-
lowed. I can't resist a band myself, and
grabbing my hat 1 chased after them.
As they turned Eorty-second Street a
thrill shot through me. They had broken
into the English version of "The Long-
Trail"—in strict march time. 1 nuisl
confess I followed them with tears in my
eyes.
Liberty Loans came akjng. The song
was sung at all such rallies. Great ar-
tists like Schumann-Heink. Caruso.
Stracciari. McCormack, Alma Gluck,
Frieda Hampel sang it. Matzenauer
sang it one evening at the Metropolitan.
In fact, it became almost compulsory
for every artist to have it in his reper-
toire. May I sa}- that the hrst two ar-
tists who took tlie song up were an
American Indian singer, Chief Caupol-
ican, and Dorothy Jardon, who made it
very popular in San Francisco.
My sister went into a New York shop
to buy an extra copy-^in the early days.
"Is it any good?" she anxiously asked
the young woman in charge, wishing to
fathom its popularity. "Aw, pretty
good," replied the young woman, and
then turned to more attractive material.
Speaking of personal experiences, mv
favorite is about the time when I was
at Camp Vail, New Jersey— for 1 lia^i
managed to get in service in the lion-
orable estate of a private
— 1 was wash-
ing mv clothes alongside of a tall,
freckle-faced, red-headed sergeant. Of
course his name had to be Red. Well,
Red started singing "The Long Trail,"
and after a few gulps he ejaculated,
"Gee, 1 like that song! Sing it with
me?" Yes, I would. "Well then, you
take the upper and I'll take the lower."
We started, then Red left the soap suds
alone. "Sounds swell, doesn't it? You
know, there's a fellow in the barracks
next door who's been playing and sing-
ing it on a melodeon. Sings it just right,
not too loud, not too soft." Just then
someone in the shower-bath made the
statement that the fellow who wrote the
song was in camp. "You don't say?"
Then putting his hands on his hips,
"Mightv smart fellow lie nuist be." 1
began to trv to explain or else make a
«retawav, but 1 was caught. Someone in
the shower ])ointed to me and said.
"That's the fellow." Red's jaw dropped,
he turned scarlet red, not brick red any
longer. T didn't know whether he was
going to shake hands or hit me. He
controlled himself, however, and ex-
plained: "Well, here I've been singing
away like a fool for you, and you wrote
it." After that experience I only saw-
Red a couple of times, and when I did
he dodged round the corner rather
sheepishly. It was plain that song writ-
ers couldn't be trusted.
I wish I could mention their names
and the many stories which individuals
have connected with the song. In gen-
eral they said at first: "It was the first
song I ever heard my sw-eetheart sing.
I was starting for the front." Later it
became : "It w-as the last song I heard
Iiim sing or he wrote about." One Red
Cross nurse who was ver\- ill in Balti-
more wrote me through the aid of her
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own nurse that if I would send lier an
autographed copy of ""The Trail" she
thought it would help her so much. She
was delirious at times, and the song car-
ried some sort of "balm to hurt minds"
that touched some great tragedy in her
life. When she recovered I received her
thanks and her story. Music, I am told,
often unlocks mental gates that have
been closed. This same friend added
that in psychopathic wards in the mili-
tar\- hospitals, when all else fails, some-
times the singing of "The Long Trail"
helps.
The phrase "The Long, Long Trail"
became often a symbol of continued
courageous endeavor. Just recently a
bronze tablet based on Darling's cartoon
of Roosevelt's death called "The Long
Trail" was unveiled while someone
played the melody. Novels, movies,
vaudeville acts used the phrase synony-
mously or directly. There was Cadet
Clarkson's I^lattsburg parody, "There's
a long, long line of trenches into No
Man's Land in France, where the shrap-
nel shells are bursting and we must ad-
vance." This is the only official parody.
I O. K.'d it one evening in company bar-
racks at Plattsburg for the enthusi-
astic gentleman. I still have difficulty
getting all of the syllables in just right,
but it is easier than B. C. Hilliam's pat-
ter song, which ran in the play "P)ud-
dies" and is something like this :
"There's a sort of charm about it, when
you hear the soldiers shout it in their
rough and ready rhythm that w ill make
you sing it with "em." Then it ends up:
"Yet the trail remains a mystery, the
song a part of histor}'. The birdies will
be singing it, the bells they will be ring-
ing it to the wail of the tale of the lung.
long trail."
So much for parodies. Now^ for
mvths, the best one of which is this. It
was a common storv that the writer of
both words and music died in I-'rance.
Those who had sung it so much wauled
some poetic justice about it. It seems
that the writer, an American, had dif-
hculty getting into the service, accord-
ing to one printed acc(junt. The United
.States Army would not have him. so
over to Canada and back, and at last.
on a second trip, he signed up with the
Canadians, lie met the logical fate of
a soldier. He was mortally wounded,
and while awaiting his end in the hos-
])ital he wrote the melod\- and words.
The stor\- was quite well known, and
was the wa)- the average soldier wanted
the song written. Stoddard King and 1
have lived Un) long.
There are some laurels connected with
the song that Stoddard and 1 like to re-
member. T like to think that the first
American troops in Iun"ope passed in
review before Ambassador Page and
Admiral Sims to its rhythm. A friend in
England tells me that every year before
the cenotaph of the I'nknown Soldier in
London, when the King (;f England, the
royal family and all of England's great-
est assemble in the Mall, it is taken up
in great volume just before "Rule Bri-
tannia" and "Cod Save the King."
Again, during the great memorial con-
cert in Albert Hall, the king of England
was said to have st(jod during its rendi-
tion, and Lloyd George in his victory
speech referred to it as the song that
helped to win the war. Secretary Daniels
sent us the official thanks of the United
States Navy for and in behalf of those
whom the song had served. "S'ale Uni-
versity granted it the Joseph \'ernon
Prize as a work by Yale men that best
represented the spirit and ideals of Yale.
When the T.ritish passed over the bridge
at Cologne, they marched into Germany
to it.
In the Invalides, the wondrous mu-
seum in Paris where the proud relics of
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a brave empire are collected, there is a
corner dedicated to the relics of the
Allies. In the American room, my
friend. Major Gimperling, had placed
for me a manuscript copy of "There's a
Long, Long Trail." His doing so ac-
complished one of tlie dreams of my
life, that I could place a letter beside
it in which Dan Keller, my friend at
Columbia who had wished me success,
prophesied its significance. Dan lies
buried in Romagne. The ink in the let-
ter is still clear, and so long as it can
be read it is the finest tribute a friend
can ever pay to another's work. I often
think of that manuscript as the last high
altar of the song's endeavor. It has
been there three years now, and it will
stay there ultimateh- to crumble in the
land where those who sang it and loved
it fell witli the tune fresh in their hearts.
It is there for them alwavs if their
shades should wander back, perhaps ask-
ing "What was that tune we used to
sing so much?"
There is something about a war song
that carries an appeal even to the op-
posite side. This my venturesome pub-
lisher knew, and he arranged after the
Armistice to let the Germans have the
song if they wanted more of it. From
his account, the whole venture was
highly successful, as the climax came so
quickly. At the initial performance of
it, tlie leader of the orchestra was as-
sailed by beer mugs and bottles and
barely escaped with his life from the
outraged audience. The audience re-
l)eated Lloyd George's phrase, so I be-
Heve the reception represented their true
sentiments—although I was asked later
by a very sportsmanlike Fritzie to send
him a copy, and away it went, auto-
graph and all.
Autumn in New Hampshire
DOROTHY WHIPPLE FRY
I hear in cadence low and sweet
The voice of Autumn calling.
And one by one like golden thoughts
The sun-warm leaves are falling.
The mountains glow in tapestries
Atiame beneath the skv,
And thru the red and golden leaves,
The sunbeams glimmer by
To lie in patterns 'neath the trees;
And somewhere, far away,
A little bird is singing soft
A parting roundelay.
Oh, come with me in Autumn.
New Hampshire's mountains call
And heart's delight is realized
In the glory of the fall.
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a.nain in Concord, wliicli had
been our residence from 1868 till
1872, and again iox the greater
part of 1879, we settled down with the
hope and expectation of making this our
home through the balance of our mortal
life. Here we had many acquaintances
and some good friends—more at least
than anywhere else in the state since
we had kept in touch with the capital
city and its people, during our stay in
Littleton, Dover and Manchester.
We found a home in a new double
house on North Spring street, just com-
pleted b}- Washington P. Ford, which we
occupied with wife ami three children,
then ranging from 9 to 12 years of age,
for a dozen years or more, then remov-
ed to an apartment in Insurance Block,
where we remained but a short time, then
resided for seven years on South State
street, when we built a house at 24
Proadwa}-. into wliicli \\e moved, and
wdiich was our JTome f<jr 21 years—a
house in w hich we still take pride, as one
of the handsomest on the street, although
^^e disposed of it five years ago.
The People (Did Patriot, wliicli we liad
engaged to edit in succession to one
Leonard B. Brown who had ceased
his services in that connection, was then
printed and published in Bailey's Block.
The old A^t'7C' Hampshire Patriot had
been purchased from E. C. Bailey, wlio
had bought the same of llutterfield and
Hill, for the sake of the name and what-
ever good will remained attached thereto,
and united with the People, which had
long before become the leading Demo-
cratic paper in the state, in point of cir-
culation and influence.
Col. Charles C. Pearson, in whose
hands was the management and control
of the paper, was in poor health, and did
not long survive after 1 assumed the ed-
itorship, and after his death control of
the paper passed int(j the hands of his
father, John H. Pearson and Mr. Lewis
C. Pattee of Lebanon, as administrators
or trustees, and so continued till 1885,
when a stock company was formed,
known as the Democratic I'ress Co.,
to which the paper was sold. Meanwhile
the plant had been removed from
Bailey's to Moore's Block, where Nardi-
ni's restaurant now is. and the ])ublica-
tion of a dail}- edition was commenced
and thereafter continued, though in point
of fact it was a mistake financially, as
the paper, which had previously been is-
sued at a profit, never after really earned
a dividend.
1 continued in editorial charge of the
paper for ten years, till the spring of
1892, when it was sold to Stilson Hutch-
ins of Washington, or at least a control-
ling interest in the stock of the company
was purchased by him. This arrange-
ment was brought about, undoubtedly,
at the instigation of William E. Chand-
ler, who had been threatening John H.
Pearson, who though no longer in con-
trol of the paper, held, along with his
friends, considerable of the stock, with
[363]
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a libel suit against the paper, unless at-
tacks upon him, induced by his political
acts, ceased, and which I persisted in
continuing, as occasion required.
When Mr. Hutchins assumed control
of the paper I resigned as editor though
he offered to continue me in that service,
but I knew very well that his policies
would be in conflict with my ideas of
how a Democratic paper in New Hamp-
shire should be conducted and chose not
to continue, handicapped as I would be
if I did.
I was now left practically without em-
ployment, though I had, nominally, in
company with Allan H. Robinson,
(though he realh' did nothing about its
management or publication) at the be-
ginning of 1892 bought from John N.
McClintock, the Granite Monthly
magazine, which I edited and published
for two years, when I sold it, at a small
profit, to the Republican Press Associa-
tion, they having expressed a purpose to
publish a magazine, whether I sold or
not, and I knowing very well that there
was not room in the state for the suc-
cessful publication of two magazines.
It so happened that the National
Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, w^hich
organization I had joined as a charter
member of Capital Grange, No. 13, at its
institution in January 1896, and was its
first lecturer, was planning to hold its
next annual session in Concord, in No-
vember of that 3'ear, 1892, upon invita-
tion of the Concord Commercial club, the
business organization of the city, which
later became the Board of Trade, and a
few years since blossomed out as the
Chamber of Commerce. There was
much to be done in the line of arrange-
ments for the proper entertainment of
that important body, and nobody con-
nected with the club inclined to take the
burden and responsibility of doing it.
Finally the president of the club, Mr.
George F. Page, then the head of the
Page Belting Company, sent for me,
and after lengthy consultation, and some
consideration, I consented to undertake
the work and for some weeks previous to
the National Grange meeting devoted
my best efforts to it. Money had to be
raised by subscription among the citizens
to defray the necessary expenses, and
about $1,200 was thus secured for the
purpose ; halls had to be secured for the
purposes of the gathering; music and
decorations provided for, and last, but
by no means least, rooming accommoda-
tions secured for many hundred people,
who had to be assigned thereto, and
shown to their c[uarters upon arrival :
the conduct or supervision of whicli
work I assumed and carried through
satisfactorily.
The Commercial Club, or Rf^ard of
Trade, as it was soon after called, was
so well satisfied with m\- work that at
the next annual meeting, in January
1893, I was chosen secretary of the or-
ganization, and held the position contin-
uousl\- for fifteen years, except for an
interim of two years when another
man held it, during which time the mem-
bership fell off" from 150 to about 30,
and I was called back to resurrect the
concern. During this time another ses-
sion of the National Grange held in Con-
cord in 1898, had to be provided for as
well as several sessions of the State
Grange, requiring an outlay of at least
$500 each, which 1 had to raise and ex-
pend and which was only one of the in-
cidents of my work as secretary. During
this time or in the later portion thereof,
I was for nine years secretary of the state
Board of Trade that held quarterly meet-
ings in different parts of the state for the
consideration of diff'erent subjects of
material interest; the arrangement of the
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programs, and the selection of speakers
being mainly in my hands. Meetings
were held at Hampton, Canobie Eake,
Derry, Nashua, Mil ford, Peterboro, jaf-
frey, Newport, Claremont, Laconia, Mt,
Uncanoonuc, Sunapee Lake, and various
other places in many of them more than
once, and many speakers brought out,
who afterward became prominent in the
public eye- 1 well remember one oc-
casion just after Edgar O. Hirst had been
appointed to the forestry commission.
when he made his first appearance in the
state as a speaker at a meeting of the
state board at the Uncanoonucs
;
also an-
other at the same place, when Hon. Al-
bert O. I'rown, who has since become an
authority on the subject, made his first
public address upon the subject, he hav-
ing been just appointed as the head of
the new tax commission. At another
meeting, at Sunapee Harbor, when the
late Hon. Wilbur H. Powers and E. M.
Hopkins of P)Oston were the speakers,
the steamer whistled for its departure
to meet the Concord train, just as Mr.
Hopkins, \\h(j has since become the dis-
tinguished president of Dartmouth col-
lege, had got fairly started on his speech,
and all were obliged to leave. Whatever
became of that speech we never knew,
but everyone knows what became of
Hopkins.
At one of these meetings, in Exeter,
about the time when the Grand Trunk
Railroad was seeking the right to ex-
tend its line across New Hampshire, and
thus, in some measure, relieve the state
of the arbitrary rule of the I'oston t<;
Maine, the Board passed a resolution en-
dorsing the project, that gave some im-
petus to the movement, which, though ul-
timately abandoned, created a good deal
of sensation and aroused some hcjpe for
a time in the minds of a good man\-
people. It will he remembered thai
Judge James W. Remick was the New
Hampshire attorney employed b\ the
Grand Trunk to carry on its contest in
the state, and that Jesse M. I'arton of
Newport was engaged as his assistant.
Circumstances compelled the abandon-
ment of this project, which had it suc-
ceeded and the Grand Trunk Railroad
gotten through to Portsmouth, would
have meant much for New Hampshire
and its seaport city and erstwhile cap-
ital.
The late Gen. Charles W. Collins of
Nashua, who was a member of the staff
of Ex-(]overnor Naluim J. P>atchelder,
was tlie first president of the state board
with whom 1 was associated, and the
late Hon. (Jmar A. Towne of Franklin
was the last. Among other men who
served as president in my time, were the
late Olin H. Chase, then of Newport and
Ex-Mayor George W. Cox of Laconia.
I remember that at an evening meeting
of the board in the latter city, it fell to
my lot to introduce as a speaker the late
Booker Washington, the celebrated
negro educator. Among the i)resi<lents
of the Concord Board of Trade, serving
in mv time, T remember most distinctly
George F. I'age, Myron J. Pratt, David
E. Murpny and Charles T. Page, of
whom the first and last only survive—the
former in Boston and the latter slill in
Concord.
As I have heretofore stated, 1 became
a charter member and the first lecturer
of Capital Grange, No. 11.\ upon its
or-
gani/:ation in January 1886, and
was
furthermore seven times re-elected to
that office, and served one year as master
of the grange- I was also a charter
member of Merrimack County Pomona
Grange, No. 3, succeeded Nahum J.
Bachelder as lecturer of that organiza-
tion in 1887, and was ten times re-elected
to that office in subsequent years 1 also
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served tor six years as lecturer of the
New Hampshire State Grange, from
December 1897 to December 1903, mak-
ing 25 years of lecture work in all, (lur-
ing which time I think I may justly
claim to have prepared and presented
more programs than any other person in
the state.
Upon the death of James O. Adams,
secretai"}' of the state board of agricul-
ture, early in 1887, I wrote to N. J.
Bachelder, of East Andover, then secre-
tary of the State Grange, suggesting that
he be a candidate for the position, to
which proposition he consented. 1 se-
cured the adoption of a resolution by
Capital Grange, recommending him for
election to that office, and the appoint-
ment of a committee to go before the
board of agriculture, and urge his elec
tion. Meanwhile I had an interview with
Hon. Moses Humphrey, chairman of the
board, in which I set forth the propriety
of Mr. Bachelder's election, and in which
he promised to "take care of the Repub-
licans" on the board if I would look after
the Democrats, the board then being
evenly divided between the two parties.
This was done, and he was elected, re-
ceiving the votes of all members except
one Democrat, who had himself aspired
to the office.
Mr. Bachelder held the office of secre-
tary of the board of agriculture for 26
years, until, in 1913, there was a change
in the political administration of the
state government and the board was re-
organized, under Governor Samuel D.
Felker. During several years of this
time he was also commissioner of im-
migration, under a special act of the
legislature, designed to promote the re-
settlement of abandoned farms in the
state by people from outside. Through
all this period of service, as the execu-
tive officer of the state board of agri-
culture, he was arranging for and hold-
ing farmers' institutes in all parts of the
state, with speakers upon the different
branches of agricultural operation, many
of which it was my fortune to at-
tend and report f(jr the press. Througii
the work of his office, taking liim into
all sections of the state, Mr. Bachelder
secured a wide acquaintance and gained
much popularity, resulting in his elec-
tion as governor in November 1902, and
his service in that office in 1903 and
1904, when he set the example of ap-
pearing and speaking at public functions
of all sorts, throughout the state, which
all his successors have followed, though
his predecessors had seldom appeared in
that way.
Although I was not publicly announ-
ced as connected with any paper for
many years after 1892, I was for some
time the New Hampshire correspondent
for the Boston Post, also of the New
York Herald and Times, as I had been
previously, for a time, of the N czv York
Wo'rld. From 1896 to 1908 1 furnished
the editorial matter for the Portsmouth
Tl)}ies, published by Col. True L. Nor-
ris, writing also a weekly Concord letter
for the same paper, and reporting the
proceedings of the Legislature for the
sessions included in that period. For
hve years during that time T furnished
the editorial for the Cheshire Repiiblieaii,
a Democratic weekly paper at Keene,
till it was purchased by Robert P. Bass,
turned into a "mugwump" organ and
finally discontinued. I also edited the
Granite Monthly, then in the hands of
the Rumford Press, in 1901-2, and pro-
vided a grange department for tlie
Manchester Mirror for two or three
years.
In 1895 I edited and published a vol-
ume, on "New Hampshire Agriculture,"
giving the history of the various agri-
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cultural organizations in the state, fol
lowed by personal sketches of represen-
tative fanners throughout the state, an>l
about the sanu- time edited a volume en-
titled "New Hampshire Wcjmen," for the
New Hampshire Publishing Comj)an_\-.
In 19()y 1 was employed by the literary-
executors of the late ?lon. Harry I'.ing-
ham—Messrs. Edgar Aldrich, Albert S.
Batchellor an<l lohn AI. Mitchell—to edit
and compile a memorial Nolume, contain-
ing the writings and speeches, and cov-
ering the ])rofessional and political life
of Mr. I'>ingham, which was brought out
in the following year, in a work of over
500 octavo pages, prefaced with a bio-
graphical sketch of Mr. Bingham, which
I wrote, and containing numerous foot-
notes sketching the various public men
referred to in the work. This book wis
published for gratuitous distribution, and
was sent to libraries, lawyers and i)ul)lic
men generallx' throughout New England,
and is a permanent memorial of the life
work of one of New Hampshire's most
eminent lawyers, and most distinguished
Democratic political leaders.
Upon the death of Albert S. Batchel-
lor, edit(n' of state papers, or state his-
torian, as he was generally called, in
1913, 1 was appointed by Governor
Samuel 1). b\'lker as his successor in
that office, and entered upon its duties
in the earl\' summer of that year. The
position had never before been a politi-
cal one, and had been held by Rev. Dr.
Bouton, and I. W. Hammond, previous
to Mr. B>atchell(jr, all of whom had died
in office; but partisan animosil}' had
reached fever heat among Republican
l)oliticans with their defeat in 1912, and
man\' of them insisted that no 1 )emocrat
should be allowed to hold a salaried ])osi-
tion under the state government if it
could be helped, and so, after the Repub-
lican party again came into power,
through the election in November 1914,
a bill was prepared and introduced in the
next legislature, providing for the aboli-
tion of the office. This bill was ultimately
turned down in c(jmmittee, after extend-
ed hearing, in which some prominent
and fair-minded Rei^ublicans, prominent
am(jng whom was the late Hon. Omar
A. Towne of Eranklin, appeared against
it, and so failed of passage; but the late
James E. French, chairman of the com-
mittee (jn appropriations, sometimes
known at the "watch dog (jf the treas-
ury," and one of the most bitter ke])ub-
lican partisans to whom the very name
of "Democrat" was '"anathema," suc-
ceeded in having the appropriation for
the work of the office cut out of the budg-
et, and the governor had not sufficient
backbone, or lacked the disposition, to
have it reinstated, and s(j the work had
to cease, except that the completion f)f
the publication of the early laws was
turned over by the governor and council
to the office of the secretary of state,
by whom Miss Isabelle Smith, who had
been my clerk, was engaged to complete
that work. No subsecjuent legislature
has made any appropriation for the con-
tinuance of the work of the state histo-
rian, which office 1 still hold, it never
having been abolished and no successor
ever having been appointed. I have,
however, voluntarily done such work as
1 could to perpetuate interest in New
Hampshire historical alTairs, and have
been instrumental in promoting many
historical anniversar}- celebrations, of a
local nature and, particularly, the state
celebration of the 300th anniversary of
the settlement of New Hampshire, in
1923. and the l.^Oth anniversary of inde-
pendent government in the state, in 1926,
the bill providing for each of which I
prepared and got through the legislature,
the first under the administration of
(Governor .Albert O, F>rown,and the .sec-
ond under that of John G. Winant, who
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were chairmen of the respective com-
missions appointed under the law, of
both of which I was secretary and car-
ried out the arrangements.
I spent two or three years, after I wa:;
deprived of my work as state historian,
in preparing for pubhcation a work
entitled "One Thousand New Hampshire
Notables," which was designed as a sort
of "Who's Who" in the state, being brief
biographical sketches of prominent resi-
dents or natives of the state then living.
This book was issued in 1919, an 1
though the proceeds were not great tlicy
were of material assistance in "keeping
the W(jlf from the door."
In tlie latter part of 1922 1 published
a small volume entitled "Xew Hamp-
shire in History" of which 13(K) copies
were issued and most (jf wliich were
soon disposed of. It did not purport to
be a history of the state, but simply sel
forth, in some measure, the contribution
which New Hampshire had made to the
progress of the nation- I had hrst given
it in the form of a lecture before the
Conway Woman's club, which was after-
ward repeated in Concord, before an au-
dience which included the governor of
the state, Albert O. Brown, Judge
Charles R. Corning and other prominenl
citizens, who urged its publication. Thus
encouraged I extended the matter mate-
rially and published it in the volume
named.
The Granite Mo.xthlv, which 1 had
started in Dover in 1877. and which liad
had a variegated history, as is apparent
from what I have already written, had
passed into the possession of the Rum-
ford Printing Company when the States-
man Company, to which it had been sold
in 1893, divided into the Monitor Press
and the Rumford Co., the former taking
over the newspapers—the Monitor and
Statesman—and the latter the job prim-
ing department. The magazine was fi-
nally taken over by one Henry C.
Colby, an attache of the printing com-
pany, who had gotten into financial dif-
ticulties, and mortgaged the magazine to
Gen- Henry M. Baker of Bow, who
had taken possession of the same by
legal process, and from whom I obtained
it by lease in 1906, and continued its
publication for twelve years, having in
the meantime purchased it outright
from the general's executors, Rufus H.
Baker and Sherman E. Burroughs, after
his decease. At the close of 1918 I sold
the magazine to Harlan C Pearson, who
published it nearly hve years and then
sold it to Mrs. Robert P. Bass, or to her
father who purchased it for her. It was
published under her auspices till 1927,
when it was turned over to my son,
Harry 15. Metcalf f)f the N civport ^Irgus
Cliaiiipioii for wliom I edited it for that
}ear, after which it was acquired by
Edward T. McShane of the Granite
State Press of Manchester.
In 1924 I published a quarterly maga-
zine, devoted to politics and called the
"Democratic yuarterlv Review,'' of
which 1000 copies were circulated, and
which, altliough it brought no mcM'e finan-
cial return than enough to pay the cost,
enabled me to express myself in emphatic
terms upon current issues. In April of
that year a paper known as The Nczv
Hampshire Democrat, was started by one
J. C. Smith of the York, Me., Publishing
Company. It was nominally issued from
I*ortsmouth, and I was employed as its
editor. The paper was published for
four years, and then died for want of
patronage ; but while it was published it
presented, from week to week, more
political truth than any other paper in
New England. In fact, so far as 1
know, it was the last straight Democratic
paper issued in this part of the country-
Since the demise of this paper I have
known no medium through whicli I
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could tell the people what T think of tlie
men or the agencies which, to my mind.
are converting a government "of, for and
by the people" into a government of llie
masses for and b\- the classes.
Politically I am. and always have been.
a Democrat of the Jeffersonian order,
believing in "equal rights for all and
special privilege for none," and liave al-
ways supported that doctrine, 1)\- voice
and pen. As a matter of part}- dutx' I
have often been a candidate for ot^ce
on the party ticket, though without hope
oi chance for election—all the way from
ward moderator to representative in
congress, running for the latter in 1910,
against Frank D. Currier, the Republi-
can nominee and incumbent in the second
district, whose majority of about 10,000
in the previous election was reduced one
half. I was entitled in justice and 1)\'
precedent to a renomination in 1912,
when, by the way, the general overturn
in politics in the state occurred, but one
Raymond !>. Stevens had been induced
to tile as a candidate, and I decided not
to contest with him, much tf) the dis-
satisfaction of most of the party leaders
in the district. I was morally sure of the
nomination if ] liad sought it, but felt
that Stevens might more re;idil\- com-
mand the support of the Progressive Re-
publicans of the district, he being a new
man in politics, than one who had be.n
lighting the Republican part}' for a gen-
eration. So I gave him the chance and
he was elected, as were the Democratic
candidates for governor and for con-
gress in the hrst district
—.Samuel I ).
Felker and Eugene E. Reed.
The only elective offices that I ever
held, of a public nature, were non-politi-
cal, being those of member of the board
of education in Littleton and auditor of
union school district in Concord, whicli
latter T held for nineteen \ears. 1 ser\ed
as a delegate in the constitutional con-
vention of 1918-23, being chosen from
Ward 7, Concord, in pursuance of an
agreement between the two parties,
whereby one Democrat and two Republi-
cans should be elected, m\- colleagues
being Frank P. Quimby and Albert M.
Thompson. In this convention, cner
whicli Albert O. I'.rown presided and in
which James O. Lyford was the d<jmi-
nant figure, I proposed and advocate-!
various amendments, such as the abolish-
ing of the executive council and the
doing away of the convention itself,
but without success.
1 have never been a "joiner" in the
ordinary sense of the term, and aside
from the Grange, have never belonged
to any fraternal organization, unless the
Royal Arcanum and the Sons of the
American Revolution may be considered
as sucIt. T was a charter member, and
at one time regent of (iranite State
Council R. A. of Concord, but withdrew
after the policy of "freezing" out the
older members was adopted by the or-
ganization ; and I have been a member
of the New Hampshire society, Sons of
the American Revolution, for more than
40 years, serving both as president ami
liistorian.
In religion I have been a I'niversalist
since 1 came to years of understanding,
and since 1882 have been actively iden-
tified with the First Universalist Society
of Concord. 1 have served upon its
prudential committee, and for many
Acars as its moderator and superinten-
dent of its Sunday school. 1 have at-
tended most of the X. H. I'niversalist
state conventions since 1871. and several
general conventions. 1 was for nine
years vice-president of the state
conven-
tion, but was retired as such through the
rmimositv of one of its ministerial mem-
bers whom I had criticized for taking
jKirtisan politics into the pulpit.
Sub-
sequently, however, after he had left the
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state, I was elected as a member of the
board of trustees, and held the position
for six years, till at the convention in
Marlborough, five }"ears ago, I declined
to be a candidate for re-election and
asked the nominating committee to sub-
stitute Arthur H. Britton in my place.
At this same convention I was elected a
life member, the tirst in the state to oc-
cupy such position.
When the New Hampshire Old Home
Week Association was organized, in the
summer of 1899 through the instrumen-
tality of Governor Frank West Rollins,
I was chosen a member of the executive
committee, along with Edward N. Pear-
son of Concord and William H- Stimson
of Dunbarton, and held that position till
1914 when Governor Rollins went out of
office and I was cliosen in liis place, of-
ficiating as president till last June, when
I declined re-election, and was made
president emeritus. During all this time
I was deeply interested in the work of
the association and contributed more
time and effort to its work than to an_\'
other cause, and more, I may say with-
out boasting, than any other person in
the state.
Since my son, Harry ?>. Metcalf, has
been the owner and publisher of the
Argus-Chanipio)! in Newport ( he having
purchased and consolidated the two
papers then published in the town in the
fall of 1926) I have contributed a week-
ly column of "Recollection'' or "Obser-
vations" to the paper, as much for my
own diversion as for the interest of the
readers, though I have the satisfaction of
knowing that some of the latter have been
interested in the same, and as long as
my mind is clear and my sight remains
I may continue this diversion. These
"Recollections," for the first year were
republished in book form, under the title
of "Sullivan County Recollections," the
matter referring mainly to Sullivan
county affairs. I might also say that
when the 100th anniversary of the es-
tablishment of Sullivan county was cele-
brated in 1927, I edited a volume of the
proceedings of that celebration with the
addresses given, of which the leading
one was the address of Ex-Governor
John H. Bartlett upon the "Vanishing
Village," which volume was printed by
my son.
I was an earnest advocate of the
cause of woman suffrage for A'ears be-
fore it succeeded, and was tlie first and
only man in the state who ever intro-
duced an equal suffrage resolution in a
political state convention. I campaigned
for the cause with Carrie Chapman Catt,
previous to the constitutional conven-
tion of 1902, and spoke in various places
in its advocacy, and although I liave
been somewhat disappointed in the re-
sults, since the triumph of the cause, I
have never regretted my action.
In my 89th year, far beyond the
"allotted" age of man, I am })atientl\-
awaiting the final summons, hoping only
that so long as I remain on earth I may
be able to do something for the advan-
tage of my fellow beings. My wife,
Mary J. Jackson, whom I married in
Littleton, December 18. 1869. passed
away October 9, 1926, from the eft'ects
of a stroke of paralysis received in June
})revious. She was a true woman and
had been my faithful companion and
helpmeet for nearly 57 years. My oldest
son, Harry B. Metcalf, born January 25,
1871, after a varied journalistic career
following his graduation from Dart-
mouth in 1893, has been for the la^'i
three years the editor and proprietor of
the Argus-Champion at Newport, having
purchased and combined the Argus and
Spcciafor and Republican Cliampion of
that town. My second son, Edmund B.
Metcalf. has spent his life in newspaper
offices as a compositor and linotype op-
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erator, working many years in I'.ostDii With my daughter and youngest cliiUl.
offices till he was disabled by a paralytic Laura Prucia, wife of Harlan C. Pear-
stroke in the spring of 1928, and is now son, well-known publicist, I make my
in Morristown, Pa., the home of his home, and expect lo do so while I re-
elder daughter, main on earth.
JVarning to the Inhabitants of a Certain
College Town
These eerie autumn mists are not such fogs
As nature raises up from streams and bogs ;
There's something strange about their wavering gray.
1 think they're homesick ghosts who've lost their way,
Sighing and shivering, hapless shades transplanted,
Seeking in vain the dwellings they once haunted.
For Hanover's a sorry place for ghosts,
This pleasant little town that gaily boasts
Itself the home of migratory houses.
'Tis well at last one feeble voice espouses
The cause of Daniel hunting for his room,
Troubled, not knowing that the common doom
Has touched his former residence over-night;
Of Kate returning to an altered site;
Or Eleazar wandering round the sc|uare
In search of buildings now a block from there.
Think twice before you move an ancient house;
There are more things disturbed than vine and mouse.
And ghosts cast homeless in the village street
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Editorial
A friend of mine, no longer concerned facts, together with a courage to make
with things in this world, used to dismiss the changes that the facts indicate to be
gloomy thoughts with the philosophic necessary."
observation that "Some days must be The implication, of course, must be
dark and dreary." Which was his para- that New England manufacturers and
phrase of the older saw that things are merchants are not facing the facts and
seldom as bad as they seem to be. that our traditions have been outgrown.
That attitude has no place in the Exaggeration may be necessary, or at any
philosophy of most of the experts who rate it is deemed necessary by certain
are engaged in diagnosing our business propagandists, to startle those they are
and industrial ills. The picture they endeavoring to bring to a point of chang-
give us of conditions is usually of ing over their manners and customs of
sombre aspect, if not downright depress- living or doing business. Yet, if those
ing; always drastic remedies must be who were listening to the speaker who
applied if any improvement is to be made the foregoing utterance, the mem-
expected. That type of expert almost bers of the New England Council, have
invariably is controlled bv a pessimistic been sincere in the information the
strain
; or at least appears to be. Eor Council has been sending out for a year
instance, a speaker at the Hanover meet- or more, they must have known what
ing of the New England Council, dis- the speaker was saying does not apply
cussing marketing methods, gave forth generally to New England manufac-
the following: turers and merchants.
'Tn general, these changing conditions Considered simply as a theoretical
* * * make it suicidal for any manufac- discussion what the speaker said was all
turer or merchant at the present time to right. It is patent to anybody who
cling to tradition. What we need—and gives thought to the subject that the
this applies particularly to New England, manufacturers and merchants of any
1 think, because many of our businesses period must take cognizance of existing
have been so long established that conditions, that is must face the facts.
perhaps tradition sometimes has gained But, all of the information the Council
a firmer foothold here—is willingness to has been giving out of late has been
face facts, to be guided by present day tinctured with enthusiasm based upon
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the awakening of industry and commerce
to the spirit of the time, with rcsuhant
general improvement in all lines and
unprecedented prosperity to man}' in-
dustries. In other words they have been
facing the facts.
Now, as to tradition. The Xew luig-
land Council has emphasized time and
again the beneticent influence the New
England tradition of good craftsmanship
has had in creating the highest grade
mechanics and all-round workmen to be
found in any section of the country.
That knowledge is so general, we are
t(jl(l manufacturers are glad to come to
this section to locate if their line is
adapted to production here. Moreover,
we are told, many more manufacturers
are moving into New England than are
leaving here for other sections, and
despite dullness in a few of the indus-
tries, production as a whole exceeds
anv period in the history of New
England.
it is our observation that while the old
New England tradition in business and
industry still survives, it has been made
over into modern dress and adapted to
the time. W'e do not pretend to claim
that there may not be better methods of
marketing our products worked out.
More efificient methods of doing ever\-
thing are being discovered and put into
effect all the time. Rut we are a bit skep-
tical of the claim made that New Eng-
land marketing methods are so sadly
archaic as the speaker at the Councd
meeting in Hanover would have us be-
lieve. If the}- were, it is difficult to
understand how manufacturing and mer-
chandising can be in such an exception-
ally flourishing condition. The manu-
facturers and merchants must be getting
rid oi their wares, else they would not
be turning them oul in such unprece-
dented volume.
This magazine is in heart}- accord u itii
all movements to bring about a more
prosperous New England and New
Hampshire, but we are not reafl}- to
agree that our traditions must all be
junked in order to achieve that happ}-
state of affairs. As a matter of fact,
one of the traditions most religiously
adhered to in New England has been to
do the very thing the speaker at Han-
over advocated, that is to face the facts.
The custom has been and still is to face
the facts in a matter-of-fact way. We
have not been, as a rule, gushing and
boastful after the manner of some of the
newer sections. We are disposed to
take some things as self-evident and one
of those things is that Xew England is
a going concern, on solid foundations.
There may be some basis for the charge
that we are self-complacent, but we
know we have every reason to be so. and
do not feel it incumbent on ourselves to
be always making big claims, such as
Californians feel constrained lo make
about their climate, for example. I'.ui,




I look out from my one sixth-story window,
My one small entrance to the vast beyond,
And see you crouched there like some huge extinct
Genus of stegosaurus, some great beast
Of mesozoic origin, some towering
Dinosaur crouching there silently on
Your wide-spread haunches with your great neck stretched
Downward as though feeding within the small
Valley below, your great back arched against
The wide, dull-blazing sky, bristled, sharp
Against the day. I almost fear to peer
Too long lest you should wake and stretching forth
Your heavy neck, snatch me from out my small
Sixth-story window as I gaze with wistful
Eye upon your sturdy backbone bristling
Forth, its knobby outline etched against
The fading splendor of the western sky.
The Old Bridge
CHARLES NEVERS HOLMI'.S
There's an old bridge, sliorl and narrow,
Far from village or abode,
Far from church bell and from schof)lhouse,
On a lonelv countrv road;
W'liere the swift car seldom passes
And the oxen still are seen,
Where in summer comes a hay-rack
I'^rom some meadow, sweet and green.
L nderneath this bridge a streamlet
Sluggishly and slowly llows.
And that streamlet's banks are mossy.
Where the basking turtles doze ;
Where a willow tree is standing,
( )ld and dying on the riglit.
Where the moonlight gleams so weirdly,
And the sunshine smiles so briti^ht.'t<'
There's an old bridge, short and narrow.
Where the boys still hsh toda}'.
There's an old bridge o'er a streamlet
Where the dragon thes still play;
Human life has many changes.
Fickle are its fate and fame,
r)Ut this bridge stands here unaltered







and there, between Boston
and Chelmsford, nioss-s^rown.
untenanted, untraveled. and in
man}- cases almost obliterated, are traces
ot what gave promise many years ago
of being one of the greatest commercial
enterprises, if not the greatest, of New
England, the Middlesex canal. So com-
prehensive was the idea, that fidl}- com-
pleted, it would have resulted in an in-
land waterway from Boston to Canada.
The observant traveler on the Boston
& Lowell Railroad, now a part of the than Porter, Loammi Baldwin, hLbene/.er
Boston & Maine system, between Hall, Jr., Andrew Hall and Samuel
Woburn and Wilmington, Mass., will '^\\an. The charier for the proprietors
see a broad ditch tilled with a sluggish ^Jf the Middlesex canal was obtained
stream of water. If his curiosity is thus
from the Massachusetts legislature, June
aroused and he makes inquir}-, he will
be told that this is a portion of the old
Middlesex canal.
With the words will come a swift
vision of a beautiful ribbon of water
lying between cultivated meadows and
bordered by velvet}' lawns and shaded
woodlands. On its bosom he sees the
mack, brought to Boston from Xew-
buryport by vessel or carted overland
from Lowell.
The meeting al which ihis plan took
dehnite shape was held in May, 179.v
It is stated that the meeting was called
"for opening a canal from the waters
ot the Merrimack, by Concord river,
or in some other wa}-, through the
waters of Mystic river to the town of
Boston." Those present at this meeting
were the 1 Ion. James Sullivan, Benjamin
Hall. Willis Hall, Ebenezer Hall. lona-
22. 1793, and was the same day signed
b}- (iov. John Hancock.
There were elected for officers: Hon.
James Sullivan, i)resident; Loammi
Baldwin, Escp, first vice-president and
Hon. John Brooks, second vice-presi-
dent, w ilh the following named gentle-
men in addition as directors: Hon.
canal boat, moving with easy, quiet Thomas Russell, Hon. James Winihroi),
dignity. This vision will be (|uickl\-
dispelled by the roar and rush of the
train sweeping on to its destination and
the vision fades from his memory.
The original purpose of the canal was
the formation of a connecting route
between Boston and Concord, X. H.
and intervening places, by connecting
with the Merrimack river. The original
planners believed that if such a connec-
tion could be made an immense saving
in time could be effected, instead of
having products sent down the Merri-
Christopher Gore, Josei)h Barrell, An-
drew Craigie, Captain Ebenezer Hall.
Jonathan I'orter. Ebenezer Storer, Caleb
Swan and .Samuel Jacques.
In those days it is recorded that tin-
person most needful, a competent civil
engineer, could not be obtained without
great difficult}-. Col. Loammi Baldwin,
who was a man of considerable scien-
tific attainments, was nominally in charge
of the work and this matter was deemed
of such importance at that time that by
a special vote of the directors he was
[377]
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commissioned to "repair to Philadelphia
and obtain Mr. Weston's (an English
engineer) assistance in conducting the
canal. If he cannot come then that he
endeavor to obtain some other person
who shall be recommended by Mr. Wes-
ton, and that said agent be authorized
to write to Europe for some suitable
person for the undertaking, if none can
be found elsewhere."
Colonel Baldwin secured Mr. Wes-
ton's services, however, and a survey
was made. The report of this survey
had this to say : "I consider the prospects
before us in this undertaking much more
flattering, in respect to the execution of
the work, in proportion to the extent,
than any I have seen in the South, the
Washington canal excepted."
The route recommended in this survey
was adopted and agents were at once
appointed to carry on the construction
work and the first turf was removed on
the tenth of September following. The
season being so far advanced but little
could be done until the following year,
except in the securing of land, settlement
of claims, purchase of materials and con-
clusion of contracts for future work.
The compensation for the land taken
ranged from $150 per acre in Medford
to $25 per acre in Billerica.
The route of the canal was by the
Charles and Mystic rivers, from Charles-
town to Medford, thence by way of
Mystic pond and Symnes river to Horn
pond in Wobum ; thence through Wil-
mington and Billerica to North Chelms-
ford. The really active work of build-
ing was begun in the spring of 1795 and
continued until 1803 when the work was
finished. The first boat was, however,
being actually run over a portion of the
canal on April 22, 1802.
Billerica Mills was the point at which
work was first begun and the principal
part of the excavation was between that
point and Horn pond in Woburn. Most
of the rest of the course formed a nat-
ural canal, with some slight alterations.
The story of the building of the canal
is a recital of a battle of earnest men
against obstacles which at first seemed
unsurmountable. The canal as thus
built was twenty-seven and one-half
miles long, thirty feet wide at the sur-
face, eighteen feet wide at the bottom
and four feet deep. The locks were
eleven feet wide and seventy-five feet
long, with an average lift of about seven
feet, some being built of wood and others
of stone. In the wooden locks the out-
side walls were of stone, the space be-
tween the inner and outer walls being
packed with earth. In this way expen-
sive masonry was avoided, though the
cost of maintenance in after years was
increased.
Altogether there were seven aqueducts
over rivers and streams, fifty bridges
spanning the canal and twenty locks.
Four of the levels w^ere five miles each
in extent, the rest of from one to three
miles each. The total cost, to 1803, w^as
$528,000 of which one-third was for
land damages. This amount was after-
wards doubled in repairing and rebuild-
ing the canal. Much of the work was
done bv contract. Laborers received
about $8.00 per month wages, carpenters
from $10.00 to $15.00 per month.
The route of the canal was crossed in
Billerica by the Concord river, which at
that point was one hundred and seven
feet above tidewater at Boston and
twenty-seven feet above the Merrimack
at Chelmsford. The river was thus at
the summit of the canal and able to sup-
ply water in both directions.
The cost of the original work was so
heavy, that, rather injudiciously it was
afterwards ascertained, the canal was
opened for business before it really
should have been and the consequence
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was a number of leaks and resultant
damage. Canal boats were not built
until it had been in operation for some
few years. From 1803 to 1807 it strug-
gled along with but few resources. This
radical innovation was too far in ad-
vance of the consei"vatism of the day to
be readily accepted.
The canal was built under the direc-
tion of Col. Loammi Baldwin and Sam-
uel Thompson of Woburn and was first
managed with any respectable semblance
of system by John Langdon Sullivan, a
noted engineer of his day. He did not
want the place, but being a proprietor,
and having many friends who were
financially interested, he was induced to
take the position. He does not state in
his account of the canal just what salary
he asked. It was not very large in all
probability, but it was so much in ad-
vance of the ideas of the directors that
they felt obliged to refuse, but offered
as a compromise a smaller salary and a
commission on the business.
The Middlesex Canal company pur-
chased rights up to Concord, N. H., and
part of the expense was defrayed by a
lottery permitted by a law of New
Hampshire. Some of the tickets were
sold in Massachusetts. For sixteen
years the canal was a losing venture, or
at the most, simply paid expenses. In
1819 the first dividend was declared and
from that year until 1843 it prospered.
The freight boats were flat-bottomed,
with square ends and parallel sides, and
were between forty and seventy-five feet
in length and nine and nine and one-half
feet in width. The sides were three
feet deep at the middle, but decreased
to about one foot in depth at the ends,
thus giving a somewhat rounded botton^
A load of twenty tons would give a
draught of two feet to the boat, leaving
the ends just out of water. Only half
of this load might be carried in summer
when the water was low. The boats were
built of two-inch pine planks, spiked
on to small oak cross timbers and knees,
and at each end had heavy oak crossties,
with one for the mast thwart, a little
forward of the centre. On this mast
could be raised a small square sail for
use on the rivers.
During the passage of the canal the
towline was fastened U) a shorter mast
put in its place. The rudder was a long
steering oar, with a blade ten feet long
and eighteen inches wide, pivoted on the
centre of the crosstie and trailing be-
hind the boat in the water. Three large
scull-oars, sixteen feet long, and three
setting poles for use up the rapids of the
Merrimack completed the outfit. In the
canal proper the boats were towed by
horses, frequently without a driver, in
which case the man at the rudder kept
a small pile of stones or green apples
ready for the encouragement of the
horse. On the river a skipper and two
bowmen were needed.
The entire trip, from Boston to Con-
cord, N. H.. and return, took from a
week to ten days. Between Boston and
Lowell the usual time for freight boats
was eighteen hours up and twelve hours
down, while the passage boats made the
trip in twelve and eight hours, the
freight boats making two and one-half
miles per hour and the passage boats
four miles.
Of the passage boats there were at
first two, one running up and one down
dail}-. Fifty cents was the fare, no
tickets being used. Later when the
amount of travel proved insufficient to
warrant two boats, one was removed
and the "General Sullivan" ran alone.
This was a boat on the style of the Frie
canal boats, though somewhat lighter,
with a covered cabin over the whole
length, except for the standing room at
each end. The cabin was provided with
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seats and was upholstered much as the
old time horse cars were. In its day
the "General Sullivan" was considered a
model of comfort and elegance. All
boats were numbered and lettered; and
private boats, of which there were many,
were painted with such designs as to be
easily recognized, as in the case of
freight cars today. No boats were al-
lowed to pass through any lock after
dark,—that is, seven o'clock in the
spring and autumn and nine o'clock in
summer; but on moonlight nights the\-
might pass until ten o'clock, but not after
that, nor before daylight at any season.
Considerable damage having been done
to the lock gates by the bumping of
canal boats on entering, a fine of ten
dollars was imposed upon any conductor
who allowed his boat to enter the lock
with sufficient headway to reach the
gate. When a boat approached the lock,
notice was given by the blowing of a
horn and prompt attention was thus
secured. The methods of receiving,
transporting and delivering freight were
very similar to those of the present. A
waybill or "passport" accompanied the
goods. Freight charges were paid on
removal of the property, and in the case
of delayed removal a wharfage or de-
murrage charge was added.
Ordinarily there were some sixteen
men, locktenders, carpenters, etc., three
clerks and an agent employed, at a total
expense of about $8,000 per annum, in
addition to the boatmen. In 1830 the
boatmen were receiving $13.00 per
month. Business grew rapidly less with
the canal after the Nashua & Lowell
Railroad was opened and in 1846 the
canal was practically discontinued. In
the same year the property was sold for
about $130,000 and the amount was
divided among the stockholders. On
April 14. 1852, the last canal boat was
run on the canal by Joel Dix of Billerica,
and on October 3, 1859, the Supreme
Court declared that the proprietors had
"forfeited their franchise and privi-
leges."
It is well to remember just here, that
Lowell, Lawrence, Nashua, and Man-
chester were then places still to be, and
that passage up the Merrimack was in-
terrupted by the falls of Wicassee, Bow,
Isle Hooksett and Amoskeag. A com-
pany called the "Merrimack l^oating
Co.," was formed, closely allied to the
"Proprietors of Middlesex Canal" to
work the river, while canals and locks
were constructed around the various
falls, notably "Blodget's Canal" at
Amoskeag. Over $80,000 was paid by
the Middlesex to assist in the construc-
tion of these various canals, while the
patient stockholders awaited their divi-
dends. Five-eighths of this went into
work at Amoskeag and made way for
the city of Manchester, while $12,000
was expended at Wicassee, which work
was obliterated when, some years later,
tlie dam at Pawtucket Falls was built,
and the city of Lowell sprang into being.
In 1810, the receipts of the Middlesex
Canal rose to $15,00(3 and in 1816 they
were $32,000. In 1819, the first divi-
dend was paid. From this time until
the Lowell Railroad went into operation
the receipts regularly increased so that
the dividends grew from $10.00 to $30.00
per share. The year the Lowell Rail-
road went into operation, however, the
revenue was reduced by one-third and
when the Nashua & Lowell Railroad
went into operation in 1840 the revenue
was further reduced another third, thus
practically killing the canal.
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Chapter Two Londoiulcrr}-, a skillful carpenter, bcj,'an
THE AMOSKEAG" OR "BLOD-









to rock, upon the cast side ot the chan-
To the average person the canal boat nel of the river, from a point about tifty-
is only a romantic dream. There were seven rods above the Amoskeag bridge,
many stirring and amusing scenes inci- down the river very nearly upon the line
dent to the days of the Amoskeag and of the stone dams and bank wall of the
Middlesex canals in New Hampshire basin of the Amoskeag Company, a dis-
and Massachusetts. The Middlesex tance of about thirty-three rods below
canal extended from Boston to Middle- the Amoskeag bridge, thence it was
sex and the shipment of merchandise extended east to the shore, making a
from Boston and the seaboard cities up basin ninety rods in length and from
the Merrimack river as far as Concord, four to six in width. The basin was in-
including the intermediate points, was tended to answer the purposes of canal
once quite an industry. and mill pond.
Hon. Samuel Blodget, a wealthy and Out of the southwest corner of this
influential citizen of Derryfield, con- basin, the water passed through a slip
ceived the project of building a canal 300 feet in length, and twenty feet in
around Amoskeag Falls. In the year width, to the lower canal, commencing
1793, he took up his residence on the above and running immediately west of
east bank of the Merrimack at Uerry- the Blodget house which stood where the
field. He, being a man of abundant present northern division power plant of
means, had made up his mind that he the Amoskeag Company now stands,
could accomplish the undertaking with The west bank of the canal from the
his own monev. Blodget house downwards was of cob-fa''
At this time he owned most of the blework, filled with stones and covered
land immediately adjacent to the falls, on with a spiling of plank. At convenient
the east side of the river. The mill at distances along the canal were placed
the head of the falls, which stood just check gates so as to raise the water
above the Amoskeag bridge, was owned above them a foot or so. These gates
by him in connection with Gen. John were fastened by a hasp and opened
Stark. It was built before the Revolu- down stream. As the boat or raft
tion, was now old and Judge Blodget passed from the reservoirs through the
bought out Gen. Stark's rights in it, thus slip, it gained considerable velocity and
completing his title to the privilege on as it came against the check gates, the
this side of the river. momentum opened the gates and the
He commenced work upon his land, raft or boat passed through the entire
May 2, 1794, and in the course of the length of the canal itself. This was an
season, made considerable progress in invention (jf Judge Blodget's.
blasting and other preparations for the It was found that, however plausible
dams and mill ponds. From the spring in theory, it did not work well in prac-
of 1794 Judge Blodget seems to have tice. The rafts of timber stove up and
consecrated all of his capital and ener- had to be re-rafted. The failure was
gies in this project. In the spring of attributed to the great descent of the
1795 he had made such progress with slip. This difficulty was obviated by
his canal that Col. William Adams of constructing two locks in its place. These
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locks were completed in 1799. The up-
per one, of 150 feet in length, was built
upon the surface of the ground. In
June of the following year a freshet car-
ried off the locks and thus the labor of
five years—the expense of $20,000—
was lost.
Such a result would have broken down
an ordinary man. Judge Blodget, how-
ever, only extended himself the more to
accomplish his undertaking. He had
obtained a charter for his locks and canal
in December, 1798. He now went to
work to sell his stock and in order to
stimulate public confidence, he employed
Col. Loammi Baldwin to make a survey
of a route for a canal, and also to esti-
mate the cost of finishing the work.
The surveyor reported that the cost of
completing both locks and canals would
be $9,000, but he recommended a route
for the canal east of the old one, in order




When the poppies are in bloom,
I go sit beside the tomb
Of my brother, and I smother
Tears, and all the while I gather
Poppies red with bleeding hearts.
Fain Ed know the why they took him.
Vain my tears, a torn heart's token.
Slain the brother ! . . my heart broken,
Torn and pricked by poppy-darts.
In the east a red and bulking
Poppy-sun is rising, sulking.
Sneers and shudders. Steers his rudders -
Through the sky and clouds, his brothers,
While I sob red poppy-smarts.
Fain I'd know the why they took him.
Vain my tears, a torn heart's token.
Slain the brother ! . , my heart broken.
Torn and pricked by poppy-darts.
Col. William H, Paine
i828'"i8()()
MAKY M. II \1.1.
IN
the town of Chester, N. H., on the needed for the ministry plus a superlative
Haverhill road about a third of a mile talent for mathematics and a love for
from tlie village, stands a house that out-doors that finally led him to select
about a century aj^^o, was occuj)ied by civil eng;ineerinfi^ as his life work. A
William H. Paine, tanner by trade, with choice that ultimateh- led liim to ])he-
his wife Susan (Emery) and their seven nomenal success.
children. Were it not for Mr. John C. Chase of
The oldest child, William 11. jr.. was Derr\^ N. 1 1., who had the pleasure of be-
(k-siiiu'd to become one of New Hamp- ing" a personal friend of Col. I'aine, our
shire's illustrious sons although unsung knowledge of his manhood would be even
and seldom thought of even in the town less than that of his boyhood, and it is
of his birth. He was born May 17, 1828, from the biography that Mr. Chase wrote
and facts concerning his early life are of Col. F'aine, in his recently published
;inia/ingly meager. It is known that as a History of Chester, that we learn th<?
l)o\. Ik' worked in a general store, then facts of a most e\em])lary career.
lun b\ John W. Noyes, which gives us a In 1850, when a youth of only twent\-
mental j)icture of a smart energetic little two, Col. Paine was surveying land for
l.'id. Flu- next and last bit of his child- the early pioneers of northern Wiscon-
hood that we hear is so contradictory sin. In 1852 he traveled to California,
that our first good impression receives and became affiliated with Col. John
something oi a jolt. Plumbe in hydraulic and topographical
( )ne of the men of the town was hired engineering. At the age of twenty-five.
b\- the senior Paine to hel]> with some he surveyed the "Johnson Route" over
plowing, and while on the job, became the Nevada Mountains from Sacramento,
disgusted w ith young William and when California, to Utah and during this proj-
the work was completed said to some ect introduced his own invention, the
friends, "That oldest Paine young one is Hat steel tape line, in place of the lini;
the biggest lunkhead that I ever saw."
.Slanderous talk about our little hero, bii;
possibly deserving, anyone would find it
difficult lo keep his eyes on thr furrow
if his natural talents were along mote
intellectual lines.
Time passed and with his elementary
course completed there was a i)ause at
the cross-roads of life, while William de-
chain that had been used heretofore.
When this task was completed he return-
ed to Wisconsin where he became city
engineer of Sheboygan and later county
surv-e}or, after which he was engineer of
.Sheboygan & b'ond Du Lac Railroad.
When the Civil war bnjke out he en
listed in the l-"ourth Wisconsin and made
an enviable record for himself, serving
cided whether or not he would become a throughout the war as topographical en-
clergvman. lie was studious, sincere, gineer and. at its close was honorably
honest and fearless, in fact he possessed discharged with the rank of colonel.
all the essential qualities a young man Upon returniing to private life he set-
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tied in Brooklyn, N. Y. and accepted the
position of chief engineer of the Flush-
ing & Northern Railroad, but soon left it
to take up the duties of consulting engi-
neer under Roebling, the contractor thai
built the Brooklyn Bridge, a project that
took eighteen years of incessant labor.
The International Encyclopedia tells us
that for a time Col. Paine superintended
the entire work. The cable system of
the bridge was planned by him, and cable
roads in San Francisco, Omaha, Denver,
and New York City are his achievements.
The safety of the cables and anchorage
of the suspension bridge over Niagara
Falls were determined by him, while thf
tunnels under the Hudson and Detroit
rivers are also monuments to the accu-
racy of Col. William H. Paine.
In 1890 he went to Cleveland, Ohio, as
consulting engineer for a cable road,
then under construction, but death came
to him December 21 of the same year,
previous h) the completion of the work.
Mr. Chase in his recent history of
Chester, speaks of Col. Paine as follows :
"From an acquaintance extending over
many years the author can testify to his
high character as a man and while ex-
ceedingly genial with his associates, he
was so modest in his bearings that one
had little chance of getting from him any
idea of his genius and bravery. His ac-
quaintance with general science was wide
and thorough and his familiarity with lit-
erature was that of a man of culture."'
Surely a man that could retain such
sterling qualities after living in Califor-
nia during the hectic days of the early
fifties, must have possessed an innate re-
finement second to none. So in the
future when we of New Hampshire feel
the urge to sing lustily the praise of our
governors and our senators let us not
forget our technical expert : Col. William
Henry Paine.
Some Peace- Time Activities of the
IVar Department
M \|( )i< loiix w. l\l".\|•:^|^^. i.\ k KS.
1"^
III'. a\frai^c- cili/t-n when lie re-
cci\(.'s his federal income lax
blank wonders what ihe i^overn-
nienl does with tlu- nione\' he and his
neighbors annualK ywx to it. T h i s
wonder nia\- spur hini on to look up the
latest bit of federal disbursements,
(dancing over the list, let us say for
1928, he finds amoung other items, "War
Department $390,540,803." '•How ab-
surd," he thinks, "in these days of limit'^i-
tion of armament conferences and Kel-
logg peace pacts!" His telephone rings
or he is otherwise distracted. Had he
not been interrupted and had he carried
his search further he might well have
been surprised at the functions of the
War Department in peace time.
The primary function of the War
Department through its agencies, is to
provide for the national defence. Briet-
ly this means it must develop an army
to garrison our forts and military posts;
to protect the lives of our citizens resid-
ing abroad as in China ; to train the vari-
ous elements (jf the arm_\- of the United
States, the Regular Arm\-, the National
Guard and the Organized Reserves; to
study and guard against any hostile at-
tempts on our C()untr_\- ; and so on
through an almost interminable list ol
multifarious activities.
The above-mentioned function and
those lUJt refered to are functions of the
War Department. The\- are carried out
1)\- the separate branches or services of
the War Department. They concern not
onl\- national defence but also develop-
ment and the weal of the C(mntry at
large.
J-et us take the Panama Canal as an
example. .Strategically, the canal is of in-
estimable value to War Department
plans. I'roni an economic standpoint, it
is of inilold \alue not onl\- to <.m\- com-
merce but to the commerce of other
nations for it saves vessels many thou-
.sands of miles in voyaging from the At-
lantic to the Pacific and vice versa. It
also (l(jes away with the jjerilous round-
ing the Horn. The Ami}- {engineer Corps
was directly concerned with the con-
structicjn of the canal but had it not been
for the co-operation of the Arm\' Med-
ical Corps, our attempt to build the canal
would probably have failed as did that of
the French. The Isthmus of Panam.i
reeked with \ellfnv fever and malaria.
The Medical Corps having profited by
its experience in Cuba went to Panama
and eliminated these two diseases, there-
b\- making the work of the Engineer
Corps possible.
The Chemical Warfare Service, also
imder the War Department, has done
much beneficial work not only with the
Medical Corps, but with the Department
of .Vgriculture. Much of this work has
been done for the benefit of our country.
The use of the so-called ''war gases" in
the treatment ;;f certain respiratory dis-
eases is not generall\- known to all. Mus-
tar<l gas, for example, is used to retard
tuberculosis. I )angerous fumigating com-
pounds ha\e been done awa_\' with, and
'tear gas" mixed wiith hydrocyanic acid
gas is used instead. This insures an effi-
cacious but safe fumigant. Methods
foi" the control of the boll weevil and
other crop i)ests ha\e been instituted,
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thereby saving damage to the annual all soldiers were inoculated, there were
crops of the country. but two thousand cases. Expressed in
The Engineer Corps in addition to its percentage one twentieth of one per cent
purely military functions is charged with had typhoid. Surely the army Medical
the improvement of navigable waters and Corps in the control of these diseases has
flood control. The development of our set a splendid example for the public to
forts like New York, Boston, Galveston, follow.
and others, is done under the supervision The Signal Corps has developed a
of the Engineer Corps. Admittedly, large radio net in this country, Alaska
the last floods in the Mississippi Val'ey and the insular possessions. It has done
were damaging but they would have much to advance the use and develop-
been far more so, if the engineers had ment of radio. Many inventions, the
not supei"vised the construction of levers result of much research, have been made
to control the "Fathers of waters." In- the officers of the corps. The loop-
The Medical Corps besides its work antenna which later developed into the
already referred to has done much to bet- radio compass was a product of the
ter the health, not only of the army but Signal Corps.
that of our and other peoples. It has In time of emergencies the army has
accomplished much in the prevention of ever been ready to assist. In 1906, the
tropical anemia or as it is more generally army under Funston restored order after
known, the hookworm. Hookworm the earthquake and fire at San Eran-
disease is now practically unknown in cisco. In 1915, during the Galveston
this country. In Porto Rico, our Med- flood the army greatly aided in the relief
ical Corps by stamping out this disease of the stricken area. At the time of the
raised the efficiency rate of the islanders Boston police strike the army stood
by sixty per cent. The Medical Corps ready to restore order out of the chaos
was one of the pioneers in the use of vac- that then existed. The people of the
cine against smallpox. In the Civil War Mississippi V^alley and those of northern
over seven thousand soldiers died of New England gratefully reflect on the
smallpox. In the World War, when work done by the army when their lands
vaccine was used extensively there were were inundated.
but fourteen deaths from this disease. And so we could go on through the
Likewise the Medical Corps was one of gamut of the peace time activities of the
the sponsors for the inoculation against War Department, but time and space
typhoid. In the Spanish American War lack. The War Department with its an-
twenty thousand or twelve per cent of nual appropriation is carrying on. It is
the army suffered from typhoid. That providing for the national defence and at
was prior to the adoption of inoculation, the same time is promoting the health




COUNT myself fortunate to have was Isaac Walker, lonj^^-time principal of
known Pembroke Street in the nine- Pembroke Academy, a devoted man,
ties before tliat sonant trolley-car known and loved in that region. With
came thundering half-hourly down the his whip he pointed out the staid old
quiet road, a menace to the loiterer in its Conj^n-eg^ational Church, and the little
path. Then the street, not yet tarre.l "red schoolhouse" opposite; these, it ap-
stitf for the automobiles, stretched awa\ i)eared, had been workinj^ out the Puri-
white and inviting- between the rows of tan scheme of civilization, each in its own
staid houses and picket-fences; and the wa\-, for more than a century. In a
Nellies, Ladies, and Tommies of the pe- dreary spot on Academy Road we saw
riod trotted briskly over the elm tree a yet more dreary monument erected to
shadows that lay long across it in the late the memory of a 3'oung girl, there mur-
afternoon. dered on her way to school. We paused
In those days Pembroke Street was on a height to view the Merrimack in its
iisclj, a place apart, a village of modest, shining course and the broad slopes tint
well-kept homes, where the customs and, stretched away to the west with Alt.
above all, the spirit of an earlier time yet Kearsarge rising faintly blue above them,
lingered, a survival of the old New Eng- In the orchard close by a man in blue
land. Since that time the speeding autos jumper and overalls was picking cherries,
and the convenient trolleys have linked Pembroke Academy, then as now the
this hamlet with the populous towns on soul of the rural community, was stii!
either side, making of it almost a suburb, housed in the original building, erected
It has become a favorite halting place in 1819. It was a brick structure, high-
for motoring parties, who delight to windowed and gloomy within but having
lunch or sleep at "Ye Okie Kimball Tav- a classic air about its exterior, which
ern". In fact, Pembroke Street now was due in part to a long two-stcn-ied
belongs chiefly to the motorist and the porch with granite floors and rectangular
vacationer. But what do we expect? granite pillars. Were there then "gianrs
It is like this that all the dear old-timey in the land in those days", who buih
places are disappearing. those pillars, so rude and massive? An
It was on a fair June morning that 1 iron fence with granite posts enclosed a
first saw Pembroke Street. The dew pleasant yard and a granite walk led
was on the lawns and the shadows of the down to the street. Somehow the aspect
elms lay motionless upon the street, of the old school, so sternly simple, seem-
Jogging along with the genial "Profes- ed to reflect the earnestness and rugged
sor" behind his white horse, I listened to purpose o f the youth of long ago.
many an interesting bit of local history. In fancy T saw them gathered on the up-
The story of the Merrimack settlements, per porch between classes, young men
related //; loco, was more thrilling than and women, discussing the merits of a
ever before. The "Professor", by the Latin translation or of a demonstration
way, who happened to be showing the in geometry. There were future
barn-




whom were to achieve honors and even
fame in the years to come. Older and
graver than the boys and girls who at the
new academy rush out to baseball and
tennis as soon as lessons are ended, they
were no less interested, I suppose, in the
rendering of a passage from Homer or
the marshaling of arguments for the
weekly debate than are the students of
today in the chances oi winning at base-
ball or basketball against Concord high
school.
For some time there had been talk of a
new academy building to replace the old
one which, despite its classic charm, was
really inadequate for the needs of a mod-
ern school. Fate hastened the end. One
June evening at the close of graduation
exercises a fire was discovered at thj
rear of the building. A bucket line of
old students and others, leading from the
academy pump, did not avail to save the
historic building. The library and scien
tihc apparatus were, however, saved.
Next door to the old academy stood a
somewhat seedy but dignified house, long
used as a dormitory for the academ\
girls. To judge from its hip roof and tin}'
paned windows, it was of the same pe
riiod as the academy. The front door with
side-lights and a lunette was rather good.
Also a front downstairs room, occupied
by the writer, was charming, especially
the antique wall-paper and the mantel,
running around two sides of the big
chimney.
But a melancholy fate awaited the old
house. It seems that in laying out the
somewhat spacious grounds of the new
acadeni}' then building, the land was
needed on wliich the dormitory stood.
Accordingh' the old house was carried
to a neglected spot on the Academy road
and there left like an outcast. Banished
from its contemporaries and the shade of
its familiar trees, it stood there looking
gloomily down on tlie rough clods and
unsightly weeds around—trul\- an undig-
nified position for a genteel house of the
early federal period !
One is not to think that life on Pem-
broke Street in the nineties was "all work
and no play". By no means ; there were
Grange meetings for the initiated and
churcli suppers for all. Not being
among the initiated, I can speak only of
the church suppers, which were bounti-
ful and often hilarious. Home-baked
beans (that goes without saying),
tianked by brown bread, hot from the
steamer, fresh rolls and coiTee ! And
down the center of the long tables—pies!—
apple-pies, pumpkin-pies, mince-pies,
lemon-pies, Washington-pies, all looking
quite too pretty to be cut and eaten. In
short, a t}pical New England church
supper !
The dishes washed and the rooms
made tidy, we listened to a programme:
music and sometimes a "reading" or a
wee bit of drama. The writer recalls
sitting up one night til] cock-crow fabri-
cating mice, destined to embellish a pan-
tomime that the young folks were to act.
By some trick of pulling invisible strings
these mice were made to run about the
lloor, climb into the corners, etc. as mice
like to do. ( )nce a programme commit-
tee, more audacious than usual, staged a
scene from Shakespeare's Henry YIII.
Election IJay use'd to be a feast in
Pembroke. The street suddenly took
on a cosmopolitan air. The sidewalk
was lined with working-men and "bar-
ges", filled with s\\ arthy, jabbering Cana-
dians from the cotton-mills near by. plied
to and from the old town-house. From
the hills farmers and their sons drove
madly in, a tense look on their faces, as if
fearing to arrive altogether too late for
what they had to do. Many of the vot-
ers brought lunch which they ate in the
supper-room with coffee provided b)' the
town.
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If you had passed down Pembroke
Street near midmonth at about fivi-
o'clock in the afternoon you nii.^iit liavc
seen issuing from one of the mansions a
bevy of well-ch-essed ladies, each with a
book and some with formidable manu-
scripts. These were the members of the
GeiTnanae Literary Club, famed locall}'
for its well-written papers and yet more
for its dainty luncheons. And if you
had followed a group of these ladies you
might have heard something after this
fashion :
"Wasn't it voted at the last meeting
to serve onlv simple refreshments?
Sandwiches and tea or something like
that ! But cheese and apple salad ( I never
ate a better) with those nice Swedish
rolls and, to top ofif with, chocolate
mousse and angel cake! If that's
simple, what would you call elaborate?"
"Oh, but it was so good ! Let's for-
give her. Only its going to be hard for
the other ladies to get ahead of her."
"That's just it."
Another group was taking a resolution
of sympathy with some delicacies to a
neighbor who was ill and would never
be anv better.
While Pembroke Street is not quilc
the idyllic village of other years, it still
has pastoral charms for th(jse who will
seek them out. Thr 'Little Woods" for
example, is yet unspoiled. \'ery likely
a black snake might still run across one's
path there as once happened to the
writer. Or, perhaps, if one sat quite still
under a tree, a tawny fox might break
through the undergrowth and slink bac.-:
at sight of the intruder. This happened
twice to me. In May, 1 am told the ar-
butus still blooms a deep pink in the sun-
ny pastures and columbines and saxi
frage are still gathered bv the railroad
track. Cows wait at the gates in the
dewy twilight and from the deep wood
is heard the familiar plaintive song of
the hermit thrush. And the sunsets are
just as lovely as of old. Only last even-
ing I watched one that was exquisite.
Clouds lay along the horizon like islands
of flame. Above were threatening dark
waves edged with brightest turquoise.
A windmill stood against the blue of Mt.
Kearsarge, whik- down fnjm the sky was
falling, slowly, s(jftly, a hush like that
which di^ops from brooding wings.
New Hampshire s Moon
CHARLES NEVERS HOLMES
H(JW
beautiful shines the harvest wholly or partially eclipsed. The earth
moon upon meadow and moun- comes between the sun and moon, thus
tain ! How brightly beams the casting a terrestrial shadow upon it.
hunters' moc^n ! How beautiful and Not only is our moon revolving around
bright is every full moon which shines the earth but it is also revolving around
upon Xew Hampshire's vales and hills, the sun, at an orbital velocitv of 18
JX miles per second. It completes its
solar revolution in 365 54 days. Our
moon rotates slowly upon its axis. The
length of the lunar day is exactly equal
to that of a lunar month. Our moon's
weight is only about 1/81 that of the
world, its volume 1/49. Our satellite
is not so dense as that of the earth, being
v^ 4/10 times as dense as water. Were
one of us who weights 150 pounds here,
rivers and lakes, transforming its dark-
ened landscapes with a silvery splendor,
and causing the forests to appear blacker
in summer and the snows whiter in
winter. From Coos county to the coun-
ties of Cheshire, Hillsborough and Rock-
ingham, how beautiful and bright shines
New Hampshire's moon upon its mead-
ows and mountains!
Seemingly close to the Granite State,
\et far away. New Hampshire's moon to reach the moon alive, he would weigh
varies in its distance, and we should have there only 25 pounds,
to walk the length of this state approxi- About one-half of the moon's surface
mately 1300 times to reach the moon. Of is exhibited to the citizens of New
course, our moon comes the nearest of all Hampshire. The other face of our sat-
large bodies to the earth. The sun radi- ellite is never turned towards us. The
ates some of its solar rays to our satellite, surface w hich we see is covered with
reaching its surface after a journey of craters, mountains, valleys and plains,
about 8 minutes. Then these solar ra}-s Through the telescope we behold the
are reflected to New Hampshire, within craters of Tycho, Copernicus and Gas-
less than 2 seconds. How veiy swift is the sendi, as well as hundreds of others,
velocity of light ! Some of these craters have a diameter of
New Hampshire's moon moves on an 50 to 100 miles. Its ten mountain ranges
orbit arounci the earth, with a velocity are mostly named after terrestrial ranges
of 3350 feet per second. Accordingly,
our moon presents ditterent phases to
the eyes of New Hampshire citizens, de-
pending upon its position relative to the
such as Caucasus, Alps, and Apennines.
Many of the lunar valleys are deep, nar-
row and crooked. These may have
been formerh- water-courses. Also, the
sun. Therefore, we see the well-known great plains on the moon's surface may
"last quarter, new moon, first quarter once have been covered with water. Gal-
and full moon." That is, we see more ileo, centuries ago, so believed, for he
or less of the solar rays illuminating the called them "oceans" ox "seas." For ex-
lunar surface. This lunar disc of about ample, there are the "Mare Humorum"
2160 miles in diameter is exhibited to us and the "Mare Nectaris."
at a mean distance of 239,000 miles. As A waterless waste is the moon that
we well know, (jur moon is sometimes shines upon New Hampshire. Lonely
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and lifeless; silent as the desert. Nu perature may be as low as 20U dej,'rees
clouds, no rain, no voices, no atmosphere, below zero. Sole satellite of our earth.
exceptinJ,^ perhaps, a very rare atmos- compared with which rin^^ed Saturn pos-
phere. Where the lunar surface is ex- sesses ten satellites. Harvest mrxDn. hun-
posed to the solar ra\s for fourteen days ter's moon. How beautiful and brif^ht
and the lunar ni^ht is fourteen days in shines New Hampshire's moon ui)on its
length. And during tliat night the tern- meadows, mountains, rivers and lakes!
The Season:
MARION KEXNEY
Spring comes to us once a year.
Bringing witli her mighty cheer.
Budding leaves come through the trees
Singing birds just fill the air.
Following lier the summer comes.
And with her warmth keeps all aglow.
Giving us much sport and fun
Bidding us with care be done.
Then tlie autumn comes, and green leaves die
Gray clouds gather in the sky.
Birds depart into the south ;
Frosts just bite all things without.
And winter comes, all things seem cold.
Bringing bleakness everywhere ;
Yet her briskness fills the air.
Making all feel mightv fair.
Thus you see tliat all the seasons
Were given us for many reasons.
That we might have variety,
And not just dull monotony.
The Strangest Farm in the World
AGNES BARDEN DUST IN
F(
)l'l\ o'clock of an afternoon on
anv New Hampshire farm is chore
time these crisp fall days, and so
it is on John T. Benson's big hilly farm
in Nashua—the strangest farm in the
world, surely. We, as visitors, follow-
when the hired men "go out to feed the
stock". Do they pitch down hay to i
row of stanchioned cattle, measure oats
for the work-horses and carry swill to
the squealing pigs? Well, they
fed tlTv
pigs, all right, if wild boars, peccaries
;ind wart hogs cani be called pigs, for
those are the kinds tliat root around Mr.
Benson's barnyard. And the cattle, too,
if bison, yaks, water butialoes out in the
cow pasture, and zebus come under that
head. We did not n>!)tice if there were
horses, for the zebras, the giraffes, the
gnues and the kangaroos left us a little
breathless.
There were elephants with large appe-
tites, and very tall camels, and in the
\arious barns and houses tigers and
lions, i)umas and lynxes industriously
chewed hunks of meat. A house of a
thousand monkeys, more or less, chat-
tered and quarreled over their carrots.
We saw no one scatter corn for the hens,
but down on the ponds hundreds of
swans and strange waterfowl had then'
suppers.
No, Mr. Benson's farm is not a zoo or
an amusement resort. It is the place
where the wild animals start from. The
place to which wild animals and birds
from all over the world are shipped,
wdiere the^• are kept for longer or shorter
periods to be conditioned and trained be-
fore they are sent awa\' to zoological
gardens and circuses throughout the
countrv.
Mr Benson is the American represen-
tative of the world-renowned (German
firm of Carl Hagenbeck. catchers and
trainers of wild animals, and traders m
them since 1848. The famous Carl llag-
enl)eck Tierpark near Hamburg is a zo-
ological garden absolutely original from
everA' j)oint of view, as all lattice work
and railings or fences of an_\- kind were
omitted when the park was designed and
built, being replaced by ingenious invisi-
ble barriers, thus presenting to the visi-
tor the amazing spectacle ot herds ol
animals, of widely different natures, li\-
ing tiigetlier on the same gnmnds with
(lut an\ conhning barriers.
The Benson Farm is a busy place,
shipments of animals arrive frequently
and the mornings are given over to crat-
ing and packing the ones that have been
sold. Everything on the farm is for
sale, from the little, sea-green love bird.-;
to the dromedaries and the hippos. It
is an ideal place to secure an unicjue pet,
if one is desired, for gorgeous red and
gold and blue parrots swing and talk in
their perches; snow-white and brilli-
iantly colored peacocks strut and scream,
and the children covet the turtles, the
guinea pigs and white mice. There are
sixteen acres of fresh-water ponds where
goldfish are bred and raised, more than
a million being shipped each season : and
in the aquarium are displayed Inuidreds
of ornamental fish.
We were particularly attracted to tb.e
"nurseiy" in one of the animal houses
—a
clean little room with a sunny window,
floor covered deep with shining yelknv
straw^ and furnished with a small blue
table and chair and a box for a bed, filled
with its fresh straw mattress. Here
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"Mike", a young cliimpan/.cc, valued ;it
$2500. was beinj,^ trained and handled
h\' his keeper. Ciood friends these, for
as tlie keeper p]a\'ed stunts \\-ith liim
for exercise, Mike put his arms around
the man's neck atTectionatel}- and "lau.ij^h-
ed" with o])en red mouth, much like a
pleased human habw
Milk from a small herd of floats is
used to feed the A'ouny" animals.
Across the aisle from Mike a solemn
chacma baboon watched the plaw his ex-
ceedingly small e_\'es. far under })ent
brows, seeming to look out w ith age-old
wisdom. A reticulated ])\thon raised a
head as large as a bowl from his water-
bath ; a South American coati mundi, a
cinnamon brown curiosit}', boasted the
longest and blackest nose in the house
and was further decked out with a strik-
ing-looking ringed tail. Hid the coati's
nose grow as long as that from pf)king
it into the business of other animals, we
wonder? The eland with his jjointed
spikes, and the aouded. with his great,
curved horns, and such-like "critters"
supposedl}" took the jdace of die mil'l
sheep flf)ck whose fold they now occupy.
A visitor to the Benson Farm looks at
strange and interesting curiosities from
the far ends cf the earth—certainly
more specimens of animals and birds
than are ever collected at any one tin;e
in an\- other place in America. ])articu-
larl\- if lie arrives just after a slii])mei;l
comes in : and lhe_\' are all direct from
the jungle, the mountains, the desert and
the swamp. They come from the lem-
jjerate, the torrid and the arctic zone.-^
Two thousand UKjnkeys have been on the
farm at one time : one hundred monster
snakes; sixty camels; twent\- zebras; six
giraffes. Creatures which one has to have
a guidebook to name arrive frinn long
sea vovages, to meet with the ex})ert care
they require.
The chief beauty of the place are the
water-gardens. There are over sixteen
acres of these, a series of ponds, strung
like silver beads on the silver chain of
a running stream. These ])onds are
j)lanted with ornamental water ])lants
that attract birds. In June the water
lilies are worth going a long wa\' to .see;
and always the ponds and a(|uarium
furnish rare material for the botanist,
the bird enthusiast, the student of fishes,
and the artist with camera or brush.
.^o many peo])le came seeking admit-
tance that two years ago the manage-
ment granted the ])ublic permission to
enter the grounds, ;ind since then the
farm has become one of the sight-seeing
goals for increasing throngs of visitors.
The incongruous combination of Xew
England farm and wild jungle animals
piques curiosity and makes for interested
and enthusiastic ins])ection. Children
find special delight in riding the ponies
and donkeys, the elephant and llama, and
other strange steeds.
Christopher ."^chulz. \eteran wild ani-
mal hunter, stated the prices of some (»)
his "catch" as follows; Bain' rhinoceros,
valued at betw een $6000 and $70rK). Ci-
raft'es are worth about $5(K)0 each, a ze-
bra between if560;) and $700, a buffalo calf
between $1000 and $1300. some of the
antelope family $200; a vulture between
$60 and $70. a baboon $UH). and a mon-
key between $.^0 and $40. Where is
there a farm th;.; c;m boast ot such vai
uable stock :
Keeping such animals alive, comlition-
ing and training them, is an appalling
task, r.ut through the efficiency and
experience of lohn 1". Benson, a student
of w ild animals all his life and ex-curator
of the I'.oston Zoological (larden. and
his expert assistants, all kinds of animals
thrive on this farm ;ind ;qipear well
content.
The Management of Anger
REV. WALLACE VV. ANDERSON
oUR thought is to center aroundthe practical question of man-
aging anger. Each one of us
has felt in some way, under different cir-
cumstances, the power of anger. It has
various effects upon the soul. It may act
as a thunderstorm that clears the sultry,
depressing atmosphere, or it may act as
a hurricane that uproots and topples over
all the foliage in its wake. It can do
powerful tilings. It is no force to toy
with and disregard all thought of har-
nessing and directing. The mismanage-
ment of anger means ineffective living,
it means chaos in personal relations and
ma}' mean a twisted soul that has lost
its sense of (iod. This question is in-
timately related to the larger question of
victorious living as citizens in the King-
dom.
The man or woman incapable of anger
is ajH to be a very ineffective figure! Life
unruffled by this passion can be unhealthy
in its apatliy. We could not afford to
dispense with this emotion. St. Paul
not only tells us to be angr}', but he was
angry ! Read his letter to the Galatians
and ask yourself about the condition of
his emotional life when he penned these
words—"O senseless Galatians, who has
bewitched you", and in the same para-
graph he goes on "Are you such fools?
Did you begin with the spirit only to end
now with the flesh?" Paul felt his
religion keenly enough to get excited
about it. In one of his letters to the
church at Corinth, he tells about the love
of Jesus Christ. He was so enthusiastic
about it all that the failure to understand
this love, on the part of others, angered
him. "If anyone has no love for the
Lord, God's curse be on him"—or "let
him be anathema"—we have modern
equivalents for that Greek expression
which would jar us if we heard them
from the pulpit. Paul's tempestuous
nature knew anger !
One cannot read the denunciation of
the Pharisees—likened to whited sepul-
chies, outwardly l)eautiful, inwardly full
of dead men's bones—withinit realizing
that Paul's Lord knew what it was to
be angry. Sit down before that temple
scene and watch Jesus overturn those
tables (jf the money changers—'Tt is
wriik'n, ^ly house shall be called a house
of prayer, but ye make it a den of rob-
bers. "The expression—"Jesus, meek
and mild," is not true to all the facts.
Jesus could be at times a veritable thun-
derstorm. After he departed the atmos-
phere was fresh !
Our problem arises from the mis-
management of this dangerous passion.
W^e are angry and. as a result of our
anger, human values are destroyed—we
have therefore sinned! Ltjok around and
see what mismanagement in this realm
does.
For centuries the scolder has been held
up as a figure of contempt and mocker}".
What a miserable life he has. and what
added misery he brings to all who come
within firing distance of his tongue.
Such a person has mismanaged the anger
tendency. He takes it out on oiher
people.
We do not have to be an habitual scold
to know what it means to "let off steam",
and be aware of the unfortunate results
that may come. It is the peculiarity of
this anger tendency that it is stirred to
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action when it meets opposition or ob-
struction. W'e are forever finding our-
selves in positions where we are opposed
or olistructed and we may allow anger
to accumulate in such cjuantities that it
spills over and vents itself without dis-
crimination. Probably every man here
lias Iiad the experience of hitting a nail
with a lianniier several times and then
missing the nail and hitting his thumb.
Immediately after that experience, have
you ever been called by your wife, or
children, or asked to answer the doorbell,
O!" telephone? What kind of a tone
crept, or rushed, into your voice when
you said "What do you w'ant?" You
let off steam upon some innocent person
who was no more responsible for your
irijured thumb than the man in the moon.
You mismanaged }our anger because you
made an innocent person suffer for your
feeling. How often we ruin our own
peace and composure and happiness by
mismanagement at this point. The
beauty of the da}- on the golf links may
be forgotten, and the round of golf be-
come a succession of curses because we
let our anger run away with us. How
much more fun, and indeed what better
golf a man can play, when he learns the
value of a sense of humor that will allow
him to see his activity objectively. There
)ou are. a great big man spending all
your eft'ort to hit an obstinate little ball
that goes crooked or fails to go at all !
See it in its proper proportions and have
a good laugh. All that emotion wanted
was a chance to escape and a laugh
alwa}-s opens a door to let it escape.
It does no good to your inner life to
curse the worn monkev wrench, that
keeps slipping. Why say things to that
l)reeze that blows a pile of papers from
tlic top of your desk. Such experiences
come from some obstruction, or opposi-
tion—but why all the excitement ? A
little common sense will remove the ob-
struction and the anger will never be
aroused.
Psychologists are pointing out the dan-
gers of anger as a method of getting
things. A child wants a piece of cake.
his want is refused. If lie quietlv ac-
ciuiesces, he never gets that cake. He
tries a new method. lie gets angr\- ;
he shouts, and kicks his heels and goes
into a temper tantrum. His parents are
tired and they cannot stand the noise,
so say "all right, just this once—anything
to keep you quiet". He gets his cake
l)ut he has learned a vicious trick. He
may try it all his life on other things
beside cake. We all know men and
w^omen who still use this trick—adults.
Init they remain spoiled children. The
family must do what father wants done.
or he will get mad. Mother must have
that expensive thing, which the famil\-
budget cannot stand, or she will be up-
set for wrecks. Such people never
mature emotionallv. psychologicallv they
are children until they realize what they
are doing and grow up !
But the mismanagement of anger
strikes even closer home when we realize
the havoc it may bring in our personal
relations. Christianity calls for kindness
and consideration, brotherly relationship
and understanding—but anger can ruin
all this. Subject to uncontrolled bursts
of anger, a mother may starve the lovt'
relation that ought to exist between her-
self and her children.
Anger, uncontrolled, has been the be-
ginning of the end of many marriages.
Words spoken in anger may haunt us to
our dying day. George Eliot says some-
where, "Very slight things make epochs
in married life", and again, "Hard speech
liftween those who have loved is hideous
in the memory, like the sight of greatness
and beauty sunk into vice and rags".
A man once came up to William P.ooth
and told him what religion had done in
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one home to control this passion. "O sir,
let me have hold of your hand. Glory
be to God that ever you came here. Mv
wife, before her conversion, was a cruel
persecutor, and a sharp thorn in my side.
She would go home from the pra}'er-
meeting before me and as full of the
Devil as possible ; she would oppose and
revile me, but now, sir, she is just the
contrary and m\' house, instead of being
a liitle Hell has become a little Paradise.""
Tfomes have i)een wrecked where this
tendency was unfortunatelv not re-
directed as it was in this case.
Not only in the home, but in all of our
relations with other people, anger ma\-
injure them. The employer, subject to
bursts of unbridled anger sends men back
to I heir homes at the end of a day,
wearied bv a tiredness that has not come
entirely from physical toil. The right
relation between man and man. iliat is
so essential to Christianity, cannot come
when anger is mismanaged !
So it is rather easy to be angry and,
as a result of our anger, sin. P)Ut to
the combination that Paul advises, we
now turn our thought. "Be ye angry,
but do not sin."
What can we say about this ? For one
thing we ought to note that anger is too
valuable a force to be dissipated. When
man discovers a swift moving river, he
does not dig little outlets on all sides that
will turn into runlets and wenken the
force of the main river. Instead, he
builds a dam so the power may be greater
and then he directs the force where he
desires it. So it ought to be with anger.
Stop scattering it.
If we are to do this, we must develop
the ability to cut short an anger impulse
when we are aware that it will do harm.
How often we have caught ourselves just
in time ! W^e were about to say a word
we could never have recalled, if it had
once esca])ed from oiu" lips. \\\^ cut it
short ; silence helped us to regain calm,
while an outburst of words would have
on]^' increased our inner turmoil.
Of course there are physiological tricks
to dispel anger when we want to ritl our-
selves of its grip. Take a t_\pical situ-
ation suggested by Dr. (Jverstreet in his
1 ook
 About Ourselves". Two men are
quarreling violently. Consider the or-
ganic condition of these two. Their
muscles are tense, their voices sharp ;
each is whollx' concentrated upon his
own grievance. The supposition is fan-
tastic but suppose }"ou could win their
attention awav from their own grievance
and get them to obe}' your commands.
You could say something like this,—
"See here, this kind of organic tenseness
is all wrong. Ivelax those arm muscles
of yours. That's right. Make them
limp; now }'our neck muscles. Drop the
head on your chest. Now the body
muscles, now the leg muscles. Now lie
down, place your arms wa}' out. Relax".
If you could win ol^edience to such com-
mands, the quarrel would be over. Wdiy .'
A quarrel involves a contractive condi-
tion while relaxation is essentially ex-
pansive. Contractive and expansive con-
ditions cannot co-exist. It is just a
physiological trick to rememlier ^vhen we
are seeking control of anger.
There are other, ways to cut it short.
Lincoln once heard a man sjjcak
a])usi\el\' of another. Lincoln advised
him to put all his invective into a letter,
addressed to the man in question. The
letter was written and the writer was
immensely pleased with his efforts and
said, "How would you advise me to send
it?"' "Send it." said Lincoln, "oh, I
wouldn't send it. I sometimes write a
letter like that and it does me good, l)ui
I never send it." What common sense
that was. If a safety valve is necessary,
use one, but why make others sufifer be-
cause we need n safety valve? Develop
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the power to cut short tin- angfr iiii[iulse
when it can only do harm.
Now after we haxe done this and jjro-
vided onrseKes witli safe-guards against
tlie scattering of anger in scolding, petty
grie\ances, foolish little spats with
words, we can return to our (igure of the
stream across whicli a dam is built.
Ihere ought lo he a genuine lorce
(lowing over that clam—a force that
mo\es things and tiows majestically and
triumphantly to the sea. Where there is
opposition and obstruction the "anger
lenilency" arises !
As followers of Jesus, think of the
opposition and obstruction to PTis King-
dom. W'liat are we going to do alM)ut it?
We can mildl}- accpiiesce and do nothing,
Or we can rise in righteous indignation
and do something. Here we have one of
the motive powers of the Kingdom.
Throughout the ages, Ciod has found ex-
pression in the anger of men and women—
anger, without sin, anger that comes
when truth and goodness and beautv and
love are opposed and obstructed.
What a great host of witnesses to this
Irutli come to mind. There was that
lonelv misunderstood ])rophel of die
sixth centurv, before Christ, Jeremiah.
He saw actual conditions and he caught
a vision of (iod hindered and im])risoned
b\' those conditions. lie was afraid to
act ; he hesitated for a time, but righteous
indignation set him (»n hre. "And if 1
say, I will not make mention of (Iod or
speal; an\- more in lIi-~ name, iheii llu-re
is in m\- heart as it were a burning lire,
shut up in my bones— I cannot contain."
Something like that startefl the I'rotes-
tant Reformation, "fiod hel|)ing me."
said Luther, "I can do no other." He
was angry for the sake of the Kingdom.
Why was Savonarola drawn into the
maelstrom of blorencf of the l.Mh I'en-
tury.' He saw the church o])])osed and
obstructed by a corrupt ecclesiastical or-
ganization. '() priests, ye shall be
changed into a terror. I sought no longer
to speak in lh\- name, () Lord; but Thou
hast over])owered me. hast compiered
me.
W hat is behind the humanitarian work
of the Salvation .Vrmy? It came in pai't
when (Jen. l^joth, a man of 80 years,
was told to rest—"Oh. I know, I know I
l>ut I've been tiiinking of all the suffer-
ings (jf little cinldren, the children (.f
the great cities, and 1 can'l rest, 1 can't
rest."
It is this kind of anger we want in
this church. Wherever the Kingdom is
opposed—"be \e angry". What about
our own lives? Look at the mistakes you
and 1 ha\e made this past week. See our
fal.se motives, our selfishness, our unwise
choices. Let us get righteously aroused
and do something. Great realities are
fading from a generation that finds
things and loses the meaning behiml .all
things! Passion is needed.
Moral indignation is a force of inesti-
mable value in human affairs. .*^lave'\\
was not abolished until men got angry
about it. I hope a million peo])le in this
countrv will read "All Quiet on the
Western Front". You cannot linish it
and talk gently. You get excited, you >it
on the edge of your chair. "War is
brutal, it is sheer stupidity." says the
book. It makes you angry.
We need angry Christians not men
•and women who sin in their anger, but




at Lovell Lake is
competitive business since the man-
ufacture of artificial ice. Ice here,
demands first attention, for nearly 125
men are employed, making the payroll
to average about $450 per day. The
person who casually surveys frozen
Lovell Lake might conclude that it was
just a cold uninteresting "job" to cut ice,
trie power, which carries the cakes up ti:
a height of thirty-six feet.
The start of ice-cutting at this lake is.
"wait till the ice is about ten or eleven
inches thick", then clear off the snow
with gasoline power tractor. The pond's
surface is marked in squares like a check-
erboard. After the grooves in the sur-
face are made, thev are corked with snow
but when one gets the correct perspective so the marks will not freeze solid again,
of the ice field, it presents a peculiar The first line should be straight, as the
spectacle. The first bold fact is that it lines drawn parallel with it depend upon
does not yield the crop of ice that it did it for straightness. The ploughs that do
twenty years ago at this season, for the the marking are provided by gasoline
reason that the climate is changing. We motor power. Xext a canal is broken
do not have the extreme cold weather thnjugh. which extends nearl}- to the
that we used to have which is conducive lake's largest island. This canal begins
to a good ice crop. It will go on record at the end of the chute from the houses
this year that ice-cutting was continued and is kept open by a scow run by two
as late as the third week in March at men, night and day.
Lovell Lake. This year, the season The work of taking out the ice comes
opened January 24 and on the last day next. This is d(jne with a circular saw,
of February there were five more ice for cutting first. It is behind a gasoline
houses at the plant to fill, it is said by engine, mounted upon runners. The
those who are informed on the subject, saw, two feet in diameter, is covered
The manager, Homer Chapman, and his with a metal guard and can be lifted up
crew have gotten used to the variety of or dropped down at will. There is a
weather the weather man has handed round roller which helps to move the
out this year.
Strange as it may seem, although this
plant has had electric and gasoline power
for the last three years there is a neces-
sity for fourteen horses being kept the
most of the time. In spite of the fact
that the scraping is done with a tractor,
there are times that horses can work to
better advantage, but this is for short
periods only. There was a time when
hoisting machinery with power from
horses in a treadmill arrangement on
Lovell Lake was common, and the only
way. This has been supplanted by elec-
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sled. The saw is let_ down till it cuts
within an inch or two of the bottom uf
the ice. It is run criss-cross to make
forty-four-inch squares.
The fields are about one-half mile long
and as wide as can be scraped conveni-
ently, and are separated into strips b}-
men with long splitting bars, two or
three-toothed drills, and floated along by
men with long hooked poles. They
don't stop to scrape oft' the snow, for ai
the end of the slip, the strips are sepa-
rated by men with more drills into cakes
weighing 800 pounds. These in turn are
^
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fed to an endless chain rigging, wliicli
is covered by a roof and taken from the
water and carried up thirt}--six feet.
While on the way eacli cake goes under
a scraper or planer. The scrapings fall
down, to be caught by a stream of water
and washed away.
After this, the cakes slide by gravity
down a track, some in one direction io
fill cars on the railroad siding, and others
to the opening of the ice-houses. Two
men at the door snake the cakes off the
main road with hooks and shoot them
down another incline into a shed where
they are piled on top of each other by a
crew of men. Some of the cakes slide
down along the front of the long shed,
being caught at appropriate doorways
by other crews.
These houses, forty feet high, hold
75,000 tons. With a crew of 115 men
working from 7 to 5 o'clock, an average
of twelve cars per day are filled, and the
filling of the ice h(nise, besides two gi-
gantic stacks of 20-tier-cake length, in
eight weeks time was the record for 192S
at Lovell Lake. Tliere was the opera-
tion of putting two feet of hay over the
layers of 21 -inch thick cakes, after the
houses were solid full and a wall of saw-
dust at the ends, sealing the doors and
openings up. Not much ice is wasted.
The chip pile, however, at the end of the
sluice is nuicli larger tlian in former
years.
Part of the time, it has been very cold,
and some days the weather has been so
warm that there has been about three
inches of water on the ice. None of the
men dress heavily as they did in bad old
days before electricity and before the
climate had changed. Here, as in other
occupations, the men do not "bundle up"
so much. In fact, the times seem to
demand less and less clothing at every-
thing.
Maple Syrup to Bathe hi
CONSTANCE E I)( ,E RT( )N
T(
' tlu' slioe fact()r\- town of Hoxie
canie the John .Martin familv.
Tlv (lay the_\- moved into the
Castle, as the manager's hcjuse was call-
ed, CaiTiielo Angostura was gatherin;';
violets for the \'irgin"s altar. When he
saw a ];)()ny being led to the stable he fi>--
got his mission, discarded the tlovvers he
had gathered, and crept into the stable 1-
sit atojj the box stall.
Here ten year old Alar_\- Alartin found
liim when she came with sugar for Snipe,
her pet. She patted the glossy neci<,
held (tut her hand with the sugar, and.
while the pony delicateh' sniffed at it,
she asked: "Want to ride?"
"Yes," the boy replied.
Dextrously she adjusted the saddle.
Carmelo mounted and Snipe walked
sedately out of the stable and cantered
about the grass.
It was marvelous. A pon\-. While
as snow and a real saddle like he h,'i>i
seen in street parades. He could te i
.Salvatore, Josie, Minnie, mama and pap;i
he had ridden the ponx' belonging to the
beautiful little girl living in the Castle.
Her hair was a halo of gold, her skm
like a rose and her eyes as blue as the
Italian skies F^apa Angostura was for-
ever talking about.
When he dismounted he said: "1 thank
\(»u. It you will allow me to work for
you ."
'A'ou will repay me by just coming,"
said the girl. "I have no one t(j pla\'
with and _\'ou are a manlv l)ow ^'ou
nuist come every da_\'. I am so lonel}."
"Every day?" he asked.
She had a New England conscience.
"Not every d;i\-. There might be da\s
the ])on\' was ill or ".
"T will come," lu- said.
Xot a da_\' did he miss. It was neces-
sary to skip school to be at the barn
every day at two. When Papa Angos-
tura found it out he beat him soundK ,
took him l)y the hand and led him back
te' the parochial school, and ad\iseil
.Sister lTnil\' to keep a strict watch en
him.
The Angosturas lived in a ten r.(im
house — that is the house had ten rooms.
They lived in four which left six for
Carmelo and Salvatore In pla\- in. .Six
high ceilinged rooms! luicli steeped
with stories for Carmelo. In this room
some redcoat bad hidden wliile the co-
lonials dashed b\- thinking the\- were \et
pursuing him. In another he C(nild vis
ualize some rebellious dame melting her
pewter into bullets for her husband i i
fight for freedom. In the third room he
knew history had been made, argued
over. ma>hap written in blood. He
loved to dream. His father spoke of the
time he would get a permit and work in
the shoe factor\'. He rebelled at this.
He did not mean to be called ''wop" .all
his life. He was an American. True,
he was live when he landed in lloston,
and he could speak no English, but just
as his bod\' had sturdily developed w itii
the New England climate, his mind had
taken on the New England ideals and
life. He did not dream of becoming
president or even manager of the shoe
factory as Mr. Martin was, but i'e
knew he would do something better
than his neighl)ors who were out of work
three months a year because of strikes,
and had to keep their children from
school in the cold New England winter,
as the\- had no shoes: who could not give
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iheii" children ix-al maple s\ru]) from tin-
X'emiont ;:rchanls on llu-ii' mornini;
cakes as Mary Martin had. I'aita An
s^ostura workt'd twcKc months a \oar hc-
can.sc a taciory must haw a watchman
even in times of shut down.
Carnu'lo skipjied school no more, lie
must content himself with ridini^- tlv-
pony on Saturdays, and there were va-
cation days. ( )n a lovely June da\- Mar\-
hrou.^hl a youui^- woman t:: the stable
with her and said j^-ravely : "C"arm\-. thi^
is Miss Lee, my i.;()\c-rness."
C'armelo took ot'f his cap, blushed,
re[)laced it, and du^' his toe into ihc
^rotmd. -Miss Lee said slu' catr.e t''
watch him ride. She liked a juniw ll!>
Self-consciousness left him. He e.\-
hatisled all his riding tricks for .Miss Lee.
'What is a _ti"o\erness ?
"
he asked
Mary when Miss Lee left them.
"A teacher."
"To teach I'ust \-ou ?
"
'•Ves."
"x\n }'uu rich :
'AVe must be," said Mary, "for we
have everything- and I am not allowed
to pla\' with common children. Mama
does not know T ha\e \ou for a pla\ -
male. She is aw;i\- much .and Miss L'e
watches me."
Th.at nii^ht he toM his father. I'ap.i
.An.Ljostura ro.ared anathema at the ca])-
ital of the world, the shoe factories of
the state in .ijeneral : the shoe f.actm-)' of
lloxie in ])articular, and |ohn ALartin
])rincii>ally. Carmelo fe't this was !.;el-
tin.^' personal. He asked : 'ds he so bad,
papa?
"
"None worse," said his father. ""( bands
us down. I'ays us a few pennies .an
hour, m.akes us live like .animals, .and you
see, we canncjt educate ,,ur children. N'ou,
m\' son. have the "ood voice. l'"ducation
would make of \-ou a renowned sin,i;e!\
r,ut it is not for you. The factor}- will
be \dur life. And this John .M;irtin can
]).'i\-
a teacher for his one iliild ' .Mr
M;irlin would run you off tlu- place it
she saw ycu — a workiiiij man's son! '
And that is what Mrs. John .Martin di 1
the next d,-iy. She returned unexpect-
edly from the city ;ind found her d.-iui^h
ler with C'armelo.
The b:)\- shook a diminutive trst .-it her
and in .'i soit Italian consi.ijnecl Ikt l»> a
clim;ile where no snow falls.
'A iiu little w-op," she said, "go."
Ihen he spoke his beloved i\nglish.
slowlw ])ertectl\' .'ind infoj-med her that
syrup I or bre;ik f;ist, dinner .'uid supper;
some da}- he, too. would h;ive m;iple
iiiap.e s\rujj to tlrink, to badie in. to swin.i
in. Today she was up. but wait, onl}- wait.
.She wouUl c;jnie crawling' to him. and
he would spurn her. lie wd'aid I)e
wealthy, and he would marr\- M;u-\!
Mary, on the stable step, her head i.i
hei" arms, wept in reckless abandonmen.t.
"1 will al\\.'i\s lo\e \<iu, C";u"m\ ,
'
she n;i' 1
as he walked pnnuUy awa}'. Then she
resumed her weeping'.
C'lrmelo Washington .\ngosluro. be-
tween concert tours, was <-it the home c:
his i).'irents, which w;is the little lla!\
of the sh;;e tactor\' town ol lloxie. For
three \'ears the public had lovingly called
him "the second Caruso," this bo}' witii
the golden voice. .\ dutiful son he re
maiiied. Much money he sent to his
])arents, who now' occupied the entire te.i
I'ooms of their home, co.iked spaghetli
in milk e\er\ dav ( formerl} it had been
onl}' on St. Mar}''s Da}-, August 13, ilv \
had the milk), and were the pride oi
little Ital\ , where p;ip;i was .'i w;ird boss,
in a tailor-m.'ide suit, working for tin*
ci\ic and S])iritual betterment of Ins
])eople. M.-nn;i had an electric washing
m.'ichine and an electric swee])er. .S;il-
vatore was slu(l}-ing in a seminar}-, josie
and Alinnie were graduated from a con-
vent school in r.;:slon. Ji'sie l:iughl in
tlu' I'otn'th w.'ird school Minnie was
;i welfare worker.
And now old l'';ilh<-r I'"l\iin w lio.-e
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place Papa Angostura hoped his Salva-
tore would some day fill — was giving a
bazaar. He stopped at the Angostura
home to ask Carmelo to sing. Cannelo
loved the old man who had sent him to
Holy Cross in Worcester, and later to
Italy to complete his studies.
Gladly would he sing, and if Father
so desired, he would sing at the High
Mass on Sunday.
Tall, lithe and handsome was Carmelo
as he came upon the stage, thought the
girl at the piano. Mary, this girl was
called, and her golden hair accentuated
her gem-hard blue eyes. Most folk call-
ed her beautiful. The singer looked im-
personally at her and his song filled the
hall. Again and again he responded.
Back stage the girl came to him ami
asked : "Carmy, don't you know me .-'"
"Yes, Mary, and I still love you," he
said simply.
"For fifteen years you ignored me.
'
"Your mother showed me my place."
"She is different now." said Mary.
"We are poor. Papa lost everything.
I work in an office days and play nights
at any entertainment I am asked to
"
"Carmelo, papa is waiting," said Josie,
who was of abrupt manner.
Next day Mrs. Martin rang the bell
at the Angostura door. Carmelo, sitting
at the old piano Father Flynn had given
him on his twelfth birthday, strumming
an old love song that had to do with
gondolas, sunny skies and velvet-eyed
maidens, admitted her.
She came to the point at once. "I was
rude to you years ago. I have suffered
reverses since and you have prospered.
You have your maple syrup to bathe in,
if the press reports are correct. Can
you forgive me? Mary loves you —
always has."
He knew she had worked hard with
her pride to so humble herself to him.
'Come and see her, Carmy," she went
on, "that is if you can stoop to our fam-
ily. Mr. Martin is night watchman at
the factory now."
"Night watchmen are prime favorites
with me. I was reared by one," he said.
"Wait until I get the car. We will go
together to Mary and I will ask her to \vA
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WE
are so prone these days to
use superlatives even in discus-
sion of everN'day incidents that
they have lost significance. Senator
Borah makes a speech whicli moderately
impresses the blase Washington corres-
pondents and they proceed to tell the
world that the eloquence of the self-
centered Idahoan stands unequalled in
modern times. Senator Moses indulges in
one of his biting sarcasms and we are
told it rankles more than any of his pre-
vious ironic jabs at big pretensions of
little contemporaries. Crowds at foot-
ball games, prize fights (jr any other
sporting event are watched narrowly and
if it is not the largest gathering of -ill
time to see the particular competition,
it is at an}- rate the largest crowd tli.-it
ever saw athletes perform in Chicago or
Boston or Podunk. And so on through
the whole gamut oi happenings; hre,
fiood, railroad wreck, ship that goes
down in the ocean, landslide, snowslide,
blizzard, snow storm, thunder storm ;
all to attract more than casual attention
must stand forth as extraordinan-, if not
in world history- at least in local annals.
Or so the reporters writing for their
papers, the radio announcers describing
the event to "millions" of unseen, pre-
sumably entranced listeners, seem to
believe.
Sometimes we are disposed to doubt
that the people have lost all interest in
everything except those of cataclysmic
proportions. Then again it seems as if
people have become callous and indiffer-
ent to the really important considerations
and that the blithe rejxjrters and extrav-
agant headline writers and cocksure ra-
dio announcers ma_\- be right. This latter
feeling prevails when the frequent repeti-
tions by officials and other observers of
statements relating the appalling loss of
life in automobile accidents, and the con-
stant admoniti(jns t(j motorists to exer-
cise more care and less selfishness
in their driving, falls on apparently deaf
ears. There seems no other wa\- to ac-
Cf.'unt for tile failure of tlie weekly publi-
cation of motor veliicle casualties, now
a regular fealuie of all newspapers, to
have any api)reciable effect <n\ the reck-
less, chance-taking operators. Toe-
many moderns have become so habitu-
ated to loss of life running into the
hundreds or tliousands in a single catas-
trophe that a recital of ten or twenty or
more persons killed in automobile acci-
dents in course of a week is unimpressive.
Some drivers, veiy likely, have a notion
that nothing like that could happen to
them, feeling that theirs are charmed
lives, h is more probable that most of the
errant drivers have absolutely nothing
[403]
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registered on their niiiuls by the periodic
publication of the automobile mishaps. If
t h e s e reckless, heedless, incompetent
d livers were the onl}- ones killed or
grievously injured the situation wouid
not be so bad, but unfortunateh- whil.'
the toll of the delinquents is large, the
innocent and helpless victims are much
more numerous.
In spite of the warnings uttered time
and again- by- Motor \''ehicle Commis-
sioner John F. Griffin, Chief Michael I.
Healy and most of the other police
heads, more people will bt- killed as the
result of automobile accidents in New-
Hampshire in 1929 than in any preceding
twelve months since the first horseless
carriage appeared on the public highwa}'s
and evoked the derision of the skeptical
multitude and the scorching denunciation
of men trying to calm the fright of shy-
ing and rearing horses. The derision
has disappeared and what horses are left
on the highways accept the high-powered
speeding machines as a matter of course,
but the automobiles are immeasurabl}"
more deadly than the\' were in those
earl_\- daws when Iku'SCs were scared and
ran away and furnished most of tlu-
casualties l)y dum])ing out their drivers
along the road. Needless to sa}- this
condition is not peculiar to New Hani])-
shire. I''\er\- state in the unimi lias the
same ])roblem to work on and none of the
states are ha\'ing an}' better success m
fmding, a solution by which the death
and injur)' lists may be reduced instead
of continuously mounting. There is no
dearth of suggestions of ways to bring
about improvement in conditions. Many
have been tried with discouraging results.
Drastic enforcement of motor vehicle
laws have been effective, but only tempo-
rarily while the off'cers were mobilized
for a brief space of time to devote their
entire attention to automobile drivers
having bad habits and were neglecting
their other duties. As in the case of pro-
hibitiuu, in order to catch enough of the
off'enders against the law to frighten
others intO' submission an armv of offi-
cers would have to be on the job twentv-
four hours of every da}- and the judges
would have to be uniforml\- severe in
passing out penalties. And even then,
so obsessed with speed have moderns be-
come, man}- persons would rather go to
jail for thirty or sixty da}-s than to curb
their hankering for the thrill fast driving
affords them.
Experiments are being tried out in
some states \\-hich ma}- bring beneficial
results. More rigid tests are being given
applicants for driving licenses and men
and women who display a dubious sense
of I'esponsibilit}- are to be refused a legal
right to operate an automobile. Moreover
the motor vehicle commissioners have
broad powers of supervision whicli en-
able them to suspend or revoke driving
licenses for reasons the^- ma\- deem suf-
hcient, and that pmver is being increas-
ingly used by some otffcials. Persons
caught driving cars while under the in-
fluence of lic|Uoi-, or who though solder
have taken a drink of litpujr, are given
short shrift b}- the New Hampshire
commissioner, }-et ever\- week a larg<;
number of driving licenses are taken
up on that account. Hit and run
drivers are becoming more c;!mmon
though w-henever caught they are usuall}
given more severe sentences than w-ould
have been their portion had they shown
themselves manl\- enough to shoulder
their responsibilitv. or indicating ordi-
nar}- humanitarianism even though be-
lated in its appearance. The police court
records show dail\- drivers who gave no
heed to red lights and stop signs, an act
in itself that lays the off'ender open to
strong suspicion of reckless driving in-
stinct, or at least a heedless disregard
ot the rights of (jthers.
X'^igorous measures undoul)tedly are
necessary to curl) the propensities of
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iKUidtic inanifcslalioii. Tlicy aiv n.)t
wittinj^ly (lisrejjanlt'ul i,\ the ri^Hits !)f
others. They take an i.'.\aj,^j,^f rated vic-v,
of tiK'ir own ri<;lus. There is some hojc
that this type may come to their senses
ultimately. The others, those who are
vicious. Many are just thou.trhtless willfully (lisrei,^ar(lful ot' considerations
persons who are j^ivin^' in to that unrulx of decency should he thrown nfi the road
spirit of restlessness of the ai^e, a tor keeps.
naluialh \ icious persons who take \\^v
wheel ol an autoini ihile and roar pcllmell
alons.; the riiad torciii'^ everybod\- else to
i^ive way or he run down, and such
dri\ers should ^i^el the limit of thi' law.
but all sjK'ed addicts are not inherentlx'
To The Contoocook River
ALICE D. O. GREENWOOD
Little river, lau,i;hing river,
Dancing onward t(j the sea,
Skipping liglitly o'er tlie pebbles,
Thou remindest me
Of my far off. happy girlhood.
When 1 too like thee.
Danced and sang while skipping onward
To the great gray sea.
Like the river, never dreaming,
Of the reefs and shoals ahead,
Life a gala day erst seeming.
As I onward sped.
Now methinks I hear the breakers,
And hear voices calling me,—
1 must have my passport ready,
For I'll soon put out to Sea.
Snap Shots
M AKY I-:. Horcii
The house-lot and tlie fence,
Still bordered b}- wild asters!
But since he went,
What will vacation be on the old place?
Why is it. wife, you find it all so homelike,
After a sorrow leaves its silent trace?
Our meadows where the daisies grew—
Now golf-links.
Rut }0u don't mind—
You've found the seat beneath the old beech tree
Where you once sat and mended little garments,
And here's the vine-clad stoop—
Just as it used to be.
I must not try to take too nuich in one exposure,
A camera so small won't take in all the view.
I'll leave the steps and gateway
For another photo,
To-da\- I'll take your favorite haunt—
And \'t)u.
The \ell()\v leaves are peeping in and out the camera ;
They cast strange figures on your silver}- hair.
The slide keeps changing!
In the flickering shadow
The smooth beecli-trunk looks dark and cold.
Like tarnished pewter- ware.
No glimpse, of course, of my old apple-orchard
And mound of wild-thyme
Growing near the putting-green.
But wait a minute, do.
You're floating off the picture.
And I must stop and coax you back,
Where vou'll be seen.
Now here you come again,
A gleam of flight that wavers,
There now, it's taken !
This Httle print will live right on
In some card album—we don't know—
And still be looked upon,
When we the truly real
Who loved the old farm so,
Have long since gone.
Forgive me, dear, "Not gone?"
I know what you are thinking.
Expressed in camera terms,
What is it, Wife,
'The form we loved has only floated oft' the trial picture.
That film of light and shadow we call life?"






potato is of great importance
as aft'ording food both for Ininian
beings and for cattle, and next t:i
the principal cereals, it is the most val-
uable of all plants for human food. It
is also useful for various purposes in the
arts.
No food plant is mcjre widel}' diliused;
it is cultivated in sub-tropical countries:
and struggles for existence in gardens
even within tlie arctic circle, yielding
small and water}- tubers, although tlie
etfects of late spring frosts or early au-
tumnal frosts upon its foliage often prove
that it is a plant properly belonging to a
milder climate. It is grown in New
Zealand, Japan, Labrador, Lapland and
in various countries widel\' separated
from each other and enters largely into
the general consumption.
No more important event of its kind
has ever taken phice tlian tlie gencr il
introduction of potato culture into the
husbandry of the European countries.
It has exercised a most beneficial influ-
ence on the general welfare of the people,
increasing the national wealth, and pre-
venting, as a few farseeing thinkers had
anticipated, the once frequent returns of
famine. That in 1846 and 1847, terrible
famine resulted in Ireland and elsewhere
from the failure of the potato crop it-
self, was owing onl}- to the excess to
which its cultivation had been carried.
The results confirmed two great laws,
that plants long very extensively or
almost exclusively cultivated in anv dis-
trict, however successfully thev mav be
cultivated for a time, are sure to fail al
last, and that the exclusive ox almost
exclusi\e, dependence of a people on one
source or means of sujjport is unfavor-
able to their welfare in respect to all
tlieir interests.
The varieties of the i)otato in cultiva-
tion are extremely numerous. An\'
enumeration or classification of them
is impossible. New ones are frequently
appearing and old varieties are passing
away. Those most advantageoush- cul-
tivated in ])articular soils and climates
are often found to degenerate when re-
moved to a small distance. Potatoes
dififer considerably in the character of
their herbage, which is .sometimes erect,
sometimes straggling, and in the size and
color of their flowers, but are most gen-
erally distinguished b\' the size, form
and color of their tubers, which are
round, long or kidney shaped, white, red.
daik purple, \ariegated. etc.
Times, soils, climates, manures, and
scientific methods of cultivation have
])roduced wonderful changes in the
[xjtato as in most other vegetables. The
rich plum of our gardens is the wild
beach plum improved by culture. Celery,
so mild and sweet, is produced from the
rank, coarse weed called smallage. The
cherry in its wild state, is small, hard and
bitter. What it is as improved is well
known, so with potatoes. From poor.
water\- and unnutritious, they have been
cultivated into a wholesome, pleasant
tastinsf and nutritious article of food.
[409]
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next to wheat, an article of the first im-
portance to mankind, combining the ad-
vantages of easy cidture, large yield and
great amount of drv nutritive matter.
The potato is a native of mountainous
districts of tropical and sub-tropical
America, probably from Chili to Mexico,
but there is great dit^culty in deciding
where it is really indigenous and where
it has spread after being introduced by
man. Humbolt doubted if it had ever
been found trul\' wild, but subsecjuent
travelers of high scientific reputation ex-
press themselves as thoroughly satisfied
on this point. Except that the tul)ers are
smaller, the wild plant diiiers little from
the cultivated.
Maize and the potato are the two
greatest gifts which America has given
to the rest of the world. The potato has
been cultivated in America and its tubers
used for food from times long anterior
lo I Ik- discovery of America by Eu-
ropeans. The common opinion and per-
haps the just one, is that it originated in
Chili, in the vicinity of the Andes. It
was not known in Mexico when that
countrv was discovered by the Spaniards,
ncjr in Central America, but it grew spon-
taneously in Peru, in the neighborhood
of Quito and was cultivated in Chili,
Peru, New Grenada, all along the Andes.
It is a kind of historical monument and
its subsecjuent appearance in different
and distant places indicates the progress
of commerce and civilization.
Mexico and Peru were concpiered in
1519 and 1531. Here is a most curious
problem. The potato was not known in
Mexico, but in 1584 it was found in Vir-
ginia, two thousand miles from its home
in the Andes. If it originally belonged
to the southern hemisphere alone, how
came it in Virginia at so early a period,
while yet it was unknown in Mexico and
the mountainous parts of the West In-
dies ? Humbolt savs "we know not a sin-
gle fact by which the history of South
America is connected with that of North
America." We know not that there was
anv connnunication between them until
after the European conquest. Certainly
the two most powerful empires, those of
Peru and Mexico, had not heard of each
other. The early discoverers, however,
found the potato in Peru and in Virginia
but not in the West Indies. It was
found growing wild in both these coun-
tries, by the first white men, the prob-
ability is that it was an original native
production of both tlic nortliern ruid
southern hemisplieres. ( )ne thing is
plain, that it is a nati\e of America only.
The potato seems to have been first
brought to Europe by the Spaniards from
tlTe neighborhood of Quito, in the begin-
ning of the sixteenth centur\- and it then
spread from Spain into the Netherlands,
P)urgun(l\- and Ital_\', l)Ut onl_\- lo be cul-
tivated in a few gardens as a curiosit)'
and not for general use as an article of
food. It long received throughout almost
all lun-opean countries, the same name
with the "botatas" or sweet potato, which
is the [)lant or tuber meant by English
writers down to the nnddle of the seven-
teenth century in their use of the name
"potato.'' It appears to haxe l)een
brought to Ireland from \^irginia bv
Hawkins, a slave trader, in 1565, and to
England by Sir Francis Drake in 1585,
without attracting much notice, till it
was a third time imported from America
by Sir W'alter Raleigh.
The expedition fitted out by Sir Walter
Raleigh to settle Virginia, returned from
the Bay of xMbemarle, in 1586. Potatoes
were then first carried to England b\- the
vessels composing the expedition. The
discoverers found tobacco, Indian corn
and potatoes growing at the places they
visited, the three being natives of x\meri-
ca. This same year, potatoes were
planted, at Sir Walter Raleigh's estate.
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at Younohall. near Cork, where and in
tlTe \icinit\\ i1k'\' were s^rown for food
long before tliey were introduced into
England to any extent. At tirst tliey
were regarded as luxuries, steeped in
wine and sugar, and then l)aked, were
preser\ed in sugar and in otlier ways,
just as tile sweet potato was in England
for many \ears before our potato was
known tliere. The sweet kind was im-
ported from Spain and the Canary-
Islands and was used chiell}- by llie con-
fectioners in making sweetmeats, mixed
willi sugar, as peanuts and (lour now
are.
ll was still a long time before it be-
gan to be extensively cultivated. Gerard,
in his "Herball" published in 1597. gives
a figure of it under the name of "batata
\'irginiana" but so little were its merits
appreciated that it was not even men-
tioned in ihe "Complete Gardener," of
London and Wise, published more llian
a century later, in 1719, while another
writer of the same time says that it is
inferior to skirret and radish. It began,
however, to be imagined that it might be
used wdth advantage for "feeding swine
or other cattle," and by and by that it
might be useful for poor people and for
tiie prevention of famine or failures of
the grain crops.
The Royal Society took up this idea
and in 1663 adopted measures for ex-
tending the cultivation of the potato for
the pre\ ention of famines. Not that they
cared much for it themselves. It had
not found its wa\- to their tables. Their
thought was that by adding another to
the edible vegetables in use they might
diminish the danger of famine, an evil of
more fre(|uent occurrence then than now.
The Royal Society considered it as a
desirable last resort.
For more than a hundred years it was
little esteemed. It was spoken of sliglit-
ingly, and very slowly won its way into
favor, so strong were the prejudices
against novelties. The best thing said
of it was that in Ireland it furnished food
to poor peojde and was used to advan-
tage. Nor were they raised in large
c[uantities for cattle. Even in 166''.
I'Aelyn, a learned man and excellent
farmer said. 'Plant potatoes in your
])oorest l.'ind." which shows how strong
was the prejudice against the vegetable.
It was not until 1750 that the potato
was generally known in England, being
hrst introduced from Ireland into Lan-
cashire about this time. Its cultivation
soon became general there and thence
spread over England, becoming impor-
tant as a held crop. It was thence intro-
duced in Scotland and then into Germany
and France. In Germany the local gov-
ernments took an interest in its cultiva-
tion and promoted it by compulsory reg-
ulation. In b^-ance the extension of its
culture was extensivel\- promoted by
one Parmentier.
The culture of the potato in New Eng-
land was due to the early settlers of Lon-
donderrv. N. IL, who brought the potato
with them from Ireland. Lentil their ar-
rival it was not cultivated in New Eng-
land. To them, belongs the credit of its
introduction to general use. Although
highly prized by this company of settlers.
it was for ;i long time but little regarded
bv their English neighbors, a barrel or
two being considered a supply for a
family. But its value as a food for man
and l)east became at length more general-
ly known. The following well authen-
ticated fact will show how little known
to the community at large the potato
must have been.
A few of the settlers of Londonderry
had passed the winter previous to their
establishment in New Hampshire, in
Andover, Mass. Cpon taking their de-
]iarture from one of the families, with
whom thev had resided, thev left a few
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potatoes for seed. The potatoes were
accordingly planted, came up and tlour-
ished well, blossomed and produced balls,
which the family supposed were the fruit
to be eaten. They cooked the balls in
various ways l:)ut could not make them
palatable and pronounced them unfit for
food. The next spring, while ploughing
their garden, the plough passed through
where the potatoes had grown and turned
out some of great size, by which means
thev finally discovered their mistake.
Such is the history of the potato, the




Maize, the giant cereal, known in the
United States and Canada as 'Indian
Corn," was the great food plant of those
tribes of American Indians who sought
the aid of cultivation in obtaining food.
It is now cjuite generally supposed to
have been derived from native grasses
of Mexico and Guatemala.
A representation of the plant found
in an ancient Chinese book in the royal
library at Paris, and the alleged discovery
of some grains of it in the cellars of an-
cient houses in Athens, have led some to
suppose that it is a native also of the east,
as well as America, and that it has from
a very early period been cultivated there.
It has even been said to be the "corn"
of Scripture, although on this supposi-
tion it is not very easy to account for the
apparently subsequent neglect of it until
after the discovery of America. There
can be hardly any doul)t that it is a native
only of America.
The writer, Harshberger. says that
evidence shows that maize was intro-
duced into what is now the United States
from the tribes of Mexico and from the
Caribs of the West Indies but the period
of time of this introduction can only be
conjectured. That it was long before the
appearance of Europeans, however, is
evident, not only from its early and wide-
spread cultivation by tril^es living in the
area now embraced in the United States
l)ut from the fact that indications of its
cultivation are to be found in mounds and
in the ancient pueblo ruins and clifi:'
dwellings, while further corroborative
evidence is to l)e found in the fact that
several varieties of maize had already
been developed at the time of discovery,
four separate varieties being mentioned
as in use among the early Indians of
Virginia.
Columbus himself brought it to Spain
about the year 1520. Jacques Cartier,
the first European to enter the St. Law-
rence river, observed large fields of
growing maize at Hochelaga. (now
Montreal) in 1534, and Champlain, in
1604, found it in cultivation at almost
every point he visited from Nova Scotia
to the reaches of the upper Ottawa river.
The supplies of maize obtained from
the Indians l)y the New England and
\'irginia colonists are well known. The
early settlers of Plymouth or the Pil-
grims, as they are commonly called, ar-
rived ofif Cape Cod in the Mayflower, on
November 11, 1620, and they at once
commenced to look for a suitable place
in which to locate their settlement. A
landing party was "accordingly sent out
on the 15th of November and the follow-
ing da}- they made some discoveries.
Says Governor Bradford in his "Jour-
nal" : "Afterwards they directed their
course to come to ye other shore, for
they knew it was a necke of land they
were to crosse over, and so at length gott
to ye seaside, and marched to this sup-
posed river, and by ye way found a pond
of fresh clear water, and shortly after a
good quantitie of clear ground wher ye
Indians had formerly set corne, and some
of their graves.
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"And ])r()ce(lino- furder tliey saw new
stubble wher corne liad been set ye same
year, also they found wher latly a liouse
liad l)een, wlier some planks and a i^reat
kettle was remaining and heaps of sand
newly padled with their hands, vvhicli
lhe\-, digging up, found in them diverce
faire Indean l)askets tilled with corne.
and some in ears, faire and go(jd. oi
diverce collours, which seemed to them a
very goodly sight, having never seen any
shucJT before.
"So tlieir time limeted them being ex-
])ired. lhe\- returned to ye ship least they
should be in fear of their saftie; and
tooke witli them parts of ye corne, and
buried up ye rest, and so like ye men
from Eshcoll carried with them of ye
fruits of ye land and showed their breth-
ren of which and their return, they were
marvelously glad, and their harts in-
couraged."
Later they went out again and as
Governor Bradford says: "ther was also
found 2 of their houses covered witli
niatts. and sundrie of tlieir implements
in them, but ye people were run away
and could not be see also ther was founrl
more of their corne and of their beans
of various collours. The corne and beans
the}' bought away, purposeing to give
them full satisfaction when they should
meete with any of them (as about some
6 months afterwards they did, to their
good contente.)
"And here it is to be noted a spetiall
providence of God, and a great mercie
to this poor people, that hear they gott
seed to plant them corne ye next year or
els they might have starved, for they had
none, nor any likelyhood to get any till
ye season had beene past as ye sequell did
many fest."
Hennepin, Marquette, Joliet. La Salle
and other early French explorers of the
Mississippi Valley found all the tribes
thev visited from the Minnesota river to
the Gulf of Mexico, and even into Texas,
culti\ating maize; and the same fact was
true of tlie tribes between northwest
Mexico and the [)lains of Kansas when
\isited ])y Coronado in 1540-42. F.ven
the Mandan and Arikara on the upjx'r
Missouri had their maize patches when
lirst seen by white men.
How far northward (^n the I'acilic
slope the cultivation of maize had ex-
tended at the time of its discovery is not
known. Evidence that it or anything else
was cuUi\ated in California west of tlu-
Rio Colorado valley is still lacking. I'.rin-
ton expresses the o])inion that maize was
cultivated both north and south to the
geographical extent of its productive
culture. Such at least appears to have
l)een true in regard to its extent north-
ward on the Atlantic slope, except in the
region of the upper Mississippi and the
Red River of the north.
The ease willi which maize could bi-
cultivated and conserved and its bounti-
ful \-ield, caused its rapid extension
among the Indians after it first came
into use. With the exception of better
tillage the method of cultivation is much
the same today among civilized men as
among the natives. Thomas Hariot,
who visited Virginia in 1586. says the
Indians put four grains in a hill "With
care that thev touch not one another."
The extent to which the cereal was cul-
tivated in prehistoric times by the Indians
may be inferred from these facts and
from the observations of early explorers.
It seems evident from the history of
the expeditions of De Soto and Coronado
(1540-42) that the Indians of the Gulf
states and of the Peublo region relied
chiellv on maize for food. It is also
probable that a moiety of the food sup|)ly
of tile Indians of V'irginia and the Caro-
linas and of the Iroquois and Huron
tribes, was from the cultivation of corn.
Ou Pratz savs the Indians "from the
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sea (gulf) as far as the Illinois," make
maize their principal subsistence.
The amount of corn of the Irocjuois
destroyed by Denonville in 1687 has been
estimated at more than a million bushels,
l)ut this estimate is probably excessive.
According to one writer, Tonti, who took
part in the expedition, the arm}' was en-
gaged seven days in cutting up the corn
of four villages. Shea, another writer,
says in his "Early Voyages on the Mis-
sissippi," "the Tounicas (Tonika) live
entirely on Indian corn."
Gen. Wayne, writing in 1794 of the
Indian settlements, asserts that "tl^e
margins of these beautiful rivers, the
Miamis of the Lakes and the Au Glaize,
appear like one continued village for a
number of miles both above and below
this place. Grand Glaize, nor have l
ever before beheld such immense fields
of corn in any part of America from
Canada to Florida."
From the Indians we derive ashcake,
hoecake, succotash, samp, hominy, the
hominy mortar, etc., and even the cribs
elevated on posts are patterned after
those of the Indians of the southern
states. Corn was used in various ways
by the natives in their ceremonies, and
among some tribes the time of planting,
ripening and harvesting was made the
occasion for festivities. The Indians
held maize in veneration as a gift from
the Great Spirit. A very pretty legend
of theirs refers to its origin as the an-
swer to the prayer of a young brave at
his fast of virility or coming into man-
hood. Under the guise of a handsome
youth, a full stalk in ears and tassel was
set down on the earth by the Great
Spirit and it was called "Mondamin."
The culture and harvest of the maize
was left to the women, the youth and
the aged men. The work was not com-
pulsory, but was assumed voluntarily by
the women as their proper division of
labor, while the men attended to the more
arduous duties of hunting, fishing and
defending their homes and territory from
enemies. With an abundant harvest of
corn the faithful squaw felt herself well
al)le to royally entertain the guests of her
husband's lodge. The Indians planted
their maize in the spring time when the
}oung leaves of the oak tree were as
large as a squirrel's root.
Maize was formerly called Turkey
corn or Turkey wheat, its origin, like
that of the Turkey cock or turkey, being
at one time erroneously ascribed vaguely
to "Turkey" or the East. Maize is said
to furnish food to a larger part of the
human race that any other grain except
rice. There are very few plants of which
the uses are more various and few which
are of greater importance to mankind.
Chapter Three.
The Baldwin Apple
Of all the many kinds of fruit, the one
which is the most indispensable and
which it would be the hardest to do
withcjut, is the apple. Among the many
varieties of apples, the one most ap-
preciated both for its flavor and keeping
qualities is that known as the Baldwin,
l)earing the name of the celebrated en-
gineer, Col. Loammi Baldwin.
It is to him that we are indebted for
the introduction to public notice and
for the earliest cultivation of the Bald-
win apple. The story of its discovery
l)v him and of how he brought it to
pul)lic notice is very interesting. It ap-
pears tliat Col. Baldwin was one day sur-
veying some land at a place called But-
ler's Row, in Wilmington, Mass., near
the bounds of that town, Woburn and
Burlington, when he noticed some wood-
peckers continuallv tlving to a certain
tree which stood on the land of James
Butlers nearby.
Somewhat curious to know the cause
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of their frequentiii.t;' lliis parliciilar tree,
lie rniallx' went to it, and Innlin^ undrr
it some apples of an excellent lla\dr and
well worth cnlti\ atini^', he returned to the
tree the next spring and took from ii
scions to graft into stocks of his own.
It appears that this tree came n]) a-^ a
chance seedling on this farm, then owned
by John Ball, about 1740, and for many
}'ears was unnoticed. The farm eventual-
ly came into tlie possession of a man 1)\-
the name of lUitlers. who gave the name
of woodpecker to the apple, because the
tree was such an attraction to these birds.
The exact date of its (lisco\er\- b\'
Col. Baldwin is not possible to secure but
it must ha\e been before 1784. It should
l)e stated here that the portion of Wil-
mington in which it was found was at
that period a part of the town of
Woburn. On February l.>, 17S4. Col.
luddwin sent a barrel of these ajjples to
(lovernor Bowdoin and the following
correspondence was the result:
"Mr. Baldwin, of Wolnnm, presents
his compliments to Mr. Bowdoin and
begs him to accept a barrel of a partic-
ular species of apple which proceeded
frcnn a tree that originally grew spon-
taneousl}- in the w^oods about fourteen
miles north of Boston." Woburn, Feb-
ruary 13, 1784.
Boston, Mass., February 14, 1784.
"Mr. r)OW(loin presents his respectful
compliments to Colonel Baldwin and
begs him to accept his thanks for ye bar-
rel of apples he sent, for wdiich he is
much obliged to him. and the more so, as
the apples are ye produce of so uncom-
mon a tree."
Manv other persons in the \icinity, in-
duced b\' Col. r>al(lwin's example or ad-
vice, grafted trees oi their own soon
after with scions of this tree. Later,
whenever Col. Baldwin attended court,
f)r went into dififerent parts of the coim-
try as high sherifif, he was accustomed
to carry scions of this variel\- of ajjples
with him and to distribute them around
among his friends, so that this .species of
iruit soon canu- to be extensively known
and cultivated.
The original tree is stated to have
bet-n blown down in the famous .Septem-
ber gale of 1813. At first known as
woodpecker ap])les, from the birr! whose
constant ilight to it had attracted the
notice of Col. I'aldw in and led to the dis-
covery of the excellence of the fruit, it
was afterwards called by man\- "lUitler"
apple, from tlie name of the man who
owned the farm where it was found.
.Some years later, it is stated. Col.
r.aldwin had a ])arty of gentlemen at his
house to dine. lie set liefore them a
dish of these apples, and one of hi-
guests, admiring their good qualities,
asked him b\ what name they were
known. 'B)\' n(» name in jjarticular," the
colonel rei)lie(l, "call tliem, if you please.
Baldwin apples." This has ever since
been their name.
Another story of the discovery of the
apple runs as follows. It is claimed that
one Samuel ddiompson was the real dis-
coverer while he was sur\ eying along the
line of the Middlesex canal, in 1793, and
that he called it to the attention of Col.
Baldwin, d'his contention is supported
b\- the inscription on a monument erected
in Wilmington, Mass. Tin- inscription
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The monument is a plain stone of
granite, square, about eight feet in height
and is surmounted by an apple of stone
resting on its side.
This story, however, is claimed by the
descendants of Col. Lnammi P>aldwin to
l)e entirely wrong and the inscription on
the monument is said to be misleading
and they produce evidence to that effect,
claiming that the Samuel Thompson men-
tioned had nothing wliatever to do
with it.
Col. Loammi l^aldwin was born at
Woburn. Mass., January 21. 1745. He
received a common school education and
later, devoting his attention to mathe-
matics, he studied at Harvard College,
under Professor Winthrop, becoming a
surveyor and engineer. He served as a
member of the Middlesex County Con-
vention which was held in August, 1774.
Upon the outbreak of the American
Revolution he entered the service as a
major and participated in the Battle of
Lexington and the Battle of Long Island,
as well as taking part in the surprise of
the Hessian soldiers at the Battle of
Trenton. Finally reaching the rank of
colonel, he was compelled to retire from
the army in 1777, in consequence of his
failing health.
From 1780 to 1794 he was high sheriff
of Middesex county and served as a
member of the Massachusetts state legis-
lature in 1778 and 1779 and again in
1780. From 1794 to 1804 he was the
superintendent of the Middlesex canal
and was one of its principal owners. He
had previously prosecuted with great
vigor the work of construction of this
canal wliicli was at that time one of the
greatest engineering feats ever accom-
plished in America.
When the Middlesex canal was coni-
pleted. Col. Baldwin held a jubilee and
entertained handsomely at his residence
at North W^oburn. Ten years had passed
since J^idge Sullivan had first broached
tlie idea of a canal to Col. P)al(lwin. then
the liigh sheriff of the county, and the
Middlesex canal was now completed and
ready for business the first of its kind
in America.
In 1799, Judge Samuel Blodgett. then
endeavoring to put through his project
of building the Amoskeag canal, em-
ploxed C"ol. Baldwin to survev a route
for the canal. This he did. reporting
that the cost of completing both locks
and canals would be $9,000; but lie
recommended a route for the canal east
of the old one, in order to be less sub-
ject to freshet conditions. When the
Massachusetts legislature granted Judge
Blodgett the right to raise money for his
canal by running a lottery, it also directed
that the money which was raised should
be applied by Col. Baldwin.
Josiah Brown was once digging a ditch
for Col. Pjaldwin. The colonel called
around to see how he got along, when
Brown asked him if "he was doing it
right." The colonel who had on white
pants and vest, did not come very near,
so Brown insisted that he should inspect
it closer. On his coming to the edge.
Brown pulled him over in, to the great
chagrin of Baldwin. Sometime after, a
large culvert needed inspection and
repairs, so he employed Brown to do the
job. WHiile he was in the culvert, the
colonel pulled up the boards of the dam
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iusl above, when out came I'rown tuni-
l)liiU4" over in tJie water, like a fro,e:. So
thev both conckuled to call it even.
One d;\\ Col. I'aldwin wa.s showing"
his electrical machine to I'rown, wlicn
he insisted that the colonel should clec-
trit\' the cat. Fhe colonel told him to
catch and hold her while he gave her a
dose, ."^o Brown caught pu'^sy, placed
her in his lap and told the colonel to
"give her a big shock, .so he could see her
jump." It is needless to say that the
colonel "charged up" all he could and
that I'.rown jumped fully as much as the
cat.
Colonel r.aldwin was a man of many
l)arts. lie dearl\- loxed ;i joke as the
toregoiui; stories show and lu- made his
mark upon the world. Ili^ name will
never be forgotten, having been given
to the best \aricty of apples in the world
;is has been shown. He was a member
of the American Academy of Sciences.
He finally passed away in 1808, much
lamented b\ his many firends and ad-
mirers.
There s More Than One Kind of Publicity
DONALD D. TUTTLE
WHEX
the then recently appointe 1
state publicity board organized
itself in 1925, appointed an
executive secretary and instructed him
to establish a Department of Publicity,
the program outlined was fairly simple.
It was proposed to advertise the attrac-
tions of New Hampshire as widely as
possible in newspapers and magazines,
to issue pictorial and descriptive book-
lets for general circulation and to get
as much "publicity" for New Hampshire
as the ingenuity of the secretary and his
assistants and the generosity of editors
and publishers would allow.
This last was rather an indetinile
proposition, for it proved to be far fron^.
easy toi determine just what in the wav
of New Hampshire "stories" the news-
papers would print, and there were times
when editors seemed to be less liberal
with their space than the enthusiasiic
New Hampshire boosters might reason-
ably wish or not exactly expect.
The new department had not long beer,
in existence when it was discovered that
the best laid plans of publicity directoi's
are subject to frequent revision. It was
found that publicity has many phases
and it speedily was impressed upon the
office that, while creation of an informa-
tion bureau may not have been intended,
the department was expected to be able
to tell an anxious inquirer, at once, any-
thing he wanted to know, from the height
of Mount Washington and the date of
the first white settlement in the state t''
the best place in New Hampshire to go
fishing for wall-e}'ed pike.
There may have been, just at first, a
feeling not unlike dismav ; but this was
succeeded 1)\- the conviction that all tliis
varied and widespread interest was th;-
best argument possible in proving the
need of such a department as the publicity
board had brought into being. Every
new task was accepted without comp'aini
and an effort was made to do everything
that everybody aSked. As an instance,
an effort now is being made to locate the
manufacturer of a unique roof orna-
ment seen 1)\- a New Hampshire man
on his travels, and a duplicate of whicli
is wanted to adorn the top of a house in
fine of our own. cities. The thing de-
sired represented three black cats (Kil-
kenny cats, ma}be) engaged in herce
battle and many blind trails have ben
followed in search of it. There now is
reason to ]io])e that it will be found and
that Xew Hampshire eyes will be glad-
dened by an unusual specimen of modern
art.
From Illinois came a letter from which
the following paragraph is taken :
"Please send me your publicity
material about New Hampshire, especial-
ly information about good roads, moun-
tain trails for climbing^, forest conserva
tion progress, a n d moderate-priced
boarding places in the northern part of
the state. What do you consider the saf-
est public utility companies to invest in?
Are there condensed statements regard-
ing the methods of fixing land tax rates
and valuations?"
Giving advice to investors emphati-
cally is not one of the duties of the Pub-
licit}- Department. The other information
asked for in this letter was furnished.
From Massachusetts came a bit of
criticism. Names of places are elimin-
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atcd from the lOllowiiii^ (.|u»jlali<)ii ; other-
wise the Idler w riter is permitted to state
his grievances.
'\"()U eeilainly can do sonielhinj; t
•
make future visits to your state more
enjo\al)le by i;ettin,i;' onto your job at
I'.lanl<. 'i'he baj^gage men are all dead
and buried there. Since the war no
trunk can get beyond I'.lank the .sam-j
dav it leaves my home in Massachusetts.
The next morning, after 1 reach my des-
tination, a tracer is put on, and I get nr,
trunk in from two days to a week attev
m\- arrival. AH guests have the same
li-oubie. Last year, 1 S])ent a vacation
at Lake W'innipesaukee but failed to hnd
man\ lish in that bodv of water. Will
\()U tell me if there are any? W'lrit
kind and just where on the lake can th.y
be found?"
The l'ublicit\- Department cannot
conti-ol the rrulr;:ads or their employee--
bul it did pass along the complaint ot the
\\(iri"ied visitor from Massachusetts. It
was able to inf::rm him that there a"e
lisli in Lake \\'innii)esaukee, but il was
unable to e(|ui]) him with skill to eaten
them.
x\ lad\' in I'.rooklyn, .\. ^'.. wrote a
letter that still has the whole I'ublicil}'
Department pu/.zled :
"Will \ ou please send me the book-
lets of the .\ew Hampshire Department
of Lublicit). I'.ecause 1 am interest ii
in a ti'ip to b'.urope, T will l)e ver_\-
mueh
obliged.'
Eolks who live in the metr j) )lit;,-i
district are notoriously ignorant oi
American geography, but locating New
Hampshire in Europe is, to get col-
locjuial, "mixing things to a fare ye we.l.
A correspondent who lives in Penn-
sylvania saw a picture of the "(>](] Man
on a soap wrapper and wanted "ire
 
information" about it.
From a parsonage in Iowa came a sug-
gestion for a slogan, "The mountains
shall bring peace to the people." The
author of liie slogan was u illing to" sell
it for a dollar and observed thai it couki
be made as well known as the familiar.
"It llo.als." I U- did not suggest ways o."
raising the millions that have been spent
to make "It lloats" household words in
many languages thnjughout the world.
There have been so many activities in
tile I'ublicitv Department, never even
thought of when the executive secretary
was hired and put himself to work, that
to catalog them would be tedious. It
ma\- be mildlv interesting however, to
li>t a few of them. Sometime during
the second }-ear of the department's
existence it came into i)OSsession of a big
show window in Concord and the idea
was born of loaning this windf)w to New
Hampshire manufacturers wh(j might be
desirous of making displays of their
])roducts. The response was lukewarm
in the beginning but the idea rapidly
gained in ap])eal, and now the window is
"booked solid
"
nian\" weeks in ad\ance.
The dis])lays must ha\e brought results.
for manufacturers ha\e asked for win-
dow privileges twice and even three
times, at intervals of a year or less, and
new exhibitors are making applications
for S])ace all the time.
At the start, most of the department's
advertising put .stress u\n>n the desirahili-
t\ of New 1 lampshire as a place of sum-
mer sojotnii. but more recently atten-
tion has been turned, as well, to what
the state has to offer those who are de-
Noted to the sports of winter. h'xiK'-
rience has convinced everyone connected
with the Publicity Department that there
is profit in this
for the people of New
Hampshire, as well as pleasure for those
who like to travel on snowshoes, slide
down hills on skis or toboggans, or .skim
over the surface of a lake on skates.
Judicious advertising, beyond question,




Down South, there are many New
Hampshire men who act as managers of
winter resort hotels and to every one of
these has gone this year a letter, asking
for help in the circulation of New Hamp-
shire literature; and most of these letters
have brought very cordial responses, in-
dicating not only willingness l)ut eager-
ness to serve New Hampshire in this
wa}'.
A big hotel in New York asked where
New Hampshire apples of the Macin-
tosh Red variety might be obtained in
(juantities and the Publicity Department
is corresponding with apple growers, in
the hope of meeting the needs of this
metropolitan hostelry.
Frequently the department has been
asked to provide special articles about
New Hampshire for out-of-state news-
papers and perhaps even more frequently
has been called upon for material for
sucli articles that staff writers had been
asked to furnish. Only recently, aid in
this way was given to representatives of
a great city newspajjcr and a magazine
of national circulation.
There may be a bit of food for thought
in some comparisons of publicity appro-
priations. The first two years, the state
gave the New Hampshire department
/$25,0(X) for each year, but in that period
like sums were raised by the New Hamp-
shire State Chamber of Commerce. The
appropriation was $35,000 a year for the
next biennial period, but this time no
other funds were available. The Legis-
lature of 1929 increased the yearly ap-
propriation to $40,000.
The city of San Francisco alone
spends more than $220,000 a }-ear to
secure publicity, the San Diego Califor-
nia club has funds of $150,000 for this
purpose and more than a dozen other
California cities and organizations spend
from $5,000 to $50,000^ The neighbor-
ing state of Maine gives its Publicity
Department $100,000 a \ear, .\rkansas
has jumped in four years from $20,000
to $6(),00() and Arizona's publicity agen-
cies had at their di-sposal in 1929 nearly
$170,000.
The Colorado association of I)en\er
considered $v365,000 necessar\- for its
1929 campaign, Florida's publicity agen-
cies raised nearly half a million and far-
away Hawaii set aside the sum of
$148,000. Georgia's appropriation for
1929 was $333,000, and the citv of Grand
Rapids, in Michigan, raised $50,000 with
which to advertise itself.
The New Hampshire Publicity Depart-
ment is not complaining l)ut those direct-
ing it, knowing that with their limited
funds the\' have secured real results, can-
not lielp indulging in day dreams about
wliat the}- might be able to do if they had
a little more monev.
The Nortons Go to the Circus
CAKI.A I". !>:()S1-:X'I'II \1.
a
C IRC'L'S coniiiii^', fellows!
Cw-
cus coiiun ,r ( sliduk'il
l)Ui"Slin<^- into ihc house.
(Of course this didn't happen this
year. Roys of nowadays don't get Sv)
excited over circuses. Xo. it was about
fifteen years ago, when there was no
radio, only a few autos, and even, in
llu' farr.i section of Xew Hampshire, not
nianv moving-pictures. So a circus was
a long talked of event.)
"How d'you know?" Henry's slice of
bread and butter stopped half-way to
his mouth.




num — Greatest Show on Earth!' Hur-
rah !"
"Philly Norton, wash your hands, and
sit down and eat," ordered his mother.
"I've kept supper waiting fifteen minutes
for you already."
"All right. Ma." Phil hastily trans-
ferred some of the dirt from his hands
to the roller towel in the kitchen, and
an instant later w'as at the table trying
to eat fast enough to catcli up to tlie
others.
"Gee, but it's going to be great," he
said, his mouth full of jam. "There's
the biggest elephant in the world, and
Midget, the littlest one. He isn't much
bigger than a dog. There's Nero, and
there's Rome burning up, and there's
going to be chariot-races, and leopards,
and tigers, and a fat woman holding six
men on her head, and clow^ns, and—"
"I'm going," said Henry, decidedly.
"And I'm going," said little Walter.
"You? You'll be stepped on," laughed
Phil, "and lost in the shuffle."
"Children, children, keep quiet."
scolded their mother. "You shan't any
of you go. There, that settles it !"
"Oh. Ma!" pleadingly from Henry,
"can't we — why can't we. Ma?"
"Because I haven't time to go trotting
around w itli a lot of youngsters who are
running away ever}- other minute, and
llial's wliy!"'
"We won't run away," promised
Henry.
"
'Sides, you said last year we
could go this time. Don't you remem-
ber? We were all ready to go, and then
Nannie got the mumps!" He glared at
his sister.
"Well, I (hdn't do it on ])urpose,"
pouted Xannie .Slie hail reddish-brown
hair, l)ro\\n eyes and freckles. Not a
word had Miss Nannie spoken during all
this conversation, but now she turned
to her father who also had sat silent,
and asked wheedlingly, "Pa, can we go?"
Phil slvlv kicked Henr\-. If anybodx'
could get anything out of Pa, Nannie
c(jukl. They waited.
F'a held out his cu]) for more cofFe?.
He commenced drinking it very slowly
and deliberately.
"Can we. Pa?" asked Nannie, again.
l^a finished his cup. "Somebody ask-
ing me something?" he drawled.
"You know T did. Pa," scolded Xan-
nie. Then she smiled. She had caught
the twinkle in his eye. "I was asking




on Earth !" announced Henry, w hile
Phil added, "It's going to be over In
Summerville in two weeks."
"It is, eh? Well, what does Ma say?"
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"Aw, let us, Ma," they begged in
chorus, while the baby chimed in by
banging with her doubled-up little fists
on top of the table.
"I s'pose I won't have any peace un-
less I do," she grumbled. "Well—but.
John, T won't take the responsibility of
looking after them. You'll have to do
that."
"All right. Ma," he agreed good-
naturedly. Although he would not have
his children suspect it for worlds John
Norton was anxious to see that circus,
too ! He was one of those to whom a
circus is as the Elysian Fields. He had
joined tlie ranks years ago when he had
had to steal his way under the canvas,
and he had never outgrown it.
"But, mind \-()u," lie said, "if an\- of
you get fighting, or don't do just as xour
Ma tells you, you shan't go, not a single
one of you !"
Fourteen days till circus. Four-
teen interminable days, most of which
the children spent, with noses almost
glued to the bill-boards, arguing the
respective merits of Jo-Jo, the dog-faced
boy, Chang, the Chinese giant, and the
Wild Man from Borneo. Nannie, lost
in admiration of a beautiful bareback
rider gracefully balanced on one toe,
strove to imitate her, with Neddv, the old
donkey, serving as the milk-white steed.
She fell upon a pile of hay, so she only
barked her knee a little.
But everything comes to those who
wait. Suddenly it developed that the
circus was actually coming to-morrow !
Signs of it were in the air. Ma was
bustling around, baking bread, cake and
cookies. Henry and Nannie were com-
ing back from the store with their arms
full of innumerable little packages. Phil
was in the field helping Pa who was try-
ing to do two days' \vork in one. And
at eight o'clock the house was dark, for
they were going to make an early start.
"Children, children, wake up!
Philly, Henry, Nannie, get up ! Circus
Day!" That was Ma in the hall below,
screaming at the top of her voice. x\
number of excited bounces and squeals
answered her. And then things began
to whir! In a little over an hour break-
fast was eaten, the house in order, a
great mountain of delicious sandwiches
made, doors securely locked, and then
everybody piled into the big three-seater.
Pa and Phil sat in the front seat, with
Phil driving, Ma, Baby Helen and Wal-
ter came next, and behind were Nannie
and Henry, and the lunch. Phil chir-
ruped to his horses, and they were off.
It was glorious weather for driving,
and, though the sun gave promise of hot
work later on in the day, at quarter of
.seven it was still delightfully cool. Even
^Ja, who had been looking at the .sky,
and gloomily prophesying rain, began to
look more cheerful. And every minute
brought them nearer to the circus. Past
th.e fields—then through the woods—then
ihe houses began to come closer together,
ar.d the trees further apart
—and then
they were on the main road to Summer-
ville, and their wagon was only one of
a long chain, all going in the same direc-
tion.
"Hooray! here we are!" Phil passed
llie city hall building, and pulled up. It
was just ten minutes to ten. "Made i',
didn't we?" he asked jubilantly. "We're
just in time. But. gee, look at the
crowd !" For the street on each side
seemed a solid mass of people, and there
w-as a perfect pandemonium of sound—
children shouting, mothers scolding, dogs
barking, hawkers ciying their wares,
boys blowing on "squawkers" which
gave forth a queer unearthly noise—
ever}'body seemed bent on making all
the racket they possibly could.
"Yes, we're here," echoed Pa. "Phil,
vou and I'll have to stable the horses."
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"Well," Ma considered, "Goodness
only knows when I'll come again
—Nan
nie needs a new coat—I might as well
get it to-day."
Any other day in the year Nannie
would have been madly jubilant, but to-
day she protested.
"Don't let's get it now, Ma," she
pleaded. "It's most time for the pa-
rade."
"Well, then, Miss," answered her
mother, "we won't get it at all. Don't
you want a new coat?"
Nannie hesitated. She did want a new
coat. "Rut I don't want to miss the
parade," she wailed.
"We shan't miss it," said Ma. "Henry,
stand at the door, and tell us the minute
there's a sign of the parade. Walter,
you take Baby's hand, and see that she
doesn't get lost." She marshaled her
reluctant family into the store, and a
couple of minutes later they had been
taken in hand by a twinkling-eyed young
saleswoman.
"This one's all right," Nannie, in a
blue coat, standing before the mirror,
surveyed herself hurriedly. "Take this
one. Ma."
"It looks nice enough," said her moth-
er doubtfully, "but we won't decide first
off. Here, child, try this tan one on."
Again Nannie gazed at herself.
"Yes'm," she decided quickly, "I like this
one, too. Take this one, Ma."
"Land sakes," scolded her mother.
"She would like anything to-day! Re-
member, Miss, you won't get another
coat for a long time, so better not be in
such a hurry. Take that one off, and put
on this one."
A faint sound of drums. Nannie
pricked up her ears. Suddenly Henry
rushed in. "Parade's coming, it's com-
ing!" he screamed, and ran out.
Instantly all was confusion. Nannie,
who had already slipped one arm out of
the coat, squealed with delight, and ran
wildly after Henry, the coat streaming
behind her. Then came Walter, drag-
ging Baby Helen. And then Ma, with
the harassed air of a hen rounding up a
flock of chickens, followed panting after
them.
The salesgirl collapsed into a chair.
"Wasn't that funny?" she gasped hys-
terically of another clerk. "And it wasn't
the parade after all. Nothing but a drum
corps ! But they've got my coat," she
added more soberly. "Oh, thank good-
ness, here they come now."
"All right, we'll take this one," Ma
said in a tired voice, as she held out the
coat. "It's no use. I can't get those
young ones to stand still long enough
to give a body time to decide about any-
thing. You just wait till I take them to
a circus again. Well, anyway, praise be,
that's over. Come, children." And out
they filed once more.
"Well?" It was an liour and a half
later. All this time they had been
standing on the hot pavement, with the
sun streaming upon them. Pa had
treated to ice-cream cones. Now he
turned to Phil who was coming back
from an exploration of his own. "When's
it coming?"
"
'Taint coming," said Phil, grinning.
"We've been stung."
"Wh-a-t- !" almost screamed Ma.
"
'Taint coming," repeated Phil.
"There's been an accident."
"Why, Philly Norton!" There were
actually tears in Ma's voice. "Do you
mean to say we've been made fools of?
Here I've dropped everything
—all that
butter to churn, and so much to do—and
no parade! I think it's awful! Those
show people ought to be arrested !" Nan-
nie and Henry stood stunned by the ter-
rible blow, while Walter, as the realiza-
tion of its awfulness came to him, burst
into wild howls.
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"Shoo, Etta," said Pa, pacifyingly,
"don't get so excited. All the others are
in the same boat. We're better off than
a whole lot. Most of them will have to
go home without seeing anything, while
as for us," Pa spoke proudly, "we're
going to the circus ! We shan't be
cheated out of that. But, say," slyly,
"I s'pose nobody wants anything to eat
todav. Oh, do you?" as Walter looked
up swiftly through his tears—"Well,




Phil and Henry dashed away, and re-
appeared in a very few minutes. Ten
minutes later a shady spot a little off the
road had been discovered, and the huge
pile of sandwiches was disappearing be-
fore the ravenous onslaught. The other
things went too—the cookies, pickles,
olives, doughnuts, bananas, ginger-ale,
root-beer—everything except a small—a
very small—fraction which Ma insisted
would have to be put aside for supper.
They ate and ate and ate.
"Well," he said, "if there is anybody
here who doesn't want to go to the cir-
cus, they'll have to speak out now. Other-
wise Em very much afraid they will be
obleeged to go with us."
"Ouit your jollying, Pa," laughed Phil,
and let out the reins.
Presently as they rode along they dis-
cerned something which at first sight ap-
peared to be a large size toadstool with
little ants crawling about it, but rapidlv"
grew larger until it stood revealed as a
mammoth tent surrounded by throngs of
people.
Early as it was, a long line of wagons
was already there. Pa placed his beside
the others, and went to buy the tickets.
"Two wholes, and four halves," he
said. "Rabies free, I s'pose?"
"Yep," answered the ticket-seller,
"p'our imder twelve? Let's see—how
old is this boy?" indicating Phil.
"He's near twelve," answered Mr.
Norton, and they passed on.
"Why, Pa!" Ma was horrified. "You
know Philly's turned thirteen !"
"Well," grinned Pa, "that's near
twelve, ain't it?"
But the children had neither time nor
thought for any scruples. Nannie's
heart beat high as she thought of that
beautiful bareback rider, while the boys
could hardly wait to get near the cages.
And then—they were inside ! Such an
indescribable tumult of roarings and bel-
lowings! Such a mingled odor of pop-
corn, peanuts and lemonade ! Such a
world of happy faces, and such a hub-
bub of excited voices! Such a circusy
feeling all round ! No wonder Ma's face
lost its worried lines, no wonder Pa be-
came as hilarious as a boy. No wonder
the children were spellbound from the
moment the show was on—from the
moment the procession which ought to
have paraded in the morning, but didn't,
began wending its way about the tent.
From start to finish that circus was an
ecstasy, a miracle, a fulfillment of their
wildest dreams. If they did get almost
cross-eyed, trying to look at three rings
at once, if their backs ached and their
toes went to sleep, nothing mattered
—
till afterwards.
Three hours of pure bliss, of una-
dulterated rapture, and then Rome blazed
up in a final burst of glory
— and the
circus was over. There was a wild
scramble down the seats. Walter's wails
rent the air as someone stepped on his
wdiip, and broke it into pieces. Ma sud-
denly found she had a crick in her back
and a splitting headache. Pa discovered
that he had a stiff" neck. Baby Helen
was sleepy and cross.
"What's that noise?" asked Nannie,
abruptly.
"Gracious, it's raining!" cried Ma.
"We'll all be sopping wet!"
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"It's pouring," said Phil. "Just listen
to it coming down."
"Anyway we're lucky," said Pa, who
was always optimistic. "We can ride
under cover. Think of all the people
who will have to walk."
"Humph," from Ma, "thinking about
others will do us a lot of good. We're
not in the wagon ourselves yet." She
caught Weaker by the hand. Pa shifted
the baby to his other arm, and they
rushed madly tlirougli the exit of the
tent. The rain Vjy this time was coming
down in torrents, and short as was the
distance, they were completely drenched.
"Quick, get in, youngsters," panted
Pa. "No, son," as Phil began gathering
up the reins, "I'll drive. Are you com-
fortable, Ma?"
"Comfortable!" she snorted. "I'm
wet through, and my back pains me ter-
rible. It will be a mighty lucky thing if
we're not all down sick with pneumonia.
Circus—ugh ! the next time I go I'll
know it. I s'pose the things we left for
supper are all soaked, too."
"just as well. Couldn't eat them in
this rain, anyway," said Pa.
"Too bad we didn't eat 'em this noon."
grumbled Henry.
Silence for a while except for the noise
of the storm. The rain was sweeping
in upon them from all sides, and beating
down upon the wagon with the pounding
roar of a railroad train. With every
second the darkness grew. Suddenly a
blinding flash cut through the blackness
of the sky, lighting the road and creak-
ing trees as clear as daylight, and tlifi
died away, leaving everything blacker
than before.
"Lord have mercy," cried Ma, cover-
ing her eyes hysterically. "What shall
we do? What shall we do?"
A dreadful rumbling, and then a crash
as if the heavens were splitting apart.
The horses dashed forward.
That was a memorable ride. The Xor-
tons never forgot it. As long as they
lived the word "circus" would bring up
that picture—the long lonesome road, the
pitchy darkness broken only bv those
terrible flashes, the deafening thunder,
Ma praying, Nannie whimpering, Henry
and Phil white and silent, and Pa hold-
ing on to the reins like grim death. The
only unperturbed ones were Walter, who
had gone to sleep, still holding his broken
whip, and I'.aby Helen who looked won-
deringly around witli big blue eyes, as
if asking if tliis was all part of the
circus.
Slowly the tension lifted. Nannie
stopped crying. The boys started talk-
ing quietly to each other. Pa relaxed
his hold on the reins. The horses went
more slowly. The lightning and thunder
came at ever longer intervals, then ceased,
altogether. The storm was over.
"Whoa!" Pa sprang out, and then
helped Ma out. "Home!" he cried joy-
ously, and kissed her.
"Why, John, you are soaking wet." she
exclaimed.
"Am T?" he asked. "It doesn't mat-
ter. T— I didn't want to tell you before,
Etta, but there was a time when I was
scared stiff."
She put her arms about him, and so
they stood for a minute. It was beauti-
ful after the storm. Tlie stars were out,
and the wind stirred gently, teasingly
shaking the .syringas and ro.se-bushes.
"It's good to be home again," said Ma.
Walter half opened his eyes as he was
lifted out. "Circus coming to-morrow?"
he asked drowsily.
"No, no circus to-morrow," said M*,





In December of the year 1780, Judge An advertisement, almost a full col-
Blodget obtained from the Legislature umn in length, appeared in the Massa-
of New Hampshire authority to raise chusetts Mercury, on April 8, 1800, the
the sum of $9,000 by a lottery. The beginning of which reads as follows:
expenditures exceeded the estimates by
some thousands, and the work being yet Amoskeag Canal Lottery.
unfinished in 1802, Judge Blodget re- . r ^i, c^ ^ r m-
.
,
. The Legislature of the State ot New
ceived another grant of a lottery from .^ , . , . . ., • i ,
. , -XT TT 1  i_ Hampshire, having at their last session
the Legislature ot New Hampshire by , \ . .i • • e
, . . ; . , . ^.^^r^r^ r^- ,
"
passed an Act authorizing Samuel
which he might raise $10,000. Tickets 1, t7 . • .u
,, . ,. Blodgett Lsq., to raise the sum ot
were printed bearing his name. . , j j ,, it.. .- .i
^, , , . nine thousand dollars bv Lottery, tor theThe lottery scheme was a source ot
,. ^ ^-
'




. purpose ot completing a Canal by Amos-
much unpleasantness to the persistent , „ ,, . .
, , ., , , . , , keag l^alls, on Merrimack river, the
canal builder. Some ot the agents who , •, , ,  . j tvt
, ,
... subscribers duly appointed Managers











• contormably to said Act, now otter the
posing of the tickets were seemingly m- ,,.,.',.
,.rr , 1- - 1 public the toUowing:
different to the welfare ot the cause.
Disputes arose and Judge Blodget pub- "Scheme of the first and second Class.
lished a statement in which he declared
that he had expended more than $7,000
upon the canal besides the $5,000 which "To consist of 5000 Tickets, at 3 dol-
he had received from the lottery. In lars to be drawn all
March, 1802, the Legislature of Massa- Prizes, as follows: Dols.
chusetts granted a lottery in aid of the 1 of 1,500
Blodget canal to raise $10,000, to be 1 of 50 shares in said Canal,
expended under the direction of an ex- valued at 500
perienced engineer. 1 of 300 Dols. is 300
Strangely enough, speculators and 2 of 200 . .'. 400
sharpers threw obstacles in the w^ay of 3 of 100 300
completing the work, that the value of 6 of 50 . . 300
the property might become depreciated 12 of 25 300
and pass into their own hands at a 10 of 20 ... . 200
merely nominal price. The avails of 40 of 10 400
the lottery granted by the state of Massa- 60 of 6 360
chusetts were not at all reliable or 1,156 of 3 . . 3,468
immediate and after November work 1,200 of 2 2,400
was entirely suspended until September. 2,500 of 1 2,500
1806, after the Massachusetts Legisla-
•
ture had granted a second lotteiy and 5,000 13,088
by the end of December, 1806, the locks Deduction 1.912
were finished. 5000 Tickets at 3 Dols. are 15,000
[426]
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"The prizes will be paid by the Mana-






In the second class, the advertisement
shows the first prize was $2(X)C), the
second prize was $1000 and the third
prize was 50 shares of Canal stock
worth $500. In the second class, there
were 5000 tickets, but 5000 of them were
blanks. Tickets were sold by dealers in
Boston and also at the postoffice, where
tickets could be cashed on demand, if
they had won anything in the lottery.
May 30, 1800, this advertisement ap-
peared in the Mercury :
"A list of drawn and undrawn
Numbers in the Amoskeag Canal Lot-
tery, which commenced drawing the
27th, may be seen at Major Hatch's
Coffee-House, State Street. Also for
sale, warranted undrawn tickets, thirds
and Quarters, in said Lottery."
On June 10, the following was pub-
lished :
"By official returns yesterday, the
w^heels of the Amoskeag Canal Lottery
are now enriched 1382 Dollars, and tlie
highest prize yet drawn is 50. A very
few warranted undrawn, whole and
third tickets at $3.50 and $1.25 for sale
by Samuel Gilbert, Sentinel Composing
Room. Then above price of tickets
arc considered much cheaper than at
the usual price, when the drawing com-
menced."
John West, of No. 75 Cornliill. also
advertised tickets for sale in the Amos-
keag, Dartmouth College and Philan-
thropic lotteries. At times the Massa-
chusetts Mercury devoted its entire
front page to the announcement of the
list of numbers drawn in these lotteries,
which seems to be a pretty fair indica-
tion that the interest in them was great.
-o-
Judge Blodget now awaited with
hopeful anticipation the coming of the
day appointed for opening the canal
which fell upon the first day of May,
1807. Judge Blodget rode to the head
of the canal, at the age of eighty-three
\ears, and going onto a raft with a few
friends passed through the length of the
canal and through the locks int(j the
Merrimack. The wild applause and en-
thusiasm manifested by the spectators
who thronged the banks seemed to the
aged inventor and benefactor like a sort
of universal triumph.
He returned t(j his home and as he
left his carriage he said, "I have but one
object now to live for, my canal is com-
pleted, now let mv difticulties with the
managers be settled and 1 am con-
tented." Retiring from Haverhill to
Derryfield he took a severe cold from
which he did not recover and passed
away on September 1, 1807.
The canal was fairly prosperous for
a few years and soon passed into the
possession of the Merrimack Boating
Company which was organized in Bos-
ton, this company being succeeded in
1823 by the Concord Boating Company.
But the day of the canal was passing as
the snort of the iron horse was heard in
the Merrimack Valley in 1842 and this
company ceased operations in 1844.
The largest number of boats believed
to have been on the river at one time
was twenty.
Certificate No. 200.
Cargo of Boston and Concord B.oating
Company's Boat No.
Upward, through Amoskeag Canal. T.
How, master, from the Company's land-
ing.
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Boston, October 3, 1842.
Merchandise 1^777
Salt, Lime, Plaster, Bar Iron, Pig





The above is a copy of a certificate of
cargo of a boat that went through the
old Blodget Canal, October 3, 1842. It
was found among old reports at the
Amoskeag gatehouse.
Thus it is to Samuel Blodget that
Manchester owes the harnessing of the
immense body of water that once rushed
over the falls in wild tumult, and made
it subservient to tlie use of the spindle
and the loom, it was Samuel Blodget
who first saw with prophetic eye the
opportunities that awaited at this point
the convenience of man. It was Samuel
Blodget who was the father of the in-
dustrial and business life of Manchester.
And it is well written on his monument
in Valley cemetery: "Here lies the
pioneer of internal improvements in
New Hampshire."
Chapter Three
STEAMBOATING ON THE CANAL
It may prove of interest to the readers
of this magazine to give more particulars
of the trip of the steamboat "Merri-
mack" up the Merrimack river.
The "Merrimack" was a small craft,
less than a dozen feet wide and fifty or
sixty feet long, and of light draught,
owing to the physical limitation of her
route, the fresh shallow water of the
Middlesex canal and the Merrimack
river. The former had been in opera-
tion but fifteen years, and as yet had
paid no dividends, when the steamboat
"Merrimack" first ploughed its placid
waters under command of Capt. John L.
Sullivan.
With a steamboat service from Boston
to Salem and Newburyport, and the
Merrimack river navigable to Haverhill,
the canal's interests would be endanger-
ed, and its enterprising manager set
about their defense. A steamboat line
on the inland route would open the
Merrimack valley direct to B(jston, as
locks just ccnistructed made navigation
possible to New Hampshire's capital. At
that time Lowell and Lawrence were not
on the map at all.
Mr. Sullivan's steamboat "Merri-
mack" was of the type of canal boat
then in use. He already had some un-
satisfactory experience with "a heavy
engine from Philadelphia" and had ac-
quired the patent of Samuel Morey's
"revolving engine." It was one of this
type that propelled this steamboat
through the Middlesex Canal at a time
before steam service was established in
Boston harbor or but one steamboat had
ever been seen there. It is also interest-
ing to note that Morey's patent was
signed In- the first president, George
Washington.
A model of Morey's first engine is
now at the University of Vermont at
Burlington. In the absence of drawings
or illustrations it is -difficult to explain
its operation, but Morey's engine suc-
cessfully propelled a boat against the
current of the Connecticut near his
home, fourteen years before Fulton
(who had invented no engine) made
continuously successful use of steam as
motive power on the Hudson.
There is a certain fascination in the
gleaming steel and rhythmic stroke of a
modern steamboat engine ; but here was
one of a century \ong gone, when the
age of steam was just beginning, de-
signed by a man of the backwoods who
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had little education or mechanical train-
ing; an engine of complicated parts and
crude workmanship, which accomplished
its purpose, and which (we are told)
contained some of the features of the
modern cycle motor.
it was htly named "revolving en-
gine," for the vital parts, i. e., the
cylinder, piston, cross-head and tlic
frame enclosing them, rotated around a
common center shaft which was geared
to that of the paddle wheel. The latter
was, as Mr. Sullivan said, "within the
stern" of the boat. The low-pressure
boiler (condensing the exhaust steam)
was fourteen feet long, and contained
the furnace in which wood was burnt,
supplemented with a stream of tar in-
jected therein.
The three "loaded boats" towed up
stream carried thirteen tons each. Justly
proud of his achievement, Captain Sul-
livan wrote the following letter to the
Boston Advertiser :
Mr. Hale : The progress of the art of
steam navigation is so interesting to our
country that I need not apologize for
sending you the enclosed extract from
the journal of the "Merrimack", at the
commencement of the regular applica-
tion of the power on the canal. This
boat is of the form and size used on the
canals, provided with a single engine of
the revolving kind, similar to that in
use at the glass factory at Lechmere
Point. She is propelled by a wheel of
peculiar construction, placed at and
within the stern. The engine and bijiler
occupy about one-half the boat. She
works under all tlie disadvantages of
novelty. Previous to the commence-
ment of this trip, slie towed loaded boats
up river, against freshet, two and four
at a time, faster than they could have
been impelled by muscular labor in low
water, and at a time when they could
not have proceeded otherwise. The ob-
ject is to give to the canal and naviga-
tion the degree of regularity and
despatch alone wanting to turn the
whole course of transportation from
Boston in that direction upon the canal.
Jno. L. Sullivan.
June 27, 1819.
The query will be raised, Why was not
this apparently successful navigation of
canal and ri\er continued? For had il
been, the successful rival, the railroad,
had not gained so easy a victory. The
answer may be found, partly in the
natural conditions then existing and
parti}- in the financial. The Merrimack
river, w itli its many rocks and the sunk-
en logs of the lumber drives, all difficult
to remove, was a continual menace;
wliile tlie artificial banks of the canal
were ever in danger from the surging
wash created by the boat's paddle wheel.
The latter had caused a similar disaster
in Scotland in earlier years. With con-
tinued repairs at heavy expense, the
enterprise had as yet yielded no return
on the investment, but rather, assessment
of the stockholders. While the New
Hampsliire legislators and others of
those Captain Sullivan treated to a free
excursion enjoyed the same, it requires
(lollcM-s to finance a project and dynamite
to remove obstructions. The former were
not forthcoming and the latter then un-
known. Under more favorable circum-
stances Captain Sullivan's dream jf
river navigation might have been real-
ized.
The late Selwin J. Kidder of Chicago
wrote the writer of the foregoing some-
time ago as follows :
"I was greatly surprised recently to
learn that a steamboat with a steam
engine navigated the more or less placid
Merrimack more than one hundred
years ago.
"The revelation gave me a decided
shock, for these many years, some fifty
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in number, 1 have been laboring under
the delusion that Ex-Governor Straw,
Geo. F. Judkins, for many years in
charge of outside work for the Amos-
keag Company, my father S. B. Kidder
for tifty-two years in charge of the gate-
house and canals, and myself were the
first to explore the river from Manches-
ter to Hooksett with a steamboat and on
its trial trip.
"However, while it now proves that
the 'Firefly' was not the first steamboat
to blaze the way perhaps a description of
the boat, why it was placed in service and
what was accomplished by its use may
be of interest to your readers.
"For years prior to its advent, bricks
used in the construction of mills had
been transported from the Natt Head
and Jesse Gault brickyards m Hooksett
by the Concord Railroad, but as the
charge for such transportation was ex-
cessive, Governor Straw decided to re-
sort to water transportation.
"A very trim boat, 32 feet in lengtli
and seven-foot beam, was contracted for
and built in Portsmouth and later deliv-
ered to the Amoskeag machine shops.
Here it was provided with a third class
steam fire engine boiler and a single
cylinder, link-motion engine to drive the
screw propeller.
"A dozen scows were also constructed
each having the carrymg capacity of a
railroad flat car, 6,000 bricks. I might
here remark that just at the time the
outfit was completed and ready for serv-
ice the 1st New Hampshire Cavalry c
which I was a member, came home to be
discharged and as the train stopped at
the Manchester station Mr. Judkins,
above referred to, approached and stated
that Governor Straw had sent him down
to tender me the position of engineer of
the new steamboat. 1 accepted, went to
Concord where my discharge from the
army was received, returned to Man-
chester the following forenoon and at 1
p. m., was at work on my new job.
"The crew consisted of S. B. Kidder,
pilot, the writer, engineer and Georgi.
Davis, who manipulated a large oar at
the stern of the rear scow to assist in
steering.
"A 'tow' consisted of four scows
rigidly lashed together, end to end, with
eighty feet of rope trailing them behind
the steamer. A regular schedule was
maintained, the steamer with empty
scows leaving the gatehouse near Amos-
keag Falls at 6:30 a. m., and reaching
Hooksett eddy above the bridges at 8 :30.
Here loaded scows were picked up and
the return trip made in two hours.
"The sc(n\s were carried down tlie
canal by current and unloaded north of
Bridge street in what is now the Amory
mill yard, on the northern divisicjn of
the Amoskeag mills, then used for the
storage of lumber. At 4 p. m., the
'Firefly' slowly dropped down the canal,
backing up so that it would obey the
helm in the swift current and the tall
smokestack was dropped to a horizontal
position to clear the bridges, then cross-
ing the canal at the Amoskeag Axe
factor}-, Martin's paper mill and the
'Saw Mill' bridge just north of the loco-
motive works, now the Amoskeag Gar-
age. Reaching the scows they were
towed to the gatehouse lock ready for
another trip up the river the following
morning.
"This outfit was kept in commission
two seasons, 1865-6, the cost of trans-
porting bricks being less than one-half
that by rail. Incidentally during that
period large numbers of bricks were
brought to Manchester for other than
mill purposes : among them the high
school, the corporation block with Man-
sard roof at Canal and Merrimack
streets and a number of buildings on
Elm street.
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"The object of securing the steamer for twenty years or more as a possible
having been accompHshed, i. e., reduction competitor if railroad rates were again
of railroad rates to a satisfactory figure, advanced and was finally disposed of, I
the boat was put in 'dry dock,' near the think, to do service on one of the New
gatehouse in which the boat remained FTampshire lakes."
L,ook at the Stars
DOROTHY WHIPPLE FRY
Look up at the stars of the night time
When the little things fret your life;
Consider their calm and steadiness,
Forget the worry and strife.
Look up at the stars of the night time,
Gold in the purple vault,
Silent and vast and beautiful,
Forget there is frailness and fault.
Look up at the stars of the night time,
Their silent compassion is great,
There is love, all love, in the starshine ;
Forget the malice and hate.
Look up at the stars of the night time,
Let your eyes dwell on their gold.
How vain and petty and laughable
Are we when their story is told.
Look up at the stars of the night time.
Thank God, who hath made them and you ;
The hand that controls them and holds them




artist and his model parted.
"]I est tini." He smilingly whis-
pered. Yes, that bit of work,
founded on the myth of Pandora, was
finished . There it stood in the far cor-
furnishings were not of any definite pe-
riod but they seemed to harmonize with
'One's own mood. If the sun shone
through the skylight, there was a certain
brilliance within; or if it rained, the pat-
ner of the room, a gracefully seated tering upon the glass accentuated the
female figure, beautifully chiseled m greyness of the room,
marble, holding delicately in her hands Each thing within had earned its place,
the symbolic box. He had put underlying from the long, crudely carved table in
technique, deep feeling and deft model- the center of the room to the oil paint-
ing into this work; and now these two ing of the Padre in his Cardinal robes,
were viewing the statue in its completed wliich liaviing k-ft the country of its
form, for the last time. Soon it would
travel away to its destination and then
the link which had made two lives very
dependent, one upon the other, would
be broken.
"You know, achievement must make
you very happy," the model said. "It
must be a wonderful feeling to see a
master, claimed for its present home a
space above the fireplace. The chan-s
were not related. There was the old,
worn black leather one in which the artist
always sat to rest or think. At one en^l
of the table stood a dignified Italian
chair of the Renaissance period. There
was a Louis the fifteenth stool, which.
thought perfected and materialized. P>ut, whenever the model sat cross-legged up-
she added slowly, "it makes me just
a little sad to know you don't need me
any more. I've enjoyed the work so
much."
"To perfect one little idea is not
achievement," he answered. "It has been
an interesting year. You have been
on it, seemed to prompt her in the asking
of a million cjuestions :
"Why do you speak of color when that
clay is so miserably dark ? Isn't it easier
to work on little figures, than on big
statues like that? Is that bronze dancing
girl, on the table, Turkish?" On and
loyal and patient, but it has been hard on she would question until, jumping
work and I am glad that it is finished."
It had been an interesting year but
this last afternoon had seemed so differ-
ent from all the others and they were
both conscious of it. A few words had
been exchanged at intervals, followed bv
from the stool and stepping on the
model's throne again, she would become
very silent gazing steadly at the opposite
wall. Even that wall was interesting
with its plaster head of Michael Angelo's
"David", and the casts of dissected hands
long strange silences, silences in whici^ and feet, hanging along in rows. In one
unspoken reminiscences prevailed.
The studio itself was restful. It did
not breathe of the garret from which
poverty buds into magnificence in one
mad dream, nor was it one of grandeur,
where money stamps its approval. The
corner was a life-sized "Hermes", and
here and there about the room were
many little figures not quite finished ;
waiting perhaps forever, to be complete
within themselves.
The first day when the model had
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stepped into the studio and the artist
had locked the door !)ehind her. slic had
glanced at all these things, but then she
had not seen for then she had known so
little of art. .She had simply needed
work and he could use her.
While turning slowly on the posing
stand with her cashmere shawl at her
feet, he had said :
"All right, I guess a couple of days
next week."
Slowly she stepped from the stand,
hastily dressed and left the place. "Bah !
Two days work. It isn't wortli it to
stand there like that for a single second,
for two days work.''
Yet anger tiees in the presence of
necessity and a day itself may become
a year.
In the first few weeks he had been
puzzled about his work, many times mak-
ing her sit differently on the stand, and
by adding clay or cutting it away, he
would change the work of tlie previous
afternoon.
Once when the snow fell lightly, the stand and the blazing wood in the hre-
artist visualized his clay transfigured into place were the only lights in the studio,
smooth white marble, and his model sit- Everywhere else it was dark. Night
ing lifeless as white marble, too ; where- reigned supreme. The Padre looked so
upon she shivered slightly and together solemn and silent. The dancing girl
they crept close to the fire and drank tea. seemed so lifeless. Everything was so
Winter slowly passed and looked in changed witJTout his presence.
through the skylight. Spring smiled She moved to another chair, his chair,
down upon them and the composition the leather one. Never before had she
his favorite chair and explained to her
ihe picturesque story of Pandora, after
which she laughed carelessly.
"I have read it! I have heard it! 1
have seen it many times, but this — this
is a ditferent box."
"P^erhaps," he agreed. "Perhaps for
me that box holds the m\stery of your
life before I knew y(ju. it might hold
childish tears. It might contain the
records of }our school days. Perhaps
a little love affair is secretly locked with-
in, or dear, maybe the treasure of your
future hai)piness lies hidden in llial box.
Who knows?"
She was pleased with that, smiled and
arranged herself in the pose again ; and
the tiny modeling tools in his hand dug
more deeply into the clay.
That evening they ate a hasty supper
in the studio and the artist hurried away,
having first given her pemiission to re-
main as long as she wished within the
silent walls.
A candle burning in its wr;;ught-ir<in
was assuming form to such an extent
that Pandora's box became more than
a symbol to the model. Several times
she questioned how he intended orna-
menting it.
"But", he argued, "the box is inci-
dental. It is only there to complete the
composition. It is a minor detail to th.e
figure.'
The model, walking back and forth
across the work room, stopped abruptly.
"Pandora's box a minor detail !" She
was horrified.
He rested for a moment, dropped into
sat in it. He was so good — so fine — no
wonder he could create such wonderful
things! How funn}- he was. Scjmetimes
he treated her like a child. Sometimes
he would look toward her with his cold
black e}es and say such words of wis-
dom, — things she really couldn't under-
stand : "Art is reall\- a business only 't
isn't humdrum. Life is mostly a pur-
pose. Some people are always children.
Youth doesn't see, it feels; age sees too
much and it lacks feeling."
"I wonder if he was ever jn love
- - surelv he must have been. Was !v-
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happy ? he couldn't have been.
If - - he - loved me. Oh, I do love him !
But I mustn't because why
can't I if I want to?"
There is romance everywhere, in dense
forests, in the depths of the sea, in tiny
cottages, on cannibal islands, romance
everywhere, so here. Red wine !
How she loved it for its color. She al-
ways pictured the vital things of life in
red, everything else was either black or
white.
Her head now resting in the hollow
which his head had made in the back of
the old chair, her eyes sought vainly to
pierce through the blackness to the un-
finished statue and its precious box.
Then like a vail oi mist there appeared
unto her imaginative mind a figure ris-
ing out of the box.
Fate weaving the web of human desti-
ny with tiny golden threads. From the
beginning of time to centuries never end-
ing, fate pursued her course. Each
thread held a life and she controlled
these lives with wisdom. These were
her toys. As each new thread was added,
she smiled ; as one broke, she frowned ;
and whenever she finished with one
her laughter rang throughout the room.
Birth! Struggle! Death! The glint-
like threads she held in one hand,
weaving continuously with a sparkling
needle which she held in the other hand.
The tapestry contained separate conflicts,
glorious conquests and gruesome defeats.
Love hovered close to some of the tiny
figures, depression entwined itself around
others. Here a dancer, there a musician.
Music Music. The model sat
with half closed eyes.
"Ah, no. this is Fantasy." Hastily she
reached for her coat, cautiously she
walked through the darkened room and
the door closed behind her.
A moment later when the artist re-
turned, there was only the glow of the
fire to welcome him.
"She has gone," he murmered. "But
she has been here and the spell of her
memory' hovers around each thing. How
sweet the old place seems tonight. Ah,
if she were only here now, I would run
my fingers through each jet black curl,
I would place my arms around her very
closely, I would look intently at her lips,
into her eyes and then But she
is not here."
That was days and nights ago, and
now they were shaking hands. Then-
eyes met for a second only. He smiled
kindly, appreciatively and she, bravely,
wonderingly ; then their clasped hands
lingered a moment longer.
The artist and his model parted. He
closed the huge, carved door and walked
thoughtfully to the farther end of the
studio, while half mentally, half verbally,
he wished for her success and happiness.
Outside the door, soft lingering foot-
steps grew faint in the distance but her
very soul seemed bursting with the
thoughts: "My heart lies buried in that
box, it cannot be otherwise."
And life opened new ways to each of
them.
Some few weeks later a bronze box
was delivered to the model.
Years afterward the artist received
from Paris a tiny golden key.
The box and the key are miles apart
and the heart still lies in the box.
Review of "Country Auction''
MARION NICOLL RAWSOX
jASOX ALMLS RUSSKLL
Director of ilu- Division of American Literature, Colgate L'ni\rrsiiy
COUNTRY
AUCTION is a story because it is still reminiscent of New
of the homey life and of the Hampshire Auctions: the city "dealers"
homely implements of New Eng- —dressed in old clothes "to fool" the
land which must appeal to all natives of country people ; the curious folk swarm-
that section, wherever else they ma\- I)e ing through the grounds and over the old
transplanted. Within the pages of this house, desecrating china, books, and
volume is found an unusual account of household implements willi rough careless
the life led by the people of preceding liands ; and tlie auctioneer, eagerly but
generations on the rocky hill farms of honestly exploiting the goods for sale:
New Hampshire,—a life undisturbed by " 'And here's a Saratogy trunk. Say, if
the radio, the automobile, and modern you're goin' to Saratogy^ you'll want it
roads. '>-id. It's got two floors, one for the old
In CountAw Auction, Mrs. Rawson has man, one for the old woman. What do
taken her reader to the heart of a home I hear? Fifty cents! I got fifty cents,
which is soon to go under the auctioneer's Kin I get a quarter more? Sixty cents!
hammer with all its furnishings of one Kin-a-gitta-kin-a-gitta-kin-a-gitta quarter
hundred and fifty years. In the narra- more? Sixty cents! Kin-a-gitta-kin-a-
tive the author has preserved not only the gitta-kin-a-gitta, O Lord, kin-a-gitta a
historv of the thousand and one things quarter more? Goin' goin', oh, Lord,
w^hicli are connected Avith the workaday
life of the rural farm occupants, but has
also caught with rare subtlety the charm-
ing philosophy of the people found in
such isolated localities.
The author of Country .luction is to
be commended for her painstaking and
accurate researcli in tlie field of Ameri-
can Antiques : her book is a source-book
for the amateur collector as well as for
the dealer; in addition it explains many
rural customs and traditions. Thus the
reader has the rare opportunity of going
with Mrs. Rawson on a personally con-
ducted tour of the old house, viewing the
antiques in the various rooms, and learn-
ing not only their present monetary
worth but also their sentimental value to
their owners.
Perhaps the chapter on "The Auction"
is most typical of the sjjirit of the book
kin-a-gitta dollar?' Tears, grins, hold-
ing of sides in the audience, but not one
smile on old Jake's dripping face."
Mrs. Rawson has shown rare iudg-
nient in illustrating the botjk lavishlv
with the actual pictures of the antiques
mentioned in the text of her storv
; the
reader will rejoice in the illustrations of
"Grandma'am r)r()wn's tea glassware",
"the Revolutionary home-made cow-skin
knapsack, with initials and regiment
number," and "Little Marthy .\nn's
child-made paper dolls," while he reads
such fascinating chapters as "Daguerreo-
types and Romance", "Hums and Hurri-
canes", and "\\'edding Day Mementoes".
Finally the jihilologist will note with
satisfaction tliat with perseverance and
patience, the author has sought out and
preserved much New Fngland dialect
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Editorial
Letters protesting against the Talkies
are still being published from time to
time in the New Hampshire newspapers,
as they are in newspapers in all of the
other states and the foreign countries
where the sound pictures are being
shown, in all probability. These letters,
for the most part, seem to be written by
persons who are hard of hearing, and
they are resentful because they are being
deprived of a sort of entertainment pecu-
liarly adapted to their infirmity. The
tone of some of the letters indicates the
writers feel the new pictures were in-
vented solely to render them unhappy
and discontented without meeting any
real need of anybody.
There is nothing in this attitude to
cause surprise. It is merely a manifesta-
tion of the disinclination or inability of
elderly persons to accept with philosoph-
ical resignation any change which dis-
turbs the prevailing order. No radical
departure from existing conditions ever
has been accepted as an unquestioned im-
provement over whatever it happens to
displace. The grumbling will continue
for a time but it will bear no fruit in the
way of a return to the old silent pictures.
And it will not l)e long before some
other new form of picture entertain-
ment is evolved to make the present
young generation rise up in wrath, for
thev will have become the old fogies
being forced to give way to youth as
peppy as they are today.
The world will continue to progress
and judging from the present outlook
that progress is going to be so rapid the
speed of the present era will look like
easv jogging along instead of breath-
taking as it seems to the present old-
timers looking on it all in more or less
of a daze. That has always been the way
of the world and always will be unless
things get moving so terrifically fast th^"
old civilization topples to utter smash.
And to some of the bewildered spectators
of the present-day parade it looks as if
the old World is now headed that way
and near the end of the journey. But
again, there is nothing original in that
belief. It has been held by elderly
alarmists in every generation. Dire pre-
dictions of disaster have been made by
sages through all the corridors of time ;
yet the world goes on as usual, springing
innovations all the way and thriving on
them.
Getting back to the Talkies, the argu-
ment against them on the score of
deprivation of deaf people of their only
[436]
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source of theatrical enjoyment is not a
strong one. What keeps the movie in-
dustry prosperous is the box ofifice appeal
of the productions. It is the opinion of
many wise observers that the talking'
picture came along at just the right lime
not only to increase the tinkling of the
coins through the windows but to main-
tain the volume it had reached. For the
producers had exhausted their ingenuity
in the silent film and people were tiring
of the constant repetition of old ideas.
This may have been satisfactory to the
deaf people, but persons of defective
hearing in reality made up a compara-
tively small part of the audiences in the
picture theaters when the silent pictures
were supreme any more than they do
today.
The talking pictures are also disap-
proved by those people who cling to the
so-called "legitimate" drama. But these
never cared for the silent hlms, or at
least never would admit they did. There
are still not a few persons who affect
high brow tastes that will declare in all
seriousness they prefer to see a third
rate stock or road company perform tlirui
the best film production, either talking or
silent. They speak top-loftily of the low
intellectual standard of pictures , dis-
coursing glibly about pictures being made
for a ten or twelve years' old intelligence,
which is just now a fashionable way of
classifying almost anything. It must be
admitted that many films deserve all the
bad things that are said of them. On
the other hand it is no less true that the
best of the pictures are equal to the good
"legitimate" shows from the artistic
standpoint and it is our opinion that the
sound pictures are being so rapidlv per-
fected the time is not distant when there
will be productions which will compare
favorably with the best of the stage
shows in portrayal of characters and onlv
arrant prejudice would refuse to concede
that scenically the screen affords possi-
bilites for setting that the limitations of
stage productions cannot pretend t >
equal.
The cultural possibilities of the sound
pictures are inestimable. Already there
have been several of undoubted value
made and the number will increase.
Grand opera should be available to the
masses at moderate admission prices as
well as screen productions of the master-
pieces of ancient and modern drama.
There will continue to be much trashy
stuff produced for the screen, just as
there are many radio jirograms that grate
on the finer sensibilities. Yet, just as it
is now possible for anybody to select one
or more excellent radio offerings ever}'
night to the exclusion of all others the
discriminating amusement seeker can
find good picture shows to attend.
Amidst New Hampshire Pines
CHARLES NEVERS HOLMES
Midst the shadows and the silence
Of a pine grove far away,
Far from city street and turmoil,
From its restless toil and play,
Mused a man that oft had mused there
In the boyhood years of old
When his life was like a rainbow
And the morrow bright as gold.
Youth had passed—this grove was grander
And its pines majestic stood,
He beheld time's sleepless changes
In this well-remembered wood;
But the same sweet, peaceful quiet
Reigned within this woodland yet
And the same surcease from worry,
From Earth's sorrow and regret.
Once again the birds were singing
Midst the shadows, far and nigh,
Once again the breezes whispered
Through pine branches, dense and high ;
And the fallen needles rested
Like a carpet at his feet,
And a balmy coolness soothed him
In this lonely, dark retreat.
And that man mused there, reclining
Near a little ledge of stone,
Far from city street and turmoil,
Like in boyhood, all alone ;
Where he dreamed again the visions
He had dreamed in years of old
When his life was like a rainbow
And the morrow bright as gold.
Monadnock
ALICE I). M.\'l"l-lli:\\S
'Tis the peacefulness of childhood
Steals o'er me as 1 gaze
On this mountain of my country
Covered over now witli haze.
Blue and grey and green it lowers
Above the hills around ;
With trees and rocks and flowers, too,
Its fastnesses abound.
Great mountain of my native state,
How calm and still you lie
And watch the ages come and go.
As with life the}- pass you by.
Do you ever wonder, Mountain.
In the rocky heart of you
Whv you rest so calmly ?
What there is for you to do."
I can tell you. Mountain,
That peacefulness you bring
And beauty, yes, and fortitude
That yonder poets sing.
To me you bring the peace of God.
The strength and quiet of hills.
The beauty of a thousand kinds
You me witli gladness till.
"Is that all I bring:"" \<ni sa}-,
"Can I do nothing more?"
Yea, to Heaven you my thoughts uplift





The Horse of the Desert
GEOR(;i-. W SARHRXT
WILLIAM
Robinson Hkow x of
I'erlin. New Hampshire, has
Xow^ heen known as America's
greatest authority on the Arabian horse ;
in fact lie ranks high anifjiig the foremost
authorities in the world. He has con-
ducted a stud for seventeen years ; he has
handled more Arabians than anyone else
in this country; he has visited the leading
Arabian studs as well as remount
stations throughout the world : lie has
traversed the length a n d breadth
of the Arabian desert in search of fine
horses ; he is a member of the United
States Remount Council and president
of the Arabian Horse Club of America.
Of his business attainments in connection
with Xew Hampshire's largest industrial
corporation and of his public service 1
am not going to write, for they are well
known to the people of New Hampshire.
It is in the new role of an author that he
is now introduced to his own people.
The demand for authentic modern
books on sport, written by American
authors, is being met by a New Yoriv
publisher. The Derrydale Press, con
ceived and executed by Eugene \'. Con-
nett. The first book to meet this de-
mand was Joseph B. Thomas's "Hounds
and Hunting Throughout the Ages.'
The second is, "The Horse of the Des-
ert," by William Robinson T')rown. It
is a sumptuous publication, a large
quarto magnificentl}- printed on Aurelian
paper, bound in blue cloth stamped in
gold, with special decorations and end-
papers printed with an all-over pattern
formed by the crescent. Nothing has
been spared to create a beautiful volume,
and in addition to the 750 copies printed




sale — printed on imported Van Gelder
paper, numbered and signed bv the
author and retailing at a hundred dollars
each.
"The Horse of the Desert," while o."
course of greatest interest to all lovers
and breeders of horses, cavalr\- officers
and sportsmen, has a broad appeal to the
general reader. It is handsomely illus-
trated, nearly two hundred reproductions
(some colored) of drawings, paintings
and photographs being included, the last-
named being largely those taken by Mr.
r>ro\\n during his trip through the Arabi-
an desert in search of horses last
spring. It contains an extensive list of
the Arabian tribes, sub-tribes and clans
and a map showing their migrations, as
well as a map showing the regions most
suitable for breeding Arabian horses in
the United States, a coincidence of lime
soil and an altitude of 500 feet or more.
Then there is the most complete and
authoritative list ever published of the
strains and families of the Arabian horse
and the Arabian ancestry of most of the
present day breeds.
So much for the mechanical features
of this outstanding book on sport by a
New Hampshire man. It has an intro-
duction in two parts by Major General
James G. Harbord and professor Henrv
Fairfield Osborn. lUit it is the seven
chapters by Mr. I'.rown which cover not
onl\- the whole subject of the Arabian
liorse. but describe in interesting and
convincing language the desert and its
])eoi)les today and give an excellent pic-
ture of the present and past conditions
under which the Arabian h(jrse is and
has been bred. The first chapter deals
[4^1]
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with Mr. Brown's personal experiences
in the desert last spring
—the handicaps
of travel, camp etiquette, the status of
the harem, respect for the American
tiag, the technique of making gifts and
the trading of the new Ford for a marc
and colt. Mr. Brown tells interestingly
of the Arabian horse traders and their
customs :
"The desert Arabs do not keep written
pedigrees, nor do they make out certifi-
cates of breeding, except when especially
requested to do so, and then only
in the
simplest form; for example,
that the
horse is asil, and his ancestors were of a
certain strain. This statement is duly
attested by the sheikh of the tribe, before
witnesses, and the proper seals attached.
In their estimation, a statement of the
well known facts is sufficient. In gen-
eral, the Bedouin renounces paper pedi-
grees as documents designed to conceal
a swindle, such as impure blood or bodily
defects— one might take him for a
coastal Arab or jamhaz, who concocts
long, lying pedigrees for the unwary.
"Trade in itself is a disgrace to a war-
like Arab, and while he may not be ad-
verse to a profitable exchange, he likes
to
accomplish it through the exercise
of
virtues of generosity on both sides. The
Bedouins sell a pure mare only on cer-
tain conditions and with reservations, or
from personal friendship. They sell to a
stranger only if the stranger has tarried
with them as a guest, or has been intro-
duced by the sheikh and he can, thereby,
render the sheikh a personal favor.
From the sheikhs themselves, horses can
be procured by a stranger only after
presentation of substantial gifts on ar-
rival, and a few days have elapsed, dur-
ing which time the stranger has been a
guest of the sheikh. An emissary is
then given the delicate task of tactfully
inquiring for what purpose the stranger
has come, and if the sheikh is convinced
of the good faith of the stranger, and his
real admiration and love of a blood horse,
return gifts may then be expected in the
shape of some of the sheikh's best ani-
mals.
"It is difficult to procure the best
Arabian horses in a city, or in the coastal
villages and their environs. Ten to one,
the 'best' are really 'discards' which have
been sold by Bedouins to the jam-
hazes, who conceal doubtful origin with
faked pedigrees. (The horse trader is
ordinarily called massan. Jamhaz means
horse trader in Irak and Persia : its literal
interpretation is 'one who plays with his
life.' In Syria it is a term of reproach,
and means 'liar.') Of course, it is pos-
sible that a good horse may have been
taken in a raid, and the captor may have
hurried him to the nearest town to be
disposed of at a high price before the
animal is reclaimed by his real owner
through payment of a fair price, accord-
ing to desert custom. In the latter case,
such a horse would inevitably be held for
an extremely high price, if known to be
asil. Horse dealers in the Orient or-
dinarily employ the services of a dallul,—one whose business it is to show some-
thing, and who leads the horse from
house to house."
Adventures and thrills were not lack-
ing in the experience- of Mr. Brown in
the desert. The sketch which he gives
of the home of the Arabian horse is a
straightforward account providing the
necessary background for his main pic-
ture. This country, a rough rectangle
in shape, 1800 miles long and from 600
to 1200 miles wide, is about one-third
as large as the United States. Half of
this is absolutely uninhabitable, and the
rest supports a population of eight people
to the square mile as against thirty-five
people in the United States and 660
people in a crowded countr\- like
Bel-
gium. Most of these people live in
the
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green coastal crescent \\liich encircles
the dry central plain. The great red
sandy desert in the southern i)art is tlu-
largest piece of unexplored land on tlu
earth's surface. For the most part the
country reminded him of the Arizona
table-lands, witli little grass and mucli
sagebrush. Of the people he says :
"The Arabs are individualists, with
little consideration for law or gospel-
they are children in thought, with the
wisdom of ages, unbridled in passion,
with superhuman restraint. Living m
their midst is going back to the time o1
Abraham and of the Chaldeans, or of tlu"
pastoral peoples wlio inhabited th
 
steppes of Asia before they scattered to
the four corners of the earth. The man-
ner of life suitable to their environment
was discovered long ago, and all possible
methods of departure from it exhausted.
Like their forefathers the present-day
Bedouins feel the exultation of a suc-
cessful combat with nature, tlie lure o:'
a wandering life, freedom from care of
property, the fascination of boundless
space and time, the joy of unleashing
primitive instincts and the opportunity
of realizing a closeness to t li e i r
Maker."
The mental reactions of a New Hamp-
shire dweller among the giant moun-
tains, to life in this comparatively level
country, are of interest, and Mr. Brown
has expressed them with unusual liter-
ary skill.
"As we sped away in the spring of
1929 in a high-powered car, from Dam-
ascus toward Bagdad, over the new
route across the Hawran Desert, intent
on covering before night the three hun-
dred miles to the fort and rest house call-
ed Rutha, a thousand thoughts and im-
pressions came crowding in as to what
the future might hold for this ancient
land and its people. About us stretched ni
everv direction paths of infinite choies
upon which a speed of fifty miles an hour
might easily be maintained, subject to the
small aimoyances of an occasional loose
rock or slight depressions worn bv cen-
turies of passing camels. About us
spread the ever-mysterious desert, with
its luminous, colorful atmosphere fad-
ing away into the sarab (mirage) of a
boundless sea, upon an island of which
we sped along, seemingly never to reach
its end.
"Here and there bunches of straggly
grass, a dry sagebrush, th(nn plant, or
scattered rocks, broke the monotony of
the tlat prairie lloor. Small objects on
the horizon appeared greatly enlarged,
and a distant camel or sheep assumed
grotesque proportions. Anything might
emerge at any moment from the
shrouded vastness, or one could be swal-
lowed in the limitless oblivion with equal
ease. Ranges of low-lying hills fonned a
screen for possible lurking enimies or
afforded protection for llight. One is
never lonesome in this great inland sea,
strange as it may seem, as adventure and
romance ever seem imminent."
Mr. Brown and his companions, it ap-
pears, were not lacking in adventure.
Lnder the protection of Al-Amir Al-
Nuri ibn-Sha' Ian, the titular head of all
the tribes in the Ruala and his nephew-
Amir Fuaz, who is the real head of the
government, and at the age of twenty-
five makes the laws for all these people,
Mr. Brown's party visited the principal
Arab tribes whose chief possession is the
Arabian horse, occasionally escorted by
amiored cars across the desert waste.
But this must be left for the reader to
enjoy.
It is apparent that this is no dry-as-
dust narrative, and while Chapter H
gives the result of the most modern
researches on the origin, antiquity and
history of all horses, it is entertainingly
written and furnishes a background for
an understanding of present-day breeds.
In subsequent chapters Mr. Brow^n tells
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of the Arabian horse and its past per-
formances; of the interesting and pecu-
Har Bedouin theories of breeding and
method of keeping pedigrees ; new in-
formation on the origin and development
of diverse breeds of today ; an up-to-date
guide for the purchase of horses in
Arabia and a fascinating picture of
the Bedouin customs, superstitions and
methods with which the purchaser must
be famiHar. In the final chapter Mr.
Brown expresses his conviction that the
Arabian blood is of real value in devel-
oping the ideal cavalry mount and as a
revitalizing influence in improving other
breeds of horses. Here are summarized
the practical applications of the results of
his years of study, travel, research and
actual breeding experience.
Mr. Brown's debut as an author is
made under the happiest of auspices. In-
teresting and authoritative, his work has
l)een given a setting worthy of it, and
the lovers of sport everywhere will wel-
come this New Hampshire addition to
its literature.
Egypti.\n AcRicuLirRAi, Dep.\rtment Arabi.-\n M.\re
Nathan Hale^ Famous Revolutionary Spy
\\. L. JOTTXSOX. M. I)., Ixhridgc, Mass.
'1 sing tlir liNiiiii of the cnnciuered—who fell
in the hatlle (if life,
The hymn of the wounded, the beaten, who
died o'erwhelmed in the strife.
Not the juliilant song ol the \ictors, for
whom the resounding acclaim
Of nations was lifted in chorus, whose brows
wore the chaplet of fame,—
But the hymn of the low and the luunble,
the weary, the broken in heart,
Who strt)ve and who failed—acting bravely
a silen," and desperate part;
W hose youth bore no flower on its branches,
whose hopes burned in ashes away.
From whose hand slipped the prize they had
grasped at, who stood at the dying of
day
With the wreck of their life all around
them—unpitied, unheeded, alone—
With death swooping down on their failure,
and all but their faith overthrown:
W bile the voice of the world shouts its
chorus—its paean for those who have
won—
While the trumpet is sounding triumphant,
and high to the breeze and the sun
Glad banners are waving—hands clapping—
and hurrying feet
Thronging after the laurel-crowned victors
— 
I stand on the field of defeat
In the shadow—with those who have fallen,
and wounded, and dying, and there
Chant a requiem low, place my hand on their
pain-knotted brows, breathe a prayer :
Hold the hand that is helpless and whisper—
'Tiny only the \ ictory win, who have fought
the good fight and have vanquished the
demon that tempts us within:
Who have held their faith unseduced b}' the
prize that the world holds on high.
Who ha\e dared for a high cause to suffer,
resist, fight
—if need be, to die.'
Speak History! Who are life's victors? Un-
roll thy long annals, I say,
—
Are they those whom the world calls the
\ ictors, who won the success of a day?
The martyrs or Nero? The Spartan who fell
at Thermopylae's tryst.
Or the Persians and Xerxes? His judges or
Socrates? Pilate or Christ?"
The annals of the Revolution are full
of stirring events, of vigorous action, of
heroic defeat, of memorable victories.
Study the lives of Washington and
Lafayette as leaders of the Colonial
troops against the prowess of the English
soldiers. Read again ihe burning words
of Otis and Patrick Henry hurling de-
fiance at the oppression of King George.
Contemplate the marvelous ability of
Robert Morris and Benjamin Franklin,
raising funds from an almost barren soil
to carry on the desperate conflict ! Turn
from the disastrous defeat of Long
Island to the memorable surrender of- the
haughty IJurgoyne to the despised rebels.
From the despair and suffering of Valley
Forge to the triumphant success at York-
town, and unworthy are you of this
priceless heritage of a free country, if
your heart does not Ijeat a little faster,
if your breatli does not come a little
quicker, if you cannot say with a proud
spirit, "Thank God, this is my country."
But do we stop to consider what a
frightful price has been paid for this
liberty, of the happiness that is the
heritage of evervone deliberatelv de-
stroyed, of wrecked homes, of ruined
lives of those who loved life and enjoy-
ment as we ourselves do? Come with
me along the narrow path of one brief
life, and see if we cannot catch an in-
spiration greater than triumi)h, more in-
tense than glory. The subject of this
article was a spy, a name of the utmost
reproach. A leading historical authority
says: "Spies are generally condemned to
capital punishment, and not unjustly,
there being scarcel\- any other way of
preventing the mischief they may do.
For this reason a man of honor, who
[4451
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would not expose himself to die by the
hand of a common executioner, always
declines serving as a spy. He considers
it beneath him, as it can seldom be done
without some kind of treachery."
If this were the truth there would be
no profit in recalling the story of such
an ignominious character, but the path
that we shall tread is straight and true,
and its end, though it passes through the
suffering of the cross, brings us to the
triumph of calvary.
Nathan Hale was born in Coventry,
Connecticut, June 6, 1755. His father
was Richard Hale who had left New-
burv, Mass.. in earlv life, to take up
farming in the Nutmeg State. He was
of English descent and the Hales of Kent
were a power in Old England, as were
their descendants in the new colony. His
parents were of the strictest sect of the
Puritans, and the twelve children w^ere
early taught the seriousness of life.
Nathan was a feeble child, and gave little
promise of sui-viving, so his mother
lavished her tenderest care on him, and
spared neither time nor strength to guard
him from the pitfalls of childhood. She
succeeded and he developed strength of
body and beauty of mind
— with a
profound love of nature and an intense
thirst for knowledge. His father destined
him for the ministry and he was fitted
for college by Dr. Huntington, a noted
divine and scholar. He entered Yale
College at the early age of 16 years, and
graduated with the highest honors in
September 1773, only a few months be-
fore the Revolution. Yale College had
then but sixty students. Athletics played
but a small part in the curriculum of that
day but young Hale was a worthy fore-
runner of the long line of athletes who
were to bring honor and glory to "Good
Old Yale." He could jump out of a bar-
rel without touching the sides, could
place one hand on a fence as high as his
head, and vault it without apparent
effort. For many years the campus had
two marks, an almost incredible distance
apart, lovingly called "Hale's Jump," in
memory of his prowess in this line. A
classmate pays this loving tribute to him.
"His personal appearance was notable.
He was almost six feet in height, per-
fectlv proportioned, and in figure and
deportment he was the most manly man
I ever met. His chest was broad, his
muscles were firm, his complexion fair,
and his eyes were light blue and sparkled
with intelligence. His hair was soft,
light brown in color, and his speech was
low, sweet and musical. His personal
beautv and grace of manner were most
charming. \\'hy. all the girls of New
Haven fell in love witli him and wept
tears of real sorrow when they heard of
his sad fate."
He was easily the most popular man
in college and was the pride of the
Faculty, who predicted great things of
his future career and sent him forth with
the blessings of a favorite son. Little
did they realize the path he would have
to tread to reach immortality. Hale's
inclinations were towards teaching and
immediately after graduating he taught
a select school in East Haddam, Ccjnn.,
then a place of much wealth. Early in
the next year he was, called to be the
principal of the Union Grammar School
of New London, a rare tribute to a boy
of 20 years, and where he found the most
congenial associates, and was beloved by
all. Suddenly there was a rude interrup-
tion to this pleasing life. An express
rider burst into New London one da\'
with the news of the bloodshed at Lex-
ington and Concord. It created intense
excitement. A town meeting was im-
mediately called at the Court House.
Among the speakers w^hose words filled
the hearts of the eager listeners, was the
young schoolmaster, Nathan Hale. With
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impassioned language and i n t c n s c
earnestness he exhorted the people to
take patriotic action at once. "Let us
march immediately," he cried, "and never
lay down our arms until we liave ob-
tained our independence." This is as-
serted to be the first public demand for
independence made in Connecticut.
Hale left his school with real regret,
for he felt that he w^as doing constructive
service, and he was greatly beloved bv
pupils and parents alike, but he was
destined for the army. He was lieu-
tenant of the first company formed in
New London, that of Colonel Charles
Webb, and marched with it to Cam-
bridge, where under the eye of General
Washington, he took part in the siege of
Boston. He must have distinguished
himself from the start, for in four
months he was raised to the rank of
captain. Two months later the British
evacuated Boston and sailed to Halifax
and Hale went with his company to New
York, where Washington had transferred
his headquarters. Many of his fellow
soldiers wished to return home but he
ofifered to share his own pay with them
if they would stay, and by his earnest
patrioti.sm and winning eloquence, he
kept his company in good spirits and
prevented desertions. We are nf^t con-
cerned now with the terrible condition
Washington found himself in in this
campaign on Long Island and about New
York. With 15,000 colonial tr(K)ps, poor-
ly armed and not yet drilled to fight, he
was opposed by 25,000 of the finest Eng-
lish troops and under the command of
Lord Howe himself. Hale did his full
duty in this crisis, but we do not find but
one incident that makes him a conspicu-
ous figure at this time, but this showed
his courage and daring, and prepares us
in a measure f(jr his great trial, soon to
come. A British sloop, laden with provi-
sions and supplies, had come into the
harb(ji- and anchored in the East River,
under the guns of the man-of-war Asia.
sixty- four, waiting to be discharged.
Hale ol)served this vessel carefully from
the op])osite shore and believed he could
capture it. With the sanction of General
Heath he chose a dozen intrepid spirits
like himself and at midnight iti a dense
fog h(j rowed silently to the sloop with
muffled oars. With noiseless footsteps
they climbed over the sifle of the vessel,
seized the sentinel and fastened the
hatches over the sleeping crew. Cutting
the hawsers that Ixjund them to the gun-
boat they drifted silently away with the
tide without discovery. At a safe di.s-
tance they hoisted the >ail. and as morn-
ing broke, they came into the harbor on
the Jersey shore, where the Colonial
troops were encamped. Captain Hale
was at the helm and the daring compan}-
was greeted with frantic cheers, for the
supplies and provisions were greatly
needed, and the courage displayed by the
brave leader inspired every soldier in
tlu- army.
And the Colonial troops needed everv
inspiration, for Washington's position
was desperate. General Sulli\rm had
suffered a disastrous defeat bv the
P>ritish (jn Long Island and the ro\-al
forces were in command everywhere.
Were they preparing to burn and destro\-
New York or were they to ascend the
Hudson and cut otT the New England
colonies from the rebellious states to the
south r Washington must know. .\
courier to ( iencral Heath, then in com-
mand on the Hudson, brings this order :
".\s everything in a manner depends
u[)on obtaining intelligence of the ene-
my's motions. I do most earnestly en-
treat \ou and General Clinton to exert
yourself to the utmost to accomplish this
most desirable end. Leave no stone un-
turned, and do not stick at expense to
bring this to pass, as I was never more
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uneasy than on account of my want of
l:nowledge on this score. Keep constant
lookout, with good glasses, on some com-
manding heights that look well onto the
other shore."
Rut Washington's anxiet\- increased.
The British movements were absolutely
concealed, and he called a council of war
at Murra}-s. He told his officers that
he must have a competent person to go
in disguise into the British camp at Long
Island and learn their designs. It needed
one skilled in military and scientific
knowledge, and a good draughtsman. A
man possessed of a good eye, a cool head,
unflinching courage, tact, caution and
sagacity. A man on whose judgment and
fidelity, implicit reliance might be placed.
General Heath placed the need of the
commander-in-chief before his officers
and asked for a volunteer to fill the im-
portant position. There was a long delay
as each soldier considered the surprising
proposal in his own mind. Patriotism,
ambition, a love of adventure and in-
dignation alternately took possession of
their feelings. It was an invitation to
serve their country supremely by becom-
ing a spy
—a character upon whom all
civilized nations place the ban of scorn
and contumely. They recoiled from such
a service, and there was a general and
even a resentful refusal to comply with
the request. At this moment Captain Hale
entered the room, having been detained
with his duties outside. He observed the
excitement and inquired the cause. Gen-
eral Heath again related Washington's
request. Without a moment's hesitation,
Hale said, "I will undertake it." Every-
one was astonished. He was the best
known of the younger officers, and was
considered to have the brightest pros-
pects of all. He was also the most
popular officer of the day, loved and ad-
mired by his men. They tried to dis-
suade him from his resolution, using
every argument possible. They painted
in gloomiest colors the terrible fate that
might be his. His close friend and class-
mate in College, William Hull, a general
in the War of 1812 employed every argu-
ment that friendship and love could sug-
gest to dissuade him. His last words to
this compan}' of friends and officers are
these :
"Gentlemen, T think I owe .to my
country the accomplishment of an object
so important and so much desired liy the
commander of her armies, and I know
no mode of obtainin;^^ the information but
by assuming a disguise and passing into
the enemy's camp. I am fully sensible
of the consequences of discovery and
capture in such a situation. For a year
now I have been attached to the army,
and have not rendered any material serv-
ice, while receiving a compensation for
which I make no return. Yet I am not
influenced by any expectation of promo-
tion or pecuniary award. I wish to be
useful, and every kind of service neces-
sary for the public good becomes honor-
able by being necessary. If the exigency
of my country demands a peculiar serv-
ice, its claims to the performance of that
service are imperative."
Brave, manly and patriotic words only
possible from the heart of a pure and up-
right man. Their very force silenced all
opposition. Henceforth everyone vied to
render him the last possible assistance.
No time was lost. That very afternoon
he had his last interview with Washing-
ton and received his final instructions.
Would that some word of that last meet-
ing could have been preserved. The
great heart of the "Father of His Coun-
try" must have bled as he saw this young,
manly patriot go forth on his desperate
mission, a mission to appall the stoutest
heart and upon which the salvation of
the country, perhaps, depended.
Hull went with Hale that evening until
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close to the British lines and made one
final effort to induce his friend to aban-
don the desperate enterprise, which he
felt was docjmed to disaster. Hale had
one love affair in his short life and Null
knew all his hopes and desires. Hale's
father had married a second time, soon
after he had entered college. His new
motlier had a daughter, Alice, of about
his own age. They were mutually at-
tracted to each other and wished to
become engaged. For some reason
Nathan's father was greatly opposed to
the match and ordered Alice to marry a
man of his own choice. In that age few-
dared to disobey a parent's orders and
Alice obeyed, l)ut with a broken heart.
He lived liut a few months, however, and
the old love was now allowed to How
smoothl\- and they were to be married
at the close of the war. Alice Riple\-
li\ed to be 80 }ears of age. Her last
conscious words were "Tell Nathan."
She had kept liis memory green, though
for sixty years he had been in his grave.
H ill jjleads in her name with the young
patriot and does not desist until Hale
cries, "1 can bear no more. Gladly would
I lay down my life for Alice, but my
country's need is above everything." For
the last time they part and Hull returns
to the camp to pass a sleepless night.
Hale was rowed over to the Long Island
shore by a couple of soldiers and laid
aside his unitorm, and donned a Quaker
garb. He entered the IJrilisli lines as a
schoolmaster, out of sympathy with the
rebellious colonies. He was not sus-
pected and his designs were apparently
unknown. He went from one end of
L(jng Island lo the other, made complete
designs of all of Howe's fortifications,
the number of his men, and their plans
as far as kncnvn. All this he translated
into Latin and hid in his shoes. He was
now eager to return, for he hafl been two
weeks in the enemy's lines, and had every
detail General Washington desired. The
time agreed upon before his departure
for the boat to arrive had come. He
committed one indiscretion. He went
into a public house just before leaving
for rest and refreshment. It \\a> a
favorite resort of Tories and P)ritish sol-
diers. Some one of the group was sus-
picious of this stalwart Quaker soldier,
and slipped out quietly on his arrival.
yVfter a time the landlord announced that
a boat was approaching the shore. 1 lale
was overjoyed. It was his boat that was
to con\e\- him to safety. He seized his
belongings and hastened to the wharf,
his usual caution forgotten. Too late,
he found himself looking into the muzzle
of a gun and hearing a command to
surrender. Can we i)icture the scene:
One moment, joy that his work was
done, secure among his friends, and with
power and ability to serve his country
U)v years, the next hopeless certainty.
Well he knew what a few moments would
reveal and well he knew the price that
would be exacted. Quick the transac-
tion. He was taken aboard the guard-
ship Halifax and immediately trans-
ferred under a heavy guard to General
Howe's headquarters. Here he was
searched and all his papers were found
in his shoes. He gave his name, his
rank in the Colonial army and fearlessly
avowed his purpose in the enemy's lines.
Howe was thunderstruck at the com-
pleteness of the maps and the data se-
cured by Hale. Recognizing his great
ability and personal charm, the General
off'ered him a full and complete pardon
if he would enter the P)ritish army. The
noble, pure-minded patriot refused all
bribes, though well knowing what refusal
meant. Howe had no alternative. He
ordered Hale to be confined in the jail
nearby and to be hanged at daybreak the
next morning, September 22, 1776. Stern
measures, frightful in their celerity, but
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according to the rules of war as then
understood. We have reason to believe
that Howe feh the deepest interest in the
young man and would gladly have saved
him could be have been alienated from
the Patriot cause. He was turned over
to the custody of William Cunningham,
Provost Marshall of the Royal Army, a
brutal and drunken officer, who refused
Hale's request for a Bible, and tore his
last letters up in contempt just before
the execution. Brightly the sun rose on
that September morning. Hale was
beyond the power of his brutal jailer to
hurt him now. His thoughts were with
his loved ones—his Country, his God.
There was the tree, the negro hangman,
the coffin, the open grave, but they had
no more terrors for him than did the
stones for the martyr Stephen. Like
him his last words will always be remem-
bered, "I only regret that I have but one
life to give for my country." Fearful
of the effect of his calm bearing and
noble words upon the few spectators,
Cunningham cried, "Push the rebel off,"
and the last act in the drama was com-
pleted. The cruel edict of war had taken
from the patriot army its most precious
jewel, and made it indeed poor, but must
not even the Royal general have realized
the impossibility of conquering men who
possessed such simple faith and deter-
mined courage? A few hours later, a
British officer entered the American lines
under a flag of truce, and brought word
that Hale had been arrested, condemned
and executed.
His brother officers were overwhelmed
at the sorrowful fate of one so gifted and
so beloved, but not one of them but felt
a new measure of patriotism for his noble
and unselfish devotion to the country.
On Washington the blow fell with pecu-
liar force. He had lost information of
priceless value, he had sent to his death
one of his bravest and most loval offi-
cers. x\las. how many times his great
heart must have been nigh to breaking
ere his country had freed herself from
oppression's grasp. How soon indeed
must he find himself in General Howe's
position and sorrowfully signing the
death warrant of the charming and viva-
cious Andre ! How sacredly should we
prize a liberty that had been won at the
cost of so many broken hearts !
Of Hale a poet has truly written :
"He fell ill the Spring of his early prime,
With his fair hopes all around him :
He died; for his birth-land, a glorious crime,
Ere the palm of his fame had crowned him.
"He fell in her darkness, he lived not to see
The morn of her risen glory:
But the name of Hale, in the heart of the free.
Shall he twined in her deathless Story."
His native town of Coventry has
erected a monument to commemorate the
life and sacrifice of Nathan Hale. Should
you chance to pass through that place
and stop a moment to consider his life,
would not these words come to your
mind, said of his Great Master: "He en-
dured the Cross, despising the shame."
Here is his epitaph, written by George
Gibbs, the librarian of the New York-
Historical Society :
SxR.^NciER, Beneath" This Stone
Lies the Dust of
A Spy
Who Perished on the Gibbet :
Yet Storied Marbles of the Great,
The Shrines of Heroes,
Entombe^/ not one more worthy of Honor
Than him who here
Sleeps his last Sleep.
Nations
Bow with reverence before the dust
Of him who dies a glorious death
Urged on by the sound of the trumpet,
And the shouts of admiring thousands.
But what reverence, what honor,
Is not due to one
Who for his country encountered
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Even an infamous death,
Soothed by no sympathy
Animated by no praise.
Yale College has honored itself by tlie
erection of a statue to Hale, which stands
on the college campus. Can it fail to
he an inspiration to even the most stolid
student, as he gazes on that noble face
whose purity seems to indicate only
singleness of purpose, supreme devotion
to a country's need? Within the past
few months the government has caused
a stamp to be struck with his portrait,
necessarily a composite one. and thus,
have given tardy recognition to one of
its bravest defenders.
"One hero dies—a thousand new ones rise,
As flowers are sown where perfect blos-
soms fall :
Then quite unknown, the name of Hale now
cries
Wherever duty sounds her silent call.
"With head erect he moves, and stately pace,
To meet an awful doom—no ribald jest
Brings scorn or hate to that exalted face:
His thoughts arc far away, poised and at
rest.
"Now on the scaffold see him turn and bid
Farewell to hcjmc, and all his heart holds
dear.
Majestic presence—all man's weakness hid.
And all his strength, in that last hour maidc
dear.
"My sole regret, that it is mine to give
Onlv one life that mv Dear Land mav live."
Beauty Meets Me Everywhere
AlARGAKliT 1. Sl.Ml'SuX
Beaut}' meets me everywhere
Rut none my spirit fills
Like cloud-crested mountains
Or wind-swept hills.
The home hills of New Hampshire
Climbing up and down.
Wooded hills and pasture hills,
And liills about a town.
High hills, and uKJuntains
Sharp against the sk}-.
Cloud-crested summits
Where wild winds Hv.
Thank you. Lord, for Iiigh lands.
And on some other star




(With all due apologies to Boards of Trade in general)
FOR
practical convenience, I will The other day on my semi-occasional
call myself an optimistic pessimist, visit to the savings bank, a working
that is I take things for what they woman was the one ahead of me. I
are really worth and pointedly refuse to noticed the amount of her deposit, $3.37.
call black white, at least, so long as it is (Now, bring on your angels). What
black. But, 'Oii the other hand, having did that mean? Was it prosperity? le
accepted it as black, I propose to make was not ! ! !
the best I can of it as black. And, more- Here's the story without varnish or
over, if I see it begins to turn white 1 whitewash. Her husband had not had a
want to know where the whitewash came day's work from November 1, 1928, to
from and whv. Mav 15, 1929, and no steady work durinjj
I am not a financier, nor could I be the summer of 1929, and no prospects
hardly called a business man—in fact, of any work for this winter.
I'm not even a farmer nor a Granger. In this extreme state of "Great Pros-
I do pay my poll tax without grumbling perity", she (because she was a woman)
and have not yet asked an abatement on did the wise thing, with the week's earn-
account of business depression. ing she paid rent and grocerv' bill and
But I do recognize that there is a then put every blessed cent she had left
business depression that is virtually a into the savings bank, to prepare f&r the
slump, from which the summer boarder coming 7>.'iiifer's "prusperity."
and tourist (God bless their souls and With better business conditions and
prosper their pocket books!) have barely less "prosperity" this money would have
saved us. When any combination of been used for her family of children,
people or newspapers try to tell the w'or-d who, as it was, must depend on the
that New Hampshire was prosperous in Salvation Army for, their Christmas
the year of our Lord 1929, it gives me a dinner, if they had any. Better business
weary feeling and I reread my Mun- would in many cases mean less savings
chausen with a feeling of deep pity for bank deposits rather than more,
his childlike adherence to elemental When all of our New Hampshire man-
truths, ufacturers will answer to President
The bomljastic attempts to prove the Hoover's appeal as well as some have
existence of "Our Great Prosperity," done, working men and women will ncjt
if it was not pitiful would be highly have to deposit their last red cent in the
ludicrous. Some paper a while ago, savings bank to prepare for the coming-
quoting from savings banks statistics, winter's "prosperity"
spoke grandiloquently of the "Great All things point to better conditions
Prosperity" indicated by the increase of in the coming spring, but just now black
savings banks deposits. Holy Moses is black and pretty almighty black for
and the angels, especially the angels ! ! a great many New Hampshire people.
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A boom in whitewash is not what is
needed. Something approaching steady
work at living w^ages or somewhere
thereabouts, would not make angels ot
working men or a heaven of soulliern
New Hampshire (especially Manches-
ter) but it would be quite consideral)ly
better than booming the boom as we
have been doing the past five or six
vears.
I presume that whitewash slock might
slump a bit and whitewashers have to go
to work for an honest living, and
boomers cease their booming, but I make
a good guess that the poor Sallies
wouldn't be beseiged by one hundred or
so families each day for something for
their hungry kiddies, and savings banks




Life is st) sliort, and death so long;
Why should we ever seek to tind
That peace which men. now dead, have dared
To say is found? They left this gift behind!
Youth is a flame which with the years burns low.
Must this bright beauty go to naught
lUit Inlying of a proud conceit
Which only through youth's mart_\rdom is bought?
No! Better far to dare the years tliat come.
Spend and forget old age's gain.
Laugh till lips are hot with laughter,
Then dai:nt tin- laughter in tlie face of pain.
There comes a day wlien we must each consider
Wliat was gained, and wliat was lost.
Shall we sitend youth'- railiant magic
In search for' peace :—with ecfual death the cost?




THE newspapers of 1827 no great
headlines greeted the eye. There
were no columns filled with "Sales-
men Wanted" or "For Rent" ads. But
there was a certain naivete about the
advertisements that was fascinating. One
often found as much information in the
advertisements as in the news items
themselves—and it was frequently of
greater popular interest. Modern adver-
tising, with its excessively high rates and
its abbreviated wording, was unheard of.
The low cost of advertising in the early
newspapers encouraged people to insert
carefully-prepared and lengthy articles in
behalf of their particular venture. No
one could truly sa}- he knew what was
happening in those days who had failed
to scan these notifications. For instance,
in that year of 1827, any reader would
have been impressed with the varietv of
interests which the advertisements em-
braced.
He would have felt a deep sense of
personal loss if he missed seeing the
Grand Caravan of Living Animals, a
spectacle which promised never- failing
diversion to all who witnessed it, and
which was to be shown at Concord for
a week. If he were a traveler from Bos-
ton to view the beauties of the New
Hampshire lake country—of widespread
fame even in those early days—he might
have rested in the Kimball Tavern, in
Pembroke. By the flickering light of
home-dipped candles, he would have
learned that William Gault, whose place
of business was opposite the State House,
dealt in "Cienuine Liquors & Groceries,"
and did not govern his prices by others,
but left it for his customers to judge
whether he sold cheaper than his neigh-
bors. \\\ the same paper, the same
traveler might have seen John A. Low's
announcement—a trifle boastful, perhaps—of more "great luck" in having sold
one of the winning tickets in the last
Washington City Lottery which the Con-
gress of the United States had author-
ized, the proceeds being devoted to the
beautifying of the capital city. If the
traveler were a bit venturesome, and
wished to try his luck with tlie great god,
Chance, he could secure from Mr. Low-
tickets on the next lottery, which was to
be drawn ten days hence; lait those who
wished to obtain prizes in the next lot-
tery would do well to apply immediately.
Which leads us to believe that Mr. John
A. Low of Concord was doing a brisk
business on behalf of the LTnited States
Government. Had the traveler been a
lawyer, he would have been amused to
notice that a history of 'the law, in poetry,
had been sung at the anniversary of the
Sufii^olk bar. If ht- had been interested
in the merits of doing a kindly act he
would have been somewdiat shocked
when he read of the ofifer of a $10.00
reward, by Stephen Foster of Sullivan,
for the detection of the female "calling
herself Mary Davidson, who is, or pre-
tends to be, deaf and dumb." It ap-
peared that Foster gave her the shelter
of his house for the night—one suspects,
rather willingly
—and the lady had repaid
[454]
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his liospitality by taking Erench leave.
witli about $75.00 worth of Mr. Foster's
clothing and jewelry. If the Cirand
Caravan of Li\ing Animal.^ had not ap-
pealed to the e(|uestrian sensibilities of
the traveler, he might, later on, attend
Mr. Hawse's Circus. Here was no or-
dinarv spectacle, nt)r would one be
fatigued by lack of variety in the enter-
tainment. For Mr. Howes promised to
all who presented the nominal price of
admission, a Grand Display ; an eques-
trian performance by Mr. and Mastei'
Howes; and the whole to conclude witli
the comedy of the "Hunted Tailor." Our
mo\ies do ufit offer greater diversion for
I2I/2 cents ! As it was an era of reforms,
and reform-movements, our traveling
friend might or might not agree
with the correspondent of the Boston
Recorder, who severely condemned the
tight lacing of corsets "as producing, in
its votaries, fainting, pain, anguish, dis-
ease, and death ; and bringing its thcni-
sands of voung females to an untimely
grave. It is treason against nature and
a rebellion against God." Or he might
have been alarmed, if he were at all
timid, to iind that the state of Xew
York, on Jnl_\- 4tli. was freeing its re-
maining 15,(XK) slaves. Grave apprehen-
sion was felt that there would be "dan-
gerous excesses by such a mass of ig-
norant persons, elateil with new-born
freedom and frantic with enthusiasm."
Trulv a remarkable }'ear, with its
diversified interests and appeals !
Crowding the columns of every news-
paper, local or n itional in scope, and
thrusting itself before the eyes of the
traveler, and every other willing or re-
luctant reader, was emerging the spectre
of Politics, that wilful and elusive Hydra
whose activities were U) assume a sinister
significance in the months and years to
follow.
The two leading newspapers of the
state at that time, were The New Hamp-
shire Statesnia)i and Concord Ref/ister,
edited by George Kent, and The Nezv
Hampsliire Patriot, edited by Isaac Hill.
lioth of these sheets, which appeared
weekly, were printed at Concord. In
this state the forces of Federalism, dor-
mant these ten years, rallied themselves
about the standards of the Statesman, and
w bile they claimed no party, nor appealed
to any party spirit, they organized into
the "friends of the Administration." The
office-holding, conservative, self-satisfied
federalism of the upper classes of New
England, were entering a death-struggle
with the newl\ -aroused, enthusiastic, but
undiscii)lined democracy of the masses.
The uncouth methods of Isaac Hill
were but evidences of the feelings of an
electorate which had been too long sup-
pressed, and which was too new at the
game of politics to have regard for the
practices or ethics of a political cam-
paign. The proletariat was coming into
its own. They had but tasted of the
fruits of Mr. Jefferson's victor}-; nothing
but a full-sized meal would now satisfy.
The reforms whicli that \ictor\- had
promised had not been consummated.
but the masses were now conscious of
their fast-growing strength. Under the
subtle guidance of the nation's cleverest
jo-.unalists
— Duff (ireen of Missouri, and
Isaac Hill (^f New Hampshire, among
the leadens— there had l)egun a veritable
cami)aign of anti-Administration propa-
ganda whose sole object was to defame
Adams and exalt Jackson. This led the
"friends of the Administration" to as-
semble their editorial forces in counter-
attack and to retaliate with a vigorous
onslaught of vituperation which assailed
even the character of Mrs. Jack.son. The
two vears, 1827-1828. witnessed a spas-
modic outburst of pamphlets, handbills
and circulars, that fairly flooded the elec-
torate. No campaign before that time
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had been more carefully planned or more
efficiently handled
—and few shice. The
advocates of the new democracy were
surging onward to a victory that was to
wrest from the clutches of the possessors
of property and the "aristocrats of in-
tellect," the reins of government, and
to thrust them into the covetous yet com-
petent grasp of their sturdy old cham-
pion of the new Americanism—Andrew
Jackson.
To these impetuous apostles of the
"rule of the people" this campaign was
a catch-as-catch-can affair, a free-for-all,
with no quarter given and none expected.
Let it be carried on in somewhat the
same manner as the old-time wrestling
matches were ; biting, kicking, and goug-
ing l)eing legitimate; and may the best
man win ! Had they not been cheated
out of the presidenc}- in 1824? Had not
their champion received a larger vote
than the candidate who was asking for
re-election? Had there not been "bar-
gain and corruption" between Mr. Clay
and Mr. Adams? Had not a scheming
clique in the House perpetuated the rule
of the "rich and the well-born" l)y elect-
ing, contrary to the popular will, the
present incumbent? Could it l)e reason-
ably expected that that same group would
fight fair in tliis election? Of course
not ! Should any mercy be shown them ?
None! Attack! Charge! Follow through
and trample the opposition ! Use the
same methods that their general had so
successfully used against the British and
the Indians. Onward, ever onward, to
victory !
Throughout these two years, then, the
readers of New Hampshire's leading
papers were treated to an editorial com-
bat of invective, slander, sarcasm, and
abuse, the like of which has rarely been
witnessed in the whole historv of journal-
ism. The leading organ of each fac-
tion copied with greedy avidity, squibs,
bits of gossip, and editorials from every
other paper of local or national promi-
nence, just so long as it added a bit of
spice to the delectable dish of calumny
which each was serving the other.
In the fervor of the struggle, person-
alities were defiled with little or no re-
gard for the truth. Isaac Hill even went
so far as to accuse, through the columns
of the Patriot, the postmaster at Concord—General Low—of misconduct. He was
not fit to be trusted with handling the
mail, as Hill "knew" that he had opened
some of his (Hill's) personal corre-
spondence. The reply of the postmaster
was couched in no uncertain language,
and told the world that Hill was un-
justified in his assertions, and besides, he
was a "damnable liar and a malicious
falsifier."
Sectionalism, which was to play such
an unfortunate part in the years to come,
manifested itself in the campaign in the
articles of the Philadelphia and New
York papers. When information was
given (erroneously, as was later shown)
that Jackson might receive some of the
votes of New Hampshire and Maine, the
Pliiladclphia Mercury said it never would
believe that "that infected district, where
the love of monarchy is so mixed up with
all tile forms and elements of life, can
ever so far forget her -sins and overcome
lier evil nature, as to vote for Jackson."
Futhermore, they would rather New
England did not contaminate Jackson b\-
her support. As if this were not em-
jihatic enough to express her contempt
of this part of the country, there was
inserted in the article type the size of
a small headline, saying, "We want to
see Jackson elected by the Patriotic
States
;
and a line drawn between them
and the Yankee Nation."
As the November election approached,
the prevailing excitement reached a pitcli
which is reflected in the increased space
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given to politics by both the Statcsniaii
and the Patriot. Advertisements were
pushed to the side columns; extra sheets
were printed ; and the Patriot, in a surge
of enthusiasm for its cause, added to its
title, "vSpirit of the People and the
People's Representatives."
Not the least amusing aspect of tlu-
verbose warfare was the efifort of eacli
editor to print, on lielialf of his favorite,
endorsements b\' men high in the public's
esteem. In conformit\- witli this practice,
the Patriot liad resurrected the state-
ments of every friend or enemy of Jack-
son who had, in the heyday of his mili-
tarv achievements, commended the gen-
eral. In a parallel column with this long
list of endorsements was printed in vivid
contrast, the mistakes and offenses—real
and imaginary
—committed by that aus-
tere candidate of the "War, Pestilence,
and Famine" Ticket, John Quincy
Adams.
Not to be outdone, and mindful of that
military axiom that "the best defence is
a vigorous oft'ense," the Statesman re-
taliated by launching a violent and typi-
cally caustic attack on its contemporary,
declaring that it was following a "wanton
and truth-defying course." The Stafcs-
man's front page fairly bristled with en-
dorsements on behalf of Adams, by the
verv men who at the same time were
being quoted 1)\- the Patriot as staunclil)
supporting Jackson. This paradox is
easily explained by noting that the quota-
tions, in both papers, are taken from ut-
terances of public men from W^ashington
to Clay, over a period of nearly forty
years! In the light of this explanation
it does not seem so absurd to read in the
Patriot that Andrew Jackson is a man
"whose whole career lias been signalized
bv the purest intentions and tlie most
elevated purposes, and whose services to
this nation entitle him to the highest re-
wards"—John Quincy Adams. P)Ut they
failed to mention that this statement was
made in 1822, relative to his military ac-
complishments. The Patriot, lighting lire
with tire, quoted Andrew Jackson with
equal glibness, as saying, "the selection
of John Ouincy Adams for this post is,
to my mind, the very best that can be
made." I>ut they, likewise, forgot to add
tliat tliis statement was made back in
1S17, when Adams had been selected as
.Monroe's secretary oi state.
The outcome of the election is so well
known tliat it needs no comment. Piut
as to the reactions of the two leading ex-
l)onents of the opposing forces in New
Hampshire, some account should be
taken. The National Intelligencer— the
Adams organ — was the instrument
through which news of the election was
hrst received in this state. It announced
a glorious victory early in the counting.
Tlie caustic Mill. clic>grined perhaps, at
the turn e\ents were taking, said that
ClaA' ])robal)ly ordered a dozen of cham-
pagne, drank it off. "flew to the Palace
and took a game of billiards with
John II."
WHien tlie truth of tlie election was
tinally known, the Patriot, "not wishing
to be unduly \ indictive, nor to exhibit
unbecoming exultation" at the discom-
lilure of its ri\al, was content to say that
tliere liad never been any event which
liad excited more general expressions of
joy in the state than the triumph of the
"people over a corrupt and profligate
coalition of office seekers with the old
federal aristocracy."
The Statesman rather dolefully re-
marked that the state had been true to
its action of 1S(K), when it had spurned
the arch-enemy of a strong central gov-
ernment, and given its votes to the elder
Adams.
There is something pathetic in the atti-
tude of these two editors, after the battle
is over and the smoke has cleared awav.
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As they lean over their desks—one ex-
ultant, the other dejected
—each feels the
urge to indulge in a bit of prophecy.
How characteristic of the mood of each
is his utterance :
The Patriot: "Our beloved country is
safe—all is safe."
The Statesman : "All is lost."
Yet how futile it was to make either
comment. Both were true, in a certain
sense
; neither was true, in another sense.
Time heals all wounds, and the intense
partisan strife of the election of 1928
was quickly forgotten in the new inter-




She fears the dream that paces in her heart
Like some caged thing that vainly seeks release,
Its beauty bidding her to tear apart
The bars and free it to a lyric peace.
She binds her e3'es against its loveliness—
The fields of wheat, the wood where ferns are mass'd.
The wildplum thicket in a lane . . . they stress
The bitter shadows towering chimneys cast.
For she must know the huddled mills all shorn
Of beauty's traceries, the scraggy oak
Whose feeble gesturing is laughed to scorn
By leering images wind-carved in smoke.
And bear repression's red, unsightly scars.
And take no step upon the road of stars.
Habits and Customs of the Olden Time
FRED VV. LAMB
PICTURE
to yourself, if you can,
the New England of seventy-
tive to one hundred years ago.
Go back to the days of the sphnning
wheel, when the earlv looms and wheels
reapers and cut not only the tall, waving
grain. Imt alstj their own hands and legs
with the sickle in trying to learn the busi-
ness. They picked the apples, cut stalks,
helped husk the corn, and shelled it in
were deftly operated by the dexterous the winter, picked up the stones in the
lingers of the settlers' wives and daugh-
ters. Whenever the arms tired with the
wielding of the "wheelboy," the speed of
the spinning wheel was correspondingly
reduced and the output of homespun
yarn fell far below the average. Con-
ditions have changed radically since the
days of the spinning wheel. Today more
cotton and wool are spun in one hour in
the mills of New England than could
have been spun in years by all the set-
tlers' wives put together.
In those old days, things were done on
the farm in the old fashioned way. The
seed was sowed or planted by hand.
Then it was "the man with the hoe."
The grass was cut witli the scythe a.id
not by a modern mcjwing machine. The
men made long days, in the bus}' season,
lieginning as soon as it was fairly light,
and working as long as they could see.
The work of the vv^omen folks was even
more taxing than that of the men.
"Man's work is from sun to sun, but
woman's work is never done," runs the
old saying, and nothing truer was ever
written.
fields, to be removed in carts, picked up
the potatoes after they were dug, drove
the cows to pasture and turned the grind-
stone.
In those days very few of the houses
were painted. There was usually a bed
in eveiy room, except in the kitchen and
somt times in that. In the family sleep-
ing room there would be a trundle bed
for Liie small children. Very few houses
h.-'(l ;uiy fioor covering, even in the best
room. Most of the schools were in ses-
si(jn but a few weeks in the summer and
the same in the winter. There was
usually a new teacher every term.
Horses were not much used in farm
work but oxen were employed for plow-
ing, drawing in hay and for teaming
generally. Sometimes in winter, after a
big storm, when the snow was deep and
badly drifted, it was no uncommon sight
to see ten or fifteen yoke of oxen at-
tached to a big sled accompanied by
several drivers and by men with shovels,
breaking out the roads.
At this time there were very few
libraries, no town or school libraries
The boys of the familv did their part, having been started. The books owned
dropping the corn, potatoes and other
seeds. They assisted in the hoeing,
spread the hay. helped in raking, loaded
the hay or raked after the load, and
stowed it away when it was being un-
loaded into the big mow or on the stufify
and heated scaffolds. They joined the
by the people were nearl\- all of a
religious turn. The Bible was read at
home and in school and its quaint old
stories were much enjoyed. With this
might be found Baxter's "Saints' Rest"
and lUmyan's "Pilgrim's Progress."
On Sunday there was morning and
[459]
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afternoon service with Sunday School
between. At noon there was a general
gathering of the men under the horse
sheds to exchange news. In good
weather evening meetings were held in
the schoolhouses when the head of each
family was expected to bring a lamp or
a candle.
In the line of holidays and amusements
Fast Day and Thanksgiving had most
naturally a certain religious tiavor. On
both of these days services were held
in the churches. Thanksgiving, though,
was the day for family reunions and good
cheer. Though most of the turkeys were
sold to increase the family income, one
Vv^as usually kept for that particular day
and other dishes like plum pudding,
mince pies, pumpkin pies and other old
fashioned delicacies loaded down the
tables. The big brick ovens were very
useful at this time.
The Fourth of July was the only regu-
lar holiday. At that time there were
lishing parties and picnics and everybody
tried to have a good time. The social
event of the winter months was the sing-
ing school. In some respects the teacher
of singing was a more important per-
sonage than the schoolmaster. He usual-
ly had a violin and organized classes in
every town and the young people pretty
generally attended with their minds bent
fully as much on having a good time as
learning how to sing.
The one great event of the year was
town meeting day and it was always
a great attraction to the boys of the town.
It came in March and in many towns
was held in the old meeting house, with
iis big old fashioned square pews and
high pulpit. It was the day of the
year to the men of the town and they
were all there. For the bo}'s it usu-
ally became a gala day, and they took
their first lessons in town affairs and
had a good time eating oranges, ginger-
bread, buns and other good things.
Among other pleasant gatherings may
be noted the husking bees in the fall
when the young people met in the eve-
nings to husk the golden corn as it lay on
the big floors of the barns. The eve-
n'ng's work and fun generally ended with
an old time supper. Then the corn was
usually spread out on the capacious floors
of the attic chamber toi dry, 'diough a
little later corn l)arns were in general
use. There were apple bees when the
surplus apples were pared, quartered and
strung, then placed in the sun to dry so
they could be prepared for future use.
In the early days nearly all the eatables
were the product of the farm. Tliere
was an abundance of rye and corn and
some wheat. The potato bug was un-
known and potatoes were raised in large
quantities. There was an abundance of
salt pork and salt fish. Money was
frequently reckoned in shillings of New
England currency and the old silver four-
pence and ninepence were still in circula-
tion. There was plain living, plenty of
hard work, and good outdoor air. and
the people were giants in physical
strength. The men and women thrived
in those days on hard work and did not
want holidays nor outings.
Soon after the early settlers were es-
tablished upon their farms they began
to keep sheep. The women carded and
spun the wool, and it was woven in the
great wooden looms that were set up in
the houses of the well-to-do farmers.
Spinning five skeins of woolen yarn was
considered a good day's work, and many
women who worked out were paid fifty
cents a week and boarded.
The process of weaving in the clumsy
looms was a laborious one. The web was
sprung by the feet, the shuttle was
thrown from one side to the other by
the hands, and the lathe that supported
the reed was swung to and fro to beat
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in the filling by the right and left hands
alternately. Five or six yards of weav-
ing was a good day's work. The warp
was wound upon ciuills and the filling
on spools, the winding being often done
by boys and girls.
The best of the wool was woven into
cloth for men's and women's wear. That
intended for men was taken to tlie
clothier to be fulled, dyed, sheared and
pressed. That to be worn by the women
was simply dyed and pressed. To save
expense many (if the men and boys wore
a stout kind of wailed clotli that was
sim])ly dyed. A boy clothed in garments
made of this very coarse kind of stuff,
after being engaged in snow balling dur-
ing a recess at school, before he returned
to his seat, found it quite difficult to
brush from his back and legs the great
masses of snow adhering to them.
Some of the women wove bed covers
or coverlets and much ingenuity was
displayed in the weaving of the various
ornamental figures and colors. In the
summer the men wore tow and linen
cloth for trousers and sometimes a
fabric made of cotton and linen and
often called "fustian." Cotton bought
at the store was often mixed with wool
and made into cloth for men's wear.
It may be mentioned here that some of
the early settlers wore leather breeches
made of tanned sheepskins when about
their everyday work and a few even wore
them to churclT on the coldest days of
winter.
The sheets, pillow cases, table cover?
and the underclothing for summer wear
vyere made mostly of linen spun upon
the old fashioned wheels that were oper-
ated by a treadle moved by the foot.
The flax when ripened was pulled up by
the roots and spread upon the damp
ground to rot and soften its outside
woody covering. This was then separated
from the flax by processes called "break-
ing" and "swingling." Such in brief,
were some of the early activities in the
olden (kiys, on the farms of the settlers
of New England.
SOMK Ol.l) Tl.MK L.vws
There is ncjlliing more pleasant and
instructive in leisure moments than to
turn back tlie pages of history in this
great land of ours, and to compare the
primitive scenes, incidents and customs
of the past with those of today. It is
tlie writer's good fortune to own a re-
])rint of a valuable and intensely interest-
ing volume, nothing more or less than a
copy of the old "blue laws" of New
Hampshire, when the old Granite State
was a province of Great Britain and un-
der the rule of King George II.
The book contains many interesting
laws showing the habits and customs of
those old days. The title page reads as
follows :
Acts and Laws
Passed by the General Court or
Assembly of his Majesties
Province of New Hampshire in
New England. Boston in New England
Printed by B. Green. Sold by Eleazar
Russell
x\t his Shop in Portsmouth in 1726.
Another book of similar contents but
somewhat older has the title :
Acts and Laws of
His Majesty's Province
In New England
With Sundry Acts of Parliament
By (Jrder of the Governor, Council and
Assembly, Passed October 16, 1759
Printed by Daniel Fowle, Portsmouth
1761
The.se two books contain many of the
most interesting old laws and among
them one of the most interesting at this
day is the liquor laws of those times.
New Hampshire at that time did not
have a Lewis law, yet the restrictions for
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selling liquors were very strict. In 1759
an act was passed which reads as fol-
lows: "No person who is or shall be
licensed to be an innkeeper, taverner,
common victualer or retailer, shall suffer
any inhabitant of such town where he
dwells, on coming thither from any other
town, to sit drinking or tippling after 10
o'clock at night in his or her house or any
of the dependences thereof."
Another law in force at that time was
one which imposed a penalty "of five
pounds on any retailer selling mixed
drinks," and five shillings on the poor
unfortunate that was caught while drink-
ing the same. The man who drank liquor
to excess in the good old days of the
past was not forgotten in this legislation.
Here is what they had in store for him :
"The selectmen in each town shall cause
to be posted up in all public houses with-
in each town within this province a list
of the names of all persons reputed
drunkards or common tipplers, misspend-
ing their time and estate in such houses."
There was a penalty of twenty shil-
lings imposed on the innkeeper who sold
one of these men a drink. The penalty
for drunkenness in those days was like-
wise pretty severe. For the first offence
it was five shillings or three hours in the
stocks
;
for the second, a fine of ten
pounds, and if the unfortunate could not
settle he was sent to jail until he could
find the amount of his fine.
Petty thieving in ye olden time was
vigorously treated. The offender was
obliged to refund treble the amount in
value of the goods taken from his vic-
tim, and beside this was fined five pounds
or twenty lashes. If the poor thief did
not happen to have money to square mat-
ters up he was turned over to the man
from whom he took the goods, who had
the right to "farm him out" to any one
until he had worked long enough to make
pecuniary restitution for his wrongdoing.
There were gossips in those days be-
fore daily papers were published and the
powers that were had something up their
sleeves for them. It was this : "Any per-
son or persons of the age of fourteen
and upwards who shall wittingly or will-
ingly make or publish any lie or libel
tending to the defamation or damage of
any particular person make, or spread
any false news, or reports, with intent to
abuse or deceive others, shall upon con-
viction be fined twenty shillings for their
first offence and furnish sureties for
their good behavior. Failure to pay fine
and costs meant three hours in the stocks
or public whipping.
pjlasphemy was a most serious crime
in the eyes of those early pioneers of
New Hampshire, and the penaltv for
"denying, cursing or reproaching the
holy Word of God" was "imprisonment
not exceeding six months, and until sure-
ties could be furnished by sitting in the
pillor\-. by whipping, boring through the
tongue with a red hot iron and sitting
uptjn the gallows with a rope around
their neck." There was only one cheer-
ful fact for the blasphemer to contem-
plate. It was further provided that "nc
more tlian two of the forementioned pun-
ishments shall be inflicted for one and
the same offence."
The people of the eajdier days of our
country evidently were impressed with
the idea that the night was made for rest
and sleep. In order to prevent disorder
at night they had a law whicli compelled
every Indian, negro and mulatto servant
and slave to be in the house before nine
o'clock unless sent on some special er-
rand by their master. The penalty for
being caught abroad after this hour was
not exceeding ten lashes.
The observance of the Sabbath or the
Lord's Day was another sacred custom
of our forefathers and the breaking of it
was made a serious crime. No place of
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business was allowed to keep open, no
one was allowed to drive or travel on
this da_\'. "Every person and persons
whatever shall on the Lord's Day care-
fully apply themselves to duties of
religion, ])ul)licl\' and privately." The
penalty for violating" the Sabliath was
twenty shillings.
Educational privileges of the earlier
times are in marked contrast to those of
t(xlay hut the mind of the rising genera-
tion was not forgotten. It was required
"that every town within the provinces
ha\ing tlie number of fifty householders
or ujiwards shall be constantly provided
a schoolmaster to teach children and
x'outli to read and write, and where
every town or towns have the number of
one hundred families or householders,
there shall also be a grammar school set
up and kept in every such town and some
discreet person of good conversation,
well instructed in the tongues shall be
secured to be master thereof ; everv such
schoolmaster to he suitably encouraged
and paid by the inhabitants."
The English parliament passed an act
early in the seventeenth century for the
"Preservation of His Majesty's woods in
New Hampshire," making it a penalty to
cut down white pine trees of the diameter
of twenty-four inches, twelve inches
from the ground. These trees were to
be reserved for masts for the royal navy.
The ]H^nalt\- for so doing was from five
to fifty pounds according to the size of
the tree.
In order to promote the making of tar
in New Hampshire an act was passed
setting the rate per cask at 20 shillings
and stating that good tar would be re-
ceived during the next year in payment
for taxes. Cursing and swearing was
])imishal)le l)y a fine of from four to eight
shillings and in succeeding offences the
fine was trebled. An extra fine of two
shillings per swear word was added when
more than (jne (jath was used at a stated
period. Breaking and entering was pun-
ishable b\' death and so was arson.
For the suppression of robberies and
assaults vigorous measures were taken.
Highway robbery was punishable by
burning on the forehead or hand and six
months' imprisonment and also treble
damages to the party robbed. The sec-
ond oft'ence was punishable by death.
x\ssaulting or offering violence to women
meant a public whipping of not exceed-
ing ten lashes and the second offence was
burning on the hand.
Many times reference is made to the
old Connecticut Blue Laws. They de-
rived their name from being printed
upon blue paper and were enacted by
the people of the "Dominion of Xew
Haven." Among them were many
ridiculous regulations, some of which
are here reprinted :
No one shall be a freeman or have a
vote unless he is converted and a mem-
ber of one of the churches allowed in
the dominion.
Each freeman shall swear bv the
blessed God to bear true allegiance to
this dominion and that Jesus is the onlv
king.
Xo dissenter from the essential wor-
ship of this dominion shall be allowed
to give a vote for electing of magistrates
or any officer.
No food or lodging shall be offered to
a heretic.
No one shall cross a river on the Sab-
bath but authorized clergymen.
No one shall travel, cook victuals,
make beds, sweep houses, cut hair or
shave on the Sabbath day.
No one shall kiss his or her children
on the Sabbath (jr fasting days.
The Sabbath day shall begin at sunset
Saturday.
Whoever wears clothes trimmed with
g(jld, silver or bone lace above one shil-
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ling per yard shall be presented by the
grand jurors and the selectmen shall tax
the estate 300 pounds in lawful money.
Whoever brings cards or dice into the
dominion shall pay a fine of five pounds
lawful money.
No' one shall eat mince pies, dance,
play cards, or play any instrument of
music except the drum, trumpet or jews-
harp.
No gospel minister shall join people in
marriage. The magistrate may join
them in marriage, as he may do it with
less scandal to Christ's Church.
When people refuse their children con-
venient marriages the magistrate shall
determine the point.
A man who strikes his wife shall be
fined ten pounds lawful money.
A woman who strikes her husband
shall be punished as the law directs.
No man shall court a maid in person
or by letter without obtaining the con-
sent of her parents ; five pounds penalty
for the first offence, ten for the second
and for the third, imprisonment during
the pleasure of the court.
These are but few of the many in-
teresting things to be noted in these old
books of law and show the narrowness
and harshness of the times while other
pages reflect the rugged honesty and
sobriety of the pioneer settlers and their
desire to enjoy that liberty and freedom
which they had so dearly bought and for
which they were willing to sacrifice their




At eventide our thoughts return
To times of old;
We see again the candles burn
Like flames of gold.
The shadows from that candle-light,
Fantastic, fall
On braided rug and curtain white,
On panelled wall.
A tall clock ticks like voice of time,
Distinct and slow,
And mellowed rings its measured chime
Like years ago.
At evenfall our thoughts return
To nights of old ;
Again we see the candles burn
Like flames of gold.
Scenic Beauty as a Financial Asset
EDWARD T. PARSHLEY
NOTWITHSTANDING
all that "Surely," Colonel Barron said to the
has been said and written about New England Council, "recreation takes
the importance of what people its place as an outstandinj,-^ factor in New
have begun to call the "recreational re- Hampshire's prosperity."
sources" of New Hampshire, there were
thousands who read with amazement
facts and figures presented to the New-
England Council at Bridgeport, Conn.,
by Col. W'illiam A. B)arron of the Craw-
ford House.
Mr. Barron's statistics were the
result of a survey carried on by a
committee appointed by the New Hamp-
It would be a picturesque exaggeration
to say that there is a gold mine for New
Hampshire in recreational development,
but there is very substantial i)V()fit in
preservation and proper exploitation of
the resources given to the state by nature,
in surpassed beauty of scenery an<l
almost unrivalled opportunity for en-
joyment of all the pastimes of lield
shire division of the New England and stream.
Council, in co-operation with the stave Scenic beauty becomes a financial asset
Department of Publicity. Mr. Barron, and takes on a very practical appeal, in
as chairman of the committee, was as- the face of figures like those submitted
sisted in his work by Donald D. Tuttle, by Mr. Barron. There are some, it is
executive secretary of the Publicity De- true, to whom commercialization of the
partment. Old Man of the Mountain, Lost River
No one doubted that property owned and the Watei-ville Notch seems like
by part-time residents was a source of sacrilege, but just as the Swiss have
revenue to the state and of profit to New
Hampshire people but it was astonish-
ing to learn that residential and non-
residential property in New Hampshire,
used for recreational purposes, has an
appraised value of about $100,000,000
and on this property yearly taxes arc
paid of $2,829,362.48' The 'valuation of
commercialized the Alps and the French
have forced the Riviera to pay dividends,
so New Hampshire people are taking
gold out of the mountains, the lakes and
the forests of the Granite State.
Moreover, the growing realization that
there is an economic value inherent in
beauty has made the conservationist a
the property used in one way or another good deal less of a prophet crying in the
for purposes of recreation is about one-
sixth of the total valuation of the state ;
and to eciual tlie recreational investment
it is necessary tu add together the as-
sessed valuations in this state of the Bos-
ton S: Manie Railroad, the Amoskeag
Corporation, the Nashua Manufacturing
Company, the Brown Company of Berlin
and the Public Service Company of New
Hampshire.
wilderness tlian he used to be. Com-
pelled to admit that, if natural beauty
is destroyed or marred, thousands of
people will not travel thousands of miles
every year to see it, the hardest headed
business man will resist encroachments
upon the scenic marvels of New Hamp-
shire. There are many for whom the
esthetic as such has no meaning, who
are willing to let others be as esthetic as
[4r,5i
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they please, and will help them to gratify
their whims, so long as the esthetic ones
are willing to pay for the privilege.
All this may sound flippant or cynical,
and it w^ould be unjust to suggest that
there are any great number of people
who are blind to beauty in nature. It
is nevertheless true that this is and al-
ways has been a world concerned chiefly
with practicalities and the thing that is
preserved is the thing that has tangible
value.
For this reason, even the idealist who
does not ask beauty to produce wealth
should w^elcome publication of Colonel
Barron's figures and should be grateful
to the New Hampshire Council and the
New Hampshire Department of Public-
ity for making their compilation possible.
They will concentrate attention upon
the magnitude of recreational develop-
ment in New Hampshire and will do
mucli to check any tendency there may
be toward permitting destruction of the
state's natural charm.
There is, too, another aspect of the
matter. Colonel Barron quoted from
the published report of a
recent survey
made by the United States Depart-
ment of Commerce, to the following
effect :
"It is a fact not generally appreciated
that the balance of migration between
New England and other parts of the
country has for a number of years
been
favorable to New England. The im-
portant factor has been
the migrat'on
into New England of persons born else-
where in the United States, since there
are now more New Englanders living
outside than ever before. The number
ot natives of other sec.'ons now living
in New England has trebled slnc^ 1876.
"The facts indicate that annually more
native Americans are coining mto New
England than are going out from this
section. This may be attributed to the
large number of persons who visit this
section as tourists, convention visitors
and students who take up residence
there. The principal states from whicli
these outside residents are drawn are
New York, Pennsylvania and New Jer-
sey, in the order given. Considerable
numbers come also from the middle west
and from southern states."
New Hampshire is getting the benefit
of its full share of this eastward migra-
tion, and the conclusion is inescapable
that an appreciable number of those
who come into the state because they
have heard of the White Mountains or
of the Lake Country either remain as
permanent residents or eventually come
back again as property-holding and vot-
ing citizens.
No one dreams of minimizing New
Hampshire's industrial and commercial
assets and no one thought of making
recreational development the sole aim
of the state, but any New Hampshire
interest that represents an investment of
$100,000,000 out of a total property val-
uation of $622,000,000 has gone far be-
yond the point where it can be lightly
dismissed. There ab'eady is proof
enough of the statement made earlier in
this article that scenic beauty is a finan-
cial asset. It represents actual and
easily discoverable wealth that must be
preserved. Not to cherish the beauty
that is all around us would be to commit
a crime against nature. It also would
be economic foolishness.
Autumn in New Hampshire
DOROTHY WHIPPLE FRY
From the maples in the sunshine
Yellow leaves dropped down,
Telegrams from the Fairy places
Messages that Summer's gone.
'Cross the fields of frosted clover
Where dried blossoms stirred,
Charming little ghosts of flowers
With their slender stems frost blurred.
Through a fallow field whose harvest
Had been reaped now long ago.
Only wee lace-makers' cobwebs
Spread amidst the stubble row.
On into the golden woodland
Where the honey sun streamed through,
And a squirrel sat and chattered,
Waved his tail, as squirrels do.
All was an exquisite stillness ;
Now and then a nut dropped down.
And a bird called very softly
Just one bird that had not flown.
Pattering of fairy footsteps.
Echoed through long aisles of light.
And the glinting in the pine trees
Was their wings of colors bright.
All the air was full of fall leaves,
Swirling color everywhere,
Needing but a wind breath passing
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decline to be interviewed by a
reporter on politics, explainint^-
that the people are tired of politics and
he wishes to do them a kindness by re-
fraining from discussing the matter the
reporter broaches. Which merely proves
that the politician is even then playing
the game of politics, for pretending to
be doing what the dear people want done
is the fundamental rule of politics in
tliis day and generation. The people
never tire of being bunked by their so-
called public servants and by those who
are ambitious to find a place within that
charmed circle ; and they are being
handed what they like in unending vol-
ume.
New Hampshire is witnessing an in-
teresting game of politics just now. It
has been going on several months and
will continue with increasing velocity up
to next November. It is interesting
although there is nothing new in the gen-
eral scheme. The people of the state
have been hearing and seeing similar
performances all through the years since
the earliest colonists settled here. Cer-
tain members of the body politic have
been striving for the places of leadership
always ; some openly seeking official pos-
ition, others endeavoring to make it
appear that they are being prevailed
upon by urgent solicitation of friends to
forego a personal inclination to stay in
private life.
It is doubiful if anybody is fooled
b}- all of this customary rigmarole in
a political campaign, unless possibly
some of the politicians are kidding them-
selves into a belief their ancient stuff
is being accepted as what the label says
it is. They say there are still people
who take the labels on their bootleg
licjuor bottles seriously. Maybe so. And
maybe there are people who believe that
New Hampshire gets a governor or a
senator or an}- other important office
as a result of a spontaneous demand
instead of because the candidate and a
small group of friends more or less
astutely laid the wires to set oft' a com-
bustion which they fondly hope will
startle the people out of their indiffer-
ence. It seldom does that, but the pol-
iticians always go through the same
motions trusting they are working a
miracle.
By far the most interesting personal-
ity in the present campaign has been
Major Francis P. Murphy of Nashua.
The major, who received his title by
appointment to the staff' of Governor
John G. Winant, has been a conspicuous
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figure in New Hampshire politics and
business for quite a while. He has been
successful in business to a remarkable
degree and has been moderately success-
ful in politics working for others un-
iformly and being a big factor in the
nominations of former Governor Win-
antv and Governor Charles W. Tobey.
Vague rumors that Major Murph\-
had the gubernatorial bee buzzing in h's
bonnet began going the rounds months
ago and the rumors were followed by
anncnmcement (jf a petition signed by
four thousand Xashuans urging their
townsman to be a candidate. Senator
Moses showed skepticism abcjut the
major's candidac}- being one of those
things that would last, even to the pri-
mary, and the senator's view was shared
by many others for one reason or an-
other. Rut as time went on there were
signs that seemed U) indicate Senator
Moses was in a fair way to register one
of his rare flops in political prophecy.
Major Murphy began to shape up as an
honest-to-goodness candidate, one of the
go-through kind. He had many politici-
ans buffaloed, including a number within
his own faction of the party who were
in no way enthusiastic about him as a
governorship candidate but did not dare
to say so publicl)-. Most of these appar-
ently had made up their minds they
would have to take him as a candidate
instead of a powerful helper and were
trying to reconcile themselves to the sit-
uation. Not all of the major's suppor-
ters were lukewarm by any means. He
had many very ardent friends and ad
mirers who believed he had all the qual-
ifications to make him a good governor
and not a few of these were usually
aligned against the faction the major has
been wont to train witli in the past.
Arthur P. Morrill of Concord, former
president of the state senate and former
speaker of the house, announced his
candidacy last September. He had been
trotting along in the same informal
manner Major Murphy had about the
same length of time and it was thought
when Morrill announced his candidacy,
Murphy would not be far behind and
that these two would make the fight for
tile Republican nomination. Morrill is
still going good, but Murphy appears to
be content to bide his time awhile longer,
if recent signs are what they seem to be.
Dr. Hugh K. Moore of Berlin, who
has achieved a high reputation as an
industrial chemist, has also made formal
entrance as a Republican governorship
candidate, but he admits he is a member
of no party faction and tliat he has no
organization which renders his prospect
of winning a primary nomination at best
remotely probable. Indications are that
Morrill will have another candidate sel-
ected from among the liberal group with
which Murphy has been identified, even
though the Nashua man may step aside
this year.
All things considered the strangest
feature developed thus far in the cam-
paign is the transposition of one of the
most stressed issues in the last gover-
norship campaign. In 1928, former
Councilor Ora A. Brown of xA.shland,
an excellent old school gentleman,
labored under a heavy handicap through
the constant reiteration from his oppon-
ents that he was a "hand-picked" candi-
date. That designation was attributed
to Brown being supported by former
Governor Huntley N. Spaulding, Senator
Moses, Senator Henry W. Keyes and
most of the other Old Guard office
holders. This year, JMessrs Morrill and
Moore unquestionably are self-starters
and the Liberal candidate, if one is en-
tered against them, must indubitably go
through the campaign laden d(jwn with
that dreaded epithet hand-picked, as a
result of the wide publicity given tlie




I love you as the \\\^\\ loves music,
Drawn across the strings of sleep.
Be a cr}-, a soft-sighed breathing,
Be a dream from slumber deep.
Sweet to sigh in muted wonder
At the beauty you disclose ;
Sweet to drain long draughts of rapture,
As of the passion- scented rose.
Love should never dare admission!
Hold me lightly that T know
The wonder of delight :—yet forge
Strong chains which will not let me go.
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